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PART I.
CHARACTER AND LOGICAL METHOD
CAL ECONOMY.
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O F POLITI-

1. What political Economy
is."PoliticalEconomy,
or
Economics,is thename of thatbody of knowledgewhich
relates to wealth.
Political Economy has to do with no other subject, whatsoever, thanwealth.Especiallyshouldthestudent
of economics takecarenottoallowanypurelypolitical,ethical
or
socialconsiderations to influence h i m in hisinvestigations.
Allthathe
has, asaneconomist,
to do is to find outhow
wealth is produced, exchanged, distributed and consumed. It
willremainforthe
socialphilosopher,themoralist,or
the
statesman, to decide how far the pursuit of wealth, according
to the laws discovered by the economist, should be subordinatedtoother,let
us say,higher,considerations.
Themore
strictlytheseveralbranches
of inquiry are kept apart, the
better it will be for each and for all.
The economist may also be a social philosopher, a moralist,
or a statesman,justasthemathematicianmayalsobe
a
chemist or a mechanician ; but not, on that account, should
the several subjects be confounded.
2. PoliticalEconomy does not Inculcate Love of Wealth.
"Because political economy confines itself to discovering the
laws of wealth, it has by somebeencalled,derisively,
the
Gospel of Mammon. Inreplytothissneer
it would be
enough
to
say
that,
while
wealth
is
not
the
sole interest of
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mankind, it is yet of vast concern, of vital concern, to individualsandtocommunities.
As such, it deserves tobe
studied. Now, if it isto be studied at all, it willbestbe
studied by itself. The easiest and surest way to increase our
knowledge of any subject is to isolate it, and investigate it, to
the strict exclusion, for the time, of all other subjects.
But more may be said.
Political Economy does not inculcate love of wealth. It simply inquires how that passion, or
propensity, in thedegreein
which it exists, does, infact,
of men. Political Economy has no
influence theactions
quarrel with passions or propensities which may, in a greater
or less degree, supplantthe love of wealth. It doesnot
assume to sit in judgment on human conduct ; It exercises no
choice among human motives ; It simply undertakes to follow
causes totheir effectsinonesingle
department of human
activity, viz., the pursuit of wealth.
3. Political Economy Tempera the Pageion for Wealth,So far from ministering t o greed, it would be easy toprove
that the study of Political Economy has tended, by showing
how wealth is really best gained and kept, to banish a ravening, ferocious greed which seeks to snatch its objects of desire
by brutal violence, at whatever cost of misery to others, and
to replace this by an enlightened sense of self-interest, which
and
seeks its objects through exchanges mutually beneficial,
whichsupportssocialorderandinternationalpeace
ae the
conditions of general well-being.
PoliticalEconomy doesnot plantthe love of wealthin
humanminds.
It finds it there,astrong,nativepassion,
which, but for enlightened views, is likely to break out into
privaterapineand publicwar.A
little more than onehundred years ago, before Adam Smith publishedhis great work,
“The Wealthof Nations,” it was a maximof public policy,that
only one partmy to trade
could profit by a transaction, and that
all which one party might gain, the other must lose. Out of
thisrootgrewwarsand
commercialrestrictionswhichset
managainst man, andnationagainstnation,makingthe
intercourse of even the most civilized states a game of deceit
and violence. Adam Smith left the love of wealth in human
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minds,notrebuked
but enlightened.Littlemorethan
a
century has elapsed, yet mankind have made greater progrese
towardhumaneandmutuallyadvantageousinternational
relations in that time than during all the other centuries
of
human history.
4. But m a t
Wealth p-Economists havefoundmuch
difficulty in defining Wealth ; and not a few writers,
especially of late, have chosen to abandon the word altogether.
Several of these have called Political Economy the Science
of Exchanges.Butthe
use of thistermonlyremovesthe
essentialdifticulty of thesubject
one stagefurther away.
Exchanges of what ? All human life, in society,
is made up
of exchanges, in feeling, word and act.
The family relation,
the neighborhood, the State, the Church, imply an unceasing
only a
exchange of sympathies,activitiesandincentives,
portion of which are wit.hin the view of the economist,
If we say exchanges of wealth,wehave not escaped the
difmnlty of defining Political Economy,since we have, all the
same, to tell what wealth is. If we say exchanges of services,
wemustfurtherexplainwhat
sort of services wemean,
since thereisaninfinitude
of services of man to man,
in a great variety of relations, with which Political Economy
can claim to have nothing to do. The services of parents to
children, of children to parents, of children to each other, of
friend to friend, do not form any part of the subject matter
of Political Economy.
If we say economicservices,we
havestill to definethe
scope of the word economic : that is,we are back again at
the point from which we started.
6. The Term a Popular One.-The substitute offered for
the term wealth, in describing the field of Political Economy,
us see what we can do with the
proving thus defective, let
word so long in use.
Wealth is, as Prof.Pricejustly
observes,
the
word
which
belongs to
the
world
which
Political
Economy
addresses.”
It
would, therefore, be a matter
of regret, were it to be aban.
doned
unnecessarily.
Whentheman
of business, the
laboring
man, even the man of leisure, is told that Political Economy
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is the soience of wealth, he a t once feels drawn to the subject.
No one is above, few are below, an interest in the mbject.
But the term, science of exchanges, is not especially attractive. A banker, deeming that ‘‘ foreign exchanges ” are meant,
may at first think himself concerned ; but will discover his
misapprehension when he opens the book. The great majority
of people will doubt, on hearing the title, whether they care
much or any thing about thescience of exchanges.
Since, then, BO great popular interest attaches to the word,
wealth, it would be a pity to lose the use of it without good
reason.
8. Y e t Subject to Bcientiflc Uses.-And we note that the
conception of wealth formed by men who are not students of
PoliticalEconomy,isclearand
well-defined. It isonly
scholars, when they begin to talk and write about wealth, who
find any difficulty in the use of the word. Stop a dozen men
in succession, and ask them what constitutes wealth, and you
will find analmostperfectagreement.“Every
one,” says
Mr. John Stuart Mill, “has anotion sufficiently correct for
common purposes of what is meant by wealth. The inquiries
whichrelate to it are in nodanger of beingconfounded
withthoserelatingtoanyother
of thegreathuman
interests.”
Moreover, if we inquire what is the difficulty attributed to
the use of the term, we find that it relates, not so much to the
definition of wealth, as to the formation of a catalogue of the
articles which make up the wealth
of an individual or community.
be
Now, it is not important that such a catalogue should
formed. It would not even be fatal to a definition of wealth
thatcertainobjectsshouldbefoundwhichseemedtofall
acrosstheline
of demarkation.AlldefinitionsinPolitioal
Economy, as, indeed,in the natural sciences, are subject to
this condition. Few naturalists will presume to say just where
the vegetable kingdom ends and the animal kingdom begins.
There are objects in nature concerning which it would puzzle
the most learned scholar to say whether they are animal or vegetable. Yet we do not, on that account, hesitate to say that a
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tree belongs to the vegetable, and an elephant to the animal
kingdom.
7. Relation of Wealth to Value.-Wealth
comprisesall
articles of valueandnothing
else. If anythinghave
not
It may conceivvalue, it does not belong to this category.
; but it certainly is other than
ablybebetterthanwealth
wealth. It may become a means of acquiring wealth ; but it
is not wealth itself. In the language of Prof. N. W. Senior,
“ t h e words wealth and value
differassubstance
and attribute,Allthosethings,andthose
only,which
constitute
wealth, are valuable.”
8. But What is Val- p-Value
is the power which an
article
confers
upon
its
possessor, irrespective of legal
authority or personal sentiments, of commanding, in exchange
or the products of the labor, of others.
for itself, the labor,
Briefly and somewhat elliptically speaking : Value is power
in exchange.
W e say : irrespective of legal authority. The Emperor
of
Germany can, by a word, call two millions of men from their
homes and send them to distant fields, even to foreign lands,
to work, to watch, to march, to fight and to
die. Yet these
servicesarenot
economic,because notvoluntary,
On the
other hand, the services of a soldier in the British army are
economic, as they are rendered under the termsof a voluntary
enlistment, the result of a fair and open bargain between the
crown and the subject.
W e say also : irrespective of personalsentiments.The
mother hangs over the sick bed, day and night, draining her
very life blood to save her child. Her services are not economic,because dictated by a purely personal
senthent. On
the other hand, the work of the hired nurse and of the feed
physician comes fairly within the
view of the economist.
Q. TransferabilityEssential to Value.“Wenotethat
exchange implies twoexchangers.Value
is, then,asocial
phenomenon.
But exchange implies, also, the capabilityof detaching from
the present possessor the articles tobe exchanged, and making
them over to another.
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Do health, strength, intelligence, skill, pOf!.sess this capability ? Are they wealth ? Have they value ?
Not a little of the difficulty which has attended the urn, in
economics, of the word wealth, has arisen from attributing
value to such properties or possessions as these. Prof. Alfred
Marshall, in his admirable work, “The Economics of Industry,” evenincludeshonesty in the “personal qrealth ” of a
country.
us applythetest
of our definition. Can these
Butlet
possessions or properties be exchanged? Can health, strength,
intelligence, skill, be detached and become the property of
another ? No ; they can be taken away from one, as by sickness or death ;but they can not be made over t o any one else.
The gouty millionaire can not, with all that he has, purchase
the robust health of the laborer by the wayside, or buy for
his empty-headed son the learning or the trained facultiee of
the humblest scholar. Hence, all that which some economista
have called intellectual capital, and allthat which, by analogy,
might be called physical capital, are to be excluded from the
category of wealth.
10.Better than Wealth,
but not Wealth.- Those possessions or properties have seemed to be things so desirable in
view of
themselves, so much to bepreferred,inanyright
human welfare, that excellent writers have not been able
to
bring themselves to leave them out of the field of economics.
But Political Economy is the science, not of welfare, but of
wealth,Theremaybemanythings
which arebetterthan
wealth, which are yet not to be called wealth. A good name
is rather t o bechosen than riches, andlovingfavorthan
silver and gold ; yet a good name is not
riches, and loving
favor is neither silver nor gold.
Here the popular understanding of the word coincides with
the definition given for scient& purposes. Plain men do not
speak of such qualities, or endowments, as being wealth.
No
merchant or manufacturer or laboring man would include any
one of these items in an account of his wealth, however pwcious he might esteem them.
And it is to be noted that it does not matter whether the
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incapacity to detach and make over a
possession to another,
arisesfromthenature
of things, as in the case of personal
or from the conhealth and strength, skill and intelligence,
straints of law or public opinion. In Circassia,abeautiful
daughter is wealth, and is popularly so accounted. No one in
making up the list
of his wealth would omit this item, any
morethanhewouldleaveouthishorses
or his fields. In
Christian countries, a daughter is not wealth, though she
is
far better than wealth. The Proclamation
of Emancipation,
in the United States and in Russia, annihilated a vast mass
of
wealth ; it created what was better than muchwealth-a body
of free men.
But whilestrength,skillandintelligencecannotbe
detached,andtransferred,
and thuscannotbe
eaid to be
wealth, the present use of them can be assigned to another,
andhencemay
become thesubject of exchange.Therich
valetudinarianmaycommandthe
services of therobust
laborer, in waiting on hisperson ; hemayhirethepoor
scholar to be tutor to his son. " h e usufruct of all such qualities and endowments, therefore, properly constitutes an item
of wealth,and,bytheforce
of contract,thecapability
of
transferring this species of wealth may be extended beyond
the present moment to considerable periodsof time, as when a
man is hired by the month or year.
11. Relation of Wealth to Community of fho&.--But
it
may be objected that, inasmuch as exchange implies a present
individual possessor, were community of goods or of labor to
be universally established, there would
no longer be such a
thing as wealth, or such a department of human inquiry as
Political Economy.
To this it is sufficient to reply, that community of labor or
of enjoyment is simply impossible, from the very nature
of
mankind.
in such a society, each
Were a hundred persons to unite
would have to work by himself : the exertion must be his ;
the pain and weariness would be all his. On the other hand,
whathereceivedfromthecommon
stock, wouldbehis
own ; the food would nourish him alone; the clothing and the
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food would warm only him ; none of his fellows would share
iu the pleasure or the benefit of what he consumed.
The so-called community of labor and of goods, then,
amounts simply to a mode of roughly apportioning exertion
and enjoyment, on the basis of an assumed equalityof abilities
and of needs. Subject to all the injustice involved in such an
assumption, each one of the hundred members would still part
with hisservices tohisfellows,and
receive fromthemhis
remuneratlon, in the form of food, clothing, fuel and shelter.
la. Relation of Value to Gratuity.-It will havebeen
gathered from what has
been said respecting value,that wealth
and well-being are not synonymous. Much which is essential
t o thelatter is no element of theformer.Wealthmay
be
increased at the expense of well-being, as in the case of the
reduction of freelaborerstothegrade
of chattelslavery.
Wealth map be diminished temporarily by causes which minister to the advancement of the community and the State, aa
in the c u e of inventions which throw outof use large amounts
of materialandapparatus,
or of amelioratingchanges
in
nature which allow costly contrivances to be dispensed with.
‘‘ If,” wrote Prof. Senior, “ the climate of England could
suddenly be changed to that of Bogota, and the warmth which
we extract imperfectly and expensively from fuel were
sup.
plied by the sun, fuel would cease to be useful, except as one
of the productive instruments employed by art
; weshould
want no more grates or chimney-pieces in our sitting-rooms ;
what had previously been a considerable amount of property,
i n the fixtures of houses, in stock in trade and materials, would
become valueless ; coals would sink in price ; the most expensive mines would be abandoned
; those which were retained
would command smaller rents.”
1s. Continuous Displacement of Velue by Gratuity.W e are now called further to notice that there is a constant
tendency to this diminutionof the sum of wealth, and even to
the annihilation of individualitems,fromage
to age. So
rapid and persistent is that tendency that, but for the increase
of population, and themultiplicationanddiversification
of
human desires, due to increasing civilization and refinement,
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the subject matter with which Political Economy has to deal
wodd be continually diminishing.
How small the s u m of wealth which would sufiioe for a
community, in our stage of knowledge and skill, which should
aspire to live only as well as a tribe of savages ! The boats,
the nets, the huts, the clothing and the domestio utensils of a
primitive community represent an incredible amount of exertion and sacrifice ; possess a vast amount of purchasing power.
A likeoutfitwouldrequire
but an insignificant part of the
laborpower of amodern community,andwouldhave
but
little purchasing power.
The tendency which has been noted arises out of the p r o g
ress of mankind in the chemical and mechanic arts, by which
operations
formerly
difficult are
made
easy;
by
which
materialsnaturally
scarce aremadeplentiful
; bywhich
human necessities once urgently felt are wholly obviated, and,
finally, by which things once costing labor are made to produce themselves spontaneously.
14. Growth of Human Wants.”In fact,
however, while,
in any community, this displacement of value by gratuity ia
continually in progress, the increase of populationand the
multiplicationanddiversification
of humanwantsmaybe
operating as steadily and strongly in the other direction. T h e
labor that is made free by discoveries and inventions is applied
to overcome the difficulties which withstand the gratification
of newly-felt desires. The hut is pulled down to make room
for the cottage ; the cottagogives way to the mansion
; the
‘mansion to the palace. The rude covering of skins is replaced
by the comely garment
of woven stuffs ; and these, in the
progress of luxury, by the most splendidfabrics of human
skill. In athousandformswealthiscreatedbythe
whole
energy of the community, quickened b y a zeal greater than
that which animated the exertionsof their rude forefathers to
obtain a scanty and squalid subsistence.
16. Distinotion between W e a l t h end &opedy.-A fur-.
ther distinctionis that betweenwealthandproperty.The
neglect of this has caused great oonfusion, especially in dieouseions of the principles and methods of taxation.

IO
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Mr. J. S. Mill affords an example of the confusion of these
terms when he says, respecting a mortgage on alanded estate,
“ this is wealth to the person to whom it brings in a revenue,
and whocould,perhaps,
sell it in themarketforthefull
amount of the debt. But it is not wealth to the country ; if
the engagement were annulled, the country would be neither
poorer nor richer.”
A more accurate statement of the case would be this : The
landed estate is wealth, that is, possesses value ; that is, confers upon its possessor the power of commanding, in
exchange for itself, the labor, or the products of the labor, of
; in
others. The mortgage is property, or a right to wealth
this case,a righttoanundividedportion
of the 1.anded
estate. The amount of the property of the owner of the estate
is thevalue of theestate less themortgage.Thereis
but
one body of wealth ; there are two properties, that
of the
owner, and that of the mortgagee. The wealth of the community is no greater and no less, whether the ownership of the
estate be entire, or divided into two or
half a dozen properties.
Indeed, we might say that “property” is not a word with
which the political economist has any thing t o do. It is legal,
not economic, in its significance.
‘(The wealth,” says Prof. Senior, (‘which consists merely
of a right or credit, on the part of A,, with a corresponding
duty or debt on the part of B., is not considered by the Political Economist. He deals with the things which are the subjects of the right, or the credit, not with the claims or liabilities which may affect them. I n faot, the credit amounts merely
to this : that B. has in his hands a partof the property of A.”
16. The Premises of Politicd Economy.“What are tho
properpremises of Political Economy? that
is, what facts
andprinciples should the economist taketo reason from?
Aretheymanyorfew?Shallthe
economist takeinto
account all the facts, mental or physical, which influence the
phenomena of wealth ; or shall he confine himself to certain
principal facts ?
Shall we take man, for the purpose of economic reasoning,
precisely as he ie found to be, with all his appetenoies and
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characteristics, so far as they affect the power and the disposition to labor, or so far as they increase or impair the ability
of individuals to secure their share in the distribution
of the
create, for the purposes
of our
product of industry ? or shall we
reasoning, an economic man, assumed to be impelled by certain
motives in respect to wealth, from whose actions men in general, knowing themselves to be more or less fully controlled
by similar motives, may derive instruction 3
Instead of seeking to extend our knowledge
of the actual
conditions under which wealth is produced b y man, shall we
content ourselves with certain leading conditions, such as that
food is produced without human labor only in small quantities
and very precariously ; that the soils of every country vary
widelyin fertility ; and that of no soilcan the produce be
increased indefinitely without a more than proportional expenditure of labor and capital ?
Shall we take account of thevariousendowments, in the
way of soil and climate, mineral resources and water power, of
' different countries? Shall
we study their institutions and the
predominant traits of character manifested by their people, so
far astheseappear
to influence theiractions in respect to
wealth ? Orshall we, on the other hand, disregard all that
makes one nationto differ fromanother,caringtolearn
nothing of any which would not hold good of all.
Upon the answer to these questions depends the character
and logical method of Polit,ical Economy. Upon that answer
depends alsomuch of the usefulness of thisdepartment of
inquiry and the interest it may be expected to arouse in the
public mind.
17. Two Sohools of Political Economy.-The differences
of opinion whichexistregardingtheproperextent
of the
premises of Political Economy have given rise to two schools
which are commonly calledthe English and the German
school.
The economists of the former school insist that the proper
premises of pure Political Economy consist of a few certain
facts of human nature, of human society, and of the physical
conetitution of the earth. That these, not more thanfive or six
in number, constitute all the premises proper to the inquiry.
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That the scope of economic reasoning can not be extended
beyond these without destroying the purity and simplicity of
the science, and introducing error andconfusion.
The economists of the latter school hold that it is the provexplain the phenomena of
ince of PoliticalEconomyto
wealth. That, in order to do this, the economist must inquire
how men do, in fact, behave in regard to wealth, constituted
ae they are, and under the
conditions and circumstances in
which they are placed.
In this view, nothing that important.ly influences the production and distribution of wealth can be neglected by the
economist. All human history becomes his domain, The other
sciences, alike the physical and the moral, become tributary to
the science he cultivates.
With its premises thus enlarged, Political Economy ceases
to be something which one man
of superior intellect could,
with a definite exertion of his faculties, work completely out
a t a sitting, as Beckford wrote Vathek ’’ ; and that too without having visited any community beyond the
one in which he
was born, or knowing a page of history. Political Economy,
as thus comprehended, becomes a work t o which many men
and succwive ages must contribute ; the material of which is
accumulated in human experience, and is thus continually on
the increase. It becomes a work which never is, but is always
to be done, growing with the growing knowledge of the race.
18. Prof. airnee’ Statement.-It hasbeensaid
that the
two schools of Political Economy are known as the Englih
and the German school. The terms are not fortunate,
inasmuch
as aome of the economists who have labored most fully in the
spirit of the so-called German school, have been nativesof the
British Isles. The best statement known to
me of the true
scope of economic inquiry is that given by Prof.Cairnes, from
whose admirable lectures*I abridge the following paragraphs,
preserving the author’s phraseology :
The deaires, passions and propensities which influence msn-

* “ On the Character and Logical Method of Political Economy,” firat
publiehed in 1857 ; reprinted, revised and enlarged in 1876, juet before.
the lamented author’s death.
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b d in the pursuit of wealth are almost infinite. P e t among
these are some principles of so marked and paramount a character as both to admit of being ascertained, and when ascertained, to afford the data for determining the most important
laws of the production and distributionof wealth. TOpossees
himself of these is the first business of the political economist.
He hasthen to take account of some leadingphysiological
facts connected with human nature ; and, lastly, to ascertain
the principal physical characteristics of those natural agentsOf
production on which human industry is exercised.
But it must not be thought that when these cardinal facts
have been ascertained, and theirconsequences duly developed,
the labors of thepoliticaleconomistare
atan end. Many
subordinate influences will intervene to disturb, and occasionally to reverse, the operation of the more powerful principleq
and thus to modify the resultingphenomena.
18. Subordinate Causes in Economics."The next
atep,
therefore, in his investigations will be to endeavor
to ascertain
the character of those subordinate causes, whether mental or
physical, political or social, which influence human conduct in
the pursuit of wealth. These, when he has found them,
and
is enabled to appreciate them with sufficient accuracy, he w
l
l
i
incorporate among the premises of the science.
Thus, the political and social institutions of a country, in
particular, thelawsaffectingthetenure
of land, will be
included among such subordinate agencies. It will be for the
political economist to show in what way causes of this kind
modify the operation of more fundamental principles. Again,
of production, such, e. Y., as
any great discovery in the arts
the steam engine, will be a new fact for the consideration of
the political economist. It will be like the discovery of a new
planet, the attraction of which, operating on all the heavenly
bodies within the sphere of its influence, will cause them more
or less to deviate from the path which had been previously
calculated for them.
In the same way, also, those motives and prmciplesof action
which may be developed in the progress of society, 80 far 81
they may be found to affect the phenomena of wealth, I V ~
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also be taken account of by the political economist. He will
cbneider, e. g., the influence ofcuHtom in modifying human
of wealth. H e willconsider how, as
conduct in the pursuit
civilization advances, the estimation of the future in relation
to the present is enhanced, and the desire for immediate enjoyment ie controlled bytheincreasing efficacy of prudential
restraint. He will also observe how ideas of decency, comfort
and luxury are developed as society progresses, modifying
the.
natural force of the principle of population,influencingthe
mode of expenditure of different classes, and affecting thereby
thedistribution
of industrialproducts.Evenmoraland
religiousconsiderationsare
to betakenaccount
of by the
economist precisely in so far as they are found,
in fact, toaffect
the conduct of men in the puwuit of wealth.
ao. Remarks on Prof. Cairnes’statement.-Nothing could
be added to this statement of the logical method of Political
Economy, as it is pursued by those who hold that it is the
province of the science to explain the phenomena of wealth ;
and that, to this end, all causes which, whether primarily, or
principally sociaI, ethical, physical or physiological,do, in fact,
enter to affect the actions of men respecting wealth, shouldbe
identified and determined,so far as may be, both in their direction and in the degree of their influence.
In this view the economist who omits any cause, structural
or dynamic, physical or moral, which affects
the production,
exchange, distribution or consumption of wealth, must justify
himself, not by the plea that such a cause has no relevancy to
his investigation, but by
someplea which wouldexcuse an
admittedly less than complete treatment of the subject, e. g.,
the lack of information, the limitations of the human faculties,
or the need, for popular instruction, of very brief and very
general statements of principle.
21, Mr.Mill on the Economic Yan.”On the other hand,
perhaps the best statement of the view taken by the economists of the so-called English school, as to the properpremises
of Political Economy, is that given by Mr. J. S. Mill, in his
work published in 1844.
“ Political Economy,” says Mr.Mill,
“is concerned with
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man solely as a being who desires to possess wealth and who
is capable of judging of the comparative efficacy of means to
that end. * * * It makesentireabstraction of everyother
human passion or motive, except those which may be regarded
as perpetually antagonizing principles to the desire of wealth,
namely, aversion to labor and desire of the present enjoyment
of costlyindulgences.These
ittakes,toacertainextent,
into its calculations, because these do not merely, like other
desires, occasionally conflict with the pursuit of wealth, but
accompany it always, as a drag or impediment, and are, therefore, inseparably mixed up in the consideration
of it. Political Economy considers mankind as occupied solely in acquiring and consuming wealth.” *
W e have here all the elements of the economic man. He is
taken as a being perfectly capableof judging of the comparative efficacy of means to the end o f ’ wealth. That is, he will
neverfail,whoever
hemay be,orwhereverhemay
live,
whetheracapitalistoralaborer,richor
poor, taught or
untaught, to know exactly what course will secure his highest
economic interest, that is, bring him the largest amount
of
wealth.
Moreover, that end of wealth he never fails to desire, with
asteady,uniform,constantpassion.
Of everyotherhuman
passion or motive, Political Economy ‘‘makes entire abstraction.” Love of country, love of honor, love of friends, love of
learning, love of art, pity, shame, religion, charity, will never, ,
.so far as Political Economy cares to take account, withstand
the effortof the economic man to amass wealth.
of
Thereare,however,twohumanpassionsandmotives,
which Political Economy takes account,‘‘ perpetually
as
antagonizing principles to the desire of wealth,” namely, ‘‘ aversion
to labor and desire of the present enjoyment of costly indulgences,” that is, indolence and gluttony,
As by this view of Political Economy all men are taken as
equallyabsorbedinthepassionforwealth,
so allmenare

* In his great work, subsequently published, Mr.Mill did not contine
himself to the method here described ; but profeeaedly d&t with Political Economy in many of its ‘‘ Applications to Social Philosophy.”
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takenasequallylazyandself-indulgent.TheSouthSea
blander and the large-brained European are equally averse to
exertion ; equallysubject
tothe
impulses of immediate
appetite.
22. Ricardo the Master of the English S c h o o l . d u c h
are the features of the economicman,asdelineated
by Mr.
Mill. Not a few treatises have
been written mainly according to thismethod.Theablestbody
of doctrineevercomposed from this pointof view is that of David Ricardo, Hence
this school of Political Economy may not inaptly be called
the Ricardian. Mr.Ricardo,indeed,modifiedthoseassumptions so far as to recognize the difference in economic quality
existing between men of different countries, not only between
the East Indian and the Englishman, but
also between the
Englishman and the Portuguese. Within the
samecountry,
however, he recognized nb such differences ; but held rigorously tothefewand
simplepostulateswhichhavebeen
stated.Theacuteness
of hisintellect,thetenacity
of his
logical grasp, make him easily the master of all the economists of this school.
23. Fblations of the T w o Schools.-Itneed
notbe a
matter of surprise that so wide a difference of opinion as to
theproper scope of economic inquiryshould have led to
much passionate controversy. The economists of the so-called
German school have been disposed to deny, not only the universality of principles deduced from assumptions EO arbitrary
and falling so far short of the real facts of life and society,
but also the significance, for any purpose whatever, of conclusions thus obtained. The economists of the so-called English,
or Ricardian school, have treated the method of their opponents as unscientific, giving scope to charlatanry, and at the
best tending to mere sentimentality.
The mutual contempt entertained by the two schools is not
justified by a large view of the progress of economics in the
pest, or by a consideration of the history of other social sciences. PoliticalEconomyshouldbeginwiththeRicardian
method. A fewsimpleassumptionsbeingmade,theprocesses of the production, exchange and distribution of wealth

should be traced out and be brought together into a complete
system, which may be called pure Political Economy, or arbitrary Political Economy,
or, a priori Political Economy, or
bythe
name of itsgreatestteacher,RicardianPolitical
Economy. Suchaschemeshouldconstitutetheskeleton
of
alleconomic reasoning ; but upon this ghastly frame-work
should be imposed the flesh andblood of anactual,vital
Political Economy, which takes account of men and societies
as they are, with all their sympathies, apathies, and antipathies ; with every organ developed, as in life ; every nerve of
motion or of sensibility in full play.
24. TheTrueLabor
of Philosophy.-onthissubject
what could be more pregnant with meaning than the aphorism
of Bacon, “Those who have treated of the sciences have been
either empirics or dogmatical.
“The former, like ants, only heap up and use their store ;
the latter, like spiders, spin out their own web.
“ T h e bee, as a mean between both, extracts matter from
the flowers of the garden and the field ; but works and fashions it by it0 own efforts.
‘(The true laborof philosophy resembles hers;for it neither
relies entirely or principally on the powers of the mind, nor
yet lays up in the memory the matter afforded by the experiments of natural history and mechanics, in its raw state, but
changes and works it in the understanding.”
25. Is Political Economy indeeda
Science P--The answer
to this question depends rather upon the
definition imposed
on the word science, than upon the view we take of Political
Economy itself. If we give the word no wider extension than
it, when hespoke of “thosebodies of
Dr.Whewellgave
knowledge which we call sciences,” Political Economy indubitably ranks as ascience. It forms a body of knowledge, constantly growing, it is true, from the outside, and undergoing
not a little change from time to time within, yet still embracing, in the present, a vast collection of related facts, with the
reason of their succession, one to another, more or less clearly
seen, and allowing many.practica1 rules and preceptsof great
importance in detesmining human conduct to be deduced with
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all needed assurance. I n this sense, then, Political Economy
is a science.
Whether it be a science in the highest sense given that word,
may bedisputed.
M. Comte,thegreatpositivist
philosopher, denied the claim of Political Economy to this title.
In
his view, it isan attribute of a true socialscience that it
results in establishing a rational filiation between events,so as
t o allow of systematic prevision respecting their occurrence
in acertain succession.Prediction-forecast
of thefuture
”is, according to M. Comte, thefruit of alltrue science.
has notshownitself
Of this,heasserts,politicaleconomy
capable.
Prof. Cairnes rejoins that the economic prevision is a prevision not of events, but of tendencies. Admitting the inca“it
pacity of forecastingevents,Prof.Cairnesurgesthat
argues no imperfection in economic science. The imperfection
is nothere,butinthoseothercognate
sciences, to which
belongs the determination of the non-economic quintities in
* * Meanwhile it is no slightgain,in
the problem,etc.
speculating on the future of society, to have it in our power
t o determine the directionof an order of tendencies exercising
90 wide, constantandpotentaninfluence
on the course of
humandevelopment,astheconditions
of wealth. * * *
So much for the highest form of scientific fruit, ‘ forecast of
the future.’ The principle, however, of establishing a filiation
in events may take the more modest form
of explaining the
past. * * That politicaleconomy,assuming that it fulfills
i t s limited purpose of unfolding the natural laws of wealth, is
capable of throwing light on the evolutions of history,will
scarcely be denied.”
86. T h e Practical Importance of Political Economy,We can not stay to discuss the question. Whether Political
Economy be or be not a science in the highsense attributed to
that word by M. Comte, it assuredly is, as a branch of social
inquiry, worthy the earnest attention
of every publicist and
every citizen. It deals with some of the most important subjectswhichconcern society. Whetherthedegree
of assursnce that may be attained in the study of these questions be
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higher or be lower, the quest,ions can not but be more justly
decided by reason of such study.
If Political Economy have not yet reached the standing of
a true science, in the high sense in which that word is used by
M. Comte ; if politicaleconomistsare still at disagreement
on many points of theoretical or practical importance, it can
not be denied that the investigation
of the conditionsof wealth
by Adam Smith and his successors has already resulted in the
removal of monstrousdelusionswhicha
centuryagoprofoundly affected the legislation of every civilized country, to
the inexpressible injury of the commonwealth of nations. The
first fruits of Political Economy have been worth a
million
times the intellectual effort that has been bestowed upon
the
subject.
27. Distinction between a Science and an m.--Before
proceedingtoinquirewhetherPoliticalEconomyshouldbe
dealt with as a science or as an art, it seems desirable strongly
t o emphasize thedistinctionbetweena
science andan art.
This is the moreneededbecause
of the strangely persistent
habit of economic writers in confusing these two things, which
should be kept clearly distinct.
A science, whether the science of mathematics, or physica,
or mechanics, or chemistry, or geology,orphysiology,or
economics,deals only with the relations
of cause and effect
within its own field. It assumes nothing to be a good and nothi n g to be an evil. I t does not start with the notion thatsomething is desirable or undesirable ; nordoes it arrive at any
.such conclusion as its result. It has no business to offer preceptsorprescriptions.
Its solesingleconcernis
totrace
effects back to their causes ; to project causes forward to their
effects.
An art, on the other hand, starts with the assumption that a
certain thing is desirable or that a certain other thing is undeis an evil.
sirable ; that something is a good or that something
The object it seeks is toascertain how the good maybe
attained, or t,he evilavoided.
I n pursuingthisinquiry,
it
makes use of the principles, or laws, governing the relations
of cause and effect, which have been ascertained in the cultiva-
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tion of any and allsciences that have in any way todo with its
own subject matter. As a result, it issues with certain precepts
and prescriptions for the guidance and assistanceof those who
would gain the good or avoid the evil which that particular
art has in contemplation, whether it be the art of navigation,
or of cookery, of painting, of gunnery, of architecture, of mining, or of weaving.
28. The Distinction Illustreted.-This distinction between
ascience and an art ought to be
sufficientlyclear ; but the
inveteratedisposition of economicwriters,whichhasbeen
which I shal
referred to, will perhaps justify an illustration
make familiar, even at the risk of appearing coarse.
Suppose I am in mylaboratoryandamanenters
whc
says that he desires t o consult me, as a professor of chemistry,
as to whether he had better
swallow the contentsof a vial which
he holds in his hand. I reply to him : “Sir, I have no advice,
as a professor of chemistry, to offer you as to what you shall
swallow orrefrainfrom
swallowing. I perceive thatthe
liquid contained in your vial is prussic acid. I will cheerfully
state to you the action of prussic acid on any substance about
which you may choose to inquire ; but probably you had better, for your apparent purpose, go to Prof. s.,the physiologist, who can more fully and readily than myself explain the
precise action of prussic acid when taken into the stomach of
a living being.”
The inquirer now goes to Prof. S.,and says that he desires
to consult him, as a professor of physiology, as to whether he
had better swallow the liquid which the chemist has told him
is undilute prussic acid. Prof.
S. replies : “ Sir, should you
consult me as a fellow being, I would not stand on ceremony,
of yourvial
but frankly advise you to empty the contents
into the sink. But if you insist on consultingme as a professor of physiology, I must reply that 1 have no advice t o
give. Physiology, sir, is a science ; as such, it has nothing to
do with precepts or prescriptions,
but only with the relationsof
cause and effect within the field of animal life. As a student
of that science, I inform you that, if you swallow the liquid,
you will experience such and such sensations, and,
at about
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euch a time, you will be dead. Since you still insist upon hav.
or not, I refer
ing advice as to whether you had better do this
you to my neighbor, Dr. G., who is the professor, not
of a
science, but of anart.
As such, it ishisbusiness
to give
adviceregardingconduct.As
such,
he has a righttoentertainthenotionthatcertainthingsaregood,andcertainthings
evil ; that the means calculated (as shown by the appropriate
science or sciences) to bring about the
good, are desirable ;
thatthe courses
which
(as shown bytheappropriatescience
or sciences) lead to the evil, are undesirable. H e would not
be a physician unless he held that pain and death were evil
;
lifeandtheabsence
of pain,good. What he isaphysician
for is to help his patientsto avoid the evil and obtain the
good.
I n doing this he will naturally seek to apply the largest and
latest resultsof the science of physiology to theart of healing.”
29. Distinction between Political Economy as a Science
and a8 an &rt.-‘‘ If,” says Prof. Senior, “Political Economy
is to be treated as a science, it may be defined as the science
which statesthelawsregulatingtheproductionanddistribution of wealth, so far as they depend on the action of the
it be treated as an art, it may be defined as
human mind, If
the art which points out the institutions and habits most conducive to the production and accumulation of wealth ; or, if
the teacher ventures to take a wider
view, as the art which
points out the institutions and habits most conducive to that
production, accumulation and distribution of wealth which ia
most favorable to the happiness of mankind.”
80. Prof. Senior goes on to remark that, in the eighteenth
an art, a branch
century,politicaleconomywastreatedas
of statesmanship.
Sir
James
Steuart
so treated it. The
French Physiocrats so regarded it. Even with Adam Smith,
“ the scientific portion of hisworkismerelyanintroduction
to
that which is praotical.”
Oddly
enough,
the
statesman
Turgot
must
made
be an
exception to the remark respecting the French Physiocrats.
“ It is remarkable,”says
Prof. Senior, “that the only man
among the disciples of Quesnay” who was actually practicing
*See paragraph 48.
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its
political economy as an art, is the only one who treated
principles as a science. H
is RBflexions sur la formation et
la distribution des richesses,’ publish4 in
1174, is a purely
scientifictreatise.
It containsnotaword
of precept,and
might have been written by an ascetic, who believed wealth
to be an evil.”
Prof. Senior continues : “ The English writers who have
succeededAdamSmithhavegenerallysetout
by defining
political economy as a science, and proceeded to treat it
as
anart.
Mr. R i c a r d o is, however,anexception.Hisgreat
work is littlelessscientificthanthat
of Turgot. His abstinence from precept, and even from illustrations drawn from
real life, is the more remarkable, as the subject
of his treatise
is ‘ Distribution,’ the most practical branch of political economy, and Taxation,’ the most practical branch
of Distribution. Themoderneconomists
of France,Germany,Spain,
Italy and America,so far asI am acquainted with their works,
all treat political economy as an art.”
51. Weshall ded with P o l i t i c a l Economy as a Science.
-The inveterate disposition, which Prof. Senior thus notes,
to abandon the investigation of principles for the formulation
ofprecepts,hasdoubtlessretardedgreatlytheprogress
of
politicaleconomy.
I t cannotbetoostronglyinsistedon,
thattheeconomist,assuch,hasnothing
t o dowiththe
questions, what men had better do
; how nations should be
governed ; orwhatregulationsshouldbemade
for their
mutual intercourse. His business simply is to trace economic
effects to their causes, leaving it to the philosopher of everyday life, to the moralist or the statesman, to teach how men
andnationsshouldact
in view of theprinciples so eetablished.Thepoliticaleconomist,*forexample,has
no more
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distinguished English Economist, quotingthisremark, in the
Contemprayy &.dew, asks with some asperity, What, then, should the
political economist preach 5” I answer, nothing. His business is to
teach and not to preach. He acquits himself of his duty when he shows
the relations of cause and effect within the field of industry, leaving it to
statesmen, moralists and men of &airs to act for themselves, or to preach
to others, with reference to what the political economist teaches.
‘ I
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call to preach free trade, as the policy
of nations, than the
physiologist to advocate monogamy as a legal institution.
Throughout this work until we reach Part VI,
which wilI
be in terms devoted to Some Applications of Economic Principles, theeffort will bemadetotreat
politicaleconomy
strictly as a science. If at any point the writer
lapses into
expressions only suitable to the teacher of an art, it will be
partly because of that strong predisposition which has been
noted in almost all writers on this subject, and partly to the
influence of example.
32. Is There e Rational Politicel Economy ?-This is a
questionwhichhasbeenmuchdebated.
The so-calledprotectionistshavefavoredtheviewthateachcountryhas
a
political economy of its own. One writer of our own country
has entitled his work “ American Political Economy.”
The controversy over this question arises out of the confusion produced, first, by the failure to distinguish between the
science of political economy and the use of political economy
in the art of statesmanship ; secondly, by the different views
taken of theproperpremises
of the science of political
economy by the two schools (Par. 17) before referred to,
is an American Political EconoThose who say that there
my, for example, mean that the precepts derived from politicaleconomy, whether addressed to the legislator, or to the
body of the people, should not be applied to America without
reference to the peculiarconstitution,conditionsandneeds
of America. But ascience has nothing to do with precepts
OT prescriptions. Rules
of conduct belong to an art.
83. National and Race Characteristics.-Moreover, the
notion that there is a political economy for each race of men,
and even for each nation, has been fostered by the arbitrary
character of theassumptions of whatwehavecalled
the
Ricardian sch001, andbytherefusaltopayareasonable
regard to some of the most characteristic features of human
natureand some of themostprominent
facte of industrial
society, embracing institutions and laws which vitally affect
the production and distribution of wealth.
Thus, the d
economist, in discussing the question
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of wages, assumee, for the purposes of his reasoning, a body
of .laborers who arewhollyintent
on gettingthelargest
remuneration ; who will, for any advantage, however slight,
change their occupation, and with equal readiness their place
of abode, at least within their own country; who, moreover,
are so intelligentandwell-informedthat
nopreference,
economically, can exist on behalf of any other occupation or
place of abode,withouttheirknowing
it, and, of course,
acting a t onceupon it. The economist having created such
a race of beings, whose likeness is found nowhere upon earth,
proceeds to pointout; it may be with great acuteness and
accuracy, what the individual members thereof would do
in
varioussupposedcases,under
the impulse of thisorthat
economic force. His conclusions are put forth as ‘<
laws ” of
political economy.
Is it strange that an intelligent East Indian, reading these
conclusions, should say, if this is political economy, it must be
European political economy, and there shouldbea separate
political economy for the East, since here, over vast regions,
social and religious feelings absolut.ely prohibit multitudes of
workmen fromchangingtheir
occupation, for any reason ;
while the almost uniform penury of the laboring class, their
ignorance, superstition, and fear of change, combine t o render
movement from place to place tardy and difficult, if not, as in
most cases, practically impossible 7
84. Relation of Political Economy to other Science6.Political Economy does not ascertain for itself a single one of
the facts which form the premises of the economist.These
are all derived from other sciences as data, i. e., things given,
From the physiologist, for instance,isobtained the fact of
man’s need of food to sustain life, from which is deduced the
economic doctrine of minimum wages. From thephysiologist,
again, is obtained the factof a strong disposition, arising from
the sexual passion, to carry population beyond the limits
of
decent or comfortable subsistence, from which is deduced :he
much-abuseddoctrine known as Malthusianism. From the
agricultural chemist is obtained the fact that,
beyond a certain
point,theapplication of capitalandlabor
to landyields a
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eontinuallydiminishingreturn,fromwhichisdeducedthe
doctrine of Rent.None
of thesefactsdoestheeconomist
ascertain for himself. He takes them, as the realized results
of other sciences, and makes them the premises, the starting
point, of his own.
Even the fact of the indisposition of men to strenuous exertion, from which is deduced the principle that they
will, SO
far astheyareintelligentandareleftfreetoact,
alwayfl
buy in the cheapest market, is not found by the economist. It
is furnished,readytohishand,bythemoralphilosopher.
The economist takes from allsciences, by turns, all facts which
bear upon the one subject, wealth; considers them only so far
as they bear thereon; and puts them together and builds them
up into a “body of knowledge which he calls the Science of
Wealth, or Political Economy, Even in the field of prices and
wageB, the distinction should always be observed between the
economic statistician, who finds the facts, and the economist,
who puts the facts into their place in the industrial system.
85. PoliticalEconomy
and NaturalTheology.”Prof.
CliffeLeslie has shown the powerful influence exerted upon
the economic viewsof Adam Smith,who, as Professorof Moral
PhilosophyintheUniversity
of Glasgow, had occasion to
teach both Political Economy and Natural Theology, by the
assumption of abeneficentnaturalorder
of society, to the
disturbance of which by human institutions are due all the
economicevils that afflict mankind. To thisorder-of-nature
it should, according to Dr. Smith, be the unceasing effort of
mankind to return ; and the political economist will fully discharge himself of his mission as an investigator and teacher
whenhe points out the path by which mankind may make
their way back to that state in which all things
economio will
work together for the goodof the race.
Now, this subjection of political economy to the interests of
natural theology is wrong.
I do not say that good natural
theology will make bad political economy. I content myself
with asserting that political economy has just as much right
to be independent of natural theology, as have astronomy and
geology.Therewasatimewhenthestudents
of those
))
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eciences were deemedto be bound to restrain
themselves within
the supposed requirements not only of natural theology, but
also of revealedreligion.
W e know how mischievous were
the consequences of that subjection.
Political economyowes nothing to naturaltheology.
The
economist is under no obligation to any assumptions derived
fromthat source. He has no morerighttostartwiththe
theory of an order of nature which is purely beneficent, than
he would have t o start with the opposite theory of an order
of nature wholly maleficent. As economist, he has no mission
to “vindicate the way8 of God to man.” He is to investigate
the laws of wealth. Thatdutyhe
will bestdischarge by
reasoning as justly as his mental powers enable
him to do,
from economic premises which have been established by adequate induction, and from such only.
36. Political Economyand Political Equity.-The boundary line between ethical and
economic inquiryis perfectlyclear,
if onewill butregardit.Great
confusion has been engendered by writers in economics wandering off into discussions of
politicalequity. The economist, as such, hasnothingto do
with the questionwhetherexistinginstitutions,or
laws, or
customs, are right or wrong : why right, or how far right :
why wrong, or how far wrong. His only concern with them
is to ascertain how they do, in fact, affect the production and
distribution of wealth.
It is true that if the ~enseof injustice be awakened in the
mass of the people, or in any considerable class in the community, industry, frugality, and sobriety are likely to be in a
greater or less degree impaired, and thus the production and
distribution of wealth will be affected. But itis wholly because
of the effect last indicated, and not at all because of its ethical
character, that any social arrangement or political institution
comes within the consideration of the economist,
Indeedthereisreasontobelieve
that such arrangements
and institutions do not necessarily produce economic evils in
proportion to the degree inwhich they violate political equity.
A custom or lawmight conceivably be inequitable in the
degreetobeflagrantly
iniquitous, yetexertonly
a slight
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influenceupon
theproduction
or distribution of wealth.
Another, present,ing so great an array of reasons in its favor
it, might,
that many ethical writers would strongly approve
by crossing popular prejudices, or t.hrough some wholly adventitious feature of its own,becomea mighty economic force
for mischief. Indeed, it is not at all because a social arrangement or political institution is wrong, but because people think
it wrong, that it does harminthedomain
of wealth. The
system of land tenure against which the peasantry of Ireland
are so largely in revolt does an amount
of mischief which is
whollyindependent of theconsiderationwhethertheIrish
people or the English Parliament be at fault in the matter.
37. Respect the Limitsof Economic Inquiry.--Renoe we
saythatthelimits
of strictly economic inquiryshouldbe
scrupulously respected, The writer on ethics who deems the
greatestgood of thegreatestnumbertheultimaterule
of
right, may make excursions into economics, in order to judge
on
of the moral quality of an act, or a system, by its effects
the production and distribution of wealth ; but the economiet,
on his part, has no occasion to cross the boundary line. T h e
French writers, who have, in general, been singularly just
in
theirapprehension of thecharacterandlogicalmethod
of
politicaleconomy,have,more
than all others, erred
on thig
side. Many of them write throughout with a side glance
at
the existing social system.
They profess to be intent on the
solution of economicproblems,whiledirectingtheirefforts
towardthevindication of politicalarrangements. The writings of theadmirableFredericBastiataredeeplyinfected
with this error, He strives incessantly tg prove that the institution of property is just ; whereas the only concern which,
as an economist, he has Kith that institution, is to inquire how
it influences the action of mankind in respect to wealth.
38. Sentiment and Political Economy.-Holding
rigily
to the same view of the nature and scope of economic inquiry,
we see that those who allow their opinionsto be in any degree
shaped by what is called sentiment, are equally
wrong with
those who sneer at any recognition of sentiment by the econ.
omist. The economist'sown sentimentsshould be put corn.
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pletely out of sight ; he has only to do with the sentiments
of others, and with these only so far as they affect the actione
of men in respect to wealth.
W e shall have occasion to observe that feelings of justice,
of compassion, of respect, of kindly regard, may greatly influence the rents paid in any country, by tenants tolandlords, or
the wagespaid by employers toworkingmenorworking
women. So far as such sentiments produce these effects, they
require to be recognized a8 economic forces.
38. Relation of Political Economy t o Sociology.-M.
Comte, whom we have already quoted, as denying to political
economy the character of a true science, because its history
did not, as heesteemed it, bear the tests of continuity and
fecundity, also held that the phenomena of wealth should not,
and could not advantageously, be considered apart from the
facts of the intellectual, moral and political order with which
they are closely interwoven. Society, he held, mustbe considered in the totality of its elements. All isolated theory of
a particular aspect of social life, such as wealth, or of a single
order of relations, e. y., the economic, he regarded as essentially vicious. The laws and conditions of wealth, in the view
of this writer, are a singlethread in a closely knitweb of
social interests and concerns, from which no one can be disconnected, to be contemplated by itself alone.
To this opinion, Mr. J. S. Mill has made what seem8 to be
a conclusive reply :
“ Notwithstanding,” he says, “the universal cowemus of the
social phenomena, whereby nothing which takes place in any
part of the operations of society, is without its share of influence on every other part, and notwithstanding the paramount
ascendency which the general state of civilization and social
progress in any given society must hence exercise over all the
partial and subordinate phenomena, it is not the less true that
different species of social facts are, in the main, dependent,
immediately, andinthe
first resort, on differentkinds of
causes, and, therefore, not only may with advantage, but must
be studied apart, just as, in the natural body, we study separ.
ately the phyeiologp and pathology of each of the principal
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organs and tissues, though every one is acted on by the state
of all the others, and though the peculiar conditions and general health of the organism co-operate with and often predominate over, the local causer, in determining the state, of any
particular organ.”
40. ObstBcles which Political Eoonomg Encounters.It is worth while to note certain obstacles which the
economist encounters in his efforts to secure the popular recognition
and acceptance of the laws of wealth, as he discerns them in
his study of man and society. Two of these may be regarded
as wholly peculiar in kind, or highly peculiar in the degree in
which political economy encounters them.
Thefirst is wellexpressed byProf.Cairnes : “ I t s close
affinity to the moral sciences brings it constantly into collision
with moral feelings and prepossessions, which can not fail to
make themselves felt in the discussion of its principles ; while
its conclusions, intimately connected as they are with the
art
of government, have a direct and visible bearing upon human
conduct, in some of the most exciting pursuits of life.” Archbishop Whately had the same in view when he remarked that
the demonstrations of Euclid would not have commanded universalassent had they beenapplicabletothepursuitsand
fortunes of individuals.
41. Another of the obstacles referred to is found in the fact
that political economy has to do with affairs EO ordinary and
familiarthat
men, ingeneral,feelthemselvescompetent,
irrespective of study or of special experience, to form opinions
regardingthem.Themore
closelymen are concernedwith
of the
any matter, the harder it is to maintain the authority
learned body which assumes
to engross scientific knowledge
on the subject.
Few are PreEUmptuOuS enough to dispute with the chemist
Or mechanicianuponpointsconnectedwith
the studies and
labors of hislife ; but almost anymanwhocanreadand
Write feels at liberty to form and maintain
opinions of his
own upon trade and money.
Now, this is not wholly of evil. The plain Common-senBe of
unlettered men has not infrequently served as a corrective to
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economic doctrines too 6nely drawn for the purposes of legislation, perhaps based upon a partial and disparaging view of
human nature. But while thus, in the application of political
economy to the art of statesmanship, the self-assertion of the
uninstructed mind has not been wit'hout
its advantages, this
disposition has certainly hindered the development of political
economy as a science. The economic literature of every succeeding year embraces works conceived in the true scientific
spirit, and works exhibiting the most vulgar ignorance of historyandthemostflagrantcontemptforthe
conditions of
economic investigation. It is much as if astrology were being
pursued side by side with astronomy, or alchemy with chemistry.
42. A third obstaclewhichpoliticaleconomyencounters
arises from the use of terms derived from the vocabulary
of
every-daylife,suchasvalue,exchange,wealth,rent,
profitswith some of which are associated in the popular mind
conceptions inconsistent with, or,
at times, perhaps antagonistic
to, those which are in the view of the writer on economics.
Thus, as we have seen, the economist uses the word, value, in
the single sense of power-in-exchange. Common speech makes
every thing valuable which is useful, desirable or meritorioue,
irrespective of the considerationwhether, by reason of its
scarcity or the difficulty of securing it, this or that article so
spoken of confers upon its possessor the power of commandinginexchangethe
labor, ortheproducts
of the labor, of
others.
The chemist, the geologist, the botanist, on the other hand,
invents terms for the classes of objects or the classes of phenomena which he is to discuss. The reader carries with him
into the discussion only the idea of the thing which the author
has created for the purpose. If the writer be clear, and the
reader be careful, there is no danger of a failure of understanding, But, no matter how precise the one may be in definition,
or how close the attention of the other, itis inevitable that the
use, in economic discussion, of terms taken from the vocabulary of common life, shouldengender confusion, fromthe
practically irresistible tendency of the mindof the reader,and
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even, in a degree, of the writer, to slip back to the habitual
meanings of the words employed.
43. So stronglyhasthislastdisadvantagepressedupon
some writers,thattheyhavebeenimpelledtoresortto
strangeandforeigntermstoobviatethe
difficulty. Thus,
ArchbishopWhately,treatingpoliticaleconomyasthescience of exchange, introduced the Greek word, Catallactics, to
express the scope of his inquiry ; and Prof. Hearn has given
to his admirable book the name, Plutology,
to escape the vagueness of meaning which he thought he saw in the popular use
of the word wealth.
44. The Departments of Political Eaonomy.-All
the
questions of politicaleconomy arebothconvenientlyand
appropriately discussed underfourtitles
: Production, Exchange, Distribution and Consumption.
Of late, a disposition has been manifested, on the
part of
many writers, in England and America, to drop these familiar
titles ; to decline to admit any departments in political economy ; and to treat of production and distribution, e. g., as not
separable in economic discussion.
This has unquestionably been stimulated, if, indeed,
it has
not been generated, by the wish to bring political economy
into a strictly scientific form,withwhichtherecognition
It
of distinctdepartmentshasbeendeemedincompatible,
may be doubted whether our knowledge of the laws of wealth
hasyetreachedthedegree
of completenessandassurance
which would allow a science to be constituted after the lofty
id‘eal of thesewriters.Meanwhilethereseems
reason to
believe that the abandonmentof the familiar and useful terms,
production,
exchange,
distribution
and consumption,
has
caused some very important considerations to be overlooked.
“Nothing,”saidEdmundBurke,“is
sp greatanenemy
to accuracy of judgment as a coarsediscrimination
; a
want of suchclassification anddistributionasthesubject
admits of.”
Now, clearly the subject, wealth, admits
of being considered,
first, with respect to the motives which lead to its production
and theconditionsunderwhichproductiontakesplace
;
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secondly, with respect to the laws which govern the exchange
of products in the market ; thirdly, with respect to the foroes
which distribute the product of industry, in larger or smaller
shares, among the several classes of persons who take part in
production ; fourthly, with respect to the influences whichthe
differentmodes of consumption exert upon the disposition
andtheabilitytotakepartinthefutureproduction
of
wealth.
And if wealth admits of being considered in these several
aspects, it seems to me clear that such a classification will conduce both to completeness of view and to accuracy of judgment. W e shall haveoccasion to note(Pars.
247-249), a
of the mischief that has
arisen
very
striking
instance
fromtheneglect
of thisclassscationbyrecentwriters
in
economicr.

J

PART 11,-PRODUCTION.
CHAPTER I.
LA?XD AND NATURAL AGENT&

45. What is the Production of Wealth ?-By this termwe
signifyallthoseactsand
courses throughwhich it come8
about that anarticleconfersuponitspossessor
the power,
irrespective of legal authority or personal sentiments, to command,, in exchange for itself, the labor, or the products of thc
labor, of others.Briefly and somewhatelliptically, we ma^.
say, the production of wealth means the creation of values.
This, of course,does notimplythecreation
of matter
it does not, of necessity, imply even a change of form in the
thing which before had not value but now becomes possessed
of it.
46. Modes of Production.-A distinguished German
professor has classified values, in respect, of their origin, as timevalue, place-value, and form-value. Thus, a cake of ice which
hm no value in the winter may acquire value through being
keptoverintothefollowing
summer. The preservation of
the ice, whatever of effort and care and expenditure that may
involve,is theproduction
of wealthtothatextent.The
valuethuscreated would be, in the phrase of Prof. Knies,
time-value.
Again, a cake of ice which has in summer a certain value in
the region where it was first formed, say, Maine, would have
a much higher value in a semi-tropical region, where water
is seldomfrozen a t any season of the year, say, Louisiana.
The transportation of the ice, and its protection from the melting heat of theclimate, would bea further production of
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wealth. "he value thus created would be, in the phrase of the
writer already quoted, place-value.
I n neither this nor the former
case has human effort effected
the formation of the ice, which work was the gratuitous operation of nature. The vast bodies of values created by commercearemainlywhatwouldbetermed
place-values, the
value created in giving form to the articles concerned being
but small in comparison.
In the creation of form-value, there is the widest possible
range of operations, mechanical or chemical, from that of the
of the
agriculturist, bp whoseinterventiontheblackearth
prairie is transmuted into golden grains, to that
of the lacemaker, whose whole industry is to arrange his gossamer into
fantastic shapes. However little the material may be wrought,
and by whatever agencies that little may be effected, we say
that wealth is produced whenever value is added or acquired
through any act or any process.
47. The Agents of Production.-The three primary agents
in the production of wealthareLand,Laborand
Capital.*
48. Land.-The
school of economists in France, prior to the
revolution, who were known as the Phpsiocrats, insisted upon
regarding land as the sole source of wealth. According to this
school, of which the physician Quesnay was the founder, labor
is incapable of creating value except as employed upon the
soil. Agriculture is, therefore,the sole means of increasing
the wealth of a nation. All applications of labor or capital in
manufacture, in transportation, or in trade, must be barren,
sincethereisnonetproduceremaining,asinagriculture,t
after the expenses of cultivation have been met.
There was this much
of truth in the physiocrntic theory,

* Labor will form the subject of Chapter 11 of the presentbook; Capital,
the subject of Chapter 111. We shall necessarily speak of labor and of
capital before reaching those topics,
in their due order, butwhat me shall
thus say will be c o d n e d within limits which will allow no misunder.
standing on the part of the reader.
t That there is a surplus inagriculture, over the cost of production, is
sufficientlyproved by the payment of rent to the owner of land. (See
Chapter on Rent.)
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that the raw material of all manufactures, the subject matter
ofalltradeandtransportation,
comes originally from the
soil ; and its value can not escape the influence of the great,
comprehensive principle to which we give the name, " the law
of diminishing returns in agriculture," the principle, namely,
that after a certain stage of cultivation has been reached, the
soil failstoyieldaproportionallyincreasedreturntonew
applications of laborandcapital.Since,then,thislawis
SO
far-reachingandall-embracingthat
even theoperations of
trade and manufacture do not escape its influence, it requires
to be stated here with great precision and fullness of illustration, There is no use in the reader going on if he does not
master this principle in all its bearings. He might just aswell
stop short here, for, as Prof, Cairnes has said,
if this principle did not exist, "the
science of political economy would
be as completely revolutionized as if human nature itself were
altered."
40. The Great Lawof Agricultural Production.-In any
given condition of the art of agriculture, there is a limit to
the amount of labor and of capital which can advantageously
be employed or expended upon a given area of land. If, after
%his limit has been reached, more laborers are employed, each
will have to be content with a smaller quantity of produce a t
harvest. And, in the
same way, if more capital be expended
upon the land, each dollar of capital-whether in the form of
hoes or carts or oxen, will make a smaller addition to the crop
of the year than a dollar expended before the point of diminishingreturnswasreached.
W e shallsufficientlyillustrate
the principle if we confine our view to applications of labor,
assuming the amounts of capital to increase correspondingly
with the number of laborers.
SO. Increasing Returns.-Let
us suppose that ten laborers, with a certain outfit of tools and implements, are engaged
in cultivating, in common, a tract of land of a hundred acres,
producing 2,000 bushel5 of wheat a year, being twenty bushels
Now, let it be
per acre, and two hundred bushels per capita.
supposed that two new laborers appear and join themselves
to
this company. What will bethecrop of that year for the
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united twelve, assumingagriculturalconditions
conRtsnt P
Will it be 2,400 bushels, or more, or less ? The answer to this
question will depend upon whether the point
of diminishing
returns has been reached with the original ten laborers,
or
not. If not, thecrop of the newyearmaybenotmerely
2,400 bushels, buteven more,say, 2,500 bushels,since,
the
limit of the chemical capabilities of the soil not being reached,
the mechanical advantages which result from the division
of
labor, to beexplainedunder
a subsequenttitle, will enable
thetwelvelaboreratoraise
more, perman,thantheten
could do.
51. Di;ninishing Beturns."But if the limit indicated in
paragraph 49 had been reached when the ten were laboring
together upon the land, the new crop will fall short, much or
little, of 2,400 bushels ; and consequently, each of the twelve
200 bushels.
laborers will have to be content with less t.han
Let us suppose the crop to amount to 2,280 bushels, each acre
producing 22.8 bushels. Eachman will,then, receive 190
bushels as his share.
Now, let it be supposed that three additional laborers are
received into the company. Will the crop now be 3,000 bushels, or 200 bushels per man of the fifteen ? Clearly not. Will
it prove to be 2,850 bushels, 28.5 bushels per acre, giving each
man 190 bushels as his share, as before 7 Not if the industrial
character of the laborers and the knowledge of the artof agriculture undergo no change. If twelve laborers make the :md
yield but 22.8 bwhels per acre, the fifteen can not make the
same amount of landyield 28.5 bushels per acre. The crop
willbesomething
less than that : say, 27 bushelsperacre,
which would give each man 180 bushels.
If, again, we suppose five additionallaborerstojointhe
company, the crop will not be 40 bushels per, acre ; as would
be necessary in order to give each man 200 bushels, which the
originaltenreceived ; or 38 bushelsper acre,as wouldbe
necessary in order to give each man
190 bushels which the
first twelve received ; or even 36 bushels per acre, a5 would be
180 bushels, which ah6
necessary in order to give each man
first fifteen received ; but the crop could not be f o r a d by tho
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labor of twenty laborers above, say,32 bushels per acre, which
would give each of the laborers 160 bushels.

I

No.of

I

I

No. of bushela per Total No. bushela on
acre.,

the whole tract.

20
22.8

Each laborer’8
share.

800

10
12
15

27

2700

20

32

3200

I n likemanner, it would be found that, however far the
accession of new laborers were carried, each new arrival would
result in reducing the quantity of grain which each laborer of
the entire body could obtain
by a year’swork. This reduction of the per capita produce wouldgo forward, a t first slowly
and afterwards rapidly, until the result would
be reached, that,
whereas the original company lived comfortably, or even luxuriously, the fortyor fifty who had come to work on the same
area would be found living wretchedly, perhaps reduced
to
the verge of starvation.
62. This Condition is Universal.--About the universal application of this condition there can beno intelligent question.
There is not an acre
of land on the face
of the earth on which60
and afterward120 bushels of wheat can be raised by the application, first of twice, and afterward of four times, the amount
of labor needed to produce 30 bushels. A t some time in the
progressive cultivation of every field, sooner or later, according to the state of agriculture, a stage will be reached after
whicheverysuccessiveincrement
of theproductwillbe
obtained only through a more than proportional expenditure
of labor. This conditionapplies,notonly
tothecultivated
field, but to grazing lands, to the mine, the forest and the
sea.
It governs the cost of producing fish and whale oil ; fuel and
timber for manufactures ; coal, iron and copper, for the furnace and the forge ; wool for clothing, and the carcaBBesof
cattle and sheep for food. The operation of the principle is
in some of these cases obscured by the accident of great discoveries of natural stores and resources,
or important inventions
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in the chemical or mechanical arts involved in the extraction
of these articles for the use of man.“
68. The Law of Diminishing Returns in Application ta
Menufactures.-SuCh is the lawof diminishing returns in agriculture. A S has been stated, no part of the field of production but is overshadowed by this great dominating condition
of human life and labor. Not only is the whole body of agricultural produce subject to its influence, but the raw material
of all manufactures, and the subject matter
of all trade and
transportation, coming originally from the soil, are affected in
value bytheincreasing
difficulty v-hich attends eachsuccessive increment of product.
But while no part of the field of production lies beyond the
shade of this primary condition, various
classes of products
are affect.ed by it in very different degrees, according as they
standnearer to, or further from,agriculture or thepurely
“extractive ” industries. Thus, everyproduct of iron, is in
somemeasure,subject to the influence of this condition. If
a greater and still greater quantityof iron ore is to be derived
from a given number of known mines, this involves mining
a t a lower and still lower depth,
which, in turn, involves a
greater expenditure of labor in hoisting, ventilating, pump.
ing, etc.
But it is only the iron, as ore, or as an ore product, which
is subject to this condition. If a hundred weight of ore be
rendered into pigiron, the cost of the latter will be very much
increased by the necessity of mining at an increasing depth.
If the pig iron be taken to the forge or foundry, and there
rendered into plate iron orstove castings, the cost of the latter
will be enhanced but little if any more, since the production
of wealth, ( i . e., the creation of values) by mechanicalpro-

* It has been shown that this principle of increasing dificultp, or of
diminishing returns, applies even to the harvesting of crops. Ros&er
quotes from Von Thllnen a table showing the experience of agricultural
laborers in attempting to glean all the potatoes of afield. Supposing 101)
scheffels to represent the quantity grown on agiven area, a singlelabarer
could gather 30 in a day,while the average of the first four laborers would
be 20. But the fifth man would only gather 6.6 ; the sixth man only
4.4; the seventh man only 3, and so on.
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cesses, is not subject to the law of diminishing returns. Ten
men in mechanical pursuits can produce ten times as much a8
one. If, again, the iron be rendered
by successiveprocesses
into fine screws, knife-blades or watch springs, the first costof
of
the material becomessmall, in comparison with the cost
the labor expended in working and perfecting it.
Mr. Babbage, in 1832, estimated that bar iron of the value
of $1 became worth when manufactured intoiron
Slit
for rails
. , , . $ 1.10
Horseshoes
2.55
Wood saws
.
14.28
scissors,
best
,
,
,
446.94
Penknife
blades
,
657.14
It isevidentthatthe
only part of thecost of the $65'1
worth of knife blades,here,whichisaffected
by the condition of diminishing returns, is the original dollar's worth
of
bar iron, and the cost of the bushel or two of coal necessary
to produce the mechanical power and the melting and tempering heatforthe
successiveprocesses of manufacture. An
increase of the difficulty of mining which should double the
price of bar ironmight
affect the price of scissors very
slightly.
64. So far, then, as human wants can be met through the
elaboration of the raw materials taken from the soil, there is
a constant tendency to a greater and still greater satisfaction
of thosewants,throughtheperfection
of mechanical and
chemicalprocesses. But, after all, the chiefconcern of the
mltsses of the people is with the cost of the raw materials of
food, clothing and shelter. The bulk
of their consumption is
of coarse forms of agricultural produce, simply prepared.
It
is of no advantage to the laborer that at a small additional
expense he can have his cotton wrought into forms which
century ago would have excited the admiration
of a C O U ~ ~if,
allthecottonhecanprocureisnotenoughtokeep
him
warm.
65. The Soil, a Fund for t h e Endowment of the Human
Race.-Subject
always totheconditionwhichhasbeen
described in the foregoing paragraphs, the soil, consisting of
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rock pulvenzed at one period or another of the world’s existence, constitutes the sole original endowment of the human
race. The different varieties of soil possess the capability of
rewarding human labor in very different degrees ; but every
kind of decomposed rock will, if treated with due quantities
of water,yieldvegetables,grains
or fruits for man’s food,
fibers for his clothing, timber to construct his house, fuel to
warm it. Eventhe
undecomposedrockwhich
forms the
crust of theearth,constitutesastorefrom
whichhuman
wantsmay besupplied,though in smallerdegree and with
greater pains.Metals
and minerals, of analmost
infinite
number of uses, mechanical,
chemical,
physiological,
are
extracted by the aggressive enterprise of man from the very
rock which has withstood unbroken all the effects of fire and
frost, earthquake and torrent.
It is wholly upon this natural
endowment that the race have lived in the past ; and it is the
extent of this endowment which is to determine the maximum
numbertherace canreach, audthelongest
period of time
through which the race can survive. Now, of
this fund with
which mankind are endowed, we note, in addition to the limited capability of production within a given season, upon a
given area, already dwelt upon, that the fund, in the present
atate of the art of agriculture, is subject to waste and possible
ultimate exhaustion.
66. Exhaustion of the soil.-Those writers who advocate
what is known as the policy of Protection, have made great
use of the fact that the soil is subject to exhaustion ; that its
productive capabilities are, in the strict sense
of the word, a
fund, from which so much and no more can be taken. Besides
of
the outright destruction of fertility due to wanton abuse
nature, the ordinary prudent use of the soil steadily diminishes the fund of productive essences from which future generations must draw theirsupplies of food, clothing and shelter,
‘‘ For every fourteen tons of fodder carried off from the soil,”
says Prof. Johnston, “there are carried away two
casks of
potash,one of soda,acarboy
of vitriol, a largedemijohn of
phosphoric acid and other essential ingredients.”
Butwhat becomes of thematerialsthustakenaway
?
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Surely, if the doctrines of modern physical science are tme,
no force can be lost out of nature ; consumption must be followed by production in other forms ; or, rather, COnSUmptiOn
is nothing but the productionof new forms.
It is true that no force can be lost out of nature ; yet force
it ministers to human
may be transmuted from forms in which
wants into forms in which it serves no purpose useful to man,
as, for example,when your house burns down and goes
OfI
into the air, in sudden heat and with a great smoke ; or a certain amount of force may be so dissipated that men can no
longer employ it for their advantage. The productive
essences taken from thesoil, in the formof food for man and beast,
may, without being diminished in actual amount, be so scattered as to be unavailable for the nourishment of vegetable
life in the future.
“Whenever,” says Prof.
R. E. Thompson, “the products
of the soil are consumed in the vicinity of the farm, the farmer will have at hand the means of making such a return to
the soil as will keep up and even increase its fertility.
But
whenever they are transported to a considerable distance for
consumption,thepower to make an adequate return to the
soil is seriously diminished, if not absolutely destroyed. The
richest soil can not long sustain such a process of exhaustion,
if its proprietors are engaged in sending its natural wealth
over land and sea to a distant market”.
57. Free Trade and Exhaustion of the Soil.”It is upon
thistheprotectionist
baseshischief
argument. He claims
that local markets should be everywhere created to prevent
what he calls “earth-butchery.” The tendency to make
new
countries the magazines from which older countries draw their
supplies of raw materials should be crossed and checked
by
legal impositions, not so much upon the exportation
of the
raw materials from the former, as on the importation of finished products from the latter. Every considerable community
should be driven, against the impulses of immediate interest,
to fashion forits own consumption the materials produced
from
its own soil.
Now, the most obvious and natural answer to this
is, that
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men are the best judges of their own interests, and that producers and consumers should be left to make their bargains
unhindered. But it will appear, in the furtherprogress of our
inquiry, that the interests of individuals do not always consist
with the interests of the community. This is clearly seen, in
the case of the felling of the forestti, where immense injury
may be done to the soil, an injury perhaps that is practically
irreparable, through the selfish action of a few persons seeking their own immediate advantage.
If the same is not true in an equal degree of the abuse of
the soil throughan
excessive drainuponitsproductive
essences, due to the passion for sudden gain inducing the cult‘vators to take much from the ground and put
backlittle,
this is due to two facts. First. The arable land of a country
is generally owned by a larger number of persons than the
wood land, so that more of those who would suffer by the
effects of an abuse of nature are ina po~ition to
prevent abuse.
Secondly. The consequences of ‘I earth-butchery”inthe
destruction of forestsaremoreinstantand
less remediable
than in the wasteof the soil in cultivation.
58. Some Waste Unavoidable.”The liability to
exhaustion of the soil, through exportation of its produce, is a fact
properly to betakeninto
account. The importancewhich
should beattributedtothefact
is a matter of question. I
believe the protectionist writers generally give it more weight
thanit deserves, chiefly throughomittingtwo
considerations.
First. Even the building up of manufacturing and commercial towns would not prevent a large part of the waste.
In nearlyallsuchtowns,when
of considerable size, the
excreta of menand even of animals, and, also, to a great
extent, the refuse of kitchens and of manufactures, are thrown
intothestreamsandcarriedoutto
sea. The utilization of
sewage, on any large scale, has never yet been made profitable. It has been done a8 a matter of experiment, as a matter
of sentiment, or to preventthe defilement of rivers ; but
almost invariably it costs, in tEs present state of the arts,more
than s hundredcents on the dollar’s worth of noil-dressing
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obtained, Somewaste of thiskind seems imeparablefrom
the human occupation of the earth.
60. Natural Renewal of the Soil.”Secondly. The proteotionist’s argument overlooks the consideration that, in addition to the progress of invention, postponing, though it may
not avert, exhaustion, a continuous addition is being made to
the soil available for the raising of food, through the decomposition of rocks and the formation of rockdust (Weathering).
The mountain loses of its substance by the force of frosts and
floods, andthevalleysareenrichedwiththematerialthus
wornaway.
Eventhe stones that lieintheearth,amere
encumbrance to cultivation, yield to the unceasing action
of
the elements that surround them and give
up to the soil the
same properties to which its pristine fertility was due. Moreover, the conversion of the nitrogen of the atmosphere into
nitrates(nitrification),iscontinuallygoing
on. “ I n rare
cases,” writes one of the most eminent of agricultural chemists, “these agencies alone maintain a high state
of fertility,
as where red-rock easily disintegrates and is exceptionally rich
inplantfood,
or whereplainsare.fertilized
by the matter
broughtfrommountainsanddepositedbystreams.
More
commonly, these natural causes maintain a moderate produotiveness only, and require tillage, irrigation and manuring to
raise the production to a high pitch
: tillage, irrigation and
manuring all operating to accelerate and intensify rock-disintegrationandnitrification ; irrigationandmanuringacting
also by replacing removed matters.
“ A n y region that has once been fertile for a period of fifty
years, under a given system of management, may remain fertile under that s-ystem forever, unless the soil is removed
or
buried by flood, or unless the climate becomes unpropitious.”*
*Prof. 9. W. Johnson, of Yale College, Director of the Connecticut
Agricultural Experiment Station.
Prof. Johnson further remarks : “ The crops that astonish w by their
heavy acreage-yield are not the crops that feed the nations. The wheat
fields and corn fields of ‘ the West’ yield but 15 bushels of wheat and
but 40 to 50 bushels of corn. The hay,
the pasturage, which make up
the grand totalof OUT forage, are obtained at an average rate of one ton,
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60. The Hunter Stata-The second great agent in theproduction of wealth is human labor. Up to a certain low point,
the grosserhumanwantsaresupplied
bythebounty
of
nature. So longasthiscontinues,valuedoesnotemerge
;
wealthisnotproduced.Manmaylivelikethesquirrelsor
the monkeys, from the spontaneous fruits of shrubs and trees;
or, likeotherlargeand
fierceanimals,hemaypreyupon
smaller and weaker species, which, in their turn, are nourished
So long asraces of men
withoutcarebygrassesornuts.
subsist in this fashion, they are doomed to remain few in numbers,lowincharacter,subject
t o occasionalvisitations of
famine,thevictims of ferociousenemiesamongthehigher
orders of animals, or of internecine war in the unceasing struggle for existence. Political economy has
no more t o do with
men in such a state than with the monkeys who compete with
each other for cocoanuts and bananas.
61. The Pastoral State.-Labor,intheeconomlcsense,
first clearly appears in the pastoral state. Here men no longer
subsist on the bounty of nature, or periBh miserably and helplessly when that bounty fails. They no longer hunt for nuts
and roots and fruits which have grown without care and without labor, or for casual animals nourished upon the spontaneous products of the soil, bredandrearedwithouthuman
intervention. In the pastoral state, tribes tame the cattle and
sheep and goats and as8es which once ran wild, training them
to be easily guided, handled and controlled, caring for their

per acre. The 40 bushels of wheat, 90 of corn, 24 tons of hay, that good
farmers, inlong cultivated regions, gather, per acre, from small
areas,
are exceptional. For these exceptional naturalfertility,
or natural
manuring, or else exceptional artificial fertilization are required ; but for
the agricultural productionof the world “ in grossen und ganzsn” small
crops per acre, fed mostly by natural disintegration of the soil and natural nitrification, as by natural rainfall and natural supplies of carbonic
acid and solar energy, are the rule.”
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subsistence, driving them to freRh pastures, digging wells or
diverting streams to give them
a constant supply of water,
even cutting the abundant food of summer and curing and
storingitagainstthe
season of scarcity. Thehunter protects the animals he has tamed against those that still remain
savage, m d folds or houses them against severe storms and
protracted cold ; he bleeds, blisters and physics them in sickness ; superintends their breeding after their kind, and cares
for the young far beyond the
power or the wisdom of the
dam. By alltheseforms of labor, men in the pastoral condition make that to be wealth which in a state of savagery
was no wealth.
ba.”And of this social condition we notetwothings
:
First, population increases largely. It requires many thousande
of acres to support a family of hunters ; as many hundreds:
will support a family of shepherds. The animal that in the
one condition yielded, once for all, a carcass of three or four
hundred pounds net, now returns, for the littlecare given her,
five hundred gallons of milk every year, making,if the owner
pleases to expend some additional labor,three hundredpounds
of cheese. Anotheranimalthat
anoe yielded a carcass of
fifty pounds, covered &h a pound of coarse stiff hair, now
partseveryyearwithfouror
five pounds of soft, flexible
wool, susceptible of being wrought into forms of the greatest
beauty and usefulness.
Secondly, the subsistence derived by communities in the
~astoral state is notonly moreample ; it is also far more
secure. Men arenolonger subject to beswept by famine,
as by a hurricane, from the face of the earth. In the main,
subsistence, and with itexistence, has ceased to beprecarious ;
it has become constant and calculable.
68. Agriculture,-The next
economic state is reached in
agriculture. Man no longerskimsthesurface
of theland ;
he plows into the depths of the soil, and brings up the productive energies that lay hidden far below the roots of the
grass on which thecattle were wont to graze. And now,
where hundreds of acres were required to s ~ p p ~arfamily,
t
as many score suffice. Populationrapidly
increases. Man
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andbeast no longerwander to seek their food.Food
is
broughttothem.Tribes
cease toshifttheir
place from
season to season as the exigencies of pasture demand. "he
cottage replaces the tent. New wants are felt, now that men
arenot obliged tocarryaround
withthem all they o m .
New and varied forms of wealth appear.
To do only thethings which formerly were done, would
require less exertion, and consequently values tend to diminish, since value measures, speaking roughly, the difficulty of
attainment ; but more things now require to be done ; there
are more who feel wants, and each of them feels more wants,
than formerly, and hence the body of values increases, in the
face of improvements inthearts whichtend tosubstitute
gratuity for value.
64. Two Fectors of Labor Power.-The
labor power of
any community, whether in the pastoral or in the agricultural
wheremanufacturesand
comstate, or inthehigherstate
merce enter, is compounded of two factors, that derived from
the efficiency of the individual laborer, and thatderived from
what we call bythe
somewhatunsatisfactoryterm,
the
division of labor, which embraces the joint action of men in
production, the differentiation of productive processes, the
specialization of tradesandthe
organization of productive
forces.
66. The Efftciency of t h e Individual Laborer.-The
degree in which the labor of an individual shall be efficient in
the creation of values, i. e., the production of wealth, depends
upon several causes.
of
First : His inherited strength, his original endowment
physicalforce. This endowmentvaries greatly,not only as
between individuals of the same community, but as between
communities,
races
and
nations. Intothe
causes of the
differences in this respect existing, it is not necessary to enter,
That inquiry belongs to the physiologist and the ethnologist.
"he economist has to do onlywith the fact. In the matter
of sheer lifting-strength alone, the individuals of onerace
may, on the average, surpass those of other races by fifty, one
hundred or two hundred per cent.; while in the matter of the
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use of that strength, in operations at once difficult and delicate, 'the range of existing differences is very much wider.
66. Relation of F o o d t oIndustrial Ef€tciency.-A second
of the laborers of
reason for the higher industrial efficiency
one class or nation than belongs to those of another, is found,
inthequantityandquality
of thefoodconsumed
bythe
"he
laborers of thetwo classes or nations,respectively.
humanstomachbearsmuchthesamerelation
to the whole
one, as in
frame as the furnace to the steam engine. In the
the other, must all the forces which are to drive the machine
begenerated.
In the one, asintheother,theforcegenerated will, withincertain limits, increasewith thematerial
supplied. With morefuel,theenginewilldomorework,
With more food, the man will do more work.
But not proportionally more. To a great extent the return
made, in force, to the introduction of new fuel into the furnace varies according to a principle which is strongly analogous to that which governs the returns made, in crops, to the
application of new labor to land. Thus,
if we suppose that,
with a furnace of a given height of chimney, 3 lbs. of coal to
the square foot of grate surface, are supplied, we should have,
resultingfromthe consumption, a certainamount of force
available to do the engine's work. But that amount would be
amall. A great part of all the heat generated would be lost
by radiation in the tubes and through the cooling
effect of
thewaterinthe
boilers.Now,suppose
that,instead
of
3 lbs., 6 are consumed. Will the efficiency of the engine be
*doubled merely ? No, the engine will do easily three times
as much work, If 9 lbs. are used, the power will be still fnrther increased, not only positively but proportionally, that is,
there will not only be more power, but more power for each
pound of coal. If 12 lbs. are consumed, there may be a still
further addition to the force generated, not only.positively
but proportionally. It might be easily found that, with this
amount of fuel, the resulting force would be, not four times
as much a8 with 3 lbs., but eight or ten.
The parallelism which exists between the economy of applying labor to land and the economy of supplying fuel t o the
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furnace, is broken at one point. Labor may be applied to land
indefinitely with an increase of absolute, though not always
of relative, production. But coal can not be added indefinitely
to the fire beneath the boiler.
67. The economy of supplyingfoodto the human machine is
in a high degree analogous. If, for example, a laborer were supplied with only 100 oz., per week, of a certain kindof food, the
laboring power which would begenerated by thedigestion and
assimilation of that food would be very slight. After a course
of such diet,, the man would crawl feebly to his task ; would
work with a very slight degreeof energy when he first started
out, and wouldsoonbecomeexhausted.
m e r e 125 oz. given
to the laborer, he would be able, with no greater strain on his
constitution, to accomplish an amountof work which would be
not merely one quarter more, but largely in excess of it. He
would perhaps be able to do one-half as much more. Were hie
subsistence to rise to 150 oz. there would be astill further gain.
His efficiency would beto his efficiency when receiving 125 oz.,
not as 6 t o 5, but as 7 , or perhaps 8, to 5 . With 150 oz., the
laborer'sdietmight
be regardedas sufficient forcomfort,
healthandareasonabledevelopment
of muscularstrength.
Lettbeamount
of foodbecarriedupto
200 oz., andwe
should have a liberal, generous diet, ample to supply all the
waste of the tissues, and to keep thefires of the body burning
briskly, generating force enough to allow the laborer to put
forth great muscular exertions through long periods of time.
Up to a certain limit, then, with food as with fuel, the true
economy of consumptionisfound
inincreasingthe supply.
Niggardliness is waste, andwaste of the worstsort.
But,
just as there is a maximum limit with the fuel,so there is with
food. After that limit is reached, the increase of food does
notimplyaproportional
increase of force, if, indeed, any
increase a t all ; and after a certain still higher pointreached,
is
the increase of food brings mischief.
88. Under-fed Laborera.-Theconfiiderationhere
preeented is of great importance in explaining the varying efficiency of labor.Probablytheinhabitants
of theUnited
States constitute the only large population in the world who
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ere thoroughly well-nourished ; that is, who have enough of
wholesome food to secure the greatest economy of consumption. “Many a French factory hand,” writes
Lord Brabazon,
‘‘ never has any thing better for his breakfast than a large
slice of common sour bread, rubbed over with an onion, so as
“Neat,”saysacarefulobserver,“is
togive it aflavor.”
rarely tasted by the working classes in Holland. It forms no
part of the bill of fare, either for the man or his family.” Of
the laborers of Belgium, an official report states : ‘(Very many
havefortheirentiresubsistence
but potatoes,withalittle
grease, brown or black bread, often bad ; and for their drink
a tincture of chicory.” Even through large portions of happy
England, the fabled land of the beef-eater, there is a mass of
unimpeachabletestimony toshowthattheworking
classes
are able to obtain less nourishment by far than is necessary
I‘ Inthe
west of
tothehighest
efficiency of theirlabor.
England,” wrote Prof. Fawcett, in 1664, “it is impossible for
an agricultural laborer to eat meat more than once a week.”
Of the peasantry of Devonshire,CanonGirdlestonewrote
:
“ T h e laborerbreakfasts
on tea-kettle broth-hot
water
poured on breadandflavored’with
o n i o n s 4 i n e s on bread
and hard cheese, a t 2d. a pound, with cider very washp and
sour ; and sups on potatoes or cabbage, greased with a
tiny
bit of fat bacon. He seldom more than sees or smells butcher’s meat.”
Now, asto the want
of true economy in thus reducing the
consumption of food among the working
classes, there can not
$e amoment’squestion.
The case may perhaps be best put
by saying t.hat if cattle were not kept better nourished than
are the majority of laborers in the world, it would not “ p a y ”
to have cattle at all. It would be better to do without them
entirely.Barelytokeepthemalivewouldrequire
a large
expenditure of food, and to give them, in addition to this,
only enough to secure a low grade
of muscular strength and
activity, would not make them worth their keep.
68. Influence of Sanitary Conditione’on the Eificienop of
Labor.-A third reason for the higher industrial efficiency of
the laborers of one class or nation than of another, is found in
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different sanitary conditions, especially those which concern
the quality of the air. The food which is taken into the animal system is converted into blood which is kept in a state of
purity by being oxydized in the lungs, through the process
of breathing. In this process, thefoulandstupefying
element, carbon, is thrown off into the atmosphere, and the lifegiving element,oxygen, is taken into the system. That this
may be done, there should be, in all inclosed habitations, a
sufficiency of space to each person and a free access of fresh
air. Human beings confined in small, unventilated rooms inevitably lose vigor ; the process of the oxidization of the blood
beingchecked, the process of making blood, throughthe
digestion and assimilation of the food taken into the stomach,
is checked. Withfoul air, therefore, a smalleramount of
muscular force is generated from the same amount of food.
Xot only so, but the food taken into the system may become
a n actual obstruction and cause of disease, through the failure
of digestion and assimilation. Moreover, in close rooms,
unventilatedand uncleaned, thegerms of oertain d i m a s ,
known as filth-diseases, viz., typhus and typhoid fevers, scarlet fever,diphtheriaandothers,arepreservedandreadily
compunicated, to the impairment
of health and the destruction
of life.
70. The cause here adduced is not of slight importance in
accounting for the differences in the labor power of different
communities and nations of men.
As the people of the United States are the best nourished,
80 they are, by a long interval, the best sheltered people in
the world. I t is impossible for an American who hasnot
traveled widely, to form an adequate conception of the manner inwhich the laborersof other countries are housed, (‘Hovels, cellars, meredark dens,” wrote Mr. Inglis of thecity
homes of Ireland, in 1834, “damp, filthy, stagnant, unwholesome places.”
I n 1861, one-third of the population of Scotlandlivedin
houses of one roomonly ; anotherthird in houses of two
rooms. In England the character of the country cottages and
of the dwellings of thepoorer classes in the cities is even
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worse than in Scotland. Cases are not infrequent where families of 7 to 13 members occupy a single bedroom.
:
Of thecottages of Devonshire,CanonGirdlestonesays
“ T h e y are, as a rule, not fit to house pigs in.”
The cottages
Poor
of the County of Durham were thus described by the
LawCommissioners of 1842. “The average size of these
24 by 16 feet.Theyaredarkand
unwholeshe&isabout
Mome ; the windows do not open, and many of them are not
larger than 2 0 feet by 16 ; and into this space are crowded
eight, ten, or even twelve persons.”
71. If this is the way Englishmen have to live in the
country, we might expect to hear worse things of the towns, where
land is sometimes worth as many silver crowns as would coverits
surface. Some years ago Mr. Edwin Chadwick declared
that
more filth, worse physical suffering and mental disorder than
John Howard described in his account
of the prisons of his day,
were to be found among the cellar populations of the working
people of Liverpool, Manchester, or Leeds, and in large portions of the Metropolis.Much
has of latebeen done, both
by private philanthropic effort and under the authority
of law,
; yetstillmuchthatishideous
to curetheevilsdescribed
remains.
It isinsuchhomes
that the greater part
of the present
laborers of theworld were bornandreared.And
it is in
homes like these, that, in their estate as laborers, they have to
live, to eat, to rest and to sleep after the exhausting toil
of
the day. It is not to be wondered at that children grow UP’
‘puny and deformed ; thatscrofulaandrheumatism
become
deeply seated in the constitution ; that the blood grows foul
and the pulse feeble ; that the efficiency of the laborer falls to
a low point, while his power to labor at all becomes liable to
be prematurely terminated.
72. The Laborer’s InteUigence.--A fourth reason for the
superior efficiency of the laborers of one class or nation over
those of another, is found in their higher intelligence. Intelligence is apowerfulfactorinindustrial
efficiency. I speak
not now of technicalknowledge, but of clearness of mind,
quickness of apprehension, strength of memory, and thepower
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of consecutive thought, in no more than the degree in which
a nation where
these may fairly be expected to be found in
popular education has existed for generations ; in the degree,
for instance, in which theyarefound
in NewEngland,in
Saxony, in parts of Scotland.
is more
useful
than
the
unintelligent
The
intelligent
laborer :
( a ) Becauseherequires
afarshorterapprenticeship.
He
can learn his trade in a half, a third, or a quarter the time
whichtheotherrequires.
(a) Becausehecandohiswork
with little or no superintendence. He is able t o carry instructions in his mind, and
to apply them with discretion to the
varying conditions of his work. (c) Because he is less wasteful of materials. In some branches of mandacture the value
of the materials used is equal
to the amount paid in
wages.
In others it is twice, thrice, and even ten times as much. A
verylittle difference inthedegree
of thoughtfulness,foresight and regard for instructions, on the part of the laborer,
may make a great difference in the net product.
73. ( a ) Because he readily learns to use machinery, howor intricate.Theextentto
which labor is
everdelicate
saved and power increased by the use of machinery hardly
It isonlytheintelligentworkman
needsillustrationhere.
who can freelyavail himself of this great help. Brainsare
not alone required for the invention
of machines ; they are
wantedfortheiradjustment,theirordinary
use, andtheir
occasionalrepair. He who is to use amachineneednot be
the wme man as he who made it ; but, to a great extent, he
should be the same kind of man.
74. RaceCharaateristicsRegardingMachinery.-The
capability of dealing with costly and delicate machines varies
greatly between different races and nations of men. Notwithstanding the prodigious increase in the power
of producing
cottongoods,throughtheinventions
of Watts, Arkwright,
and Sitgreaves,vastquantities
of cottonarestill
spun or
woven by hand. In some of thecountries of Europe,as
Turkey and Greece, the ordinary “mechanical powers,” the
screw, the lever, the inclined plane, etc., are used but little,
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or not at all, the lifting or pulling being done by direct phyeical force, at, of course, the expenditure of a vast amount of
animalstrength.Eveninhighly
civilizednations the application of agricultural machinery is limited by the inability of
the peasantry to use it. The Judges of the World’s Fair of
1853 reported that there was probably as much Bound, practical labor-savinginvention
andmachinery unused, atthat
time, as was used ; and that it was so far unused, “solely in
consequence of the ignorance and incompetence of the workpeople.”
76. Machinery in the United Statea.-The United State6
world, excepting aome of the
istheonlycountryinthe
English colonies, inwhich it canbesafelyassumed
of the
average laborer that, after a reasonable period of experiment
and trial, he will be a,ble to use delicate and costly machinery
totheadvantage
of his employer.* In allother countries,
even the most civilized, it is only picked laborers who can use
intricatemachinerywithoutdoingmoredamagethantheir
labor is worth.
78. Cheerfulness and Hopefulness in Labor.-A fifth
reason for the higherefficiency of the laborers of one class or
nation than of another, is found in greater cheerfulness and
hopefulness, growingout of higher self-respect and social
ambition, and a more direct and certain interest in the product
of industry.
* A remarkableillustration of thestrongnaturalaptitude
of the
American for the use of machinery, has come to my notice during
the
presentyear, 1887. A bootandshoemanufacturer,employingeleven
hundred hands, had occasion, during a great and longprotracted strike,
toreplaceconsiderablymorethanhalf
of theoldoperatives by new
hands. This branch of industry is well known for the vast variety of
highly intricate and delicate machinery which it mea. Yet at the end of
five months, during which this substitution hadbeen carried through to
completion, the machines in this factory were found, on careful i n s p e c tion, to be in absolutely aa goodcondition, as at the beginning of the
strike.
Had an English manufacturer camed through such a replacement of
oldbynewhands,hismachinery
at the end of that timewouidhave
been worth just what it would have sold for, by the pound, as old iron.
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The first three causea which have been adduced are purely
physical, affecting the laborer’s muscular force and capability
of endurance. The fourth cause adduced, viz. : the laborer’s
his intellectual qualification
generalintelligence,determines
for his work, his ability to direct his bodily powers, such an
they are, to the production of wealth, with the maximum of
effect and the minimum of waste. The cause now adduced is
moral, affecting the will.
The importance of this cause is most conspicuously seen in
the wastefulness and inefficiency of slave labor. Always and
everywhere, that labor has been found to bevaRtly inferior to
the labor of freemen. Even the stimulus of the lash fails t o
commandthefacultieswhichinstantlyspringinto
activity
is far lesb
underthe inspiration of an amplereward.Fear
potent than hope in evoking the
energies of mind or body ;
while efforts made under the influence of the former passion
are far more exhausting than those made under the influence
of the latter.
77. Nearness and Direotness of the Reward.-Even
amongfree laborers, the degree in which the
physical and
intellectual powers maybeengagedintheproduction
of
wealth depends greatly on the directness and certainty of the
reward. This is proved by the difference everywhere observed
betweentheexertions
of wagelaborers and those of men
working on their own account. The wage laborer necessarily
becomes, in a great degree, a time server, an eye pleaser. He
saves himself as much as he can ; he counts his hours ; he
meamrestheworkhe does. But morethan this, a laborer
of human nature
not merely will not, he can not, the laws
remaining the same, work as hard for another as he would if
working as his own man.
On the other hand, he who is working for himself keeps no
grudging account of his time or exertion. If the proprietor,
of land, he knows thateverystroke of his arm is creating
wealth which he and hischildren are to enjoy ; that every
straw saved is his own. He watchesagainstwastewith
unfailingeagerness.
His vines, hisplants,his animals, his
fences, hiR haildin,qs, are borne upon his mind ; and no care
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or pains are withheldt o guard them against the almost infinite
forms of injury whichbesetthesespecies
of wealth. He is
early afield, for the day is not long enough for all he wishes
to do; and
when nightfalls,hestilllingers,tying
up hia
vines, tinkering his sheds, tending his cattle, bringing home
the harvest.
Evenbeyondthe
merelove of wealth, of whatcanbe
bought and sold, enters the love of his land, which is his own,
whichwashisfather’s,which
shall behis son’s after him ;
and he works upon it, sparing
him8elf little more than does
themothercaringforher
child. “Givea man thesecure
possession of a bleak rock,” said Arthur Young, “and he will
turn it into a garden.” The vineyards of the Rhine, built up,
in many cases, of earth brought in baskets up the sides of the
mountains, are speaking witnesses to the truth of this saying;
while many of therichest fields of HollandandBelgium,
once drifting wastes, illustratethatothersaying
of the
eminenttraveler : “The magic of property turns sand into
gold.”
78. Influence of Bad Laws in Producing Idleness.Doubtless much of the indolence we have been accustomed t o
regard as constitutional with certain races and nations, and as
indicating lack of physical endurance or feebleness of will, is
due simply t o the absence of incentive, resulting from unjust
laws or bad social institutions.It would be enough to make one
laugh t o hear the Scotch spoken of as lazy. The energy and
perseverance of that peoplehavebeenillustratedinevery
quarter of the globe. Yet, three or four generations
ago, the
Scottish people, says Prof. Hearn, “ were conspicuous for their
incorrigible indolence.” The ample explanation was found
in
the almost universal system of short leases or of tenancy at
will. Asinglewiseaction
of legislationcuredthisdefect
;
and with it disappeared the laziness of the Scotchman.
Not half so long ago as that, the Irish were a proverb over
Europe,
for
indolence
and
shiftlessness.
Arthur Young
describes them as “ lazy t o an excess at work,’’ but (‘spiritedlyactive at play.” TheIrishman of thatday wasspiritedly active at play, because the fun
wa8 sure to be a.11 his
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own. Therewerenolaws or institutionswhichrobbed
him
of his sport. He was lazy to an excess a t work, because invidious laws, social proscription and the customs relating to land
kept from him a large part of the natural fruits of his labor.
Everycountry of theglobehaswitnessed,since
1850, the
indomitablepluckandenergy
of theIrishatworkunder
equal laws and with “ a fair chance.”
70. The Varying Efaciency of Labor.“I have indicated
the chief causes which influence the efficiency of the individuallaborerintheproduction
of wealth. The joint effect
of
all these is very considerable. Industrial operations conducted
upon a large scale have shown that wide differences exist in
the working power of men of different nations. In comparing
the cost of constructing railroads in India and inEngland, for
instance, it was found that, though the Indian laborer received
but 4& to 6d. a day, and the English laborer, 3s. t o 3s.6d., the
sub-contracts in the two countries were let at the Eame prices.
The English cotton spinner is paid as many shillings
as the
East India spinner gets pence
; yet the cotton cloth
of England undersells that of India in Indian markets. As between
England and Russia, it is found that a weaver in the former
country tends from two to three times as many looms as in
the latter, the English looms, moving, moreover, at a higher
rate of speed.
As betweenEnglandandFrance,thesuperiority
of the
labor of theformercountryhasbeenrepeatedlyshownin
greatcompetitiveexperiments.
Mr. Brasseystatesthat,in
the construction of certain French railways, it was found that
the working capacity of the Englishman was to that of the
Frenchman as five to three. Superior as are the workmen
of
England to those of other countries of Europe, they are, in
turn, surpassed, on the average, by those of the United States,
in the respects of strength, intelligent direction of force, and
ability to use machinery to advantage.
80. The Division of Labor.”The
second factor of the
labor power of a community is that whichis commonly called
by the unsatisfactory term, division
of labor, embracing, as
of men in prowas said on an earlier page, the joint action
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duction, the differentiation of productive processes, the speoialization of trades, and the organization of industrial forces.
The term,organization of labor,isperhapsthebestsingle
term that can be used to cover all this ground.
In primitive society the division of labor does not exist, or
is found only in a rudimentary state. Each able-bodied man
does all which any one does. Each builds his wigwam or hut,
shapes his bows and arrows ; cares for his horses, if he have
or fishes inhis own rightand name. Yet,
any,andhunts
evenhere,thedivision
of laborasbetweenthe
sexesis in
some degreecarriedout.Thewomenmakethenets,weave
theblanketsand
cook thefood,asdutiessuitabletotheir
powers.
Soon, however, emerges a division of labor founded on differences of capability less fundamentalthanthose
of sex.
The smith appears, working at first alike
in iron, wood and
stone. He does all the work of this class which the community requires ; and, in return, receives flesh and fish from those
whose spears andhooks are sharpened and pointed at his forge,
As the amount of this class of work tobe done increases, three
smiths, instead of one, come to be employed ; one working in
iron, one in wood, and one in stone, known respectively as the
blacksmith, the carpenter and the mason. As the wants felt
bythe
communityaremultiplied,asmodes
andfashions
appear, new classes of artisans come into existence, each working on some one class of substances, or making some one class
; the
of articles. Thecabinet-makerfollowsthecarpenter
jewelertheblacksmith
; thesculptor,intime,the
mason.
Finally, the operations of each trade come t o be distributed
among several distinct classes of laborers.
81. How the Division of Labor Increases Production.It is difficult adequatelytoappreciatetheincrease
of production which results from the application
of this prmciple.
(a) It shortensapprenticeship.
If eachmanhad
tolearn
the whole of a trade, much more to learn several trades, he
would have to take a great dealof time and spoil a great deal
of materialandmanytools
in doing so. But wheneach
workman is required to learn but a single trade, and, within
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that trade, to practice only one simple operation, the period
of instruction becomes very brief. The end
of a few months
finds him intelligent, if not expert, in his business.
( b ) It developsdexterity.Longafterthe
workman has
so far mastered his trade as to be able
to perform its operationswithout mistake,hecontinues
togaininproductive
power, throughtheincessantrepetition
of his task. "he
Bense especially concerned in his work, be it sight, or touch,
ar hearing,
becomes
preternaturally
acute.
The muscles
brought especially into play gain in size and activity. Even
certain organs may become involved in the operations of the
trade, and undergo changes which, whether favorable to the
general health and symmetry, or not, are of a nature to facilitatethecustomary
work. Any onewhowatchesacashier
counting notes,a telegraphoperatorsending
messages,can
seehowwonderfullypracticemust
come intoindustry,to
make perfect the workman.
82. ( c ) It obviates the loss of time and the distraction of
thought whichwouldbeinvolved
in passing from place to
place, and in laying down the tools of one trade to take up
those of another. In agriculture, where the division of labor
can be carried but a little way, we know a great deal of time
is thus lost.
(6) It facilitatesinventionand leads tothediscovery of
improvedprocesses
and newmaterials.Practicedthus
in
detail, every art or trade is studied in detail, and, one by one,
herealittleandtherealittle,itsmechanicalpossibilities
come to be seen and realized. Some of the most conspicuous
discoveries inthehistory
of industry have,indeed,come
through scientific research, or by casual suggestion ; but an
infinitemultitude of inventionsandimprovements
inprocesses, accomplishing, in their aggregate effect, an incredible
gain to productive power, have been the result of the minute
study of the operations of industry, in detail, by men each of
whom was dealing with a single class of substances, performing a single operation, with the aid, perhaps, of a single tool.
(e) It allows women and children, as well as men
who are
sufferingfromsomepartialdisability,
to findplacee in the
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industrial order wbere they can labor to advantage
; whiie
among men of full powers it assigns t o each that work which
is best suited to his individual capacity.
83. The Territorial Division of Labor.--This isphrase
devised by anEnglisheconomistduringthegreatpopular
agitation which preceded the repeal of the Corn Laws,* to express the carrying outof the principle of the division of labor,
which we have thus far contemplated in operation among the
individuals of a community,to communities andto nations. The
phraseintimatesthatthevastindustrialadvantages
which
attend the application of that principle within the hamlet and
throughout the country, will accompany that principle in
it6
extension over the whole field of the world’s production.
This is the main,indeed,we may say the sole, economic
argument in favor of Free Trade, as opposed to what is called
Protection.The
claim tofreedom of tradeas a “natural
right” is not one of which the economist can properly take
of theprotecaccount. On theotherhand,thearguments
tionist, based on the political importance of the industrial selfsufficiency of the nation, and on the alleged social and intellectual advantages resulting from a diversification of national
industry, are equally out of his view.
Inasmuch as theprotectionist plea for limiting the territorialextension of theprinciple of thedivision of labor,
includes a claim that the creation by law of industrial entitielr
corresponding to existing political entities, has an influence,
not only upon the production, but also upon the distribution
‘of wealth (which department of our inquiry we have not yet
reached),andasthe
wholequestion of protection or freetradeisboundupwithpoliticaland
Rociological considerations, it has seemed best to postpone the remarks we have to
make upon that question to Part VI, “Some Applications of
Economic Principles.’’
84. The Organization of Industry.”But the
advantagem

* Imposing high dutieson foreign grain imported intoEngland. Thwe
lawe were repealed by Parliament in 1846, under the leadership of Blr
Robert Peel. The study
of the history of the Repeal movement ador&
871 admirable economic exercise.
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derived immediately from the division of labor, are but a part
of the total advantage which is attributable to what we have
termedthe organization of industry. In additionto those
already indicated, we find, under the larger title, a vast gain
of productivepower resulting from the introduction of the
principle of competition, the creation of e s p i t de corps, and
the direction given to the mass of laborers by the few clear,
strong spirits,which,undersuch
a system,dominate
the
industrial operations of the community.
(a) Competition can only be introduced as an active force
where theopportunityforexactand
easycomparison of
results exists. Where each one of a number of persons is performing every day a large number of miscellaneous dutieg
now a little of this, then a little of that., it is difficult or imposeible to measure the achievements of the severalpersons so
employed, bring them to a scale, and assign credit or blame.
3 u t when those duties are so distributed that each person is
charged with the performance of a certain, definite task, comparison becomes possible.
(b) The creation of q r i t de corps within trades andprofeasions becomes a tremendousforce inindustry. Competition
operates upon the laborer, through the employer’s desire to
get the most out of each workman, and through the laborer’s
desire to obtain and retain employment. The principle now
invoked operates on the laborer, perhaps not less powerfully,
through the public sentiment of the craft, establishing standards of wwkmanship and laws of conduct which tend to lift
each workman to the level of the best.
8 6 . (c) &stemhip in Industry.-But the most importantof
the sources of gain in productive power, now under consideration, is found in that mastership of industry which is created
by the division of labor. That division can not proceed to its
natural limits without giving rise to the subordination of the
mass of the laboring population to a select and comparatively
small body of employers, who assume the responsibilities and
direct the agencies of production.
Whether this gain is accomplished a t a certain social and
political cost, is a question the economist is not called upon to
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discuss. "hat questionbelongs tothe socialphilosopher or
the statesman. The economist, as such, is guilty of an unwarrantable presumption if he undertake to measure the quantity
of economic advantage which would offset the smallest ethical
or physiological injury, He does all that he is called upon to
do, all that he can undertake to do without impairing the scientificvalue of hisresults,whenhetracescauses
totheir
effects within the field of economics alone.
Looking at the matter in its purely
economic aspect, it is
clear that the gain in question is not realized without an initial
loss, inasmuch as the laborer, under the wages system, necessarily has a less direct and certain interest in the product of
his industry, than the man who labors
on his own account.
But this loss is compensated, many times over, by the gain to
production which results from the impulse and direction given
to industry by the thought-power and will-powerof the ablest
minds in the community.

C H A P T E R III.
CAPITAL

: ITS ORIGIN

AND OFFICE.

86. THEthird great agent in the production
of wealth is
Capital. The capital of a community is that part of its wealth
(excludinglandandnaturalagents,consideredasunimproved * ) which is devot'ed to the production of wealth.
Some writers, indeed, insist that the climate of a country,
so far as it especially favors production, is to be reckoned as
I prefer to say that
a part of thecapital of thatcountry.
the beneficent distribution of heat and moisture, by the gratuitous action of nature, is a favorable condition of production,
but isnotcapital.
A sound system of jurisprudence,which
oecures theimpartialadministration
of justice ; asound
organization of thepoliticalbody,whichmaintainspeace

* The reason for this exception will appear when we come to
t h e rent and price of land.
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andorder,are
most favorableconditions
of production ;
they lead to a vast creation of values ; they are better than
much capital to the people enjoying them ; but they are not
capital.
87. The Origin of Cspitd.--Theorigin
of capital is 80
familiar that it need not be dwelt upon at length. A simple
illustration may suffice. Let us take the case of a tribe dwelling along the shore, and subsisting upon fish caught from the
rockswhich jut into the sea. Summerandwintertogether,
good seasons and bad, they derive from this source a scanty
and precarioussubsistence. When the fish are plentiful, the
peoplelivefreely,even
gluttonously.Whentheirluckis
bad, they submit to privations which involve suffering, sometimes famine.
Now let us suppose that one of these fishermen, moved by
a strong desire to better his condition, undertakes to lag by a
store of fish. Livingas closelyaswillconsist
withhealt,h
and strength, he denies
himself all supeduity, even at the
height of the season, and by little and little accumulates in
hishutconsiderable
a
quantity
of dried food. Thisis
wealth. Whetherit shallbecome
capital or notdepends
upon the use which is to be made of it.* If destined to be
merely a reserve against hard times, it remains wealth, but
does not become capital.
But our fisherman, in laying by his store of fish, has higher
designs than to equalize thefoodconsumption of the year.
As the dull season approaches, he takes all the food he can
carry and goes into the hills, where he finds trees whose bark
can be detached by sharp stones. Again and again he returns
to hisworkinthe
hills, whilehisneighbors
arepainfully
strivingto keepthemselves alive. Attheend
of thedull
aeason he brings down to the water a canoe, so light that it
can be borne upon his shoulders, 80 buoyant that he can paddle in it out to the " banks," which lie two or threemiles from
shore, where in one day he can get as many fish as he could
catch from off the rocks in a week.
811 labor expended for a distant end falls under the head of cap&
ff
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88. The Professional BoaGBuilder.--Tbe canoe is capital ;
the fisherman is a capitalist.
He cannow take his choice of
three things. He Eay go out in his
canoe and bring home
eupplies of fish which will allowhim to marry and rear
a
familyincomfort,andwithhissurplushire
some of his
neighborstobuildhimahut,their
women to weavehim
blankexs, andtheirchildrentobringwaterfromthespring
andwaituponhisfamily.Secondly,hemayletoutthe
canoe to some one who will be glad to get the
use of it on
payment of allthe fish whichonefamilycouldfairly
consume, and himself stay a t home in complete idleness, basking
inthesun,and
on stormydaysseekingrefugeinhis
hut.
Thirdly, he may let out the canoe andhimself turn to advantage the knowledge and experience acquired in its construction
by making more canoes.
The last is the course he decides to take. Again and again
he reappears upon the shore, bringing a new
canoe, for the
use of which a score of his neighbors clamorously compete.
And later canoes, be it noted, are made with a smaller effort
and sacrifice on thepart of the builder. He hasbecome
familiar with the groves where the trees are largest and the
trunks most clear of branches. H e has acquired a knack which
makes it almost a pleasure to strip off the vast rolls of tough
elastic bark. He never spoils his half-completed work, now, by
an ill-directed blow. Moreover, his toil is reduced
to a minimum, for he has hired men to carry his burdens and do the
heavy labor.
88. The Inoreme of Capital.-But
soon the canoe-builder’s
in the possession of excepprofits are threatened. Thus far,
tional skill and knowledge, he has been a monopolist, and has
reapedamonopolist’sgains.Now,however,
stimulated b y
the sight of such great wealth gathered (that is, so great a
command of other people’s labor acquired) by oceman, others
begin to enter the field.
As an essential condition, each must save and accumulate
enough food to support him while making his first boat, that
is, must accumulate a certain amount of capital. This, however. is less difficult, than it was in the case of the original

.
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builder, first, because fish have come, through the multiplication of boats, to bemuchmoreeasilyobtained
; secondly,
because there are fewer experiments to make; thirdly, because
certaintyandnearness
of successwillinspire
thelabors
of ten men where one will be moved to great
sacrifice and
exertion by aprospectthatisdistantanddoubtful.Moreover, some of the shrewdest of the assistants of the old boatbuilder,whohavewatchedhim
at work, and whom he has
trusted more and more to do even the nicer partsof his task,
begin to desert him and to set up for themselves. The rent
become rich
of boats falls rapidly ; the old master, who has
and self-important, and perhaps a little lazy with years, goes
out of the business.
80. First Effects of Competition.--For a time, while the
number of boats increases rapidly, the quality suffers deterioration ; twofishermenaredrowneduponthebanksbythe
breakingup of boatsinasudden
squall. Theboat-builders
in fault are condemned by the general assembly of the tribe
tosupportthewidowsandorphanchildren.Theragefor
merecheapnessischecked.Boats
are nowtestedbefore
they are used, and someambitiousbuildersfindthemselves
driven out of the trade by the failureof their work.
And it is important to be noted that the profits
of boatbuilding are rapidly reduced. The first boat built repaid the
cost of it.s constructioninafew
weeks. Theboats now
made only repay the cost of their construction in thecourse of
months.Yet,themenwhomakeboatsstillgetabetter
; whilethosewhouse
livelihood thanthosewhousethem
boats get a better livelihood, even after paying the rent, than
those who still fish off the rocks.
91. What Will T h e y Do with ItP --ow
let us suppose
that the manufacture of boats has proceeded so far that there
is one serviceable boat for every four adult males of the tribe.
At this point,one of two widely divergent courses may be
adopted,withveryimportantresultstothefuture
of the
community.
First, the multiplication of boats goes forward until
each
man is provided with a boat in which he can catch enougb
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fish, in two or three hours a day, to keep him and his family,
Bummer and winter, good seasons and bad. The creation
of
capital has at least led to this result : it has put famine out of
the question. There is always an abundance of fresh fish, on
the banks, and of cured fish even in the meanest hut. The
rest of the time is spent in idleness or sport.
Secondly, the manufactureof boats stops at the point where
iish for the whole tribe can be provided by one-fourth
of its
members, toiling early and late upon the banks. The remaining members,thosewho,
throughyouthorself-indulgence,
havefailedtoprovidethemselveswithboats,thosewho
through misfortune have lost their boats and havebecome discouraged,thosewho
byphysicalweaknessornaturalor
acquiredinfirmityareleastfittedtoundertaketherugged
duty of the fisherman, and those who have been intimidated
by tales or by experience of hardships, or by the sight of the
bodies of drownedfishermenrolledashore
after astormthese all betake themselves, in one capacity or another, to the
service of the fishermen, the capitalist-employers (Par. 304) of
so many boat-builders remain as are needed
the tribe. Only
to repair and keep up the existing stock. The house-builder
now takes the place of the boat-builder. No one is satisfied
to live in the sortof hut which would once have been thought
goodenoughforthechief.Menialservants
become numerous. The fashioning of ornaments and trinkets takes up a vast
amount of labor.
02. New Economic Desires.-soonanew
Want emerges.
A plant with bright flowers is discovered among the hills and
brought home as a curiosity.
It is raised, asa rather distinguished thing, in front of houses of especialpretension.
By
cultivation it undergoes more or less change, particularly
in
the development of large tubers which are found to be highly
palatable and nutritious. The absurdname, potatoes, is applied
to these tubers. As affording a change from the everlasting
sea-food of the fathers, they are relished greatly, and soon a
number of persons arebreakingupgroundtoplantand
cultivate these tubers, which are exchanged, on liberal terms,
for fish taken on the banks.
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The introduction of a vegetable diet marks the beginning

of a revolution in the life of the community. After this, any
thing ispossible. The taste for a
diversified diet, once felt,
knows no limits. Agriculture has begun, involving the necesmty of capital in a hundred form8.New foods are followed
by newfibers ; manufactures spring into being, and all the
potentiality of the modern nation now resides in a tribewhich
a generation ago lived wholly onfish caught from rocks along
the shore.
OB. The Law of Capital.-It is not necessary to trace further
the increase of capital. At every step of its progress, capital
It arisessolely out of saving. It stands
followsonelaw.
always for self-denial and abstinence. At the first beginning,
savings are made slowly and painfully ; and the first items of
capital have a power in exchange (an ability, that is, to command the labor of those who have not capital), corresponding
t o the difficulty with which they are secured. The
bow, the
spear, the canoe, the spade, much as they cost, pay for themof capitalare
selves in a few days.Subsequentincrements
gained at aconstantlydiminishing sacrifice,* and receivea
constantly
diminishing
remuneration,
until,
in
the
most
advanced countries, buildings are erected and machines constructed which only pay for themselves in ten, twelve or even
twenty years.
A t everystage,wenote,too,
that capitalreleaseslabor
power which was formerly occupied in providing for the wants
of the community according to its then prevailing standard of
living. A t every stage, the members of the community make
their choice, whether they will apply the labor
power, thus
released, to the production
of wealth, in other branches, or
will content themselves with living as
well asbefore,upon
easier terms, giving up the newly acquired leisure to idleness
or sport.
04. Subeistence."The office of capital has been perhaps abundantly shownin the account given of its origin. Capital, as

* Prof. Marshall remarks that the wholecontinent of Asia, with its
thousand millions of inhabitanta, has less power of saving tban England
has.
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we have seen, is that portion of wealth* which is employed in
the production of new forms of wealth.
of subsistence for
A t first, capital is limited to the means
the producer. It was not easy in the first stage
of industrial
progress, to lay by enoughof the game or the fish of one season to last until the next.
For want of such a store of food
many a tribe perished. Manyanother was kept ina low,
miserable condition, unable to shift its seat to more promising
localities, andcontinuallydepleted
byfamineand
disease.
But whenonce
a tribe, by exceptionalgoodfortune,
or
through prudence and self-control, acquired a reserve sufficient
for a full year’s subsistence, it became in a degree master of
its conditions. It could shift its seat to better hunting or fishing grounds. It couldpursueitsavocationssystematically
and economically, doing that which should be esteemed most
productive in the longrun, not, as before, hurriedly and wastefully,underthestress
of immediatewant.The
physical
strength of its members was kept at the highest point by ample
and regular diet.
An ampleyear’ssubsistence
formsthemostimportant
advance which a people ever make in their progress towards
No subsequentstep costsone-half, or
industrialprosperity.
atithe asmuch.
Many peoplesneverfindthemselvesable
quiteto accomplish this. The people of BritishIndia can
hope for no more, in good years, than to be carried through
into the next; while, once inevery fouror five years, a famine
following a short crop sweeps away millions by sheer starvation, or by the fevers which feed upon half-famished populations. Even in Ireland, there was known, half a century ago,
a period two or three months long, preceding harvest, which
was called by the peasantry ‘‘ the starving season.”
05. Tools.-The next purpose, inlogical, and generally, also, in
historical order, for which capital is accumulated, is the acquisense,
sition of tools. I use thewordhereinitslargest
includingallapparatus,utensilsandmachinery.
The knife,
the born, the spear, the canoe, the net, are the tools of a cer-

* Excluding land and natural agents, considered as unimproved.
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tainstage of industrialsociety.Thespade,thecart,
the
plow, the distaff, theforge, are the tools of alaterstage.
The loom, the lathe, the printing press, the trip-hammer, the
railroad and the ship, may, with equal propriety,
becalled
the tools of today. The buildings which protect machinery
from the weather, and the shops in which trade and manufactures are carried on, are, in this sense, tools.
@e,Materids.-The third form which capital takes is that
of Materials. Theword,ashere
used,coversallkinds
of
wealth which are devoted to the production of wealth in any
other way than as subsistence for the laborer, or as tools to
increase his power in production. I n a primitive state, materials play a small part. The bait for the hook among the tribe
of fishermen ; the corn saved for seed in a planting community, are the most prominent materials of early industry. In a
later age a large part of all the accumulated wealth of a community exists in this form.
‘Gltimately, indeed, these materials will be wrought partly
into tools, partly into the means of subsistence. A part, also,
may come to be devoted to purposes of luxury or display, and,
hence, cease to be capital at all. But at any given
time, the
capital of acommunitymaybeclassedunderthesethree
heads : Subsistence, Tools, Materials.
07. The Three Forms of Capital.-In a certain
sense these
three may be resolved into one, Subsistence ; as, indeed, all
the forms of subsistence itself may be resolved into one, Food.
Thus, the first simple tools of the barbarous community may
be said to be exactly represented by the subsistence required
by the laborers engaged in making the tools. The first materials produced by the aidof these tools may be said
to be represented by thesubsistence of the laborers using thetools, added
to thatof the laborerswho made thetools. And BO of the more
elaborate tools and the more various and costly materials of
after ages : all may be said to represent the subsistenceof the
laborer while engaged in the actof production.
Likewise all the forms of subsistence, food, clothing, shelter
and fuel, may, in theory, bereduced toone, food. The clothing
of the laborer, for example, represents the food which he con-
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sumed while he was gathering the fibers of the wild grasses
and weaving them into a blanket. The hut represents the
food
consumed during its erection. The fuel represents the
food
consumed while the laborerwas gathering fagots in the forest.
os, One of the advantages of this classiiication is, that it
directs the attention to the part performed tools,
by machinery
and apparatus, in the production of wealth. Look into many
willfind capital
text books on Political Economy, and you
spoken of as if its main, or even its sole office, were to furnish
subsistence t o the laborer. Yet two nations may
beequally
provided with subsistence, while the superiority
of one of them
in the possession of tools may give it a prodigious advantage
over the other in the power of producing wealth. Oneman
with simple tools may do the work of ten men equally well
fed, but having only their hands to work with. Ten men with
the wood-working, cotton and wool-working, or metal-working machinery of to-day, mn by steam or water power, may
easily do the work of a thousand, with distaff, chisel, saw and
axe.

-

CHAPTER IV.
TEE PRODUCTIVE CAPABILITY OF A COMMCNITY.

99. W e have spoken, in succession, of land power, labor

, power andcapital power. Theproductivecapability

of any
community is determined by thesethreeelements,inthe
degrees in which they are severally found to exist there.
Whilethelandremainsinthecondition
of increasing
of the American
returns (Par. 50), as in the Eastern States
Union during their earlier history, production may be large,
per head of population, with but a small amount of capital
available. Evenaftercultivationhasreachedthecondition
of diminishing returns (Par. 51), the energy, intelligence and
skill of the laboring class, and the thorough organization of
industry,maywrestacomparativelyhighrate
of produce
from the reluctant soil ; or, in Rpite of an ignorant, clumsy
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and spiritless population, as in the west of England, the con.
centration of a vast capital upon a naturally rich
soil may
yield large returns, long after the same stage
of cultivation
has been reached.
100. Where all three conditions are found favorable t o production, i. e., fertile lands not yet fully taken
up, an intelligent and energetic laboring population, with abundant capital,
as in the opening upof parts of our Western States within the
of Minnesota
last thirty years, and notably in the development
and Dakota now going on, the rate at which wealth growa
appearsalmostfabulous.Surely,inevitably,however,the
increase of population will bring about the condition when an
increasing labor power and capital power must struggle with
a decreasingcapability of the soil. Mechsuicalinventions,
chemical discoveries, may long postpone the diminutionof the
per-capita product ; all improvements in the industrial character of the working classes, or in the organization of labor,
enable a larger population to be supported without reduction
in the quality of theirsubsistence ; but not the less is the
power of one of thefactors of productionsteadily on the
decline.
This principle applies, be it observed, only to the per-capitaproduct.Theabsolutequantityproducedincreasesconstantly with every increment of labor or capital judiciously
applied to the land. Therenever comesa timewhen more
laborers will not produce larger harvests. There never cornea
a time when additionalcapitalintroduced
into agriculture
cannot secure for itself some return.
101. Such is the condition under which the earth
is cultivated by human labor, for the supply of human wants. The
production of wealth by mechanical processes is, however, aa
we have seen (Par. 53.), subject to this condition only so far
of
as relates to the materials employed in manufactures, all
whicharederivedfromagriculture.Themechanicalprocessesthemselvesaresubjecttonosuchdrawback.On
thecontrary,theidcrease
of populationforaconsiderable
period allows the division of labor to take place more fully,
with the result of enlarged prodwtion. Hence the multipli-
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cationanddiversification
of conveniences and refinements,
so far as they involve no increase in the amount of material
consumed,may be carried forward literally without limit.*
Labor and capital here act with prodigious force, not,
~ F we
J
might say, by addition, but by multiplication, each step rendering every successive step easier, as the force of habit and
invention give to production a constantly accelerating rate of
movement.
102. Productive Capability n o t fully Realhed.”PrOdUCtive capability being thus determined by the three elements
which have been stated, the greatest question which the economisthas to answer, the most difficult, the most important
question in economics, is, why the actual productionof wealth
falls so far shortof its productive capability. But thisis a question which cannot be finally answered till the reader has been
takenthroughallthedepartments,byturns,
of economic
science. It is not until the economist reaches the department
of consumption, that he can show how the use which is made
of wealthmaywastethecapitalpower
of acommunity,
or may impair its labor power through the effects of vicious
upon the will of
indulgenceuponmuscularstrengthand
thelaborer.Inthedepartment
of distribution,again,we
shall see howthedivision
of theproduct
of industry,
amongtheseveralpersonsandclasses
of personsengaged,
mayworkgreatandpermanentinjurytothosewhoare
a t disadvantage in making their claim ; and how disputes and
contests over that division may seriously reduce the amount to
of exchange, the economist
bedivided.
Inthedepartment
meetsthequestioninaspecialform,namely,whatisthe
cause of thoseoccasionalstoppages
of productionwhich
areknownas
crises, or “hard times,” whenthewheels of
industry move with painful slowness, and the wealth which
has been gathered in preceding periods is wasted in an inactivity from which all classes suffer, and yet for which no one
seems accountable, since all are,
or profess to be, ready and
The important mistske committed by Mr. Henry George,through
overlooking this pow, will be indicated in Par. 616-7.
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desirous to work. Under each of these titles, thus, weshall
find something by which to explain the phenomenon that the
actualproduction
of every commercial andmanufacturing
country, taking a term of years together, falls far below the
possible production.
103.Industrial Structure.-Even under the present title,
we have to note a liability which besets the productive
power of
a community arising from what
we may term its industrial
structure. By this term is intended that organization
of the
of a community,which
capital power and the labor power
makestheproductivecapability
of the wholedepend, in a
of individuals or
greater or less degree, upon the character
classes of individuals,and,inconsequence,
upon accidents
affecting the fortunes of such individuals or classes. This is
a matter far too little regardedin reasoning about the wealth
of nations and communities. Writers in economics are apt to
speak of the labor power and the capital powerof a communNo reference
ity as if they were aggregates of pureforce.
is maae to structuralorganization.Completehomogeneity
and the highest mobility are
assumed for the wholelabormass and the whole capital-mass.
In suchaway
of looking at the subject we lose sight of
the possibilities of great loss toproductionarising
out
of two conditions.
104. (a) Partial Immobilityof Capital and Lsbor."In all
advanced industrial societies, labor and capital become committed to certain courses, from which they can only depart
after much delay, against great resistance, at heavy cost. W e
have seen how vast is the increase in productive power caused
by the division of labor, the differentiation of industrial functions, the specialization and localization of tradesandthe
organization of the productive forces.
Precisely according to the chances of gain resulting herefrom, is the risk of loss, in the case of mistake or misadvent.
ure. The artisan who has learned a trade becomes comparatively helpless if the opportunities for working at that trade
are taken away. The factory hand
whohaslearned
to perform only one operation out of the multitude that go to the
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@pinningof a single yardof cloth, can do little if he be thrown
out of the place where that operation is to be performed in
immediateconnection withalltheothers.
In theory,the
artisan or the factory hand may turn to
some other field of
production, and soon acquire the knowledge and the manual
skill required in Bome new art or trade. The observation
of
large populations, through long periods, shows that such readjustments of specialized labor demand more energy and more
enterprise than are possessed by most laborers, occupy a great
deal of time, at the best, and involve no small waste of labor
power.
Not infrequently that readjustment is not fully accomplished
in thegenerationthat
first feelsthenecessity for it.The
population or class of laborersuponwhomthisdemand
is
made,proveunequal
tothetask, losehopefulness, courage
and self-respect, and by a slow decline sink into pauperism,
squalor, vagabondage and vice, too often transmitting tainted
blood and tainted minds to the generation thatfollows.
105. (b) Misdirectionof Ir-Sor and Capital.-capital power
and, in perhaps a greaterdegree, labor power are in the hands
of individuals whose peculiarities of character, of habitude,
of station,seriouslymodifytheapplication
of capitaland
labor to production ; Those mistaken aims, whose erroneous
impulses, may divert these forces from the object which we
have supposed them to be seeking with an unremitting and
an unmistaking attraction ; whose accidents of fortune may
rmpair the energy of the industrial movement, or for a time
arrest it completely.
The most familiar illustration we could use is that of a fact o r y whose masterhassuddenly
died. Thelabor power
remains ; the capital power remains ; but the spring that set
It mayhappen that ason, or a
theminmotionisbroken.
partner, of equal ability, will at once step forward and take
up the burden that has fallen from the
nervelesshands.
It
may be, on the other hand, that a long period of embarrassment will result, during which labor and capital will stand
idle. Perhaps the loss will never be made good.
An incompetent person succeeds by right of relationship. Bad manage-
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ment dissipates both the accumulated wealth and the reputation of the establishment. After a dreary struggle, the stock
and fixtures are sold, the factory is dismantled, and the operativesgoforthto
findemploymentelsewhereas
they may.
There is many a thriving town in New England, whose only
reason for growth, through fifty years, from small beginnings,
has been found in the accidentof the birth there, and the long
life, of asingleenergetic,able,carefulman
of business.
There is many a ‘(deserted village ” whose decay dates from
the sickness or death of one man, out of the many hundreds
who thronged its streets.
So difficult is the control and direction of capital and labor,
that adistinct class is called intobeing,inallindustrially
advanced
communities,
toundertakethatfunction.This
class is known as the employingclass, or, to adopta word from
the French, the entTepreneur class.
106. The Entrepreneur Cless.-Mastership is essential
to
a large and varied production. The industrial enterprises
of
the civilized states could not have been brought t o their present height without mastership, andcould not be maintained a t
that height one year without it. Whatever may be true of
politics, theindustry of theworldisnottendingtoward
democracy, but in the opposite direction.
In its first stages, the division of labor does not necessarily
imply the introduction of the master-class. When the forms
of production are few ; when materials are simple ; when only
hand-tools are used ; when each artisan working at his bench
makes the whole of the article to be marketed ; when styles
are standard, and the consumers of the product are found in
the immediateneighborhood,theneed
of the master is not
felt. But when the hand-loom gives way to the power-loom ;
when the giant factory absorbs a thousand pettyshops ; when
many persons, of all degrees of skill and strength, contribute
to a result which perhaps not one
of them comprehends perfectly or at all ; when machinery is introduced which deals
with the gauzy fabric more delicately than the human hand,
and crushes stone and iron with the force of lightning ; when
costly materials require to be brought from the four quarters
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of the globe, and the products are distributed
by the agen.
cies of commerce through every land ; when fashion enters,
demanding incessant changes in form or substance to meet the
caprices of the market, then the masterbecomes a necessity of
the situation.
His work is not alone to enforce discipline through the body
of laborers thus brought under one roof; not alone to organize these parts into a whole and keep every part in its place,
at its proper work ; not alone to furnish technical skill, and
exercise a generalcare of thevastproperty
involved.Beyondthese andfar more than these, heis calledupon to
assume the responsibilities of production ; todecidewhat
8hr.J be made, after what patterns, in what quantities,at what
times ; t o whom the product shall be sold, a t what prices, and
on what terms of payment.Thearmies
of industry can no
more be raised, equipped, held together, moved and engaged,
without their commanders, than can the armies of war.
107. Thoseconditions of productionwhichbringtothe
laborer the necessity of finding a master under whom he can
work, bring to the man of superior abilities and acquirements
the opportunity to employ his powers for the greatest economic advantage of society and for the greatest
profit to himself.
In a community where division of labor has proceeded but a
little way, the man of intellect moves but one pair of arms.
In a highly organized industrial system, he moves a thousand.
One man who has the genius to plan finds a host of helpers,
each of whom can execute his schemes nearly if not quite as
well as hehimselfindividuallycould,who
yet wouldhave
been wholly helpless and amazed in the presence of the exigencies, the difficulties, thedangers, whichonly arouse the
spirit of the master, stimulate hisfaculties, and afford him the
keenest zest of enjoyment.
108. Whether we regardthisastheidealstate
or not,
whether we rejoice or repine at the extension of the principle
of mastership in industry, it is the most characteristic fact of
theindustrialsystem of to-day. It islikely togainrather
than to lose importance in the years to come.
During the great moral and
political fermentation. which
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brought on theRevolution of 1848, the attention of social
reformers in France was called to the possible benefits of Cooperation, beinganindustrialsysteminwhichmastership
should disappear. Not a few of the English economists, and,
following them, American economists generally, have been led
t,o take up co-operation as a practicable scheme, which only
needs to be tried in order to work the most
beneficent results.
do far from it being true that theabolition of mastership is
at present feasible,* there never wasa time when the distance
between the man and the master was so wide as it is to-day.
Nay, the distance between the mere superintendent, or overBeer, on the one hand, v h o thoroughly understands the technicalities of production, and has all the ability required forexecuting orders, for enforcing discipline among the working
force,
and for keeping the machinery of the mill smoothly running,
andthe realmaster, the organizer andenergizer, on the other, is
greater to-day than it ever was before. That distance, so far
increase. The possibilias I can judge, tends continually to
ties of gain or of loss werenever so greatas now. The
choices and decisions essential to the conductof business were
never so frequent or so difficult. The difference in the product, which results from the differencebetween the able and
the inferior management of affairs, was never so great. The
toleration offered to the commonplace in industry was never
so small.
109. Possibilities of Industrial Damage Involved in the
Entrepreneur System.-While the entrepreneur system
is,
thus, an agency of the highest efficiency in increasing the productive power of a community ; becomes, indeed, the condition without which the industrial enterprises
of modern society
could not exist, it will be seen that it involves the possibility
of industrial disasters commensurate with the forces
it sets
more
in motion. Justasthe
accidents of therailwayare
*I speak here of industry as a Thole, andespecially of thelargest
branches,supplyinggeneralmarkets.
When we
come
to speak of
Industrial Co-operation, in Part VI, I shall note certain possible exceptions, in the c s ~ eof smaller branches of industry suppiying narrower
markets.
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destructive and fearful than those
of the wagon road, 80 do
the catastrophes of modern production exceed, in their wreck
of fortune and waste of capital, all that is possible under the
less ambitious organization of productive agencies. The mistakes of the man who controls a thousand workmen are multiplied a thousand fold.
And thosemistakes will notbeinfrequent.Whilethe
entrepreneur class inanycommunity
consisto generally of
strong men, that class contains many persons whoby theaccident of fortune have come into the control of the agencies of
productionwithoutthenecessary
qualifications, and who
habituallymismanageandmisdirecttheseagencies,
tothe
lowering of the general scale of productiveness in the community. Moreover, the ablest men of business themselves fall
far short of the ideal standard. Not to speak
of intellectual
failings, infirmities of the will are such as to make it a matter of course that no small part of the industrial power placed
in thehands of theentrepreneurclasswillbemisdirected.
The perfect temper of business is found in few men : oscillations between recklessness, on the one hand, andover-cautious.
ness, on the other, constitute the rule, while absolute self-poise
is the rare exception. In paragraphs 313 to 314, are indicated
certain causeswhich
tend to multiplytheproportion
of
incompetent employers.
110. Destruction of Wealth."Anothercamewhichrequires to be mentioned, a8 in a degree accounting for the fail* ure of industrial society to accumulate wealth and maintain a
productive capability corresponding to the theoretical efficiency
of the three primary agents
of production,land,labor,and
capital, is the actual destructionof wealth by accideht or convulsions of nature.The
losses by fire, alone, in the United
States probably exceed a hundred millions of dollars a year,
if structures only are considered ; while were we to add the
damage to crops and forests, the sum of wealth consumed by
thisfearfulagentwould
be greatly increased. Hunicanes,
and storms, and floods, and accidents by rail, annually waste
and destroy no inconsiderable portion of the productsof human
skill and toil.

PART 111.-EXCHANGE.
CHAPTER L
THE THEOBY OF VALUE.

ll1. Exchange as a Department of Political Economy.W e have seen that there is a tendency among recent writers
to abolish the familiar departments of political economy, severally known as production, exchange, distribution and
consumption, aa interferingundulywiththesimplicityand
perhaps with the dignity of the science they have chosen to
oultivate. Even of those who have retained certain
of these
titles, there is a general conaent at least to abandon exchange,
aa a department of political economy."
I am disposed to think that this general abandonment
of
exchange, as a distinct title in political economy, is due to a
oonfusion of exchangewithtradeor
commerce, viewed aa
productive agencies. It is seen that the most of what is done
in trade or commerce pertains t o the production of wealth.
The labor employed in packing or baling goods, in transporting them to market, in opening and exposing them for
sale, is
engagedintheproduction
of wealth,equallywith
that
employed in raising the raw materials from the ground,
or
fashioning them into merchantableshapes. Values are created
as truly in the one case aa in the other. Even the labor of the
clerks and salesmen is productive labor as much as that of the
artisan or theagriculturist.Thehorsesandwagons,the
locomotives and cars, the shops and warehouses, of trade and
commerce are strictly productive agencies.

* To this Mr. Mill fonns a conspicuous exception. He makes exchange,
aa distinguished from production and from distribution, the subject of
one of the b
k
a of his Political Economy.
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What is it, then, that need be considered under the title,
exchange?What
isleft,afterproductionhasbeenfully
treated ? W h y should this department of political economy
be retained ?
Under the title, exchange, in a systematic treatise on politicaleconomy, I would consider the Ratios of Exchange, the
terms on which goods, commodities, articles possessing value,
items in the sum of wealth, exchange for one another.
We
are here called to answer the question
: Why does so muoh
of this commodity exchange for so much of that? Why not
for more ? Why not for less ?
Such a question, it appears to me, can best be treated apart
from the exposition of thephysicalconditionsunder
which
wealth is produced (as, for instance, the efficiency of the division of labor, or thediminishingproductiveness
of land);
apart from the discussion of the forces by which the product
of industryisdistributedinwages,interest,profits,rent
;
apart, also, from the question, what effects upon the future
production of wealth will be wrought by giving one direction,
or another, to the consumptionof the existing body of wealth.
1 1 2 . Exchange Ariaes out of the Division o? Labor.The occasion for exchange arises out of the division of labor.
Were all persons engaged in the same productive avocations,
therewould be no inducement to exchange. T o barter fish
for fish, or bread for bread, would be simply a waste of time
and energy. It is because men first divide in production
that
athey afterward unite in exchange.
It would be easy to conceive a community in which each producer should be engaged
in precisely the same work as every other, each raising from
the ground or making by the labor of his hands all that he
were to eat, drink or wear. In such a situation, all that has
been said of the causes of the varying efficiency of individual
laborers would hold good ; all that has been said concerning
‘(diminishing returns in agriculture,” all that has been saidof
the origin and officeof capital,wouldstillholdgood.
But
there would be no actual exchange, because there wouldbe no
division of labor.
Let,however,theproduction
of theindividuals of a corn- ,
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munity be varied by ever so little, the occasion for exchange
w
l
l
iarise.Ifoneagriculturistraisewheat,another
y e , another potatoes; and if others raise, some cattle, some sheep,
someswine, theproductswill
soon begin to beexchanged.
Then the question will arise, how much wheat shall be given
for a bushel of rye or potatoes; how many sheep or swine for
an ox?
Let the principle of the division of labor be carried further,
until a score or a hundred of mechanical arts and trades and
half a dozen learned professions come
to be recognized, and
the occasions for exchange will rapidly extend to a large part
of the entire production of the community. The farmer may
still consume a half * of his own corn and beef and potatoes,
but the smith will scarcely consume the product
of his own
labor for three days in the year; the boot-maker will be content with one out of fifty pairs of boots he makes in the same
time ; the physician will probably take none of his own medicines.
113. An Exchanging atws."And it will result, either that
these persons, having occasion to exchange their products for
those of others, will have to give up an appreciable portionof
their time to making those exchanges in person, or else, the
work of making exchanges will become the subject matter of
a new profession or avocation.
If the smith can in one day make as many horseshoes
m
the farmer could in ten ; and if the farmer can in one day do
as much in raising wheat as the smith could in two or three,
it is evident that the peddler or shopkeeper who enables the
farmer to keep steadily at work raising wheat and yet have
shoes for his horses, and the smith to keep making shoes and

* I n England, S ~ Y SProf. Roscher, it is 38.8 per cent. of the supply
that comes to the market ; in Belgium, 40 ; in Saxony, at least 60 per
cent. In Germany, the farmers consume on an average, two-thirds themselves.
The ratio between the portion of the crop marketed and the portion
consumed at home, is, of course, not the same for any two countries, or
for the eame country, at any two dates. It is continually changing witb
changes in the habita of living among the people, with change8 in &a
facilities of transportation, etc.
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nothing else, and yet have bread to live upon, is a productive
agent as truly as smith or farmer.
Just as the division of labor between the individuals
of a
communitygivesrisetoexchange,
so the extension of the
same principle to the communitiesof any country,or still further, to all the countries of the world, creates new occasions
forexchangeandrapidlymultipliestheobjectstobe
exchanged. In all these successive cases the agencies by which
exchanges are effected : the laborof the men engagedin trade
or transportation ; the horses and wagons, thesteam-cars
andships;the
services of the clerkswhowriteordersfor
goods and keep account of sales and payments, of the bankers
whoadvancetherequisitecapitalorremittheproceeds
of
commercial ventures, even of the shipping reporters andfinancial editors who s ~ p p l ythe information upon which merchants
and bankers alike must act, all these agencies are as trulyproductive of wealth as the labor of mechanics or miners or agriculturists, and are to be treated under the title, production.
W e have, under the title exchange, only to investigate the
principleswhichdeterminethat
EO many dozens of wood
screws made in Providence or so many pounds of horseshoe
nails made in Troy, shall purchase so much of the wheat of
Illinois, the tobacco of Kentucky, the sugar or molasees of
Cuba, the tea of China.
114. Velue.-Whence comes this power-in-exchange? W h a t
are its conditions, and what its limitations?
W e have defined value as the power which an article confers upon its possessor, irrespective of legal authority or personal sentiments, of commanding, in exchange for itself, the
labor, or the products of the labor, of others.
But let us go further, and inquire how it is that one article
confers on its possessor such a power, while another does not;
why it is that, of two articles of value, one confers the power
of commanding the labor of others for weeks or years, while
another is parted with for the serviceof a day or an hour.
11s. Value and Price."But, first, let UE introduce a term,
the use of which is not absolutely neceesary a t this point, but
which will, nevertheless, save much circumlocution, and per-
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haps avoid a liability to misunderstanding-that term is Price,
Value is, briefly speaking, purchasing power, or power in exof
change.Priceispurchasingpowerexpressedinterms
Borne onearticle ; power-in-exchange-for-that-article, be the
same wheat, or beef, or wool, or gold, or silver. In common
speech the word price brings up the idea of money-value, the
purchasing power of an article expressed in terms of money.
Yet it is equally correct to say that the price
of a horse is
seventy-five bushels of wheat, as to say that it is one hundred
dollars. Inasmuch as we have not
yet introduced the money
function into our discussion, the word price, throughout the
present chapter, will be understood in its more general sense,
as the purchasing power of a commodity expressed in terms
of some other article.
110. Distinction between Valueand Utility."In setting
out upon our search for the law of value, a distinctionof great
importance requires to be made. Value must
be severely distinguishedfromutility.Manyeconomists
of merithave
stumbled at this point. Even of thore who have observed the
distinction between the two conceptions, some have resorted
t o unfortunatetermsfortheircharacterization,andhave
written of value in use and valueinexchange.Now,value
in use is utility, and nothing else, and in political economy
should be called by that name and no other. Value is powerin-exchange, and, therefore, the term value-in-exchange is
seen
to be a bad one, at once clumsy and misleading.
Nor must it be thought that value and utility have any such
necessary and constant relation to each other that
one may
safely be used for the other. On the contrary, an article may
have the highest conceivable utility, yet no value,
"he utility of atmospheric air is inexpressible. Atmospheric
air has usually no value, because it is supplied naturally, in
such abundance that any one can have as much of it as he has
occasion to use without giving for it either his labor
or the
products of hislabor.Evenatmosphericairmay,
however,
acquire value and be sold at a regular, definite price, so much
percubicfoot,aswhendeliveredthroughpipes
to adiver
beneath the surface of the ocean.
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The utility of water is also beyond expression, yet ordinarily
water has no value. In cities, however, water is delivered to
householders at fixed rates, supposed to represent the cost of
the service by which the fluid is stored, conducted and delivered. Water, though ordinarily to be had gratuitously, may
thus acq,uire value. On
the other hand, something may even
be paid for merely getting rid of it. A party may enter into
a contract for pumping it out of a mine, or a swamp, or a
cellar, a t so much a gallon. A much higher price is often paid
for removing the fluid from the place where it is not wanted,
than is commonly paid for bringing it to the place where it is
wanted.
But while utility and value must not, in
economic reasoning, be used interchangeably, as they so often are in ordinary
speech, utility is everywhere one of theelements of value. It
i s always present, where value is present. It can not be assumed
that a man will give his labor or the products of his labor for
that for which he has no use.
117. Useful does not mean Beneftcial. - It needs to be
observed that the utility of which the economist speakn is not
always the utility recognized by the moral philosopher or the
physiologist. By that term the economist signifies only that
an article answers a felt human want
; that men have a use
for it.
The appetite from which that sense of want arises may be
vicious, the object itself may be prejudicial, even pernicious.
Intoxicating liquors are, in their main uses, injurious to body
and to mind; but so long as men want them, they have utility,
in the economicsense.
So long as men want them and can
only get them by giving something for them, they have also
value. Nay, the prussic acid which a desponding wretch buys
of the druggist has its value as truly as the medicine which a
father buys to save his child’s life, and has its utility, in the
economic sense, as well.
118. Is Value a Momentary Phenomenon ?--We say, value
is power-in-exchange. Some writers, using this definition, have
proceeded to argue that value is a momentary phenomenon,
beginning and closing with the act of exchange, and that an
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article has value only when it is exchanged ; only while it is
exchanging.
Is not this to confound
our knowledge of a thing with the thing
itself? A man owning an article can not know precisely what
it is worth until he comes to exchange it. But it may all the
timebebeyondthepossibility
of doubtthatthearticle
haspurchasingpower
; it would bringsomethinginan
exchange.
One owns a house in New York.
H e can not know at any
giventime,withoutresorttoanactualexchange,what
its
value is, since valueis power-in-exchange, and to anexchange,
as to a quarrel, there must be two parties. The
owner’s personal estimate does not fix the value, which may prove much
below thatestimate.Butwhiletheownermaynot
know
whatisits
power-in-exchange,theremaybe
no room for
doubt that it has such power. If it would not sell for $30,000,
his estimate, it would bring $10,000 in any conceivable state
of the market ; but if it only brought $5,000, or $5, it would
have value.
A farmer in Illinois has 1,000 bushels of wheat, and sells
500 bushels a t $1.50.
He knows thattheremaining
500
bushels have value ; but, just what that value is, he can
not
know. That the wheat would go off a t some price, is beyond
question ; but it might take a considerable reduction, say to
$1.45 or $1.40 t o carry it off; or, on the other hand, a change
in the market might put the price up to$1.55.
There are, indeed, circumstances where a man may not be
able to know that an article in his possession has value unless
heactuallyfindsapurchaser
for it. These are cases where
the value of an article is, at the best, low ; or where the use8
for it spasmodic and
of an article are few, and the demand
intermittent. But to say that value is a momentary phenomenon,onlyemerging
in the presence of apurchaser,
and
.remaining only during the consummation of a bargain, s e e m
much Like saying that a body has weight only while some one
is lifting it.
110.What ia the Relation of Labor t o Vdue P-We
have
said that value is the power which an article confers upon its
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possessor, irrespective of legalauthority or personalsentior the
ments, to command in exchangeforitselfthelabor,
products of the labor, of others.
Does that power arise solely and necessarily from the fact
that labor has beenbestowedupontheproduction
of that
men donot commonlygive
article ? No. It istruethat
laborforthatwhichhasnotcostlabor
; andthat, on the
whole, and in the long run, the respective values of a number
of articles will, a t least in the same community,* be nearly
according to the amounts of labor that bhave been expended
upon them, severally. But it is not because an article has cost
labor that it possesses value. That is because it can not now
beobtainedwithoutlabor.
Inanygiveninstance
it isnot
cost
necessary that a thing, to have value, should itself have
labor in any degree ; while it is not a t all uncommon to find
anarticlehavingavalueequaltothat
of anotherarticle
which cost twice as much labor as itself.
120. Prof. Senior’s stcLtement.-Prof.Seniorremarks
:
“Any other cause limiting supply, is just as efficient a cause
of value in an article, as the necessity of labor to its production. And, in fact,
if all the commodities used by man were
supplied bynaturewithoutanyinterventionwhatever
of
human labor, but were supplied in precisely the same quantities as they now are, there is no reason t o suppose that they
would either cease to be valuable, or would exchange in any
other than their present proportions.”
Prof. Seniorelsewhereinquires
: rr Supposemeteoriciron
were the only form in which that metal were produced, would
not the iron supplied from heaven be far more valuable than
any existing metal ? ”
121. Here is an autograph of John Milton. The lines may
have been written to a friend, or from a mere freak of fancy,
or to occupy an idle moment. Labor, in the economic
sense,
$20 ; that.
there was none. Yet the autograph may be worth
is, may command for itspossessor the labor of a skilled work-

* The signi5cance of tbia qualification will be seen when we come to
speak of International Exchanges, in the following chapter.

man for ten days, of ten working hours each. Here is a high
degree of value (that is, command of thelabor of others)
where yet no labor has been. The explanation is found in the
fact that Milton is dead, and his remaining autographs are
few, while many people want them, and want them very
much.
This isaninstance
of whatmaybecalledr'monopolyvalue," or as some prefer to call it, scarcity-value. The value
here is altogether irrespective
of the amountof labor expended
upon the production of the article, simply because the article
can not be reproduced, or the stock of it replaced by labor.
122. Cost of Production, or of Reproduction.-Again,
take the case of an article which, by reason of the discovery
of new fields of the raw material,or of some mechanical invention,cannowbeproducedwith
the expenditure of halfa5
much labor as formerly. Will the value
of the stock of such
goods on hand be influenced by the original costof producing
them?Notat
all. They willexchangeforotherproducts
on the same terms as the goods brought into the market under
the new conditions.
I n the same way, if the amount of labor required for the
production of thiskind of goodsshouldsuddenlyincrease,
from the diminution of the supply of materials, or other cause,
the stock on hand would acquire a highervalue, corresponding
t o the cost of bringing in new goods of the same quality.
Hence, in respect to all goods which can
be produced, or
the supply of which can be replaced, within the time during
which those who want them are willing to wait for them, we
say that value is determined not so much by the cost of production as by the cost of reproduction. They are exchanged
for the products of others, not necessarily in proportion to the
amount of labor they actually required, but, rather, according
to the amount of labor which would now replace the stock.
123. Time an Element."I said, " within the time during
which those who want them are willing
to wait for them."
The fact that goods can not be reproduced, or the stock
of
them renewed, without a certain delay, may, for a time, confer a monopoly-value on the existing stock. Thus, if the sup.
ply of foodin a cityhad nearly failed, thefactthat
an
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abundance were certain to arrive in two weeks would have
little or no effect on the value of the scanty store remaining.
Men can not wait two weeks for food. They must have it at
once. In their urgent necessity, they will exchange their labor,
or the
products
of their
labor,
for continually
smaller
quantities of meat and bread, up to the very moment that the
ships which bear the new supplies drop anchor in the harbor.
124. It is n o t Always t h e Cost of Reproduction.-But
while, asbetweenthecost
of productionandthecost
of
reproduction, it is the latter, and not the former,whikh determines the power an article shall have in exchange
; it is not
true that value is always determined by cost of reproduction.
It may be, in regard to any given commodity,
at any given
time, that the cost of reproducing it would be greater, even
far greater, than theprice a t which it sells. How can this be ?
I answer that this might occur through a diminution in the
occasions for the use of that article.
Twogenerationsago,everydecentfamily
possesseda
spinning-wheel, and spinning-wheels then bore a price fairly
proportioned, we may suppose, to the cost of their production
withthetoolsandmaterialsthenavailable.
A littlelater,
when it ceased t o be customary to wear homespun, spinningno value a t all. They were
wheels may be said to have had
banished to attics, or turned into playthings for children, and
quickly smashed to pieces. To-day, a fashion has come in, by
which the spinning-wheel becomes the companionof the dado,
; and awellesthetic furniture, and Queen Anne windows
preserved and authentic specimen is worth more than the sum
at which a good reproduction could be made and sold.
126. Demand and Supply."If neither C 0 E t of production
nor cost of reproduction determines the power which an article shall have in exchange, is there any principle of universal
rests? I reply,yes
: Value
application on whichvalue
depends always and wholly on the relation between demand
and supply.
These teI7IM require to bedefined. It will not answer to
trust to the ideas which the words of themselves call up in the
mind of thereader.Demandandsupplyalikeharerefer-
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ence (1) to a certainarticle, and (2) to acertain price. In
the economic sense, demand means the quantity
of a given
article which would be taken at a given price. Supply mean8
the quantity of that article which could be had at that price.
Neither of these two elements of demand and supply must
be omitted. From the neglect of one of them by many economistsgreatconfusionhasarisen.Nearlyallwritershave
seen that demand must have reference to a certain article, be
it wheat, or potatoes, or iron, or wool, or something else in
particular ; that there is no such a thing as a demand indiscriminately for meat, potatoes, iron,wool, and all other articles
in the market. In the same way it is seen that the word supply
has no significance unless some one article is in view. It has
not, however, been so clearly apprehended and strongly held
in mind, that -demand and supply both have reference to a
certain price.
126. Desire is not Demand.”It has been saidthat demand
means the quantity of any s+ated article which would be taken
at astatedprice.Demandcanpossibly
come onlyfrom
So we see that desire is not
those who could give the price.
demand. As Mr. Thornton says, there is no demand, economically speaking, in the hungry eyesof a penniless boy, looking
at tartsthrough apastry-cook’swindow.
Without pennies,
anunlimitedlongingandcapacityfortheirconsumption
would not enable that boy to contribute aught to the demand
for tarts.
127. Reduction of Supply.”Let us illustrate the application of the terms demand and supply in economics.
W e will take the case of an island far out at sea, inhabited
in fishing and agriculture,
b y a population mainly engaged
having, on one side, a beach which is strewn with vast deposits of seaweed, which has been found to be a very good dressing, or manure, forthecultivated
fields of the island. A
hundred of the islandersareaccustomed
togetoutthe
seaweed,inintervals
of fishing or of cultivating their own
little properties, sellingit to the farmers inland.
W e m a y suppose that this manure is found to increase the
yield of the lands to which it is applied to such an extent that
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there are a thousand farmers who will 'each give ten bushels
of wheat, this year, for five loads of seaweed. There is, then,
a demand for five thousand loads at the price of two bushels
of wheatper load. Nowthesupply-that
is, theamount
offered, or ready to be offered, at this price-may be greater
or less than five thousand loads. I t may be that the catch of
fish along the shore is so abundant this season that all those
who are accustomedto getout the seaweed findthey can obtain
more by fishing. There may, then, be no supply whatever, at
this price, And it may happen that there will be no demand
for seaweed at any higher price, The farmers may be agreed
in believing that, what with the labor of applying themanure,
and what with the necessity for paying for it months
before
the harvest, seaweed is not worth to any man more than two
bushels of wheat. In this case, none of thisarticlewill be
gathered, and the supply will be nit?.
2d. It may happen that, in spite of the superior attraction8
of fishing, this season, a certain number of those who habitually gather the seaweed may continue to do so, aome because
of the force of habit ; some because they know that the persons whom they have been accustomed to supply will look t o
them for it ; somebecause their boats and nets are
out of
repair ; some because of sickness in their families, indisposing
home. So that it mayresultthata
them t o gofarfrom
thousand loads will be gathered. This may all be sold at two
.bushels of wheat per load.
Those who buy may be those who have usually bought of
the persons who now have to sell, and this may be the sole or
the determining reason why the seaweed is sold to them, and
not t o others ; or they may be those whose farms lie nearest to
the shore, and hence are first reached by the carts laden with
the manure ; or they may be those who '' spoke first " for seaweed, early in the season, Any one of a number of reasons
may control the selection of the persons who shall receive the
thousand loads, out of the larger number who formerly purchased five thousand loads. And this, it will be observed,
occurswithoutraisingthe
price of seaweed, althougbthe
amount gathered has been greatly reduced.
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3d Again, it may happen that among the former purchasers
of the seaweedwillbe
founda
considerable number of
farmers,wantingintheaggregate
9500 loads,who esteem
that article as worth more to them, per load, than two bushels
of wheat ; and, finding that it can not be had for the usual
price, these may begin tooffer, first, aquarter and, then, ahalf
bushel more, in order to secure each the amount required b y
his own land.
Who, out of the former class of purchasers, shall be so disposed, maybedeterminedbyany
one, or more, of several
causes. It may be wont, it maybefancy,
it maybeobstinacy, or, it may be that their lands are of a nature peculiarly
t o need such dressing, and to respond with more thanordinary
liberalitytothisexpenditureintheirbehalf,Thisdemand
for seaweed may be found strong and persistent enoughto fix
the price at two and a half bushels of wheat, per load ; and at
this price enough of the fishermen may be induced to give up
their fishing ventures to procure the required amount of 2500
loads.
188. Inorewed Supply.-We have given three cases where
a reduction i n t h e s ~ p p l yof seaweed brings up the question
whether the demand shall prove sufficient to raise the price.
Let us take successively a few cases of an increase of the
supply at thepreviously prevailing price. An unusually heavy
storm bringing the
seaweed in large masses far up on the
shore, or the invention of some new tool for getting it out,
may enableeachmanengagedinthis
business to bring to
; or a bad
market, with the same labor, a much greater amount
season for fishing may cause a larger number of persons to
aeek to get a livelihood in this way. Ten thousand loads are
now produced, or are ready to be produced, at two bushels of
wheat per load. This, then, is the supply
; and it is to be observed that this is the supply equally whether the ten thousandloadsareactuallydug
or not, if onlythosewho
are
engaged in this business are ready to bring to market that
amount at that price. In this situation one of several things
may happen.
1st. The increase of supply may coincide with an increase
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of demand, due to the breaking up of new lands for tillage,
or to the failure of some other species of soil-dressing previously used by many farmers,or to a wider popular knowledge
of the advantage of using the seaweed. This increase of demand may be just such as to take off the entire ten thousand
loads, at the customary price.
2d. That result is, however, unlikely, Even
if an increase
of demand should coincide with such a large and sudden increase of supply, it would be strange if the coincidence were
so complete as to leave the price just where itwas. If we take
the more reasonable supposition that there is either
no increese
of demand,oranincrease
less than the increase of supply,
shall we have,under theconditionsexisting,anewprice
resulting ? I n stricttheorythisisnot
necessary. It is conceivable that, while the producers of this article stood ready
to deliver ten thousand loads at two bushels of wheat a load,
their interests, feelings, and habits, with respect to labor and
subsistence, might be so balanced, that, rather than take less
than the customary price, they would allow the production to
fall to five thousand loads.
3d. But this, again, is not probable. Although, as
weBhal1
see later(par. 145), thereisgreatpower
incustom to fix
prices, so much so that articles often keep the same price for
years, in spite of considerable alterations in the conditions of
production, it is not t o be expected that so great a change as
w e have supposed to occur,would failtoestablish
a new
price. Theproducers of seaweed beingprepared tofurnish
ten thousand loads, and the purchasers being accustomed
to
take only five thousand, it is probable that the desire of individualproducers to keepthemselvesfully employed at the
business would induce Competition among the sellers of this
article.
120. Whet is Competition ?-This is the most important
word in the theory of value. I have now used it for the first
time, though it might havebeen introduced with equal appropriateness, a moment ago, in describing
the change of price
from two t o two and a half bushels per load.
Competition signifies theoperation
of individual self-
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interest, among the buyers and the

sellers of any article in
acting for himself
solely, by himself solely, in exchange, to get the most he can
from others, and to give the least he must himself.
1. Theidea
of competitionisopposed
t o combination.
Wherever, and in whatever degree, buyers or
sellers act in
ooncert, whether by insisting upon a certain price, or by regulating the amount to be bought or sold, there competition is,
in so far, defeated. In competition every man is supposed to
be active and alert to slip in ahead of every other man and
sell his own product first, and sell it at a higher price if possible. Nen in this state act as freely and as independently as
the minute particles of some fine dry powder absolutely destitute of cohesion. If any two particles in the
economicmass
stick together, so that one must move when, and as, and because, the other does, competition is in so far defeated.
(a) Competition is also opposed to custom. If in any degree
one buys or sells at a certain price, if he buys or sells in a certain place, if he buys or sells of or to a certain person, because
he has done so in the past, he obeys the rule of custom. In
competition men are assumed in every transaction to seek and
find their best market, that is, the place to buy or to sell, in
which, at the time, and under the circumstances existing, they
can get most for what they have tosell and will give least for
what they wish to buy.
(3) Competitionisopposed to sentiment.Wheneverany
economic agent does or forbears any thing under theinfluence
of any sentiment other than the desire of giving the least and
gaining the most he can in exchange, be that sentiment patriotism, or gratitude, or charity, or vanity, leading him to do
any otherwise than as self interest would prompt, in that case,
also, the rule of competition is departed from. Another rule
i s for the time substituted.
130. The Action of Oompetition.-Such is competition
in
the economic sense. Now let us returntoourisland.
We
have said that, with the
producers of seaweed ready to get
out and deliver ten thousand
loads, while formerly but five
thousand were used, it was not likely that a demand for the

any market. I t implies that eachmanis
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additional amocnt would arise to carry off the entire amount,
at the customary price of two bushels of wheat a load ; and
that, consequently, competition would probably set in among
the sellers of this article. Since there are not buyers enough
to take off the whole supply, each producer will try to sell all
his own stock, no matter who else does not ; and since there
isreason to apprehend that the pricewillsinkbelowtwo
bushels, he will try to sell as near that figure as possible, and,
hence, he will sell as soon as he can find a purchaser.
Through this force the price will begin to decline. It may
be by slow degrees ; it may fall tumultuously. A t two bushels of wheat,aload,demand
andsupplyare
unequal-ten
thousand loads are offered * : only five thousand are ready
to be taken. At one bushel and three pecks, the supply will
perhaps sink to nine thousand loads, since some of the more
adventurous among the producers, the more daring and skillful fishermen among them, or those having the best garden8
and fields around their cottages, may decide that they can do
better for themselves.
Meanwhile,
we
may
suppose
the
demand to rise to six thousand loads, so numerousare the
farmers who think that, at that price, it will pay them to uee
the dressing freely on their lands. A t abushelandahalf,
demand and supply still more nearly approach each other. A t
the new price, the quantity offered-the supply-rapidly falls
off. Meanwhile the demand has increased, since, at abushel
*and a half for a load of manure, the net produce of the fields,
that is, the amount of wheat remaining in the hands
of the
farmerafterpayingforthe
manure, may beappreciably
enhanced. Supply and demand may now stand, respectively,
at eight and at seven thousand loads.
Supplyanddemandremainingstillsundered,itis
necessarythatthereshouldbeafurthermovement
of price to

* We have before stated that the supply of any article is not neceaesrily confined to the stock in markets or warehouses, but embraces all
that producers stand ready to bring forward at the price named, within
the period over which the demand extends. I n the present illustration,
we are assuming the producers to be getting out the seaweed from day
to day.
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bring them together. Whether that step shall be a short one,
or a long one ; whether supply and demand shall
be equalized at a price much, or but little, below a bushel and a half,
depends on two things, first, the utility to the fanners of the
soil-dressing, when in excess
of seven thousand loads, whichwe
may call its Final Utility ; and, secondly, the ability of the
producers todosomethingprofitablebesidesdiggingand
hauling seaweed.
131. Final utility.-'Fhis term has
been used, in the foregoing illustration, with reference to the entire supply
of seaweed in excess of seven thousand loads,be that excess one
hundred, or nine hundred loads. Strictly speaking, however,
the term should have reference only
to the last appreciable
quantity which the purchaser is ready to take and
whicha
producer is ready to supply.
The following is Prof. Jevons' illustration of the difference
between the total utility of any commodity, and the utility
belonging to a particular portion of it.
'(A pound of bread, per day, supplied t o a person, mves
him from starvation, and has the highest conceivable utility,
A second pound, per day, has, also, no slight utility ; it keeps
him in a etate of comparative plenty, though it
be not altoA thirdpoundwouldbeginto
' be
getherindispensable.
rupeduous. It is clear, then, that utility is not proportional
to commodity. The very same articles vary in utility, according
as we already possess more or less of them."
This descendingscale of utilitymay beapplied to successive quantities of seaweed, for the dressing of wheat lands.
A farmerhavingacertainbreadth
of arablelandsmight
first
profitably give two and a half bushels per load for the
ten loads, with which to dress certain of his fields. If no one
stood ready to supply more of the seaweed, a i a lower price,
two and a half bushels would be determined as the price
of
the article. Were he to buy five other loads, he might have
t o apply them to other fields, the return from which would
notjustifythepayment
of morethantwoandaquarter
bushels, a load. Now, it might be that a producer stood ready
to deliver the additional quantity at that, but at
no lower,
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price : if so, two and a quarter bushelswould measure thefinal
utility of the manure, and thiswill be its price.
Were the farmer to buy three more loads, he might have
to apply them t o still other fields, from which the enhanced
return would justify the payment of two bushels a load, but
no more. As, however, it takestwotomakeabargain,his
readiness to buy at this price would not make this the price
to
of seaweed. It is only whena producerisfoundready
deliver the commodity at the price, that a new price
is determined. It might even happen that the farmer would be willing to take two more loads, if he could get them for a bushel
and a half, a load, and that a producer would appear, willing
to deliver the article at that price.
Now, according to the course of our illustration, the farmer
has bought twenty loads ; but the utility of the several parts
; the utility of
of that aggregate amount has varied widely
the first part was very great ; the utility of the last part comparatively small.
132. B u t One Prim for a Commodity.-We have thus
far
assumed, for the purposeof illustrating the declining utilityof
succe~siveportions of acommodity,thatthefarmer
purchased the ten, the five, the three, and the two loads
of seaweed a t differenttimes,and at pricescorresponding to the
gain in the wheat crop resulting to him from the application
of the manure.
But suppose thatthefarmerhadpurchasedthetwenty
loads at the same time, it is evident he would have paid one
price forthe whole. What wouldhavebeenthatprice
?
Would it have been the highest price paid for any portion
?
Clearly not, since we have seen he could only afford to put
the dressing upon certain of his fields, on condition of getting
it at a much lower price. Would it have been at a price, the
;
mean betweenthehighestandthelowest?Justaslittle
for we have seen that producers stood ready tosell at one and
a half bushels per load, which would not have been the case
had the demand beensufficient to take off the supply at a
higher rate.
If, in an open market, under full nompetition, any portion
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of a given commodity is to be sold
a t a certain price, then
will all the portionsof that commodity, sold at the same time,
be sold at that price, whatever the degreeof utility which may
accompanyeachsuchportion.
If I buy a quantity of food
for my own consumption, I do not pay for that part which
would suffice to keep me alive, a price such as I would pay,
were it necessary, to be saved from starving; for another part
of the food, a price corresponding to the discomfort and disinsufficiently nourished ;
satisfaction I shouldfeelinbeing
and, for a third part a price corresponding to the pleasure of
ample and generoussustenance. I pay one price for the whole,
the same for every equal part.
That price measures the final
utility of the food to me : that is, the utility of the portion a t
which I cease to buy, the portion beyond which
I would as
soon keep the price in my pocket as have more of the food.
Prof. Jevons states the case thus : “ W h e n a commodity is
perfectly uniform or homogeneous in quality, all portions may
be indifferently used in place of equal portions ; hence, in the
same market, and at the same moment, all portions must be
exchanged at the same ratio. There can be no reason why
a
person should treat exactly similar things differently, and the
slightest excess in what is demanded for one over the other,
willcausehim totakethelatterinstead
of theformer.
In
nicely balanced exchanges it is a very minute scruple which
will turn
the
scale and
govern
the
choice. A minute
difference of quality in a commodity may thus give rise to
preference, and cause theratio of exchangeto differ. But
whennodifferenceexists
a t all, or when no difference is
shown to exist, there can be no ground for preference, whatever.”
133. What Constitute8 an Economic Difference P-In the
foregoingparagraph,Prof.Jevonsspeaks
of commodities
betweenwhich no differenceexists. Of coursethereareno
twoarticlesintheuniversepreciselyidentical.
What Prof.
Jevons means is that there may exist no difference, as viewed
by thewould-be purchaser, with referenceto Borne use to which
the two commodities may be put, which use two commodities,
apparently varying in many respects, may indifferently serve.
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And it is to be noted that the existence or non-existence of
an economicdifference, will depend on thequality of the
individual exchanger, on the purpose he has in
view, on the
scale of his transactions, and on other causes. Thus, a large
dealer in poultry may buy five hundred pairs of chickens, in
gross, onlysatisfying himself by arapidexaminationthat
none fall belowa certain standard as to size and condition.
His customers, however, willinspect
the individualfowls,
with the greatest carefulness, and will perhaps be determined
in their choice by considerations the most minute, and, possibly, whimsical. I n the same way a wholesale lumber merchant
of stock at auniform
maybuy, in gross,alargeamount
price, and a half dozen of his customers may the next day go
through his yards, each taking out, by preference, a certain
portion as peculiarly adapted to some job of work he has on
hand.
The fact that several commodities have a generic name
in
commondoesnotconstitutethemthe
same articles for the
purposes of exchange. Thus, corn is not
sold in the Chicago
market as corn, but as corn No. 1,or corn No. 2. Spring and
Winter wheat never bring the same price ; they are not one
kind of commodity, but two, and a reason for a preference
between them always exists.
The proposition we are considering further requires to be
modified with regard to the obstacles to exchange, the ignoof exchangers, etc. The consideration
ranceorindifference
of these C ~ U G ~as
R ,qualifying the principle that there
oan be
but one price for any commodity, in the same market, at the
same time, will be more conveniently postponed
to the title
(par. 149) The Friction of Retail Trade.
134. Whet is e Merket?"Jlanydefinitionshave
been
As I apprehend it, the term, in
given to the word, market.
political economy, should have reference, first, to a species of
commodity ; secondly, to a group of exchangers.
In this view, there is no market which is a market indistinguishably for all or for several commodities, as for tea, iron,
cotton and wheat ; but there is a market for each commodity,
by turns, as a market for tea, in which tea is bought
and sold ;
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a market for iron,inwhich iron is bought and sold. Thus,
there are as many markets as there are separate commodities.
Secondly,a marketembracesallthosewhocontribute
to
the supply of or the demand for a given commodity in any
place.Hence, allthose who are ready to buy
of or sell to
each other belong to the same market, no matter where they
live.
I say,who are ready to buy of or sell to eachother. It
does not follow from this that all who in the same place are
buying and selling the same article belong to same
the market.
Thus, suppose there are in New York five importers of tea,
fifteen wholesale dealers in that article, a hundred retailers,
and a half million consumers. All these do not belong to the
same market, The importers of tea and the wholesale dealers
constituteoneteamarket,the
wholesaledealers
andthe
retailers constitute another tea market ; the retailers and the
domestic
purchasers
constitute
still
another
tea
market.
There are as many markets as there are groupsof exchangers.
In the case supposed, there are three tea markets
; each has
its own group of buyers and sellers ; and in each of the three,
at any time, tea is sold a t a price different from that at which
it is sold in any of the others. Thus, the price for precisely
the same sort of tea, in the market made up of importers and
of
wholesale dealers, may be $1.00 ; in the market made up
wholesale dealers and retailers, $1.10, and in themarket made
up of retailers and domestic purchasers, $1.25.
Hence we see that, without such a definition
of the word
market, it would not do to Hay that there can at any time in
any market be but one price for a given commodity. "here
is never a day, in any great mart, when tea, iron,wool, wheat,
or what not, isnotselling
a t several d z e r e n t prices, it
may be in the same street.
136. But while within a great mart there may, thus,
be
manymarkets,any
one of thesemarketsmayextend
far
beyondthelimits of thatmart.To
pursue theillustration
already offered, the five New York importers of tea may sell
not to the fifteen wholesale dealers of that city only, but to
twenty other wholesale dealers in Brooklp, JerseyCity, New-
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arkandother
places within aradius of twenty or of fifty
miles. A market is thus constituted of the five importers and
thesethirty-fivewholesaledealers.Everyone
of thelatter
belongs as distinctly to that market as that one
wholives
nearesttheCityHall,forhecontributesastrulytothe
demand for tea in that market. Again, this body
of wholesale dealers, thus reenforced, may sell not to a hundred butto
a thousandretailersscatteredthroughoutallthat
region.
This group of exchangers makes up the market, and not the
fifteen wholesale dealers and the one hundred retailers of the
city of New York only. These one thousand retailers, again,
sell, not to half a million, but to a million and a half of consumers of tea.
All persons whose demand for, or whose supply of, a commodity goes to make up the aggregate demand for or supply
of that commodity, in any given place, and hence to affect the
price of that commodityinthat place, belong to the same
market.
136. Butitmay
besaid : this wouldmake the whole
world belong to the same market, and would, hence, take all
significance out of the word. By nomeans. Inthemarket
which is made up of the five importers of tea,allperhaps
having warehouses on one wharf in New York, and the thirtyfive wholesale dealers of the surrounding region whom they
supply,the price of tea will not, probably,beappreciably
different from that whioh is paid in the market made up of
the four Boston importers of tea and the twenty-five wholesale dealers who buy of them. Xf, for instanoe, the New York
pricewere
to belower
thanthe BoRton price, theNew
York importers would begin to offer their stock in Boston, to
get. the advantage of the higher price there prevailing, and
would hence contribute to the supply of tea there, and hence
would come, so far forth, and for the time, to belong to that
market.
But, in the market constituted of the wholesale dealers and
the retailers of tea in and around New York, the price of tea
m y beone or twocentslowerthan
in thecorresponding
market around Boston, without any of the New York whole-
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sale dealers sending their stocks to New England, or any
of
theNewEnglandretailerscomingtoNew
York totake
advantage of the lower price.
I n the market constituted of the retailers and the domestic
purchasers of tea, far wider differences may exist. The price
of the same quality of tea might be, and might long remain,
iive or ten cents higher in the grocery stores of Newark than
in those of WorcesterorNashua,withoutasingleNew
England grocer going to Newark to retail his tea, or a single
Newark householder going to Worcester or Nashua to lay in
his year’s supply.
I repeat my proposition : all those persons who contribute
tothegeneraldemandforanycommodity,
as felt in any
place, or to the supply of that commodity there available for
purchase, and who, hence, serve,as buyers oras sellers, to affect
the price of that commodity in that place belong to the same
market.
157. Normal Price.”If there were a good market for any
given commodity, i. e., if competition were perfect;(1) if there
were no large stock of that commodity, but it could be produced freely and equably throughout the year, as wanted ; (2)
if the demand for it were uniform and strong, about the same
quantity being required for use in every equal periodof time ;
(3) if no large “plant,” or machinery,orgreatamount
of
capital in other forms, were required for its production ; (4)
if theproducers of that commodity had an easyresort, or
economic escape, to occupations in which other commodities
were produced, and if, in turn, producers in other occupations
could readily and successfully take up the production of the
commodity in question, thentheprice
of that commodity
would, at any time,beclose to the cost of production. By
cost of production me are to understand, not the averuge cost of
the whole supply, but the cost of that part which i s prodzcced
at the greateat disadvantage.
That price would express the Final Utility
of the commodity
in question, that is, the utility of the portion which, at the
price, it wasjustworththe
consumer’swhile to purchase.
That pricewouldalsoexpressthesum
of the efforte and
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abstinences of those producers who brought forth this
cam.
modityundertheleastfavorableconditions,
of allwho
contributed to the supply. Inasmuch as this price is to be paid
alike by allpurchasers of thiscommodity, it follows that
those who have produced it under more favorable conditions*
will obtain a remuneration which will represent more than the
sum of their individual efforts and abstinences.
A price which corresponds closely to the cost of production
may be called Normal Price.
138. M m k e t =ce.-Inasmuch
as the conditions recited in
the foregoing paragraph are never fullyrealized, there is for
every commodity,in every market, a Market Price which
differs
more or less Fidely from the normal price.
This market price always measures the Final Utility of the
commodity, that is, the utilityof it to the last purchaser
whom
to
it is just worth while to buyof it, at thatprice. Otherwise, that
person would either not buy, which, b y leaving a portion of
the supply untaken, would determine a new and lower price,
a t which he or some one else would buy ; or, he or some one
else would buy more of it, which, by adding to the demand,
would determine a new and higher price.
But while market price must always measure the utility of
the commodity to the last purchaser, that
is, the pemon to
whom it is just worth while to buy at thatprice, market price
does not always measure the efforts and abstinences
of the last
producer, that is, the person producing under the greatest disadvantage : to whom, therefore, it is only just worth while to
produce at that price. It is in this latter respect that market
price differs from normal price.
180. Relation of Market Prim to Norm81 Price.The causeswhichmakemarketpricedifferfromnormal
price are various. The illustration of them might be extended
indefinitely. They may be grouped as follows :
I. The existence of a stock. For the purpose of exhibiting
inits simplest formtheoperation
of supplyanddemand,
*When we reach thedepartment of Distribution, Part I V , we shall
give the generic name of Rent to this excess of price over cost of pro.
duction.
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I took an article of which, it was assumed, no considerable
stock existed at any time. The seaweedwas supposed to lie
in vast deposits on the shore, and to be got out (produced) as
required. This is a condition which tends to keep market price
close to normal price. In the case of most commodities, however,aconsiderablestock
alwaysexists : a factwhichprofoundly influences market price,
The existence of a stock is determined
by various causes.
I n order that there maybe grain to form the foodof the long
winter and early spring, seed must have been sown and the
growing crop cultivated monthsprevious. In order that there
shall be a supply of wool in the market, sheep must have been
bred years before. Many
commodities make no such requirement. Inorderthattheremaybegrain,the
processes of
production must have been begun months back ; but, given
grain, it is only necessary, in order to have bread, that the
miller should have a day’s notice, and the baker time to heat
his oven. Hence, with an immense stock of grain, amounting
to thousands of millions of bushels, there may be but a small
stock of flour, of which only a minute fraction will, at any
time, be in the form of bread.
140. DistinctionbetweenStock
and t h e Supply,The stock of any article in existence, at any time, must not be
confounded with the supply
of that article, considered as 22
commodity in the market.
By the word supply, we express the quantity of a commodity
offered at any given price. A t one price the supply may be
but asmall fraction of thestock.
A t successively higher
prices, larger and larger portionsof the stock would be offered,
that is, would come to constitute the supply until a certain
price would take off the entire stock.
Indeed, thesupplymay
evenbecome
greaterthanthe
stock, under a highly speculative organization of trade. Thus,
in the grain or cotton market, or in the market for railway
shares or government bonds, brokers daily offer to sell and
of the several commodities
contract to deliver vast amounts
in which they deal, of which, perhaps, they possess little or
none at all.
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Sometimes it happens that those who are o%eringsuch commodities are entrapped* by a combination of purchasers into
contracts to deliver, ona certain day, more than the entire
quantity within reach, or even in existence. In such a case,
the supply is still the amount offered at the price. This it is,
and not the stock,which, taken in connection with the demand
for the commodity, determines the price.
141. The necessity in somecases, the usageinothers,
of
of daily promeeting the demand from a stock, and not out
duction,causesmarketprice
to diverge from normal
price,
through excess or deficiency of production.
In order that there may be wheat, three millions
of persons,
more or fewer,in the United States, plant the grain many
months previous to the anticipated consumption of the wheat
by the miller and the baker. These persons break up the land
and sow the seed withoutmutualunderstandingastothe
extent of theiroperations.Eachisgovernedbya
notion,
more or less vague, as to the probable demand for wheat. It
is not at all a matter of certainty that the mistakes incalculation of one farmerwill offset thoseof another. On the contrary,
thereisastrongtendencyintheerrors
of producersto
accumulate allon one or on the other sideof the line of equable
production.
If the price of wheat, owing to a deficient supply, has been
high, almost all producerswill be found, the next year, largely
plantingwheat.Thisislikelytoproduceasurpluswhich
’will perhaps bring down the price below the average, whereupon farmers, with almost as much unanimity as inthe former
case, will, thenext year,diminishtheiroperationsinthis
direction.Thosewhoare
sagacious enoughto look about
them and say : Others are planting wheat freely, therefore, I
will plant something besides wheat, are exceptional. In productive industry it is the rule that men go in droves
; act
under common impulses, with the result of causing excesa and
deficiency to alternatewithgreatrapidityandoftengreat
violence. And this holds good, not alone
of persons in the
-~

* This is called a

‘I

corner.”

lower departments of production. I t isalmostequally true
of merchants and manufacturers and bankers. The select few
who have the coolness and the sense to buy when others are
most eager to sell, and to sell when others are most eager to
buy, reap rich harvests of gain.
142. Substitution of one Commodityfor Another in USO;
-The influence upon price of an excem or deficiency in the
stock of a commodity may be greatly diminished through the
tendencytosubstitute one article for another in
use. Thus,
the cereals are, to a great extent, substituted for each other
in use ; one kind of meat for another,* and even bread for
meat, or meat for bread, in the case of a marked deficiency of
one or the other. If the crop
of wheat be short, maize, bar.
ley, rye, buckwheat and oats are increasingly made use
of as
food ; with a short crop of all the grains, resort is had to the
of suchsubstitucheaperkinds of animalfood.Theresult
tion is to raise the price of the substituted article, and to prevent the price of the article for which it is substituted from
rising as high as it otherwisewould. Thetwocommodities
are thus, for the time,and inadegree,joinedtogetherin
price. A mutual dependency is established between them.
143. Liability t o Deterioration.-The
influenceupon
market price of an excess in the stock of any commodity is
greatly controlled by its liability, or non-liability, to deterioration. Inthe case of somecommodities, thevariationsin
price due to this liability are such as to make it appear that
price has cut itself wholly clear from cost of production, or
cost of reproduction. A commodityexceptionallysubject to
this condition may lose ten, thirty, fifty, or seventy per cent,
of its price in a few days, or even in a few hours. Thus, in
fish markets, the price of a fish might have been a shilling
when the market opened a t 5 o’clock in the morning, eightpence at 10 o’clock, sixpence by noon, while at three or four
.* “ We must, in fact, treat beef and mutton as one commodity of two
differentstrengths, just 89 gold at eighteen carats and twenty carab is
hardly considered as two, but aa one commodity, of which twenty parts
of one are equivalentto eighteen of the other.”-Jevons“‘ The Equiva-

lence of Commodities.”
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o’clock in the afternoon one could have it on his om terms,
In the same way, strawberriesareoftensold
on Saturday
night at one-half or one-third the price of the morning.
The necessity of storage, in the case of a postponed sale,
has often the same influence on the price of a commodity ag
liability to deterioration. The dealer, not having facilities for
storing his stock, may be disposed to let it g o a t a very low
price.
144.II.-Orgsnieation ofInduetryand Existence oTPlont.
-A second cause which makes market price difier from normal
price is found in the organization of industry and the existence of machinery and ‘‘plant.”* It was to get rid of thie
cause that, in our extended illustration of the influence of supply and demand upon price, we took a simple “extractive )’
industry,thegathering
of seaweedalongthe shore,which
could not be supposed to involve the use of numerous or expensiveinstruments, or the exercise of muchskill, andthat
we assumed the persons so engaged to be in a position readily
to turn themselves to tillage or the fisheries, in case of a falling off in the demand for seaweed.
146. m . - c u s t o m m g price.-Another cause which makes
market differ from normal price, is the force of custom. We
owe the existence of a customary price, in some things, to the
power of public opinion, which determines that there shallbe
a stated,well-knownpriceforcertain
services andcertain
commodities ; and, in otherthings,tohabit
or themental
’inertia of purchasers. Thus, in the former case, public opinion
would not tolerate varying and uncertain price0 of admission
t o places of publicamusement,varyinganduncertaintolls
over bridges or fares on public conveyances, varying and uncertain fees for the performance of necessary services, such as
those connectedwithphysicalcomfort,thepreservation
of
life, or the burial of the dead. It is seen and felt that to leave
the buyer to haggle and bargain at thedoor of a theater over
the price of admission ; on the brink of a river as to the sum

‘‘ F’ricea are liable to great fluctuationsin trades in which there is B
great w e of fixed capital.”-Marshall-“Economics
of Industry.”

,
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to be paid for acastacross the stream; in the sick room,
about the fee for aprescription or the medicine that is to save
life or relieve pain, would be indecent, intolerable.
Hence,publicopinionprevails
to establishaprice on all
such occasions, which is alike irrespective of the actual service
rendered in the individual instance, and of the cost of rendering that service. Therule of final utility is heresuspended
oraltogether abolished. Thetravelermightbewilling
tG
give a large sum, rather than pass the night in a storm, without shelter, on the bank of a river, but he gets a cast acrom
for the customary price. The father wouldgiveallhis
fortune, were it needed, for the prescription to save his child’s
life, or the medicine which the prescription calls for ; but, instead, under the rule of customary price, he pays thephysician
two dollars, oraguinea,asthe
case may be, and, atthe
apothecary’s, pays for the medicine by the ounce, in silver,
though he would pay for it, drop for drop, in his own blood,
could it not be had otherwise.
Where public opinion can not be trusted to establish a CUItomary price, in cases like the above, the law generally enters
and fixes the rates at which commodities and services shall be
sold. Of course, the prices paid must be sufficient t o make it
worth while to keep up the service, whether of the apothecary,
the physician, theferryman,ortheactor
or operasinger ;
but the price to be paid is made independent of the wealth or
poverty, the knowledge or ignorance, the little or the great
need, of the individuals purchasing.
146. Influence of Habit on h.ice.-Far beyond
the range
of customary price, in the limited classof cases abovereferred
to, is the effect of habit and mental inertia, in restraining, or
whollyrepressing,themovements
of price. Intheformer
class of caees, the seller consciouslysubmits to arestraint
uponhisfreedom of actionimposed fromwithout, viz., by
public opinion or law. In the far wider field now in contemplation,buyersand
sellers areleft free, so far asoutside
influenceisconcerned,
butare constrained,inahigheror
lower degree, by the laws of theirmentalconstitution.
No
humanbeingeverescapesfromtheforce
of habit. It is
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always easier to do what we have done before than todo what
we have never done ; to do what we have donetwice than
what we have done but once ; t o do what we have done often
than what we have done seldom.
The degrees in which men are thus bound
by habit differ
widely. A capability of taking the initiativein action, mental
courage and activity, freedom from fear and superstition, a
readiness to meet new conditions and perhaps even a pleasure
in encountering risks andodds, are among the fruits
of culture;
they constitute an inheritance in families ; they even become
B characteristic of nations and races.
The effects of habituponpricesareimportant,Habit
alwaysinsomedegree,oftenina
great degree, resists the
economictendency to anewprice.
The effect is seen a t its
maximum in wages, the price of labor. A day’s wages often
remain the same through years. So strong is thistendency
that wages sometimes remain unaffectedby the presence of a
number of unemployed laborers. Instead of wages falling until.
all the laborers are brought into service at the reduced rates,
employers continue to pay the old rates to a smaller number
of workmen.
Over theprice of goods habit exerts an influence less
not real,
though not equally powerful.
It often suffices to keep price
stable against aneconomicreason for movement, and even
when movement takes place, it begins later and ceases earlier,
by reason of this constant resistance.
147; The Nora1 and Intelleatual Elements of Demand
and Supply.-Our definitions of demand and supply, as respectively the quantity of any given article which purchasers
stand ready to take at a certain price, and the quantity which
producers or holders stand ready to deliver at the same price,
clearly recognize a moral and an intellectual element alike in
demand and in supply. “ Stand ready” to take or to deliver,
Any thing which affects thattreadiness, is, then, an element of
demand or of supply.Supplyisnotastock(Par,
140), a
definite quantity, which must be sold, whether or no. It may
be that out of a large stock, holders stand readyto deliver but
a small quantity at theprice offered.
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The reason for withholding the stock may be found in the
physical conditions attending the reproduction of the article,
e. g., a scarcity of the material outof which it is made, or the
reason may be found in an intellectual apprehension, just or
mistaken, of the stateof the market, or the probabilitiesof the
immediate future ; or, waving this consideration, the reason
for a larger or a smaller quantity being offered or taken at a
certain pricemaybemoral,
that is, maybefound
in the
greater or less tenacity of purpose, or thegreater or lese
courage to undertake risks and sustain arduous and doubtful
enterprises.
In all variations between normal and market
price, moral
and intellectual elements are important factors. It often happens that the producers or holders of an article, anticipating
a rise of price, on some account which may prove to be wholly
fictitious, will keep back the entire stock, onlyto sell it, a little
later, at a price far below that which they could have obtained
for it while the false apprehension lasted.
More or less, false apprehensions enter to affect the demand
for and the supply of every article in every condition of the
market ; but the influence of this cause may be in one period
ten times or ahundredtimesasgreatasinother
periods.
The contrastbetweenaplacidnoondayanda“hurricane
eclipse of the sun,” is hardly more marked than the contrast
between a peaceful, sluggish market and one excited by mysterious rumors, emanating no one knows where, or wrought to
t o some
frenzy by false reports manufactured by the parties
great jobbing interest.
148. Retail Contraetedwith Wholesale Trade.-The foregoing holds good even of the wholesale markets, where the
parties who buy and sell commodities are picked and skilled
men, long familiar with the conditions of the articles in which
they deal, with large opportunities, whether by price-currents,
newspaper, p.ost or telegraph, or by special and secret inquiry,
for ascertainrng all the facts bearingon the question, at what
price they should buy or sell.
In retail trade, the moral and intellectual elements
of demand and supply play a much more important pafi. On one
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side is the merchant, who by frequent resort to the wholesale
dealer is kept advised of the conditions of the market. On
the other side is the ‘‘ customer,” a creature of custom, as the
term implies ; often ignorant in the widest sense of the word,
unintelligent and untrained ; always and necessarily ignorant
in the special sense of being unacquainted with the conditions
which should determine price, not knowing what a commodity
ought t o cost, and, in the case of many classes of commodities, unable to judge of the quality of the goods offered, perhaps at the mercy of the dealer in the matter of the measure
or weight.
The merchant, again, is the possessor of capital, and can
wait to dispose of his goods at the best time. The customer,
on the other hand, is generally in urgent need of commodities
for immediate use, and frequently poor, so that he must buy
in smallquantities ; perhaps even, in debt, so that he feels
under a strong constraint to trade only with his creditor, who
thus holds him at a double disadvantage, for how
can he quarrel, as to quality, measure, or price, with the man whom he is
not able to pay forgoods already had and consumed i’
140. The Friction of Retail Tmde.”From the ignoranoe
and inertness of the “customer” arises what may be called
the Friction of Retail Trade. ‘‘ Retail price,” says Mr. Mil],
‘6 the price paid by the actual consumer, seems to feel slowly
and imperfectly the effect of competition, and where competition doesexist, it often, instead of lowering prices, merely
dividesthegainamongagreaternumber
of dealers. It is
only in the great centers of business that retail transactions
have been chiefly or even much determined by competition.
Elsewhere it rather acts, when it acts at all, as an occasional
disturbing influence. The habitual regulator is custom, modiby notions existing in the minds
of
fied from time to time,
purchasers and sellers, of some kind of equity or justice.”
And referring to this manifest inability of the customer in
retail trade to look outforhimself, in a struggle with the
expert dealer, Prof. Cairnes says : ‘ I Between persons 80 qualified the game of exchange, if the rules be rigorouslyenforced,
is not a fair
one ; and it has consequently beenrecognized
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nniversally in England, and very extensively among the bet.
fer class of retail dealers in Continental countries, as a principle of commercial morality, that the dealer should not demand
from his customer a higher price for his commodity than the
lowestheispreparedtotake.Retailbuyingandsellingis
thus made torestupona
moral rather than an economical
basis, and, there canbe no doubt, for the advantage of all
concerned.”
160. Economic Forces Never Cease to Operate.”I am
disposed to think that these eminent economists overrate the
disability under which the customer suffers in retail trade
;
and, secondly, thatthe inferencetheydrawfromthe
undoubted fact of the general prevalence of a customary price,
viz., that this shows that competition is not the regulator of
such trade, ie not fully justified. To take an analogous case,
let one look around him, in any highly organized community,
and hewillsee
verylittledisplay
of forceincompelling
proper things to bedone, or in repressing acts injurious to
moiety. He will see on every side men doing just and decent
and even courteous and kindly things, respecting the rightoof
others and making use inoffensively of their own powers and
privileges, justas if all this were naturalandpleasantto
them, as, indeed it has, to agreatdegree,
become. These
; and one
actionsappear to bespontaneousandinstinctive
thuslooking around on theorderlyand
civil procedure of
daily life, whether in social intercourse or in business, might
think that force was not, in any proper sense, the regulator
of that community ;he might conclude that good will towards
others,self-respect and public spirit wereuniversal. Yet if
that power which in every civilized state is always at hand,
however veiled or disguised, to protect person and property,
to repress lawlessness and to punish crime, were once withdrawn, society would speedily be transformed, and the occurrence of every form of rapine and violence would instruct the
observer that; behind the fairest show of order, right dealing
and courtesy, stands the armed forceof the community.
So, while within certain limits, competition seems to disappear wholly from retail trade, and custom and respect for the
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rights of the purchaser enter to banish '(higgling " from the
market and to impose the one-pricesystem, and thus retail
buying and selling, as Prof. Cairnes says, comes to rest upon
a moral basis, yet the economic forces always lie beneath, as
the bed-rock below which the effects of moral forces can not
go, Let the cost of an article rise above the customary price,
and merchants will make an advance upon that price, in spite
of custom.Letmerchantsdemandanutterlyexorbitant
price, and competition will spring up, even among the least
intelligent and least enterprising buyers.

CHAPTER 11.
THETHEOBY

OF INTERNATIONALEXCHANGES.

161. W e stated, in paragraph 119, that, on the whole and
in the long run, the respective values of a number of articles
willbenearlyaccording
to the amounts of labor that have
beenexpendeduponthem,severally.
That this will be true
throughout any small community is seen in the consideration
t o have as much, or nearly as
that, if certain articles failed
much, value for the unit of labor as other articles producedin
that community, some of the laborers who had been engaged
in the production of the articles thus disparaged in exchange,
would set themselves t o making some other article or articles
more highlyappreciated.Eitherthis
would, at somestage,
raise the v a h e of the disparaged articles, through reducing
the supply of them ; or, if the community cared so little for
those articles as not to
be willing to pay a higher price for
them, production in those lines would ultimately cease.
Subject to important exceptions-such as will be indicated
in paragraphs 339-342-the respectivevalues of articleswill
be regulated in the way that
has been indicated, within any
smallcommunity.
Is any modification of this conclusion
required, as exchange is conceived to be carried on between
distant communities, constituting, perhaps, distinct nations ?
152. W e shall reach the essence of the matter if we asmme
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the trading world to be
confined to half a dozen islands, which
interchange their products freely, butbetween whichno movement of labor or capital ever takes place. One of thesemight
have a tropical climate and rich soil, producing in abundance
tea and coffee, tobacco, sugar and molasses, silks, spices and
dye-stuffs. The population of this islandwewillassume
to
be in excess, the point of diminishing returns (par. 61) having
long sincebeenpassed.
Island No. 2 is like island No. 1,
except that the point of diminishing returns has not yet been
reached.Island No. 3 lies insome northern sea, producing
hemp, wool,flax, and the cerealgrains.Island
No. 4 is the
land of oil and wine. Island No. 5 is filled withextensive
mines of coal and the useful metals. Island No. 6 has a poor
soil, a bleak climate, and a scanty population, whose production comprises only ice, lumber, fish and furs.
What, now, will be “ the exchanging proportions” or terms
of exchange, between these islands, at any given date ? Will
it still be true that the valuesof their respective p r o d u c t a d
be nearly according to the amounts of labor (omitting capital,
for the time, from consideration) which have been involvedin
theirproduction,severally
? I answer, that,atanydate
Which we may take for the purpose
of our illustration, thia
wouldnotnecessarilybe
so. Assuming thestrength, skill,
intelligence and energy of all the laborers in all the islands to
be equal, a given amount of labor in one i s l a d might command the product of two days’ labor in another island, while
commanding the products of only half a day’s labor
in still
another. This suppositionisnotanunreasonable
one. Differencesasgreatexistto-dayamongthecountries
of the
world, even after making the
allowances necessary to bring
the several laboring populations to an equalityin the respecta
of strength, skill, intelligence and energy.
153. What, then, would govern the exchanging proportions
subsistingbetweentheseveral
islands ? I answer that the
only explanation which anywhere, at any time, can be offered
forexistingratios
of exchange, is found in therelation
betweensupplyanddemand.Within
each of theseveral
islands taken for the purpose of our illustration, values would
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approximately be regulated by labor, according to the principlefirststated.But,
as between themselves, each of theee
islandswouldconstituteaunit,
whose terms of exchange
with all the other islands would be determined by the Equation of International Demand, to use the phrase of Mr. J. S.
Mill. W h a t is meant by this formidable phrase ? This : that
values, in exchanges between these islands, will be governed
by the demand of each island for the productions of all the
other islands, as against the demand of all the other islands
for thosecommoditieswhichitselfproduces.
In the case
mpposed, the play of economic forces may result in giving to
a day’s labor in one island a very great purchasing power in
cornparison with a day’s labor in any otherisland, and a vastly
greater purchasing power in comparison with a day’s labor in
some one other island.
Thus, we might suppose the taste for olive oil and wine to
be, at the date we have taken for the purpose of this illustration,notwidelyspreadamongtheother
islands. I n some,
the uses of olive oil might not be known at all. In that case,
there wouldbe
butlittledemandfortheproductions
of
island No. 4, as a whole. As between the producers of olive
oil and the producers of wine, the force of competition would
operate steadily to bring about the result that a
day’s labor
inavineyardwould
yieldasmuch
purchasingpoweras a
day’slaborin
an olivegrove.But,while
theproducers of
oliveoil and the producers of winewould thus be brought
upon an equality as regards each other, both classes of producers would be at a disadvantage in comparison with producersin the other islands,generally. We might say,with
the producers of any other island ; or we might suppose that,
the mechanic arts being still in a backward state, island No.
5 wouldexperienceastillsmallerdemand,relative
toits
laboring population ; and the inhabitants of that island might
be obliged tocontinuegettingoutiron
ore, smelting it
intheirfurnaces,working
it upintheirforges,only
to
sell theproducts of avery long day’s labor for theproducts of ninehours’
laborinisland
No. 6 ; ten hours’
bbor in island No. 4 ; six hours’ labor in island No. 3 ; five
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hours’laborinisland
No. 1 ; three hours’ laborinisland
No. 2.
We have said, five houm’ labor in island
No. 1, and three
hours’ labor in island No. 2. How is this ? The productions
of these two islands are the same ; their soil and climate we
haveassumed to be the same. Truly ; yetthefactthatin
one of these islands the stage of diminishing returns has been
reached and passed necessitates, as we have seen, a lower percapita production : a difference which might not be exaggerated in the ratio of three to five.
If, now, we assume a sudden development of the mechanic
arts and a rapid and extensive
use of iron in tools and machinery, island No. 5 , from being at the foot of the scale, as
regardsthepurchasingpower
of a day’s labor,might rise
almost instantaneously to the top.
A day’s labor there might
come t o command the products of a day’s labor in an island
previously the most favored
; might soon cometo command the
products of two or three days’ laboralmostanywhere else.
What island No. 5 has to sell has nowbecome of supreme
importance.Thesugarplanters
of Nos. 1 and 2, thewheat
growers of No. 3, the lumber operators and ice cutters of No.
6, find that they can greatly
increase their production with
implementsandmachinesmade
of iron. The iron-workers,
therefore,realizerichgains,andfaresumptuouslyupon
the products of all the other groups of laborers.
Now, upon the assumption thatlaborandcapital
do not
flow from oneisland to another, but only products are imported or exported, each island would be left indefinitely to
its own economic lot, be that a hard one or a fortunate one,
according to the demands from all the other islands
for its
characteristic products.
164. In the case of theseseparatecommunities,doesthe
failure of values to correspond to amounts of labor, depend
upon the question of nabionality? I answer,no : the failure
of correspondence between value and labor would occur just
as fully between two islands which were subject to the same
government, as between one of these islands and still another
islandunder a different flag. The conditionwehavenoted
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is due entirely to the fact
assumed atthebeginning, viz.:
that labor and capital do not pass from one of these trading
communitiestoanother.
It hasnothingto do withnationality. Among different communities, be these large
or small,
to
distant or near, there will be an incessant tendency, due
changes of population, to changes in the arts, to changes in
commercial demand, to the varying character of the seasons,
and to a score of other causes, to disturb the relation between
laborand value. Exceptasthesecausesmay
offseteach
other, the one force which should restore the equilibrium that
has been disturbed, is to be found in the movement of labor
or of capital, or of both, from the Communities wherethe
unit of labor or of capital receives the smaller return to the
communitieswhere it receivesthelargerreturn.Ifthat
movement does not, in fact, take place,
the differences noted
may continue and may even increase from age to age.
If, then, the failure of values to correspond to amounts of
labor expended, has nothing todo with the fact of nationality,
why should the economists, generally, have written of International Values, of International Trade, of the Equation of
International Demand ? I answer, because nations seemed to
them to furnish themost convenient units for illustrating the
operation of the forces concerned. It is true, it was true even
when Ricardo developed this theory, in the early part of the
century,thattherearedefiniteportions
of the same nation
between which the movement of labor and capital takes place
as slowly and tardily as, often, between two separate nations.
It is even true that there are groups
of nations perhaps widely
sundered geographically, between which this movement takes
place far more readily than between contiguous sections
of the
same country.
Still, it is true now, and was true in a much higher degree
when Ricardo wrote, that obstructions, physical, intellectual
and moral, tothemovements of laborandcapital,tendto
gather themselvesalongtheboundarylines
of nationality.
This arises from differences of speech, of race, and perhaps,
also, of religion, from prejudices against aliens, perhaps, also,
laws putting them at a disadvantage; from reluctance at self-
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expatriation, from physical obstacles of a marked character,
which often, though not always, serve to divide nations from
two givennationsallthecauses
eachother.Betweenany
above noted may enter to raise to a maximum the resistance
to migration. Between other two nations, only a part of these
and mayoperatewithgreatly
dimincausesmayoperate,
ished force.
It was the foregoing considerations which induced the economists to take nations as the units for illustrating the economic effects of a cessation of the movement of labor and capital
between
separate
communities.
It has led, however, to
misconception at two points : first, by creating the impression that because nations were taken as units in this discussion, nationality was therealreason
for. thephenomena
observed ; secondly, by diverting attention from theeffects of
a cessation of such movements within the limits
of nationality. It wouldbesafe to say that there are nations divided
into a half-scoreof sections, between the two most friendly and
fully contiguous of which the movements of labor and capital
are scantier andslower than between certain two other nations,
though separated by thousands of miles.
Wherever the movement of labor and capital ceases, there
all the effectswhichare,
bytheeconomids,attributed
to
national differences,become fully realized. In just so far as
those movements are reduced or retarded, the natural operation of competition, in restoring the normal relation of value
t o labor,isdeferred
or defeated.Evenwheremovemente
of labor and capital actually take place, they may be 80 tardy
and difficult that local causes may go on producing inequalities between the purchasing power
of labor in neighboring
communities, much faster than competition can
efface them.
155. It follows from what has been said, that, in the exchanges of twoconsiderablecommunities,bethesame
distinct countries or isolated portions of the same country, from
one to the other of which movements of labor or capital do
not take place or take place so tardily and painfully that they
fail to keep up with the tendencies to divergence indicated
in theprecedingparagraph,it
follows, I say, that in the
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exchangesbetweentwo
suchcommunities,articles
may be
imported into one of these communities, notwithstanding the
fact thatit could there be preduceda t a lower costthan in the
communityfrom which it was exported ; and this state of
things may, under the conditions recited, continue indefinitely
This would scarcely happen between small contiguouscommunities. If in one of suchcommunities, A,, acertainkind
of goods could be produced at lower cost than in communities
B., C. and D,, all the labor and capital, employed, within that
group, in the production of that article, would pass over into
A.; and the entire production of that article for that group
would soon take place in that single community. ABa result
of this play of economic forces, no one of these communities
would long import from any other any kind
of goods which it
could possibly itself produce at a lower cost.
Betweencommunities or countries,however,experiencing
no movements of labor or capital, exchanges of goods may, aa
we said, continue indefinitely t o take place, notvithstanding
the fact that the importing countries
could, if they would,
themselves produce many of the articles at a lower, perhaps a
much lower cost than that at
which they are actually produced in the countries from which they are brought. Thus,
to return to our six trading islands, we might suppose that
the demand for olive oil and wine had become BO great that
the inhabitants of island No. 4 could, by one day’s labor in
their vineyards or groves, command the products of two days’
labor in island No. 1. If this were so, it might clearly be for
their interest to continue producing olive
oil and wine only,
even thoughtheir soil andclimateweresuchas
t o enable
them to produce sugar or coffee or tea or spices at two-thirds
the cost of which they were actually produced in islandNo. 1.
By applying all their labor force and capital force to thatfor
which they had the most marked qualification, they would, in
the result, obtainmore of any and all products which they
might desire, than if they were to give up a certain portion of
of artitheir labor power and capital power to the production
cles in respect to which their natural advantage wouldbe lees
thaninraising
oil and wine, thoughitmightbegreater
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than that enjoyed by the actual producers of the articler fn
question.
156. That such would be the normal operation of the principle of self-interest will readily appear if we take the case or
a skilled mechanic, say a blacksmith, in an agricultural community, The smithmayhavebeenbrought
up on a farm,
and he may, conceivably, beso strong, so quick in his motions,
so handy with tools, that he could, to-day, do one-fourth more
of farm work than any one in the neighborhood. Since then,
he can do farm work better than the farm hands, will he leave
his forge ? That will depend on the “ Equation of Demand.”
If there be several blacksmiths in the community, so that the
demand for the work of each blacksmith is small, and if the
other blacksmiths are aswell able to work at the forge ashimself, but are not, like himself, able to turn advantageously t o
farming, his economic interest may impel him to agriculture.
If, on the other hand, he is the only blacksmith in the
community, the demand for his work will certainly be great, perhaps so great as to enable one day’s labor on his part to command two ordinary days’ labor on the farm. In this
case I t
would be the height of folly for him to leave his forge, since
2, while on
therehecanacquireavaluerepresentedby
thefarmthe
value of hisproduct willbe represented by
only 1).
The reaBon of the case will appear still plainer if we contemplate a country physician, who, having been brought up
on a farm, and beingaccustomed to cultivate asmall tract, for
hishealthandpleasure,intheintervals
of practice,might
easily be as good an agriculturist as many
of his neighbors.
The question is, shall he buy farm productsor raise them himself? I answer : so far as health and pleasure, in the intervals
of practice, allow, he will do well t o cultivate the land ; but
asamatter
of businesshecannotafford
to sacrifice the
smallest part of his professional work for the sake of raising
vegetablesinstead of buying them. As aphysician, he can
easily command three or four days’ labor, for one of his own.
Even were he the best farm hand in the county, he would be
throwingawayagreat
economic advantage,wereheto
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attempt to raise from the
soil all that which he desired
ta
consume.
167. Now, what we have seen the blacksmith and the coun$y physician doing, nations and smaller communities are continually doing, under the operation
of the principleof self-interest.
Many a country imports, generation after generation, commodities a,, b. and c., which I t could produce more cheaply than
thosewhomadethem.Thereason
is, that there are other
branches of industry, x., y. and z., in which it has a still higher
relative advantage. So far as movements of labor and capital
take place, there will be a constant tendency for laborers and
capitalists to come to the more favored country, and here set
up industries, a., b, and c. B u t this will, at the best, go on
S I O W ;~ and
~ it may be altogether defeated by the discovery
that commodities, m., n. and o., can be produced in the country
in question, not, indeed, so advantageously as x., y. andz., but
far more advantageously than a., b. and c. Consequently, all
the additional labor and capital coming into this country, in
this generation and perhaps in the next, may be directed toward building up industries m., n. and o. ;and commodities
a., b. and c. may continue to be imported.
166. Suchbeingtheconditionsunderwhichtradetakes
place between countries, from oneto the otherof which movements of labor and capital do not occur, or occur 80 tardily as
not to overtake thetendencies to local disturbance which have
been dwelt upon, we have to note two things in closing thie
chapter.
First, in any country, the value of an imported article does
not tend to be determined by what would be the cost of production of that article in that country. It does not even tend
to be determined by its cost in the country in which it w a ~
actuallyproduced.
Thenormalvalue
of such anarticle,in
such a place, depends on the cost of production of the article
which i s exported to p a y f o r i t , transportation being taken
into account.
Second,while it is for the interest
of a country enjoying
great economic advantages, toapplyitslaborpowerand
aapital power to certain lines of production, only, looking to
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purchase from others many classes of commodities which it
could produce as well asor even better than they, such
a course
is alm for the economic interest of the countries with which
it trades, since they are thereby enabled to obtain the products
of the former country, at a lower, probably much lover, cost
than that at which they
couldhopethemselves to produce
these, or to obtain them from any other quarter.

CHAPTER III.
MONEY AND ITS VALUE.

119.Exchange Arises o u t of the Division of Labor.-Men
become the producers of that which they expect to consume
but in part, if a t all. Their choice as to what they shall produce, ceases to be determined by considerations affecting their
personal wants, and
comes tobedetermined mainly, if not
wholly, b y considerationsaffectingtheirabilitiesandaptitudes. They no longer produce that which they desire to eat,
drinltor wear. They produce that oneamongmanythings
known to the market which they can produce to the best ador wear it. Their
vantage, let who will, in time, eat, drink
own wants they look to see, in turn, satisfied by the labor of
others.
T o the market all producers bring their several products, or
such part thereof as they do not care individually to consume.
From the market each late producer, now become a consumer,
carries away that which he is to eat, drink, or wear, or otherIn themarketisdonethat
which wecallexwiseenjoy.
change.
"he economic function of exchange is to bring producers
and consumers together, and thus allow the division of labor
to be carried as far as it will increase production.
The division of labor has no economic virtue except so far as it increasesproduction.
Whenthatpointhasbeenreached,a
further subdivision of occupations and employments would be
turn, has
useless, or of merely curious interest. Exchange, in
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no virtue except as it allows the division of labor to becarried
out. Its sole function, economically, is to enable each species
of wealth, each article known to the market, to be produced
in the place and by the person where and by whom it can be
produced to the greatestadvantage.
160. The Economic Function of Money.-In its function
of bringing producers and consumers together, exchange discovers the need of the great agent of which we are about to
speak-Money.
Just as the occasion for exchange arises out
of thefact of the division of labor, andasthe
economic
efficiency of exchange is limited to that occasion, so the need
of moneyarisessolely out of the fact of exchange, and the
economic efficiency of money is limited strictly to the
occasion
for exchange. The intereRts of a community require as much
exchangingas will secure that division of laborwhich will
achieve the highest productiveness of land, labor and capital ;
and they require no more exchanging than this. They require
as much money as will enable that amount of exchanging to
be effected with the least effort and with the greatest assurance of a transfer of real equivalents ; and they require no
more money than this. No economic efficiency other than or
beyond that indicated, can justly be attributed to money.
But how does money facilitate those exchanges which it is
for the interest of society to have effected? Just what is the
function of money ?
161. Double Coincidence in Barter.-Money facilitates
exchangesbydispensingwiththatdouble
coincidence, of
wants and of possessions, which barter, i., e. exchange without
the use of money, involves. m e have seen that, so far as the
division of labor is carried out, men cease to produce all or
even thegreaterpart of whatthey wish to consume. Producing that which they can produce to the best advantage,
they look to others for those particular articles which are required for the supplyof their individual wants. The producer
rtnd the would-be consumer of each article, therefore, must get
together, somehow, or else the wants of the community will
remain unsatisfied.
But that each producer for himself should find some person
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who has what he wants and at the same time wants what he
has, would involve very roundabout exchanges, occupying
a
great deal of time, and occasioning much delay and frequent
diaappointments. Thebootmakerwhowantedahatforhis
own use might find many persons who would be glad to get
pairs of boots, but had no hats to give in exchange, and sevto sell, but were already
eral persons who had hats, indeed,
supplied with boots, before he found one person who both had
hatsandlackedboots.And,
moreover,when
that person
were found, a further&tEculty would probably arise from the
failure of an exact equivalency between the two articles to be
exchanged. A pair of boots might be worth more than a hat ;
perhaps three pairs of boots might be worth four hats. Yet
the bootmaker wants but one hat ; the hatter wants but one
pair of boots. Things would soon get into a fearful muddle,
this way.
But if, by general consent, formal or implied, the producers
of thecommunityshouldhit
uponone articlewhichthey
would all agree to take in exchange for whatever they wished
to sell, a vast saving of time and labor, of annoyance and aisappointment, wouldbe effected, especiallyif the articleso taken
should be one, say, wheat, susceptibleof minute division, without loss of utility,
162. Money, t h e Medium of Exahange.”What shall we
call the function which the wheat would in thiscase perform ?
Clearly it is something altogether beyond and in addition to
its ordinary natural function, as wheat, which is simply to be
In the use
made into flour, t o be, in turn, made into bread.
proposed, the wheat would serve another purpose. What shall
we call that purpose ?
The function performed by the wheat,
in the instance given,
is that of aMedium of Exchange.The significance of the
word medium, in this connection, is found in the fact that the
wheat becomes an intermediate thing in the
commerce between
the producers and the consumere of any and of every article.
The wheat is no longer an end, as when used for food, but a
means to an end, which end may beboots, or hats, or groceries, or what not. The person r h o takes wheat for what he
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has produced may already have more wheat than hecould eat
in a year. H e does not take it with a view to eating it, but
because with it hecanobtain,inkinds
andquantitiesand
at times tosuit
his wantsand convenience, whateverhe
may wish to eat, drink, or wear, or to warm or house himself
withal.
Now, the function which has been desoribed is the Money
of exchange.Whatever
function.Moneyisthemedium
performs this function, does this
work, is money, no matter
what it is made of, and no matter how it came to be a medium
at first, or why it continues to be such. So long as,in any
community, there is an article which all producers take freely
and as a matter of course, in exchange for whatever they have
to sell, instead of looking about, at the time, for the particular
things they themselveswish to consume, that articleia money,
be it white, yellow, or black, hard or soft, animal, vegetable,
or mineral. There is no other test of money than this. T h a t
It may do
which does the money-work is the money-thing.
this well ; it may do this ill. It may be good money ; it may
be bad money-but it is money all the same.
163. Universal Acceptability of Money. W e said, all
producers, since it is not enough that an article is extensively
used inexchange, toconstitute it money. Bank check6 are
used in numerous and important transactionsof exchange, yet
are not money, It is essential to money that its acceptability
should be so nearly universal that practically every person in
the community who has any product or service to dispose of
will freely, gladly, and of preference, take this thing, money,
instead of the particular products or services which he may
individually require from others, being well assured that with
money he will unfailingly obt,ain whatever he shall desire, in
form and amount and at times to suithis wants.
or form,
When any article, no matter what its substance
acquires this degree of acceptability, no matter how obtained
or how retained, 80 that each person, in his place in the idust i a l order, without the expectation of consuming thie article,
and without reference to the character or credit of the person
offering it, takes it freely from any man whenever he has any-
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thing to sell, because he knows that any other man will freely
take it from him whenever he may wish in his turn to buy,
that articlebecomesmoney,
andremains moneywhile that
condition continues. To serve as the medium of exchange is
the money-function, and whateverdoes this is money.
164. Money and Civilieation."It is evident that the introduction of money, even in a primitive state, vastly facilitates
exchanges, andrenders it easy tocarryoutthe
division of
labor. It is further evident that the use of moneyisaconditionprecedent toanadvancedstate
of industrial society.
The division of labor could not without it be carried so far
as is involved incomplicatedmanufacturesandextended
commerce.
'' I t has been wisely said," remarks M. Chevalier, " that no
machineeconomizeslaborlikemoney,
anditsadoptionhas
been likened to the discovery of letters."
The allusion is probably to the noble sentence of Gibbon :
'' T h e value of money has been settled by general consent to
express our wants and our property, as letters were invented
to express our ideas ; and both these institutions, by giving a
moreactiveenergy
t o the powers and passions of human
nature,havecontributedtomultiplytheobjectstheywere
designedtoexpress."
165. Historical Forms of Money.-We have said that any
article which
acquires
certain
a
degree
of acceptability
throughoutthecommunity,wouldthereby
becomemoney,
whatever its material or form. Yet materialandevenform
may have much to do with securing to any given article, at
any giventime, therequisitedegree
of acceptability. The
industrial habits and the tastes
of apeople and their social
conditions may make that money which among another people
would be animpossiblemoney.Rocksaltlongserved
the
Abyssinians as money ; rice, the dwellers on the Coromandel
shore ; cacoa, the aboriginal Mexicans ; olive oil, the inhabEnitants of theIonian islands ; wampum, theearlyNew
glanders ; tobacco, the early Virginians and Marylanders; tea,
compressed into small cakes, the Russians ; dates, the savages
of the African oasee ; beaver and sealskins, the peoples of
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manynorthernlands.Cattleandsheepwereemployed
as
money, alike bytheearly
Greeks, bytheRomans
who
conqueredtheGreeks,and
by the Teutons whoconquered
theRomans.
166. The Metals as Money.-But,of
allsubstances, the
metals have enjoyed the widest use as money, from a remote
period. Iron, lead, tin
and copper, one or another, have been
thusemployedinnearlyeverycountry
whose historyis
known.
From its numerous and importantuses in the domestic arts,
in the chase, and in warfare, the first-named metal
was the
subject of suchwideandconstantdemandas
tomakeits
further use as the general mediumof exchange, i. e., a8 money,
very simple and natural. The art
of miningbeing in early
times very crude, small quantities of iron represented a large
power.
amount of labor, and thus contained a high purchasing
Moreover, in comparison with wheat, cattle, and many other
primitive forms of money, iron cost little or nothing to keep
and was but little subject to waste, while a given mass could
easily be divided intopieces of any requireddimensions, which
could again be reunited,b y fusion, or by welding when heated.
The money of Lacedsmonwas of iron ; theSwedesused
money of this metal during and after the exhausting wars of
Charles XII. ; and iron is still reported to be RO used by the
inhabitants of Senegambia.
Leadwasextensivelyemployedasmoney
bytheearly
Romans and the early English, and is still
used in the same
as
waybythe
Burmese. Tin wasused
bytheMexicans
money; was long so employed in Sweden, in long, flat blocks ;
and is even nowamedium of exchange among the Chinese
and Malays and in Prince of Wales Island.
But more than iron, tin or lead, has copper, in the later
centuries, been used as money. Having,
from its cost of production, a high value for its bulk, it came to supersede iron in
form a
this use, when the latter metal became too cheap to
oonvenientmoney. Duringthesilverfamine
of the middle
ages, copper returned to be the chief money of circulation in
Europe. And though, after the revival
of silverproduction
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throngh the discovery of Mexico and Peru, it fell out of use
as a principal money of wealthy and prosperous countries, it
has remained a considerable element in the monetary circulstion of the world, even to this day.
1828 and 1845,
Platinum was for a briefperiod,between
used as money in Russia, where that metal is produced ; but
the great di5culty of rendering platinum, now from ingots
into coin, and again from coin into ingots, prevented the success of thieexperiment,notwithstanding
thatplatinumis
justly regarded as one of the noblest of the metals.
187. The Precious Metals.-All the othermetals, however,
palebeforethelight
of twotranscendentsubstances,the
Precious Metals, so-called, silver and gold. Having numerous
important uses in the industrial arts ; possessing the highest
adaptation for the purposes of ornament and decoration, these
metals have always and everywhere exerted, beyond all other
objects of human desire, a strange,
a mysterious fascination
upon the minds of men.
188. Coinage.-Under the title, coinage, we may take account of all methods of determining, for easy popular recognition, the quantity and quality of individual portions of that
which is used as money. It is in their adaptations to the art
of the coiner thatthe metals, and especiallythe precious
metals, exhibittheirmostmarkedqualificationsfor
use as
money. With some kinds of money, indeed, no such mode of
determination is required, the divisions being natural,as in the
case of the red feathers and shells used as money, or of cattle
and sheep, which only need to be counted.
With other, and indeed, most, forms of money, it is neceasary to give a customary shape
to the pieces to be so used.
The Abyssinians,whousedrocksaltasmoney,cut
it into
bricks of uniform dimensions, so that each person taking a
brick in exchange might know how much salt he was receiving. Here, the problem was merely mechanical ; no chemical
testswererequired.Thesaltbeing
of reasonablyuniform
quality, the receiver was only interested to know its quantity.
With money of gold and silver, and even of copper or iron,
however, boththequantityandthequality
of eachpiece
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offered may be bought into question, unless some means be
adopted by which the piece shall be made
to exhibit unmietakably the amount of pure metal it contains. The problem
is thus both a mechanical and a chemical one, and is solved by
what we call, inthelimited
sense,Coinage, Themetal is
melted, and in that state is brought to the required degree of
purity, or “fineness.” It is then cast into ingots, and by successive mechanical processes, with machineryof great delicacy
and power,drawn
out totherequiredthickness,cutinto
planchets, “milled ” around the edges, and stamped on both
sides* with devices expressive both of the sovereignty of the
nation under whose authority the coins are struck, and of the
quality and quantity of the metal contained.
Coinagehasgenerallybeenregarded
a8 anact of sovereignty, and the counterfeiting of the coin has been widely
punishedastreason.
In England,theKing’ssovereignty
only extended to the coinage
of gold and silver, the private
coinage of copper not having been prohibited until the present
century. So important is the money-function, so strong is the
tendency to abuse the privilege of coining, so helpless are the
mass of the community, especially the poor and economically
weak, under a corrupted coinage, that, even in popular governments, where prerogative is not known, the private minting of moneyispunished
by gravepenalties.
That coins
shall fully perform their office as money, they must be taken
readily, without suspicion, or at most, after a brief inspection
such as even the ignorant and inexpert can give.
160. Whet Determines the Value of Money P-It is only
the present inquiry which brings the topic of money into the
department of exchange.Otherwise,moneybelongs
to the
department of product,ion, as clearly as doesany other agency

* At first, coins wereimpressed on one side, as is now the “gall,”
theonlynative coin of CochinChina.Thisallowedthemetal
to be
shaved from thesmooth side of the coin, Afterwardscharacterswere
stamped on both aides, but the area of the coin was not fully defined,
allowing the edges to be clipped, as is largely the case with the Tomam
of Persia. Later improvements surrounded the coin with a well-defined
rim,whilethe edg- were milled to still furtherprotecttheintegrity
of the piece
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of trade or transportation,cattle,carts,railways
or banks,
“he mining of the precious metals is governed by the law&
which, regulate the production of other kinds of wealth. The
minting of gold and silver is equally a branch of production.
Assayers, refiners and coiners are as much producers
of wealth
as the laborers employed in a pig-iron furnace.
Butunderthetitle,Exchange,wemayproperlyinquire
why any one article, produced as we find it to be produced,
under existing conditions, exchanges forso much of any other
article, and not for more or for less. Pre-eminently in respect
to iron or copper, silver or gold, when cut into planchet6 and
stamped as coin, do we need to raise this question and discuss
it in all simplicity and severity of reasoning, because the subject has been allowed to become involved in a thousand difficulties, from the lack of clear definitions and from the failure
rigorously to exclude every thing alien or adventitious. The
discussion of the laws of money has engendered so much passion and prejudice as to make
it hard to secure a respectful
attention,orevenarationalattitude
of mindtowardsany
statement of monetary doctrine which differs in the minutest
particular from that of the hearer. Men who are candid and
evenliberalinpoliticsandreligion
become furiously or
stupidly fanatical as soon as their views on money are controverted. When Sir Walter Scott made a surly critic say to the
author of certain Letters on the Currency, “In your ill-advisedtractyouhaveshownyourselfasirritableasBalaam
and as obstinate as his ass,” he evidently intended to characterize the whole race of writers on this theme.
The value of money,likethevalue
of any thing else, is
purely a question of demand and supply. The cost of producing moneyis only important as affecting the supply. Limit
the supply,“ and it does not matter whether there be any cost
of production or not. The advantage
of taking that for use
as money which has an appreciable,definite, and, as far as may
be, constant cost of production, is found in the ,fact that the
~

~ _ _ _ _ _

+ I have already quoted bar. 120) theremark of Prof. Senior that
“any other caw limiting supply is just as emcient a a w e of value in
8x1 article, as the necessity of labor to its production,”
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supply of suchmoneywillbelimitedbynatural
causes,
instead of being left to law, convention or accident.
170. What is the Demand for Money ?-The demand for
money is the occasion for the use of money in effecting exchanges. In other words, it is the amount of money-work to
be done.
This is not determined by the gross volume of the wealth
of the community, since all that wealth is not t o be, in fact,
exchanged. For a similar reason, it is not determined
by the
amount of the annual production of the community.
It is not determined even by the volume of products to be
exchanged, inasmuch as some classes of these may require to
beexchangedseveraltimes,
and some but once.Moreover,
in spite of the difficulties of barter, many products are, through
a fortunate coincidence of wants and of possessions, especially
inagriculturalcommunities,exchangedagainsteachother.
More important still, the modern organization
of commerce,
especially through the agency of banks, provides for the creation, and subsequent cancellation, of indebtedness* on account
of products given and taken in exchange, to an extent which
vastly diminishes the actualuse of money in effecting transfers.
171. The Money-Demand a Reality.-Not the
less, is the
demandformoneyareality.Banksandclearing-houses,
checksand book creditsreducethe occasion for the use of
money, but they do not supersede its use altogether, nor are
there any signs that they will do so in any future, near or remote. In every community, though in some more than others,
goodsare offered for money.Menseekmoney,havingin
their hands wherewithal to pay for
it. Some of them must
havemoney,whatever it cost. With others any appreciable
increase in the difficulty of getting money, or any appreciable
doubt as to the '' goodness " of that which is circulating in
the community, does away with the disposition to obtain
it,
drives them to barter, and thus destroys a portion
of the demand for money.
Some part of the exchangers of every community may be
* Tbie ldncbon of banks will be spoken of, more at length, under that
title in Part VI.
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regarded as always on the verge of barter. They couldexchange their products for the products of others which they
wish to consume, without unreasonable trouble. Others, again,
would exchange their products for money in the face of very
great difliculties and embarrassments ; yet for each of these is
a point at which difficulties and embarrassments will give rise
to an effort, which will thereafter increase rapidly in force, to
resort to barter or to credit, as the means of escaping the use
of money. Shouldthematterproceedfarenough,production will even be limited or modified to meet the exigency.
172. Effect of Discredit on the Money-Demand."Thus, if
the money of a country be openly discredited, as in France
prior toandduringtheHundredYears'War,and,again,
during the Revolution ; in England, under Henry VIII. and
the Protector Somerset ; in the United States, during the circulation of the so-called Continental currency ; and in Italy,
through many dreary periodsof her history, men will not only
resort increasingly to barter or to credit, but such discredit
of the coin or other circulating medium may become a force
whichwilloperatepowerfully
to modify and even
to limit
production, Men will produce fewer things and those different from what they would have done under conditions more
favorable to thedivision of labor and the consequent exchange
of products.
This, however, can never be carried so far as totally to dispense with the use of money. In any society above the barbaronsstate,somethingmustbeused,
to some extent,as
money, so long as production goes on at all.
W e see, thus, that the demand for money has no definite
relation to the total wealth, or the annual product of a community, or even to the volume of products to be exchanged.
The demand for money varies with the amount
of moneywork to be done,which, in turn, varies with the industrial
organization of communities, with seasons, and with circumstances innumerable. Not the less, however, as we said, is the
a realthing.
Goods areofferedfor
demandformoney
so
money ; and,withagivensupply,themoregoodsare
Qffered, the higher willbe the value of money-that is, prices
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will fall. The fewer goods are offered, the lower will be the
value of money-that is, prices will rise.
173. Vdueend Prioe."It will have been noticed that,
in
the foregoing paragraph, I have used the word price as signifying the money-value of goods. As we stated in a previous
chapter, value is the generic term which expresses power-inzxchange. Price power-in-exchange-for-some-one-article.
is
Wheremoneyis
used,pricecommonlyexpressespower-in
exchange-for-money. Where nothing to the contrary is intimated, the price of an article is understood to be the value of
that article in terms of money-the amount of money it will
command in exchange.
174. What is the Supplyof Money ?"If such is the demand
for money, what is the supply ? I t is the money-force available to do the money-work required to be done, in the given
community, at the given time. The
money-force, or the supply of money, is not measured by what is usually called the
amount of money, that is, the number of gold dollars or bite
of paper used as money, but is composed of two factors-the
of circulation. '' The
,amount of money andtherapidity
nimblesixpencedoesthe work of the slow shilling." There
may be as much money-force in
1000 dollars, each of which
a week, as in 4000 dollars
passes from hand to hand four times
but once fromMondaymorningto
whichchangeowners
Saturdaynight.Therapidity
of circulationvarieswidely
among different communities, according to the density of settlement, the prevailing occupations of the people, the facilities
for thetransportation of freightand passengers. And the
rapidity of circulation not only varies according to such general conditions, but it varies from day to day, with the state
of trade and the temper of the public mind.
176. The Money Supply a Redity.-But while the moneysupply varies thus incessantly,it is none the less a real thing ;
so real that, at any given time a decrease
of the supply of
money will enhance its value-that is, will lower prices ; and
an increase of tbat supply will reduce its value-that is, will
raise prices.
We have spoken of reducing the value of money as equiva-
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lent to raising prices ; and of enhancing the value of money
as equivalent to lowering prices. This is manifest enough to
anyone who thinks of the matter ; but the studentof political
economy needs to become so familiar with this equivalency
that he will not have to think consciously about
it ; but the
one mode of expression will always and instantly suggest its
equivalent. T o enhance the value of 'money is, of course, to
give a larger purchasing power to each integral part
of the
circulating money-that is, to each piece or coin, and to any
givennumber of piecesor coins. But if moneypurchases
more of other things, other things, conversely, purchase less
of money-that is, bear lower prices.
On the other hand, to say that the value
of money is lowered, is to say that money purchases less of other things ; but
if moneypurchases less of otherthings,otherthings,conversely, purchase more of money-that is, bear higher prices.
176. InternationalDiatribution of Yoney.-m'e
have
seen that it isimpossible to say what, at any
time, in any
of
community, is thedemandformoney,orthesupply
money. W e have now to see that,withmoneyhavinga
naturalcost of production, no one hasanyneedto
know,
eitherhowmuchmoneythere
is, orhowmuchis
needed,
inasmuch as the demand for money will, under such a system,
easily and surely,becauseautomatically,
bringinthedue
supply required to enable all the exchanges of the community
to betransactedwiththeminimum
of effortanddelay,
andwiththehighestassurance
of theexchange
of real
equivalents.
Theterritorialdistribution
of moneyiseffectedthrough
the agency of Price.
Let us suppose that, of two trading countries having the
same kind of money, the amount in each, i. e., the number of
pieces or coins, is such that, the rate of circulation being what
it is, and the demand for money what it is, the scale of prices
in the two countries precisely corresponds, cost
of transportation of goods being, for the purposes of the illustration, left
out of account. Now let us suppose that, all other elements
of the case remaining unchanged, the amount
of money in
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one of these countries, A, is suddenly
and largely increased,
say, by the discovery of treasure or by the opening of new
mines. The supply of money having thus been increased, the
value of money, as we have seen, must decline, that is, prices
must rise. Agivenamount of moneywillpurchase less of
other things than before, which is equivalent to saying that
other things will purchase more of money.
Now, if goods will purchase more money in that country,
the owners of goods in the other trading country, B, will a t
once feelthemselvesimpelledbyself-interest
to send their
stock thither, to secure the benefit of the higher prices. Having exchangedgoodsformoneyinA,theywillbringthe
B. Why not investthe
moneyback to theirowncountry,
money in the country where they sold the goods ? Because,
by the conditions assumed, though A is, as they have found,
an excellent market to sell in, since prices are high, it is, from
that very fact, a bad market to buy in.
177. And while all owners of goods in B are hurrying to
get their goods to A, in order to take advantageof the higher
prices prevailing there, every holderof money in A is equally
impelled to get his money assoon as possible to B, in order to
take advantage of the lower prices there, Where all parties
are so fully agreed, the thing is likely to
bedonequickly.
Money flows from A to B until the equilibrium which was disturbed has been restored, that
is, until the general scale of
pricesisthesameinbothcountries.Afterthis,thetwo
countries will continue to trade as before ; but each will keep
of
its own money. A will pay for the cotton, rice and sugar
B with its own wheat, lumber, coal and ice.
178. The Money Movement Automath-It
will be observed that the movement of money which has been described
A had more money
was not due to any one discovering that
than it needed, or than its proportional share. No statistician
or banker announced this result after computing the demand
for moneyandthesupply
of money inthatcountry.The
exchanges which restoredtheequilibrium
of priceswere
due wholly to the action of individuals, moved by a view of
their own interest. Not one of them cared, perhaps not one
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of them knew, whether money was in excess in A, or not, but
each, finding that by sending goods from B to A, or money
profit, contributed to the
from A to B, he couldsecurea
result.
W e have seen, in speakingof retail exchanges (par.149), that
a great amount of resistance is experienced in the operation
of what are called “the laws
of trade,”andweshallhave
occasiou to note, when we come to speak of wages, that the
laborer’sinertia,ignorance
andpovertydefergreatly,
and
even sometimes defeat altogether, the movements from place
to place, or from occupation to occupation, which is required
to secure his interests.
While the actual freedom and fullness of movement can, in
no department of economic activity,reachthetheoretical
in the departmaximum, the result is more nearly obtained
mentunderconsiderationthaninanyother.Thepersons
who ship goods or money, in consequence of excess or deficiency in the money supply, being merchants of large experience and ample means, kept fully advised of the state of the
marketsby weeklylettersandprice-currents,andinlater
years, by information received daily, and now, even by hourly
reports, through land telegraphs and ocean cables, the actual
here closely approximates the theoretical readiness and completeness of movement. At the same time, it is easy to exaggerate even that readiness and completeness.
170. Picking or Selecting the Coin.--We have seen that
any localexcess
of money, as betweenonecountryand
another,immediatelysetsinmotionforceswhichtend
to
restore the equilibrium. The local
excem of money also promotestheuse
of thepreciousmetalsintheindustrial
and
decorative arts. Thisapplication of the metals, always considerable,maybereadilyincreasedthroughareductionin
their value. As less and less of other things, wheat, iron or
cot’ton, or of labor which produces all these things,
will purchase a given amount of gold and silver, more gold and silver
go to the melting pot.
In the case of exportation, or the melting of coined money,
due to local excess, what determines the selection of the coins
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to be exported or melted ? Is it purely a matter of chance, or
ie it controlled by the comparative proximity of coins to the
pIace of exportation or the seat of the manufactureof jewelry,
or of dentalgoods, or of photographers'supplies ; or does
some distinct economic force enter to decide that certaincoine
shall go and others stay? Let us inquire.
180. Irregularities in the Coin."In the process of coin.
ing, it isinevitable,notwithstandingthetrulyadmirable
science and skill applied to this art, that
differences should
existbetween coins. Themints of some countriesdotheir
work much more exactly than others;* but the best mints can
not turn out pieces absolutely uniform in fineness and weight.
A certain range of variation must be allowed, and this is gmerally formulated by law, and is known as the " toleranoe " of
the mint.
Evenwereall coinsissued of exact uniformity, the wide
difference in usage would soon make an appreciable difference
in their weight. Some go early into hordesor deposits ; others
are worn down by almost continuous circulation ; others still
are dealt with illegitimately
by clipping, punching, and '' sweatof theirsubstancedisapting,"tillaconsiderableportion
pears.+
Three gold coins, the Russian Imperials, the Rench Napoleone, and!
the American Eagles, are bought by the Bank of England without remelting. The United States Mint turns out the finest gold coin of the
world ; the Russian Mint the next best. The min! of France was, fifty
years ago, charged with grave errors, all on one side, viz., in favor of
the minters ; but that mint is now of 'high authority. The mint of Great
Britain has until recently been badly managed and has done poor work,
in comparison with the others named, not outof any dishonest intention,.
or lack of mechanical skill, but from adherence to old fashions and antiquated machinery. Mr. Ernest Seyd and Prof. Jevons concurred aome
years ago in a very unfavorablecriticism of the establishment on Tower
Hill. More recently there has been improvement.

t Prof. Jevons estimated the proportion of " light " eovereigna in England, that is, of sovereigns reduced below the legal standardfor circulation, to be 30 per cent., the proportion in some agricultural districts rh
ing to 4.4 per cent.
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If, now, with a body of coin of unequal value, a demand for
the money-metal arises, for export or for use in the arts, the
All
process of picking or selecting coinwill a t oncebegin.
merchantsandbankersdealinglargelyin
coinwill lay by
those of full or nearly full weight, and throw the lighter specimens back into circulation.
This process of picking or selecting coin, begins early in the
history of such a demand as has been indicated, and proceeds
steadilyaslongasthatdemandlasts.Theoperationcosts
practicallynothing,andthe
profit, wheregreatnumbers of
coinsaredailyhandled,islargeandcertain.Clerksand
cashiers become so expert that they can tell light coins by the
touch, while, if doubt exists, a pair of adjusted scales will in
an infitant decide the question.
181. Gresham’s Law.“The observation of this process of
picking or selecting coin has led to the statement of the economictheorem,knownasGresham’sLaw,*
viz., that“bad
money always drives out good money.”
Thus baldly sbated, as in most treatises it is, the theorem is
false. That effectwill not beproducedunless
thebody of
money thus composed of heavy and of light coins, is itself in
excess of the needs of the community, as determined by the
law of the territorial dietribution of money, which has been
is, accordingtothis
stated. In acountryinwhichmoney
standard, deficient, a light coin may have,
by reason of that
deficiency, a nigher purchasing power than a heavy coin in a
country in which money is in excess.t
183. The Value Denominator, usually called the Measure
* From SirThomasQresham,founder of theRoyalExchange of
London. Died 1579.
t Mr. Ricardoclearlyexpressed this necessary qualification of Gresham’s Theorem, but, in doing so, has been followed by few writers. It
is, he says, “ a mistakentheory to supposethatguineas of 5 dwt. 8
grains, can not circulate with guineas of 5 dwt., or less. As they might
be in suchlimited quantities that both the one and the other might
actually pass in currency for a value equal to 5 dwt. 10 grains, there
would be no temptation to withdraweither from circulation ; there
would be a real profit in retaining them.”
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ofValue.-Thus far we have spoken of but one function of
money, that of the Medium of Exchange, and we have written as if there were but one. This has been for the purpose
of fixing the reader’s attentionstrongly on thework of
money, as the medium of exchange.
I n addition to this function of money, however, nearly all
economists are agreed in recognizing another independent and
eo-ordinate function of money, viz., as a (‘Measure of Value.”
‘(A second difficulty,” says ProfesNor Jevons, “arises in barter. A t what rute is any exchange to be made ? If a certain
quantity of beef be given for a certain quantity of corn, and,
in a like manner corn be exchanged for cheese, and cheese for
eggs, and eggs for flax, and so on, still the question will arise
” h o w much beef for how much flax, or how much of any one
commodity for a given quantity
of another? In a state of
barter, the price current Ziet would be a most complicated document, for each commodity would have to be quoted in terme
of every other commodity, or
else complicated rule-of-three
sumswouldbenecessary.Between
100 articlestheremust
exist no less than 4950 possible ratios of exchange. All such
trouble is avoided if any one commodity be chosen, and its
ratio of exchange with each commodity be quoted. Knowing
how much corn is
t o be bought for a pound of silver, and,
also, how much flax for the same quantity of silver, we learn
without further trouble how much corn exchanges soformuch
%ax. me chosen commodity hecomes a common denominator
or common m e w r e of value, in terms of which we estimate
thevalue of allothergoods,
so thattheir valuesbecome
capable of the most easy comparison.”
183.-An Incidental end Subordinate Function.-Admitting the importance of having a value-denominator, in which
the prices of all articles shall be expressed, we can not admit
that this constitutes a separate and independent function
of
money,since it is evident that gold or silver, or any other
article, can only serve as a value-denominator by and through
being usedas the medium of exchange.* It is only because
* Hence we see the error of Prof. Bowen’s statement : “We a n do
without money a8 a medium of exchange, and can even barter cornmod-
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silver, for instance, is, in fact successively exchanged against
a11 the articles in the market that the respective values
of these
articles, in terms of silver, become known, and that it, hence,
becomes possible t o make up the price-current with 100 specifications, e. g., and not with 4950. Instead of this being an
independent and co-ordinate function of money, therefore, it
is merely an advantage resulting from the
use of money as
themedium of exchange. It is, at most, anincidentaland
subordinatefunction.Thebetterstatement,still,
wouldbe
that money serves as
I. T h e Medium of Exchange:
(a) Dispensingwiththedouble
coincidencerequired
in
barter.
@) Furnishing a value-denominator.
184.-11. The Standard of Deferred Payments, usually
Called the Standard of Value.”We have seen that it is of
the essence of a sale for money, that the producer, or whoever
at the time stands in theplace of the producer, parts with his
product,receivingthereforsomethingwhichhedoes
not
expect personally to consume. His reason for receiving this
article in exchange for his product is that with it he expects
to obtain, in time and place and amount most suitable to his
convenience, that which he shall desire to consume. In other
words, he, by the act of exchange, defers his own consumption of the equivalent of his product, taking a piece or pieces
of money, as a sortof certificate or pledge that he shall receive
t o enjoyit. It
such anequivalentwheneverhegetsready
was in this view of money that Adam Smith said : ‘(A guinea
may be considered as a bill for a certain quantity of necessaries or conveniences upon all the tradesmen of the neighborhood.” *
~~

ities for other commodities without the use of anymedium.But
we
can not do without money as a cnmmon standard or measure of value.”
Were we to do -without money in the former capacity, we should perforce have tQ do without it in the latter, inasmuch as it ie only by being
actually wed as a medium of exchange, that the power of money to purchaw each commodity by turns became known.
* Prof. Senior calls money Abstract Wealth.”
‘I
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It will appear that, looking toward the satisfaction
of the
producer’s wants, a sale for money is only half a transaction.
H e sells his product for money, and must, in turn, sel1;so to
speak, his money for the product
of others, such as he may
desire personally to consume. To do this, however, though a
two-fold transaction, requires far less of time and labor, and
involves far less liability to ultimate disappointment, than the
attempt to secure the “double coincidence of wants and of
possessions,” spoken of in par. 161.
185. Money a Pledge of Future Enjoyment.”But while,
in the very act of a sale for money, the producer defers his
acquisition of the products of others, the question, when that
acquisition shallbe realized, remainsfor himself aloneto answerHe has the money, and whenever he
chooses to step into a
shop and layit down upon the counter, he may take his equivalent then and there, whether in meat or flour or groceries or
clothes or tools for his trade.
186. Sales on Credit.-we are now to contemplate transactions of a differentcharacter,whichgiverisetoanew
function of money, yiz., exchangeswheretheequivalent
is
not, at the time, received by the seller of goods ; but where
future payment ispromised.Thesetransactionsareknown
as Sales on Credit, because the willingness of the producer to
part with his goods, without at the time receiving an equivalent, depends upon the credit of the purchaser, or the degree
of confidence attaching t o his word or his bond. In such a case,
the purchaser’s character for honesty,hisresponsibility,
as
measured by the amount of his possessions, and the efficiency
of thelawinenforcingpayments,allmustbetaken
into
account.
187. The vast extension of credit-sales under the modern
organization of trade, makes a new and very important requirement upon that article which is to be used as money,
viz., that,
in addition to being conveniently portable, not liable to deterioration or accidental injury, easily subdivided, etc., it shall be
reasonably stable in value. Where a man takes money in his
hand as the equivalentof the productsold, which we call a saIe
for cash, he has no anxiety on this account. He may exchange
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hismoney for good8 the same day. If not, it isbecausehe
does not choose to do so. The matter rests with him. But if a
man is to forbear payment for aconsiderable time, it becomes
of great importance that he should know what that which he
is to receive at a distant date will be worth to him when he
gets it. On the day of the sale, the money which is stipulated
is worththegoods
; otherwise, the salewouldnothave
taken place. On the day of payment, the money may be conceivably worth twice the goods, or only half the goods. The
risk of some undeserved loss, the chances of some unearned
gain, are inherent in the nature
of sales on credit. Whether
that risk of loss or chance of gain shall be great or small, will
depend on the degree of stability which attaches t o the value
of the article used in that community, during that period, as
money.
It isevident that articleswhichmightbeequally
well
fitted for use as money in sales for cash, that is, which might
beotherwiseequallywellfitted
to serve as themedium of
exchange, may be very differently qualified to serve as what
we call the Standard of Deferred Payments.
188. The Grains and t h e Metals.-Thus, if we compare
the grains and the metals, we note that the former are quickly
consumed, the greater part in thefirst year, all within the second year; while thelatterlast,even
inactiveuse,many
years. The average “life ” of iron may perhaps be stated at
fifteen to twenty years ; the life of copper is much longer,
and that of gold and silver covers several human generations.
From these facts it results that,
if the production of any
grain, e. g., corn or wheat, falls off considerably, in any year,
through excess or deficiency of moisture or heat, the value of
that grain will rise rapidly, it may be to an inordinate height.
The production of gold or silver, and, in a lower degree, of
copper or iron, might be sensibly diminished for years without greatly affecting the quantity and, by consequence, the
value of the existing stock.
Now, if wheat were to be usedasmoney,
it would not
infrequently happen that, in the irregular alternation of good
and bad harvests, a producer selling hie goode on one or two
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years’ credit,would,whenthepayment
came to be mad+
receive one-half as much more, or even twiceas much in value,
as he would have received had the payment been made at the
time of the sale ; orhemightreceiveonlytwo-thirds
or
evenonlyone-half
whathisgoodswerethenworth.
Nor
could the injuries which the producer might suffer by receiving less than the value of the goods he parted with,be trusted
to be compensated by the unearned gains he might make
at
other times. So irregular and unaccountable is the occurrence
of bad seasons, that one man might have nearly all bad luck
and another nearly all good luck. The former might
be ruined,
bankrupted, and driven outof his shop or farm, before the tide
turned in his favor, As many as seven successive bad seasons
have been known in England. On the other hand, the metals
are not subject to frequent value variations
of great extent,
thoughliabletoincessantoscillations
of moderaterange.
Gold and silver, especially, on account of their high degree of
durability, are almost exempt from the influence of the production of a single year.
189. Fluctuations in the Value of the Precious Metals,But while the precious metals are thus almost a perfect “standard of deferred payments,” from one year
to another, they
are yet subject to great periodic variations from generation to
generation and from century to century. The production
of
thepreciousmetals is of the mostspasmodiccharacter.
At
times, a flood of gold, or of silver, or of both, has poured from
newly-opened mines, as after the discovery
of the mines of
Potosi in 1545, and of the mines of California almost coincidently with those of Australia, in 1849-51 ; at times, on the
other hand, mining industry has almost wholly ceased, either
fromtheexhaustion
of knowndeposits,or as the result of
war or civil disturbance. Such a cessation of mining industry
followed the invasion of the Roman Empire by the Teutonic
tribes. The series of revolutions andinsurrectionsinthe
SpanishAmericanStates,beginning
in 1809, destroyedthe
miningmachinery,scatteredtheminingpopulations,
and
dosed the mines of regions which had previouslybeen among
themost prolific sources of the world’s supply of metallic
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money. In agriculture, however, while incessant fluctuations
in the supply of thegrains, eventhosemostlargelyand
widely planted, result from the mutability of the climate, the
changes from generation t o generation, and from century to
century, are not so far reaching.
The vast breadth of arable land of reasonably uniform quality ; the simplicity of the processes of agriculture, and the
wide diffusion of the art of tillage ; the comparative immunity
of the soil amid ravages which greatly impair, perhaps permanently cripple, manufacturing, and in an even greater degree,
mining industry ; the limited applicability of the principle of
the division of labor t o agriculture and the relative
inefficiency
of machinery in its operations : these causes combine to render bread-corn, in truth, what Francis Horner pronounced it
to be, '(the real and paramount standard of all values."
190. corn -nts.-The
superior stability of value of the
cereals, through long period8 of time, has led to the suggestion that, in the case of contracts extending over considerable
terms of years, grain should be adopted as the standard for
determining the obligations of the debtor, the rights
of the
creditor. To alimitedextentthishasbeen
done ; but the
tendency to express the consideration of all sales in terms of
that which is the current money of daily use in the community is so strong that few persons, even of those who are acting as trustees, take the trouble thus
to guard the interests
they represent. The manifest convenience of having that for
the standard of deferred payments which is also the medium
of current exchanges, the indolence and want of initiative in
the mass of mankind, perhaps, also, a superstitious regard for
the precious metals, combine to withstand the reasons which
urge the expression of rents, interest and annuities in terms
of some leading grain, in the case of long leases, permanent
loans and fixed charges upon land.
101. Xultiple or Tabular Standard."It hasevenbeen
proposed to go further,in the effort to avoid those undeserved
losseswhichresult to debtors or to creditors, from changes
whichtake place inthevalue
of even the precious metah
throughlongperiods
of time. The scheme foramultiple
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standard or tabular standard, to form which a great number
of articles should be joined together, in order that their
individual value-variations may offset each other, was, early in
the century, suggested by writers in England and Germany,
and has more recently been advocated by Prof. Jevons of the
former,andbyProf.Roscher
fof thelattercountry.
This
proposed scheme will be briefly discussed in Part

VI.

CHAPTER IV.
MONEY AND IT8 VALUE-CONTINUED-DEBASED

COIN : SEI&

NIOBAGE.

192. Debased Coin."We now approach a question which
should be decided entirely upon the principles regulating the
value of money already laid down, yet which is the subject of
so much misconception, which has been so covered-over with
false reasoning andwhich is so sure to arouse prejudice and passion, that it is needful for the teacher accompany
to
the student
over the ground, and, if possible, save him from the pitfalls
and quagmiresintowhichtrainedlogiciansandpracticed
writershavefallen.Prof.Jevonshasremarkedthatakind
of intellectual vertigo attacks all who treat this fatal theme
of
money; and we have now reached the point where most peoplelose their heads. Thebeginneroughtnotto
be left to
find his way here alone, even if he has already been provided
with the chart and compass to guide his steps.
193. Seigniorage.-The most safe and convenient entrance
to this land of gins, and snares, and griefs, is through seigniorage. That term has long been applied to the amount of metal
abstracted by government, or thelord,the seignior, before
coinage.Seignioragemaybe
of twokinds, or rathertwo
degrees.
1. When the cost, either actual or approximate, of coinage
is taken out, and thus the state or the lord is reimbursed for
the expense.
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2. m e n more metal than is necessary to repay the expense

of coinage is abstracted ; and thus the state or the lord makes
a profit by the coinage.
104. Cost of Coinage.-Let us consider the first. Shall the
value of the coin be computed according to the market value
so muchbullion,or
shall
of the contained metal, viewed as
of the metal?
the cost of the mintage be added to the value
For instance, if the expense of making the coin called a dollar beonecent,shallthecoincontainahundredcents’
worth of gold or silver, or shall it contain only ninety-nine
cents’ worth, and the cost of the coinage be added to make up
the dollar ?
On this point the opinions
of economists and the practice
is
of governmentsdiffer.Althoughthequestioninvolved
not wholly economic in its nature, but is in part matter
of
political and fiscal expediency, we will here briefly state
the
arguments on the one side and the other.
On the onehand, it issaidthatgoldand
silver, being
wanted in the form of coins, are, for that reason, worth more
in coin than in bullion. Serving an additional
use as coined
money, they are the subjects
of ademandoverandabove
what exists for uncoined bullion, a larger demand justifying
a higher price.
It is urged that there is no more reason why gold in coin
should not be valued higher than gold in bars, than there
is
whygoldinbarsshouldnotbevaluedhigherthangold
imbedded in quartz. Note the treatment
of the other metals,
it is said : Iron is sold in the form of plates, rivets, rods, and
chains, a t more thanthe price of iron in thepig.
In the
same way, if gold in coin costs more, and is more useful than
in ingots, those who want it in the form of coin, and not the
whole community, should pay for the coinage.
Moreover, it is urged, if such a charge be not made, a vast
amount of metal will alternately be coined and melted down,
recoined, and again melted.
A seigniorage charge will put a
premium upon the exportation or melting of coin so that bullion will be taken instead.
105. Gratuitous Coinage.-It was
in this view that Dud-
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ley North called gratuitous coinage * “ a perpetualmotion
found out, whereby to melt and coin, without ceasing, and BO
feed goldsmiths and coiners at the public charge.”
I n the face of these considerations, however, some of the
greatest commercial nations, England foremost among them,
havemaintainedgratuitous
coinage. Nor is this c o u r ~ e
wholly without economic justification.
It is said that,while the expense of equipping, officering, and
operating a mint is large, the difference in expense caused by
mintingmoreorfewer
coins, is very small. For this, it is
argued, the country establishing gratuitous
coinage is compensated by the instantaneousness with which the export
of
gold follows the dightest accumulation in exceBB of the wants
of trade.
106. Seigniorage in Excess of Cost of Coinege--So much
for seigniorage which only covers the cost of c0inage.t W e

* The distinction between gratuitous coinage and free coinage,L8 not
sufiicientlyobserved.Where
no seignioragechargeismade,butthe
coin contains the full amount of bullion which corresponds its mint
value, i. e., when the dollar contains one hundred cents’ worth of metal,
that is gratuitous coinage. Free coinage exists, where any owner of bullion has the right to haveit coined on the same termsa~the government,
or a9 any other citizen, whether with or without a seigniorage charge.
Thus free coinage exists in England in regard to gold. Any subject cctn
bring gold, in any amount, to the mint and have
it made into goldcoin ;
but free coinage does not exist with respect to silver, that metal
being
coinedonly in suchamounts as theQovernment,throughthe Bank,
deemsnecessary forsupplyingthe
people of theKingdom with
‘ ‘ change.”
In the United States free coinage exists alsoin regard to gold; but the
coinage of silver is restricted. By the law of 1878, the Secretary of the
Treasury must coin two millionsof silver dollarsa month, and may coin
four millions, but no more. The coinage of half andquarter dollars,and
of smaller pieces of silver, is governed by the same principle as in England, During the continuanceof the bi-metallic system(PartVq in the
states of the “ Latin Union” (France, Italy, Belgium, and Switzerland),
free coinage existed in regard to both metale. The coinage
of silver Fe
now reatricted in those countries.
i. M.Chevalier has Proposed to apply the term Brasrags to the charge
for the actual cost of coinage.
‘ t o

~
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have now to speak of mint charges which exceed that
cost,
and become a source of revenue to the state. In the old days
of high prerogative, kings frequently made theirsole right of
of
coinage a means of profit. In England, during the reign
Edward IV., the seigniorage on gold was above 13 per cent. ;
during the reign of Henry VII., it once rose to 16 per cent.
These,however,wereexceptionalinstances
inEngland.
In
France, in Italy, and in most of the countries of continental
Europe, before the great revivalof modern commerce, debasement of the coin was a favorite resort of weak or profligate
monarchs.Both
inquantityandquality,inweightandin
fineness, the circulating money was pinched and robbed, until
the actual amount of pure metal bore sometimes a ludicrously
small ratio to the original fine contents of the coin. The English “ pound ” was once a pound-weight of silver. The pound
66, instead of 20 shilof standard silver is now coined into
lings. The “pound scots,” of which we read, had but & of
its originalweight.TheflorinandtheSpanishmaravedi
of
wereoncepieces
of gold. Theformer is nowapiece
silver ; the latter a piece of copper.
107. What ie the m c t of Seigniorage on the Purchasing Power of CoinP-On this subject I follow Mr. Ricardo
without deviation, believing that he was the economist who
most fully and justly apprehended the relations of money to
price ; and that departure from the principles laid down b y
that great thinker leads to confusion, misconception and needless controversy.
Let us suppose that a certain country requires for the purposes of domestic trade 1,000,000 pieces, each containing 100
grains of fine gold. This would involve the
use of 100,000,000 grains of gold as money ; and a certain average level of
prices would result from the relation between this amount (its
rate of circulation being amumed constant, for the purposes
of thefollowingillustration),andthedemandformoney
arising from the exchanges actually requiring to be effected
by the use of money.
Now, suppose the principle of seigniorage to be introduced,
thesovereign,out
of everyhundredgrainsbrought
to the

i
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mint, taking one t o repay the actus1 cost of coinage, putting
into circulation ~,oOO,OOO pieces of 99 grains each, and placing 1,000,000 grains in his storehouse as treasure, or causing
it to be manufactured into plate or ornament. There are now
only ~9,000,000 grains of goldincirculation,butthesame
number of pieces, each of the same “ mint-value,” i. e., 100
grains.
Will each piece now purchase as much of other commodities 8s before, or less ?
I answer,asmuch.Thereisthe
samedemandforpieces
for the purposes of exchange ; there is the same supply ; the
snme prices must result.
But suppose the sovereign proceeds further, and takes, not
one grain,butten,fromeveryhundred,issuing
1,000,000
pieces of only 90 grains each. Will the purchasing power of
eachpiece be affected? Not in the
least. There is the same
demand for pieces, the same supply. People still want pieces
of money ; canonly getthembygiving
commodities for
them ; have as many commodities and no fewer to give ; and
there are just as many pieces and no more to be obtained in
thiR way.
108. Excessive Iasues.-But: let U E take a step in a differentdirection.Let
us suppose that the sovereign,instead of
10,000,000 grains which he took
placing in his treasury the
under his right of seigniorage, coins this gold also into pieces
or public
of 90 grains each, and pays them out for personal
expenses. What willbe theresult ? Depreciationwill at
once begin. The 90,000,000 grains, when coined into the same
number of pieces of the same official (mint) denomination as
the 100,000,000 had been, retainedthe
samepurchasing
power;but when the ~00,000,000 are coined intoalarger
number of pieces, the purchasing power of each piece a t once
falle.
100. Ricardo’s Statement.-“‘ While the state alone coins,”
says Mr. Ricardo, “there can be no limit to this charge of
seigniorage ; for, by limiting the quantity of coin, it can be
raised t o any conceivable value.”
“On the same principle,” he remarks, ‘‘ viz., by a limitation

of quantity, a debased coin would circulate at the value
it
should bear if it were of legal weight and fineness, and not at
the value of the quantity of metal it actually contained.”
‘(In the history of the British coinage,” he continues, ‘(we
find, accordingly, that the currency was never depreciated in
the same proportion that it was debased, the reason for which
was that it was never increased in quantity, in proportion
to
its diminished intrinsic value.”
Mr. Ricardo did not flinch from the assumption of a seigniorage of 60 per cent. “There
can,” he asserted, (‘exist no
depreciation of money, but from excess. However debased a
coinage may become, it will preserve its mint value ; that is
to say, it will pass in circulation for the intrinsic value of the
bullion which it ought to contain, provided it be not in
too
great abundance.”
This doctrine, which has proved (‘a hard saying ” to many
economists, a stumbling-block and a rock of offense to many
readers, is, it will be observed, merelythe rigorous, courageous
application of the principle that the valueof money is determI
inedsolely bytherelationbetveendemandandsupply.
believe it to be the true doctrine of monetary circulation.
It is not to be thought that Mr. Ricardo advocated a seigniorage in excess of the cost of coinage. “ T h e limits beyond
which a seigniorage can not be advantageously extended,” he
says, “are the actual expenses incurred in manufacturing the
coin.” The objections t o a debased coinage are two
: First,
inasmuch as the mint value of such coins is above the value
of the bullion they contain, the excess of such coins in circulation may proceed to a high degree, producing mischievous
effects upon trade and industry, before exportation begins,
since, for use in foreign Iandb, the coins have value
only according to the amount of pure metal in them. Secondly, the practice of reducing the amount of bullion in t.he coins is deemed
to be a dangerous one, because there is no point at which we
can be sure it will stop. Every fiscal exigency of the governof the
ment will suggestfreshattacksupontheintegrity
coin.
These objections, the first of which alone ie based upon eco-
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nomic principles, are precisely those which we shall see (pars.
441-445)offered to the issue of inconvertible paper money.
200. The Omitted Proviso to Ricardo’sStatement.There is one proviso which should be attached
to any statement of Mr. Ricardo’s theorem regarding the valueof debased
coin. That Mr. Ricardofailed himself thustoquaIifyhis
proposition that, however,debased a coinage maybecome, it
will preserve its mint value,” has caused much misapprehension
of hia views. The required proviso has already been intimated (par. 172), when we were speaking of causes which may
diminish the demand for money.
If debasement of the coin be carried so far and carried on
80 long that a popular reluctance to receive the money pieces
be generated, sufficient to cause men to modify or limit their
production in order to avoid exchanges, or to cause them to
encounter the inconveniences of barter rather than handle the
distrusted coin, thendepreciationmayresult.That
is. the
supply of moneywill bec,omeexcessive throughtheblow
inflictedupon thedemandformoney.Butthiscanhappen
on no other condition ; and a popular reluctance
t o receive
coins is not a neceRsary consequence of debasement. Why do
men take moneyat all ? W e said, in first describing the money
function, that it is not because they have, at the time, any
personal use for the goldor silver or iron or leather, or paper,
or wood, of which it may be composed ; but it is taken as a
means of obtaining, in due time and place, that which they do
desire to consume. Xentake moneybecause they believe
others will, in. turn, takeitfromthem.If
a man be only
assured of this, he has no reason to ca.re, in fact he does not
care, what the money is made of, what the coin contains.
201. Depreciation nota Necessary Resultof Debasement.
-Let us suppose the coin of a country, without being increased
inamount, t o bedebasedthreepercent.,andthefactto
becomeknown. The habit of accepting the coin is strong ;
the acquiredmomentum of thecirculatingmassisgreat;
men must (1) either take the coins inexchange for their products, or (2) they must cease to produce ; or (3) they must
change their industry and produce that which does not need
((
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t o be exchanged, i. e., that which they will themselves consume ; or (4) they must resort to barter. Now, any one of the
latter courses involves an initial loss, greater, doubtless, much
greater, than any possible loss in receiving coin debased three
per cent. For this reawn mencontinue to receive the coin,
or, more properly, they continue to receive it without reasoning at all about the matter, having been accustomed to take
it freely. If any man, more thoughtful than his fellows, hesitates to accept the moneypieces, his doubts vanish on beholdingallaroundhimreceiving
it without demur. That
is all
heneeds, Ifotherswilltakethe
coins from him,hisown
occasions will, in turn, be answered. He does not want to eat
the coins, or to make them into jewelry, but
to use them in
buying the necessaries of life. If they will do that, they are
of
good enough for him. And so a full and free acceptance
a debased coinage might be established, in spite of a momentary feelingof reluctance, or even without
such afeeling arising
at all. Just this condition of things has existed, in many
a
country, many a time.
Suppose that, after the community has become accustomed
t o aseigniorage of threepercent.,someexigency of government, or the greed of the prince, should lead to a further equal
debasement of the coin, making a total of six per cent.
In
that event, either the habit of accepting the coin of the realm
would maintain the circulation of the debased money, or, if
that circulation were to be challenged by popular objection,
then the question would be presented to every man, as before,
whether he would take this debased coin, or cease producing,
in whole or in part, or change his industry so as to produce
articles which would not requireto be exchanged,or, lastly, resort to barter.It might easily happen that to
do any one of the
things last spoken of would cost any producer more than the
possible loss by accepting coin debased three per cent.further;
and, so, a full and free circulation of the debased coin might
be maintained.
20% And it is to be borne in mind that this coin circulates
at its mint-value, not at a discount of six per cent., or of any
other rate. There is
noreason why the coin should be sub.
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jected to adiscount.Assuming,as
we havedone, that the
habits of the people in regard to production and trade
have
not been, as yet, changed by the debasement of the coinage,
there are just as many goods tobe exchanged as before. Just
as many money-pieces are, therefore, needed, while no more
money-pie,cesare to be had, since we have all along made the
condition that the metal abstracted by the government should
not be put into new coins.
203. Depreciation Results from Excessive Issues. - But
now let us suppose that, when the debasement has proceeded
to the extent of ten per cent., government takes the gold and
silver it has abstracted, and issues it in the form of new coin
debased like the other. Immediately depreciation will set
in.
The value of money, like the value of any thingelse, is detemined by the relation between demand and supply. The goode
to beexchangedformoneypiecesremainingthesame
in
amount, and the number of pieces having been increased, the
purchasing power of each piece falls.
So far the effect is the same as in the case of an excess of
full-metal coin ; but, asdepreciationproceeds,theessential
difference between the two kinds of money appears. With an
excess of full-metal coin,exportationbegins
at once. The
country becomes a good market to sell in, a bad market to buy
in, both for the samereason, viz., prices are higher there ;
and thecourse of exchange will speedily bring in the remedy.
With debased coin, however, no outlet is afforded until the
depreciationreachesthepointwhenthe
90 grains of fine
metal in the coin will bring more abroad, melted down, than
the coin (though of the mint-value of 100 grains) will bring at
home. Within this limit, depreciation may proceed without
remedy.
204. Inflation.-A
permanentexcess of theciroulating
money of a country, over that country’s distributive share of
the moneyof the commercialworld,iscalled
inflation. Ita
influence on industryandtrade,and
on the dktribntion of
wealth, will be discussed hereafter,
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C H A P T E R V.
INCONVERTIBLEPAPEB

MONEY.

nos. I n monetary science, the true entrance to paper money
is through seigniorage. If

we have rightly apprehended the
relations of seignioragetothecirculation
of coin, andto
prices, we need have no difficulty in dealing with any question arising under the present title.
“ T h e whole charge for paper money may be considered as
seigniorage.” This remark of Mr. Ricardo is true and very
significant. W e have seen thattheStatemay
withhold
from the coinone per cent. of the pure metal, to cover the
cost of coinage ; that it may withold ten per cent., as a means
of securing revenue for the treasury
; that the State may go
further and, bysuccessive invasions of the coin, take out twothirds of the money metal, as in thecase of the English pound
sterling, or all but three per cent., as in the case of the pound
Scots ; that it may even go further still and substitute copper
for gold, as in the case of the Spanish maravedi.
Now let the last step be taken in the same direction, and,
instead of pieces of metal, let the public treasury issue pieces
of paper bearing the names of the superseded coins, and we
shall have a body of money governed by precisely the same
principles, alike as to circulation and as to the resulting prices
of commodities, as a debased coinage. Paper money is money
upon which the seigniorage charge is one hundred per cent.
206. Historical Instancesof Inconvertible Paper Money.
-The invention of paper money, likemanyanothergreat
discovery, is traced to the orient. When Marco Polo visited
China in the twelfth century, he foundin circulation a money
consisting of pieces cut from the inner bark of the mulberry
tree.
These
were
issued “with as much solemnity
and
authority as if they were of pure gold and silver.’’ A century
later, one of the rulers of Persia introduced paper money in
direct imitation of the Chinese, the imitation extending even
t o devices and names ; but the experiment herewas less fortunate than the Chineseexperiment, since, after two or three
days of enforcedcirculation, themarketswere
closed, the
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people roae, the officials were massacred, and the money dieappeared. A centurylater,
we hear of papermoney
in
Japan.
It took the duller-witted races of Europe eome centuries
more to comprehendthemysteries
of paper money;and
meanwhile princes had to content themselves, when hard-up,
with operating upon the
coin, swearing their coiners not to
divulge the secrets of the mint, and juggling theirpeople just
as far as the omnipresentscales and acids of the banker would
permit.Butwhenpapermoneybecameoncefairlyintroduced into Europe, it was, like some of those other inventione
and discoveries referredto,rapidlyimprovedinitsdetails
and extended in its applications.
An eminent writer on finance, M. Wolowski, claims for his
native country of Poland the proud distinction, as he regards
it, of having been the only nation in Europe which has given
no example of the issue of papermoney ; butit is to be
remembered that Poland lost her independence a long while
ago. Had she survived to the present time, it is not unfair to
believe she would have her paper money history equally with
the giganticneighbors who crushed out her national life.
Of the present States of Europe, all which border on the
Mediterranean, excepting France and Italy, have inconvertible
paper money, issued by government. Russia, t.hough both a
northern and a southern State, casts in its lot with the Mediterraneannationsinthisrespect.Thenortherntier
of
countries, Great Britain, France, Belgium, Holland, Germany,
and Scandinavia, have paper money, indeed, but of that class
which we shalldescribe, underasubsequenttitle,asBank
Money.
20’7. Characteristics of Inconvertible Paper Money.The kind of money of which we are writing may either be
issued originally by the State, asin the case of the present
paper money of most of the southern Statesof Europe already
mentioned ; as in the case of the “ assignats ” and ‘(mandate ”
of the French revolutionary epoch ; as in the the case of the
“ Continental currency ” of the American revolution, and
of
the ‘‘ Greenbacks ” and “ Confederate notes ” of the war of
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eeceeaion ; or, secondly, it may result from the degeneration
of bank money, originally issued with the character of convertibility, but, by some exigency of government or stress of
commercial misfortune, losingthat character, and protected in
its inconvertibility by law, as in the case of the English Bank
money of the “Itestriction” (1!797-1821), as in the case of
the notes of the Bankof France during therevolution of 1848,
and, again, during and after the war of 1870-71, and as in
numerous other cases of minor importance.
Generally speaking, forced circulationis an attribute of this
sort of money, though that character may be disguised, especially in the case of degenerated bank money, by one
artifice or
another. For instance, the moneymaynot
be madelegal
tender, but all remedy at law may be taken away from creditors who refuse to receive it.
Paper may be declaredt o be redeemablein coin ; that promise may even be borne upon the face of the paper ; but if provision be not made so that, in fact, every holder of a note can
obtain coined money therefor
at will, the paper is inconvertible.
If any conditions to redemption are interposed,
it isnone theless
iwonvertible than if redemption were not even promised
The pledge of publio lands or stocks for ultimate payment,
makes no difference, in this respect. No paper money is convertible, the full, immediate and unconditional redemption of
which is not, at all times, within the choice of the holder,
208. Is thie Properly Called XoneyP-herican economists have generally agreed to deny the title, money, to such
issues. Indeed it is as much as one’s reputation for economia
orthodoxy is worth, to concede that inconvertible paper may
becomemoney.
If we seek a reason for this attitude of the economists, we
find that it is because they deprecate the useof such B I‘ ciroulating medium,” deeming it mischievous, pernicious, destructive of industrial and social well-being. But, as I have ventured elsewhere to remark, it would be as reasonable to deny
that whisky is drink, because we deprecate its use as drink, a s
to deny that inconvertible notes are money because we deprecate their u8e as money.
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The economists have dealt with the subject as if the question were necessarily this, moneyor not money P money being
assumed to be, not only a good thing in general, but always
beneficial, in all relations and under all
circumstances. And,
inasmuch as they think they have
shown (in which I fully
agree with them), that the
use of inconvertible paper produce8
very injurious effects, they deny thatit is entitled to be called
money.
According to the views presented in this treatise, the sole
test of money is the performance of the money function. A0
has been said, that which does the money-work is the moneything. If it does this work well, it is good money ; if it does
this work ill, it is bad money.
200. M:ey Paper Mopey Serve &B the Common Medium of
&change?-AboUt this there
can, I conceive,be no doubt
of 1862 to
whatever. Take the United States “Greenbacks”
1879. Did producers accept them readily in full payment
for
goods P Yes, with the utmost readinees. Didmenresort to
barter to avoid the use of this medium of exchange P No,
Did men refuse to produce, or contract their production, or
modify it, lest they should have to receive those circulating
notes in payment ? Again, no.
Thereneverhad beenaperiodin
ourhistory when the
division of labor was carried further ; when the difEerentiation of industry and the diversificationof production went on
more rapidly. This is the sure test of the performance of the
moneyfunction.Thedifferentiation
of industry and the
diversification of production involve increasingly the use of
money. Wheneverproduction is beingenlargedanddiversuosified, there, without any question, something is acting
cessfully as the medium of exchange,
Observe that it is not now a questionof prices, of how many
dollars in greenbacks were required in
1864 or 1874 to buy
in 1860, or
whattendollarsingoldwouldhavepurchased
as we have seen,
would purchase at the present time. That,
is a matter of the volume and rapidity
of circnlation. T h e
question now, is simply as to the freedom and fuUnes8 of airdation

It is not asserted that such paper is always and everywhere
money. It becomes money when it begins to do the moneywork ; it remains money as long as
it continues to do that
work ; it falls out of the aategory of money when it ceases to
do that work. After the American Congress had issued the
“ Continental ” money in such quantity that even the treasury
aeased to keep a record of the issues, and the value had sunk
to 200:l of silver, there is no question that, for a short period
before the notes finally disappeared and silver came back, the
notes ceased to be money. Men would not take them ; modified their production, or curtailed it to avoid the necessity of
taking the discredited paper ;resorted increasingly to barter,
in spite of allitsinconveniences. The same fate befell the
French “ mandata ” after the revolutionary authorities had
issued “ assignats ” to an amount popularly statedat forty-five
thousand millions of francs. The Confederate notes ceased to
be money upon
the collapse of the government that
issued them.
210. May Paper Money serve a8 the Value Denominetor ?
”It is a t this point that the economists appear to me most
deeply in error, insisting, as they do, that here is something
which metal money does, but paper money can not do.
It was said, in t h e last chapter, that money, in performing
of as the
the function now in question, is commonly spoken
“Measure of Value.” Now, what moneydoes inthis connection is no more than t o serve as the common denominator
of values, as described by Prof. Jevons, in par. 182. It was
ahown in the pages immediately following, that this function
is not a separate and independent function
of money, but a
purely incidental and subordinate function ; that not only ie
m y thing which is competent to serve as the general medium
of exchange, adequate also to serve as the common denomintor of values ; but that any thing which does, in fact, serve
m the medium of exchange, must, in the very act and part of
is whatissought
doing so, createtheprice-current,which
under this title.“
* The idea that values are “ measured ” by money, has a great deal of
tenacity. A somewhatmoreextendeddiscussion
of this quastion will
be found in my work on Money, Chap, XIV.
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If corn, beef, wool, potatoes, coal, and all other articles in
the market are daily exchanged for that one
article-moneyno matter of what it consists, or why it became money, we
have, as the direct result of those transactions, the means of
comparingthevalues
of corn,beef,
wool, andall
othe,
If allthose
articles : that is, wehaveourprice-current.
articles are exchanged againstpieces of paper, we obtain their
exchangingproportionsjustasreally,justasaccurately,
readily and intelligibly, as when they are exchanged against
pieces of gold,silver or copper. If one articlebringsthree
pieces of paper, another ten, another eight, we learn the comparative value of those articles as quickly and easily as if the
first brought three pieces of silver, the second ten, and the
third eight.
211. May Paper BIoney Serve &B the Standard of
Deferred Payments ? “ W e have seen that paper money may
become the general mediumof exchange, being taken as freely
and eagerly as money of silver or gold. W e have alsoseen
that whatever serves as the general mediumof exchange does,
by that very fact, serve, also, as the common denominator of
values, furnishing the price-current from which are determinedtheexchangingproportions
of allcommodities inthe
market.
That paper money may serve
as the standard of deferred
As was statedunderaprepaymentsgoeswithoutsaying.
vious title, forced circulation is generally an attribute of this
sort of money, andwherethat
is the case, suchmoney
becomes, by definition, thestandard of deferredpayments.
By it the obligation of the debtor, the claim of the creditor,
ismeasured,as ofcourRe.
Evenwherepapermoneyis
not
made legal tender,it is almost, if not quite, as likelyto become
the standardof deferred payments as a money
of silver or gold.
The tendency to express the consideration of all sales in terms
of that which is the current money of daily use, is so strong
that few persons, even of those who are acting as trustees,will
take the trouble to make leases,rents, annuities or interest
upon loans payable in any thing but the ordinary circulatk
medium of the time.
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The notes of the Bank of England were not legal tender, in
the ordinary sense, during the period of the cr Restriction” ;
yet, though they ceased to be convertible in 1’79’7,the first
instance, so far as I am aware, of a refusal to accept such
notes in payment of debts, was that of Lord King, in 1811 ;

and thia refusal took place, as Lord King claimed, not from
any selfishmotive, butpurelyinorderthat,bystrongly
attracting public attention to the unfortunate monetary condition of thekingdom,hemightpromotetheresumption
of
specie payments.
Duringthecirculation of thelegaltendergreenbacksin
the United States, every person who wishedto make contracts
for future payments in terms of gold or silver, was at liberty
to do so ; yet it is notorious that few took advantage of their
in thisrespect.Thatwhichhad
become,no
legalright
matter how, the current money of daily use became, for that
reason alone, the almost universal standard of deferred payments.
It is another question whether paper money performs this
function with justice to debtor and creditor, or with advantage to the general community. That
question we shall meet
further on.
212. What Determines the Value of Paper Money PWhat determines the value of anykind of money ? W h a t
determinesthevalue
of anything ? Demandand supply.
The demand for money is, a6 we saw (par. 1’70), the amount
of money-work to be done, the amonnt of exchanging requiring to be effected through the use of money. The supply of
money is themoney-forceavailable to do the money-work.
It is compounded of tbe volume of the circulating money and
the rate of circulation. Supposing the occasion for the use of
money-the demand-to remain
the same, and the rate of the
circulation of paper to be the same as that of metal, the value
of a body of paper moneywouldbe the same as that of a
body of money consisting of as many pieces of metal a8 there
were pieces of paper, the pieces being of the same denominations,” whether stamped with the mint-press or the printingpress.
((
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W e said : Supposing the rate of circulation of paper to be
the same as that of metal.” I am aware of no reason for
supposing that any differenceintherate
of circulation of
metal money, on the one hand, and of paper money on the
other, would exist, if all other conditions were alike, of sufficient importance to be taken into account. The paper would,
of course, be handledRomewhat more easily, would be remitted
by mail or parcel-delivery somewhat more readily and safely,
andthusathousanddollars,
so-called, inpaperwoulddo
eomewhat more money-work than a thousand dollars inmetal.
The difference inthatrespect
would,
however,
notbe
important.
W e mayaccordinglydropthis
proviso. W e alsosaid :
“Supposing the occasion for the use of money-the demand
”to remainthe
same.’’ Willthedemandfor
moneybe
&ected by the substitution of paper for metal ? The popular
opinion undoubtedly is that the mere fact of the emission of
inconvertiblepaperproducesdiscredit,
so that suchmoney,
irrespective of any excess, at oncebecomes distrustedand
avoided.
218. Depreciation nota necessary consequenceof Inconvertibility.-Theopinionabovestated
is unfounded. We
saw (par. 201) that depreciation is not a necessary result
of
debasement of the coin. Not only will the same line of
reasoning establish the proposition that depreciation is not a
necessary result of the issue of inconvertible paper ; but historical instances not a few exist of such paper money maintaining itself for a time in circulation without discredit and
without depreciation. It is undoubtedly true, as Prof. Bonamy Price asserts, that “experience has proved that
it need
not of necessity suffer any depreciationof value.”*
On a point so vital it may be well to add authority to reason, ape.
cielly aa current American literature misrepresents the real purport of
economic opinion on this subject.
Mr. Thomas Tooke, the most eminenteconomic statistician of the
world, explicitly and repeatedly states that depreciation io not a news.
~ e r consequence
y
of inconvertibility.
Mr.James Wileon, founder of the London Ewnmiat, and a stam
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214. Inconvertible Paper always imued a8 Cheap Money.
” T h e moving cause in theissue of inconvertible paper money
has been its cheapness, as compared with the metal money
which it has replaced. Whatever excellencies may have been
reflectively discovered in such money after it had come into
circulation, I am not aware that the institutionof suchmoney
has been due, in an individual instance, to any other virtual
reason than that which hasbeen expressed.
W e saw that the sovereign first pinched the coin, say, one
per cent., under the name of seigniorage, to meet the cost of
coinage, and then, finding the opportunity too tempting, took
out it might be five, it might be fifteen per cent., or even
more, for his own benefit. The issue of paper money, is in
effect, the exaction of a seigniorage of one hundred per cent.
A t times, that exaction has been made in cold
blood, at the
the
dictate of avarice ; a t times, and indeed,moreoften,
exactionhasappeared to bejustified, if not sanctified* b y
some great exigency of national life.
man and financier of wide experience, declares that
if the amount of
inconvertible paper be properly regulated, “ there is no reaaon whatever
why such notes should suffer depreciation.”
M. Courcelle-Seneuil,a F’rench writer on Finance,whose views are
entitled to much consideration, expresses the opinion
that if the emissions of paper money be moderate, they may have the same value
811
metallic money.
I have made use of three names of the first rank in the economica of
finance. Let me now quote, at greater length, themost illustrious writer
k n o w n to monetary science.
The whole charge for paper money,” says Mr. Ricardo, “ may be
considered aa seigniorage. Though it has no intrinsic value, yet by limiting ita quantity, ita value in exchange is aa great as an equal denomination of coin, or of bullion in that coin. It is not necessary that paper
money should be payable in specie to secure ita value ; it is only necessary that ita quantity should be regulated according to the value of the
metal which is declared to be the standard.”
*Hence the phrase the “ the blood-stained Qreenback.” Leet 1 should
be misunderstood, let me say that it is my firm belief that the issue of
inconvertible paper money is never a sound measure of finance, no mat.
ter what the stress of the national exigency may be, I believe it to be 88
eurely a mistaken policy 88 the resort of an athlete to the brandy bottle.
It meana mischief always. If there ia ever a time when a nation ne&
’
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216. Without any such stress of fiscal necessities 8 s those
caused b y war, paper money has been frequently issued
by
governments as a fiscal resource, to enable public works to be
created, to meet an unexpecteddeficiency of revenue, or even,
as in the case of some of the early American colonies, to set
bounties on manufactures or the fisheries. There is always a
great temptation, to statesmen and to
people alike, in times of
emergency, in the knowledge that it is possible to replace a
money of high cost b y a money of low cost, of cost, indeed,
so small that it may be called no cost.
218. Is it really Cheap Money P-That depends on whether
it be good money or not. The money function
is so importno
ant, so vital, in the industrial system, that there can be
true economy in any money but the very best. If the first
cost of money can be saved, in whole or in part, without loss
of efficiency or safety, that course is unmistakably dictated b y
the same law of the human mind which impels the individual
to go to his object by the shortest path,
or to buyin the cheapest market. T o use a money which has to be dug out of the
depths of the earth, drilled and blasted out
of rock, perhaps a t
thedepth of twothousandfeetwherewateralmostboils
from internal fires, when a money in every way as good could
be madefrompaper-pulpandprintedwith
a steam press,
wouldbetheextreme of wastefulness. On the other hand,
to use any but the best money, that which will perform the
money function in the
moet perfect manner, would be economy

ita full collected vigor, with a ~ t e d ypulse, a calm outlook,a 5rm hand,
a brain undisturbed by the fumes of this alcohol of commer-paper
money-it is when called to do battle for its life with superior force. It
is to my mind the highest proof of the supreme intellectual greatness of
Napoleon, that, during twenty years of continuous war, he never was
driven to this desperate and delusive resort. I hold any man to be something less than a stateaman, in the full sense of that word, who, under
any stress of fiscal exigency, supports or submits to a measure for the
h u e of paper money not convertible, at theinstant, on demand, without
conditions, into coined money. The political arguments by which such
m e s u m are always supported,on the outbreak of war, seem to me the
veriest trash, due half to ignorance, andhalf to cowardice.
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of the same sort and degree as putting rotten timbers into a
bridge because they were cheaper than soundtimbers.
ai?. IB it, then, Good Money P-I know of nothing in the
history of inconvertiblepapermoneytoindicate
that such
money, when issued of a denominative value not
to exceed
the mint-value of the coin which would have circulated in the
community under the law for the territorial distribution
of
money which has been stated (pars. 176-80), may not wrve as
the general medium of exchange, so far as the internal* trade
of a country is concerned, in every way as satisfactorily as the
coin itself. Indeed, if any preference exists,it will be in favor
of the papermoney,asmoreconvenient
tohandle,more
readily transported, more 6UCCesSfUlly concealed.
Moreover, it has, I think, been sufficiently shown that whatever acts as the general medium of exchange, in the very act
of doing this performs the functionof a common denominator
of values, furnishing a price-current in which thevalues of all
commodities are expressed in terms of that one article.
But as regards the function of a standard for deferred payments, a wide difference may exist between two articles which
night, withequalconvenience,beused
asthemedium
of
exchange. It might happen that an article having a decided
preference in the latter function would be found far inferior
in the former function ; might even be miserably deficient in
us,
therequisites of astandard of deferredpayments.Let
then, inquire further respecting inconvertible papermoney, on
this score.
218. Inaonvertible Paper Money aa t h e Standard of
DeferredPegments.-Inthefactthatthismoneyhas
no
natural cost of production, lies the possibility, not merely of
gross injustice ae between individuals and classes of the community (which is not an economic consideration), but also of
grave industrial evils, and even disastersof the most appalling
character. Mr. Ricardo has rightly said that, by limiting the
supply, any degree of value can be given to the money of a
country, be it of gold and silver or of paper ; but in the case
*The relations of inconvertible paper money to foreign trade apd
international exchangea will be spoken of in paragraph a2Q.
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of the last no limitationof the supply is setby natural forces.
Paper moneyhasnocost
of production.The
expense of
printing a dollar bill is
so small, that, for purposes of economic reasoning, it may be disregarded altogether, while the
expense of printing a ten-dollar bill or a hundred-dollar bill
or a thousand dollar bill is no greater. The limitation of supply in the case of such money, therefore, must be left to law,
convention, or accident.
We have seen that it would require many years of highly
stimulated production to affect appreciably the world's stock
of the precious metals, and, by consequence, the value of thoee
metals. The cereal grains, indeed, being consumed in one or
two years after their production, maybe increased in quantity
more rapidly, say, twenty or thirty per cent. in a year, as the
result of exceptionallyabundantharvests
; yet evenhere
human volition only controls the elements of production to a
limited extent ; and increase on such a scale could not be carried forward more than two or three years at the furthest. In
the case of paper money, however, the stock may be increased,
at the will of the issuer, to any extent, within the briefest
period. Thequantitymaybetrebled,
decupled,centupled,
by the operations of the printing-press.
219. Domestic Effects of Inflation.--The value of money
depending, as has been shown, upon the relation of supply to
demand, an increase of issues implies a loss of value in each
given quantity of money. This involves a corresponding loss
t b all creditors,andacorrespondinggain
t o alldebtors.
That result, being brought about by legislation or by the act
of the prince, isproperlytermed confiscation. So far as it
concerns only the existing body of debts, the question of confiscation is of interest only from the point of view of political
equity. But such a measure also becomes a highly destructive
force within the field of present and future industry, dealinga
grievous blow at the instincts of frugality in the individual,
and at theorganization of the industrial body for the purposes
of production and exchange.
Such a blow once dealt might in time be recovered from ;
but if new fiscal exigencies of the government,or the political
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presaure of the debtor class draw out other issues of inconvertible paper, not only will the value of the money continue
to sink, through excess of supply, but another cause will begin
to work in the samedirection. The money demand willreceivea shock suchas has been described in par. 200, which
may operate slowly and continuously, or may produce a sudden collapse of the circulation, the treasury crowding out the
paper upon a reluctant and indignant people, who will none of
it ; who, through experience of grave losses in the past, shun
it as theywouldtheplague,contractingtheirindustry,
or
changing its form at whateversacrifice, or resorting to barter
in spite of all its inconveniences, to avoid the use of the detested money. This was the fate, at the last, of the American
“ Continental Currency,” and of the “Assignats ” and “ Mandata ’)of the French revolution.
Sucharethe
possibilities attendingthe
issue of paper
money by the government.
It maybeaskedwhatarethe
As wehaveherereachedthe
probabilities of thecase?
limit of strictly economicinquiry, I prefer to postpone our
answer to this question to Part VI., where, under the title
“Political Money,” the subject will be briefly treated in ita
political and historical aspects.
220. Inconvertible Paper Money andForeign Exchanges.
” B u t before we leave the topicof inconvertible paper money,
wehave to view another phase, viz., its relation toInternational Exchanges. Thus far,
we havespoken of the issue
of papermoney by government,only in its effects upon
domestic trade and production.
W e are now to consider its
influence upon the commercial relations of the issuing country
with foreign countries.
By the mere fact of the adoption of this kind of money, a
oountry loses all the advantages of an automatic regulation of
the money supply through the normal movements ,of trade.
Papermoney finds no outletininternational commerce. It
oan not be exported and retain its
value. Hence its regulation becomes purely mechanical. Having no natural cost of
production, it will not, if in excess in any country, flow away
in obedience to the law which governs the distribution of a
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moneyhavingacceptanceabroadequallyas
a t home. If
issuedinexcess, it canonlyberemoved
by being pumped
out by the same force which originally issued it.
Evenwherethe
excess of suchpaper money, overwhat
wouldhavebeenthatcountry’sdistributiveshare
of the
world’s money, be not enough to produce grave disturbances
of
domesticindustry,the
effect on foreigntrade will yetbe
momentous. The immediate result of any excess must be to
establish a premium upon that metallic money in which alone
foreign balances can be paid.
T o one who is not familiar with the largest operations
of
commercethismay
seemasmall
matter ; yet, if we may
trustthosewhoarebestqualified
to decidesuchquestions,
the money of a commercial state can not depart, by the narrowest interval, from the money in which international balances are discharged, without creating obstructions, exciting
apprehensions and even occasioning losses, to which modem
trade, with its highly developed and acutely sensitive organization, will not submit, or will do so only upon the payment
of heavy fines by the offending community.
DuringtheGermanwar,andfor
some yearsafter, viz.,
from 1871-1877, the notes of the bank of France were inconvertible ; yetsuchwasthesagacityandprudence
of the
any
directors of that institution that at
notimewasthere
considerablediscount on that money,thepremiumongold
being often but a small fractionof one per cent. Yet, slight as
was the disturbance of the domestic circulation, Mr. Bagehot,
in his standard work, Lombard Street, written during the period
of suspension,attributes t o it the most momentous consequences.
((The note of the bankof France,” he says,lihas not, indeed,
beendepreciatedenoughtodisorderordinarytransactions.
E u t anydepreciation,howeversmall,
ewen the ZiabiZity tp
depreciation, withoutits reality, is enough to disorder exchange
transactions. Theyarecalculatedtosuchanextremity
of
fineness, that the change of a decimal may be fatal, may turn
a profit into loss. Accordingly London hasbecome the sole
in Europe,
greatsettling-house
of exchangetransactions
instead of being, as formerly, one of two.”
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CHAPTER VL
BANE MONEY.

831. The Characteristics of Bank Money."To secure the
superior convenience of paper money, and,in a degree, also, its
cheapness, as contrasted with moneyof metal, while retaining
the comparative stability
of value which characterizes thelatter,
and to keep the local circulation in such close communication
withthegeneralcirculation
of commerce asto insure the
automatic regulation of the money supply, bank money has
been invented.
The essential characteristic of such money is that the paper
is instantlyconvertible, on thedemand of the holder, into
coined money. Whenever, by the unrebuked and unpunished
lapse of the banks issuing papermoney, as so frequently in the
early history of the United States, or by the actionof governownpurposes, the
ment upon its own initiative and for its
money so issued fails t o be convertible to the full extent indicated, it becomes inconvertible paper money. Nothing entitles
paper to be called bank money except full, instant,
unconditional redemption in coin. There is no stopping-place between
this condition end inconvertibility.
Generally speaking, this sort of money is issued by institutions which, whether under State patronage or not, are so far
disconnectedfromthegovernmentthattheir
officers and
agentscanbesuedincourts,andtheirassetsandeffects
be
attachedfortherecovory
of theamount promised by the
bank notes to be paid on demand. In this matter of conneotion with the State,
however, there is found among
banks,
in one country or another, every degree from least to large&.
In someinstancesthetruecharacter
of bankmoney has
beenpreservedinthe
case of institutionshavingwhat
close
connection
with
governwould appear a dangerously
ment.
222. The Origin of Bank Money.-Bankmoney
in ita
modern form was first issued in Sweden, in 1658. The Bank
of Scotland issued $1 notes as early a8 1704, while the Bank
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of England did not issue notes below €20 prior to 1758. T h e
issue of bank money, proper, did not begin in America until
after the revolution, although nearly every colony had been,
at oneperiod or another,delugedwithinconvertiblepaper
money. The great bank money countries
of to-day are the
United States and the States of Northwestern Europe.
228. T h e Coin Basis of Bank Money.”We have said
that, in addition to the superior convenience of bank money
over coin, the motive for istiue is found in its comparative
cheapness. Banking experience has shown that a much larger
denominative amount of notes can be kept in circulation than
is held of specie for redemption.
On all this excess, the issuer of the notes derives a profit
which is measured by the rate
of interest on his loans, after
deduction is made of the expense of maintaining the service.
or
Themetalthusdisplacedfromcirculationisexported,
melted down for w e in the arts.
The advantage to the community of this saving in the cost
of the money used in effecting exchanges, is thus conceived
by Adam Smith.
“ The gold and silver money which circulates in any COMtrymayveryproperlybecomparedtoahighway,which,
while it circulates and carries to market all the grain and corn
of thecountry,producesitselfnotasingle
pile of either.
The judicious operations of banking, by providing, if I may
beallowed
so violent a metaphor, a sort of wagon-way
through the air, enables the country to convert, as it were, a
great part of its highways into good pastures and corn-fields,
and thereby to increase very considerably the annual produce
of its land and labor.”
The amount of saving effected by bank money varies, in the
first instance, according to the proportionof coin, or ‘‘specie,”
as it is commonly called, reserved
to meet demands for the
redemption of the notes : to serve, that is, as the basis of the
circulation.
That proportion is diflerentin different countries, and often
in differentbanks in thesamecountry.Themost
common
ie one-third. In Leipsic, beforethe
legalminimumreserve
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unification of Germany,the speciereservewas
two-thirdPJI
while in Bavaria it was butone-fourth.
Bdore tbe warof eecessioc, the banks o f the United States
held an absurdly small amount of specie, the proportion in
some States falling to ten, five, or even three per cent. But
the so-called bank money of many of the States of the American Union, during certain periods in the early history of the
nation, was really nothing but inconvertible money, hardly
the pretense of redemption being maintained.*
2% T h e Banking Principle.-The view of the operations
of bank money which is held by the great majority of writers
of repute, in nearly all countries, is that, when really convertible into coin on demand ; with all reasonable facilities existing for redemption, andwithredemptionactuallytaking
place from time t o time ; with a public opinion which does
not allow to be questioned the right
of any man anywhere,
for any reason or for no reason, to require coin, for any and
all notes he may hold ; and with exemplary penalties,f pro-

* Mr.’Condy Raguet thus describes the actionof American

banks dur-

ing this period, when in a state of suspension :
“ Banks, when they default in their payments, not only never ask the
indulgence of their creditors,for any specified extensionof time, but they
do not even think themselves under obligation to pay interestto the creditors for the funds they forcibly detain from them; nay, they frequently,
in themidst of theirinsolvency,declaredividends of thevery proflts
which actually belong to their creditors.”
Of an earlier period Mr. Oallatin ha.9written : ‘‘ It was the catastrophe
only the insecurityof the Smeriof the year1814 which first disclosed not
can banking system,as then existing, butalRo that,when a paper currency,
driving away and superseding the use of gold and silver, has insinuated
itself through every channelof circulation, and become the only medium
of exchange, mery individual f i n d s himelf, in fact, mpelled to receive
auch currency, even when depreciated m e than twenty p r cent,, in tiw
a a m m n m r a8 if i t had been a legal teltder.”
+“By convertibility of thepaper,”says Mr. Tooke,“according to
the ordinary signilication of the term when applied to bank notesin this
country (England),is meant that a holder of a promissory n o 6 p y a b l e
on demand-may require payment in coin of a certain weight and finenees, and in the event of refusal or demur, such payment is enforcedby
law agsinat the iasuer, to the utmost extent of hie property. The i w ,
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vided by law and enforced by the courts, for the &at failor the slightest delay on the part of banks to make good their
promises, such money acts in all respects precisely as would a
body of moneycomposedwholly
of coin. It is held tobe
fully subject to the law (par.
1’76) which governs the territorial distribution of money consisting of the precious metals
only ; and to have every
economic virtue which belongs to
auch money, with the added advantage of greater cheapness
and greater convenience in use.
“ W e are willing,” says Mr. Tooke, the leader of the school
of economists known as the advocates of the “Banking Principle,”whose theory I have stated, “we are willing to consider a metallic currency as the type of that to which a mixed
circulation of coin and paper ought to conform. But, further,
we contend that it has so conformed, and must so conform,
while the paper is strictly convertible.”
The same opinion is expressed, wit.h great emphasiq byMr.
Fullarton andMr. James Wilson, and byM. Courcelle-Seneuil.
a m . The Currency Principle.--The view of bank money
whichhasbeenstatedin
theforegoingparagraph,
i& that
whichisheld by amajority of writers of reputation. m e
opposite opinion was maintained by a school of economists in
England,comprisingtheadvocates
of the so-called “ Currency Principle,” the leader of the school being Lord Overstone.
In the view of this school, somethingmorethan
sound
bankingisneeded to giveacountrygoodbank-money,
If
numerous, competingbanksareleftfree
to issuenotesin
such quantity and of such denominations as their own interests may dictate, with such specie resemes as their own prudence alone may suggest, there will always be the probability
and often an extreme danger of over-issue, a body of bankmoney so composed not being wholly amenable to the law of
~

w h t W a priorate or joint-etook banker, i8 emtsddered to hace failed. The
circulation of his notes is at an end, and he is subject to the process
m a l in we8 of insolvency.”-[ “ History of Prices.”]
Compare this with
the state of thinp disclosed by Nr. Raguet, in the foot-note last pre
ceding.
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distribut,ion which governs metal money, but possessing the
capability of temporary andlocal inflation.
This opinion was ably maintained by Lord Overstone, Mr.
Norman and Colonel Torrens, against the views of the Bank
of England, and after a long struggle, the economists of this
school triumphed in the enactment of the Bank Act of 1844"
which still governs the note-circulation
of England, though
the principle on which it was framed is now challenged by
many of the best financiers and economists.
I n the United States, owing doubtless
t o grossabuses of
the right of bank-note issue, such as have been adverted to in
a note on aprecedingpage,
the views of theEnglish currensy schoolobtainedanacceptanceamongprofessional
economists and writers on finance even wider and more comin but few states did this lead
plete than in England, although
to legislation in any degree comparable, in scope or stringency
of operation, to the English act of 1844. The leading writers
on this question in the United States, were Messrs. William
M.Gouge, Condy Raguet and Amasa Walker.
226. The Currency Prinoiple V6. the Banking Principle.
-The question whether a body of money composed partly of
coin and partly of bank notes fully convertible into coin, acts
in all respect's as would a body of money composed wholly of
coin, or, on the other hand, has the capability of being issued
in local excess and so maintained for a long enough time
to
affect local prices, and thus initiate abnormal movements of

* The principal features of the act of 1844, as affecting the circulation,
are as follows : 1st. The Bank of England is allowed t o issue notea, in 8
constant s u m of iE15,000,000, without any specie basis. For all n o w
above this, it must have, pound for pound, a specie r e r v e , of which
one-fifth may be silver. [This last in consideration of the commercial and political relations of England with India, which has silver
money.]
2nd. The issue department and the banking department of the Bank
are completely divorced, becoming as separate as the Customs and the
Internal Revenue bureaus of our own government.
8rd. No London bank can issue notes, nor can any bankchartered
eince 1844 ; while the issuea of the English bsngs then existing
are. limited to their ordinary outstanding circulation prior to that date.
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trade and production, I regard as the one open question in the
theory of money. Brought up in the schoolwhich held the
latter view, my own reading and reflection have confirmed
me in the belief that there resides in bank money, even under
the most stringent provisions for convertibility, the capability
of local and temporary inflation. The argument# on the two
sides of the question are so evenly balanced, and the statistioal evidence 1s so ambiguous, that differences of opinion are
likely long to exist between men of intelligence and candor.
I freely confess thatthe
preponderance of authoritative
opinion is against the view I hold.

CHAPTER VIL
THEBEACTION

O F EXCHANGE

UPONPBODUCTION.

227. Evil Possibilities involved in the Division of Labor.
-We have seen that the division of labor is an essential condition of largeandvariedproduction.Butthe
division of
labor, when carried far, involves possibilities of loss and disaster.Thesebecomemoreandmoreseriousasproduction
becomes more and more extended and complicated, until,
in
the most highly organized industrial state,we have to explain
the failure of a community to realize its full productive capability,mainly by reference to industrial misadventures and
even, at times, a partial paralysis of the productive powers of
the community, originating in this very source.
The cause of the trouble adverted to is foundin misunderstandings between producers and consumers, whom it is the
nature of the division of labortosetapart,and,
in an
advanced industrial state, widely apart, often by half the circumferenoe of the globe.
It isevidentthat,werethere
no division of laborinto
separate occupations, therelationbetweenproductionand
consumptionwould
be a eimple one. Production would,
within the oapabilities of the several agenta concerned, v Q ,
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land, labor, and capital, only be limited by the effective desire
of the severalindividuals of thecommunity to consume
by himself, for himself, prowealth. Each man would work
perducingthosethings,andthoseonly,
whichhewished
eonally to eat,drinkor
wear, or house orwarm himself
withal.Therewouldherebenoquestion
of amarket, for
every man would be his own customer.
From this point, we may mark off three stages of industrial
development.
228. TheFirst Stage.--The
first is wheredistinction of
trades is introduced, and men no longer consume all, or perhaps any part, of the articles they have produced ; yet where
oonsumers live near the producer, and are personally known
to him. In this condition, production, except in agriculture,
generallywaitsforanorderfromthe
consumer. If goods
are produced in advance of an order, the kinds are few, the
forms are simple, the styles standard. There is, moreover, the
reasonable expectation that some certain person, or some one
out of a certain group of persons, will surely and soon need
the goods, and willbecome the consumer.Here, we see, ie
not much liability
to a misunderstanding between producer
and consumer.
220. The Second Stage.-Thesecond
stageis where the
element of personal acquaintance between producer and conno longerwaitsfororders,
mmer disappears.Production
butanticipates demand. Goods areproducedfor a general
market, and upon a calculation of the quantity probably to
be required. The individual producer has no longer his
own
oircle of customers ; but competes with other producers for
the largest possible share of the patronage of a wide circle of
oonmmers. Yet it is still true that production is carried on
by artisansworkingsingly
or in smallgroups.Toolsand
implement5 are simple and inexpensive ; there is little of
plant ” or fixed capital. Fashions are few and styles remain
standard through long periods of time. Here, manifestly, the
opportunity
for
misunderstandings
between
producer
and
conBurner exists in a higher degree than under the former conditions described. Yet evenhereproductionmaystill
go on

I
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with tolerable uniformity: all hands working steadily through
all the seasons of the year, with a reasonable amuranoe that
all goods which are
wellmade,will find a market at fairly
remunerative prices.
230. The Third Sttlge.-The third stage is reached, when
increasingfacilities of communicationmake the worldone
trading community. Then production becomes highly diversified, and the specialization and localization of trades proceed
so far that one country, or perhaps one group of towns, p.roduces the greater part of all the goods of a certain sort which
are consumed throughout the world. Then luxury and refinement of living are carried to the maximum, so that not only
are classes of goods multiplied almost indefinitely,but fashions
and modes enter till standard styles almost disappear, each
season bringing minute modifications of demand which are
not to be satisfied except by an exact compliance, even the
colors and shades of one year becoming intolerable the next.
It willappear that conditionsliketheforegoing
increase
enormouslytheliability
of misunderstandingbetweenproducers and consumers. The possibilities of error in supplying
the markets, no longer of a village, but of the world, become
,I
tremendous.
231. The Appeclrenoe of the Entrepreneur.-But it must
further be added, that powerful andcomplicated machinery k
now introduced,andcostlystructuresand“plant
” are required.Greatnumbers
of operatives, of both sexes andall
ages and of every degree of strength and skill, have to be
gathered under one roof, each knowing only his or her own
part ; all requiring to be instructed and equipped, organized,
energized, and directed by the intelligence and will of one
man. In other words, we have reached the entrepreneur stage
(pars. 1064) of industrial development,
The introduction of the principle of mastership into indugt r y makes a great gain of productive power ; but this gain is
not secured withoutanappreciable
loss, Theentrepreneur
finds
(to anticipate, for a moment, a topic in Distribution),
his motive for organizing and conducting the great enterprises
of modern industry in the profits (pars. 302, 429) which he
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hopesindividuallyto realize. H i e entirepersonalinterestis
found here. It is, perhaps, to secure a net profit
of twenty
thousand dollars, that he leases land and buildings, and borrows capital, and hires the labor requisite to achieve an annuaI
product of half a million of dollars. If, then, the conditions
of trade and industry are 'such as to destroy for the time his
profit ; much more if they are such as to threaten a loss which
will impair the integrity of the capital, his interest in productionisgreatly
diminished, if notdestroyed.
He will
either cease producing entirely, or, which is more likely, will
Were he to produce
contractthe scope of hisoperations.
$600,000 worth, as heretofore, a small fraction
of his stock
unsold might sweep away his own gains for the year,or leave
a deficit ; whereas,werehe
to produce but $400,000 or
#350,000 worth,hewouldprobablydispose
of hisstock a t
prices high enough to make himself good and perhaps leave a
small margin of profit, while holding his laboring force
and
his customers together.
232. Fluctuations in Production."Such being the
conditions under which production takes place, under the modern
organization of industry, we note that there is in the nature
of the case a continuous loss through the failure of the producing body to meet, promptly and precisely, the demands of
the body of consumers. Wherever, from any cause, there ie a
failure correctly to anticipate those demands and supply them
perfectly, in time,indegree, in form, loss of value results.
That there should be such failure in part, is inevitable,
But the loss which we had chiefly in view in beginning this
chapter,andwithreferenceto
whichwe have written this
long introduction, is not the steady, continuous loss
of value
due to the inability of those who direct production
to comprehend, fully and seasonably, the varying demands of distant
markets. It is the occasional loss resulting from the frequent
and often furious fluctuationswhichareinvolvedinthe
modern organization of trade and industry.
From that organization the alternationof highly stimulated
and of deeply depressed production appears to be inseparable.
The course of trade and industry through the cycle which the
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conditions of modern life seem to have established, is 80 well
described by Prof. Alfred Marshall that I can not forbear to
give it in full :
6' The beginning
of aperiod of risingcredit in oftena
series of good harvests.Lesshavingtobespent
in food,
commodities. Producers
there is P better demand for other
find thatthedemandfortheirgoods
isincreasing,they
expect to :ell at a profit, and are willing to pay good prices
for the proapt delivery of what they want. Employers compete withoca another for labor ; wages rise ; and the employed
in spending their wages increase the demand for all
kinds of
commodities. New public and private companies are started,
totakeadvantage
of thepromisingopeningswhichshow
themselvesamongthegeneralactivity.Thusthedesireto
buy
and
the
willingness
to
pay
increased
prices
grow
together ; omdit is jubilant and readily accepts paper promises to pay. Prices, wages and profits go on rising ; there is
a general rim in the incomes of those engaged in trade ; they
spend freely, increase the demand for goods, and raise prices
still higher. Many speculators, seeing
the rise, and thinking
it will conthue,buygoodswiththeexpectation
of selling
them at a profit, A t such a time a man who has only a few
hundred pounds can often borrow from bankers and others
the means of buying many thousand pounds' worth of goods ;
and every onewho thus enters into the market
as a buyer,
adds to the upward tendency of prices, whether he buys with
his own or with borrowed money.
"This movement goes on for sometime, till at last an enormous amount of trading is being carried on by credit and with
borrowed money, Old firms are borrowing, in order to extend
their business ; newfirmsare
borrowinginordertostart
their business ; and speculators are borrowing, in order to buy
andhold goods. Tradeis inadangerouscondition.
Those
whosebusiness it is to lend moneyareamongthe
first to
read the signs of the times ; and they begin to think about
contracting their loans. But they cannot do this without much
disturbing trade. If they had been more chary of lending at
an earlier stage, they would simply have prevented some new
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business from being undertaken ; but when it is once undertaken, it can not be abandoned without a loss of much of the
capital that has been invested in it. Trading companies of all
kinds
have
borrowed
vast
sums
with
which
they
have
begun
t o buildrailwaysanddocksandironworksandfactories
;
prices being high they do not get much building done for their
outlay ; and though they are not yet ready to reap profits on
their investment, they have to come again into the market to
borrow more capital. The lenders
of capital already wish to
contract their loans ; and the demand formore loans raisesthe
rate of interest very high. Distrust, increases ; those who have
lent become eager to secure themselves and refuse to renew
Some speculators
their loans on easy or even on any terms.
have to sell goods in order to pay their debts
; and byso doing
other
they check the rise of prices. This checkmakesall
speculators anxious, and many rush in to sell. For a speculator who has borrowed money at interest to buy goods may
be ruined if he holds them adong time even while their price
remains stationary ; he is almost sure to be ruined if he holds
them while their price falls. When a large speculator fails,
his failure generally causes that of others who have lent their
credit to him ; and their failure again that
of others. Many
of those who fail may be really ‘sound,’ that is, their assets
may exceedtheirdebts.Butthoughamanissound,some
untoward event, such as the failure of others who are known
to be indebted to him, may make his creditors suspect
him.
They may be able to demand immediate payment from him,
while he can not collect quickly what ovr-ing
is
to him ; and the
market being disturbed he is distrusted ; he can not borrow,
so
andhe fails. As creditbygrowing makesitselfgrow,
when distrust has taken the
place of confidence, failure and
panic breed panic and failure. The commercial storm leaves
its path strewn with ruin. When it is over, there is a
calm,
but a dull, heavy calm. Those who have saved themselves are
in nomood toventureagain ; companieswhosesuccess is
doubtful are wound up ; new companies can not be formed.
Coal,ironand the other materials for making fixed mpital
fallin
price
as
rapidly
as
they
rose. Ironworksand
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ship. are for sale, but there are no buyers at any moderate
price.
"Thus the state of trade, to use the famous words of Lord
Overstone, ' revolves apparently in an established cycle. First
we find it in a stateof quiescence-next improvement, growing
coafidence,prosperity,excitement,overtrading,convulsion,
pressure, stagnation, distress, ending again in quiescence.' "
233. Periodicity of Panics.-So frequently have trade and
on finance
industry made this weary round, that the writers
haveundertakentoestablishthelaw
of theperiodicity of
panics and hard times. The term of ten years is that most
often fixed upon for the completion of the cycle. There is a t
least a very curious series of coincidences to give some substance to this hypothesis.
But whether there are, indeed, forces operating which
bring
about commercial convulsions and industrial distress at regular intervals, or not, it seems clear that, under the conditione
depicted in the first part of this chapter, it is inevitable that
theproducingandexchangingbodyshouldalternatefrequently and even violently between a state of depression and
partially suspended activity, and a state of highly animated,
excited,almostconvulsiveexertion,inwhichtheagencies
alike of production and of exchange are strained to their utmost to meet demands which arc stimulated to the highest
extravagance by a universal passion of speculation.
234. Loss of Productive Force."It is evident that this
is
not an order of things under which the largest production of
do not offseteach
wealthtakes place. Thetwoextremes
other, with the same result as if production had been proceeding calmly andequablythroughtheentireperiod.
On the
contrary, each extreme involves great and permanent
loss of
of energy,
productiveforce.Thereismuchmisdirection
much waste of material, much vital injury to laborpower and
capitalpower, in thehasteandstrainandfever
of highly
stimulated effort.
On the other hand, the long, dull spell
of inactivity that
succeeds is not given wholly to recuperation of exhausted energies, renewal of stocks of materials, repair of machinery and
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plant. It is not a waste of time, merely, involving a proportional loss of productive power : that inactivitybecomes itself a
cause of mischief. I t induces in the workihgclasses a lethargy,
a despondency, a recklessness, which are forces productive of
evil. It generates habits of lounging and of drinking, perhape
of tramping, which may not be shaken off even with renewed
employment.
285. “Hard Times.” -Nothingneedstobeadded,
of
clearness or of force, toProf. Marshall’s statement of the
course which trade and industry run from the time they first
cross theline of revivingprosperitytothemomentthey
plunge into the abyss of broken credit, falling markets, commercial panic, failing banks, and general distress. But there
is one industrial phenomenon of great significance in respect
t o our question, why the actual production
of a community
comes so far short of its productive capability ? which economists have not been accustomed to explain : this is, the 1 o q
continuance of theperiods of industrialdepression and of
restricted production.
It will readily appear that, after running such a
rig as has
been described, the agencies of trade and industrywill require
time to refit. Thetrackmustbecleared
of the wreck. “he
places left vacant by the casualtiea of the great crash must be
filled by new men. But the aotual time covered by the period
of depression is s o m e t h a much longer than canbe accounted
for bythe mere loss anddestruction of apanic.
“Hard
Times ” are protracted long after the capital power and the
labor m e r of the community arein condition to resume their
iaterrupted functions.
For severalyears after the panic of 1873, in the United
States, industry did not reach its former proportions. During
that period vast amounts of labor power and capital power
remainedunproductive.Tens
of thousands, if nothundreds
of thousands, of laborers were unemployed ; an even greater
number were employed only on half or three-quarters time.
Hundreds of furnaces were out of blast ;thoueands of waterwheels ceased to turn ; thousands of engines stood still. Yet,
during thistime,theseworkmenhad
occasion to consume
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food and clothing for themselves and their
families ; needed to
work to earn themeans, and were honestly willing, yea, heartily desirous to work.Allthistimetheowners
of capital
were ready to secure a return for their investments, if they
could find opportunity ; the conductors of business were eager
to win a profit by employing their abilities and experience in
productive industry. Why, then,
was it, whenallwere willing to workand needed to work, that they did not work?
What wastheforcethatkepttheselaboring
men,these
water-wheels and engines,thesecapableconductors
of business, idle so long ?
236. DiversifledProduction."We have seen that, a8 80ciety makes progress toward a minuter organization of industry, productive capability is enhanced, but that, coincidently,
at each stage, the opportunities for mimnderstanding between
the body of producers and the body of consumers are greatly
multiplied,whilelaborpowerandcapitalpowerfallmore
under the control of men of exceptional abilities, with whom
comes to rest all initiative in production.
NOW,if we examine the list of articles sold in the market,
in a modern community, we shall find someof them supplying
wants which areconstantandvital.
W e shallfindothere
which minister to the most delicate tastes or gratify only the
merest casual fancies.
In a country like England, France, or
the United States, tens of thousands of laborers are employed
in producing articles of the most trivial character: fireworks,
toys, bonbons, fripperies of dress, while hundreds of thousands
more are employed in producing articles deprivation of which
wouldnotinducecold
or hunger, or impairhealth, or be
incompatible with public decency or personal self-respect.
237. Propagation of Economic Shocks."Let us SUppOEe,
as the result of a period of prosperity, the variety of producta
to have been carried to a very high point, when a disaster,
primarilyaffectingeitherindustry
or trade, it matters not,
befalls a community. It may be a great fire, or a great W,
or anepidemic of yellowfever, or the deatrnotion of some
leading crop. NO matter where it comes from, or where it
first strikes, the immedioteeEect is to diminish the productive
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power of the community, as a whole. A t once the consumption of those articles which are least essential to comfort and
decency is checked. If we suppose the thousands of articles
known to the market tof o r d twenty-six groups, A to Z, their
the top of
utility to the consumer regularly declining from
the list to thebottom, we may assume that the first effect of
thecalamity will betoreducethe
consumption of articles
forming groups X, Y and Z. No matter, as we said, where
the blow first falls, the laborers affected produce for the time
less, andmustlimittheir
own consumptionaccordingly,
which they do by restricting theirw e of articles below W.
The laborandcapital employed ingroups X, Y and Z,
can not easily or soon be transferred to other groups. The
laborers, especially, find that the present is no time to seek
employment in other avocations. They must stay where they
are, and do the best they can there. Hence
they find themselvesemployed on part time, and a t reduced wages. The
sums theyformerlyearnedwere
expended in purchasing
A to Z. In theirsuddenpoverty
articlesallthewayfrom
theyare obliged to cut off theirown consumption of all
articles exceptthosewhich
are necessary to comfort and
decency, say from A to M, inclusive.
of producers X, Y and Z involves a
Butthisaction
diminisheddemandfor
products, N to W. Eachgroup of
producers, at this end of the line, are obliged to curtail still
further their consumption of articles X, Y and Z, while producersfrom S to W begin to restrict their useof articles
below T. This action, however, becomes at once the cause of
new effects. The unfortunate representatives of X, Y and Z
are now obliged wholly to deny themselves all products from
H downwards ; producers T to W, in turn have to give up
indulgence in products below N ; producers N to S, in consequence, no longer purchase products below R.
The shock next reaches groupsI to M, who have to diminish
their consumption, to correspond to the reduced demand for
their own products ; X, Y and Z are now glad to get enough
of A, B, C and D to barely subsist upon ; while S, T, D, U,
V and W carry their retrenchment upwards, till they stop at
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M. And so the movementgoesforwarduntilthefavored
producers A to D-favored, in that the articles they produce
are of vital importance-experience somediminution of demand, and, producing less in wnwquence, have less t o give in
exchange for the products of others. So a stone, thrown into
a lake, sets in motion a wave which extends outwards in all
directions till it reaches the bank, even in the most retired
nook along the shore.
2SS. Aggravation of Economic Shooks. - It is evident
that, were the community perfectly intelligent and
self-possessed, the ultimate result of this play of forces would be the
distribution of the whole initial shock over the entire producto the shock as the
ing body. No additionwouldbemade
movementproceeded,
andthe effectuponeachsuccessive
group of producersreachedwouldbe
less and less. Those
producing articles the most essential to life, health end social
decency would suffer to hardly an appreciable extent, as the
wave set in motion by the rock thrown into the lake becomes
the merest ripple against the shore.
!Phis is all that is necessarily involved in the propagation,
through economic media of perfect elasticity, of an original
blowlike that assumed. In fact,industrialinjuriesareat
times distributed in this way throughout the producing body,
without panic, withoutapprehension,evenwithoutobservation.
Let, however, the shockbe sharpand severe, and com'municated in some startling form, and let it occur when the
public mind is in an apprehensive mood,
or when the commercial body is unstrung by political
or social disturbances,
and we may see the impulse propagated with increasing force,
fromsubject to subject,tillthemovementacquiresfearful
violence.
239. T h e Industrial Panic.-Thecommercialpanicwe
are all familiar with, by experience or report. W e know how
of
some slight cause, acting on thefearsandimaginations
men, will overthrow the financial structure
of a nation in a
few weeks,perhapsdays,prostratingtheproudest
houses,
can
andspreading ruin fararound,Thereisnothingthat
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standagainst panic.One
man’s fearmakesanotherman
afraid. One man’s fallbringsdownanother,
who, but for
that, might have stood firm ; and thus the mischief proceeds,
from bad to worse. So much for the trading body.
The progressive aggravation and acceleration of the forces
of mischief throughout the producing body takes
place not
less surely, though it is here less ostensive.
A manufacturerfeelsthedemandforhisgoodsfall
off
somewhat. In ordinary times he would receive the fact as an
intimation to reduce his production, but only to a corresponding extent.Indeed,ingoodtimeshewouldreceive
that
,intimation in a somewhat skeptical spirit.
He would not be
disposed to believe thatany seriouscheck was t o beexperienced. He would look to see trade start up again, and, in
this mood, would reduce his production somewhat less than
correspondingly. To that extent, he would speculate : that is,
wouldanticipateeventsanddiscountthefuture.
For the
moment, then, he would transmit the shock, not aggravated
but mitigated.
But let the shock be a t first severe, and let it come upon
the public mind in asuspicious mood, and the matter will take
another turn. The merchant feels the demand for his
goo&
fall off abruptly. He fearsthereismoreto
come. He i
determined not to be caught with a large stock on his hands,
and,inhisorderstothemanufacturer,heexaggeratesthe
natural and proper effect of the change in the market. The
manufacturer,onhispart,knowsnothingdirectly
of the
actual falling off in demand. He only learns it as it comes to
himheightened bythe apprehensions of the merchant. In
his turn, he exaggerates the evil and reduces his production
more than proportionally. His anxiety
now is, not to make
a profit, but to avoid loss. He knows he will be safe
if he
runs his mill on half or three-quarters time.
And it is here that the cawe indicated in par.
231 begins
to operate with great and destructiveforce.Theentrepreneur’s personal concern in production being derived
wholly
from his contemplated profit, which may be but a small perwntage of the value of the goods produced,hisindividual
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interests may, for the time, become divorced from those of
his laborers or of the general community. In his anxiety to
as much needless cruelty as
mvehimself, he may act with
men do when panic-stricken in a fire or a wreck,
240. But the action o f manufacturer Z, whether wisely or
unwisely taken, becomes, as we have seen, an element in the
conditions of productionfor all the lowerletters of the
alphabet. As he pays less wages,hisworkmen have less t o
spend for the products of other branches of industry. T h e
merchants in these lines, feeling the falling off in demand,
especiaI1y
exaggerate it in theirorderstomanufacturers,
of
manufacturers X and Y. These, in turn,apprehensive
worse to come, curtail their operations more than correspondingly,
and
so the
movement
proceeds, with
increasing
violence.
And, let UE repeat,howeverunnecessary
Z’s action in
reducinghisproduction
below a certainpoint,yet,
if he
actually does so, that action makes a corresponding reduction
in X and Y’s operations a necessity of their situation : just as
truly so as if Z had a good reason for what he did. And if,
in turn, X and Y become alarmed, and overdo the thing, that
of itself constitutes an obligation upon manufacturers higher
in the alphabet to cut down work and wages.
241. How Fer may this be Carried ?-Two questionsarise
upon this view of the power of apprehension and suspicion to
aggravate the force of any industrial or financial shock. The
first : how far may it be carried ? the second, how long may
it last ?
May the movement to check production proceed until all
industry is locked fast in (‘a vicious circle ” : no one producing, because others will not consume, while no one is able to
consume the products of others because he himself produce8
nothing with which to buy them?
I answer, no. The staple industries, especially those yieldingthe necessaries of life, willneverbesuspended.
The
demand for theirproductsis
so constantandcertainthat
panic has little power over them. Groups
A to D will, therefore,continue to producenearly as much as before ; not,
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indeed,quite EO much,because therewill be individualq
thrown out by the revolutionat the foot of the alphabet, who
are unable to find a new place where they can produce enough
to purchase even the barest subsistence. Groups E to H, or
K,moreover, having t o do with articles essential to comfort
and socialdecency,will withstand the shock communicated
t o them sufficiently to maintain a productionnotvery
far
below that of good times.
Now, so long as A t o D produce liberally, and E to H or
K, stillproduceconsiderably,
all personsemployed within
those groups will have the means of purchasing the products
of groups further down the list ; and so industry will be kept
alive, though but just alive, in those groups which produce
articles not essential to life, or health, or decency.
24‘6. How Long may such a Condition Last ?-I answer: in
theory, it may last indefinitely. Practically, it is liable to be
terminated, after a longer or shorter period of suspense, by
reviving courage and enterprise on the part of men of affairs,
or throughthestimulustoproductionadministeredfrom
some quarter. It maybe 80 SlOWly as to bealmostimperso rapidly as tooutrun calculation,
ceptible ; it maybe
thatthe
expansion takes place. This willdependmuch
on thenaturaltemper
of thecommunity ; much on the
; much on
immediatecauseprovokingrenewedenterprise
accident.
The one essential condition is that speculation be initiated,
that is, that men begin to look ahead, t o anticipate demand,
and to discount the future.
One man begins to produce, no longer on orders, no longer
oautiously and fearfully, as if it were too much to believe
that his goods will be taken off his hands, but in a sanguine
spirit,assumingtheinitiativeinproduction,andboldly
encountering its risks. Producing more largely,his workmen
have more to offer for the products of other industries, which
18 of itself a reason for a larger production in these branches,
whose managers and proprietors respond
in the same spirit.
Finding the demand increasing, they act asif they believedit
were about to increase still further, They produce somewhat,
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in anticipation, and thusgivetheirhands
more to offer in
exchange fortheproducts
of stillotherindustries.From
daytodaythe
movementproceeds, gatheringforceasit
goes, and production swells continually under the contagious
influence of hope and courage, just as before
it shrank and
shriveled under the breath of fear and panic.
I havesaid that peculiarities of nationalcharacterhave
much to do with the speedy or tardy revival of production.
Nowhere ought recovery t o be more rapid than in the United
States. Among no people is there more of elasticity, greater
alertness of action, more readiness t o assume responsibilities
and t o run risks. Nowhere, too, does nature afford an ampler
margin for subsistence, or more abundant material for the repair of mistakes and misadventures.
243. Two Exsmples.--The history of the panic of 1857
offersacapitalillustration
of thefacilitywith
which the
American people recover from the sharpest contraction
of productiveindustry, where nothingwithstandstherevival
of
trade, and where no second shock remains to be experienced.
The country was in a generally sound condition, both aa to
capital and credit, when the blow fell. As the result, industry
had scarcely shrunk to its minimam,under the influence of
panic, when the enterprise and courageof merchants and manufacturersbeganto causeexpansion. Withinafewmonths
production was again at the limits of our capital power and
bbor power.
*
When the panicof 1837 came, the country was in a wretched
condition, through the misapplication of capital and the wide
extension of credit.
The buoyancy of the national temper led, even at this time,
t o a speedy revival ; but the succeeding shock of 1839 threw
the country back again, and the fear and distrust thereby engendered kept the energies of the nation in a state of partial
repression through a long period. Such may
be the influence
of a single instance of hard fortune upon reviving industry.
Quite as prejudicial to expanding production is the continual apprehension of hostile or meddlesome legislation. When
the whole body of business men are aore from disasters ; when
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much of the industrial and commercial structure still lies in
rninq it takesbutlittleto
check the disposition again to
adventure capital. That little is abundantly supplied by the
of legislationunfavorablyaffecting
popularapprehension
money andcredit,
It neednot be agreatthingunder
a
man’s arms which will so increase hismargin of buoyancy as to
enable him to float for hours. It is a very small thingaround
a man’s neck which willBO diminish his margin of buoyancynarrow at the best-as t o drag him to the bottom,

PART W .
DISTRIBUTION.
CHAPTER I.
"HE PALBTIES TO THEDISTRIBUTION

O F WEALTH.

244. Distribution as a Department of Politioal Eoonomy.
"Underthe title,Distribution, we inquire, whatarethe
forceswhichdividewealthamongtheseveralpersons,
or
classes of persons, who have taken part in its production ?
In a primitive condition of society, the problem of diatribution is a simple one. Three hunters join in an expedition, and
at the conclusion of the chase, divide their game into three
equal parts. If boys, or cripples, or men of less than ordinary
force orskill, are taken into the partnership, iteasily
is determd
of afull man's share eachsuch person
inedwhatportion
shall receive.
In a highly organized community, however, the division of
the product of industry into shares corresponding to thenumber of persons who have taken part in production, is a complicated problem.
246. The Division of the Web of Cloth.-For example,
let us take the case of a cotton factory, a t Lawrence, whi&
produces in a given time a million yards of cloth, We may
suppose that this is all woven in one piece, and that each per.
son who has, in any way, contributed to making this giant
web, advances in a certain order to receive his share.
The agent for the water companyfirst appears, and cuts off
Bome thousands of yards, inasmuch as his company furnished
the power that drove the wheels below, that turned the spindles above. Then comes the owner of the land on which the
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mill is built,andcarries
off, perhaps,a piecefive timesas
large ;next, the owner of the mill, who takes the largest piece
of all ; next, the man who gave the use of the machinery and
loaned the working capital, andnow measures off many miles
of the cloth as his share.
So far,allhasgone
smoothly. Thoughthemanufacturer
has stood by and seen the fearful inroads made upon the web
by the successive claimants, little has been said, and that in a
low tone and in a business-like way. Some reason
is known
to the manufacturer whyeach of these persons should receive
so much and no less. Some calculation which he is able rapidlyto makemaintainsacompleteunderstandingbetween
him and them.
Now, however, the scene changes ; there remain buttwo
parties asclaimants tothe six orseven hundredthousand
yards that are left. On the one side we see a crowd composed
of personsengagedin
the millasoverseers,
as clerks, as
mechanics, as laborers, as “ operatives,” in all, some hundreds
of men, women and children, of varying degrees of strength,
skill and intelligence ; on the other side, stands the manufacwill be his ; and aspiece
turer. All that
thesedonottake,
after piece is rapidly cut off, he seems to fear that not enough
will remain for him, while each of them appears disaffected
that his own share is not larger, deeming it especially a hardship that, after he and
his comrades are served, eo much will be
lefttothemanufacturer.Accordingtotheirseveral
dispoaitions, some threaten that it shallnotbe
so again ; some
merely grumble ; others take up their little rolls of cloth and
walk away with a patient air, as
if they hoped for nothing
better.
At last the manufacturer is left with his
share. If it has
been a good season, and all has gone well ; if the cotton has
turned out of good quality, if the weather has beenpropitious, with just enough of heat and of moisture for the quickeat and most uniform spinning ; if there have been no floode
in theriver,givingtrouble,and
nolowwater, so that the
wheel has turned steadily and powerfully whenever the gate
warn lifted, the roll of cloth which the manufacturer will carry
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back into the warehouse will be large, and his face will wear
If, on the other hand, any one of a dozen
untoward
accidents,
reasonably
to
be apprehended,
has
occurred, his share will be
less, perhaps little,possibly nothing.
246. The Problem of Distribution.”It is under the prment title that we inquire why it is that each of these claimant^
on the product of the cotton factory takes 80 much and takes
no more. Of course, in the immediate instance that reason is
foundintheforce
of contract. All theotherpartieshad
agreed with the manufacturer to allow him the
u8e of their
property, or torender him their services, atcertain rates.
But why did they contract at those rates, and not at higher ;
and why will they, as they probably will, immediately proceed
to make new contracts, at the aame, perhaps at lower rates ?
Why, in particular, is it that the division of the product is
effected withso little of friction or complaint, as between the
manufacturer and thewatercompany,theowner
of the
ground, the owner of the mill, the owner of the machinev
and of the working capital ; while between the manufacturer
andthe“hands
” thereis
so much of dissatisfactionand
jealousy, of complaint and irritation ?
247. Distinction between the Exchange of Services end
of Commoditiee,-Amongthosewriters
who have defined
political economy as the Science of Exchanges, distribution is
not recognized as a separate department of inquiry,involving principlespeculiar to itself. These writers
find that the
subjects of exchange are, broadly speaking, two, viz., services
and commodities, or, labor and the products of past labor. T o
carry forward this distinction is not consistent with the s h .
plicity of the science which these writers have in contemplation. The difficultyis soon resolved. They discover that
commoditiesare, after all, nothing but serviceswhichhave
taken on a material form, and thereafter they speak only of
services, and thereby secure to political economy (‘one grand
characteristic of thegreat sciences, viz., simplicity.” This
effected,thedistinctionbetweentheDistributionandthe
is no longer
Exchange of wealth falls to’the ground. There
any need for the former termin political economy.
a contented look.

.
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But I venture t o assertthatthisforced
simplicity,secured
by compelling into a single form things having much that ie
not in common ; this false peace,which disregards irreconcilable differences ; this hasty’generalization, by
which services
and commodities are made to be one and the same thing, has
hadthe effect torenderpolitical
economy signallybarren
throughtheveryperiod
whensocialphilosophyhasbeen
most prolific, and,secondly, toforfeitnearlyallpopular
respectfor,
andinterest
in, the so-calledscience of exchanges.
248. “During thepresentcentury,”saystheDuke
of
Argyle, in his Reign
of Law, “ two great discoverieshave
beenmade in the science of government : the one is the
;
immenseadvantage
of abolishingrestrictionsupontrade
the other ie theabsolutenecessity of imposingrestrictions
upon labor.”
I do not quote this passage, here, for the sake of raising
the question of Ten-Hour laws or factory inspection (pars.
471-S), but only to call attention to the
clear, strong antiit placesservices and commodities. That
thesisinwhich
statement does not exaggerate the general and still growing
consent of social philosophers and legislators that the rendering of services differs so widelyfromtheexchange
of
commodities thatthetwomuststandindifferentrelations
to legislation.Moreandmorefully
has thisdistinction
come tobe
recognized. If political economydenies
the
validity of thedistinction, so much the worse forpolitical
economy, in theeyes of socialphilosophersandstatesmen
alike. Surely, the simplicity of the science may be secured at
too high a cost !
Equally against the pressure of enormous vested interests,
and against the protests of professional political economists,
the legislation of almost every enlightened country has progressed by steady steps, throughthelastsixty,forty,and
especially during the last twenty years,
in the direction of discriminating vitally between commodities and services, allowing continually greater and greiiter freedom
of contract in
respect to theformer,andbringingthecontracts
which
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involvethelattermoreand
morecompletelyunderthe
authority and supervision of the State.
And yet there is complaint that statesmen and the masa of
the people entertain such slight regard for political economy,
whose professors, in the interest of the purity and simplicity
of their science, discard from the premises of their reasoning
(par. 21) all the
sympathies, apathies, and antipathies " of
mankind, and insist upon treating a Manchester spinner, with
awife
andsixchildren,ignorant,
fearful,and poor, as
possessing the samemobilityeconomically,andunderthe
aame subjectiontotheimpulses
of pecuniaryinterest, as a
bale of Manchester cottons on the wharf, free to go to India
or to Iceland, as the difference of a penny in the price may
determine !
240. An Analogous Case."But weshall not get afull measnre of the insufficiency of the reasons given for dropping the
distinctionbetweencommoditiesand
services, in exchange,
unlessweaskwhatwouldbe
t'he consequences to political
economy of dealing in the same spirit with the analogouscase
of the distinction betweenlabor and capital, in production.
Suppose the political economist were to say : Capital is but
the result of the labor of the past ; it is, inessence, labor
or less permanent
which has taken
on a material and more
form ; whateveristrue of labormust be true of capital ;
we will, therefore,resolvethetwointo
one, andthuspromote the simplicity of political economy. Simplicity, indeed !
'but at the cost of the loss of all significance, if not all sense.
What sort of a political economy would that be which did
notrecognize thedistinction betweenlabor andcapital in
production 3 Yet
the
distinction
has
singularly
a
close
analogy tothat betweenservices and commodities in exchange.
260. A Contest, though not a Destructive Contest."It
will be noted that the distribution of the product of industry
involves what may be termed a perpetual contest between the
partiestoproduction.
This contest is not a destructive
one,
since theinterest of each of theparticipants requires the
existence,and, by consequence, thesustentation, of all the
o(
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others.Yet,within
the limiteconsistentwith this, them in
opposition of interests.
261. The Parties to the Distribution of Wealth.--The
contest is, in the last analysis, between individuals. W e shall
see that the real or supposed common interests of a number
of producers may create a supposed class interest which will
lead them to act in concert, with a subordinationof individual
preferences to the general good ; but, as a rule, the efforts of
individuals aredirectedtoapersonal
benefit.Inasmuch,
however, as it would be impossible to work out the problem
of distribution with reference to each man, woman, and child,
we may aggregate individuals, according to what they have
in common, into classes, larger or smaller, and may seek for
the general law which governs the efforts of the members of
each class towards the acquisition of wealth.
252. Classes in Distribution."Even if we disregard petty
distinctions and inconsiderable exceptions, the prime classes
appearing in distribution will vary in different countries. A
classification which would fully meet the facts of industrial
organization in India, would omit distinctions
of prime importance in England.
Inasmuch as we could not, in an elementary treatiso, give
the space needed to set forth the problem of distribution m
each country or group of countries having a common induetrial organization, we will consider for our present purpose tha
industrial organization of England. We take this, because it,
is the most highly developed organization knownto industry;
because it is largely reproduced in the United States and on
the continent of Europe, and in Canada and Australia, and is
everywhere, among
progressive
peoples,
more
and
more
widelyextendingfromyeartoyear.
Moreover, it will be
easier for the reader to work out for himself the problem of
distribution in countriesof a lower organization, than it would
be to go fromthe simpler tothemore
complex forms of
industrial life.
Under the system which we have taken for the purposes
of the present discussion, we have four classes of claimants
upon the product of industry, and that product is accordingly
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dividedintofourgrand
shares. These :classes andthe
sharesrespectivelyreceived
by themmaybe expreseed ~ I B
follows :
1. The landlord, receiving rent.
2. The capitalist, receiving interest.
3. The employer, or entrepreneur, receiving profib.
4. The employed laborer, receiving wages.
The reason for naming these several claimants in the order
just given, will appear as we make progress in the discussion
of the forces which effect the distribution of wealth.

CHAPTER

II.

EENT.

*

1

a6a. Definition of Rent.”Rent is the term applied to t h e
remuneration received by the land-owningclass for the use of
the nativeand indestructible powers of the soil, or, as it might
be expressed, for the use of natural agents.
That remuneration may be paid in money or in prodnoe.
The term land, or natural agents, must be understood to indude not
only
arable
land,
but
pasture,
timber
lands, mineral deposits, waterprivilegesandbuilding
sites. Forthe
presentdiscussion,however,
it willbebest
totake
our
illustrationsfromtheoccupancyandcultivation
of arable
land.
264. The Origin of Rent Illu.strated.”Let us suppoee a
community, isolated from all others, to ocaupy a circular tract
of land divided, as in the following diagram, into four sectors
equal in extent but EO differing in fertility that one piece will,
plowing,
with EO many days’ laborintheyeargivento
24 bushels of wheat per
cultivatingandharvesting,yield
acre,while the secondwillyield, with the same amount of
labor, but 22 bushels, the third but 20 bushels, and the fourth
but 18. Nowtheassumption we havemade as to differing
degree# of fertility in the soil of the several tracts, is not an
extravagant one. On the contrary, we might reasonably have
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sssumedthedegrees
of fertility to differ far more widely.
‘‘ A quarter of wheat,” saps Mr. McCulloch, “may be raised

f

in Kent, or Essex, or in the Carse of Gowrie, for a fourth or
fifth part, perhaps, of the expense necessary to raise it on the
worst soils under cultivation in the least fertile parts
of the
kingdom.”
I n order to further simplify the problem, we will suppose
that all the inhabitants of this community reside in a village
at the center.
255. The Ante-Rent Stage of Cultivation.-Let the
first
case taken be when the villageisyet so small that allthe
wheat required for the subsistence
of the population can be
raised upon a portion only of what we will call the 24-bushel
tract.Ifthetractbeheldby
anumber
of competing
owners,* each acting for himself, seeking his individual in-

* If the tract were held by one person, or by aeveral persons acting in
concert, a monopoly would be established, and a rent might be exacted.
What would be the limit of that rent 1 Two bushels an acre, inssmuch
BS one would do better for himself to take up for cultivation a portion
of the 22-bushel tract, paying no rent, than give more than two bushela
for the-we of an acre of the more productiveland.
But this rent of two bushela per acre, would not be paid for thewhole
of the flrst tract, but only for the number of acres wtually required for
cultivation in order to furnish subsistence for the community. All the
owners in the combination would have to divide among themelves the
opgregate sum 80 obtained, none obtaining so much 88 two bushels an
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terest, no rent will be paid, or only a rent so small that for
purposes of economic reasoning we maydisregardit.Each
owner of land in this tract will be desirous of securing for
himself whatever compensation, if any, is to be paid for the
use of land. But as the entire tract is not required for cultivation, and, as, consequently,only a part of theowners
can receive any compensation for their land, an active competition will set in, each man offering the use of his land for
less and less, in order to get something, until rent falls to
a
minimum, or disappears altogether.
$66. Relation of Waste to R e n t . - h d it is here we see
the significance of the word, “indestructlble,” in par. 253. All
scientific reasoning about rent is based on the assumption that
the tenant will leave the soil in as good condition as it was in
whenhetookit.Now,
it is possible for a tenant to impair
the fertilityof land, first, bsintentional abuse, or, secondly, by
taking away its productiveessences, in the crops of successive
years, without returning any thing
to it in the
shape of manures
or other fertilizers.
It is only upon the above assumption that it would be true
that each owner of land in the twenty-four bushel tractwould
prefer to lease it for a very small rent, approaching nothing,
rather than not lease it at all. Unless he could be protected,
by law or contract, against exhaustion of the soil, he might
prefer to let his land go unoccupied. But on the assumption
stated, the proposition is true that, in the situation described,
‘no portion of the twenty-four bushel tract would bring so
large a rentthatitmight
not, for purposes of economic
reasoning, be treated as nil.
267. Rent Emerges.”Let us nowadvance to the second
stage, W e will suppose that the population of the village
has increased to such an extent that the whole of the twentyfour bushel tract will no longer raise, when cultivated as it
has heretofore been, all the wheat required for thesubsistence
acre for his individual eatate. Should any oneowner try to overreach
theothersand secure the full rent for the whole of his own land, the
“ring” wouldbe broken, competition would set in, and rents would fall
to the minimum.
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of the community. Cultivation will then be driven down
to
an inferiorgrade of soils. A pert of thesecondtract,the
twenty-two bushel tract, will be takenup.
Do you ask, why not increme the amountof labor upon the
twenty-four bushel tract, andso raise more wheat to the acre?
I answer, because of the great factof Diminishing Returns in
Agriculture, whichwas set forth in Part IL, with so much
particularity. W e shall nowsee thewholetheory
of rent
built upon it. The fact
itself is undeniable. In everycountry of the world, and in every parish
or township of every
country, cultivation is seen descending to grades of soils below the best, because the yield from the highest grades
can not
be increased proportionally to an increase of labor expended
thereon.
Cultivation having, in the case of the community whose industrial history we have traced so far, been driven down t o
the twenty-two bushel tract, rent will at
onceemerge. Not
.thatrent willbe paid for anyportion of the latter tract,
which will all be in the same condition, as regards compensation for its use, a8 was the first tract, when that alone was
cultivated ; but for the twenty-fourbushel tract, and foreach
portion of it,rent will now be paid. W h y ? Because any
person desiring to raise wheat may better, may he not? pay
something for cultivating a portion of that tract, than culti.
vate a portion of the new lands for nothing.
How muchwillhe
pay? Exactly the
differencebetween
the crops to be grown on the two soils, with the same application of labor, i. e., two bushels, since he can afford to pay this
rent rather than move to the
less productive soil. As some
must BO move, the landlord will be able to exact the maximum
rent from the present cultivator : if not, from some other.
Let UB now advance another stage, and suppose the increase
of population to require the cultivation of the twenty-bushel
tract. The effect of this downward movement of the limit of
cultivation will be two-fold :
First, the twenty-two bushel tract will begin to bear a rent,
since any cultivator can better affordt o pay a certain rent for
theprivilegethan
occupy a portion of t h e newlandfor
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nothing. The am.ountof that rent will be determined by the
difference in productiveness between the two tracts, being, in
the case supposed, two bushels, an acre.
Secondly, the tract first cultivated now brings its owner a
rent (24-20=4), not of two bushels, but of four. It is no
better land than it
was before ; it producesnomorewheat
under the same application of labor and capital ; yet it yields
its owner a rent twice as great as before cultivationdescended
to the third grade of Soils. That increase of rent takes place
simply and solely because cultivation has so descended.
If, again, wesuppose thatthe increasingneeds of the
communityrequirethecult’ivation
of theeighteen-bushel
tract, even the twenty-bushel tract will begin to bear a rent,
viz., two bushels, while the rent of the next tract will rise to
four bushels, andthat of themostproductiveland
to six
bushels, or three times the original amount.
258. The Law ofRent.”If we have correctly traced the
course of self-interest, in dealing with the occupation of land,
under the necessity of a resort to inferior soils, we are prepared to state the law of rent.
1. Rent arises out of diEerences existing in the productiveness of different soils under cultivation at the same time, for
supplying the same market.
2. The amount of rent is determined by the degreeof those
differences.Specifically,
therent of any piece of land is
determined by the diEerencebetweenitsannualyieldand
that of the least productive land actually cultivated for the
s ~ p p l yof the same market, under equal applications of labor
and capital, it being assumed that the quality of the land as a
productive agent is, in neither case, impaired or improved by
such cultivation.
250. Coat of TrcLnsportation.”By productiveness throughout the foregoing discussion, has been intended net producof transportation to marketbeing
first
tiveness, thecost
deducted.
In the illustration as thus far given, the cost of transportation hasbeeuleftout
of account.Let
UE now,however,
pursuppose a tract to be brought under oultivation for the
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pose of supplging this market, situated at

60

great a distant,

as to make the cost of transportation a considerable element

in the problem of rent.
If the reader will recur to the diagram, he will see that we
have marked out a tract, at some distance from our village,
the path thereto bearing the legend "2, by which we have
intended to signify that the cattle and men taking the grain
to market will eat, going and returning, two bushels out of
the produce of each acre. The net productiveness of the tract
will then be, for the purpose of determining its rental, not23
bushels, but 21. It will not be cultivated until after the first
two tracts have been completelyoccupied. It will then be
cultivated, but will bear no rent so long as its produce, combined with that of those two tracts, suffices for the sustentation of the community. But when the increasingneeds of
population drive cultivation down to the 20-bushel tract, the
tract in question will bear a rent of one buahel, which wili
rise to three when cultivation seeks the 18-bushel tract.
260. A New Continent.--The reader will further note that,
we have connected the same community with the projecting
edge of a continent,which we havenamedAmerica,
by a
dotted line, to which we have attached thesign and figure -8.
These represent that portion of the crop of the year which i~
given to railway companies and the owners of vessels, as a
consideration for transporting the grain to the English market.
The net produce of these lands is, then, 20 bushels. Though
theyactually yield 28 bushels to the acre, withthegiven
application of labor, they will bear no rent till the 18-bushel
tract of English land is brought under cultivation, when they
will yield two bushels rent, an acre, the same as the 20-bushel
English tract, the net productiveness being the flame.
But suppose this American land isof vast extent, and upon
it can beraisedall
thegrain whichthis,
orany, market,
requires, what will be the effect upon rents ? Why this : no
onewill now cultivatetheEnglish
18-bushel tract. Why
should one, since a greater netproduce can be obtained by the
same labor elsewhere ? This lowest grade of soik, therefore,
falls out of cultivation. With what effect upon the rent of
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otherparcels of land ? To answerthis,let us recur'to our
formula. The rent of any piece of land is determined by the
differencebetween
itsannualyieldandthat
of theleast
productive land under cultivation for the purpose
of supplying
the same market.The
24-bushel Englishtracthas
been
bringing its owner 6 bushels, an acre, rent, because, and only
because, the 18-bushel tract wasnecessarilybroughtunder
cultivation.Now,however,
that Americanland,withanet
productiveness of 20 bushels, an acre (28-8=20) is found in
unlimited amount, the margin of cultivation is pushed backwards,andthebest
of theEnglishtractsbringsbutfour
bushels rent ; thenextbestbuttwo
; the 2o-bushel tract
now bears no rent, as it is in competition with free American
land of indefinite extent.
Again, assume that the introduction of Bessemer steel raih
and various improvements in ocean navigation reduce thecost
of transportation of American grain to seven bushels out of
every 28, what will be the effect on English rents? Clearly
the American land now has a net productiveness represented
by 21 bushels, and, as it is of unlimited extent, all the English
20-bushel land is thrown out of cultivation-forwhowould
wish to cultivate it ? and t8he rent of the best English land is
reduced to three bushels, and that of the second grade to one.
The foregoing illustration accountssaciently for the great
economic, and, by consequence, great social change, which hae
been going on in the British Islands within the last few
years.
The reduction in the costof transportation from the American
wheat fields beyond the Mississippi to the seaboard, and from
the seaboard toLiverpool, has increasedthe net productiveness
of those fields to adegreeequaltotheaddition
of several
bushels an acre to the crop. This has thrown out of cultivation much of the poorer English land, and, by lifting upwar&
the limit of cultivation, has decreased the normal rent ofall:
English lands, cutting deeply, in prospect, into theincomes of
the land-owning class. The first effects, however, have been
most severely felt by the cultivatorsof the soil, who, holding
their farms by lease, find themselves still bound to pay the
stipulated rents.
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261. Relation of Rent t o the Price of Land. W e have
stated the economic doctrine of rent. The price of land and
its rental value stand in a certain necessary relation to each
ether. Land has its
price because, and only becauae, it can
command a rent. But while the relation between the two is
a necessary one, being no less direct than that of cause and
effect, the ratiobetween the rentof land and theprice of land,
expressed in terms of produce or of money, varies widely. In
some countries, where the amount of accumulated capital is
large ; where a high degree of civil security exists ; where
the rights of property are respected, and where the ownership
of land carries with it social distinction and perhaps political
influence, the price of land may be twenty, twenty-fiveor even
thirty times the annual rental.
In other countries, from the
failure of one or all of the conditions indicated, land may not
aell for more than fifteen or even ten times its rental.
982. Bent forms no part of the Price of Agricultural
&oduce.”From the law
of rent, as it has been stated, we
deduce the Pery important conclusion that rent forms no part
of the price of agricultural produce.
No proposition which the political economist has occasion
to announce is so startling, at the first hearing, as this ; nor
does any other contend against
such persistent incredulity,
And yet, no proposition can be more clearly established. W e
have seen (par. 132) thatinthe
samemarket, at the same
time, there is but one price for different equal portions of any
commodity. W e have altlo seen (par. 137) that normal price
is fixed by the cost of producing that portion of the supply
which is produced at the greatestdisadvantage.
Apply these principlesto thecase in hand. England does not
raise all the wheat needed forsubsistence
the
of her population.
Besidescultivatingthemostfertile
of her own fields, she
makes heavy draughtsupon the United States, France,Egypt,
flungary,andthe BlackSea region. For thewheat of all
these countries, however, so far as it is of the same quality,
there is butone price. That price is fixed by the cost of raising
t h e million, sap, of bushels which are raised at the greatest
disadvantage, which means* in this case, at the greatest die-
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tance, viz., on the plains of Dakota. This wheat the English
must have : the proof of which is found in the f a c t that they
dohave it. Now, if they will have it, theymustpay the
cost of raising it, that is, must pay enough to induce men t o
g o to thatfar-off country, undergo the privationsof a frontier
life, undertake all the risksof pioneer agriculture, and submit
to enormous charges for thetransportation of their product by
land two thousandmiles to theseaboard, and, then, three thousand miles, b y sea. If the English will not pay thisprice, they
can not have thewheat. That they get the wheat proof
is that
they pay this price, which, in turn, sets the price for all the
wheat raised inEngland,andfor
all thewheatbrought
thither, whether from France, from Egypt or from the Black
Sea. Wheatmay
be
raised
in Middlesex atanactual
cost not exceeding two shillings a bushel ; but the Middlesex
farmer will not, on that account, sell his wheat below the market price, say six shillings, which price
is fixed, as we have
seen, bythewheatfrom
America. The difference, four
shillings, is to be profit for somebody ; and we will now proceed to show that this body must be either the
landlord, or
the tenant, not the agriculturallaborer, and not the consumer
of flour.
263. What Would Happen if Rents Were RemittedPW e shall best make this appear b y means of an illustration.
Let us suppose that a philanthropic gentleman,whose rent roll
ig $20,000, being greatly moved by tales of distress, knowing
that the quartern loaf is very dear, and believing this to be
duetothelargerentspaidforthe
useof land, callshie
tenants together, and tells them that, in considerstion of the
hard times and the great suffering of the poor, he has determined to remit one-half of the rent of all his farma, What
would be the consequence ? Doubtless all the tenants would
accept the proffered terms cheerfully, and humbly thank hh
honor. But would they sell the wheat at any lower price?
Not at all ; why should they ? They can getthemarket
price for it. That price is not fixed by the cost of raising
wheat on their farms, or any farms
for which rent is paid.
It is theno-rentlandthat
raises thatlast portion of the
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necessarysupply
of wheatwhich
fixes theprice
of sll
wheat.
But suppose, to imagine a most improbable case, that some
one out of the fifty tenants on this estate were to go to the
dealer in grain to whom he was accustomed to sell his crop,
and say : ‘(Mr. B., inasmuch as my landlord has remitted half
my rentthisyear,
I offer you mywheat a shilling less a
bushel, in order that you may
sell it at a corresponding reduction to the baker.” What would the grain-dealer d o ?
Clearly he would take the wheat, at the reduced price offered;
but would he sell it to the baker for any less ? Or, if he did,
would the baker, getting his flour a ishilling “ off,” put down
the price of the loaf ? Not % he were of the sort of baker that
you and I know.
But perhaps it is said, we concede that the farmers will not
sell their wheat at any lower price, on account of the remission of rent, but they will raise the wages of their laborers.
Why should they ? They can make presentsto their laborers,
just as they could make presents to grain dealers or bakers,
but we are talking now about business, and, as a matter of
businees, why should thesefifty persons raise the wages of
their laborers, in consequence of the generosity of their own
landlord ? The laborers were willing to work, before, for the
wages that werestipulated,
the same wages, itmaybe
assumed, which other laborers in the county were receiving.
Why should the laborers now beunwilling t o work at the
same wages ? And if the laborers are willing to work at the
same wages, why should the farmers pay more ?
264. Reeume of the Subject. - These illustrations may
seem very elementary, but I have known eo many persons,
after a complete demonstration of the proposition we are considering, go away, showing, by look or by remark, that they
still clung to thenotion that rent has, somehow, something to
do with the price of agricultural produce, that I have thought
it worth the space required to repeat the demonstration and
fully illustrate the argument. I trust it has been shown, to
the conviction of every
reader,
that
rent
is
a matter
between the landowner and the tenant, not between the land.
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lord and the agriculturallaborer, or between the landlord and
the consumer of agricultural produce.
Rent is the SUI$UA of the crop above the cost of cultivation
on the least productive lands contributing to the supply
of the
market. Admittingtheprivate
ownership of land(pars,
493-505), that surplus, necessarily, so far aseconomic forces are
Concerned, is left in the hands of the landlord. There, so far
as economic forces are concerned, it must remain. The landlord can give it away, if he pleases, just as he can give away
his horse, or his house, or any thing that is his. He can give
it to his tenant, just as he
could give to any one else. But
if he does, it becomes a puregratuitytothetenant,
who,
under the operation of the principle of self-interest, will transmit it neither to the agricultural laborer nor to the consumer
of food, but will retain it entire forhis own enrichment.
265. Attacks on the Doctrine of Rent. -Such
is the
economic doctrine of wealth, which is generally known by the
name of David Ricardo, though, in truth,
it was announced
by Anderson, a Scotch economist, who wrote at anearlier
date.*
I postpone t o P a r t VI. the consideration of attacks upon
thedoctrine
of Rent, by certain American andFrench
writers.
266. The Doctrine of Rent: How Far Applicable to
Actual ConditionsP-The
law
of rent
which
has
been
pxpounded, is true only hypothetically, that is, upon the condition assumed, wiz., that the owners and the occupiers of land,
each for himself, fully understand their own pecuniary interests, and will unflinchinglyseek andunfailingly find their
best market.
How much does this mean ? A great deal ; more than ever
waR realized in any country, at any time, though it has been
*It is not, however, wholly inappropriate to join the name of Ricardo
to this doctrine, on account of the great force and clearness with which
he expounded and defended it. Anderson’s statement of the same principle, though perfectly correct, was
so made as to attract no attention,nnd
it WJM not till long after Ricardomadethedoctrine
famous, that it
becarnepopularlyknownthatthe
substance of it wm contained in
hderson’s work.
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far morenearlyapproachedin
some thanin others. Just
what is implied in the above assumption 3
On the landlord’s part that (1) he would as soon take a new
tenant as retain one whose family had been on the soil for
centuries ; that (2) he will entertain no other consideration
than the realization of the largest possible rent ; that (3) he
know6 all the facts which in any way bear upon the highest
rate that could be charged for the use of the land without
driving away all would-be tenants.
On the tenant’s part, that (1) he has the means to place
himself elsewhere ; that (2) he could carry with him the value
of his stock and fixtures, and of any improvements made during his tenancy ; that (3) he knows and can intelligently canvass the varying advantages of a sufficient number of localities to make his choice practically indefinite ; and that (4)
neither indolence, nor inertia, nor dread of change, nor love
of home, friends or country, will intervene to keep him from
his best market : that is, where he can rent land, of a given
degree of productiveness, at the lowest annual rate.
The recital of the foregoingconditions showsthat Ricardo’s
law does notfurnish
a formulabywhichtherent
of a
single piece of land can be determined in advance. The
doctrine is true onlyhypothetically,
andthe
conditions
assumed exist nowhere.
187. Yet this hypothetical doctrine of rent is by no means
to be regarded as vain and illusory. It is, on the contrary, of
vastimportance.
It must be fundamentalinanycorrect
theory of the distribution of wealth. No projectileever
describes a perfectparabola, since the resistance of the air
and the force of the wind will interfere to prevent an absolute compliance with the law of the projectile. Yet the artillerist must always have reference to that law in pointing his
piece, makingsuch allowance for disturbing influences as
existingconditions may seem to require. Any attemptto
explain the partitionof the product of industv which should
leave Economic Rent out of account, would be either futile
or deceptive.
In some omntriee,notably in theUnitedStates and in
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England, Ricardo’s law furnishes the great underlying principle according to which, with more or less of divergence
fromgeneral or from local andindividual
causes, actual
rents are primarily determined. I n other countries, like those
of continentalEuropegenerally,
wherecustomoperates
powerfullyupontherental
of land, thedoctrineisstill
of
importance ; first, as clearly furnishing the outside limit of
rent; secondly, asestablishingthe
proposition thatthe
question of rent or no rent, of high rent or low rent, is purely
a question betweenlandlord andtenant,not
between the
employer and the employed, and not between the producer
and theconsumer of food.
268. Rents in the United States.-We have said
that in
some countries the economic doctrine of rentfurnishesthe
principle
which
primarily
determines
actual rents. The
United States offer the most striking illustration of this. So
completely is the Americanmindimbued with the feeling
that a t h i i g is worth what itwill bring ; so little sympathyin
here found for thenotion of classes which, by reason of weakfrom competition with outside
ness, mustbehedgedin
forces ; so vast are the tracts
of arablelandnot yet occupied ; so freely do our people move from place to place ; so
slight are their attachments
t o locality, that no prejudice whatever would be created by a landlord’s demand& the utmost
rent which the tenant could, and in the result, would, pay.
m e factthatthetenantactually
paid therentdemanded
would be proofsufficient that he ought to pay
it ; that the
only a
landwasworthit,andthatthelandlordshowed
proper sense of his own interest in advancing theprice.
Nay, should the tenant refuse to pay theincreased rent and
giveway to another, I knownotan Americancommunity
where odium would attach to the landlord. It would be felt,
it would be freely said-: If the tenant is not willing to pap
the price of the land, let some one take it who is. And what
is true of the United Statesin this particular, is true probably
in nearly equal degree of Canada and Australia, new countries exhibiting the same general conditionsof social life.
Here we see the unrestrained operation of the principle of
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competition, with a wholly beneficial result. The tenant a::d
landlord, being substantially on an equality as to intelligence,
enterprise and freedomof movement, seek each his own interest, yet without injury to the other.
269. English Rents.”When, however, we reach England,
we find a new force entering actively
to influence rents, all
on the side of thetenant.Herethesentiment
is universal
that there are classes which, by reason of wealth, education,
and social position, are bound to do and to forbear much, out
of regard to the interestsof classes deemed to be permaRent17
and hopelessly weak.
The gentleman must never forget, in dealing with his serd
vants, his laborers, his tenants, and even in some degree his
trades’ people, that he is dealing with inferiors and dependents, who are, in a sense, under his protection, who can
not
easily defend themselves against encroachment or fully assert
their own interests, and that, in consequence, he is bound to
act somewhat differently,it may be very differently, from what
he would were he dealing with his equals.
But it is in regard to land that this sentiment operates with
foranEnglish
thegreatest force. It wouldbeimpossible
landed proprietor to feel that freedom in regard to
raising
rents whichcharacterizes the action of an American landowner. A gentleman there who should undertake to force up
rents, acting on the principle that, if his present tenants could
not or would not pay his price, he would find others t o do it,
would feel the lash of public indignation descend on his back
till life wasmadeaburden
to him. Instead of gaining
increase of styleandstatethroughanenlargement
of his
rent-roll thusobtained, his social standing would be destroyed.
With public sentiment thus acting strongly and steadily in
restraint of the natural impulses of the landholding class, we
should look to see adivergence of actualfromtheoretical
rents, all on the side of the tenant’s interest ; and such, indeed,
we find to have been the case down to the time when, perhaps ten years ago, American competition began
to cperate
with prodigious andaltogether unprecedented force. “ T h e
rent of agricultural land,”wrote Prof.ThoroldRogers,is
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seldom the maximom annual valueof the occupancy ; in many
cases is considerably below such an amount.”
270. Customary Rents on the Continent of Europe.“On
the Continent of Europe, rents are, in general, not determined
by competition, but by custom, to which Mr. Mill has assigned
the same beneficent function in economics it has always performed in the sphere of politics, as “the most powerful protector of theweakagainstthestrong.”
I n Switzerland,
France and Italy, rents were formerly
fixed almost universally
by the custom of the country, at a certain definite portion of
the produce of the land. This species of tenure, knovn as the
Metayer tenancy, has been fully recognized a8 giving to the
peasantry the use of land at less than the maximum rents, as
determinedbytheapplication
of thepurely economic fortenant’s intermula. So strong is custom inprotectingthe
est, in these countries, that oftentimes it happens that, where
cities have sprung up during the
continuance of a family upon
the soil, giving alocal market for produce,and, by comequence, raising prices, the landlord, even in admitting a new
family to the estate, does not attempt to exact a larger share
of the produce.
“ A proprietor,” says Sismondi, writing of Tuscany,
‘‘ would not dare toimpose conditions unusual in the country;
and, even inchangingonemetayerforanother,healter8
nothing of the terms of the engagement.”
271. Rents in Ireland.”We have seen how faractual
may bemadetodivergefromtheoreticalrents,all
on the
side of the tenant’s interest, by the force of public sentiment.
Let us now turn to a country where, in the time of which we
areto speak, thepopulationwasnot
homogeneous ; where
prejudices of raceandreligionhadengenderedanimosities
that descended fromgenerationtogeneration
; where no
friendlypublicopinionstoodguardovertheinterests
of a
peasantry whose improvidenceconcurredwiththegreed
of
the landlord class in excitinga fierce and unremitting competition for the occupancy of the soil.
The story of the wrongs done to Ireland is so familiar that
it is needless to enter into details to show why it waa that in
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Ireland nothing intervened betweenlandlord and tenant ta
break the force of competition. It was not merely that the
two classes were of different races, of different religions, and
in some degree alRo
of
different speech. The confiscations
and colonizations of Elizabeth, thewars of Gromwell, and
lastly the Penal Code, of which the temperate Hallam says,
'I to have exterminated the Catholics
by thesword, or expelled
them,like the Moriecoes of Spain,wouldhavebeen
little
morerepugnanttojusticeandhumanity,butincomparably
more politic ""these were the prime causes which had engenderedantagonisms and animositiessuch
as haverarely, in
modern times, divided the population of any land.
273. I n additionheretoanotherandmostpotent
cawe
contributed to the severitywithwhichrentewere
exacted..
This was absenteeism, a great part of the soil being owned b y
landlords
who
resided
inEnglandandtransactedtheir
business through local agents, or through " middlemen," who
assumed the estimated rental of large estates and wrung from
the peasantry whatever they could.
By a kind of natural selection, out of these agents and middlemen came to be developed a distinct species of social animal,
peculiarly fierce and cunning, of preternaturalacuteness to
search out every poseible occasion for fresh exactions, with
heart of flint and face ofbrass.
Only men with a natural
aptitude for exaction, distraint and eviction were selected f o r
such a work ; years of practice made them perfect in the arts
of extortion, while the consciousness of being despised and
hated to the point of frenzy choked every casual thought of
pity,andmade
absolute heartlessness both a professional
virtue and a condition of self-preservation.
Such waB the situation in Ireland, on the part of the landlord class, furnishing all theconditions necessary to a rigid and
relentless enforcement of rent, up to the economic maximum
"i. e., to the extent of giving to the owner of the land the
entire surplusproduceabove the cost of cultivationonthe
poorest soils.
273. How was it on the side of the peasantry? Were they
prepared to supplythe
conditionswhich
Rhould prevent
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mompetition frombecoming
disastroue, destructive ? Unof no country in Europewere
fortunately,thepeasantry
less fitted to enter uponsuchastrugglewiththelandlord
class. Sanguine,improvidenteven to recklessness, the Irish
people clung the more closely to the land the more miserable
their lot ; multiplied a t a rate inconsistent with the capacity
of the soil forprovidingsubsistence,andcompetedamong
themselves forthe
occupancy of smaller andcontinually
Had it been a
smallerparcelswithapassionateeagerness.
stationary population, like that of France, which entered on
this struggle for the fruits
of the soil, the peasantry might
have had some chance ; but, with a population at leaRt fifty
per cent. beyond the capabilities of the soil to support, as the
art of agriculture was then practiced, while every year largely
increased the number of eager, penniless competitors, miserg
could hardly fail to result.
In the situation described, it was a matter of course’ that
rents were advanced to the full limit allowed by the law we
have stated. But there
wae more than this and
worse than
this.Rentsweredemandedbytheagent,
or middleman,
rents were even offered by the peasantry in the eagerness of
their competition, in excess of the economic maximum ; in excess of what could possibly be paid ; in many cases in excess,
of
incredibleas it may seem, of thewholeannualproduce
the soil.*
274. But, it may be asked, if the tenants could not pay the
rents,whatharmtopromisethem
? Thelandlordsclearly
would be disappointed ; but how would the tenante suffer?
The injury done to the peasantry through this
cause waa
threefold.
First. “he whole possible produce above the bare‘ necessities of subsistence, belonging to the landlord, the tenant had
little interest in the crop or in keeping up the productiveness
Cottier rents are nominal in pecuniary amount, because these rents
are fixed 80 high that it is impossible for the cottiera ever to pay them.
The nominal amount of the rent far exceeds the whole produce which
the land would yield.-H. Fawcett, “Pol. Economy.” This statement is
probably somewhat too sweeping.
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of the land. Havingnothingto hope for, andbeing in 80
bad a plight that there was nothing but eviction to fear, all
inspiration died out of the cultivation of the soil. What was
donewasalwaystheleastandthe
meanest that could be
done.
Secondly, The promise of excessive, and indeed impossible,
rents kept the tenant always in debt to his landlord. Hopeless debt differs littlefromslavery.TheIrishcottierlived
by the breath of the agent or the middleman.
Thirdly. The joint effect of the causes described was continually to lower the standard of living, and consequently the
cost of cultivating the no-rent land, or lowest grade of soih,
by making the peasantry reckless regarding the increase of
their numbers.
276. Effects of Unequal Competition.-In the foregoing
description of the state of the Irish tenantry prior to1844,we
have an illustration of the results of an unequal competition.
That same force which in the United States, operating upon
an intelligent, alert, active, aggressive population, under equal
laws,produceseffectsonlybeneficial,
in Ireland, under the
conditions recited, produced disaster.
276. Actual vs. Theoretical Rents.”We Bee, then, that
practically there may be three classes
of cases in respect to
rent.
First, Where, under active competition, with both parties
substantially on an equality in respect t o intelligence, alertness and freedom of movement, withno laws or habits or
sentiments opposing the exaction of all which any thing that
is thesubject of bargainandsalemaybeworth,rents,
as in theUnitedStates,conformnearlytotheRicardian
formula.
Second. where, among a population presenting wide differences of wealth and intelligence, and perhaps, also, of rank
of personalkindlinessand
and politicalpower,sentiments
mutualregard betweenlandlordandtenant,andastrong
authoritative opinion throughoutthecommunityrespecting
the obligations imposed by the ownership of property, espeoially of landed property, serve, as in England, and in many
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countries of the continent of Europe, to reduce the pressure
of the landowning upon the tenant
class ; making the landlord slow to seek occasions for raising rent ; reluctant in forcingmatterswiththetenanttoextremity,andaltogether
unwilling to proceed, in the case of a decent, well-meaning
tenant, to distraint and eviction. Hence it comes about that
rents vary widely from the Ricardian formula, always on the
aide of the tenantry,
Third. Where, with a tenantry ignorant, improvident, perhaps reckless in respect to familyincrease, and byconsequence
unable to offer effectiveresistance toan acquisitive,aggressive treatment of the question of rents, little in the way of
sentiments of personal kindness on the part of landlords, and
nothing in the way of an authoritative public opinion, enters
to restrain the impulseswhichtend to advancerents. Here
we have a result of ultimate injury to the economic interests
of both parties and of the entire community,
a77. The Rent of Pastures.-We have thus
far spoken
only of therent of arableland.
W e have takenthis first,
not only because itismostimportant,
80 far as the
mere
amount involved is concerned, but also because the principles
governingrentcan
beheremosteasily
discerned. If we
have done ourwork well, there will belittle difficulty in
applying the principlesdiscovered to the rent of pastures,
water privileges, building lots, mines and wood lots.
W e have, throughout the foregoing extended illustration,
assumed the existence of a considerable body of no-rent,
arable lands, furnishing the base-line from which the rentals
of the superior lands are respectively measured. To a certain
extent this assumption corresponds to the factsof agriculture,
More commonly, however, those lands whose net productiveness is so low that they could only be cultivated on the condition of paying no rent, are turned into pasture or grazing
land. W e might,therefore,saythat,inmanyagricultural
regions, the base-line for ascertaining rents, is furnished by a
certaingrade of pasture-lands,largetracts of which would
yield but a scanty subsistence toa few cattle or sheep. Then
oome the more valuable pastures, which pay an appreciable
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rent, and, parallel with these, arable lands
of moderate f a tility, paying, also, an appreciable rent.
As we go upward in the
scale of fertility, lands may be
transferred from grazing to tillage, or from tillage to grazing, according to the demand for animal as compared withthe
demand for vegetable productions, at the time prevailing in
the local market, or according to other conditions which we
need not enter into here. Arable land
is,also, often turned
into pasture for the purpose of allowing it to recuperate in
respect to certainproperties of the soil whichhavebeen
unduly
drawn
upon
by
the
crops
of previous
years.
While, thus, a large part of the lands of any agricultural
district may be used interchangeably for tillage and for grazing, it seldom happens that the best lands are used at all, or,
at any rate, for more than the briefest
period,aspasture.
Generallyspeaking,thepoorestlandsarealwaysusedas
pasture,therichestlandsarealwayscultivated
excepting,
only, duringintervalsrequiredforrecuperation.
It is in
respect t o the intermediate grades of soil that the alternation
referred to takes place. The principle which determines the
rent of pasture lands is the same as that with which we have
already become familiar through our discussion of rent in ita
application t o arable lands.
278. The Rent of Water Privileges.-Water
privilege8
have three uses : first, for power, in connection with saw-milla,
of
grist-mills, cotton-factories, etc.; secondly, for the supply
water, for drinking, washing, and other domestic purposes, to
oities and towns ; thirdly, for the irrigation of land, for the
purposes of agriculture. The volume of water,the convenience of its application t o the purpose for which water is, in
the specific instance, required ; proximity to the market, that
is, the placewhere thewateristo
beused,these
arethe
principal considerations which determine the productiveness
of water-privileges for the purposes of rent. For the supply
of cities and towns, the quality of the water a180 becomes an
element of importance.
Productiveness being thus estimated, there are all degreee
of productivenessamongwaterprivileges.Thereare
the
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no-rent privileges, which, by reason of distance, or inconven-

ienoe of application, or of insufficient orirregular flow, are not
used a t all, or only used on condition that no compensation is
exacted therefor. Above these, are found low-rent privileges
and high-rent privileges, themeasure of rent being the degree
of productiveness.
270. An instructive illustration of the relation of monopoly
t o value is often afforded by the action of water-power companies, inregulating theprices they charge for
power, according
to theprice of coal. In, for example, a given textile manufacturing cityof New England, if coal can be delivered
at fourdollarsa ton, thewater-powercompany
sells to a cotton or
woolen-mill the right to take water sufficient to create (by its
fall through a given number
of feet), one-horse power, for,say,
$24 a year, that amount representing the estimated
cost of
maintaining one-horsepower,
throughout a year, bythe
consumption of coal, at four dollars a ton. Should the price
of coal fall to, say, three dollars, the water-power company
would readjust its charge to meet the changed conditions of
competition with steam.
Within the limits thus determined, the price
of water-power
is a monopoly price, being entirely irrespective of what it cost
the company to acquire its rights and constructits works, and
of what it may cost to keep up its service. To that monopoly,
however, a limit is set by possible competition with eteampower.
280. T h e Bent of Building Lote.--The rent of building
lots is determined by the principles already set forth. There
areno-rentbuildinglotsinabundance.
Every townahip
hasitssquatters
whosecabins,placed
out of the way, on
worthlessland , pay norent.Evenin
the neighborhood of
large cities, shanties are perchedon the rocks without objection
from owners of land which, in another twenty or fifty yearn,
may bear a high rent.
But something more is wanted
in the case of abuilding,
thangroundtostand
upon. Thebuildingmustbe
placed
with reference to its uses ; and it ie the prodnativenetw of the
lot in that respect which determinee the rent. Among bnild-
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ing lots that bear a rent, the minimum may be said ta be
determined by the value of land for the purposes of agriculture. A man leases a hundred acres of arable land, of uniform
quality, for$500, a year, and places his house upon some convenient spot,occupying,with barns and sheds,halfanacre
of
ground. The rent of this building lot is $2.50 a year. If he
were a market gardener near a large city, the rent
of the lot so
occupied might be $25. If, on theother hand,hewere
a
market man instead of a market gardener, he might pay $50
for the rentof the ground on which t o build his cottage in the
suburbs of the city, andfive times that sum as the ground rent
of his little shop in the heartof the city. If a banker, he could
better afford to pay $2,000 or perhaps $5,000 ground rent on
State Street, or Wall Street, or Lombard Street, than occupy
premiseshalf a mile awaywerehe permitted to do 80 for
nothing.
The productivenesd of land occupied for the purposes of
manufacture or trade, has reference to the number of persons
passingthroughthestreet,ortotheproximity
of waterprivileges, or wharf-privileges, or railroad stations, or to various other facilities for either doing a greater amount of business with the same capital, or for saving expenditure upon a
given amourt of business. Such lots being limited in number,
yet held by competing owners, their rent conforms closely to
the Ricardian formula. In regard to this kind
of rent, competition is, if not perfect, at least very active on both sides.
No favor is shown or asked ; the two parties to the bargain
areregardedasequal.
The landlordgetsallthelandwill
bring, if not from one tenant, then from another. The tenant expects to pay all that any man will be willing to give for
the commercial advantages of occupying the ground.
281. The Rent of wnes.-The rent
of mines is not governedwholly by the economic law of rent which, as stated
(par. 253), has referenceto the native andindeestmctiblepowers
of the soil. Underpropercareandhusbandry,cultivation
doesnotexhaustthe
Roil. With rotation of crops, with
annual manuring and an occasional season of rest, such as are
provided for in most English leases, the land returns to ita
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owner, or his representative, after 30, or 50, or 99 years, with
unimpairedvirtue.
The enjoyment of waterprivileges does
not exhaust the capacity of the river. The occupation of the
groundfor
generation
a
doesnotcontractthesurface
a
use
by another
available for
the
same or different
generation.
By the very nature of such deposits, the enjoyment of mining privileges diminishes the sum of the mineral in existence.
The mine may be “worked out ” in ten years or in twenty or
in fifty, and nothing but an ugly pit be returned to the owner,
at the expiry of the lease. The rent of such properties is not,
therefore, regulated by the Ricardian formula, without modification. Therentmustbeincreased
sufficiently to compensate for the ultimate exhaustion of the deposits : the destruction of the value of theestate.Otherwise,therule
of rent
for these properties is the same as in the case of other natural
agents. The chief elements, here, in determining productiveness for the purposes of rent, are the quality of the product,
the extent of the deposits, the depth of working, the distance
from a market.
There are, in the United States, vast deposits
of coal, for
instance, near the surface, not far from a market, which will
not pay for working, even if no rent be exacted, because the
quality is poor, though the coal will burn, will give out light
and heat, and, if delivered at the furnace free of cost, would
be warth using.
Thereareotherdeposits
of coal, of excellentquality,
which will not pay for working by reason of the thinness of
seams, or theirnarrowextentlaterally.Thereare,again,
vast deposits of good coal, which, by reason of their depth
below the surface, are not sought by productive industry and
perhaps never willbe.
There are still others which, by reaEon of distance from market are not
now worth taking up
at the government rates, which may in another century supply
greatmanufacturingcitieswithpower,Theseandother
mines, a little more fortunate in character or location, which
Till just pay for working, furnish the no-rent mines. Above
these are mines which pay rent, the degree of productiveness
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rising until the rental of a single mine becomes the income of
a prince.
28%. The a n t of Woodlota.-Woodlots and timber lands
are,infact,
seldom rentedintheUnitedStatesandother
new countries ; first, on account of the di5culty which would
be experienced in preventing waste and abuse
by a tenant ;
and, secondly, because it is generally more profitable to cut
off the whole body of wood or timber a t once, than to pick
from it, year by year, a certain proportion of what is standing. For these reasons, woodlots, when they reach the right
condition for cutting, are commonly sold to large operators,
at pricesdetermined bythe“netproductiveness”
of the
individualtracts,referencebeinghad
totheamountand
quality of timber and otherwood, to the distance from market,
facilities for transportation, etc.
The price at which an individual woodlot may sell, once in
thirty or fifty years, may properly be conceived of as related
to an annual rental, not collected at the time, but allowed to
accumulate against the day of sale.
I n old countries, where the value of wood and timber bears
a much higher proportion to the wages of labor, than in new
countries,andwherethetracts
so occupied aregenerally
surroundedby densepopulations,woodlotsandforests
are
more commonly culled from yearto year, instead of being cut
off all a t once. In suchacondition,theRicardianformula
of rent would strictly apply to the several tracts supplying
any givenmarket,although,asamatter
of fact, anowner
would be likely to conduct the cutting of the wood and timber himself, or throughhispaidagents,
on account of the
ditliculty, above referred to, of preventing waste andabuse on
the part of a tenant.
383. The Rent of Buildings and of Permanent Improvemente on the Lsnd.--The so-called rent of buildings, exclusive
of ground rent, is not governed at
all by the economiclaw
of rent, but by the principles which regulate the Interest on
Capital, of which we are next to speak. A man O W ~ Ea building lot, for which he could obtain a ground rent, that is, rent
proper. Being also a capitalist, he erects a building thereon.
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Why does he so ? Because he believes that, in addition tothe
rent of the ground, he can also obtain, for the occupation of
the house erected thereon, a fair remuneration for the use of
his capital, a remunerationequal (damage, troubleand risk
of loss being taken into account) to what he would receive
were he to put his capital into the form of live stock or railroad shares, or government bonds. The building is an investment of capital. If his investment has been shrewdly made,
he will receive from his tenants a sum which, in the view of
the economist, consists of two parts, rent proper ground
rent-and interest. W e shall see, inthenext chapter, that
thefie twoelements of that remuneration are governed by
widely different laws.
284. The Unearned Increment of Land."We have seen
how rent arises, undertheprivate ownership of land,and
what principles governits amount and economic direction.
W e have seen that rent is purely a question between landlord
and tenant, notbetween employer and employed, not between
the producer and the consumer of agricultural produce. W e
have seen that, conceding the private ownership of land, rent
must, so far as economic forces are concerned, remain in the
hands of the owner of land ; that it canonly get into the
hands of the tenant as a gift ; that if it reaches the hands of
the tenant, no economic forces will carry it into the hands of
the agricultural laborer or of the consumer of food. I t can
only get there by a further gift. or series of gifts.
W e have also seen that, whenever the limit of cultivation is
lowered, that is, whenever a lees productive grade of soils is,
bythe increasingdemands of population for subsistence,
brought under cultivation, the rents of allpreviouslycultivated lands are correspondingly raised, to the enrichment of
their owners, not by reason of any increase in the yield of
such lands, or by reason of any greaterexertions put forth by
the owners, but solely by reason of the necessity of cultivating a lower grade of soils.
Upon this view of rent, has arisen the question, Why should
the private ownership of land be permitted to exist? at any
Fgte, why should this incident of private ownership, the
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aggrandizement of the owner through the growthof the oommunity, be longer permitted to exist ? Why should not this
“ unearned increment of land,” to use Mr. Mill’s phrase, go to
the community, and not to any individual ?
This demand has been made very vigorously, of late years,
by a school of writers which embraces more than one eoonomiat of reputation. As the elements
of the question are not
purely economic, but embraceconsiderations
of political
equityandpoliticalexpediency,
I shallreserve all-remark
oonoerning it till we reach Part VI.
”

INTEBEBT.

286. Deanition of Interoet.-we have wen one ehare an#
off from the product of industry-rent ; one claimant satisfied
-the landlord. The reader now sees why this topic was first
treated. In economic theory, this is ever the first claim to be
adjusted and paid. We can make no progress-not so much
as by a single step-toward discovering
the principles which
govern the division of the product of industry among capitalists, employers, and laborers, until rent is taken out, until
the claim of the landlord is satis5ed. Hence the topic, Rent,
comes first, in a treatise on the distribution of wealth.
W e are now to speak of Interest : the share of the Capitalkt
in the product of industry.
In Part 11. we inquired into the origin and office of capital,
W e saw that capital consists of savings out of earninge, the
nstive powera of the earth, air and water not being regarded
as oapital. Wealth having been produced, some of it, much
of it, must soon be consumed, in order to sustain the producing classes, and to repair the waste inevitably attendant upon
produotion, and even upon the mere lapse of time. All of is
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may be SO consumed, and will be, under the urgent and constantly recurring desires which wealth alone can satisfy,
unless
some motive for saving can befound which shall prove strong
enough to withstand the impulses to immediate gratification,
and to wrest a portion of wealth from the jaws
of appetite.
W e have shown what that motive
is, and how it manifests
itself in a barbarous condition.
In an advanced state of society, the motive to saving ie not
so much found in the desire
of the individual to accumulate
to
tools and materials for his own handling, as in the desire
obtain interest from some one else, for the use of that portion
of wealth whose consumption is thuspostponed.
To the
varyingstrength of thismotivewithdifferent
men, and
differentraces,weshallhaveoccasion
to refer further on.
286. Interest not Paid for the Use of Money.-It haa been
said that interest is the compensation paid for the use of cap.
ital. The usual form of statement is thatinterest is paid
forthe use of money. Broadlyspeaking,thisisnot
true.
Money, which is one of the many forms of capital, is, indeed,
often the agent in effecting the loan of other species of capital. But inthesecases, it is not the money,philosophically
considered, that is borrowed : Theinterestpaid is for t h e
use of thecapitalobtainedthroughthatagency,One
borrows $5,000, andgivesanoteforthat
sum, with interest.
With this money he purchases live stock, machinery for his
factory, or goods for his trade : these were what he wanted ;
thesewerewhathereallyborrowed
; thesearewhat
he
pays interest upon, The money
wassolelyameans
to that
end.
of cues,
But money is not always, it is not in a majority
in a highly advanced state of industrial society it is, indeed,
rarely, the agent in effecting the loan
of capital. The country merchant buys goods and gives
his notes for two, four,
and six months,promisingtopaythepricewithinterest.
Interest on what ? On money ? No money passed in the
transaction. What was borrowed was hardware and crockery,
dry goods, and groceries. The young farmer buys cattle
to
stock his farm, and give8hisnote,
promising to pay, with
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interest : notinterest on money, for he has had none, but
interest on the value of cows and working oxen.
2 8 7 . The Rate of htereat."Let us now inquire how the
rate of interest is determined.
Since the use-of capital is a matter of bargain and sale, or of
exchange, what should determine the rate of interest but the
demand for, and the supply of, loanable capital ?
Here we see the futility of the notion, which, from time to
time,obtainsa strong hold on the publicmind of America,
and, indeed, of all new countries, that the rate of int,erest is
t o be lowered by increasing the supply of money through the
issue of paper notes. Men wish to borrow that they may get
control of the agencies of production : capital in its various
forms. The amount to be paid forthe use of capital will
depend on its abundance compared with the occasions for its
productive use. The issue of money will not increase the
number of horses and cattle and plows, nor will it build shops
and warehouses or construct machinery for manufacture or
for transport.
If the people of a community be thriving and progressive,
the demand for capital, to start new enterprises, or to enlarge
those already established, will be very great. If the community be, also, young, having brought to new fields the social
and industrial ideas, tastes and ambitions of an old society,
the supply of capital will be scanty, and the rate of interest
will rule high.
2 8 8 . Is this high rate of interest a hardship ? No, the hardship lies in the scarcity of capital. The high rate of interest
becomes the active means of removing that hardship, through
increasing the supply of capital available to meet the demand.
A high rate of interest is not an evil, but the cure of an evil.
How is this ?
Capital is, as we have seen, the result of saving. Interest,
then, is the reward of abatinence. A part, a largepart, of
all producedwealth must be at once consumed to meet the
conditions of human existence ; butthe remainingportion
may be consumed or may be accumulated,according to the
will of the owner. The strength of the motive to aoonmu-
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lation will varywiththereward
of abstinence. If thatbe
high, the disposition to save will be strengthened, and capital
will be rapidly accumulated ; if that be low, that dispollition
willberelativelyweak,andcapitalwillincrease
slowly, if,
indeed, the body of existing capital be not dissipated
at the
demands of appetite.
of the dispositionwill
W e do notsaythatthestrength
increase proportionally to the increase of remuneration ; that
it will, for instance, be one-eth greater at six per cent. interest than at five percent.Moralphilosophyhasreached
no
suchprecision ingaugingmotives.But
it iscertainthat,
among the same people, and at the same time, the higher the
rate of interest the stronger will be the motives which lead to
saving : the more rapid the accumulation of capital.*
So we see that a high rate of interest, instead of being the
cause of an evil, is really its cure ; and that to depress the
rate of interest, as, for example, by force of law, would be to
retard the processes by which capital is supplied.
As a high rate of interest is not in itself an
evil, so a low
which
rate of interest does not necessarily imply a condition
isasubject of congratulation. A lowrate of interestmay
mean that, in a thriving, progressive community, the accumulation of capital has gone on so rapidly as to outrun the occasions for its productiveuse. It may mean that thepeople are so
dull,indolentandunambitious,
or thestate of society so
disordered, that commercial andmanufacturingenterprises
are not undertaken, and no enlargement of traditional industries is looked for. A smallamount of capitalmorethan
suffices for such scanty needs.

* In general, taking all classes of producers into account, this will be 80.
Yet the effect of a reduction of the rate of interest is not wholly upon
one side. Prof. Marshall very justly exhibits an effect of a reduction of
the rate of interest, which, with a certain class of producers, might and
probably would operate in the opposite direction,
" A high rate of interest no doubt affords a liberal reward of abstinence,
and stimulates the saving of all who are ambitious of earning social p i tion by their wealth. Again, if a man is in doubt whether t~ save in
order to make provision for himself or his family, the expectation of a
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280. The Rate of Interest fends t o a Deoline.-Despib
the urgent and ever-recurring demands for the consumption
of wealthinvarious
forma of self-indulgence ; despitethe
oacasional reversal of the course of accumulation, in the occurrence of war ; despiteall the effects of misgovernment and
socialdisorder,wealthtendsstrongly
to increase.Since the
application of steam-power to manufsctures and transportation, this rate of increase has been so great as even to transcend the demand for the uses of wealth in undertaking new
industrialand commercialenterprises,andthus,withsome
temporary exceptions, interest has tended to decline.
In this respect interest differs markedly, we may say, essentially, from rent. The latter tends to
rise, with the lapse of
time, the increase of population, the growth of wealth. The
former tends to decline under the same conditions. This constitutes one of thetwo reasons whythe economistinsists
upontreatinginterestandrentseparatelyinhis
discussion
of the distribution of the product of industry. The second of
these reasons will now be stated.
200. There is not any No-Interest Capital.-we have
seen(par. 2 5 5 ) thatthe whole theory of rentrests on the
assumption that there is a body of no-rent lands. These serve

i

high rate of interest may induce himto save ; because the higher the rata
of interest,thelargertheamount
of future enjoymentwhichcan be
obtained by sacrificing a given amountof present enjoyment.
“ But the history of the past and the ohemation of the preeent show
that it is a man’s temperament, much more than the rate of interest to be
got for his ssving, which determines whether he makes provision
for
hie old age and for his family, or not. Mostof those who make such a
provision would do so equally whether the rate of interest were low or
high. And when a man has once determined to provide a certain annual
income, he will 5nd that he has to save more if the rate of interest is
low than if it is high. Suppose, for instance, that a man wishes to provide 811 income of €400 a year on which he may retire from business, or
to h u m € 4 0 a year for his wife and children after his death. If the
current rate of interest is 6 per cent., he need only put by 88,OOO or
insure hie life for 88,000 ; but if it is four per oent., he must aave810,000
or ineure h b We for C10,OOO.”
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aa the baae fromwhich to measure upwardsthe succeeeive
degrees of productiveness of the lands bearing rent.
In the theory of capital there is nothing to correspond to
this. The economistdoesnot
find anyno-interest capital.
In theory,allcapitalbears
aninterest,andallportions
of
capital bear equal interest. If
one portion, in fact, brings no
interest to its owner, or brings an interest below that obtained
by the owners of other portions, this is because of misadventothe
ture,due to accident or erroneous calculation,not
nature of the capital itself.
Of course, it is anticipated by the political economist that
the interest realized by portions of capital actually loanedwill
vary not a little, even within the
same market, inasmuch aa
competitionis neverperfectin
any sphere ; butwhathas
been stated shows how fundamentally the theory of interest
differs from that of rent.
201. Is there a Minimum Rate of Interest P -W e have
said thattheinducementto
savediminishes, otherthings
equal, as the rate of interest falls. Is there a point at which
the disposition to consume wealth for purposes of comfort or
luxury willequalinstrengththedispositiontoacquirean
annual income by saving wealth for productiveuses, so that no
further accumulation will take place, the savings out of earnings thereafter being onlysufficient to make good the wasteof
production and keep up the stock of capital ?
If there is a minimum rate of interest, it is very low. Fifteen or twenty years ago, six per cent. was the traditional rate
of interestinNewEngland,andprobablyfew
of us then
thought that, if the rate were to go lower, it really would be
worthwhileto " save." W e had become so accustomed to
six per cent. that it had come to seem as if there were some
law of nature that fixed that rate.Sixper
cent. ? Why of
coursea man would get six per cent. ? Yet since that time
we have seen the rate of interest steadily fall, in consequence
of the vast accumulation of capital, till now loans of capital
one-half or even
are to be had on good security at four and
four per cent., while the government borrows all it wants at
threeand one-half or eventhree.
"he Englishgovernment
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haslongborrowed
at threeper cent. Thegovernment of
Holland during the mostflourishingperiod
of the republic,
was even able to borrow at two percent.
202. Income fiom Investments, how Computed.-Misapprehensionsregardingtheactualrate
of interestarenot
infrequently occasioned by the failure t o note,whatwould
appear very plain, that the amountof interest paid upon bonds
or notes, and the amount of dividends dec1are.d upon shares of
corporate stock, should be compared, not with a nominal par
value, but with the sum actually invested in the purchase of
such bonds, stocks, notes or shares, or else with the sum for
which these would at the time bring, if sold.
Thus, we read in the newspapers, thatthe Bostonand
Maine railroad, in May, 1887, declared a semi-annual dividend
of five per cent., beingattherate
of ten per. cent,, a
year.
This statement, by itself, might create the impression that
investmentinthestock
of thisroadwouldbeapeculiarly
profitable one. A reference, however, to the stock quotations,
in another column of the same newspaper, would have shown
that the shares of thisrailroadwerethensellingatabout
$230, on the par of $100. A person, therefore, buying a share
of this stock, in April, 1887, would have received but a trifle
of
over four per cent., per annum, which was about the rate
interest then prevailing upon “ bottom mortgages.”
On the other hand, a number of railroad companies, during
the great speculative extension, 1868-1873, advertised t o sell
at seventy dollars, bond8 for one hundred dollars, bearing
seven per cent. interest. What, then, was the rate of interest
? No : the
promisedonthisinvestment?Sevenpercent.
rate of interest promised t o be paid was ten per cent., and,
even, as we shall see, morethanthat.Theinvestorpaid
seventy dollars for a bond, to receive upon it annually 6even
dollars of interest, per year, until the bond should mature, and
then to receive $100 in money, whereas he only paid
down
$70. In other words, he wa8, on the expiry of the bond, t o
receive a premium of $30, over and above an annual interest
of tenpercent.The“presentvalue”
of thispremium
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woulddependonthelength
of timethebondhad
to
run.’’
203. False Interest :Insurance of the Principal.-A great
deal that is paid under the name of interest is not interest in
the true sense, but is merely a premium for the insurance of
theprincipalsumlent.Realinterestonly
comprises that
part of the payment made which would be
paid,were the
return of the principal, at the dateof the maturity of the obligation, a matter of reasonable certainty. Absolute assurance
can be reached in no human transaction
; but where the risk
in themind of the
is so small that it amountstonothing
lender,asinthe
case of British COn601S, or of a “bottom
mortgage,” where the sum lent is only a half or a third of the
value of improved real estate, we have an instance of real interest, pure and simple.
Whatever, in the aame market, at the sametime,ispaid
above this, for the use of capital, is of the nature of insurance
against the risk of losing the amount lent. If the rate of real
interest in London is 3 per cent., as determined by the price
of console, loans on various kinds of fair security may range
from that rate up to 5 or 6 per cent.; while all the time notebrokers are “ Rhaving ” the “ paper” of second and third rate
dealers at from 10 to 20 per cent. discount.
294. ExtracHazardous Risks.-The operation
of the mind
of the person who lends cnpital, at a high interest, upon poor
security, is a familiar one. He sees the opportunity to obtain
interest proper-thenormalremuneration
for forbearing to
consumeinimmediateself-indulgence
thewealthhehas
created, or come into possession of-without encountering any
appreciablerisk of losingtheprincipal
sum. Butthereis
offered him a higher, perhaps a much higher, rate of interest,
for a loan into which a chance of total loss enters. His mind
balances the risk against the prize. The yearly value of the
latter is definite. It is three, five or ten per cent. on the sum
asked to be lent. Were he t o receive this added interest for a
sufficient number of years,hecouldevenaffordtolose
the
principal. He may receive the interest during the full term
of the obligation, and then have his principal back again. H e
((
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OWE also that he may receive but one or two annual paymente of interest,andthenbecompelledtorecognizehis
investment as a total loss,
Of thedegree of riskthereis
nomeasure.
The ablest
of the world,couldgiveno
statistician,thefirstfinancier
mathematical statement of the chances for or against the ultimaterepayment of theloan,Thelnatter
lies veryvaguely
even in the mind of the shrewdest banker or broker.
He sees
that there is great risk or little risk, very great risk or very
little risk, or that the elements on which the abilityof the borrower is to depend are altogether shrouded in uncertainty
;
but as to giving a mathematical expression to the value of the
loan, based on the chances of loas, the man who does this is
deceiving either himself or some one else.
295. Withthegreatmajority
of lenders no calculation
whatever, deserving of the name, enters into the negotiation
of loanswheremore than double interest is paid. The capitalist is simply tempted beyond what he is able to bear, or
else, if aman of anothertemper,theenhancedinducement
h o m e s of itself a reason for refusing to lend his money, and
he shuts the door upon negotiation. Look at the hundreds of
millions, thethousands of millions, that havebeensunk
in
railway shares and mining stocks by persons who had not the
smallest qualifications for estimating the value of the risk, but
whose prudence gave way under an offer of ten, or twelve, or
twenty per cent. Writers on Interest are too
muchgivento
assuming that the losses sustained in extra-hazardous investments are balanced by the gains, and that the " average rate "
is somehow maintained. The fact
is, few lenders are capable
of making any computationof the value of the risks they take;
few even go through the form of doing so.
The only thing that can be said with assurance is that the vast
majority of lendersonextra-hazardousrisksare
losers. The
high rate of interest proves a snare. Tempted
by the offer of
1 3 or 20 per cent., they take risks for which 40 or 50 would
beinadequate.Interestis
paid, dividendsaredeclared,just
long enough to complete the subscription, just long enough to
secure the last gudgeon in the pool. And it is often astonish-
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ing to note the class of men who contribute to a scheme which
isin its very terms an insult to
common-sense. Boughtwit
is the best wit ; but in this mctter, experience seldom suffices
for wisdom. The susceptibility to humbug is perennial in the
human breast. After a dance
of folly, in which figure “ T h e
Periwig Company, and the Spanish-Jackass Company, and the
Quicksilver-fixation Company ; ” in which prospectusvies with
prospectus to see which shall be the more preposterous
; and in
which investor vies with investor in recklessness, there comes,
indeed, a resting spell, more through exhaustion of means than
throughacquiredprudence;butthefirsttingle
of reviving
activity in trade starts the fever of speculation anew, and the
knaves find the dupes as numerous and as credulous a8 ever.
206. The Wreckers of Trade.-The foregoing remarks apply
to the great majority of investors who take extra-hazardous
risks. Yetthereareineverylarge
commerclal community
those who reap enormous rates of interest with only rare lossee
to offset their gains. These are men with preternatural sagacity
to know when it is safe to trust a rogue, how far to ride with
a spendthrift towards his ruin, just the point at which to leave
a tottering house whose foundations they have underminedby
drains of exorbitantinterest,justthe
moment atwhichto
‘‘ unload ” a stock ;men with the cunning to secure themselves
against loss, whoever may suffer ; men who have the hardness
to exact the last penny of their dues, at whatever distress to
the debtor, Such men are the wreckers
of trade. Their gains
are great, for they reap the
enormous profits of extra-hazardous
risks, yet seldomlosein
theprincipal sum lent.Rarely, indeed,is anembarrassed firm saved by their aid. Resort to
them is thealmost certain precursor of ruin. It ~erves to delay
the catastrophe a little, only to make it utter and remediless
at the last.
207. Double Interest.-The foregoing remarks apply only
to extra-hazardous risks, where, to put it roundly, more than
double interest is paid. With investments or temporary loans
inside this limit, a different rule obtains. The rates
of interest paid are still graded with little real appreciation
of the
degrees of risk taken ; the sums obtained as insurance can not
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be assumed to be proportioned to the hazard ; yet it is generally possible for an investor or lender
to say, this is more
safe than that : the adverse chances here are few and small ;
are many and great there.
But there is a more marked difference between extra-hazardous and ordinary risks in theofloan
capital. With theformer,
the rates obtained are, as a whole, taking all classes of investors or lenders together, below the actuarial value of the risks
taken, and such loans and investments, in spite
of the acuteness of the professional money-lending class, result, a8 a body,
in loss. With ordinary risks, the rates of interest are, on an
average, above their true value, as estimated from the basis of
bottom mortgages and government loans.
For example, in England, a few years ago, the return from
capital invested in government bonds was about 3.8 per cent,;
while the savings banks realized on their investments, which
may be assumed to have been made in a conservative
apirit,
4+per cent., and the average return to investors
inrailway
stockswas 5 per cent.Now,here
is anundeniable case of
disproportion. Any shrewd and sensible man, selling
S 100,000
of consols, investing the proceeds in the shares of ten reputable railways, and compounding through a term of years the
extra 17/10per cent., per annum, would create a fund far more
than sufficient to offset any losses he might sustain in an individual case. This disproportion is due first, to the estimation,
higher than an actuarialvalue,
placed by large claases of investors upon the feelingof security, the absence of all apprehensions
and occasionalalarms,and,secondly,
tothefavorextended
by the courts to the investment of trust funds in government
bonds.
208. Differing Rates of Interest in the Same WrkeLW e havelaiddown
the proposition(par. 132) that inone
market, at one time, there can be but one price for equal portions of the samecommodity.
The plain facts of interest
seem to controvertthisproposition. In the samemarket, a t
the same moment, the price paid for the use of capital may
range from three per cent. upwards, to five, to ten, to twenty.
Is this because between the portions of capital so loaned an
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economic difference exists, which creates a preference for one
over the other, as when several different grades
of flour are
sold at severaldistinctprices ? No, the capital loanedmay
A man having $30,000
be, in all economic respects, uniform.
an deposit in abank,may,onthe
sameday, buy $ ~ o , O O O
worth of “governments ” which pay four per cent., invest in
“ railways ” paying six per cent. dividends, to same
the amount;
and loan the remainder at ten per cent. on personal security.
Manifestly,betweenthethreeportions
of capital loaned or
invested, no economic differences existed.
To what, then, is the phenomenon noted due ? In part to
the causediscussed underthe laRt head-the insurance of
the principal sum lent. Twenty years ago there were on the
stock market, in Lombard Street, three kinds
of government
securities : English consols, bringing, then, three and a quarter per cent. interest on the investment ; Russian bonds bringing five and a quarter per cent., and Turkish bonds bringing
ten and a half percent.Everydaylargeamounts
of these
bondswereboughtbyEnglishmen.
Doubtless,some purchasers bought portions of each kind of securities.
Inasmuchasthepossibility
of theEnglishgovernment
becoming bankrupt, or tending to repudiation, is never admitted by an Englishman, the dividends received by holders of
the “ consols ’’ constituted pure interest, the reward of abstinence. Theaddedtwoper
cent.obtainedfromtheRussian
bonds represented the value,asviewed by the purchaser, of
the insurance of his capital against the risk
of loss attendant
on loaning it to the government of a people, possessing great
natural resources, indeed, and bound together by a strong national feeling, but rude in manner, primitive in industry, with
their political questions largelyunsolved, and having points of
possible collision with England. But while the Englishman demanded five and a quarter per cent. per annum from the Russian government, as the consideration for his loan, he exacted
just twice that considerationfromtheTurkishgovernment,
though a government bound to Great Britain by the strongest
ties of self-interest, because both the resources and the good
suspected,
faith of the Turkish government were reasonably
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Pnd its existence ww dependent on supportfromforeign
powers.
aee. ImperfectCompetition in the Money Market.We have in the foregoing paragraph used the expression, ‘(as
viewed by the purchaser.” Hereby is indicated a
consideration, which,while it is of importanceinanymarket,
is of
especial importance in the market where capital is loaned, the
so-calledmoney-market. In quoting Prof. Jevond statement
of the reason, why, in the same market, at the same moment,
all equal portions of a perfectly homogeneous commodity must
bring the same price, we added that this proposition awumed
perfect competition, all the conditions of a good market being
fully realized. Now,perfectcompetitiononlyexistawhere
there is ample and accurate information. In bargains relating
to the use of capital, EO little is known by the parties reapecting the supply of and the demand for capital, especially where
USUV laws drive borrowers and lendersto shifts andevasions ;
BO much more are men disposed to conceal the fact and the
extent of their borrowing than of their buying ; so much does
the repayment of the principal depend, in spite of law, upon
the good faith of the borrower, that the market for the
loan
of capital can rarely be called a good market.
All bargains in the ((money market,”as the market for the
loan of capital is popularly called, take place necessarily upon
information imperfect at the best, often of a private and confidential nature : hence it frequently happens that, in the same
market, at the same moment, loans, upon equally good securits, are made at different rates ; while it is not at all unlikely
to occur, that, of two loans of unequal value, as to security,
the more hazardous may be made at the lower rate of interest.
300.Differing Rates of Interest in Different Markets.-Of
course, all that has been said of differing rates of interest in
thesame market holds good of different markets ; but, wholly
in addition of the causes which produce those differences, is
reason found for different rates in distinct markets. Thus it
is notorious that, for long terms of years, the loan of capital
could be obtained, upon whatwas locally regarded as approved
security, for 4 per cent. in London as freely 88 for 6 cent. ip
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New Pork, or 8 per cent. in Chicago, or 12 per cent. in Iowa,
or Kansas.
Whence thesedifferences ? In some degree, doubtless, these
successive additions of interest, as capital passedwestward,
were of the nature of insurance on the principal sum lent. In
each case, the security might beas good as could ordinarily be
obtained in that community. Security,
however, is a relative
term; what would be deemed ample securityin one place would
not pass the scrutiny
of lenders in another. The older the country
the greater, other things
equal, the permanence of economicrelations ; the more does industry settle down within traditionat
limits, and acquire a definite and calculable rate of increase ;
the higher the value assigned to
commercial reputation, the
more carefully are the
menselectedwho are to control the
agencies of productionandtrade,thefewerthechances
of
revolutionary changes in business.
301. Disinclination of Capital to Emigrate.-But not
all,
or even the greater part of the differences which have been
noted, are due to this cause. It is the disinclination of capital
,,o emigrate, which ailows such wide differences
in the local
rates of interest. This disinclination is due to
various causes.
In part, it is the continuing effect of old laws, now generally
abrogated,discriminatingagainst
aliens. In part, it isdue
to the suspicion that strangers may notbe fairly dealt with by
courts and by officers of the law, in case of seizures or foreclosures. In part, it is due to the
apprehension of the effect
of international hostilities, which cause a suspension of interest-payments, if not forfeiture of the principal. I n part, it is
due t o the fact that investments made at a distance must generallybemadethroughanagent,
upon whose good faith
or soundjudgmentmaydependthefate
of the principal’
invested.
While these and othercauses may operate, singly or in conjunction, to create local differences of interest, the main cause
of such differencesis found in the inertiaof the ownera of capital, making them ready to accept lower rates
upon the spot
than could perhaps be obtained with
no less safety, through
inquiry and effort at a distance, and, secondly, in the necessary
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lack of information as to prevailing rates of interestand
existing degrees of security for the principal.
I remember to haveread tiomewhere anestimate byan
economkt of reputation, fixing this ‘‘ disinclination of capital
It is doubtful,however,
toemigrate”attwo
percent,
whether the matter is subject to any such form of statement.
The disinclination to invest capital abroad must differ among
men of differentraces ; it mustdiffer with differing conditions respecting the communication
of news, and respecting
international relations.Indeed,
it mustdifferwidely
with
differing moods of the public mind. A t times, it may disappearaltogetherundertheexcitement
of speculative mania,
a8 in the days of the South Sea Bubble, and in the year preceding the English crisis of 1825. It sometimes seems to
be the case that loans and investments are made abroad more
freely than athome, probably because it is less easy to detect
the fallacy of schemes bearing foreign names, and relating to
distant lands.

CHAPTER IV.
PROFITS.

302. Definition of Profits.-We have now seen two shares
; two
cut off the product of industry-rentandinterest
claimants satisfied-the landlord and the capitalist.
W e now come to inquirerespectingtheshare
of the
Employer, who organizes and conducts production, deciding
what shall be produced ; in what amounts, of what varieties,
materials and patterns ; and to what persons, at what prices,
and on what terms of payment, the products shall be sold.
. 303. The Entrepreneur or Employing Class. - W e have
seenthatin
a primitive state of industrialsociety the employer does not
appear.
When, however, the forms of
production become many and complex; when the hand-tool is
replaced by the machine ; when many persons, of various
degrees of skill, strength and intelligence, are united in the
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same induatrial operation ; when the materials consumed are
gathered from distant lands, andthe products,inturn,
are dietributed
widely
to consumers not known tothe
producer, and are sold largely upon credit ; when, moreover,
3 few simple, standard styles give way to ever-varying fashions, in material, in form, in color
: in such a state, the employer, the master, the entrepreneur, becomes a necessity of
the situation. He performsafunction
whichisindispensso doing
able to alargeandvariedproduction,andfor
receives a remuneration which we call profits.
804. Unfortunately, as it seems to me, the
entrepreneur
or
employing function has not been adequately treated, if,indeed,
it hasbeen inthe smallestdegreerecognized.
Englishand
American economists, in general, have choRen to regard the
capitalist as theemployer of labor, that is, as employing
labor merely because of the possession of capital, and to the
extent only to which he possesses capital. W e have just now
said that, in an early stageof industrial society, the employer
does not appear in distinct
shape. The possession of capital
there constitutes a sufficient qualification for the employment
of labor.
Inthelaterstages
of industrialdevelopment,themere
possession of capital no longer constitutes the sole, or even
the mainqualification foremployinglabor.Thelaborer
no
longer looks to the employer to furnish merely food and tools
and materials, but t o furnish, also, technical skill, commercial
knowledge and powers of administration ; to assume responsibilities and provide against contingencies ; to shape and direct
production and to organize and control the industrial machinery. So important and difficult are theseduties, so rare are
the abilities they demand, that he who can discharge these
will generally find the capital required. If he
be the man to
conduct business,* food, tools, and materials will not, under
our modern system of credit, long be wanting to him. O n the

* Many employers of labor, in m e parts of England mora than Mf,
have riaen from the rsnks of labor. Every artisan who has exceptional
natural abilities has a chance of raising himself to a post of command.”
”Msrshall’s I ‘ Economic8 of Industry.”
I‘
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other hand, without these higher qualifications the mere pos
wwor of capitalwillemploylabor
at the risk, almost the
eertainty, of total or partial loss.
The employer, the entrepreneur, thus rises to be the master
of the situation. It is no longer true that a man becomes the
employer of labor because he is a capitalist.
Men command
capital because they have the qualifications to employ labor.
To men EO endowed,capitalandlaboralikeresort,forthe
opportunity to perform their several functions and to entitle
themselves toshareintheproduct
of industry. Bythisis
not meant that the employer is not, in any
case, or to any
extent,acapitalist,butthatheisnotanemployertothe
extent only to which he is a capitalist, nor is he an employer
a t all because he is a capitalist.
305. Use of the w o r d Proflts by English and American
Economists.-As the English and American economists generally leave the entrepreneur outof their discussion of production, so they leave out of view the share of the entrepreneur
in treating of the distribution of wealth. “ Profits” come to
mean only the remuneration for the use of capital, what we
call distinctively interest ; or, if it be recognized that the man
whoorganizes and conductsindustrialoperationsreceives
something over and above the mere return upon that portion
of thecapitalemployed by himwhichheownsinhis
own
right,thatsomethingisdisparagedbybeingtermed
“the
wages of supervision and management.”
Now it is fundamental in my theoryof distribution that the
entrepreneur class, the employers of labor, receive a share of
theproduct of industrywhichis
so important,throughits
amount, that it can not possiblybe omitted from consideration,
and EO widely different in the principles by which it is governed, that the term wages can not be applied thereto without
inducing a wholly unnecessary and mischievous confusion of
ideas, leading directly to false results.
To the entrepreneur’sshare of the product of industry I
ahall strictly apply the term profits. This use of the term, in
my judgment, tends to promote clearer conceptions regarding
the distribution of wealth in the modern induutrial state.
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808. Profit6 a Species of the Same Genus LW Rent.-In
my opinion, profits thus defined bear a strong resemblance to
rent. In this view I follow Archbishop Whately, who, in the

appendix to his treatise on Logic,declares that the rent of
land is only a species of an extensive genus, although, as he
complains, the English economists have treated it as constituting a genus by itself, and have either omitted its cognate
species, or have included them under genera towhich they do
notproperlybelong.Ifthisviewiscorrect,theprinciples
deducedtherefromwillbe
of verygreat consequence,not
only to political economy, but to social philosophy. Let
us,
therefore, state again the essential differences between Rent
and Interest.
1st. A portion of the land cultivated for the supply of any
given market, bears no rent ; this we call the no-rent land.
The rent paid for any piece of land is exactly measured, in
theory, by its excess of advantages in production, over the
advantages in production pertaining to the no-rent land. On
the other hand, there is not any no-interest capital. It is true
that a person lending capital may not only not obtain, in the
result, any interest for its use, but may even lose the principal ; but this will be due to violerlce or fraud, to flood or fire
or stress of weather, or, else, to the unsuspected incompetency
of the borrower to conduct business, all of which we may sum
up in the word accident. There is
no reason why such a a i dentsshouldbefalloneportion
of capital and not another,
whereas there is a reason, in the nature of the case, why one
piece of land should bear a rent and another not
; why one
piece should bear a high and another a
low rent. Theoreti; and,theoretically also, all
callyallcapitalbearsinterest
capital bears the same rate of interest, exceptions being either,
first, apparent only, as when an additional per cent. is charged,
not as interest proper, but for the insurance of the principal,
or secondly, those arising from the disinclination of capital to
emigrate, from the ignorance or inertia
of lenders and borrowers, or from the force of laws interfering with contracts
of loan.
2nd. It follows that interest forms a part of the price of

dl products, but that rent forms no part of the price of agriodtural produce (for the demonstration of this theorem, see
par, 262), and that the amount
received by the landlord, as
rent, is not paid either by the agricultural laborer, or by the
consumer of the produce.
307. Proflte Governed by the same Law as Rent.Having restated the essential distinction between interest and
rent, I shall now undertake to show that profits, the remuneration of the entrepreneur or employer, partake largelyof the nature of rent, being a species of the same genus. So far as this
is the case, profits do not form a part of the price of the products of industry,and do notcause any diminution of the
wages of labor.
The successfulconduct of business,under free and active
oompetition, is due to exceptionalabilities or to exceptional
or to
opportunities.Whetherduetoexceptionalabilities
exceptionalopportunities,mypropositioncouldbeequally
well established, just as it makes no difference in the theory
of rent whether a piece of land owes its superior advantages
for the purposes of cultivation to higher natural fertility,
or
to closer proximity to the market to be supplied. Yet it can
not be a matter of indifference to social philosophy, whether
the power to commandprofitsbedue
to exceptionalabilities or to exceptional opportunities ; and I may, therefore, be
pardonedforpausingtopointoutthattheformerare
far
more efficient than the latter, in securing profits.
To justify this assertion it will be enough to refer to the
well-known fact that a great majority of all business houses
which haveachievednotablesuccesshavebeenfoundedby
men who owed almost nothing to opportunity. On the other
hand,nothingis
more familiarthanthe
spectacle of great
houses,deeplyfounded,whichhaveenjoyed
highprestige,
wideconnections andlargeaccumulatedcapital,dwindling
away little by little,if not brought abruptly to their downfall,
under the successors of the original founder, simply because
the management which had been strong and brave and
wise,
becamecommonplace,purposeless, timid and weak. All thii
is ao familiar that I do not fear that any American, at least,
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will question the assertion that exceptional abilities have far
more to do with thesuccessful conduct of business, than exceptional opportunities.
Inasmuchas it would make no difference whetherprofits
were due to exceptional abilities or to exceptional opportunities, while the former are, in fact, much the more important
factor in the successful conduct of business, 1shall, hereafter,
for convenience and simplicity, speak of profits as due to exceptional abilities, just as in discussing the question of the use
of the land, we speak of'rent as due to differences in fertility,
sesuming, for convenience of illustration, all the fields under
view to be in equal proximity to the market.
808. A Theoretical No-Profits Stage of Production*-If
the number of men of exceptional abilities were sufficient or
more than sufficient to do all the business that required to be
done, of all sorts and in all places ; if (2) these men, however
much surpassing all other members of the industrial society,
wereamong themselvesequalin
allrespectswhichconcern
the conduct of business ; and if (3) this class, so constituted
and so endowed, were distinguished from all not of their c l a s
BO clearly and conspicuously that no one having these exceptional
abilities should fail to be recognized, and no one lacking such
of
abilities in the full measure should esteem himself capable
conducting business, or be so esteemed, forthepurpose
of
obtaining credit, we should have a situation closely analogous
to thatwhich we described(yar.255)in the case of a community
near whichwas found an amount
of good land, of uniform
quality, adequate, or more than adequate, to raise all produce
required for the support of the community.
The result would be, either that this class would, by forming a combination and scrupulously adhering to its termsand
its spirit, create and maintain a monopoly price for their services in conducting the business requiringto be done, whichia
80 improbable as to be altogether out of our contemplation, or
they would, by competing among themselves for the amount
of business, bring down its rate
to so low a point that the
remuneration of each and everyone of this class wouldbe praotically equal to what hewould receive if employed by another,

Y
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This,which we might call the no-profits ” stage of industrial
aociety, corresponds closely to the (‘no-rent ’’ stage in the
cultivation of the soil. The persons remaining in the conduct
of business would earn their necessary subsistence, but no
more. Economically it would make no difference tothem
whether they did this, as employers or employed.
aoo.--Infact, however, the qualifications for the conduct
of business are not equal throughout all of a sufficientlynumerQUE class. On thecontrary,therange
of ability is almost
world-wide. First, we havethose rarely-gifted persons who,
in common phrase, seem to turn every thing they touch into
gold ;whose commercial dealings have the air of magic ; who
have such insight as almost to seem to have foresight ; who
are so resolute and firm in temperthat apprehension and alarms
and repeated shocks of disasternever cause themto relax
their hold or change their course ; who have such command
over men that all with whom they have to do acquire vigor
from the contact and work for them as they would not, perhaps
could not, work for others.
Next below, though far below, we have that much larger
claw of men of business, of a high order of talent, though
without genius or any thingsavoring of magic, whose unqualified success is easily comprehended, even if it can not be
imitated : men of natural mastery, sagacious, prompt and
resolute.
Then we have the men who, on the whole, do well, or pretty
well, in business : men who enjoy a harmonious unionofall the
qualities of the entrepreneur, though only in moderate degree,
or in whom some defect, mentalor moral, impairs a higher order
of abilities ; men who are never masters of their fortunes, are
never beyond the imminence of disaster, and yet, by care and
pains and diligence, win no small profits from their business,
and, if frugality be added to their other virtues, accumulate
in time large estates.
Lower down in the industrial order are amultitude of men
who are found in the control of business enterprises for no
good reason : men of checkered fortunes, Bometimes doing well,
but more often ill ; some of them, perhaps, filling a place that
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would not otherwise be filled, but, more commonly in business

because they have forced themselves into it under a mistaken
idea of their own abilities, perhaps encouraged by the partiality of friends who havebeen willing to place in their handstbe
agencies of production, or intrust them with commercial or
banking capital. The industrial careers
of these men are not
peculiarly happy, though the degree in which theysuII5r from
the constant imminence of 1088, perhaps of bankruptey, is very
much a matter of temperament. Some take it extremely hard,
and when they fall make no effort to rise again ; others are
irrepressibleasHarlequin,jumpingup,alert
as ever, after
by the common
being apparently hanged, drawn and quartered
executioner.
310. T h e Xo-Roflts Class of Employers.”Now, in my
view of the question of profits, we flnd, in the lower stratum
a
of the industrial order thus rudely and hastily sketched,
“no-profits ” class of employers.Notwithstanding
all the
magnificent premium of businesssuccess, the men of real
business power are not so many but that no small part of the
posts of industry and trade are
filled by meninadequately
qualified, and who, consequently, have a very checkered career
and realize for themselves, taking their whole lives together,
a meager compensation, so meager that, for purposes of scientific reasoning, we may treat it as constituting no profits at
all. Live they do, partly by legitimate toll upon the business
that passes through their hands, partly
at the cost of their
e d i t o r s , with whom they make frequent compositions, partly
at theexpense of friends, or bythe sacrifice of inherited
means. This bare subsistence, obtained through so much of
hard work, of anxiety, and often of humiliation, we regard as
that minimum which, in economics, we can treat as nil. From
this low point upwards, we rneas~~re
profits.
311. Proflts do n o t form pert oP the Price of kbmfautwed Produots.”If this view of the employing class be correctly taken, it appears that, under perfect competition, that
is, where the conditions of a good market are supplied, msnufacturing profits, for instance, are not obtained through any
deduction from the wages of mechanical labor ; and, secondly,

manufacturing profits do not constitute a part of the price of
manufacturedgoods.Allprofitsaredrawnfromabody
of
wealth which is created * by the exceptional abilities (or opportunities) of those employers who receive profits, measured
from the level of those employers who receive no profits, just
of wealth, which is created
as all rents are drawn from a body
by the exceptional fertility (or facilities for transportation of
produce) of the rent-lands, measured from the level of the norent lands.
The price of manufactured goods of any particular description is determined by the cost of production of that portion
of the s ~ p p l ywhich is produced at the greatest disadvantage
(par. 137). If the demand for
such goodsis so great as to
require a certain amount to be produced under the managementandcontrol
of personswhose efficiency inorganizing
and supervising the forces of labor and capital is small, the
cost of production of that portion of the stock will be large,
and the price will be correspondingly high, yet, high as it ia,
it will not be high enough to yield to the employers of thia
grade any more than that scant anddifficult subsistence which
we have taken as the no-profits line.
The price at whichthesegoods
are to be sold, however,
will determine the price of the whole supply, since,in any one
market, at any one time, there is but one price for different
portions of the samecommodity.Hence,whateverthecost
of production of those portions of the upp ply which are produced by employers of a higher industrial grade, they
will
command the same price as those portions which are produced
atthegreatestdisadvantage.The
difference, EO measured,
will go a8 profits to each individual employer, according
to
his o m success in production.
812.Profits are not Subtracted fiom
Wages.-Do profita,
then, come out of wages ? Not at all. The employers of the
lowest industrial grade-the no-profits employers, as we
have
*Prof. Alfred Marshall says : “The earnings of management of a
manufacturer represent the value of the addition which his work makes
to the total produce of capital and industrp.”
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ealledthem-must
pay wages sufficient to hirelaborers to
work under their direction. These wages constitute an essential part of the cost, to the employer, of the production of the
goods. The fact that thesewagesare so high is the reason
why these employers are unable (their skill and power in organizing and energizing labor and capital being
no greater than
they are), to realize any profits for themselves.
The employers of the higher industrial grades will pay the
Bame wages totheir laborers. Why, in equity or in economics, should a laborer who works for a strong, prudent and
skillful master, receive higher wages than one whose fortune
it is to work for avacillating,weakorrecklessemployer.
The one laborer is as efficient as the other, and works as hard.
The difference in production, which, in theone case allowerent
to be paid, and in the other enables the employer to secure a
profit, is due to no superiority in the quality of the labor or
thelcapital employed, overthat of the labor and the capital
employed where no rents
or no profits are realized. In the one
case it is due to the superior fertilityof the land, or its greater
of produce ; in the other, to
facilities for the transportation
of him who conducta
thesuperiorabilitiesoropportunities
industry.
In the latter case, the employer, paying wages at the eame
rate to his laborers, and interest, at the same rate, to the capitalist, for so much as he has to borrow, and selling his goodu,
so far as they are of equal quality, at the same price as the
employer who makes no
profits, is yet able to accumulate
a clear
surplus aft.er all obligations are discharged, which surplus is
calledprofits. This iseffected by his careful study of the sources
of his materials ; by his comprehension of the demands of the
market ;by his steadiness and self-control in the presence of
temptations to extravagance or wild ventures ; by his organizing force and administrative ability ; by his energy, economy
and prudence.
313. The No-ProfltsEmp1oyer.-A failure to
discern the
true relations of profits to wages has led to a mistaken appreciation of theinterests of the community, and eepeciallp
of thelaboring classes, regardingtheemployers
of labor.
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While the large profits of the SUCCeESfUl employer have been
the subject of much jealousy, and almost uniformly excite
in
the minds of the unthinking thesense of personal wrong, there
is an entire lackof jealousy exhibited towards the unsuccessful
man of business, who often receives a great deal of sympathy
from the laboringclass.
So far as the sympathy extended tomards the
unsuccessful
man of business is of a personal nature, flowing from a kindly
disposition towards the unfortunate,it is, of course, very amiable. But there is reason to believe that this sentiment is not
wholly of a good origin, but is quite as largely produced by a
Thelaborersappremisapprehension of economicrelations.
ciate, in some degree, the cares under which the unsuccessful
employerlabors, the anxietiesfromwhichhe
suffers, the
humiliationintowhichheisoccasionallyplunged.They
know he has a pretty poor time of it on the whole, and they
are not envious of him. On the contrary, they use his hard lot
to sharpen their envy of the man who reaps large profits from
the conduct of business and the employment of labor. They
compare the rich rewards of the one, who, perhaps, in time,
becomes worth his millions, with the meager recompense of
the other, who, at the end of a long life of labor, has little to
show for it all ; andthe comparison tends to heightenthe
feeling of loss and of wrongwith which thegains of the
former are contemplated.
If, however, we have rightly indicated the source of profits,
not only is the unsuccessful employer deserving of no special
economic sympathy, but his conduct of business, his control
of labor-force and capital-force isa t a great cost to the laboring class, aa forming a part of the general community.
W e saw that rents were measured upward from the productive level of no-rent land. If, therefore, that level is lowered,
raised.Similarly,
profita
rents are,(par. 257) bythatfact
are measured upwards from the level of the no-profits class of
employers ; and any cause which brings incomeptent person8
into the conduct of business, or keeps them there against the
natural tendency of trade to throw them out,
inoreaees the
profits of the successful employers, as a c l w , by enhancing
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the cost of productionand,consequently,theprice
of that
portion of the supply which is produced at the greatest disadvantage.Thisenhancement
of priceis at the expense of
all who consume the goods so produced ; the laboring class
equally with others, in theory
; probably in fact more than
any other, on account of their limited ability to look out for
their own interests in retail trade.
814. W h a t Causes Help t o Swellthe Proportion of Inoompetent Employers of Laborp-Shilly-shally laws relating
to insolvency do this ; bad money does this ; truck does this ;
protection, in my judgment', does this. Each
of these causes
enables men to escape the consequences of incompetency, and
to hang miserably on to business, where they are an obstruction and a nuisance. Slavery, in like manner, enables men to
control laber and direct production,who never would become,
on an equal scale, the employers of free labor ; and it is not
more to the inefficiency of the slave than to the incompetency
of the master, that the unproductiveness
of chattel labor ia
due.
The lower theindustrialquality of free labor,themore
ignorant and,inert the individual laborer, the
lower map be the
justsustainthemselvesinthe
quality of the menwhocan
position of employers.Menbecome
theemployers of cheap
labor who would never become the employers
of dear labor,
and who ought not to be the employers of any sort of labor.
The more active becomes the competition among the wages
class, the more prompt their resort to market, the
more per&tent their demand for every possible increase of remuneration, the greater will be the pressure brought to bear upon
such employers to drop out of the place into which they have
crowdedthemselves at the cost of thegeneralcommunity,
and where they have been able to maintain themselves only
because the working classes have failed, through ignorance or
inertia, to exact their full terms.
316. Importance of this View of Proflts.-It is competent to any person to dissent from the view of the origin and
measure of business profits I have presented ; but it can not,
be gainsaid that, if that view be accepted as correct, we have
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here the keystone of the arch, which completes the structure
and binds together the other members into a symmetrical
whole
spanning the entire field of distribution. W e shall not, however, be able to appreciate all the consequences of this theory,
until we have carried our studies through the subjectof wages,
the remuneration of labor.
816. Getting Rid of the Emploger."In the department of
Production we described the function of the entrepreneur, or
employer, the person who, hiring labor on the one hand, and
borrowing capital on the other, initiates industrial operations
according to his own plans, and with a view to his own economic benefit. Coming down to the department of Distribution,
we have, but just now, inquired how the contemplated benefit
is secured by the employer, and what are the limits of that
benefit, which we term profits.
It has been said, in the course of this discussion, that this
benefit obtained by the employer,hisprofits,hasbeen
the
object of not a little jealousy and envy on the part
of the laborersandcapitalists towhomhehaspaidwages
or interest.
Those wages and that interest the recipients would be glad
to
see increased by 6ome addition derived from the source from
whichtheemployerobtainshisprofits.Thiscouldonlybe
done by the laborers and the capitalists combining to perform
the employer'sworkinproduction,
andtherebybecoming
entitled, or perhaps we had better say enabled, to claim hisshare of the product in distribution.
317. Co.oper~tion.-Organizedandsystematicefforts
to
get rid of theentrepreneur or employerhavenotbeenunknown.Amongthemanyschemesforlargelyandrapidly
improving the condition of the masses of the people, which
had their birth in the period of social and political fermentation which we call the Revolution of 1848, none had fairer
promise of substantial results than that known
by the name
of Co-operation.
Generically, co-operation is a term of wide application, and,
in its use in political economy, may expressthe union of industrialagentsinproductionuponanytermsandunderany
ByyRtem of organization.Sincetheperiodreferredto,how-
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ever, the term has come to have a limited signification, confined to an industrial organization from
which the entrepreneur
is excluded, and under which the product of industry is again
to be divided into three principal
shares, instead of four aa
under the entrepreneur system. I here only indicate the place
whichco-operationoccupies
in the scheme of Distribution,
postponing the discussion of the scheme to Part VL

CHAPTER V.
WAG-.

518. Definition of Wages.-We have seen three shares cut
off t h e product of industry. Of the four principal parts* into
which that product is divided, under the entrepreneur organias
zation,asexistingalmostuniversallyinEngland,and
rapidly extending in the United States,
on the continent of
Europe, and in all progressive countries, there remains but one
t o be treated, Wages, the remuneration of labor.
Before seeking the law which governs
wages, t'wo distinctions require to be drawn very clearly, distinctions which the
reader will need to hold strongly in mind through the whole
course of our future discussion, the distinction, viz., between
real and nominal wages, and that between the real and the
nominal cost of labor.
810. Rae1 and Nominal Wages.-Real wages are the
remuneration of thelaborerasreckonedinthe
necessaries,
comforts and luxuries of life.
Real wages may differ widely, even when nominal wagee
are of the same amount, by reasonof :
(a) Variations in the purchase power of money.
( b ) Varieties in the form of payment, as when the board of
the laborer, the rent of a cottage, the privilege of grazing a

* Certain minor shares in distribution will be treated in the next chapter, For the purposes of the present discussion they may safely be die
regarded.
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cow, allowances of certain quantities of food, drink or fuel,
the right to take flour a t miller’s prices,one or more of these,
are added to the money wages of the laborer. Such forms of
payment are not of much importance throughout the United
States, generally, at the present time ; but in many European
countries they constituteelementswhichcan
notbe overlooked in discussing the question of comparative wages. In
England, a series of acts of Parliament, extending over four
hundred years, have successively restricted the right of the
employer to pay wages in aught but thecoin of the realm,
( c ) The greateropportunities in someavocations than in
others for extraearningsbythelaborer
himself or by the
members of his family. Thus, Prof. Senior says : “The earnings of the wife and children of many a Manchester weaver
exceed or equal those of himself. Those of the wife and children of anagricultural laborer, or of a carpenter or coalheaver, aregenerallyunimportant.”Thetrueunit
in the
comparison of wages is evidently the family.
820. (4 Thegreaterregularity
of employment in some
avocations than others. Varyingregularity of employment
may be due to (1) the nature of the individual avocation, (2)
the force of the seaBons, (3) social causes, (4) industrial causes,
like strikes, panics, and so-called “ hard times.”
In illustration of the foregoing causes, we have the widely
varyingrates
of agricultural wages from one season to
another,beingoften, e. g., more than twice as great in the
third as in the first quarter of the year. This is due to both
of the first two causes adduced. It is not alone the diferenoe
of the seasons which makes agricultural wages so irregular ; in
part, also, it is the nature of the operations involved. After
the seed has been planted, time must be given it to grow, and
this would be so were there no winter. So in the fisheries, it
is not alone the stress of weather which obliges the laborer to
lie idle during portions of the year, but, in part, the reproductive necessities of the fish. I n other avocations it is the force
of the seasone alone which makes employment irregular, as,
for example, inthe brickmaking,quarrying,carpentering,
house-painting, and other trades.
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AmongsocialcausesaEecting

theregularity
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of emplop-

merit, as between country and country, may be mentioned the
obsemance of festivals and religious rites, which among some

peoples occupy a hundred and more days in the year.
(e) The longer duration of the labor power in some avocations and some countries, than in others.
Thus, Dr. Neisonhasshown
that the mean mortality in
England between 25 and 65 years of age, is, in the clerical
profession 1.12 percent. ; in the legal, 1.57 ; in the medical, 1.81. In domesticservice, themortalityamonggardeners, isbut .93 percent. ; amonggrooms,
1.26 ; among
coachmen, 1.84. Of the severalbranches of manufacture,
paper shows a mean mortality of 1.45 ; tin, 1.61 ; iron, 1.75 ;
glass, 1.83 ;lead, 2.24 ;earthenware, 2.57. Among the different
kinds of mining, iron shows a mean mortality
of 1.80 ; tin,
1.99; lead, 2.50 ; copper, 3.17.
Dr. Edward Jarvishas shownthat, on the average, an Irishman who has reached the age of 20, has 28.88 years to live ; a
Frenchman, 32.84 ; anEnglishman,
35.55 ; aNorwegian,
39.61.

It is evident that if two persons begin to labor productively
at the same period of life and continue at work until death,
atthe samenominal rate of wages, that onereceives the
higherrealremunerationwho
lives the longer,inasmuch aB
the cost of hismaintenanceduring
the first unproductive
years of life, must, in any philosophical viewof the subject, b e
charged upon his wages during his period of labor.
321. Nominal and Real Coat of Lebor.-bother
distinction which requires to be observed is that between wages and
the cost of labor.
In treating wages as high or low, we occupy the laborer’s
point of view. In treating the cost of labor as high or low,
we occupy the point of view of the employer,
Wages are high or low according to the abundance or the
scantiness o l the necessaries, comforts and luxuries which the
of laborishigh
or low,
laborercancommand.Thecost
according as the employer gets an ample or a scantyreturn for
the wages he pays the laborer, whether these be low or high.
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It is possible that an employer may pay high wages,
and yet
t h e cost of labor to him may prove tobe low, by reason of the
laborer's superior efficiency. On the other hand, the employer
may pay wages on which the laborer can only live most miserably, and yet the employer be greatly straitened to get back
these wages in the value of his product, so poor and wasteful
may be the services rendered.
In Part II. we haveexplained at great length the
causes
which affect the laborer's efficiency.
It is probably true that, as a rule, the highest paid labor is
that which costs the employer least. This is evidenced by the
twofactsthat,generallyspeaking,employers,whenthey
reduce their force, discharge their lowest 'paid laborers first ;
and that, generally speaking, it is the countries where thelowest real wages are paid which feel the necessity
of imposing
commercialrestrictionstokeepouttheproducts
of others.
Thus,India,wherethecottonspinnergetsonly
20 pencea
week, is flooded by the cottons of England, where the spinner
receives 20 shillings ; and Russia, where the laborer in iron
works re,ceives but three roubles a week, has
to protect herself, or thinks she must do so, against the iron of England,
where the workman receives four or five times as much.
322. Relation of Wages to the Other Shares of the
Product of Industry.-It has not been by accident, or whim,
or from any notion respecting the comparative dignity of the
several claimants to the product of industry, that rent, interest, and profits have been discussed before wages.
This order has been followed for a positive reason, which is
that, in the theory of distribution here proposed, wages equa2
tlie product of industry minus the three parts already determI n this view, the laboring
ined in their nature and amount.
class receive all they help toproduce, subject to deduction on
the three several accounts mentioned.
838. Rent Deducted.-First,*rentistobededucted.
On
the lowest grade of lands there is no rent. On the more productive soils rent, at itseconomic maximum, equals the excem
of produce after the cost of cultivating the no-rent soils has
been paid. Thie rent does not affect the price of agricultnrsl
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produce, and does not come out of the remuneration of the
agricultural laborer.
W e thus see that the first deduction to be made from the
product of industry is of a perfectly definite nature, and that,
on theassumption of activecompetition on both sides, the
amount of that reduction is susceptible of arithmetical computation. Rent must come out before the question of wages
is considered. The laborer can not get it, or any part of it, by
a n y economic means. It must go t.0 the land-owner, unless it
be confiscated by the State, or ravished away by violence.
324. Interest Deducted.“Secondly, from the product
of
industry must be deducted a remuneration for the use of capital. That remuneration must be high enough to induce those
who have produced wealth t o save it and store it up, in the
place of consuming it immediately for the gratificationof peraonal appetites or tastes.Thismayimply,inonestate
of
society,anannual
rate of interest of eightpercent.
; in
another, of five ; in another, of three.
325. Profits Deducted.-The third and last deduction to
be made fromtheproduct
of industrybeforethelaborer
becomes entitled thereto, is what we have called profits, the
remuneration of the entrepreneur, the employer, the
man of
business, the captain of industry, who sets in motion the complicated machinery of modern production,
From the importance aosigned, in this work, t o the entrepreneur’s or employer’s funation, the conclusion might be hastily drawn that production would be primarily for his benefit,
that he, if any one, would be the residual claimant upon the
prcduct ; that,payingthecapitalist,
onone side, enough,
under the name of interest, to secure the use of his capital,
and paying the laborer, on the other side, enough, under the
of business,
name of wages, t o secure his services, this man
captain of industry, merchant, manufacturer,or banker, would
retain ashis OMall that remains. And so, indeed,inany
idividual transaction he does, owing to the force of contract,
just as the farmer, under a lease, pays the owner of the soil
nc more in years when the yield is exceptionally large,and no
lew in years when the crops are short.
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If, however, we have correctly indicated the source of the
employer’s profits, they are of the same nature as rent. Au
there are no-rent lands,
so there is a class of employers who
derive from the business they conduct a bare subsistence,
at
the cost of much anxiety, and perhaps also of discredit, many
of them living mainly at the expense of their creditors. These
we call the no-profits employers.
From this point, where profits, if any, are so small and so
hardly earned that they may, for scientific
purposes, be dieregarded, upwards through many grades, we have employers
whoderivemoderate
profits, liberalprofits,
grand profits,
monumentalprofitsaggregatingin
a lifetime colossal fortunes, according to the degrees in which they bring courage,
prudence, foresight, frugality, and authority over men, to the
organization and conductof business enterprises. If I am right
in this view of the nature of the entrepreneur’s function and
of the source of his profits, those profits would, under full and
free competition, not form a partof the price of commodities,
andarenotobtainedbydeductionfromwages.Inother
words, these profits consist wholly
of wealth created by the
individual employers themselves, over and above the wealth
which would have been produced, in similar industrial enterprises, by the samelabor-forceandcapital-forceunderthe
control of employers of less efficiency.
328. T h e Laborer, the Residual Claimant to the
Produot
of Industry.-These three shares being cut off the product of
industry, the whole remaining body of wealth, daily or annually created,istheproperty
of thelaboring class ;* their
~

* This

is substantially theposition taken by the lamentedProf. Stanley
Jevons, of University College, London, who states that “ The wages of a
working man are ultimately coincident with whathe produces, after the
deduction of rent, taxes, and the interest of capital,” In this matter of
Wages, Prof. Jevons emphatically repudiates thedoctrines generally
accepted in his own country, saying : “ Our English Economists have
been living in a fool’s paradise,” and frankly ranges himself with the
French economists, “from Condillac, Baudeau, andLe Trosne, through
J. B. Say, DeStutt Tracy, Storch, and others, down to Bastiat andCow&le Senedl.“
“ The truth,” he declares, “is with the French School, aqd the sooner
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wages, or theremuneration of their services. So far aa, by
their energy in work, their economy in the use of materials,
or their care in dealing with thefinished product, the value of
that product isincreased, that increase goes to themby purely
natural laws, provided only competitionbefullandfree.
Every invention in mechanics, every discovery in the chemical art, no matter by whom made, inures directly and immediately to their benefit, except so far as a limited monopoly
may be created by law, for the encouragement of invention
and discovery.
Unless bytheir ownneglect of their own interests, or
through inequitable laws, or social customs having the force
of law, no other party can enter to make any claim on the
product of industry,* nor can any one of thethreeparties
already indicated carry away any thing in excess
of ita normal share, as hereinbefore defined.
327. The English Doctrine of Wages.-Theview
here
taken of the Distribution of Wealth, under the entrepreneur
organization of industry, differs widely from that held by the
English economists, except as respects the single share of the
1andowner”Rent. According t o those writers, the capitalistemployer is the residual claimant upon the product of industry. DeQuincey summed up the Ricardian doctrine in saying :
“Profitsaretheleavings
of Wages.”+ Fromtheentire
we recognize the fact, the better it will be for all the world, except, perhaps, the few writers who are too far committed to the old erroneous
doctrines to allow of renunciation.” [Preface to the Second Edition of
his Theory of Political Economy, 1880.1
I may remark that when, in 1814, I had occasion to trace the genesis
and the literary history of the Wage Fund Theory (See Nwth A M m
ReaiezP, January, 1876), I did not find a single French economist infected
by the pernicious doctrine which long held sway across the channel,
With the exception, still, of the State and of the speculator, whom It
ber seemed best, for clearneas of view, to remove altogether from the
preaent discussion, and whose shares in the distribution of the product of
indutry will be elsewhere considered.
t “There is no other way,” said Ricardo, ‘‘ of keeping profita up, but
by keeping wages down.” “Proflts,” said Mr. McCulloch, “my fn-

product of the exertions and sacrifices of the industrial community, there is cut off Rent, as determined by the Ricardian
formula.Nextthe
laborer’sshareisascertained
in accordance with the Wage Fund,” the amountpossibly to be paid in
of the number and of the
this way being irrespective alike
industrial quality of the laboring class. The rest belongs to
the capitalist-employer, as his own
profits, so-called, consisting of two portions, one, due t o the abstinence of the owner
of capital,assuch ; theotherduetothepresent,personal
exertions of the employer, ae such.
By this rule of distribution, no gain in the efficiency of the
of greater
individuallaborer,whethertakingthedirection
energy or of greater economy ; no mechanical invention, no
chemical discovery, however much
the capability of productionmaybeincreasedthereby,canprofitthelaborerany
thing, except as it first enhances the profits of the employing
class, and thereby adds to the capital of the wage fund, to be
thereafter expended in purchasing labor.
838. In Whst Sense Wages are the Reeidual Share.I have spoken of the laborer as the residualclaimantupon
the product of industry. That view of wages being new, even
the phrase in which I have embodied it has been excepted to.
Sinoe the first edition of this treatise was published, certain
writers have declared that there no
is more reasonfor applying
the term, residual, to wages than for applying it to any other
share of theproduct of industry; that eachshare,inturn,
aompriaee all which the other shares do not include.
versely 88 wages ; that B, they fall when wages r i s e , and rise when
wag- fall.”
In both these statements, ehe word profitsis used to include interest,
PB elsewhere explained.
* A discussion of the Wage Fund Theory will be found in Part VI.
A few years ago, I should not have presumed to p a s by this point without undertaking a formal refutation of that theory which, till recently,
had complete posseasion of the English Economists. Thefactthat,
though now generally abandoned, itstill holds its place in so many
treatiees on the shelves of our libraries, some of which are even now used
aa textboob in our Collegea, appeara to require somenotice to be
taken of it.
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The criticism of these writers is not just.
It is competent
to them to controvert the view of the origin and measure of
business profits presented in the last chapter ; and, in expresaingtheirdissenttherefrom,they
will, of course, deny that
wages constitute the residual share
of the product. But
no
one can properly make question that, if this view of business
profitsbeaccepted,
ascorrectlysettingforth,
in thelarge
way, thefacts of industry,notonly
is what is manifestly
meant by the phrases, residual claimant, residual share, completely true, but also that those phrases themselves are perfectly accurate in the expression of that meaning.
330. Upon the theory of profits which has been expounded,
the remuneration of labor, wages, is strictly the residual share
of the product of industry, residual in this sense, that it is
enhanced by everycause,whatever
thatmay
be,which
increases the product of industry without giving to any one
of the other three partiest o production a claimto an increased
of the principles already
remuneration, under the operation
stated ; residual in the sense that, even if any one or all of the
other parties t o production become so engaged in any given
increase of the product as to become entitled to an enhanced
share in its distribution, their shares still
remain subject t o
determination by positivereasons,whilewagesreceive
the
benefit of all that is left over after the other claimants are
satisfied.
330. The Operation of the Rule Illustrated.-Granting
the correctness of the analysis we have offered, it is demonstrable that the product of industry may be increased without
enhancing the share of all or of any of the other parties to
distribution; and, even when the other shares are enhanced,
it ispossible and even probable that, on the assumption of
perfectcompetition,theincrease
of productresultingfrom
the introduction of any new force into industrywill be greater
than the sum of the increments by which rent, interest, and
profits shallhavebeenenhanced.
If this be EO, thenthe
wages class willreceive a benefit from any increase of the
product of industrycorrespondingtothatderived
by the
residuary legatee whenever the total value of the estate con-
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oerned is ascertained to have been, or fromsome unanticipated
cause becomes, larger than waA in contemplation of the testator when the amounts of the several specific bequests were
determined upon.
331, Thus, totakethesimplest
possiblecase, let us eay
that the line az

represents the amount of theproduction of agiven com, ab represent the share going to
munity. Of this total, a ~let
theland-holding class as rent; bc, theremuneration of the
capitalist class, under the name of interest ; CZZ,the portion of
the produce paid in wages ; and, by consequence, cd, the part
retained by the employing class as profits. Let it now be SUPposed that an instantaneous improvement takes place in the
industrial quality of the laboring class, by which they become
EO much more careful and painstaking, more adroit and alert,
moreobservantanddexterous,
as to effecta saving in the
materials used in each and every stage of production, with a
resulting increase of ten per cent. in the finished product over
what had been accomplished by more wasteful, clumsy, heedless operatives. This assumption is certainly not an unreasonable one, as regards the extent
of the possible saving to be
effected through even a slight improvement in the industrial
quality of a laboring population. The total product will then
be represented by the line ay.
Our question is, To whom will go that portion of the producewhich is represented by thedottedline
xy, underthe
normal operation of economic forces?
1 answer, If our analysis of the source of business profits is
correct, this will go to the laboring class in enhanced wages.
88% To whomelseshould
it go ? To the landlord claw,
in higherrents ? No, clearlynot,sincethematerialsemployed have not been increased, but the gain to production
reenlts from a better economy of materials,inkindsand
amounts as before. Hence, no greater demand is made upon
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the land ; hence, cultivation is not driven down t o inferior
soils ; hence, rentscannot beenhanced, rent representing
only andalwaysthe excess of produce on the better so&
above that of the soils of the lowest net productiveness under
cultivation. The line a6, therefore, remains unchanged.
Shall the line hc show any change ? Shall all or any part
of the gain xy go to the capitalist class, as interest ? Again,
no. An improvement in the industrial quality
of the laboring class does not necessarilyincrease theamount of toola
and suppliesrequired in production. On the contrary, neat,
intelligent,careful workmenrequireevenfewertools
than
ignorant,slovenly, heedless workmen, to perform the same
kind and amount of work, since in the case of the former
there will be a smallerproportion atany timebroken or
dulled or from any cause awaiting repair. Since, then, there
is no greater demand for capital in the case supposed, there
can be no increase in the rate or amount of interest ; and the
line bc will, therefore, not be lengthened.
Will the whole or any part of zy go to the employingclass,
as increased profits? If we havecorrectlydiscoveredthe
Bource of business profits, this will not be the case. An
improvement in the industrial qualityof a given body of workmen would not require an increase in the number of employers ; hence, wouldnot,couldnot,enhance
theaggregate
amount of profits. On the contrary, an improvement in the
industrial quality of the laboring class would tend, and would
tend strongly, to raise the standard of business ability in the
employing class ; to drive out the more incompetent, thereby
raisingthe lower limit of production inthis respect, and
thereby reducing the aggregate amount realized as profits.
W e see, therefore, that the line cd will not be increased, in
the case supposed ; and, as we have proved the same respecting ab and bc successively, the whole of xy must goto
lengthenthe line dz, representing the amountpreviously
received by the laboring class as wages.
383. W e have thus far, for wnvenience of reasoning and
simplicity of illustrat.ion, assumed that the economic effect of
the improvement intheindustrialquality
of thebody of
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laborers in view, is confined to an increase in the amount of
the finished product through a diminution in that element of
waste which enters, more or less, into all production of wealth.
The same argument would hold good of an improvement in
the industrial quality of the laboring population which should
result in the production of goods of equal bulk and weight,
but of a greater value through a higher quality, a more perfect finish, a nicer adaptation to the wants of the community.
Not only is such an increase in the valueof the product, which
does not increase the amount of materials taken from the soil
and hencehasno
tendencytoenhancerente,
possible, but
instances of this charwcter are, morethan any other, representathe of themodes
of production in communities of advancing civilization. Articles are often sold for twice, thrice
or ten times asmuch as other articles, containing the same
amount of material, simply by reason of the skill and taste
whichhasenhanced
theirvaluetothe
consumer. Inall
such cases, the increase due to the improvement in the industrial quality of the laboring classes would, under the principles laid down, go, entire, to the laborers themselves, granted
only perfect competition.
334. But such an improvement in industrial quality would
probably be followed, sooner or later, by an actual increase
of materialemployed.
In this case, what
intheamount
wouldbethedistribution
of theproduce?Theincrease
wouldnolongergoentire
to re-enforcewages.
A larger
amount of materials being used, a greater demand would be
made therebyupontheproductive
powers of the Soil ; the
lowerlimit of cultivation would be pusheddownwards,a
longer or a shorter distance, to supply the increased demand ;
and rent would beenhanced,asin
all prosperous and progressive countries it certainly tends to be.
But the amonnt which would thus go t o enhance rent-it
might be much, it might be little-would still be limited by
theRicardianformula
; andalltheremainder
wouldbe
applied, undertheprincipleslaiddown,
to increase the
remuneration of labor, the portions reserved as interest and
profits suffering no change.
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836. But suppose, again, that the improvement in the industrial qualityof the laboringclass is carried to such a degree
as to qualify them to use a higher order of tools, more cornplicated,moredelicate,
and hencemoreexpensive
; orto
abandon the hand-tools, heretofore employed, for Costly and
powerful
machines.
Here we should
have
an
increased
demand for capital ; and, by consequence, supply remaining,
forthetime,unchanged,interest
wouldbeenhanced.
But
the amount by which interest would be thus enhanced would
On
notbe the amount by whichproductionwasincreased.
the contrary, the rate of interest would still be governed by
the relation between the supply of and the demand for capital ; and all the increase of product which was not thus taken
mould, under the principles laid down, go directly and exclusively to increase wages.
838. W e may illustrate this by supposing a workman, who
has hitherto been using a few coarse, simple, cheap and durable tools, in producing a low-grade article, to have qualified
himself, byprivatestudyandpractice,
tmousenumerous,
delicate and intricate tools, in doing a high order of work, in
the samebranch of industry.The cost' of maintainingthe
stock of tools of the former kind might have been, including
interest,repairsandoccasionalreplacement,
five dollars, a
year. The cost of maintaining the stock of new tools might
be fifty dollars a year.
But the increaRed daily Tvalueof the
product, due to the introduction of a superior order of workmanship, might be a dollar, or two dollars, aday.
What I
aminsistingupon
is, that,notonly
would theindividual
workman, inthegiveninstance,
if he intelligentlypursued
his own interest, secure higher wages, corresponding
to the
increased value of his production, minus the added cost of the
service (which probably no one would deny), but that what
would be true of the individual workman will be true of the
working class, asawhole, EO far as, by an improvement in
their industrial character, they qualifythemselves for a higher
in respect t o qualityorto
grade of production,higher
amount.
And it is to be remembered, in this connection, that what.
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ever theadvantagewhichtheaddeddemandfor
tools or
machinery may, in the immediate instance, give to the
ownera of existing capital, that advantage will steadily tend to
decline.Thus,
in the casesupposed,thefirstequipment
of
theimprovedlaborerforhisnewwork)mightcost
$200,
increasingthedemandforcapital
to thisextent,andthus
raising somewhat the sum obtained in that community, that
year, asinterest.Buttheincrease
of production,might, as
we have reasonably supposed, amount to even more than$200
annually ; so thatthesupply
of capital,relativelytothe
demand, might, after a single year,
be greater than before ;
while the capability of accumulating capital during each suoceeding year would be greatly enhanced

CHAPTER VI.
WAGEB.-CONTINUED.

THE CONDITIONS
OF
THE
LABORING
CLAsS

AS AF'FECTED BY

IMPERFECT COMPETITION.

887. T h e Eaonomic Position of The Laboring Class.In Chapter V. we setforththerelation
of wages tothe
other shares of the product of industry, reaching the conclusion that, notwithstanding the formal attitudeof the laboring
class in industry, as hired by the entrepreneurclass and worki n g for stipulated wages, the normal operation of the laws of
exchange is to make the former, in effect, the owners of the
entireproduct,subjecttotherequirement
of payingthe
on the three several
definite sums charged against that product,
accounts of rent, interest and profits.
338. What Will They do With it ?--This
position of the
laboring class would seem to be a not ineligibleone, conceding
that the exigencies of modern production require the maintenance of the entrepreneur class.
classcan, in
W e have seen what is the best the laboring
theory, do for themselves, under the existing organization of
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industry : what is the most they can claim for their services.
Let us now inquire, what, in fact, this class do for themselves
in this respect ; and if they fall short of realizing their full
#hare of the product of industry, to what causes the failure is
to be attributed.
The laboring class may do themselves an economic injury in
either or both of two ways : first, through excessivereproduction,sexually,leading
to over-population,involvingthe
necessity of cultivating poorer and poorersoils, with the result
of continually diminishing per capita production ; secondly,
through a weak, spasmodic, or unintelligent competition with
the employing class.
Theconsideration of theformer of thesecauseswillbe
postponed till we reach the department of Consumption. The
latter will form the subject of the following paragraphs.
990. Imperfect Competition.-A total failure
of competition is impossible. No class will be found so stolid and inert
as to make no exertions whatever to change a
worse for a
better condition. The impulse to buy in the
cheaper and to
sell in the dearer market will, in some measure, actuate every
body of laborers. Yetthedegreein
which thatmotiveis
effectualwillbefound
tovarywidelyasbetween
men of
different climes, and of different races. ComparetheNew
EnglanderwiththeEastIndian.Theformer,inquisitive,
alert,aggressive,almostdestitute
of attachment to locality,
quick to change his avocation, if a profit shall appear, and so
gifted with mechanical insight and aptitude as to acquire the
rudiments of any art in an astonishingly short time; occupying
a country where the transmission of intelligence is incessant,
and where the transportationof passengers and freight reaches
the maximum of ease, security and cheapness ; enjoying the
advantage of a wide margin of living, and with no inconsiderable savings laid by from the liberal earningsof former years,
is not likely to remain long ignorantof opportunities for improving his industrial conditions, whether through change
of
place or avocation, or likely long to allow such opportunities
to remain unimproved. W e g e t a measure of this freedom of
individual movement in the census statistics, by which it ap-
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pears that in 1660 nine and a half millions of the native population were living in States other than those of their birth.
840. The Immobility of Labor.-on the other hand, the
in fetters of caste, of superstition, of
EastIndian,bound
ignorance and poverty, occupying a country vast portions of
which are traversed only by bullock-paths,abides in his lot, in
spite of wretchednessandfamine,asthoughrootedinthe
soil itself.
But we have not to goas far away as India, t o find instances
of a high degree of immobility in the population, in the face
A century ago
of strong and urgent reasons for migration.
Adam Smith wrote :
“Eighteen pence a day may be reckoned the common price
of laborinLondonanditsneighborhood.
At a few miles’
pence. Ten pence
distance, it fallstofourteenandfifteen
may be reckoned its price in Edinburgh and its neighborhood.
A t a few miles’ distance it falls to eight pence, the usual price
of common labor through the greater part of the low country
of Scotland, where it varies a good deal less than in England,
auch a diference of prices, which it seems is not always SUBcient to tramport a man fromone parish to another, wouldnecessarily occasion so great a transportation of the most bulky
cornmodirks, not only f r o m one point to another, but from one
end of the kingdom, almost from oneend of the world, to
another, as would soonreduce them more nearly to a level.”
So great did the resistance to the flow of labor appear to his
eye, that he declared man to be “of all sorts of luggage the
most difficult to be transported.”
341. It might besupposed thatthe increase duringthe
century in the facilities for transportation and
for the difFusion of informationwouldhavedonemuch
to remove the
obstructions which, in Adam Smith’s day, retarded the movement of labor to its market ; but the force of ignorance, fear
andpovertyisnot
so easilybroken. Prof.Fawcettinhis
Political Economy writes : “During the wintermonths, an
ordinary agricultural laborer in Yorkshire earns thirteen shillings a week ; the wages of a Wiltshire or Dorsetshire laborer,
doing the same kind of work, and working B similar n u b o r
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of hours, are only nine shillings a week. This great difference
inwagesisnotcounterbalanced
by other considerations.
LivingisnotmoreexpensiveinYorkshirethaninDorsetshire, and theDorsetshire laborer does not enjoy any particular
advantages or privileges which are denied to the Yorkshire
laborer.”
Instanceswithoutnumbermightbecited,showingthe
practical immobility of the agricultural populationof England
in the past ; and in this respect, England may
be taken as
fairly representing the actual world about
which the economist reasons, being in the mean between the people of North
America and Australia, on the one hand, and those of Asia,
on the other.
342. Chenge of Occupation.-So much for the movement
from place to place, which is needed to meet the requirements
of industrial competition. Of the movement from one avocation to another, which may be required for the same end, an
even less favorable account may be given. An American will
find ‘it difficult to conceive how slow and painful i A the process
by which an overcrowded avocation is depleted or a growing
industry re-enforced, in any of the States of Europe.
In his last and greatest work Prof. Cairnes sought to reach
a measure of therate of thismovementinEngland.His
result was substantially this : that only loss by death or disability could be relied upon to relieve the.labor market in any
branch of industrywhich wasoverdone, and that the sole
disposable fund for supplying new laborers to new or growing branches of industry waB to be found in the body of persons each year coming of age, industrially speaking. It would
be easy to show that the “ play ” thus given to the labor marof those great oscillations of
ketisfarwithinthelimits
industrywhichlabormustmeet,fullyandpromptly,
or
sufferbecause it can not meet them.
Moreover, it is doubtful whether Prof. Cairnes does not overrate this
disposable
labor fund.
SQ far from the members of the rising generation being
perfectlyfreeto
move intoavocationsotherthan
those of
their parents, mill-owners arc harassed by applications from
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their hands to take children into employment on almost any
terms. The more miserable the parents’ condition, the greater
becomes the pressure on them to crowd their children somehow, somewhere, into service. Once in a mill, we know how
little chance there is of the children afterwards taking up for
themselves another way of life.
In the agricultural districts of England, gangs of children
of all ages, from sixteen down to ten or even five years, were
formerly organized and driven from farm t o farm, and from
parish to parish, to work all day under strange overseers, and
to sleep at night in barns, huddled together without distinction of sex. The system of public agricultural gangs required
an act of Parliament to break it
up, and we have the testimony of the commission of 1867, that, inspite of the law,
gangs were then still formed in some parts of the kingdom,
So late as 1870, children were employed in the brickyards of
England, under strange masters, at three and a half years of
age. Account is given
of a boy weighing 52 pounds,whose
daily task covered fourteen miles ; one-half of this x-ith a loa4
of clay weighing forty pounds, upon his head.
Such instances show graphically the error of supposing that
parents who are tied down hopelessly to an occupation which
affords but the barest subsistence, can freely dispose of their
children to the best advantage, among a large class of occupations.Especiallywhen
we consider that, in the development of modern industry, trades become highly localized, shall
we see the practical fallacy of this assumption. Even
if we
suppose theparentto
beadvised of betteropportunitiea
openinginsometradeprosecutedatadistance,yet,years
before the boy or girl willbe fit to send away from home, the
chance of earning a few pence in the mill where the parent
works, will almost irresistibly draw the child into the vortex.
The truth is, that until you secure mobility to adult labor you
will f a i l tofind it in the rising generation, and that among an
ignorantanddegradedpopulationfour-fifths,perhaps
ninetenths, of all children, by what may be called a moral necessity, follow theoccupations of theirparents, or thosewith
whom fortune has placed them.
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343. T h e Induetrial Efbofs of a Failure ofCompetition.-

If industrial movement may be thus tardy and limited, even
among a people of Teutonic blood and enjoying free inetitutions, it becomes a matter of serious concern to inquire what
are the effects of a partial failure of competition.
And, first, let us see just what it is that we look to competition, when active and complete, to
accomplish.
W e have defined competition to be the operation of indiand sellers. W e saw that
vidualself-interestamongbuyers
this implied that each man acts for himself,solely, by himself,
solely, in order to get the most he can from others, and
to
give the least he must, himself.
Now,thismay seema very unamiable thing yet, rightly
viewed, perfect competition would be seen to be the order of
the economic universe, as truly as gravity is the order of the
physicaluniverse, and to be not
less harmonious and beneficent in operation. If free and full,
unqualified, unremitting
competitioncouldbesecured,
theresultswouldbemore
honorable to humannature,as
wellas
practicallymore
advantageous, in the same degree, and
for the same reason
that absolute justice would be more advantageous and more
honorable than p h i a l justice patched up with charity.
344. The Economic Harmonies.-- When we saythat
through Competitiononereacheshis
bestmarket,doesthis
mean that in that way he does best for
himselfalone ? On
the contrary, when one reaches his best market, he
doe6 not
only that which is best for himself, but that which is best for
others. Henotonlygets
more thanbyresortingtoany
other market, but, in the very act of doing so, he gives more,
also. Ifinthatmarkethisserviceorcommoditybearsa
higher price than elsewhere, this is of itself a proof that hi5
service or commodity is there in greater demand, moreneeded,
Conthe
subject
of an
intenser
want,
than
elsewhere.
sequently,werehe
toresortelsewhere,hewouldnotonly
receive less himself, but would satisfy a lower want
on the
part of others, leaving a higher want unsatisfied.
345.--But the main office of competition is to preserve in&vidual8 and classes from destruction or industrial degradation,
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through excessive burdensimposed by authority,through
naturalcatastrophes affecting the sources of livelihood, or
through the gradual decay of commercial demand. Deal the
heaviest blow you can with a hammer into a bin of barley,
and you will not injure a single grain, though the hammer be
buried to your hand, because every grain moves freely from
its place, and the mass simply opens to receive the intruding
substance and closes aroundand above it,Lay one of the
grains upon a rock, and your blow will smash it into a paste.
Let the stoutest ship that ever rode outa hundred gales have
her bow lodged in the sands, and the oncoming waves of the
first storm will break her up ina few hours.
In the nature of the case, blowsmustfall, fromtimeto
time,uponevery
industrialcommunity or class. Whether
these be due to wars or failures of the harvest, or t o condagrations and floods, or to the shifting of commercial demand,
or to vicious legislation, labor has an ample security against
deep and permanent injury, so long as its mobility is unimpaired. On whatever spot the blow may fall, complete freedom of movement, from place to place and from avocation to
avocation, will cause the original loss t o be distributed over
the industrial body, while the forces of rephir and restoration
will immediately set to work to make good what has been
taken away.
348. To H i m That Heth Shall be Given.-This
tendency
t o the diffusion of all benefits to the equalization of all burdens, and to the repair of all local injuries at the expense of
the vital powers of the whole industrial body, is properly the
subject of admiring contemplation by social and ethical philosophers. FredericBastiat has, inwords of deathless eloquence,described this play of industrial forces, under $he
title of The Economic Harmonies.
But the political economist who undertakes the explanation
oE the actual phenomena of the industrial world, is bound to
note, not only that the assumption of full and free competition, which underlies this theory of the self-protecting power
of labor, is wholly gratuitous, as applied to vast portions of
the earth's population ; but, also, that, when the mobility of
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labor becomes in a high degree impaired, the reparative and
restorative force@ do not act at all. On the contrary, a new
and antagonistic principle begins to operate, viz., the principle that '' To him that hath shall be given, and from him that
hath not shall be taken away even the little that he seemeth
to have."
Under the rule of this great economic as well as social law,
industrial injuries once suffered tend to remain, and not to be
on in the
removed. Thewretchwhohasfallenistrampled
maddening struggle for placeandpelf.
In the case of the
laborerthrownout
of employment, for instance,there is
alwaysdangerthatself-respect,hopefulnessandambition,
which we have seen (par. '76) to be most powerful factors in
industrial efficiency, may fail among squalid surroundings. A
lessample or nourishing diet, and less healthful conditions,
submittedtofor
awhile, perhapsthecontracting
of distinctly bad habits through anxiety, disappointment and
en'
forced idleness, may so lower his industrial power a8 to unfit
himtorenderthe
same amountandquality
of service as
before. In such a case, not only is there no tendency in any
economic force to repair the mischief that has been done, but
even the occurrence of Fettertimesandnewopportunities
would not restore the shattered industrial manhood.
847. Economic Injuries Tend to Bemain and t o Deepen.
"Irrespective of any thing catastrophic, the tendency
of purely
economic forces, under impaired competition, is
conhually
to aggravatethedisadvantages
from which any person or
class may suffer in the beginning. Defeat is an
ill preparative for fresh conflicts. Every gain which one makes at the
expense of another furnishes the sinews
of war for further
aggression ; every loss suffered diminishes the capabilitiee of
further resistance.
This principle applies with increasing force as we go downward in the industrial scale, Emphatically is it true, that the
curne of the poor is their poverty. Cheated in quantity, quality and price, in whatever they purchase, they are unable
to
get even as much proportionally for their little as the rich for
their larger means. "he tendency of purely economic forces,
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Sherefore, is to widen the differences existing in the cohstiwtion of industrial society, and to subject everyperson or claw,
who may, from any cause, be put at dieadvantage, t o e constantly increasing burden.
348. What mey help the Laboring Class in Competition
for the Productof Induatq.-Granting that perfect competition woulddo all that ha@ beenclaimed for the working
classes, realizing the very ideal conditions under which they
should work, but, at the same time, recognizing the fact that,
in industrial society as now constituted, competition is very
partial and incomplete, let us inquire what, if any thing, can
be done to help the laboring classes in their competition for
the product of industry.
The answer of the economists of the laiseez faire, or Manchesterschooltothisinquiry
is avery easyone. Freedom
being the ideal condition, and society suffering from lack of
it, let us have all the freedom we can get, at this time, and
thus prepare the way for more of it in the time to come. Let
us abolish every thing in the way of restraint or regulation,
every thing in theway of concert or combination in industry,
which we can abolish, and trust to the future for doing away
with those obstructions which are now beyond our reach.
849. Economics and Politics.-This answer
is so easy as
not unfairly to arouse aome suspicion. Do we deal in this
spiritwiththe question of progressivefreedom ingovernment? Does anyright-thinking man,withhiseyesopen
upon the experience of thelasthundredgears;allegethat
progress is best to be effected by indiscriminately throwing
off restraints? Is it not admitted that discretion and order
must be observed in removing political checks and balances
and limitations ? Are there not, in anywell-organized society,
restrictions which correspond to certain human infirmities, of
which we can not now hope to rid the race, in such a waythat
the existence of the restrictions increases the actual degree of
freedom* enjoyed by the community?
"The modem English citizen, who lives under the burden of the
reviaed edition of the statutee, not to speak of innumerable municipal,
railroad, sanitary and other bylaws,Le, after all, YL inhitely freer, M
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860. T h e Burning Theater.-But if any reader distrusts an
analogy drawn between economics and politics, let us take a
case from reallife, where all the elements can be easily and
confidently grasped. Suppose a crowded audience to be seekingto escape from a theater which has taken fire. There
might be time to allow the safe discharge of all in the house.
If so, theindividualinterest of eachperson clearlywould
coincide with the interestof the audience viewed collectively,
namely, that he should fall in precisely according to his position relative to the common place of exit, and should move
just so fast and no faster, according to the rate of discharge
fromthebuildingintotheouterair.Yet,humannature
being what it is, we know that there would be great danger
of a furious rush for the door, which would lead to the serious
retardation of the movement of the audience as a whole, and
probably to many persons being trampled upon or burned.
Suppose, now, that, at themoment of alarm, a score of resolute policemenwere to presentthemselves, what could they
do ? Clearlythey could notcausetheaudienceto
be discharged more quickly, safely and harmoniously than would
be the case did every person in the audience truly comprehend
the situation and act coolly with reference to his own interAs compared,however,notwithwhat
est, as above stated.
the audience ought to do, but what they probably would do,
the advent of the policemen would save many limbs andlives,
perhapsavert a calamitythat would have filled theworld
with horror. With disciplinethus imposeduponmen
in
such a situation, the procedure which would be for the interest of eachand of allmightgoforward
swiftly, surely
andsteadily,underauthoritativedirection.Discipline
can,
indeed, create no force, but it may save much waste.
361. Regietretion of Lend."But if any one is still disposed to distrust analogies drawn between things inside and
things outside the sphere of economics, let us take the case of
a regulation prescribing the registration of real estate and the
well tu nobler, creature, than the savage who is always under the despot.
iem of physical want." Jevona"' The Btate in Relation to Labor."
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recording of alltransfersandmortgages
of land.Such
a
regulationwould
be restrictive upontransfers.Transfer8
;
would require to be made in writing and after a definite form
certain words must be used to make the instrument effective ;
a certain delay must be submitted to ; an office, perhaps at a
distance, must be visited ; copiea must be made ; a fee given.
Yet who does not know that a regulation of this character,
though in namerestrictive,wouldinfactnotretardbut
immenselypromote thetransfer of realestate,
For uncertainty it would substitute the highest assurance ; for the risk
of losing the whole principal, it would offer a clear and indefeasible title, which would repay, many times over, the petty
feeandthetroublerequired.The
slow andcostlytransfer
of real estate in England, whereno such system exists, in comparison with the cheap and easy transfer of the same species
of property in the United States, affords a measure
of the
force of, this cause.
863. Always a Practical Question.-Perhaps enough has
been Raid to show that the questionwhetheracertainact,
ordinance or social arrangement retards or promotes themovement of labor to its market, is a practical question, not t o be
determined dpriori, except in the case of extreme measures,
but tobe considered and decided with reference
t o the existing
condition of industrial society and to the actual infirmities or
liabilities of the laboring population to which it was intended
to apply.* A crutch operates only by restraint, and to a man
of sound limbs can be only a hindrance ; but it is a restraint
which corresponds to the infirmity of a cripple, and may be
the only means of enabling him to walk, or even of keeping
him from falling hopelessly to the ground.
In application of theseremarks,abriefdiscussion
of the
influence of Trades Unions and Strikes upon wages and upon
the condition of the laboring class, will be found in Part VI.
868. Wages and Public Opinion.-When the writer first
~

~~

~~~

*“The outcome of the inquiry is that we can lay down no hard and
fast rulee, but must treat every case, in detail, upon its merite. Specific
experienoe is our best guide, or even express experimentwhere posrtible.”
Jevone--“ The Btste in Relation to Labor.”
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ventured,in 1074, to urge that respect for labor and sympathy with the laboringclass might become aforce in determining the market rate of wages, he was greeted with derision.
He has reason to believe that in the intervening years the
arguments then presented have worked their way toward
a
conviction of the public mind that the cause thus adduced is
not an unreality, but one which actually operates with perceptible force within the field of economics.
Let it be observed that what is claimed is, not that compassion and sympathy will induce employers here and thereto
pay wages above the market rate, but that these sentiments
in determiningwhatthemarketrate
maybecomeaforce
shall
1
864. An Analogous Caee.--And, in the first place, why
this incredulity on the first suggestion of the subject ? Is it
not true that sentiments of personal kindness and of mutual
respectbetweenclasses
of the community have had
a very
important influence, in many countries (see pars. 266-76), in
determining the rates at
which land shouldbeleased ? If
public opinion may be a very powerful, often a predominant,
forceindeterminingtherent
of land, whyshouldwenot.
expect that it would hare at least an appreciableforce in
determining wages?
565. The Beason of the Case.-But
let us leave anaIogy,
and turn to the reason of the individual case. How can the
sentiments we have invoked become an economic force, and
thus enter into the dietribution of wealth between employer
and employed ?
Let us recall the principle, EO often insisted on, that it ia
only as competition is perfect that the wages class have any
security that they will receive the highest remuneration which
the existing conditions of industry will permit. In the failure
of competition, they may be pushed down, grade by grade, in
the industrial as in the social scale. Let us recall, moreover,
that the failure of Competition may be due to moral 8s much
as to physical causes ; that if the workman from any cauw
does not pursue his interest, he loses his interest, whether he
refrain from bodily fear, from poverty, fromignorance, from
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timidityanddread of censure, or fromthe effects of h d
political economy, which assures him that if he does not seek
hu interest his interest will seek him.
Now I ask, can it be daubtful that the
respect and sympathy
of thecommunitymuststrengthenthewages
class in this
unceasing struggle ;must give weight and force
to all their
reasonable demands;mustmakethemmoreresoluteand
patient in resistingencroachment ; must add to theconfidence
with which each individual laborer will rely on the good faith
of those who are joined with him in his cause, and make it
harder for anyweak or doubtful comrade to succumb ?
And, on the other hand, will not the consciousness that the
wholecommunitysympathizewiththeefforts
of laborto
advance its condition, by all fair means, inevitablyweaken
the resistance of the employing class * to claims which can be
conceded, diminish the confidence with which each employer
looks to his fellows to hold out to the end, and make it easier
for the less resolute to retirefromthe contest, andgrant,
amid general applause, what has been demanded ?
366. The Lamentable Case of Hodge.-Let us apply these
principles to an individual case. Hodge thinks-Hodge is a
plowman, andhas been getting twelveshillings a weekthat heoughttohavemore
wages, or, rather,forHodge
would scarcely put it so abruptly, he feels thatit is dreadfully
hard to live on twelveshillings. He hasattended a lecture
delivered by Mr. Joseph Arch from a wagon on the green.
H e is uneasy andwantstoimprove
hiscondition.
So far,
then,he is a hopefulsubject, economically. The desire to
improve one’s condition is the sine qua non of competition.
Will these stirrings of industrial ambition come to any thing?
Willthe
discontentedplowman seek and find hisbetter
market? t This is a great question, for upon the answer t o it
“M
asters are always and everywhere in a sort of tacit, but conetent
and uniform,combinationnot to raisethewagea of laborabove their
actual rate.”-Adam Smith : Wealth of Nations.”
+ I n discwing hie valuable agricultural statistics before the London
Statistical Society, Mr. Fred. Purdy said : “It would appear that no
commodity in thia country presents 80 great a vsrirrtion in price, at ow
I‘
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depends the future of Hodge, and perhaps of his sons and
grandsons. Let the 8 ~ c t a t o r(August 4, 18?2), tellhow he
is assisted on his way and encouraged in his weak, ignorant,
doubting mind, by landlord, bishop, and judge.
‘6 The man has been,
so t o speak, morally whipped for six
months. He has found no friend anywhere, except in a press
he can neither read nor understand. The duke has deprived
him of his allotment ; the bishop has recommended that his
instructor should be ducked ; the squire has threatened him
with dismiasal in winter ; the magistrate has finedhim for
quitting work, which is just, and scolded him for listening to
lectures, which is tyranny ; the mayor at Evesham has prohibited him from meeting on the green ; and the lawyerwitness a recent case nearChelmsford-has told him that any
onewhoadvisesandhelpshimtoemigrateisa
hopeless
rascal.”
Now I ask, in all seriousness, is Hodge quite
as likely to
pursuehisinterestandpersistinwhateverthat
requirea“which, be it obsemed, is no other than what the interest of
the whole community requires-as if his social superiors were
encouraging him to better his fortune if he finds a chance ;
as if the shopkeeper and the publican and the lawyer and the
rector and the squire were not all ranged against him
? Is it
not possible that, for the lack of a little fanning, the feeble
flame in Hodge’s breast may die out, and
he, giving up all
thought of seeking his fortune elsewhere, return
to his furrow, never to stray fromit again ?
time, as agricultural labor, taking the money wages of the men aa the beat
exponent of its value. A laborer’s wages in Dorset or Devon are bare17
half the sum given for similar servicesin the northern para of England.“
Among the awes of this Mr. Purdy citea “the natural vi8 i w t i o of
the claas.”
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CHAPTER VU.
T W O OTHER SHARES IN DISTRIBUTION.

867, W e have discussed the distribution of the product,
undertheentrepreneurorganization of industry. W e have
Been that this product is divided into four principal
shares,
rent, interest, profits and wages, corresponding to four classes
of claimants. W e have now to inquire what becomes of certain portions of the product, which do not appear to go into
either of the four shares enumerated. And first of the amount
taken by government.
368. Teurtion.-There has long been a difference of opinion among economists, whether taxation should be a title in
distribution or in consumption. Prof. Senior held to the latter treatment ; Prof. Jevons favored the former.
"he difference is just this : Shall we regard government as
a iifth original claimant upon the product of industry, taking
its share under the
name of taxes, as the land-owner takes
rent,thecapitalistinterest,theemployer
profits, andthe
laborer wages ; or shall we regard the product as divided into
four shares, out of each of which is paid, as one form of the
owner's consumption of his income, a sum, greater or less, for
thesustentation of government,justasout
of eachsuch
sharearepaid
sums, greater or less, for shelter, food, fuel,
etc. ?
The questionis notaveryimportant
one inageneral
treatise on PoliticalEconomy,andneither
decisionsolves
dl the difficulties of the case, since the functions of government are so various and EO widely diverse.
O n the one hand, it is said that government is a great producer and should be regarded as a claimant in distribution,
taking its share under the name of taxes. Government builds
and keeps in repair roads and bridges and breakwaters
and
perhaps, also, canals and railways, for the purposes of trade
andindustry.Governmentmaintainsaconstabularyand
court-houses and jails, that the honest and industrious may
work without hindrance or even fear of molestation. Govern.
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ment does a great many other things which minister directly
to the creation of values, vastly increasing the amount of the
product over what it would have been without
the intervention of this agency.
On the other hand, it is said that a great part of what government does has not the production of wealth as its primary
object, and that much does not even contribute indirectly to
that end, as in the case of the vast military and naval expenditures of the nations of Europe, which have for their purpose, not the preservation of civil peace, but to maintain the
existence or extend the power of nationalities or of dynasties. Secondly, whatever the objects of expenditure, governmentdoes notobtainitsrevenuethroughtheagencies
of
exchange, butbyforcible
collection, men contributing, not
because government has made it worth their while to do so,
not because government is prepared to render an equivalent,
but simply because government demands the contributionand
will have it. For these reasone., it is urged, the revenue of
the State should not be treated as a share in distribution, but
as a form of consumption.
350. As has been said, the question is not free from dificultieswhatevercoursebetaken.
A thoroughlyconsistent
treatment of the subject of taxation would require the appearance of this title in more than one department of political
economy.
(a.) The function of government in the creation of values
is extensive and important, under the modern organization of
industrial society. Thebuildingandmaintenance
of roads
and bridges, of breakwaters and lighthouses, the opening of
harbors, and the improvement of rivers, all directed towards
of wealth,formanotablepartofthe
alargerproduction
industrialagencies of allprogressivecommunities.These
things, if done on the initiative and at the expense of individuals, who lookedto tolls, fees, and dues for their
reimbursement, would be by all deemed productive, in the fullestsense.
They are not less so when done by government, with funds
raised by taxation.
(b.) The methods of taxation,thesubjects of imposition,
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the agencies of collection, so far as they affect the ultimate
incidence of taxation, that is, so far as they determine that
the pressure of taxation shall finally rest here and not there,
of
on this class and not on that, fall within the department
Distribution.Thequestions,
e. g., whetherataxonwages
results in a reduction of the comforts, luxuries, and necessariesenjoyedbythelaborer,
or is, in theend,paid
by the
employer ; whether a taxon rent rests upon the landlord, or is
by him shifted upon the consumer of agricultural produce :
these and the like are questions in Distribution.
(c.) The effects of the expenditure by government of a cerb i n amount of wealth, as contrasted with the effects of the
expenditure of the same amount by the classes who paid the
taxes that put the treasury in funds, belong to the department of Consumption.
(d.) The questions, how the largest amount of revenue can
b e secured withthe smallestcost of collection ; howthe
needed revenue can be procured with the least irritation of the
public mind ; how the highest assurance can be obtained aa to
the proper custody and disbursement of funds ; these and the
like are questions in fiscal or " Cameralistic " science, and not
in economics strictly considered.
(e.) I n additiontothequestion
( b ) , what is theultimate
incidence of any existing or projected body of taxes : who, in
inthelastresortpaysthem
; whoae sum of enjoyment is
actually diminished by t.he imposition, we have a question, to
which writers on taxation devote a large part of their space,
viz., who ought to pay the taxes of any given community :
what classes should contribute to the support of the government, and in what proportions ? This is purely a question in
political equity.
860. The foregoing would be the true logical treatment of
taxation. In an elementary treatise, however, I do not deem
it worth while to deal BO elaborately with this subject, and
will postpone to Part VI. whatever I have to say regarding
taxation,except so far as it may be desirable to speak of
the influence of government expendituree when we reach the
department of Consumption.
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861. m e speculatingaaee.-Incidentalto
allthe processes of production and exchange is the chance
of gain 01
loss throughtherise
or fall of pricesduringtheinterval
betweenbuyingandselling
; betweenmakingandselling.
This gain or loss may be slight, in any given case, or it may
be considerable.Thereweremanymanufacturersinthe
United States who made fifty or a hundred thousand dollars,
clear, by the rise of cotton, on their hands, in 1861 and 1862,
and this without intentionally speculating at all, but simply
through holding a large stock for the purposes of legitimate
manufacturing. At other times, thedaily, weekly, monthly
fluctuations of prices will be veryslight, now all on oneside, for
a long time; now, all on the other side; then, oscillating backwards and forwards across whatwe may call the average price.
To acertainextent,thesefluctuations
of pricemaybe
trusted in time to offset each other, as regards any individual
merchant or manufacturer.Yetafterallthe
effect of thie
is exhausted, there will still be a chance
of gain or of 1088,
whichmaybe
so considerableas to becomean important
element in determining the fact of profits, or even in deciding
the solvency of the merchant or manufacturer, in spite of the
strictest observance of the rules of prudence, and in spite of
the greatest energy and industry.
Within this field, ao far as the great body of business men
are concerned, fortuneholdsundisputed
sway. They lack
the faculty to discern the signs
of the future. They do the
bestthey can toproducegoodarticlescheap,
to meet the
demands of thepublicastofashionsandstyles,tokeep
expenses down, and to avoid losses by bad debts. When they
;
have done this, they have done all they can for themselves
and whatever gainsor losses come to them through thefluctuations of themarket, come as if wholly by chance. There
are other men who have a rare power to apprehend in advance
the movements of the market. It is always found that when
materials begin to rise, these men have a large stock on hand.
Let a disastrous fall occur, these men are never conght by it.
Whichever way the market turas, it seems sa though the sole
object were t
o
&
fortunate beings.
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Of conme, this is speculation ; yet when it is carried on only
incidentally to a legitimate manufacturing or trading businese,
we do not call these men speculators.
862."In every progressivecommercial community, however,
is found a large and increasingnumb2r of persons who, eithef
possessing this faculty of discerning the signs of the market,
or flattering themselves they possess it, make a business of
buying or selling according to their anticipations of a rise or
afall.Thesepersonsarenotmanufacturers
; theyare not
merchants, in any proper sense ; they do ;lot buy from producers or sell to consumera ; they are neither importers, jobbers, wholesalers or retailers ; they have perhaps no stores o r
warehouses or stocks of goods ; possibly, would not know by
sight a sample of the commodities they deal in. They simply
bet upon the market, having a well or ill-founded opinion of
theirownshrewdnessand
coolness indoing so. They may
lose a fortune, or make a fortune.
The difference between the two kinds of speculation may
be illustrated as follows : A miller who grinds two hundred
thousand bushels of grain a year, may, if he have this peculiar kind of insight, by carefully watching the market, buy
his wheat at two centsa bushel less than he would have hadto
pay for it had he bought it from time to time as he neededit
for grinding. This is speculating. Moreover, after grinding,
he may hold the
flour weeks,or months, until hesees his chance,
and then, by going into the market at the right moment, he
may sell it at ten cents a barrel more than if he had sold it as
it wasmade.Thisagainisspeculating.
Now hereis a
saving in materials of $4,000, and a gain on the price of the
product of, say, $4,000. After making allowance for interest
on the extra capital required to ('carry" the wheat and the
flour, and for the cost of storage, the addition made hereby to
the miller's profits for the year would be a tidy sum. On the
other hand, a corn-broker may buy and sell twenty thousand
bushels a week, buying and selling
on all sorts of time, ten
days, twenty days, sixty days, six months, every transaction
being a bet upon the price of corn a t a future date. When
the broker buys, he bets that the price willrise ; when he uells,
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he bets that it will fall. The men from whom he buys have
aa little corn as he has ; the men to whom he sells wouldknow
as little as he what to do with actual corn, were any of it to
come in their way.
Of speculatingasabusiness,twothingsmay
be said,
First, it is surprising what an enormous aggregate of transactions a man of little capital and no brains to speak of, may
oonduct in the course of his life, and yet neither lose nor gain
much if only he confineshimself to small individual operations. Secondly, not less surprising are the gains of speculation when conducted by a real master. Every year an appreciableportion of theproduct of industry passes intothe
possession of the men of this class. In erery highly commercial country, the largest fortunes are those made by speculation. Thefortunes SO made,however,arenotnearly
so
numerous as those made by trade and industry.
963. Speculation is not wholly without its advantages
to
thecommunity, If cornislikely to bescarce and,by consequence, high, four months hence, the man who now begins
tobuy does, in so far,callattentiontothatprobability.
By raisingtheprice
he, so to speak,advertisesfor
an
increased supply to be brought in from the outside,
and for
greatercarefulnessinhusbandingtheexistingstock.If
beef is likely to fall in price, sixty days hence, the man who
now sells does what lies in bim to give notice
of an excess
of supply, and thus affords duller-witted holders opportunity
to get rid gradually of their stock, instead of encountering
on utterbreaking down of themarket alittlelater.
In a
word,speculationwhileconfinedwithinmoderatelimits
ia
the agent for equalizing supply and demand and rendering
the fluctuations of pricelesssudden
and abrupt than they
would otherwise be.
"here are causes, howe, er, which go to render speculation
extravagant, carrying it beyond all reasonable bounds, multiplyingthenumbers
of thespeculatingclassandvastly
increasing their gains, at the expense of the sober, productive
industries of a country. Foremost among these is a
vicious
moneyeyetem.
Theextentto
whichthiscauseengenders
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qeculation may be seen in the history of the (‘Continental
money of the American revolution, of the (‘Assignats ” of the
French revolutionary period, and
of the Greenbacks ” of
the war of Secession. With prices fluctuating violently and
rapidly, the opportunities for acquiring large wealth by speculationareincreasedten-fold,itmaybeahundred-fold.
This is too muchfor human nature: too muchfor honesty, too
much for prudence. A subtle poison runs through the veins
of the community, turning the heart to crime and the brainto
folly. The face of societychanges,undersuchanevilpassion, as suddenly and as fearfully as does the face
of a man
On everyhandbreaches
of
strickenwithadeadlyfever.
trust testify t o the weakness of the principles of virtue under
such a strain, while honest and discreet modes of obtaining a
livelihood aredisparagedandabandonedforthosewhich
promise quicker and larger, even if illicit, gains.
864. Loaded Dice.-Of much speculation, it must be said
that it is wholly beyond economic as wellas moral sympathy.
If all speculation is gambling, this is gambling with the dice
loaded. By means of combinations and corners, the market8
are often profoundly influenced in order to produce the very
fluctuations on which the grain or petroleum or stock gamblers have made their bets. The mischiefs suffered by trade
and industry, originating in this source, are monstrous, even
incalculable. Whether they can in any degree be repressed
by law, is a grave political question, with which
we are not
called t o deal,
((

CHAPTER

Vm.

THE BEACTION OF DIBTEIBUTION UPON PEODUCTION.

306. Actual Production Compared with Produotive
Capability.-In a previous chapter (Chapter IV., P a r t 2), we

considered the elements which enter into the productive ccpability of a community, and indicated, as the one most important
which political
economy
has
to deal, the
questionwith

PRODUCTIVE
CAPABILITY.
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inquiry,
why
it is that
the
actual
production
of any
power, it13
communityfalls so farshort of whatitsland
labor power, and its capital power are jointly competent to
effect.
It was there stated that only when we should have passed
through all the departmentsof political economy should webe
in a position fully to answer this question.
386. Evenunderthetitle,Production,
however, we saw
that grave liability to loss of force inheres in the industrial
etructure of society especially under the entrepreneur eystem,
by which the labor power and the capital power of the community become committed to numerous highly technical employments, from which they can not readily release themselves,
and,withinthoseemployments,becomesubjected
to the
direction of acomparativelysmallnumber
of individuals,
whose peculiarities of character, of habit, of station, seriously
modifytheapplication
of capital and labor to production
;
whose mistaken aims, whose erroneousimpulses, may divert
theseforcesfrom
that object ; whoseaccidents of fortune
may impair the energyof the industrial movementor paralyze
it altogether.
Again,underthetitle,Exchange,
we saw (Chapter VII.,
Part 3) that still further and even more grave liabilities
to
loss of industrial force inhere in that
commercial system which,
by separatingproducerand consumer,often bywideintervals, sometimes by half the circumference of the globe, introduces the opportunit,y for serious misunderstandings between
these two classes ; misunderstandings which, d e n intensified
by panic, may at times result in a. wide and long-continued
suspension of productive activity.
867. W e are now to inquire respecting the reaction of Distribution upon Production. 1s herealiability to astillfurther IOSS of productive force ? Discarding the termsjust and
unjust, or equitable and inequitable, as applied to the distribution of wealth, let us ask whether there is found, in a division
of the product of industry accordingto certain proportions,between the several partieswho have united in production, a sufficient cause for a smaller production of wealth in the future
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than would result from a division
of the same product between
%hemme parties in different proportions?
.’ I think we have at various points, in our treatment
of diatribution, caught views of the subject which must have satisfied us that it is possible that the product of industry, in any
given time and place, may be so divided among the persons
and classes of persons who have contributed to its production,
as to impair, in greater or less measure, the productive force
up to thattime existing ; perhaps, even, to generate influences
which shall thereafter act with increasingviolence in reducing
the productive capability of the community. It may bewell,
however, to stop a moment at this point and to treat distinctly
and separatelythe possible reaction of distributionupon
production.
368. The Landlord and the Capitalist have an Economic
Advantage.-The consideration nearest
a t hand, in this connection,would seem tobethis,
viz. : thatamongthefour
several main classes of producers, there are wide differences
as to the liability, to which these are respectively subject, of
being so cut down in their remuneration, in any given time
and place,as to sufferaloss of forcethereby.
Two of the
four classes, wiz.: landlords and capitalists, clearly occupy a
position of whatmay becalledeconomicadvantage.
They
have at their command certain material agencies
of production
by withholding the use of which they can inflict a relatively
greater injury upon others than they would themselves suffer.
In the expressive phrase of children, they have their handson
(‘the upper end of the stick.” They are in a position to make
bargains for themselves to the best advantage.
It is truethat,unlessthelandlord
find atenant,hecan
five farms to let, may
have no rent. Yet a landlord who has
p u t a great pressure upon each and every oneof six would-be
is, in general,much more
tenants.Moreover,thelandlord
wealthy than his tenant, and is thus able to stand longer out
of hisremuneration,in
case there comes to be acontest
between the two as to the terms
on which the land shall be
rented. I might add that, if a given farm be not rented at
all, for a season, it may not be altogether a loss to the owner.
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The orchard will bring .forth its crop
of fruit without the
intervention of a tenant ; the grass will grow as thick and
high as usual, on the “mowing ” ; the wood lots will all the
a rest
time be acquiringvalue ; thearablelandswillhave
which it might possibly have been good policy to give them,
even at the sacrifice of rent.
Again it is true that, unless the capitalist lends his accumulations, he can not acquire interest; yet hisloss by standing
out of his interest, for a given
season, may be far less than
that sustained by the entrepreneur through losing the
use of
thecapital onwhichhehadrelied.
The latter personmay
have become so engagedthatthefailuretoeffectaloan,
while it cost the capitalist but one and a half per cent. during three months, might require the entrepreneur to sell goods
at a great sacrifice, or to give up some contract which promised to be highly advantageous.
Enough, perhaps, has been said to justify the assertion that
of economic
thecapitalistandlandlordoccupypositions
advantage, so far, at least, that they are not likely to suffer
injury, except by violence or legal spoliation.
It isanotherquestion,whethertheeconomicadvantage
enjoyed by these two classes is so great as to place it in their
power t o do an injury to other
classes, that is, to cut down
the shares going to those other classes, out of the product of
industry,to such anextentastoimpairtheirproductive
. force, and, by so doing, to diminish the productive capability
of the community.
368. Shell the Capitalist be Hampered ?“In remarks on
Usury Laws, which will be found in Part VI., I shall express
theopinionthat,incertainstates
of industrialsociety,the
lending class have so great an advantage over the borrowing
class, which, in such states of society,consistsgenerally of
distressed persons, as practically
to place an individual borrower completely at the mercy of the usurer, who is able to
exact a rate of interest which is not only irrespective of the
economic
service
rendered
through
the
loan, but soon
becomesdestructive of the borrower’screditandfinancial
integrity, reducing him speedily and certainly to bankruptcy
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and perhaps to prison. Underconditionslikethese,
I shall
suggest that laws limiting the rateof interest, in protection of
the would-be borrower, may not be as unwise and as unatatesmanlike as theyhavegenerally
beenconsidered.
On the
show, thatinadvanced
otherhand, I shallundertaketo
stages of industrial society,wherecommerce andmanufacon by means
tures are widely extended and are largely carried
of borrowedcapital ; where,therefore,borrowersare
no
longer distressed persons ; but the most active and prosperous members of the community borrow largely, freely and of
choice, as a matter of business and with a view to profit-in
such stages of society laws limiting therate of interest merely
lay an extra burden upon
those who are at a peculiar di5odty in borrowing. In the absence of suchlaws,those persons will benefit by the greater plentifulness of capital, the
greater ease of borrowing and the consequently lower rate of
interest, which, in general, result from freedom regarding
contracts for loan, in a commercial or manufacturing community.
T h e business classes, active, alert, aggressive in competition,
will make rates of interest by which the less fortunate members of society will profit.
870. Shall the Landlord be Restrained ?”In the chapter
on rent, the opinion has been expressed that, in a community
like the United States, or Canada, or Australia, the landlord
may make the utmost out of his economic position without
working industrial injury to the tenant, owing to the mobility
of the population, their readiness and resourcefulness, their
self-reliance and economic aggressiveness. In countries occupied by populations of a lower industrial character, we saw
that, unless the constraints of law * or public opinion inter-

*“ The land of a country presents conditionswhich separate it econom.
i d l y from the great mass of the other objects of wealth”condition8
which, if they do not absolutely and under all circumstances impose
upon the state the obligation of controlling private enterprise in dealing
with land, at least explain why this control is, in certain stages of social
progress, indispensable : and why, in fact, it has been conltantly put in
force whenever publicopinion or custom haa not been strong enough to
do withoutit.”
” And not
merely does economic science,

....
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vene, the vast economic advantage possessed by the landlord
class, as against a peasantry ignorant, inert and perhaps numerically in excess, is likely to operate with increasing severity,
to impoverish the tenant class and to ultimately reduce their
industrial efficiency, through deprivationof necessary clothing,
food and shelter, as
wellas through the 108sof hopefulness
and self-respect. W e saw that this might go on until almost
the last stage of human misery should be reached, as in Ireh d , during the period before the great famine.
3’71. Invidious Treatment of the Landlord and Capitalht.-What might
be true in a contrary case : how far laws
prohibiting or limiting the paymentof rent or interest framed,
not with a view to offset certain weaknesses or unfortunate
liabilities on the part of the tenant or borrowing
class, but.
drawn in a spirit hostile
to the owners of land or of capital,
and designed to confiscate, for the benefit of other classes, or
of the community as a whole, some part or all of what would
otherwise be paid on these accounts : how far such laws might
impair the productive capability of the community, we shall
have occasion to discussin Part VI., underthetitles, The
Unearned Increment of Land, and Usury Laws. I will so far
anticipate thatdiscussion as to Hay, that, while incommercial or
manufacturing communities, the normaleffect of severe restrictions upon the payment of interest is at once to diminish the
accumulation of capital for productive uses, and to prevent
$he existing body of capital from being applied where it will
do the most good,such laws are, in such communities, so easily
evaded that their practical influence is not very great.
Secondly, the effects upon the cultivation of the soil of a
reduction or confiscation of rent, by legal means, are not 80
clearas tobebeyonddispute.Thetheorywhichunderlies
the land laws of nearly all states that can be called civilized,
is, that the private ownership of land, with the incident of thc
acquisition by the owner of an ‘‘ unearned increment ” due to
as expounded by its ablest teachers, dispose of d pimi objections
to a policy of intervention with regard to land, it even furnbhea
principles fitted to inform and guide such a policy, in a positive sew.”
” P R O F . JOHN
E.CALXNES.
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the exertions and sacrifices of the community aa a whole, ie
essential to industrial progress ; and that not only those who
are so fortunate as to be among the owners of land, but even
those who have been born into the world without a title to a
foot of soil, are benefited, and largely benefited, by the fact of
private ownership. A t the same time, it probably would not
be claimed by any one that the care and pains of the individualomner, to secure the proper cultivation and preservation
of his land, are proportional to his share of the product. I see
no reason to believe that a reduction of rent in the case of a
given tract of land, through, say, some new economic force,
would diminish the care and painstaken bythe owner in
respect to his property, YO long as his interest remained still
. considerable.
There have of lateyearsappearedcertainwritem
who
claim that private ownership is not necessary to the fullest
use of the soil which forms the natural endowment of any
community. A t least, they claim, the incidentof an ‘‘ unearned
increment ” is not necessary. They assert thatall of rent
proper (exclusive, that is, of the returns to actualinvestments
of capital, in improvements) can be cut away without impairing the productive uses of the soil, though they admit that so
much of the former rent might advantageously be left to the
so-called owner as would constitute a reasonable commission
to him, as the agentof society, for taking all needed care and
pains with respect to the land. I believe this view to be alto.
gether erroneous ; but it must be confessed that the error can
not beshown as clearly and strongly as in the case of the
argument for prohibiting interest. I shall defer to Part VI.
whatever I may have to say further on this subject.
372. Distribution as between Employer and Laborer.So much for the possible action of distribution upon production, through causes operating toaffecttheshares
of the
product of industry going, as rent or as interest, to theowner
of land or to the owner of capital.
Of much more practical importance, in these modern times,
is the influence exerted upon future production by the division
of the remainingproductbetweentheemployingand
the
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laboring class. I shallundertaketoshowthatgreatlyto
change the proportions existing between these two shares, at
any time, may be to set in operation causes which will affect
the future productive capability of the community, it may be
to a wide extent, it may be through long periods of time.
373. Besting Down Wages.-The economists of ten or fifteenyearsago,urgedverystronglythatareduction
of
wagescouldnotprove
of ultimateinjurytothelaboring
class. ThusProf.Cairnes says :
((Supposing a group of employers to have succeeded, as no
doubt wouldbe perfectly possible for them, in temporarily
forcing down wages, by combination in a particular trade, a
portion of their wealth previously investedwould now become
free. How would it be employed ? Unless we are to suppose
the character of a large section of the community to be suddenlychangedinaleadingattribute,thewealth
so withdrawnfromwages would,in the end, andbeforelong,
be
restored to wages. The same motives which led to its investment wouldlead to its re-investment, and, once re-invested,
the interests of those concerned would cause it to be distributed amongst the several elements of capital in the same proportion as before. In this way covetousne~s is held in check
by covetou~nes~, and the
desire for aggrandizement sets limits
to its own gratification.” And in a similar vein, Prof. Perry,
of our own country,wrote : ‘(Ifinthe
divisionbetween
profits and wages, at the end of any industrial cycle, profits
get more than their due share, these very profits will wish t o
becomecapital,and will thus becomea largerdemand for
labor,andthenextwagesfund
willbe largerthanthe
last.”
374. Had we already discussed the principles which govern
theconsumption of wealth, it wouldbeeasy
to show that
Professors Cairnes and Perry are mistaken in their
view of the
necessary effects of an enlargement of profits at the expense
of wages,inasmuch asaportion
of suchenhanced profits,
instead of becoming capital (that is, wealth devoted to reproduction),mightbecomefinehorses
and houses, fine clothes
and opera boxes ; while another portion might take the form

2
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of coming to the office onehourlater in the morning and
going home one hour earlier in the afternoon.
But, passing by this point, the entire argument by
which
the English and American economists generally have sought
to establish what we may call "the economic indifference of
the rate of profits," is still further defective,
in that it neglects
those very important considerations which relate to the possibledegradation of labor : that is, thereduction of the
laborer from a higher to a lower industrial grade.
376. TheDegmdation of Lebor."The constant imminence
of this change, the smallness of the causes-often accidental
in origin and temporary in duration-which may produce it,
and the almost irreparable consequences of such a catastrophe,
can hardly be set forth too strongly.
The assumptionwhichunderlies
thestatements I have
quoted is that the laboring classes, while suffering economio
injury from any source, will themselves remain firm in their
industrial quality, and await the operation of the restorative
and reparative forceswhich shall, in time, set them right.
The humanfact, so often tobedistinguishedfromthe
economic assumption,unmistakablyis that thereis, on the part
of the working cIas8es, unless protected in an unnsual degree
by political franchises, by the influence of public education,
and by self-respect and social ambition, a fatal facility insubmitting to industrial injuries, which too often does not allow
time for the operationof the beneficent principles of relief and
restoration. The industrial opportunity
comesaroundagain,
it may be, but it does not find the same man it left : he is no
longer oapable of rendering the sameservice ; perhapsthe
wages he now receives are quite as much as he earns.
878. Let us consider the possible effects of a considerable
reduction of wages. If the amount previously received had
allowed comforts and luxuries, and left a margin for saving,
the reduction would probably be resented, in the sense
that
population would be reduced by migration or by abstinence
from propagation, until the former wages should
be, if possible, restored. But if the previous wages had been barely
d i o i e n t t ofurnish thenecessaries of life, and especiallyif tho
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body of laborers were ignorant and unambitious, the
falling
off in the quantity and quality of food and clothing and in
theconvenience
andhealthfulness
of theshelterenjoyed
would at once affect the efficiency of the individual laborer.
With less food, which is the fuel of the human machine,
less force would be generated ; with less clothing, more force
would be wasted by cold ; with scantier and meaner quarters,
fouler air and diminishedaccess to the lightwould prevent the
food from being fully digested in the stomach and the blood
frombeingdulyoxydizedinthelungs,wouldlowerthe
general tone of the system andexpose the subject increasingly
t o the ravages of disease. In all these ways the laborer would
become less efficient, simplythroughthereduction
of his
wages.
377. The economists assertthatwhateveristakenfrom
wages will increase capital, and hence quicken employment,
and that this, in turn, will heighten wages. But we see that
it is possible that whatis taken from wagesno man shall gain:
it may be lost to the laborer and
to the world. Now, so far
as strictly economic forces are concerned, where enters the
restorative principle ? The employer is not getting excessive
profits, to be expended subsequently in wages ; the laborer is
not under-paid ; he earns now what he gets no better than he
formerly did his higher wages.
This image of the degraded laborer is not a fanciful one.
There are in Europe great
bodies of population which have
come injustthiswaytobepauperizedandbrutalized,
weakened and diseased by under-feeding and foulair, hopeless
and lost to all self-respect,so that they can scarcelyb e said to
desire any better condition, and still bringing children
into
the world to fill their miserable places in garrets and cellam,
and in time in the wards of the workhouse.
If such an injury a8 has been indicated may be suffered in
respect to the physicalpowers of thelaborerthroughthe
reduction of wages, quite as speedily may his
usefulness be
impaired through the moral effects of such a calamity. Just
as the greatest possibilities of ipdustrial efficiency lie in the
creation of hopefulness,self-respect and socialambition, BO

the greatest possibilities of loss lie in the discouragement or
destruction of thesequalities.
W e have seen through what
a scale the laborer mayrise in his progress to productive power.
By lookingback, wesee throughwhatspaceshemayfall
under the force of purely industrial disasters.
378. The Argument from Self-Interest.-But we may
at
this point be called upon to meet an objection, founded upon
the assumed sufficiency of the principle of self-interest. How,
it may be asked, is it possible that employers shall fail to pay
wages which will allow their laborers a liberal sustenance, if,
so ; if, by that
indeed, it be for their own advantage to do
means, the economic efficiency of the laborers will be thereby
increased ?
I answer, first, that the assumptionof the sufficiency of self,
interest to secure wise action is grotesquely wide of the miserable truth regarding human nature, to whatever department
of activitywehavereference.Mankind,always
less than
wise and too often foolish to the point
of stupidity, on the one
hand, or of fanaticism on the other, whether ih politics or in
domesticlife,inhygiene
or inreligion, do not all at once
become wise when industrial concerns are in question.
The argument for feedinga hired laborer liberally, that he
may workefficiently, applies with equal force
t o the maintenance
of a slave ; yet we know too well that everywhere the lust of
immediate gain has always despoiled the slave of a part, often
a large part, of the food and clothing necessary to his highest
efficiency. The sameargumentwouldapply
tothe case of
anyamount of
live-stock. Yet it isalmostimpossible,by
preaching and teaching, by any number
of fairs andpremiums,
to keep a body of farmers up to the point of feeding cattle
well andtreatingthem
well. Theworldover,therule
regarding the care of live-stock is niggardliness of expenditure, working deep and lasting prejudice to production.
The foregoing would be a sufficient answer to the objection
I have anticipated. On every hand
,we see true self-interest
sacrificed to greed : why should it not be so in. the case of the
wages of hired Iabor ?
But another and additional reason
appeare. It is that the
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employer hss none of that security which the owner of stock
or the master of a slave p08sesses, that what goesin food shall
come back in work. A man buying an underfed slave or ox
knows that when he shall have brought
his property into good
condition the advantage will all be his ; but the free laborer
of bone and
may at any time carry to another employer whatever
sinew and nervous energy he may have gained through liberal
subsistence. There is, as
yet,
no law
which
gives
the
employer compensation for ‘I unexhausted improvements ” in
the person of his hired man.
870. Besting Down Profits.-The foregoing comprises all
I should three or four years ago have deemed it necessary to
say, regarding the division of the productof industry between
employers and employed, as affecting the future productive
capability of a community. The normal position of the employer is so clearly one of advantage, in competition with the
employed, that it would have seemed scarcely worth while to
inquire into the industrial effects of a pressure put upon the
employing class so severe as to reduce the profits of business
below the point required to secure tbe fullest employment of
the land power, labor power and cspital power of the community,* Even the introduction of Trade Unions into the field
of industry can scarcely be said to have done more than offset

* Oddly enough, many economists who have been serenely coddent
that any possible reductionof wages, under pressure from the employing
class, would notinjure the body of laborers, holding that whatever might
thus for the time be taken from wages must infallibly, and before long,
be restored to wages, [see remarks of Frofs. Cairnes and Perry above],
havemanifestedthegreatestanxietylestprofitsshould
be unduly
reduced through the encroachmentsof wages. Not a few of these writers
have formallywarned the laboring class againstdemandinghigher
wages, lest they should so reduce the profits of business 89 to impair or
destroytheemployer’sinterest in production. It is difficult to see the
consistency of these two opinions. If what is unduly taken from wages,
by pressure from the employing class,is certain to be restored to wages,
why may it not be that whatever is unduly taken from profits, by preasure from the laboring class, shall, in the end, be restored to profits ? If
the economic harmonies exist, theysurely must work both ways.”
‘ I
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the naturally great advantage enjoyed by the employing
cleeq
in competition for the product of industry.
Within the last few
years, however, attempts have
been
made, among us in the United States, to establish confederations of labor, more far-reaching, more thoroughly organized,
more authoritatively controlled, than the now familiar Trade
Unions. Should the avowed purposes of those most conspicuously engaged in these efforts be accomplished, in
whole or in
any considerable degree, it would appear that the economic
advantage might not only be shifted from the employing to
the laboring class, but might there be BO much enhanced as to
require UE to contemplate an extensive reduction of profits as
a possible cause of impairment to the productive capabilityof
the community. The further consideration
of this topic will
be postponed to PartVI., where we shall speak of the Knighta
of Labor.
880. The Doctrine of Laisses Faire.-If such liabilities to
an impairment of the productive capabilityof the community
lie in the distribution of wealth, what becomes of the characteristic doctrine of the so-called Manchester School, laissez
f a i r e : hands off : leaveeconomicforces
to work,alike
unaidedandunhindered,intheassurancethattheinterests of individuals will be found to harmonize EO far with the
interests of the community as tosecure the highest welfare of
each and of all ?
On this point my viewscan not be expressed so well by
phrases of my own devising, as in the languageof an eminent
English economist.
'' There is no evidence," says Prof. Cairnes, '' either in what
me know of the conduct of men, in the present stage of their
development, or yet in the large experience we have had
of
the working of laissez faire, to warrant the assumption that
lies at the root of this doctrine.
" Human beings know and follow their interests according
to their lights and dispositions ; but not necessarily, nor in
practicealways,inthat
sense in whichtheinterest of the
individual is co-incident with that of others and of the whole.
It follows that there is no security that the economic phenom-
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ens of society, ae at present constituted, will arrange themselves spontaneously in the way which is most for the common good.
“In other words, laissez faire falls to the ground as a scientific doctrine. I say as a scientific doctrine ; for let u0 be
careful not to overstep the limits of our argument. It is one
thingtorepudiatethe
scientific authority of Zaissez faire,
freedom of contract, and so forth ; it is atotallydifferent
thing to set up theopposite principle of state control, the doctrine of paternal government. For my part, I accept neither
one doctrine nor the other ; and, as a practical rule,
I hold
Zaissez faire to be incomparably the safer guide.
Only let UE
remember that it is apracticalrule,andnotadoctrine
of
science ; a rule in the main sound, but, like most other ‘sound
practicalrules,liable
to numerousexceptions ; above all,a
rule which must never, for a moment, be allowed to stand in
the way of the candid consideration of any promising proposal of social or industrial reform.”

PART V.-CONSUMPTION.
CHAPTER I.
SUBSISTENCE

:

POPULATION.

881. what is Consumption?-By the term
consumption,
in economics, we express the use made of wealth. This does
not necessarily imply the destruction of the form or material
of the commodities so used, or eventheexhaustion of the
In
valuewhichhad
a t some timebeenimpartedtothem.
general, however, the use of wealth involves, in a greater or
less degree,loss of substance and change of form, with a
decline, rapid or slow, in that power in exchange which we
call value.
I' That almost all that is produced is destroyed, is true ; but
we can not admit that it is producedfor the purpose of being
destroyed. It is produced for the purpose of being made use
of. Its destruction is anincidenttoits
use ; not only not
intended, but, as far as possible, avoided."* That destruction
may, in exceptional cases, be practically avoided altogether.
An intaglio is consumed, in the economic sense, when it finds
its place in the British Museum, where it may remain unimpairedthroughuncountedcenturies.Certainhewnstones
wereconsumed, in the economicsense,twenty-five hundred
years ago, when they were lifted into their place in a Roman
aqueduct. As hewnstones,simply, they had been commodities, having a variety of possible uses. They might have been
wrought into the fortificationsof the city, or used in building

"Prof. N. W. Senior.
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a temple, or an amphitheater, or a private palace. But
when
once they were applied to a definite
nee, they were,in the
economicsense,consumed. They ceased to be merely hewn
stones, to be sold by themaelves, and subject indifferently to
many uses ; they became inseparable parts of something else.
Iron ore is consumed, i. e., applied to the end in view in ita
production,whenthrownintothefurnace,andheretakes
place almost instantaneouslynot only a great chemical change,
but a complete loss of form. The iron bar or plate is in turn
consumed, when it is fitted into a bridge, without undergoing
any chemical or mechanical change at the time, to be thereafter subject only to slow agencies of decay in the atmosphere,
.
orto effects of attrition which, fromoneyeartoanother,
would be imperceptible.
382. Consumption 88 a Depertment of Politiual Economy."Why should the economist interest himself, at all, in
questionsrelatingtoconsumption?Why,havingtraced
wealththroughitsproduction,distributionandexchange,
should he not leave it in the hands of the consumer without
further inquiry, satisfied with its having reached the end for
which it was created ? So have many, indeed most,
economists dealt with the
uses of wealth,declining t o recognize
consumption as a department of political economy.
It is, of course, competent to any writer on economics thus
to limit the scope of his inquiry ; but I can not but deem it a
subject of much regret that the fascinationsof t,he mathematical treatment of economic questions, and the ambitionto make
politicaleconomyanexact
science,should haveled to the
practical excision of the wholedepartment of consumption
from so many recent works. For, after all, the chief interest
of political economy to the ordinary reader, its chief value to
the student of history, must be in the explanation it affordsof
the advance or the decline in the productive power of nations
and communities ; and it is only in the consumptionof wealth ,.
that we find the reasons for the rise of some and the fall of
others, from age to age.* It is in the use made of the exist* The late Prof. Jevons, in the introduction tohis '' Theory of Political
Economy," after noting the close analogs to the science of Staticd
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ing body of wealth that the wealth of the next generation LS
determined. It matters far less for the future greatness of a
nation what is the sum of its wealth to-day, than what are the
habits of its people in the daily consumption of that wealth ;
to what uses those means are devoted.
“hat weaIth may be
applied to ends which inspire social ambition, which restrict
population within limits consistent with a high per capitagroduction, which increase the efficiency of the laborer and SUPply instrumentalities for rendering his labor still more productive, or it may be applied to ends which allow the increase of
population in the degree that involves poverty, squalor
and
disease ; to endswhichdebauchthelaborermorallyand
physically, striking at both his power and his disposition
to
workhard and continuously.Whenitisrememberedthat
statisticians estimate the wealthof England at onlyfive or six
times the amount of its annual production, it will appear of
how much more importance, in the large view
of a nation’s
future, is the direction of its expenditures than the absolute
amount of itsaccumulations, atanygiventime,Thecompleteness with which the French
people, through their temperance,frugalityandindustry,combinedwiththestrict
repression of population, made up in a few years the terrific
losses and fines of the German war, affords a very striking
i h s t r a t i o n of thevirtuethere
isin the labor power of a
country to replace its capital, if only a right consumption of
the annual product be assured.
383. Subsistence.-The primary use of wealth is for subsistence. I n theearlieststages of humansociety,man,like
the lower animals, had only onewant.Liketheloweranimals, he gathered his
food, whether fish or flesh or nuts or
berries, where he chanced to find it, and ate it without preparation.Long,however,beforehebegantocultivatefood,
even in the simplest way, he began to cook it. The discovery
Mechanics presented by the Theory of Economy proposed by him, significantly says : “ But I believe that Dynamical branches of the science
of Economy may remain to be developed, on the consideration of which
I have not at all entered.” Elsewhere Prof. Jevons says : ’ I We,ftnst of
B11, need a theory of the Consumption of Wealth.”
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of fire and its application to the preparationof food, is made
by some writers upon primitive society to mark the boundary
between the purely savage and the barbarous condition.
Man is the only animal that has attained the capability of
preparingfoodfor consumption. All other species are content with the animal or vegetable material. Man, even in the
lowest of existentcommunities,demands for his subsistence
something more than the raw material.
It must be prepared
or manufactured for his uses, though this may be by very rude
and simple processes.
384. Clothingend Shelter.-At
what stage
the evolution of the human kind, clothing and shelter, other than that
furnished by the casual cave or by the foliage of the forest,
became a requirement of the theretofore naked man, exposed
unsheltered to the storm, we need not inquire.
A t moderate
elevations throughout the zone in which the human race originated,
that
requirement
has
never
been
onerous. The
amount of effort there involved in providing the bamboo hut,
the wigwam of poles and boughs, or the tent of skins, for
protectionagainsttherainyseason,and
inpreparingthe
scanty garment of pelts or of cloth, demanded by comfort or
by theawakened sense of decency,hasneverbeen
great.
Food still remains, in those regions, the onegreat requirement
of human existence.
When, however,mankindspreadover
higher altitudes or
, zones further removed from the equator, as tribeswere driven
up the mountain sides by victorious enemies, or were crowded
toward the arcticor antarctic circles by the increasing scarcity
of the casual food of the chase, of the fiishery, or of the natural
forest, the requirement of clothing, of shelter, and last of all,
and severity.
of fuel, came to be of increasingurgency
Within certain limits, however, clothing, shelter and fuel are,
in thehigherlatitudes,interchangeablewithfood,inthe
humaneconomy.One
of theprimepurposes of foodbeing
there the maintenance of the warmth of the body, that occasion may, in part, be served indifferently by a certain amounl
of food, or by clothing of a certain thickness applied t o the
frame, or bythe combustion of acertainamount
of fuel

;in
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within an inclosure, or of a larger amount of fuel in the open
air.
And here,as on thetenthousand
occasions of a higher
civilization, it is found that the greatest economy resides in
the largest capitalization of labor. A dress of skins,which
may have cost the effort of a week, will, during the time it
lasts, more than replace, for purposes of warmth, food which
would have required the effortsof many months. A hut which
may have been a season
in building, may save more in the
food required for health and comfort, during the lifetime
of
the builder, than could have been obtained by the hunting or
the fishing of years.
385. Nowlet us suppose that,withinsomegeographical
division, the conditions of production are such that each adult
male is able by steady labor t o secure for himself considerably more, in the way of food, clothing, Rhelter and fuel, than
is required for his own subsistence in health and strength to
laborandinphysicalcomfort,meaning,bythislast,not
much, only a freedom from pain and discomfort. It does not
matter, whether the laboring populationunder
consideration obtain themeans of subsistence, as hunters, as fishermen, as herdsThe question we have t o ask is,
men, or asagriculturists.
what willtheselaborersdowiththewealththeyproduce,
after the strict needs of subsistence are met ; how will they
consume it ?
986. The Wife.”In the first instance,
it may be assumed
that eachlaborerwillundertakethesupportofoneadult
female, and this, not outof charity, or compassion, not by the
force of any legal arrangement, not with any reference to the
continuance of thetribe,but
inobedience
to anatural
instinct secondonly, in the demand it
makesuponmen, to
the craving for food. The latter satisfied, the former asserts
itself, irrepressibly, among all classes and conditions of men,
in all states of human society.
The woman with whose subsistence the laborer’s income or
annual production of wealth thus becomes charged, will, in
greater or less degree, add to the means of the family thus
formed.Shewill
spin and weave, fashioningthefibrous
”-
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materials which
the
man
has
gathered,
into
garmenta,
blankets, and nets.She
will, invarious ways, preparethe
of the
flesh, the fish, or the vegetable food, which the head
family supplies, rendering it more palatable, more nutritious,
more wholesome, or less perishable, accoraing to the nature
of the subject matter. She will bring water from the spring
or brook.She
will keep the hut
or tentinacertainorder
and decency.
While,thus,thefemale,inanearlystage
of industrial
nooiety, adds something to the family
means, both by what
rhe makes and by what she saves from waste, we may assume
that, speaking broadly, she does not produce as much as
Bhe
consumes. The margin of subsistencewhichthehunter,the
fisherman, the herdsman, the tiller of the soil enjoys, is smaller
after he has taken a wife than before.
Nor is the contribution made by the wife to the joint revenue
of the family in
any degreeadetermining
cause of theformation of the
family.
W e have, thus, the two earliest forms of the consumption
of wealth, first, in the sustentation
of the individual laborer,
and secondly,inthemaintenance
of the wife. Let UE suppose, for the further purposes of this discussion, that the production by the head
of thefamily,increased
by the wife’s
contribution, amounts to three and a half times what is necessary to support one adult person in health and strength to
labor, and in physical comfort, according to the definition
of
that term already given. W e have, then, to be deducted from
this amount the subsistence of both husband and wife.
887. The Child.”Now, we have to note the third
great
form of consumption, in the order of nature. The association
of husband and wife is followed, in the vast majorityof cases,
by offspring. Races that are comparatively infertile, for what
reason physiology can not say with confidence, are known to
history, and some such are to-day in occupationof portions of
the earth’s surface ; while, among prolific races, are here and
therefoundindividualswhoaresterile,fromcauses
whioh
physiology is equally unprepared to explain. The proportion
of these exceptional cases among laboring populations is very
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small. W e may,therefore,disregardthem
in our a g u ment.
The appearance of the child makes a new
and imperative
demandupontherevenue of the family. In the immediate
instance, it diminishes the ability of the mother to render her
accustomed services in the household and reduces her contribution to the joint income. Then and afterwards, for a long
time, it causes a steady draft upon the resources of the father
in the way of food and clothing.
The demand thus made upon the family income
is, within the
limits of the father’s ability, met, in general, fully and even
cheerfully. It is not in obedience to the requirements 02 law,
or because of any patriotic desire to make good the numbere
of the community, or contribute to the strength of the state,
or, on the other hand, from the consideration that these babee
may, after the lapse of years, themselves become producers,
and possibly, in time, become his support in his old age, that
the father unquestioningly gives up t o his children that margin of subsistence, which, a8 a married man without children,
he might have enjoyed. It is in obedience to a purely individual feeling, of an instinctive character,so generally planted
in the human mind that, in spite of instances of parental neglect or cruelty, we may speak of it as universal.
Here we have the third form in which wealth is consumed.
It will be remembered that, thus far, we have supposed nothing to be done with the wealth producedin the primitive community which has for its object display, luxury, or even the
gratification of appetite beyond theactualrequirements
of
aubsistence. That wealth is applied to the support, first of the
productive laborer, secondly, of the wife, taken in obedience
to a natural craving which may be ter-med a universal instinct
of mankind, and, thirdly, of the children springing from that
union.
588. Children in Excess.”Let us suppose that, with three
children, of various ages,the subsistence which canbe provided
by the headof the familyisfully takenup. These five persons,
male and female, old and young, consume all that can be produced, which we have assumed to be equal to the sustentation
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of threeand a halfadults.If,
now, otherchildrenareto
appear to claim a support at the hands of the husband and
father, what will be the result? Clearly,areduction in the
standard of living.There will no longer be food,clothing,
shelter and fuel adequate to maintain each and every member
in health and strength, and without pain or discomfort resultingfromdeprivation
of things needful. The new-comers
will, indeed,underthe impulse of theparentalinstinct, be
admitted to an equal participation in the family income ; but
the shareof each member of the familywill bediminished. The
pinch may come earliest and most severely at one point rather
than another ; foodmaybedenied,
or fuel, or clothing, or
shelter, accordingt o circumstances; but, in one way
or another,
something less than what is necessary to maintain the members of the family in health and strength and comfort, is supplied. Of this the effects may be grouped in three forms:first,
the reduction of vital force and labor power ; secondly, the
diminution,perhapsthedisappearance,
of thesubsistence
fund heretofore laid up against the occurrence of bad seasons
or the disability of the head of the family through accidentor
sickness, thirdly, the generation of infirmities and diseases of
a transmissible character.
589. The m o r t of Nature to Restore Equilibrium."Now
let us, further, suppose this increase in the number of children
beyond the limits of subsistence to have takenplace uniformly
throughoutthetribe,buttohavetaken
placeonce forall,
not from a persistent but from a purely transient cause: will
there be any effort of nature to restore the condition of general health, strength and comfort, which has been for the time
lost ?
It is, indeed,truethatnaturewillmake
an effort, first,
through disease, which will have a greater destructive power
upon an ill-sustained than upon a well-sustained community,
especially in the case of children and of the aged ; secondly,
through an impairmentof the reproductive power of the adult;
and, thirdly, through famine breaking
upon a population whose
etore laid up against drought or flood or fire or the ravages of
insects.hasbeen,once
for all, eaten up. But this effort of
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nature will be unequal to the work to be done. The history
of a thousand tribes shows that there is notsufficient force in
famineor disease to preventthepermanentreduction
of a
community, through excess of numbers, from a condition of
physicalwell-being to one of inadequatesubsistence with
consequent impairment of vital force and labor power.
800. Solidarity of the Family.”Of late
years, with the
growing interest in biological investigation, there hasbeen
manifested a disposition, in certain quarters, to glorifyprivation and famine, as agents in the uplifting of the humancondition, thedoctrine of the (‘survival of the fittest ” being
applied to societies of men without dueconsideration of a most
important difference existing between men and other speciee
of animals.
It is the solidarity of the family which prevents the law of
the survival of the fittest from exerting that power in raising
the standard of size and strength and functional vigor among
men, which it exerts throughout the vegetable and the animal
kingdoms,generally.
Inthe vegetablekingdom I suppose
there are no traces of this solidarity of parent and offspring,
although not being a botanist I can not speak with assurance.
In the animal kingdom, exclusive of man, the solidarity of the
family exists, indeed, but to a limited extent only, and for a
brief period. The mother protects and nourishes her offspring
most sedulously and devotedly ; drains her life-blood for its
support, and will die in its defense ; but, in general, when the
offspring is weaned the connection is broken. The lives
become separated. The young muRt thereafter be their own
providersand protectors.Mother
and child becomecompetitors for food in the same field or forest ; may even tear
and kill one another in the struggle for existence. Thus the
principle of survivalobtainsleave
to operate. Ifthe conditions of existence become hard, if subsistence is inadequate,
the weak, the deformed, the sick, are run over, trampled on,
killed out, while the fittestsurvive, acquire all thenourishment
which is to behad, growcontinuallylargerandstronger,
breed only among themselves, and thus the standard of sies
and strength rises from generation to generation.
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With man, however, the conditions of the struggle for existence are greatly changed. Generally speaking, that struggle
is between families as units, not between individuals. Within
the family, the young and old, the weak and the strong, male
and female, are bound together by natural instincts, whichare
too strong for pain, for hunger, for death itself. If want or
famine pinch, all suffer together. So far as any preference is
given, it is to the younger and the weaker. The parent denies
himself thatthe cries of the childmay behushed.
If one
member of the family fall sick, instead of being neglected, or
even trampled on, as among the lower orders of animals, he
a
commands thetenderestcare
of all.This,clearly,isnot
condition under which the principle
of “the survival of the
fittest,” however fierce may be ‘(the struggle for existence,”
canoperateamong
men, to raisethestandard
of size and
strength and functional vigor. Instead of the natural eliminstion of the weakest and the worst,
it is here the best
who,
from sexual or parental love, bare their breasts to receive the
blows of fortune.
391. The Capabilities of the Procreative Force.”We
have thus far inquired respecting the effects of an increase of
the number of children in any community beyond the limits
of subsistence, assuming for the moment the increase
to be
due to purely transient and adventitious causes. How is it as
to the degree of activity and persistence in the procreative
force, in the presence of a threatened reduction in the standard of living below the point of health, strength and freedom
from discomfort ?
But, first, of the reproductive capability of mankind. It is
evident that the mere fact of children being born to parents
does not, of itself, insure or threaten any increase of numbers
from generation to generation. With the limits 8et to human
life, reproduction in a certain degree may be only sufficient t o
makegoodthe loss by death. It maybeeven
less thanis
necessary tothisend.Hence
we mustinquirewhat k the
normal relation between births and deaths.
In hiscelebratedtreatise
on “Population,” Mr. Malthus
assumed a birth rate sufficient to yield, in spite of occasional
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celibacy and exceptional sterility, in excess of four children to
a family.There is reason to believe that in any colony of
European blood, planted onnew land, of reasonably salubrious
quality, within the temperate zone, this rate of increase would
be reached,and,in
themajority of cases, exceeded. That
rate of reproductionalone,however,
wouldbesufficient
to
secure an appreciable increase of each generation over the one
preceding, were the facts of infant and of adult mortality but
moderately favorable to the growth of population.
80.2. Geometrical Progression.-Now, if we may assume
for the members of successivegenerationsanundiminished
degree of fecundity, we havehere all the conditions of a
geometrical progression. And the possibilities of geometrical
progresdon, when persisted in for a long time, become simply
tremendous, whether in population, in wealth, or in any other
direction.
What is thecharacteristic of geometrical,ascontrasted
witharithmetical,increase 7 It isthat, in the former case,
the increme itself increases: thefecundity of theoriginal
stock is transmitted through all that is
successively derived
from it. Thus, to take a series of ten terms, we might have
Arithmetical : 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20.
Geometrical: 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024.
Here, in the arithmetical series, the difference between the
ninth and tenth terms is the same as that between the first
and second, viz., 2. In thegeometrical series, the difference
between the first and second terms is, also, 2 ; while, between
the ninth and the tenth, it is 512. It would require more than
fivehundredterms
tocarrythearithmetical
series tothe
point which, in the geometrical series, is reached in ten terms.
It wouldrequiremorethana
million termstocarrythe
former series to the point reached by the latter in twenty-one
terms ; a thousand million terms to carry the former series to
the point reached by the latter in thirty-one terms.
These tremendous leaps in the geometrical series, are due to
the fact that the increase between the first and second terms
becomes itself the came of a proportional increase between the
second and third terms ; which increase, in turn, becomes the
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cause of corresponding increase between the third and fourth,
and EO on to the end. Whereas, of the arithmetical series we
may say that the entire
increasecomes out of theoriginal
stock, which continues to propagate at a constant rate, while
all the successive increments so produced remain barren.
803. Population Increases by Geometrical Progreseion.
” N o w it is accordingto the former and not the latter
law, that
population increases ; and as we said, the consequences of a
persistence in ageometricalratio,throughacongiderable
period of time, are simply tremendous. ‘‘ The elephant,” says
Mr. Darwin, “is reckoned the slowest breeder of all known
animals, and I have taken some pains to estimate its probable
minimum rate of natural increase. I t will be safest to assume
that it begins breeding when thirty yearsold,andgoes
on
breeding till ninety years, bringingforthsixyoung
in the
; if this be
interval, and surviving till one hundred years old
so, after a period of from seven hundred and forty to seven
hundred and fifty years, there would be alive nearly nineteen
nillion elephants descended from the$Tst pair!”
Man, though a slow breeder, as compared with many of the
lower animals, has a rate of reproduction far exceeding that of
theelephant.Populationhas
shown thecapability,overa
vastextent
of territory, on more than onecontinentand
throughconsiderableperiods
of time, of doubling once in
twenty-fiveyears. With this capability we may say that, if
‘‘neither evil, nor the fear of evil ” checked the population of
the United States, it would, in a century and a-half, amountto
three thousand two hundred millions. Of course this consummation could never be reached. Such a population would
be
impossible under the conditions of human existence.
394. The Persistence of the Procreative Force.-Su&
being the capabilities of the procreative force, when operating
unrestrained, let us inquire what virtue there is in the fear
of a
reduction of the standard of living below the point of health
and physical comfort, t o check population at that line.
It iscommonlyassumed, in discussions relating to wages,
that the laboring class will more and more withhold their increase as the conditionsof life become harder and harder ;and
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that any economic injuries which they may suffer, from whatever cause, will, in the orderof nature, be in this way repaired.
Instead of it being true, however, that the laboring class tend
thus to resist and resent any loweringof the standard of subsistence, the fact is that never is the procreative force more
active than when the conditions of lifebecomemeager and
squalid ;when the reserve of the summer against the winter,
of the good year against the bad,
is Rwept away by theclamorous necessities of to-day ; when alike enjoyment of the present
and hope forthe future are at their lowest point. Never hadthe
marrying age been earlier, or christenings
more frequent in
Ireland than when, just upon the verge of the great famine,
Earl Devon’s Commission, in 1844, thus described the condition of the peasantry : “ I n many districts, their daily food ie
the potato ;their only beverage, water;their cabins areseldom
a protection against the weather ; a bed or a blanket is a rare
luxury ; and, in nearly al1,:their pig andmanure heap constitute
their only property.”
The state of the population of India and China
affordsa
conclusive proof that there is not sufficient virtue in economic
forces to keep population above the plane of extreme misery,
if once it falls below the plane of comfort and decency. On
thecontrary,amoral
weakness or recklessnessisinduced
which tends strongly and swiftly to carry population
to the
point of industrialdistress.Then,
indeed, famine makes its
appearance, as periodically in India, to set bounds to increase
of numbers ; but, for the reasons that have been stated, this
force does not operate, as in the animal kingdom exclusive of
man, to cut off only the least active, aggressive, intelligent, or
self-reliant. The effect of famine, and of the diseases generated by famine, operating upon population across the barrier
imposed by the solidarityof the family, is lower
to
the physical
tone, to tamt the
blood, andweakenthe
will-power of the
entire body, making it increasingly di5cult, from generation
to generation, to restore the lost conditions of economio wellbeing.
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CHAPTER XI.
THE APPEBBANCE OF N E W

E C O N O M OWANl%.

305. An Ascending Scale of Personal Consumption.-We
have thus far dwelt on the effects of an increase of numbers
beyond the limits of subsistence, m the latter are determined
by the law of diminishing returns in agriculture. W e have
seen, that since the procreative force increases
rather thandimininishes in the face of povertyandsqualor,thereis
no natural resting-place for population, if once it passes below the
plane of ample subsistence, until it reaches the point where it
meets the “positive checks ” of famine and disease and,it may
be added, of war.* This principle of population, to which we
give the name, Malthusianism, was first clearly enunciated and
fully illustrated by Mr. Malthus, in the last year of the last
century, although intimated in the writings
of earlier economists, especially of the Italian Ortes.
Let us now consider the relations of subsistence and population, on an ascending scaleof personal consumption. W e have
seen that population will go on increasing as fast and asfar ae
food is provided to support it, all increase
of wealth surely
taking the form of an increase of numbers, unlees other and
of the
more imperative demands are made upon the income
family. But let us suppose that, at the point where a competent subsistence is provided to maintain the whole population
in health and strength to labor, and in freedom from all
discomfort resulting from privation of things absolutely necessary, the want of something beyond this comes t o be strongly
felt by the individual members of the community.+

* “ It is impossible,”says Senior, “ that a positive check 80 goading
and remorseless as famine, should prevail without bringing in her train
all the others. Pestilence is her uniform companion, and murder and
war are her followers.”
t “ The much gre8b3r number and the longer continuance of his wanta,”
says Prof. Roscher, “ are amongst the most striking differences between
man and the brute. While the lower animals have no wants but n w
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898. Diversity of Early Economic Desires.-mat that
want may be does not matter for the purposes of the present
discussion ; and, indeed, it would not be likelyt o be the same in
the case of all communities. In one, the first want felt, after
the absolute requirements for the support of life and laboring
power are satisfied, is of ornament and decoration. Even when
men are hardly covered from the cold and scantily nourished,
the passion for display makes its appearance in forms that are
ludicrous enough to the eye
of the civilized man, but which
have a most serious meaning to the barbarian and engross his
faculties as completely as widely different objects do the faculties of the Parisian. In another community, the first want
felt after the claims of immediate bare subsistence are met, is
of a store for the future and a provision against the oapricea
of the seasons and the casualties of life. Just as the ant-the
ant of fable, a t least, if not of the naturalist-differs from the
butterfly, so have certain tribes of men, in the earliest condition to which we can trace them, differed from others in thia
respect of care for the coming time. The first want emerging
inthelife
of anothercommunitymay
be of wealthtobe
expended in worshipand in honor of the nationalor local deity,
live squalidly that afew
Millions of menmayconsentto
temples may shine like thesun, their altars smoke with unending sacrifices, their priests walk resplendent with embroidered
andjeweledvestments.
I n stillothercommunities,thenew
of alove, no longer of ornament,
want may take the form
but of comely dress, or of desire for a diversified diet, or of a
taste forleisure, or of a craving for some costly drugor drink,
like the opium of the East Indian and the Chinaman
or the
fire-water of the North American Indian.
Writers on economics have, indeed, endeavored to establish
something like an order of natural succession for the various
wants emerging in human experience : thus Prof. Senior says
sitiee, and while their aggregate wants, even in the longest series of generations, admit of no qualitative increese,the circle of man’s wants is s u s
ceptible of indefinite extension. And, indeed, every advance in culture
made by man finds expression in an increase in t h e number and in the
keennass of his rational wants.”
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that man’8 ‘‘first object isto vary his food
;” (‘the next desire
is variety of dress ;” “ last comes the desire to build, to ornament and to furnish ;” I deem it, however, more consonant
with what is known of communitie,s having only a small margin of living, to hold that the appearance of economic desires,
beyond the need of bare subsistence, is governed by themoral
and social characteristics of each race or tribe of men.
307. Economic Wants Antagonize the Procreative Force.
-Whatever be the passion or desire which is first developed
in the mind of any community, it makes a demand upon the
existingbody of goods, or uponthecurrentproduction
of
wealth, which a t once antagonizes the strong and urgent disposition,whichhasbeen
indicated,totheconsumption
of
wealth in the support of an increasing population. The newly
out of the
awakened passion or desirecannotbegratified
existing fund of wealth, unless the procreative force receive a
check. Whether this shall be done or not, is a question upon
the answer to whichdependsthe
wholeeconomic future of
the community.
Any economic want may act in restraint
of population in
one or more of three ways : first, by diminishing the numbers
of the marrying class, inducing celibacy among those who do
not find the way to obtain an income adequate to the support
of afamily ; secondly, by procrastinatingmarriage ; and
thirdly, by diminishing the birth-rate within the married state.
The forces which operate in restraint of population may take
any one of these three ways, or take them all, in which latter
case the reduction of the ratio of increase will be very marked.
If for example, the number of married pairs in a given community were brought down from 100 to 80, by the spread of
celibacy ; if, through later marriages, the child-bearing period
for each married pair were reduced from twenty years t o fifteen, and if the interval between births were extended from
.
two years to three, the number of children born under the latter state of things would be, to the number born under the
former state, a8 40 to 100.
308. A DiversifiedDiet.-Whateverbethewant
moat
commonly felt, after the requirements of mere subsistence are
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met, there can, I think, be no question that the want which
has been efficient on the largest scale, at once in promoting
labor for its gratification, and in restricting the increase
of
population, is the craving for a diversified diet. Once let the
traditional sole diet of the barbarian, be it fish, or flesh, or
grain, becrossed with some other species of food,exciting
thus the pleasure which resides in variety, and an
economic
force has been introduced into the lifeof the communitywhich
is capable of producing mighty results.
Without claiming to speak with authority as a student
of
sociology, I should say that this has been the lever by which
more tribes and races of men have been raised and kept, one
degree, at least, above the condition of a population preesing
all the time, at all points, upon the limits of subsistence, than
by any other.
A diversifieddiet,althoughdoubtless
it contributes,in a
degree, to health and vigor, is yet a pure luxury in the sense
that it isneversoughtontheformeraacount,butwholly
It
because of the gratification of appetitetherebysecured.
will seem strange to those who have not studied the question
of population, that an appetite for objects
of luxury should
be spoken of as having greater power to overcome the disposition t o indolenceandthedispositionto
excessiveprocreation, than the fear of privation and actual misery. Yet so i t
is ; and as we go up the scale of human wants and desires, as
viewed bythemoralist, weshallfindthat,
ingeneral, the
higher the want or desire, ethically considered, the stronger
it proves to be. Nere sentiments, involving no gratification
to any bodily sense, impel men to exertions the most painful
and protracted, and hold in check the most masterful passion
of the human kind, that passion which defies abject physical
want and laughs in the face of famine and pestilence.
900. Decencies."Of narrower range in its application
to
tribes and races of men than the desire of a diversified diet,
but of greater intensity and persistency within that range, is
the desire of what we may call decencies, meaning thereby
those things which are prescribed or required by public opinion. It is evident that the term decencies, in economics, must
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have a very variouti application to different communities and
t o different classes within the same community.
( ( T h e questionwhetheragivencommodityistobe
considered as a decency or a luxury, is obviously one to which no
answer can be given, unless the place, the time and the rank
of theindividualusing it bespecified.
The dresswhich in
England was only decent a hundred years ago, would be almost
extravagant now ; while the house and furniture which now
would afford merely decent accommodations to a gentleman,
would then have been luxurious for a peer.
‘(The causes which entitle a commodity tobe called a necessary,aremorepermanentandmoregeneral.Theydepend
partly upon the habits in which the individual in question has
been brought up, partly on the nature of his occupation, on
the lightness or severity of the labors and hardships that he
has to undergo, and partly on the climate in which he lives.
‘(Shoes are necessaries to all the inhabitants
of England.
Our habitsaresuchthatthereisnotanindividual
whose
health would not suffer from the want of them. To thelowest
class of the inhabitants of Scotland they are luxuries. Custom
enables them to g o barefoot without inconvenience and without degradation, When a Scotchman rises from the lowest to
the middling classes of society, they become to him decencies.
H e wears them to preserve, not his feet, but his station in life.
To the highest class, who have been accustomed to them from
infancy, they are as much necessaries as they are toall classes
in England.
To the highest classes in Turkey, wine is a
luxury, and
tobaccoadecency.
In Europe, it is the reverse. The Turk
drinksandtheEuropean
smokes, notinobediencebutin
oppositionbothtotherules
of health and to the forms
of
society. But winein EuropeandthepipeinTurkeyare
amongtherefreshments
t o whichaguestisentitled,and
.
which it wouldbeasindecent to refuse in the one country BB
t o offer in the other.
( ( A carriage is a decencyto a woman of fashion, a necessary
t o a physician, and a luxury to a tradesman.” *

*N.W. Senior.
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400. TheDeeireof Deoencies the Greet Preventive Check
to Populetion.-Whatever dignity the moralist may assign

to the disposition to conform to the prevailing sentiments of
the community, the economist must recognize this as the most
effective motive which operates either
to urge men to labor
for the production of wealth, or to check the increase of population after the condition of “ diminishing returns ” has been
reached. It isin the latter respect that we havehereespecially to do with it. (‘The great preventive check,” says the
wise economist so oft quoted in this chapter, “is the fear of
losingdecencies.”
If by this is t o beunderstoodthe check
it operates at all, the
whichis of greatestpotencywhere
remark is perfectly just. But, in fact, it
is only in f e y communities thatthis cause operateswith
sufficient forceto
restrict population within the limits of the highestper capita
production. I n England,amongtheworking
classesreproduction has gone on with the least possible regard to its effect
upon the standard of living. In France, on the other hand,
even the peasantry are so fully alive to the inexpediency of
a rapid multiplication, and are so temperate and prudent, that
the excess of births over deaths has been reduced to a minimum. I n the States of the American Union, the increase of
population was, until recently, everywhere encouraged by the
fact that the country hadnot reached the condition of diminishingreturns,but,onthecontrary,
asisalways
the c a ~ e
before that conditionisreached,foreignimmigration
and
native growth in numbers alike addedto thepower and wealth
of theseveral
communities. Withinthepasttwenty-five
years, the rate of natural increase in the Northeastern States
has encountered a decided check, due
to the rising standard
of livingincommunitieswhoseproductivecapabilitiesare
already fully developed.
401. Influence of e Popular Tenure of the Soil Upon
Population.-Therecanbe
no question thatthe influence
of the soil is
exerted upon population by a popular tenure
veryconservative.The
reasons thereforarethusstated
by M.Sismondi :
“ In the countries in which cultivationby small proprietors
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s$ll continues, populationincreasesregularlyandrapidly
imtil it has attained its natural limits : that is to say, inheritances continue to be divided and subdivided among several
sons aslong as, by an increase of labor,eachfamily
can
extract an equal income from a smallerportion of land. A
father who possessed a vast extent of natural pasture, divides
it among his sons, and they turn it into fields and meadows ;
his sons divide it among their sons, who abolish fallows; each
improvement inagricultural knowledge admits of another
step in the subdivision of property.
“But there is no danger that the proprietor will bring up
children to make beggars of them.
‘L
He knows exactly what inheritancehe has to leave them ;
he knows that the law* will divide it equally among them ;
he Bees the limits beyond which partition would make them
descend from the rank which he himself has filled ; and a just
family pride, common to the peasant and the
prince, makes
him abstain from summoning into life children for whom he
can not properly provide. If more are born, a t least they do
not marry, or they agree among themselves which of the several brothers shall perpetuate the family.”
The power of population strictly to limit itself, under the
impulse to preserve family estates from undue subdivision, b y
the means adverted t o in the closing sentence of the paragraph
quoted, is strikingly illustrated by Prof. Cliffe Leslie in the
facts which he adducesregarding thepopulation of Anvergae,
inFrance. Inthe mountains, it appears, the people cling
with remarkable tenacity to the conservation of the inheritanceunbroken.
The daughterswillinglyconsent
totake
vow6 and renounce all part in the common estate ; or, if they
contract marriage, agree to leave to the head of the family
their individual shares of the inheritance. It is the same with
the sons, of whom somebecome priests ; othersemigrate,
consenting never to claim any part of the property. One of
the sons remains a t home, workingwiththefatherand
*The law of so-called partible succession, prevailing widely over the
wwtern part of Continental Europe.
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mother, snmd becomes in time the proprietor of the ancestrat
estate. Thus the principle
of equal partition, established by
law, is eluded by the connivance of thefamily, it seldom
occurring that the other children assert their claims, so fully
accepted is this usage in the manners
of the mountains.
Prof, Leslie, after giving the foregoing as the substance of
8x1 official report, adds : “ The renunciation by the emigrants
of their share in the family property certainlyshows, if not an
extraordinary imperviousness to new ideas, an extraordinary
tenacity of old ones ; and, in particular, of two ideas which
are among the oldest in human society-subordination
to the
male head of the family, and conservation of the family property unbroken.”
From the LoTdon Times,* I take the following testimony
to the influence of an extensive ownership of land in antagonizing theprocreativeforce,andinwinning
for improved
living, comfort, luxury, and security of condition, what would
otherwise be usurped and wasted upon increase of population,
with resulting squalor and poverty:
“Over the greater part of France the standard of comfort
and well-being has been increasing ever since the termination
of the great war, in 1815. The country had been so drained
and impoverished by the wars of Napoleon and by a century
and a half of bad government, that the general misery of the
of the
populationwasindescribable,andthepovertyeven
landed proprietors and middle
classeswas very great. . . .
Formanyyearscomfortandwell-being,
and evenluxury,
havemadetheirwayintothehouseholds
of all classes in
France.Thestandard
of livinghasrisenenormously.The
habits of saving and thrift have not been neglected.
In the
art of managing and regularizing theirlives, the French people are unrivaled and the objectof every family is to live well
and to save, at the same time, so as to be able to leave their
eons and daughters in as good a position as themselves, a t all
events, and in a better, if possible. . Among people with
such habits and such views of life, the risk and expenditure

.
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attendant upon B large family are naturally regarded with
horror.Since
two or three children give us sufficient enjoyment of the pleasures of paternity, why,’ the greater number
of Frenchmen argue, ‘ should we have more ? With two or
three children we can live comfortably, and save sufficient t o
leave our children as well off as ourselves ; a greater number
would involve curtailment of enjoyments both for ourselves
and our children.’ ”
403. Attacks Upon the Doctrine of MfLlthue.--The
views
respectingtherelations
of populationandsubsistencecontaiaed in the foregoing paragraphs are essentially those which
are known as Malthusian.
Mr. Malthus unquestionably committed some errors of statement and faults of reasoning in
his original enunciation of the principles of population, as is
likely to be the case on the first promulgation of great economic or social laws ; and during his whole life he was closely
followed by criticismandabuse.Since
Mr. Malthus’ death
has taken all personal interest out
of the controversy over
the principlesof population, and Malthusianism hascome to be
merely a name for a body
of doctrine, the views here presentedhavebeena
butt for the headlessarrows of beginners in economics andof sundry sentimental sociologists.
Meanwhile the doctrine (1) that there resides in nearly all
races and tribes of men a strong, urgent, persistent disposition
t o carry the increase of population beyond the limits of adequate subsistence ; (2) that very few, even among the noblest
of modern communities, have shown the capability to check
reproduction at the line of the highest per capita production
of food, clothing, shelter and fuel ; (3) that, if this line be
onceover-passed, theprocreativeforceproceedsthereafter
with augmented force ; (4) that, if the desire of luxuries and
decencies does not prevail to stop the increase of population,
the fear of losing necessaries, and even the actual experience
of privation and suffering almost certainly will fail to do so ;
(5) that,throughthedominion
of this imperiousinstinct,
nearly all the communities of men are under the constant imminence of being swept away into misery, squalor and
disease,
this doctrine whichwe term Malthusianism has stood unshat-
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tered, impregnable, amid all the controversy
that has raged
around it.
403. Prof. Senior's Statement.-I can not forbear again t o
quote this eminently wise economist, to whose criticisms, indeed, Mr. Malthus owed the correction of some of the faults
of his original statement of the principlesof population. Prof.
Senior says :
u Although we believe that,
ascivilizationadvances, the
pressure of population upon subsistence is a decreasing
evil,
we are f a r from denying the prevalence of this pressure in all
long settled countries : indeed,inallcountriesexceptthose
which are the seats of colonies applying the knowledge of an
old aountry to an unoccupied territory.
of Europe the
" W e believe thattherearefewportions
inhabitants of which wouldnotbericher
if theirnumbem
were fewer, and would not be richer hereafter
if they were
now to retard the rate at
which their populationi increasing."

CHAPTER III.
CONSWXPTION : THE DYNAMICS OF WEQLTH.

404.

T h e Potato PhilosophyofWtlges.-We have, thus far,
rpoken of economic wants, mainly in their effects as retarding
the increase of numbers. Until an adequate check, of a sufficiently persistent character, has been secured here, the economiatwho fully appreciates the consequences of over-population can hardly fail to recognize almost every economic want,
whatever its origin or its object, andhowever little either may
be approvedby the moralist or physiologist, as being better
than none.
It has been from this point of view, that the English writers have inshted so strongly that cheap food is a thing to be
deprecated.
Thus Mr. J. R. McCulloch says :-'<When the standard of
rlotural or necessary wages is high-when wheat and beef, for
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example, form the principal part of the food of the laborer,
and porter and beer the principal part
of his drink, he can
bear to retrench in a season of scarcity. Such a man has room
to fall; he can resort to cheaper sorts of food-to barley, oats,
rice and potatoes. But he who is habitually fed on the cheapest food has nothing to resortto, when deprived of it. Laborers placed in this situation are absolutely cut
off from every
; but youcan
resource. You cantakefromanEnglishman
60 low, he
not take from an Irishman. The latter is already
can fall no lower ; he is placed on the very verge of existence ;
his wages, being regulated by the price of potatoes,* will not
buy wheat, or barley, or oats; and whenever, therefore, the
supply of potatoes fails, it is next to impossible that he should
escape falling a sacrifice to famine.”
And Prof. Thorold Rogers says
: “ A communitywhich
subsists habitually on dear food is in aposition of peculiar
advantage, when compared with another which lives on cheap
on wheat, as contrasted
food,oneforinstance,whichlives
with another which lives on rice or potatoes ; and this, quite
apart from the prudence or incautiousness of the people.”
406. Better Things Then Dear Food.“Clearly, the basis
of thisreasoningistheMalthusiandoctrine,Theseemnomists recognize the strong probability, the almost certainty,
that a people will carry their increase closely up to the limits
of subsistence according to the kind of food they use, whatever that may be. If it be the lowest and cheapest, like rice
in India and potatoes in Ireland, the failure of the crop means
starvation, no adequate reserve being expectedto be provided,
on a su5cient scale, by the population of any country. If the
kind of food be higher and dearer, the
masses may, in the event
of a failure of the crop or crops concerned, fall back for the
time upon the lower and the cheaper.

+Dr.Travers Twias ~btethat it was calculated prior to the famine,
that two-thirds of theuopulation of Ireland lived wholly on potatoes.
Sir Arch. Alison eays : “ Three times the number of persona can be fed
on an acre of potatoes who can be maintained on an acre of wheat in
ordinary WWOM.”
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But suppose this danger of an increase of numbere, fast following up subsistence, crowding all the time upon the limits
of food, to be once for all passed. Suppose we have a community which will accept the opportunity of living upon cheap
food and apply the saving to the permanent enlargement
of
theircapital, or to otherforms of enjoyment,todress, to
better lodgings, to luxuries,perhaps toexpendituresupon
education and culture. What harm, then, would Mr. McCulloch or Prof. Rogers findincheapfood,be
it potatoee, or
rice, or the Indian corn of America ? Surely none. The more
is saved from the cost of food, the more can be spent upon
making homes ample and comfortable, healthful and decent,
the more can be spent upon school-houses and churches, upon
books and periodicals, upon literature and music and art. The
wifemay be let to stay at home and keep 'the house ; the
children be given their time, to acquire an education and to
secure for themselves a thorough preparation
for their work
in life,
Let me not be understood as quarreling with this potato
philosophy of wages so far as the assumption which underlies
it, viz., that population will inevitably keep
clone up to the
limits of subsistence on the kind of food, whatever that may
be, which forms the popular diet, is justified by the facts of
society, as it very widely is. I only claim that, in any country
whose people had shown the capability of setting bounds to
the increase of population by the exercise of their own j u d g
ment and will, cheap food would become a means of increasing the comforts and luxuries enjoyed by thatpeople in other
directions of expenditure, or of enlarging the capital and improving the productive agencies at their command.
408. The Dynamios of Wealth.--As a means of checking
the increase of numbers, which otherwise would surely carry
population tothepoint
of misery,famineandpestilence,
the appearance of almost any economic want must be greeted
as a good, without much respect to the originor object of that
want. But the
moment thecapability of theself-limitation
of population is assured, the economist discovers wide d&rencesbetween the variousdemands for the consumption of
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the existing body of wealth, made by the di%ering appetites
and desires of different communities, or of different classes in
the same community, as regards the influence of those variou8
forms of consuming wealth upon the power and the disposition
to create values in the future.*
It ishere wefind the body of economicliteraturemost
deficient. W e need a new Adam Smith, or another Hume, to
write the economics of consumption in which would be found
the real Dynamics of Wealth ; to trace to their effects upon
production the forces which are set in motion by theuses made
of wealth ; to show how certain forms of consumption clear
of the
the mind, strengthen the hand and elevate the aims
individual economic agent, while promoting that social order
and mutual confidence which are favorable conditions for the
complete development and harmonious actionof the industrial
system ; how other forms of consumption debase and debauch
man as an economic agent, and introduce disorder and waste
of the productive agencies.
into the complicated mechanism
Hereistheopportunityfor
some greatmoralphilosopher,
strictly confining himself to the study of the economic effects
of these causes, denying himself all regard to purely ethical,
political ortheological.considerations, to write what
shall be the
mostimportantchapter
of political economy,
now,
alas,
almostablank.
407. Two Populrtr Fallacies Concerning Consumption.In a preceding chapter, we discussed the question, how
it is
that therecan be,at anytime, with abounding natural
resources,
unemployed labor power, unemployed capital power, no lack
of
disposition on the part of the owners of capital to secure a
return from the productiveuse of their property,no lack of dis*When weremember thatthe expenditure of thepeople of Great
Britain, annually, for alcoholic beverages, reaches the enormous sum of
~180,000,000,or $900,000,000, four-fifths, at least. of which is spent in
a way that is not only without any beneficialeffect, but is positively
injurious, a large part of it going to the destructionof moral, intellectual
and physid power, we get a rude measure of the force which a wiser
consumption of wealth might introduce into the economic life of that
country.
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position on the part of laborers to earn wages by work, and
yet en enforced idleness, with resulting poverty and squalor.
Two popular explanation8of thiscondition of things are always
sure to beoffered during the continuanceof ‘‘ hard times,’’ one
of which finds its expression in the sounding phrase, ‘‘ overproduction,”while the other emphasizes its supposed antagonism to the theory of the over-productionists, by the use of
the term u under-consumption.”
A brief reference to the conditions under which wealth is
prodaoed, will suffice to show that, like all condensedphra8e8,
each of these large words signifies more than one thing ; that,
in certain senseE, each phrase embodies a great deal of arrant
nonsense ; that, taken otherwise, each embodies a vital truth ;
and, finally, that, so far as either means any thing at all, that
meaning is exactly identical with what
is expressed by the
other.
408.Over-production.-AIl producers are also consumers.
Men produce only because they desire to consume. They proconsume. Anygiven
duceonly EO muchastheydesireto
producer may, however, desire to realize his enjoyment either
now, or at a future time ; either in satisfying his own personal
wants and appetites, or in satisfying those of friends, children
or beneficiaries.
The idea of over-production, therefore, involves the absurdity of supposing that men will labor to produce that which
they have not the desire to consume.
But passing over this initial absurdity,
we observe in the
use of this phrase, a vague notion that the amount
of necessaries,
comforts,andluxuries,whichacommunity,
at any given
stage of its progress,isprepared
to consume is adefinite
amount ; and that, if the amount producedis somewhat rapidly
inoreased, the capacityfor consumption will be outrun, and men
will etand, without appetite, before a mass of good things, for
which they knowno uses and with which they are, for the time,
utterly at a loss to deal.
The fallacy of this willsufliciently appear if we ask, not
who are the men able and willing to make away with a vastly
greater body of wealth than they find themselves in poesession
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of, but who are the men who would not he found willing and
able to do this ? Is there any mechanic or laborer, receiving
wages to the amount of 8300 or $500 a year, who could not,
and would not gladly, spend$600 or $1,000 ? Is there anymerchant or professional man or man of leisure, with an income
of $3,000 or $5,000, or $10,000, whocouldnoteasilygive
account of an income of $6,000, or $10,000, or $20,000 ? It is
absurd to suppose that the limitof consumption can be reached,
What with houses and horses, clothes, equipage, and travel,
costlyviands
and drinks,any
civilized communitycould
instantlydouble,quadruple,
or decupleitsconsumption
of
wealth were the wealth provided.
409. Under-oon6umption.-Inlikemanner,thephrase,
under-consumption, involves an initial absurdity, when applied
in explanation of so-called “ h a r d times.”Thus,
during the
of the United
period of 18’16-9, it was said that the people
States were suffering from under-consumption ; yet, not for
a long period, if ever, had consumption followed
so quickly
upon production ; had the food earned been so quickly eaten ;
had the margin of saving been so small, as during the yearn
referred to. A strange term, truly, to apply to such a oondition : this under-consumption !
But passing by this initial absurdity, we find that beneath
the phrase,under-consumption,lurksthenotionthat,
somehow or other, wealth when once produced is in danger of getting in the way, so that other wealth can not
be produced
until this be first eaten
or drunk or burned up, or by some
meansgottenrid of. As a matter of fact,therehasnever
been any accumulationof wealth on the earth’s surface so great
a6 to impede the further productionof wealth, and there isnot
likelyto be. Were men willingtoproducewealthwithout
consuming it, they could go on forever. Of course, men will
not, in general, produce more than they desire, sooner
or later,
to consume.
410. Over-production and under-consumption mean the Bame
thing, and that is under-production. This is, of course, a mere
jangle of words, until the phrases are qualified, as they should
be.Over-production, as alleged by those who would explain
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hard times,is partial over-production,production, that ie,
which has goneon in certain lines, generally under speculative
impulses, until it has exceeded the normal, or even, qossibly, a
highlystimulated demand. This excess of supply In certain
linesleads to the accumulation of vaststocks of unsalable
goods,* which involvespartiwl under-consumption, these stocks
melting slowly away through a period extending over months,
it may be, years. Meanwhile, generalunder-production is the
result. The bodies of labor and capital which have been called
into the over-done branches of industry, can not readily, if a t
all, be transferred to other branches; they remain where they
are, half employed, waiting for the renewal of demand. I n the
dreary interval, producinglitt.le, they have little with whichto
purchase the products of others, who are consequently compelled to restrict their production proportionally, as was shown
in pars. 237-40.
In this way it iswe vindicate our paradox that over-pmduction means nothing more
or less than under-production, or,
for that matter, than under-consumption.Thereis
no overproduction possible, except a partial over-production, an overproduction in certain lines, which inevitably inyolves a lowering of the scale of production as a whole
: that is, partial
over-production involves general under-production.
It is under-production which makes hard times. Over-production,generalover-production,isimpossible,and,were
it
to occur, were the creation of wealth to outrun men’s capacity
to consume, no one would be injured thereby. But under-productionisanunmistakable
evil. It means less wealthproduced, and consequently fewer of the comforts and necessaries
of life, on the average, to eachmember of thecommunity.
To large clasRes it means hunger, cold and squalor ; debility,
sickness and premature death.
411. The Destruction of Wealth.-Wehavealready
adverted to the factof the extensive destruction of wealth, b y
* T h e result is the same if the distorted production of the put hae
taken the form of an excess of machinery and plant in Borne lines Or
in m y lines of manufacture, or an e x w of the meam of t r ~ p h
tion.
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accident or by natural cauBes, as a%ording an explanation, in
part, of the comparatively d 0 W progress of accumulation, even
in the states whose land power, labor power and capital power
are greatest. W e have now to deal with the same fact, in our
theory of uonsumption.
A most stubborn belief appears among the non-agricultural
masses of every community where wages or labor or wealth is
B topic of familiar discussion, to the effect that the
destruction
of wealth in some way increases production. Laboring people
generally hold to this ; our servants believe it religiously, and
juRtify themselves, secretly or openly, for all their breakage and
wastage by the plea that it "makes trade good." Even cultivated persons are not free from an instinctive feeling that the
abrupt removal of the existing body of wealth quickens industrial activity andpromotes the general welfare, though it may
be at the cost, for the time, of individuals.
Frederic Bastiat, in one of his capital little essays, has dealt
with this notion so cleverly that there can be no excuse for
any writer using his own phrases on this theme,
412. The Broken Pane.-"Have you ever had occasion t o
witness the fury of the honest burgess, Jacques Bonhomme,
when his scapegrace eon has broken a pane of glass 3 If you
have, you can not fail tohave observed that all the bystanders,
were there thirty of them, lay their heads together to offer
the unfortunate proprietor this never-failing consolation, that
there is goodinevery
misfortune, andthat such accidents
give a fillip to trade. Every body must live. If no windows
were broken, what wouldbecomeof the glaziers P Now, this
formula of condolence contains a theory which it is proper to
lay hold of in this very simple case, because it is exactly the
same theory which unfortunately governs the greater part of
our economic institutions.
'(Assuming that it becomes necessary to expend six francs
in repairing the damage, if you mean to say that the accident
brings in six francs to the
glazier, and to that
extent encourages
his trade, I grant it fairly and frankly, and admit that yoa
reason justly.
I' The glazier arrives, does his work, pockets his money, rube
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bis hands,and blesses thescapegrace son. That is what we
see.
u But if, by way of deduction, you come to conclude, as is
too often done, that it is a good thing to breakwindows-that
it makes money circulate-and
that encouragement to trade
in generalistheresult,
I am obliged tocry,halt ! Your
theory stops at what we see, and takes no account of what we
don’t dee.
We don’t see that since our burgess has been obliged to
on one thing,hecan
no longerspend
spendhissixfrancs
them on another.
u We don’t see that if he had not this pane to replace, he
would have replaced, for example, his shoes, which are down
at, the heels ; or haveplacedanewbook
on hisshelf.
In
short,hewouldhaveemployedhissixfrancsinawayin
which he can not now employ them. Let us see, then, how the
account stands with trade in general. The pane being broken,
the glazier’s trade is benefited totheextent
of sixfrancs.
That is what we see.
‘6 If the pane had not been broken, the shoemaker’s or some
other trade would have been encouraged to the extent of six
francs. mat i s what we don’t see. And if we takeinto
account what we don’t see, which is a negative fact, as well
8 s what we do see, which is a positive fact, we shall discover
that trade in general, or the aggregate of national industry,
has no interest, one way or other, whether windows are broken
or not.
with Jacques
Let us see, again, how the account stands
of thepanebeing
Bonhomme. On thelasthypothesis,that
broken, he spends six francs, and gets neither more
nor less
than he had before, namely, the use and enjoyment of a pane
of glass. On the other hypothesis, namely, that the accident
six francs on
had not happened,hewouldhaveexpended
shoes, and would have had the enjoyment both
of the shoes
and of the pane of glass.
Now as the good burgess, Jacques Bonhomme, constitutes
P fraction of society at large, we are forced to conclude that
society, taken in the aggregate, and after all accounts of labor
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and enjoyment have been squared, has
lost the value of the
pane which has been broken."
419. Destruction sometimesthe Removalof Obstruotion.
"It is, of course, possible to conceive a situation where the
destruction of wealth may have the direct
effect to secure a
larger production of wealth. Thus, a man
may occupy a certainwaterprivilegewithanantiquated
mill, whichhecan
not make uphismind
totear down. To destroythe mil!
seems to him like waste, or, even if he appreciates the fact
that the erection of anew and morecommodious structure,
with modern appliances, would be true economy, he can not
bring himself to incur the initial expense just at this time ; he
procrastinates in the matter, and
so perhaps goes on, year after
year, cramped in his operations, perhaps unable evento undertake production in certain lines, for which there is an advantageous opening. Now, in such a case, it might happen that the
burning down of the oldmillwouldlead
to the immediate
erection of a new one rrhich would
pay for itself in a short
time, and the net result, thereafter,
be the substitution of a
powerful and efficient agent of production for one that was
inadequate and outworn.
Undoubtedly,too,thedestructionby
fire of the old and
crooked parts of certain cities, filled with rookeries and tumbledown houses, almost impassableto traffic and repulsive of aspect,
hasled to an actual increase of wealthwithina
short time
thereafter.Thequarterdestroyedmay
havebeen
long a
nuisance and an obstruction to the growth of the city and the
development of its trade ; but the inertia of property owners,
their blindness to their large, their permanent interests, their
reluctance to make great capital expenditures, and especially
the fact that it was of no use for a single property owner to
try ta improve the quarter by tearing down his rookeries, 80
long as the general character of the neighborhood remained
what it had been, these causes might have long withstood the
neededimprovements.
The fire comes, resolves all doubtq
burns up the accumulated foulness of generations, leaves the
ground open to building, and, six months or a year thereafter,
a new and elegant quarter has arisen from the sshea. Not all,
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not by any means the larger part, of thie represents the production of wealthintheinterval.Thegreatersharerepresents the transplanting of wealth previously existing. Yet, in
addition, there may, as we said, conceivably have been a large
creation of values due to the improvement of commercial sitee
and commercial avenues heretofore neglected.
Suchinstances of thedestruction of wealthleadingtoa
larger production are comparatively rare.
In the vast majority of cases, that destruction, however rejoicedover by shallow
persons who are influenced only by ‘‘ what they see,” or by
selfish persons who secure an immediate individual advantage
from the loss of others, is a public misfortune.
414. GovernmentExpenditure.-Onthepart
of many,
perhaps most, persons who favor large government expenditures, the actuating motive is found in the
opinion we have
already dealt with, that wastefuland even destructive
consumption “ makestrade good,” “ encouragesindustry,” “ raises
wages,’’ etc. To this shallownotionweneed pay no further
attention. Something which is at least less obviously false is
intended in the proposition laid down by more than one economist of reputation, that government expenditures, withinmoderate limits, are industrially beneficial.
This view may be stated in the language of Mr. McCulloch,
one of the most careful of the English economists of the last
generation :“ A moderate increase of taxation has the same effect on the
habits and industry of a nation that an increase of his family
or of hisnecessary andunavoidable expenses hasupon
a
private
individual.
,
, ,
‘‘But we must be on our guard against an abuse
of this doctrine. To render an increase of taxation productive of greater
exertions,economyandinvention,
it should beslowlyand
gradually brought about, andit should never be carried to such
a heightas to incapacitate individuals from making sacrifices
the
it imposes by such an increase of industry and economy as it
may be in their power t o make, without requiring any very
violent change in their habits. The
increase of taxation must
not be such as to make it impracticable to overcome its ;.nflu-

.
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ence, or to induce the belief that itis impracticable. Difficulties
that are seen to be surmountable sharpen the inventive power
and are readily grappled with
; but an apparently insurmountable difficulty, or such an excessive weight of taxation as it
was deemed impossible to meet, would not stimulate, but destroy exertion. Instead of producing new efforts of ingenuity
and economy, it would produce only despair. Whenever taxation becomes so heavy* that theproduce it takes fromindividuals
can no longer be replaced by fresh eff orts, they uniformly cease
to be made ; the population becomes dispirited, industry is
paralyzed and the country rapidlydeclines.”
And to the same effect Jeremy Bentham writes : “ B y raising money as other money is raised, by taxes (the amount of
which is taken by individuals out of their expenditure on the
more of maintenance), government has it in its power to accelerate to an unexampled degree the augmentation of the mass
of real wealth.”
416. Such is the claim in behalf of government expenditure. What is to besaid of it? Let ua proceed by way of
s n example. Let us take a large population spread over a vast
extent of country, like India, which possesses almost illimitable facilities for the improvement of the soil through irrigation, and whose broad spaces demand numerous and extensive
lines of artificial communication, by canal or railway. Let it
be supposed that thepeople occupyingthis country are what the
people of India now are, in numbers, in character, in habits of
living and of working.Alikeunder
the .influence of sexual
passion and of religious superstition,+ they continually tend to
increase up to the limits of subsistence, even to the verge of

-

* I cannot forbear to

quote thewordsofBacon
: “ The b l a i n @ ;of
JudahandIssachar will nevermeet : that thesamepeople should be
both the lion’s whelp andthe a99 between burdens ; neither will it be
that a people overlaid with taxes should ever become valiant and martial.”
The early marriages of India areattributed to the religioue beliefa of
the people, aa they hold that the welfare of the soul after death dependa
grastly on the performsnce of the buriel rites by male offspring of the

+

dwased.
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famine ; not only accumulating no capital, but laying
by na
store for future wants ; having neither the genius for organization nor the capacity of self-denial which would be required
to initiate the simplest local improvements.
Now, we may imagine such a population ruled by a benevolent, disinterested despot of the highest order of intelligence,
a Napoleon devoted to the arts of peace. We may imagine
thisruler,
by a s p t e m of taxationthatshallbeas
just
betweenindividualsandasjudiciousinitsseasons
and
methods as human wisdom can make
it, first, drawing from
the crops of good years a store against the occurrence of bad
harvests ; then, by agraduallyincreasingstringency
of
exaction, adding to the cost of living in such a way as to discourage the growth of population, while applying the proceeds
food supply
to great public improvements which enable the
of the empire tobereadilyequalizedintheevent
of local
scarcity; which guard the crops against the effects of periodical drought ; whichaffordrapid
and cheappassage to the
products of inland districts.
And as the productive power of the country increased under
such an administration, we can imagine the high-minded ruler,
intent on his benevolent purpose, still drawing away from the
people, by taxation, all the surplus above the necessary costof
subsistence for the present population, which might otherwise
be applied to the increase of population, and, with the means
thus acquired, providing capital in its various forms for
the
use of the frugal and the temperate, perfecting communications, protecting the health and lives of his subjects by sanitary arrangements, and, at last, undertaking the elementary
education of the whole body of the people.
All this, it is clear, an absolute ruler of the character indicated might do for his people ;* and not a little of this many
This is, in fact, involved in the theory of the British administration
of India. The res8ons are well stated in the following paragraph from
the T i m of 1879 :
'' In England theremission of taxation is urged with great force,
became it is aaid that taxes remitted will fructify in the pocketa of the
people. No result of this kind can be expected in India. Ifthe condi,
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a benevolent and able rulerhasdone
for his people. The
‘‘forced frugality,” to use Bentham’s phrase, which his taxee
have imposed, has at once repressed populationand stimulated
industryamongtheexistingbody
of laborers. His wiae
expenditures upon public works and in public education has
sown the seed from which has sprung many a goldea harvest.
418. But while we see, thus, what an ideal monarch might
do for a people indolent, unambitious, sensual, by applying a
portion of the wealth they created to ends more useful, elevating and satisfying than their individual tastes and appetites
wouldhave selected, we are forced also to remember how
large a part of the wealth raised by taxation has, in all ages,
been spent in war, pomp and folly ; how strong is the temptation to extravagance and even to corruption in government
expenditure ; how much of what the people pay the treasury
does not receive ; how much of what the treasury disburaea
does not reach its intended object. These considerations are
strong enough to justify, ina large degree if not wholly, that
unwillingness to intrust to government the
consumption of the
wealth of the community, much beyond what is necessary to
secure domestic tranquillity and the administration of justice
between man and man, which is EO peculiarly American.
Yet it is possible that this feeling may be carried too
far.
When onecontraststhe highways, the bridges, the streets,
the harbors, the breakwaters, the lighthouses, and other aids
to transportation and commerce, which government provides,
with the best that could reasonably be looked for from individual or associated effort, without the taxing power ; when
one contrasts our system of public education with the best
tions of living are made easier there, a8 they would be by a remission of
taxes, the consequences wouldnot be an improvementin the well-being
of
the people. but anincrease of their numbers. Our duty, therefore, 88
guardians and governors of the people, charged with the responsibility
of keeping alive in times of famine a vast population with no reserved
reaource8 of its own, is to save for those who do not save for themselves,
to keep a margin of income over expenditure so that we may have in
hand a fund upon which to draw in the recurrent periods of d i s m .
This is a leadingprinciple in Indian finance.Whoeverforge@
neglectg theprimary duty of an Indian administrator.”
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that voluntary contributions or private munificence ever supplied ; when one contraata the sanitary arrangements for supplying pure air and pure water to our crowded cities with the
condition of things which exists where these matters are left
t o unofficial action ; hewillfindoccasion
to qualify in no
small degree his assent to the proposition that, under a wellordered constitution, government is only a policeman, to keep
people from breakingeach other’sheada or picking each
other’s pockets.

PART VI.- SOME APPLICATIONS OF
ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES.

It has seemed best to reserve to this portion
of our work
the discussion of some topics which involve the application of
economic principles to questions of law or governmental policy, into which considerations of political equity or political
expediency will intrude themselves so that they can hardly be
shut out ; and also to place here some matters of economia
detail which might have unduly interrupted the courseof our
argument, had they been dealt with at the points with whiah
they are logically connected.
Throughout this part, therefore, I may be found to adduce
considerations not strictly economic, with a freedom
I have
not allowed myself heretofore.
T h e topics to be treated under this title are :
1. Usury Laws.
2. Industrial Co-operation.
3. PoliticalMoney.
4. Pauperism.
5. "he Doctrine of the Wage-Fund.
6. The Multiple or Tabular Standard.
7. Trade Unions and Strikes.
8. "he KnightR of Labor.
9, Attacks on the Doctrine of Rent.
10. Nationalization of the Land.
1 I. The Banking Functions.
12. The National Banking Systemof the United States.
13. Foreign Exchanges.
14. Bi-Metallism.
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15. The Revenue of the State.

16, Taxation.

1’7. ‘‘ Protection ” 218. Freedom of Production.
18. Socialism.

1.
USURY LAWE.

471. The Prejudice againstTaking
ZnteresL-It
has
already been said (par. 36) that it is not the province of the
economist to justify the existing order of things, or to establish themorality or the political equity of laws or instituti.ons affecting property ; yet we Rhall get so good a side-light
upon the economic principles governing the loan of capital,
in briefly considering the objections that have been raised
against interest, or the taking of usury, as it is invidiously
of the
called, that it may be worth our while tostepout
direct path for a moment, at this point.
For many centuries, and even within a comparatively recent
period, the Christian Church proscribed the taking of interest
as a moral offense, and the laws of nearly all civilized countries made it a crime, while the voice of publicists and of ethical
writers, alike, was raised against it a8 a wicked and pernicious
practice. Whence came thisgeneral consent in denouncing
that which is to-day accepted as right in morals and as prac.
tically beneficial, by all except a few fanatics P
Theorigin of the prejudice againstusury iscommonly
attributed to amistakenapprehension of a provision of the
Mosaical Code forbiddingthe receipt of interest fromany
member of the chosen race, and to a passage in the works of
Aristotle, those works which once had so profound and pervasive an influence informingthe
politicalphilosophy
of
Europe, t o the effect that as money does not produce money
nothing more than the return of the principal sum lent can
equitably be claimed by the lender.
418. Does Money Produoe l o n e y P-Of
the theological
argument it is not necessary to say much here. The inhibition

of usury, as between one Hebrew and another, waB doubtlees
a feature in the general policy adopted for keeping the peculiar
people apart from their profane neighbors and intensifying
their community of feeling. The dictum
of Aristotle, claiming no divine authority but professing to found itself on reaEon, remained unchallenged for ages amid
all the political speculations of Europe. Mr. McCulloch attributes to John Calvin
thehighhonor of havingfirstdetectedthefallacy
of this
argument against usury, discerning that, while money does not
produce money, that which may
be purchased with money does
produce after its kind, and that herein is a perfect justification
for the payment of interest.
Money, does, indeed, not produce money, but capital produce, capital. If a man borrows money may
he withit buy grain
which, when sown, will bring forth “ some thirty, some sixty
and some an hundredfold.’’ He may purchase cattle,of which
a small herd will in a few years become a mighty one. If he
employs it in trade or in manufactures, his production may
so be
largely increased thereby that he may pay a liberal reward
t o thelender,andyetbebetter
off than if he hadnot
borrowed.
407. The Movement Toward Reform.-Englandledthe
movementtowardamoreenlightenedpolicy.
By an act of
1546 * lenders were allowed to receive interest, though
at a
rate not to exceed ten per cent. During a brief reaction under
Edward
this law was repealed, but a statute of Elizabeth
restoredtherighttotakeinterest.Subsequentstatutesreduced the rate of legal interest successively to 8, 6 and 5 per

VI.

* 37, Henry VIII. Though thus legalized, public sentiment and particularly the opinions of the clergy remained in a high degree hostile to
usury. I ‘ I do wish,” said Dr. Wilson, in his Discourse upon Usury,published more than twenty years afterthe act of Henry VIII., ’‘ some penal
law of death to bemade against usurers, as well aa against thieves and
murderers, for that they deserve death much more than such men do ;
for these usurem destroy and devour up, not only whole families, but
ab0 whole countries, and bring all folks to beggary that have to do with
them.”
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cent. (Queen Anne), at which last point it remained till the
prment reign, when all restrictions on loans were abolished
Among the States of the AmericanUnion,Massachusetts
has made contracts of loans as free as those of purchase and
sale.
Interest is now allowed to be paid on loans in all civilized
countries, the prohibition of usury having fallen utterly outof
the sympathies of this age. Moneylending, or the taking of
interest when paymentforgoods
or landsis forborne, hrts
passed beyond all stigma ; and the profession of the banker,
who organizes and conducts the borrowing and the lending of
whole communities, is among
the most honorable known to
modem society. Yet therestillsurvivesanopinion,very
widely spread, that the taking of interest should be under the
regulation of the State, to prevent theabuses which are apprehended from the power of the moneylender over the needy
and necessitous borrower : that, t o use Bacon’s phrase, “ the
tooth of usury be grinded, that it bite not toomuch.”
This opinion finds expressionin the statutes of nearly all nations and of almost every State of the American Union, and
even the general banking law of the United States provides
that the associations (National Banks) to be organized thereunder may receive interest at the rate allowed by the laws of
the State, Territory or Districtwhere they are located, and no
more, and that, where no local rate is fixed by law, the rate of
interest shall notexceed seven per cent., to be, however, taken
in advance (discounted).
420. Laws Regulating Intereet.-All civilized nations hav.
ing legalized the taking of interest on loans, the term, usury
laws, as applied to existing legislation, has reference, not
h
theprohibition of interestbuttoitsregulation,generally
through the means of a prescribed maximum rate which it is
made unlawful to exceed. As has been stated, such laws still,
stand on the statutebooks of highly civilizedstates. What nhall
be said of them? Asa substitute for the laws that forbade
the taking of interest they must be regarded a6 in the nature
of enlightened legislation, and I am not mre that, even when
considered without comparison with pre-existing legislation,
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these laws were,in anearlier time, wholly without
justification.
They were enacted in the interest of the would-be borrower,
who was regarded as unable to sustain, without grave injury,
which might also work injury to tLe community, the competition to which he was subjectedin his efforts to secure the loan
of capital. And in the ages in which these laws were enacted,
this assumption was not without reason.
421. Usury Laws in Early Ages.”Borrowers were, then,
generally persons embarrassed or distressed, whether by their
ownfaultorbymisfortune.Tradeandmanufactureswere
not, as so largely now, carried on by means of borrowed capital. The man who asked a
loanwas presumablyincircumstances which put him very much at the mercyof the money
lender, just as a man in times of famine is at the mercyof the
dealer in food, who may make unreasonable, extortionate and
cruel terms.
And the money lender in those days was not, in general, a
nice sort of person. The recent outbreaks in Roumelia, Roumania and Russia testify to the natural feelings of a simpleminded, ignorant, passive, and more or less stupid people, who
see houses and lands and cattle and goods and even standing
crops pass with fatal certainty out of the hands of the many
into the hands of a class in whom the faculty of acquisition is
developed to such a degree as to make them, in comparison
with a peasantry like that of the Slavonic States, as wolves
among sheep.
W e allow all men to walk our streets indifferently, because
men are so constituted physically as to be substantiallyequal,
no far ascontactisconcerned.
W e brusheachotherand
sometimes run full against each other, and yet give and take
no harm. But suppose one-half the people of our cities were
as fragile and brittle as glass, while the other half, dividedon
the line of sex, or otherwise, were as heavy and as hard
as
iron, would not the law require the latter to
go by separate
streets, and protect the weaker part of the community fromp
contact that would be fatal?
I am not at all sure thateconomic reasons would not justify
the legislature in interfering to save by anypracticablemeans
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one class in the community from theeffects of such one-sided
competition as existed between borrower and
lender in the
agee referred to ; nor am I sure that the kind of laws referred
to werewholly
withoutthe beneficent effects they were
intended to have.
488. Evasion of usury Laws.-Even in the ageswhen the
taking of interest, in any form, was strictly prohibited under
themost cruelpenalties, usury lawswere veryfrequently
evaded, through a great variety of artifices and contrivances.
In moderntimes, thelawsprescribing
a maximumrate of
interest, generally under penalties of moderate severity, are,
it may be said as a rule, violated or evaded, wbenever the use
of capital* becomes morevaluablethan
the consideration
allowed by law to be paid, be that five per cent., or six, or
seven, or more.
The most important means of evading the usury laws are
the following :
First. Bctitious Deposits in Bank.-Every successful merohant and manufacturer will, of course, keep a considerable
deposit tohiscreditinthebank
or bankswith which he
habitually deals. He will do this to protect himself againat
tbefailure of remittancesfrom his own correspondents, to
enable him to meet unanticipated demands, perhaps
to take
advantage of exceptionally good bargains suddenly offering.
What we have now in mind is the keeping
of deposits in
bank, in excess of what the merchant or manufacturer would
naturally maintain for his own purposes, as an inducement to
thebankto
loan himcapitalin
emergencie8.t Thus, we
The reader is referred to par. 286 for the demonstration that interest
is paid for the use of capital, not always, not generally, not often, for the
use of money, as such. In the present article, however, in writing of
usury laws and the meam of evading them, I shall use the phrases of the
so-called Money Market, more properly the market for the loan of capital ; and shall speak of money being scarce, money being worth such a
per cent., etc., meaning always thereby, capital.
t Samuel Jones Lloyd, afterwards Lord Overstone, in his testimony
before the Britiah Commons Committee of 1841,said : ' I The compeneation to the banker for his lose in advancing money upon diacount, at a
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might suppose that a certain merchant or manufacturer find#
it for his interest to keep “ a line of deposits,” in a certain
bank,averagingtwentythousanddollars.Thishemight
deem sufficient for all his own purposes.
In order, however,
t o makesurethatthebankwilldiscounthisnoteswhen
‘6 money is scarce,” he may
think it worth while to maintain
He givesthe
anaverage deposit of fiftythousanddollars.
bank the use, all the time, of thirty thousand dollara, with the
implied understanding that the bank,
on its part, will loan
him all it possibly can, in periods of financial difficulty. This
It is natural that
courseispursued to a very great extent.
wealthy merchants and manufacturers should in this way protect themselves against emergencies ; but this only makes it
alltheharderforthosewhocannotaffordtokeeplarge
deposits in ordinary times to borrow what they may absolutely
require in periods of pressure or distress.
Second. Commiesions.-Suppose the law to prescribe that
interest shall not be taken above six per cent. per annum.
A
merchant has occasion to borrow ten thousand dollars for two
months. On thisthemaximumlegalinterestwould
be one
hundred dollars. But the demand
for capital, at the time, is
a 0 great, or the supply of it so small, owing to the prevalence
of speculation or to the existence of commercial distrust, that
no one is willing to lend ten thousand dollars, two months, for
a 0 littleas one hundred dollars. Our merchantgoesto
a
brokerandsays : “ I wish toborrowso-and-so,and
I will
give you one per cent. for negotiating the
loan.” Now,
one
per cent. commission on ten thousand dollars is one hundred
dollars : so thatthe would-beborrowerreallypromises
to
in
pay at the rate of twelve per cent. per annum. Since he is
this frame of mind,thereisnolongerany
difficulty about
gettingthe
loan. The probabilitiesarethatthebroker
divides his commission with the lender.
Third. Rctitious or ‘ ( D r y” Exchange.*- Let us suppose
rate below its real value, would be found in^ the value of the accounts
kept with him by the parties to whom such advances were made.”
*In his standard work on usury, Plowden states that “ Dry Exchange ’
wm sometimes carried, in hie day, to a very great extent. The borrower
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the would-be borrower, in thecase referred to, goes tohis bank
and offers his note for ten thousand dollars, payable in sixty
days. The cashier says, “ W e can not discount this note ; but
if you will make it payable in New Pork, we will try to put
it through for you.’) This is done. At maturity, the note is
paidinNewPork.Thebankcharges
one-half percent.
‘‘exchange,” theoretically for bringing the
money home,though
it may be that the bank would at the time rather have its
money in New Pork than in Boston. Now, one-half per cent.
is fifty dollars,which ie
exchange on tenthousanddollars
three per cent. on a loan of that amount for twomonths. This
is authoradded to the six per cent. interest which the bank
ized to charge, makes nine per cent. received by the bank in
this transaction.
Both the first and the thud
of these modes of evading usury
lawsarecompletelywithinthe
law. A manhasaright
to
keep as large deposits as he pleases in his bank ; the bank has
a right to charge whatever rate of exchange may be mutually
agreed upon for bringing money from a foreign country or a
distantcity.Dividingthe
commission betweenthebroker
and the lender is unlawful; but it can be EO easily and secretly
doneastobepracticallybeyondanydanger
of incurring
penalties.
Fourth. Zoansfor Unnece-ssady Z m g Periods.-To illustrate thie mode of defeating the intention of usury laws, let UE
return to the case of the merchant, who, in time of commeroisl trouble, has occasion to borrow ten thousand dollare for
two months. H e offers his note for that amount,on that time,
to a bill broker, who replies : ‘‘ I can not get this discounted
for you ; but, if you will make out your note for a year* I
“ draws ” on an imaginary person in a foreign country-.
After the expirstion of the time the bill is to run, comes a “ protest ” from that country
for the non-payment of the bill, with the re-exchange of the money thence
to the place where the money waa drawn, the paperhaving, in fact, never
been out of the country. “ The borrower,” mys this writer, being thus
charged with exchange, re-exchange,protest and incidental expense, pays
in all, m n e twenty or thirty per cent.”
*A witnesll before the Uommons Committee of 1841,testified that he once
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will get you the money, atthelegal rate.” Thisis done.
The lendersacrificeshis chance of getting his eight or ten
percent.through
some roundabout method, d&ngtwo
months, for the sake of placing his capital, at the maximum
legal rate, for an entire year. He believes that the stringency
in the market, which now makes“ money ” really worth eight
or ten per cent. will 80011 be over. In that case, interest will
probably fall below the legal rate ; perhaps during a greater
part of the year capital may be “ a drug,” at three or four per
cent. The lender may thus be better
off in making the borrower paysix per cent. for twelve months, thanif he had taken
from him eight or ten per cent. for two months, to have his
of that time.
capital thrown back on his hands at the expiration
423. Economic Effects of Laws Prescribing a Yerimurn
wh of Interest.--Such are the most important of the means
resorted to for evading the laws establishing a maximum rate
of interest. It must not be thought that, because U S U ~ ~laws
.
may thus be evaded, they have, therefore, no economic effect.
On the contrary, they exert a very considerableinfluence.
(a.) These underhand or roundabout modes of doing bueiness must cost somebody something.
Now,the person on whom this charge is likely to rest is he
who, in the time and place, occupies the position of relative
economic disadvantage.This,
it is needless to say, is, in
times of financial trouble, the borrower, who must have the
money or submit to great 1066, perhaps to ruin.
(b.) More important, still, among the effects of USUV laws,
is the destruction of an open market for the loan of capital,
and the preventing of a quotable rate of interest. When the
actualrategoesabovethelegalrate,andborrowersand
lenders are driven to roundabout and underhand methods of
makingupthe
difference, nobodyknows“whatmoneyis
worth.”Theborrower,underaterriblenecessitytosecure
negotiated in a period of stringency a loan of 8100,ooO to a mercantile
house, for the term of seven years, although the borrowers only wanted
the we of the capital for a few months, and would have been glad to take
it for that time, at a high rate of interest, had this been permitted by the
law.
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a loan,lest
hisnotesshould
“go to protest,” and hebe
financial1
dishonored
and perhaps
ruined,
is practically
blindfolded, at themoment of his greatest weakness andneed.
The moreanxioushe
is, the morecompletelyishe
at the
mercy of the lenders,who, in sucha case, havea common
interestincreatingthe
impression that“money” isvery
scarce and fast growing scarcer. Every borrower who becomes
frightened spreads fear on every side around him, until perchance a panic prevails, and borrowers submitto every degree
of extortion.
(c.) Even more important than the
105s to the borrowing
class through the most exorbitant rates of interest, is the sacrifice of stocks of goods, securities, bonds, etc., to which many
merchants are driven,in times of commercial distress, through
the ditliculties and delays interposed by the laws regulating
the loan of capital.* Manya
maninsuchacase,
either
because he has not the time to negotiate a loan by artifice, or
because his credit is not of the best, or because he is driven to
desperation, will sell goods consciously a t a great disadvantage. Oftentimes, such a man has to submit to a sacrifice of
five, ten, or fifteen per cent. of the value which the goods had
a week before, and which they perhaps will have a month
later. Now, to sacrifice only five percent. on abody of
goods, in order to get through one month of financial stringency, is equivalent to borrowing capital for that length of
time, at the rate of sixty per cent., per annum ! How much
more would it have been for this
man’s advantage, had the
law permitted him to go into an open market for the loan of
capital,andtherepaywhateverits
usewas, at the time,
worth, were that nine, or twelve, orfifteen, or eighteen per
cent. !
434. Usury Laws in Communities Xainly Non-Commercisl.--We have spoken of the relations of the borrower tothe

z

* It i8 to this Lord Bacon alludes when he says, “ Were it not for thia
easy borrowing upon interest, men’s necessities would draw upon them a
moat sudden undoing, in that they would be forced to sell their m e a u
@e it lands or goods) far underfoot ; and so w?wreae uruly doth but p k z a
upm, t h , b a d mark& would malkno them quits up.”
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lender of capital, in a primitive conditionof industrial society,
before business has come to be carried on by loans of capital,
and whileborrowersaregenerallydistressedpersons.
We
have, also, referred to the relations of the borrower and the
lender, in communities having a high commercial and financial organization. Intermediate between these two conditions
is a state of society, such as characterizes extensive regions of
theUnitedStates,to-day,whereagriculture
is prosperous,
where industry has made some progress, yet where the communitystillremainsmainly
non-commercial. Thisstate of
society is commonly left outof account by writers who oppose
usury laws. I do not, however, deem it candid to omit communities of this character altogether from consideration, or to
assume that conclusions which we may have drawn from the
study of a highly advanced commercial society will apply to
these, without qualification.
Onthe whole, I donotthinkthatthequestion
of the
effect of usury laws in a mainly agricultural community, in
modem times, is quite so simple as most writers have treated
it as being.*On
the onehand, I have no doubtthatthe
fixing of a legal rate of interest has a certain effect upon the
disposition of owners of capital in lending that capital.
We
have seen (par. 147) that the moral and intellectual elements
of supply and demand are very potential in exchange. I have
nodoubtwhatever,
thatthecurrentrate
of interest, in a
country where a rate is
fixed by law,sometimesaffordsan
example of the operation of this force.
Again, I have no doubtthatthe
influence of penalties
a certain rateof interest, in a communthreatened for exceeding
ity chiefly non-commercial and of simple industrial organization and where the element of personal acquaintance largely
enters into all relations of man with man, is distinctly felt in
inducing somepersons toacceptthelegalrate,
if that Ee
++I‘
It is in vain,’’says John Locke, “ to go abouteffectually to
reduce the price of interest by a law ; and you may as rationally hope
to set a fixed rate upon t h e hire of houses, or ships, as of money.” And
elsewhere this eminentphilosopher calls a law to regulatethe rate of
interest a law to hedge-in the cuckoo.”
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fixed tolerablyneartheordinarymarketrate,
EO thatthe
temptationtoevadethelaw
is notoverwhelming. On the
other hand, it is equally clear that such provisions of law may
be evaded by the various means recited, and probably will be
evaded whenever the inducement offered is very great ; and
that, EO far as borrowers are driven to shifts to disguise excess
of usury,theyarelikely
to find themselves worse off than
they would be in an open market.
Just where the balance would be, in such a community a8
has beendescribed, so far as theinterests of theordinary
agricultural borrower,or small country trader ormechanic, are
concerned, I confess I do not feel confident ; and I doubt if
any man knows enough to say rightly even to which side the
balancemightincline
in acommunity
conlposed of men
of M e r e n t race, or of different traditions and social habite,
fromthosewhomhehasbeenaccustomedpersonally
to
observe.
438. Usury Laws i
n Highly Commercial Communitiee.
-But in anymodem commercial community of large and
variedandcomplicatedindustrial
concerns, the caae is a
simple one.
In an advanced state of industrial society, where borrowing is no longer the resort of the embarrassed and d i a t r d ,
alone, or mainly,but, on the contrary, the most flourishing
tradeandmanufacturesarecarried
on chiefly by means of
borrowed capital ; where, in the usualcourse of prorJperous
business, notes are made and are paid by the thousands, every
day, usury laws become purely mischievous.
First, because thevastlygreaterinterests
of tradeand
industry would properlyoutweigh,weresociety
called to
choose between them, the interests of distressed and embarrassed individuals ; and,
Secondly, becauee such persons will, in fact, benefit by the
greater plentifulness of capital, the greater ease of borrowing,
and the consequently lower rate of interest, which, in general,
result
from
freedom
regarding
contracts
for
loan.
The
bueiness classes, active, alert, aggressive in competition, make
rates of interest by which the less fortunate profit.
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II.
INLWSTBIAL CO-OPEBATION.

497. T h e Objects of Cosperetion.--In Part IV. we have
shown the place in the scheme of distribution that is to be
oconpied by what is termed co-operation, should that project
be,in
any appreciabledegree,realized.
W e said thatthe
object of co-operation, inthetechnical
sense in which that
word has been used by economic writers, and even popularly
used, since the Revolution of 1848, is to get ridof the ‘‘ entrepreneur,” or employer, as an industrial agent.
It is evident thatif the parties to production, other than the
landlord, are to be thus reduced to two, that function may be
performed either by the capitalistclass or by the laboringclass.
The capitalists may, a8 such, become employers of labor : that
is, each capitalist may become an employer because he is a capitalist, andin the degree in whichhe possesses capital. Whereas,
now, only a small fraction of the owners of capital are also
employers of labor. In this case, interestandprofitswould
beunited. In the other case, the laborers may becomeselfemployed, taking all the responsibilities of production, borrowing capital according to their occasions for its productive use,
and payingaremunerationtherefor
on theprinciplesheretofore determined. In this case,wages and profitswould be
united.
The latter is the change in industrial organization which is
in contemplationwhenco-operationisurged.
It isinthe
interest of the laboring classes, not of the owners of capital,
that theemployer is to be extruded from the industrial system
and his profits brought to re-enforce wages. The whole signscame of co-operation, as a scheme of industrial reform, lies in
this: that the laboring
classes expectto divide amongthemeelves
the large amount of wealth which they now see going, day
by day, into the possession of their employers, as profits.
427. Mistaken Conception of the Eoonomiets.-But,
although the laboring classes fully understand thia, and know
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precisely what co-operation, if effected, would mean to them,
the politicaleconomists,
unfortunately, by reason of that
incomplete analysis of the productive agencies to
whichwe
have before adverted (par.
304), are unable to give an intelligible, or evenself-consistentaccount
of co-operation. Not
more than twoor three Englishor American economists* have
given a definition of co-operation which will bear examination.
W h y is this ? Because, having persistently refused to regard
the function of the employer, they can not, consistently with
their own analysis of produc,tion, giveaccount of ascheme
whose whole object is the elimination of that ‘(functionary,”
p8 Prof.Rogers
calls him. Yet,seeing, as they must, that
co-operation really attempts something, andwould, if effected,
essentially change the existing organization of industry, they
hit upon the utterly erroneous explanation that co-operation
is togetrid
of thecapitalist ! Hardly aneconomist but
blunders at this point.
438. Prof. Cairnee’s Statement.-Take a writer
80 justly
celebrated for clearness of thinking a8 the late Prof. C a k e .
The frequency with which he has been quoted in these pages
is held by
is evidence of the high respect in which his work
the writer. Yet Prof. Cairnes stumbles at the very threshold
of the subject. “ The characteristic feature of co-operation,”
he says, ‘‘ looked a t from the economic point of view, is that
it combines in the same persons the two capacities of laborer
and capitalist.”
Now, it is not at all of the essence of co-operation that the
laborers should be capitalists ; that they should furnish any
portion of the capital required for conducting the operations
to be undertaken under this system. It is, of coume, probable
that some, perhaps most, of the co-operators would, in fact
(though,as we have said, this is not
of the essence of the

. .

* Prof. Thorold Rogers dednes co-operation justly, 88 “ a scheme .
by which the laborer can unite the functione and earn the zoagea of l a h e r
and SmplOyW, by 8UpeT8edh$ the n&%8&it$I of ~ h theg Wdct?8of ths latter
finatimary.”

Prof. lLmass Walker had previoualy given expression to the mme COD
ception of co-operation.
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soheme),ownsmall amounts of capital ; and the aggregzte
sum so held would be put into the co-operative
business, and,by
that amount, the 0um to be borrowed of outsiders would be
reduced. Yet, in order to secure justice between those co-operators who had and those who had not capital
to putin the business, between those who had much and those who had little,
it would be necessary that each associate who put capital into
the business should be remunerated for his abstinence and for
the risk of his principal, by apaymentoverandabove
what an associate contributing only through his labor would
receive.
In other words, the co-operative company would pay interest t o its own members for the use of whatever capital they
could command, and would borrow, on interest, the remaining
capital required, just as the employer now does. The co-operative workmen who vere so fortunate as to possess capital
would lend it to their own company, instead of lending it, aa
now, through the agencyof the bankor the savings institution,
to employers of labor, perhaps t o their own employers.
Just EO far as a laboring man joining a co-operative association had the courage and faith and self-control t o save out of
his earnings, he would become a capitalist, exactlyif as
he were
notaco-operator.
If, however,hechose
to indulgehimself
by eating and drinking up all he earned, he would remain no
capitalist, in spite of co-operation. Co-operation can not make
a man a capitalist. Nothing can do that but saving, and while
co-operation might, and doubtless would, encourage frugality,
no scheme of man’s devisingisgoing
to radicallychange
man’s nature BO that a large proportion of the community will
not consumeall their incomes-be thoseincomeslarge
or
small.
W e see, thus, how erroneous is
Prof. Cairnes’s definition.
The aim of co-operationis to get rid of theemployer,and
dividehisprofitsamonghisformerworkmen,whoare
to
become, for the future, self-employed: to organize themselvefi,
in their own way, for industrial purposes, and carry forward
production on their own account and at their own risk.
430. The Beneflts afmed at by Co-operation.-Such being
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thenature of co-operation,let us inquirewhatadvantagee
might reasonably be lookedfor from it, providedit were found
practicable.
Let us begin by taking the laborer's point of view :
First. To secure for the laboring class that large amount
of wealth, which, as we have seen, goes annually in profits to
the employer.
Second. To secure for the laborer the opportunity to produceindependently of thewill of an employer, Under the
existing industrial system, it remains with the entrepreneur
to decide, not only what shall be produced, and how and when
andinwhatamounts,but
also whetheranyproduction
at
.all shall take place.
It is true that the employer may, out of compassion, carry
on production for a while where no profit to himself appears,
rather than leave hie working people t o suffer. It is also true
that his selfish interests may induce him t o carry on production for a while, under similar conditions, in order to keep his
austomers from going to others. But neither of these considerations can be relied upon to any great extentor for any long
period, nor can both together be relied upon at all as against
the apprehension of considerableloss on thepart
of the
employer. In a state of the marketwhich causes the employer
to doubt whether, after paying out large sume for materials
and labor, he will get his money back in the price of the products, a suspension of production to the extent of a third or a
half is the most naturalcourse for him to adopt.
But while a body of laborers can not reasonably complain
that their employer curtails production on the first intimation
of commercial disorder or of diminishing demand, co-opera
tion would place it within their power to keep up production
on their own responsibility,remaining at workandselling
theirproductforwhatit
wouldbring. It would no longer
be the interest of the oneemployer, but that of the many
workmen,whichshould
de:ide whetherproductionwere to
proceed or not.
480. Co-opemtion Born t h e Point of View of the General
Soonomio Int8met."The foregoing are the two chief benefits
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which the laboring class have looked t o co-operation to secure
for them. I n addition to these, the politicaleconomist beholda
in co-operation three sources of advantage.
First : Co-operation would, by the very termsof the case, do away with strikes.
The employer disappearing, the workman becoming self-employed,
these
destructive
contests
would
disappear
also.
Second : The workman would be incited to greater industry
and to greater carefulness in dealing with materials and with
machinery.Third : In nosmalldegree
frugality would be
encouraged. It can not be doubted that a co-operative laborer
having the opportunity to invest
his savingsat once in his own
business would feel a much stronger inducement to frugality
than does the wage laborer.
431. Co-operstion, from a Still Higher Point of View.
-We mayleave
to themoralistorthestatesmanthe
additional consideration that co-operation would clearly tend
t o improvethemoral,
socialandpolitical
character of the
workman, by giving him a larger stake in society, making hia
remunerationdirectlydependent
on his own exertions,and
admitt.inghimtoaparticipation
in thedeliberationsand
decisions of industry.
432. The Difaaulties of Co-operation.- The advantages
which would attend the successful establishment of co-operation being so many and so great, it may be asked why has
this scheme, proposed so long ago, sanctioned by the highest
economic authority, appealing directly t o the self-interest of
thelaboring classes, advertisedextensivelyindiscussions
relating to labor and wages, not been immediately successful,
on a large scale ? How is it, that, on the contrary, co-operation can hardly be said t o have escaped failure, when one considerR the great number of enterprises of this character which
have been started and the few that have survived?
Co-operative enterprises may be divided into two classesone attempting what we map c,all Productive co-operation :
the other what we may call Consumptive * co-operation. I n
enterprises of the former class, the laborer Reeks t o make for
himself an income ; in the latterhe seeksto expend or consume
* By many called Distributive.
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that income to the best advantage: to make each dollarof hie
daily or weekly earnings go as far as possible in providing
subsistence for himself and family. Of course, all the agencies of transportation and exchange are, as we have stated,
productive ; yetinthe
difference of aim which hasbeen
shown to exist between the two classes of co-operative establishments, is foundthejustification of the distinction indicated.
433. Consumptive Co-operation hashad no inconsiderable
degree of success in England,intheway
of shops for the
sale of flour, meats, groceries and other articles of domestic
consumption, a t which subscribers or members of the associations establishing such shops buy goods at, perhaps, the usual
prices of retailtrade,generally for cash, the profits of the
year or the season, after deducting theexpenses of supervision
and management, being divided among
the members, either
equally or in the proportion of their purchases.
In the United States, the indifference of the people, even of
the poorer classes, towards small savings and thatsame unwillingness totake pains to secure a sound administration of
trusts Fhich has permitted municipal and State governments
to fall so largely into the hands of unworthy persou., have
combined to limit very narrowly the
application of the scheme
of consumptive co-operation. Here
and
there, (‘union”
stores (the word store beingused very generally in the United
States in the sense in which the English use the word shop),
‘ I Qranger ” stores, or “ Sovereigns of Industry ” sbores, fill a
small place, generally for a brief period, in the generalsystem
of exchange ; but these have never become highly important
agencies in our public economy.
434. Productive Co-operation,-But
while consumptive
co-operation has had a degree of success which a t least proves
it to be a practicable scheme, given only a reasonable degree of
popular interest in its maintenance, the history of productive
co-operation alike in France, where it may besaid to have
originated, in England, and in the United States, has been of
themostdiscouragingcharacter.
Of numberlessenterprises
undertakenwithinthe
last forty years by associations of
laborers, with the encouragement and often the active assist.
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BnCe of philanthropists and political economists, and enjoying
the benefit of a vastamount of gratuitousadvertisement,*
scarcely any remain. Mr. FrederickHarrison,reviewing the
history of co-operativeenterprises in England, indicates the
co-operativecottonmills
astheonlytrue
instances of the
application of thi8 principle on any important scale. “ Some
of the mills,” he says, “ never got to work a t all ; some took
the simple form of joint-stockcompanies
infewhands;
others passed into the hands of small capitalists, or the shares
wereconcentratedamongthepromoters.
In fact,there is
now, I believe, no co-operative cotton mill, owned by working
men, inactive opemtion, on any scale, withthenotable
exception of Rochdale.”
“ Here and there,” Mr. Harrison continues, “an association
of bootmakers, hatters, painters or gilders, is carried on, upon
a small scale, withvarying success. But smallbodies of
handicraftsmen (or, rather, artists), working in common, with
moderatecapital,plant
and premises, obviously establish
nothing.’’
435. The Difficulties of Productive Co-operation.With such a statement, from a distinguished labor champion,
werepeatourinquiry,
W h y is it that co-operation, in the
view of the many and great advantages which it offers, ha6
had such partialanddoubtful
success ? The answer is a t
hand. The difficulties of productive co-operation are directly
as its advantages. The arbitrary powers wielded and the vast
profitsenjoyed bytheemploying
class maketheworking
classes desire, naturally enough, to bring about an industrial
order in which they shall no longer be subject to such exercise
of authority, andin which they shall themselves reap the large
sum8 of wealth which they see passing into the hands of their
employers. Yet when a body of laborers setup forthemselves,

* Withinthelast three or four years, a fresh crop of co-operative
enterprises has sprung up, especially in theUnited
f3tstee. Time
ha# not yet served to determine the question of aucc- or failure. The
fullest accounts of these enterprim will be found in the publi&iom of thg
I

American Economic Association.
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the result very soon shows that the reason why the employer
wields such despotic power and enjoys such large revenues,
is that he performs a part in modern industrial society which
is of supreme importance, in which any thing less than the
highestabilities of organization and administration involve
comparative, if not absolute, failure.
Thetimemay
come, when a body of laborers, joined
together for the purpose of co-operative production, will give
as intelligent a direction, as close a supervision, as rigid a discipline, as energetic an impulse, as the present successful man
of business gives to the enterprises on which his fortunes and
his reputation are staked ; but, for one, though believingthoroughly BO far as politics are concerned, in a government of the
people, by thepeople, for the people, I see nothing which indicates that, within any near future, industryis to become lessdespotic than it now is. The power of the master in production,
“the captain of industry,” has steadily increased throughout
the present century, with the increasing complexity of commercial relations, with the greater concentration of capital,
with improvements in apparatus and
machinery, with themultiplication of styles and fashions, withthe localization and
specialization of manufactures.
436. I shall be heartily glad to see the working classes rise
to the heightof the occasion, and vindicate their right torule
in industry by showing their power to do it. But meanwhile
it must be distinctlyunderstood, that nothing costs the working classes so much as the bad or commonplace conduct of
business; that industry must be energetically, economically,
and wisely managed, no matter whois todo it ; and thatco-operation will be successful only as it results in the production
of equally good articles,at equally low prices, as those produced
under entrepreneur management.
If we have made our analysis of profits correctly, it appears
(par. 312) that the gains of the employer are not taken from
the earnings of the laboring class, but measure the difference
in production between the commonplace or bad, and the able,
and shrewd, and strong management of business. When associated laborers are able to manage business as ably, strongly
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and shrewdly as private employers, theycan diemiss the entrepreneur, and keep his gains themselves.
457. A PossibleField for IndustrialCosperation.-I
havespokenthusstrongly
of the difficulties of productive
co-operation, because I believe that only harm will come to
the interests of the working classes from slurring over those
diffioulties, as is so often, with the best intentions, done by
writers on economics. In speaking thus, however, of the evil
I havereference t o
liabilitieswhichbesetsuchenterprises,
industryasa
whole, andespecially toitslarger branches,
which supply general markets, and which are subject to competition at once far-reaching and searching. In the last sentence quoted from Mr. Frederick Harrison, we find indicated
the outlines of a possible field of co-operation, within which
most of the difficulties which attend suchenterprises on a
larger scale, arenotencountered,orareencountered
in
greatly diminishedforce.
Where (1) a branch of industry
is of such a nature that it can best be carried on b y a small
group of workmen ; where (2) the workmen so engaged are
substantially on a level as regards strength and skill ; where
(3) theinitialexpenditurefortoolsandmaterials
is small,
and, especially,where
(4) thegoodsare
to beproduced
mainly or wholly for the local market, the
difficulties of the
co-operativesystemsink to a minimum and the advantages
rise to a maximum. It is in such branches of industry, therefore, that the experiment
of productiveco-operationshould
firstbetried.
Successcan be achievedhere, if anywhere.
Should success be here achieved, advantage may be taken of
the experiencethusaccumulatedand
of thetrainingthus
On
acquired, toundertakeprogressivelylargerenterprises.
the other hand, should the difficulties of productive co-operationpreventadecided
success within the nearer and easier
field, it would be worse than futile to attempt to inaugurate
that system on a more ambitious scale.
48% Proflt-Sharing.-Theobstacleswhichbesetproductive co-operation are not those which are encountered by the
scheme of Profit-sharing, which has been highly recommended
by many writers andwhich has been undertakenof late years,
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not, indeed, on a large scale, but in numerous instanoes. The
advantages of this scheme, illustrated by many examples of
at least partial and temporary success, will be found stated in
the workunderthetitle,Profit-sharing,by
Mr. Sedley
Taylor. Fresh literature on the subject is now almostdaily
appearing in newspapers, magazineB, pamphletsand official
reports.Thematteris
one of economicandadministrative
detail, too minute to be treated in an elementary work of this
character.
t o interestworkmeninincreasing
Theobjectsoughtis
productionandinreducingwasteandbreakage,througha
payment to them of aportion of the employer’s profits. It
is, also, held that this system would have the effect to promote
good feeling between master and man, and
to diminish the
resort to strikes and labor contests, although, in fact, it has
not always served, when tried, to prevent the workmen concernedfromjoiningothers
of the same trade whensuch
contests have once begun.
The difficulties of profit-sharing are found (1) in the smallness of the amount which can thus be distributed among the
workmen, without unduly diminishing the employer’s interest
in production ; (2) in the suspicions likely to arise regarding
the employer’s good faith in declaring the amount thus subject
to distribution, unless the workmen, or a committee of them,
are to beallowedsuchaccess
t o the employer’s books and
accounts as few business men would willingly concede, (3)
and
in the perplexing question, what shall be done, under such a
system, inthenotinfrequent
caseswhere
the employer
realizes, not a profit, but a 108s.
The last of these ditEculties is, perhaps, the greatest. The
to hold that, if the
employer is, notunnaturally,disposed
workmenshare in hisgains,theyshouldalsoshareinhis
losses ; or, at least, that his gains and losses, through a considerable period of time, should be set off against each other,
and that only the balance of gain for such a period should be
subject to the rule of dktribution. Suchapostponement
of
the dividend, however, taken in connection with the smallnese
of theamount which, at the most,could thus be divided,
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would reduce the interest of the workmen in the system,
to
of
such an extent as to practically deprive the arrangement
nearly all influence over their actions, if it did not lead to ita
early abandonment.

III.
POLITICAL MONEY.

459. Inoonvertible PaperMoney
is, by Distinction,
Political Money.-In all modern societies, money isa t once an
economic agent and a political institution. The selection
by the
State of a money metal, the adoption of denominations and
devices for its coinage, the establishmentof astandard of purity
in the coin, and the conferring of the legal-tender property
upon the money pieceR so formed, are acts of legislat,ion or
administration which give to all forms of money with which
we are familiar something of a political character.
But there isone kind of money which owes its existence
and acceptance as the common medium of exchange so completely to legislation or to the act of the ruler, that it may be
called, by eminence,politicalmoney.
This istheinconvertible paper money of which we wrote in Chapter 5, Part lTI.
I n comparison herewith, the other forms of money known to
modern commerce may be regarded as having
so little of a
political character as to justify their being called
economia
money.
The essential difference between what we here call economic and what we call political money, is that the supply of
the former, under free coinage,is limited by natural conditione
of production, while the supply of the latter is released from
all such conditions, and is made to dependupon law or the will
of the ruler. It requires more labor, in general twice as much
labor, to raise two thousand ounces of gold or silver from the
mine as to raise one thousand ounces, to be coined into money;
million dollars of
butit costs no morelabortoprinttwo
paper money, or ten millions, or fifty, than to print one million. To multiply the amount of such money, it is only necessary to print the word fifty, or ten, or ;two, instead of the
word one.
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By some, this capabilityof increase a t will, independently of
the expenditure of laboror capital, hasbeenregarded
as a
prime advantage, and such money has been denominated
by
these advocates of government issues, political money,-that
it as meritorious. It is, then,
character being attributed to
fromthefriends of suchmoney that I borrow theterm.
Accepting the challenge contained in this title, let us proceed
to inquire further regarding government paper money, applging t o it the test towhich all political institutions and arrangements are rightly subjected.
440. T h e Favorable Possibilities of Political Money.I have already, with a frankness that has, on other occasion4
'been severely blamed,admitted that government papermoney
may, for a time at least, irrespective of redemption, pass in
; performingperfectlythe
circulationwithoutdepreciation
function of a mediumof exchange, registering the comparative
values of the several commodities in the market with
all the
facility and accuracy that could be desired, and serving as a
standard of deferred payments well or ill according as its own
amount is regulated. Prof. Jevons states that
between 1789
and 1809 the yalue of gold fell 46 per cent.; that from 1509 to
1849 it rose 145 per cent.; while between 1849 and 1574 it fell
at least 20 per cent. It is certainlyconceivable thatpaper
money might be so regulated in amount as to fluctuate less in
value than did gold during the eighty-five years covered by
Prof. Jevons' computation.
441. The Liability to Evil Inhering
in Political Money.
" I n the case of every proposedpolitical institution or arrangement, however, we are bound to investigate, not its possibilities only, but also its probabilities. It is not enough to show
that it might conceivably be so established and maintained a8
to yield results of good. It must also appear that its successful working does not depend upon an exercise
of prudence,
virtue and self control, beyond what is rewonably and fairly
to be expectedof men in masses,and of rulers and legislatorsas
we find them ; and theconsequences of its possible perversionor
abuse must be weighed against the advantages which might
be derived from its legitimate application and
emplopent.
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Paper money, then, as a political institution or arrangement,
mustsubmit tothistest.Themanwhoadvocatesgovernment issues, withoutbeingpreparedtoshowreasonable
ground for believing that they will not be
so abused as to
accomplish more of evil than of benefit, is not entitled to be
listened to. After the experiences
of the past hundred yeare
intelligent men rightly refuse to take the trouble even to disCUES political mhemes which assume
an impossible virtue, or
which disregard the actual conditions under which alone they
could be set to work.
In the case of government paper money the liability to abuse
is found in the tendency to over-issue ; to this end the fiscal
exigencies of government(par. 444) arelikelytocombine
with a popular craving (par. 445) for a money of diminishing
value.
W e have already (par. 220) shown that the smallest degree
of depreciation, even, a8 Mr. Bagehot says, the mere liability
to depreciation without its reality, may unsettle the exchanges
it
betweenthepapermoneycountryandthosewithwhich
trades, in a degree to work very injurious
effects. But what
we havehere to .consideris the liability to extensiveoverissues, with an altogether new series of consequences to trade
and industry.
442. Two MotivesOperating t o ProduceExpansion.This liability arises from the fact that, where the principle of
inconvertiblepaperhas
oncebeen
adopted,twopowerful
motives tend to produce expansion, with no adequate restrainof
ingforceinoperation.When
once thetraditionalfear
paper money is worn off, the only safeguard against over-issue
is found in far-reaching, conscientious, disinterested and courageousstatesmanship.All
t.he selfish intereststhatmake
themselves felt, all the passions of the hour and the appetites
that clamor forindulgence,favorexpansion.Thereisan
unremitting pressure on that side, whichnow and thenrises to
furiousimpulsesagainstthefrailbarrierthatwithstanda
inflation.
How far is it wise for any moderate advantage to call into
being foroes which are only to be kept from becoming in the
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highest degree destructive by being constantly watched and
unremittingly opposed ? Is it good policy-is it consistent
with ordinary common sense-to invoke, for the accomplishment of adefinite andatthebestnotconsiderablegood,
agencies respecting which it is confessed that the least relaxation of vigilance, a momentary indulgence of human weaknesa,
onefalse motion,willlead
to serious, perhapsirreparable
disaster ?
443. Time no Safeguard.-Nor does the liability to oyerissuediminishwiththelapse
of time.Moderationinthe
issue of government paper money does not form
a political
habit whichbecomesa securityagainst abuse. On the contrary,thelongerthe
rhggime of inconvertiblepapermoney
lasts,thegreaterthedanger.Thepopularmind
become8
accustomed to the sight and the thought of it ; the fear of it
is worn off ; a generation comes upon the stage that has not
known metallic money, or bank money convertible into coin
on demand.
In 1690, the Colony of Massachusetts issued paper money
to pay the charges of the disastrous expedition of Sir Wm.
Phipps. At first,over-issuetookplaceanddepreciationset
in ; butbyprompt
actionthe excesswascalled
inand
redeemed, and the notes brought to par, They
so remained
for nearly
twenty
years.
When,
however,
in
1710, the
second expedition against Canada took place, the colony fell,
without an apparent struggle, into the gulf
of irredeemable
paper ; the money of Massachusettsbecameaweltering
confusion ; prqchaos ; trade was brought into the utmost
duotion to the utmost weakness. From this miserable con&tion the colony did not emerge for nearly forty years, till,
in 1749, the paper was bought up at 11 : 1 in silver and burned.
Russiafirst issued paper money in 1768, and for nearly
twenty years kept her notes at par, only to fall at the end of
that period into an abyss of discredit and depreciation from
which her trade and finances have not yet recovered.
Twice since the Revolution of 1848 Austria has stoodon the
very verge of specie payments, only to be thrown backward
into insolvency by the imminence of war.
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The dangerof over-issue never ceasesto threaten inconvertible paper money, The path winds along the edge of a precipice. Vigilance can not for a moment be relaxed. The prudence and self-restraint of years count for nothing against any
new onset of popular passion or in the face of a sudden exigency of government.
444. m e msoal Ilbotive.-Theexigencies
of the publio
treasury constitute, perhaps, the most formidable
of the two
dangers which menace the integrityof a paper money circulation.
“ Real money,” said Edmund Burke, “ can hardly ever multiply too much in any country, because it will always, as it
increases, be a certain sign of the increase of trade, of which
it is the measure, and consequently of the soundness and vigor
of the wholebody.
Butthispapermoneymayanddoes
increase, without any increase of trade, nay, often when trade
greatly declines, for it is not the measure of the trade of the
nation, but of the necessity of the government. It is absurd
andmust beruinous, thatthe samecausewhichnaturally
exhausts the wealth of a nation should likewise be the only
productive came of money.”*
The two most marked instances of continence in the issue
of irredeemablepaperarethoseaffordedbytheBank
of
England during theperiod of the Restriction, and by the Bank
of France in 1848, andagain in 1871. No onecanquestion
thatthe prudence andself-restrainthereshownwere
due
mainly to the fact that,
in neither case, would the profit of
fresh issues haveinuredtothe
benefit of thegovernment,
At the same time, it would not be candid to omit to mention
the loyal observance by the Congress of the United States of
the pledge it gave the country in 1864, that the greenbach
should not exceed $400,000,000.
* I n thesame vein, Alexander Hamilton : “In greatand trying
emergencies there is almost a moral certainty of its becoming mischievous. The stamping of paper is an operation so much easier thsn the
levying of taxes, that a government in the practice of paper emissionn
would rarelyfail to indulge itself too far in the employment of thb
resource.”
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445. 8m-g DownDebts.”Inallfree
governments, or
governments much subject t o popularimpulses, a second
danger of over-issue arises fromtheappetite
which is
engendered in the masses of the people for further emissions
for the purpose of scaling down debts, ‘(making trade good,”
andenabling
works of constructionandextensivepublio
improvements to be undertaken, for which taxation could not
easily provide the means.
The intrusion of the debtor class into the legislature with
their impudent demands for issues to scaledown debts is a
familiarspectacle.Even
thesterlingvirtue
of earlyNew
England did not save those primitive communities
from the
fiercest impulses of political dishonesty, when once the paper
moneypassion had beenaroused.
‘(Parties,”saysthe
historianDouglass, ‘(werenolonger
Whigsand Tories, but
creditorsanddebtors.Governorswereelectedandturned
out as the different interests happened to prevail.”
The same featureappearedearly
in thehistory of the
French Revolutionary paper money.
W e have seen it in our
own country during the present generation, an active, aggressive, vehement,virulentforce,engendered
by the desire of
paying debts, wiping off scores, raising mortgages, in depreciated money.
Paying debts is alwaysadisagreeablenecessity.
For one
man who would steal to acquire property, in the first instance,
a score will do that which is no better than stealing, in order
to retainproperty whichhaspassed
intotheirhandsand
which they have come to look upon as theirs, though not paid
for.
It is the view of not a few sound economists * that a grad-

* Thus M. Chevalier says : “Such a change will benefitthose who
live by current labor : it will injure those who live upon the fruits of
past labor, whether their fathers’ or their own. In this it will work in
the same direction with most of the developments which are brought
about by that great law of civilization to which we give the noble name
of progress. ”
And Mr. J. R. McCulloch declares that “ though, like afall of rain after
o long wulge of dry weather,it may be prejudicial to certain classeE, it
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ually progressive depreciation of metallic money, from age to
age,mightbeadvantageoustosociety
asawhole,
both
relieving industry in some measure from the weight
of burdens derived from the past, and giving a certain
fillip to industrial enterprise.
But here the injury to the creditor class is not the work of
man, but of God ; like the death of a miserly bad man which
brings his wealth into the hands of a generous, philanthropic,
public-spirited heir, at which change of ownership men may
properly rejoice. But had the heir procured the death of the
miser, the aspect of the case would have been entirely different. No plea of public spirit or benevolence in the disposition
of thewealthcouldcompensatesocietyforthatdeepand
damning wrong.
A reduction in the burden of obligations, accomplished by
the act of a legislature, in the issue of paper for the purpose
of enabling the debtor to pay in a depreciated money, has no
virtue in it to promote industry or encourage enterprise.
It
carrieswithitthesting
of injusticeandfraud.
It draws
after it retributiveagencies
whichcurse
the people and
the age. Having reference exclusively to economic interests,
wemayconfidentlysaythatthemanwhoadvocatesthe
scaling down of debts, for the sake of encouraging trade and
production, shows himself so ignorant of history as to be a
wholly unfit adviser as to the present and the future.

IV.
PAUPERISM.

446. T h e Impotent VB. t h e Able-Bodied Poor.-The
relief of the impotent poor, whether by private or by public
charity, is, RO far as political economy is concerned with it, a
questionrelating
tothe consumption of wealth. It is so
much a matter of course, under our modern civilization, that
the very young and the very old, the crippled and deformed,

ts beneficial to an incomparably greater number, including all who are
actively engaged in industrial pursuits, and is, speaking generally, of
great public or national advantage.’’
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who are unable to earn their own maintenance, shall not be
allowed to starve, that the matter of relief to these claaeea
becomesone of administrative detail, that does notrequire
even to be alluded to in an elementary treatise on economics.
The experience of that country from which we derive our law
and much of ouradministrativemachinery, is, however, so
instructiveastothe
influence for mischief upon the entire
laboring population and upon the future production
of wealth,
that may be wrought by ill oonsidered provisions for the d i e
tribution of alms to the able-bodied poor, as to make it worth
while briefly to recite that experience here ; and thereupon to
define the limits outside which the consumption of wealth for
this purposa becomes prejudicial.
W e shall get at our subject most directly by inquiring, why
is it that the laborer works at all. Clearly that he may eat,
If hemayeatwithoutit,
hewill not work. Theneglect
or contempt of this very obvious truth by the British Parliament, during the latter part of the eighteenth and the early
part of the nineteenth century, brought the working
classes
of the kingdom almost t o the verge of ruin, created a vast
body of hopeless and hereditary pauperism, and engendered
vices in the industrial system which have been productive of
evil down t o the present day.
447. Establishment of the English Pauper Bystem.By statute of the 27th year of Henry V m . , the giving of
almswasprohibited,andcollections
for the iqpotent poor
were required to be made in each parish. By 1st Edward VI.,
bishopswereauthorized
t o proceed at lawagainstpersons
whoshouldrefuse t o contribute for this purpose, or should
dissuade
others
from
contributing.
By
5th
Elizabeth,
Justices of the Peace were made judges of what constituted a
reasonablecontribution.
By 14thElizabeth,regular
compulsory contributionswereexacted.
Buttheact
of 43d
Elizabeth created the permanent pauper system of England.
poor,
The increasing necessity for legal provisions for the
duringtheperiod covered bythisrecital, is attributedby
judicious writers, first, to the destruction of the abbeys and
monasteries, which had, in earlier times, disbursed vast rev-
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enue6 in charity; and, secondly, t o the effects of the %ood of
newsilverfromthemines
of Spanish America,which, b y
rapidlyraisingpricesandthusreducingthepurchhing
power of fixedincomes, had caused large numbera tobe
thrown out of employment.
By the act of 43d Elizabeth, every person in the kingdom
was given a legal right to publicrelief, if required; but voluntary pauperism was severely dealt with, and the able-bodied
werecompelled to work. A t first, thebody of inhabitants
were to be taxed for the objects of this statute ; but subsequent legislation threw the burden entirely
upon the landowners,
where it remains t o this day, with the exception that partial
grants are now made out of the Imperial revenues to meet
the charges of maintaining csrtain classes of paupers, such as
the insane.
448. Removal of the Workhouse Test.-!&!
principle of
requiring the able-bodied poor to work continued for generations to be fundamental in the English pauper system
; and
for the better enforcement
of this requisition parishesor unions
of parishes were,by an act of 9th GeorgeI., authorized to build
workhouses, residence in which might be made a condition of
relief. Moreover, from the daysof Elizabeth to thatof George
III., the spirit whioh actuated the administration of the poor
laws was jealous and severe. Doubtless in that administration
unnecessary harshness was sometimes practiced ; but, on the
whole, the effect on the working classes was wholesome, for it
was made undesirable to become a pauper,
On the accession of George III., a different theory came to
direct legislation relating t o poor relief, and a widely different temper of administration began to prevail. Six successive
acts, passed inthefirstyears
of that reign,intimated the
changed spirit in which pauperism was thereafter to be dealt
with. In the 22nd year of George III., the act known as Gilbert’s act gave a fuller expression to this spirit. By that act
the workhouse was no longer to beused as a test of voluntary
pauperism : the 29th section provided that “no person shall be
sent to such poor-house except such as are become indigent by
old age,sickness or infirmities, and are unable to
acquire a
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maintenance by their labor ; except such orphan children as
shall be sent thither by order of the guardian or guardians
of the poor, with the approbation of the visitor, and except
such children as shallnecessarily go with their mothers thither
for sustenance.”
With respect to the rest of the poor, the act by its 32d section provided “ That where there shall be in any parish, township or place, any poor person or persons, who shall be able
and willing t o work but whocannot get employment, the
guardian of the poor of such parish, etc., on application made
to him by or on behalf of suchpoorperson,isrequired
to
agree for the labor of such poor person or persons at any work
or employment suited to his or her strength and capacity, in
any parish or place near the place of his or her residence, and
t o maintain, or cause such person or persons t o be properly
maintained, lodged and provided for, until such employment
shall be procured, and during the time
of such work, and to
receive the money to be earned by such work or labor, andapply
i t in slcch maintenance as f a r as the same will yo, and make
up the &$ciency, if any.”
By the repeal of the workhouse test, and by the additional
mostinjudiciousprovisionwhich
we haveplacedinitalics,
a deadly blow was struck at the manhood and industrial selfsufficiency of the working classes of England.
449. “The act,” says Sir George Nicholls, in his History of
the EnglishPoor Law, ‘(appearsto assume thatthere can
never be a lack of profitable employment, and it makes the
guardian of the parish answerablefor finding it near the laborer’s own residence, where,if it existed at all, the laborer might
surely, by due diligence, find it himself. But why, it may be
asked, should he use such diligence whenthe guardian is bound
t o find it for him, and take thewhole respomibilityof bargaining for wages and making up to him
all deficiency ? He is
certain of employment. He is certain of receiving,either
from the parish or his employer, sufficient for the maintenance
of himself and his family ; and if he earns a surplus, he is certain of itcl being paid over to him. There may be uncertainty
with others, and in other occupations. The farmer, the lawyer,
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the merchant,the manufacturer, however industrious obser.
and
vant, may labor under uncertainties in their several callingr;
not 80 the laborer. He bears, as it were, a charmed life in this
respect, and is made secure, and that,too, without the exercise
of care or forethought. Could a more certain way be devised
for lowering character, destroying self-reliance, and discouraging, if not absolutely preventing, improvement? ”
4SO. T h e L0gi0a1 0utaome.-By
1832 the false andviciour
principle on which Gilbert’s act was based had been carried
logically out to its limits in almost universal pauperism. The
condition of the person who threw himself flat upon public
charity was better than that of the laborer who struggled on
t o preservehismanhoodinself-support.
The commissioners
appointed in that yeart o investigate the workings of the poor
law, found that,, where the independent laborer
wag able to
earn by his week’s work but 122 ounces of solid food, the pau“heformerhad
perhad 151 ounces given himinidleness.
only to abandon his effort to provide for himself, to be better
providedforthan waspossible throughhis own exertions.
The drone was better clothed, better lodged and better fed
than the worker.
AI1 the incidents of this bad systemwere unnecessarily bad.
The allowance for each additional child was so much out of
proportion to the allowance for adults, that the more numerous aman’schildren
thebetterhiscondition,andthusthe
rapid increase of an already pauperized population was
encour* aged. Moreover, the allowance in the case of illegitimate children waseven greater than for those born
inwedlock. T h e
British Parliament had turned itself into a society for the promotion of vice. “ The English law,” said Commissioner Cowell, in his report, “ has abolished female chastity.” ‘(In many
rnral districts,” writes Miss Martineau in her History of the
Peace, ‘‘it was scarcely possible to meet a young woman whc
wasrespectable, so tempting was the parishallowance for
infantsinatime
of great pressure.” “ It maysafely be
affirmed,” said the Poor Law
Commissioners of 1831, “that
the virtue of female chastity does not exist among the lower
orders of England, except to a certain degree among domestio
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servants, who know that they hold their situations by that
tenure and are more prudent in consequence.”

SUCHMAY BE THE EFFECTS OF FOOLISH LAWS. THELEQISUTOR MAY THINKITHARD

THAT HIS POWEE FOR GOOD IS SO

CLOSELY RESTRICTED j BUTHE HA5 NO REASON TO COMPLAIN
OF ANY LIMITS UPON
HIS
POWER

FOR EVIL.

O N THE CON-

TRARY, IT WOULD SEEM THAT THERE IS NO RACE OF MEN, WHOM
A FEW LAWS RESPECTING

PASSED

BY

COUNTRY

DEFIANCE OF
ECONOMIC

INDUSTRY,
TRADE
AND
FINANCE,

SQUIRES OR LABOR DEMAGOGUES, I N
PRINCIPLES,

COULD XOT INHALF

A

GENERATION TRANSFORM INTO BEASTS.

461. Poor
Reform.-We have seen whatasystemthe
English squirearchy substituted for the economic law that he
that would eat must work. The natural effects of this system
werewroughtspeedilyandeffectually.Thedisposition
to
labor was cut up by the roots ; all restraints upon increase of
population disappeared under a premium upon births
; selfrespect and social decency vanished before a money-premium
on bastardy. The amountexpended in the relief and maintenance of the poor rose to enormous and even ruinous sums.
In some instanceslandownersrelinquished
theirestatesin
order to escape the monstrous rates leviedupon them, in support of local paupers.
of the
In this exigency,which, intruth,constitutedone
gravest crises of Englishhistory,Parliament,
bythePoor
LawAmendmentAct(4thand5th,William
IV.) returned
to the principle of the act of Elizabeth. The workhouse test
was restored ; allowances in aid of wages were abolished; paid
overseerswereappointed, and a central system was created
for the. due supervision of the system. Illegitimacy was
discouraged by punishing the father, instead of rewarding the
mother ; and the law of pauper settlement* was modifiedso aa
t o facilitate the migration of laborersinsearch
of employment.

*The law of parochial settlement was enacted in the reign of Charles
II. While otherrestrictions upon themovements of population gradually gave way, during the two centuries
following, before the expan.
don of industrialenterpriseandthe
liberalizing tendencia of moderp
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By this great legislative reform the burden of pauperiam,
in spite of the continuing effects of the old evil system, was
reduced in three years, by an average amount, the kingdom
over, of forty-five per cent.
462. m e Principle that Should Govern Poor Belief.The moral of this episode in the industrial historyof England
is easily
drawn.
It is of thehighest
consequence that
pauperism shall not be made inviting ; that, on the cjntrarg,
the laborer shall be stimulated to the utmostpossible exertions
to achieve self-support, only accepting relief as an alternative
to actual starvation. It is not, to this end, necessary that any
brutality of administration shall deter the worthy poor who
have no other recourse ; but, it should be the prime object of
legislation to make the situation of the pauper less agreeable
than that of the independent laborer, and that,
by no small
interval. The workhouse testforallthe
able-bodied poor,
and genuinehard work, up to thelimit of strength,are
imperatively demanded by the interests of productive labor.
Wherever there is a possible choice between self-support and
public support, the inclination to labor for one’s own subsistenceshould be quickened by something of a penalty upon
the pauper condition, though not in the way
of cruelty or
positive privation. “All,” says Mr. Geo. W. Hastings, “who
have administered the Poor Law must know the fatal readiness with whichthosehovering on the brink of pauperism
‘believe that they can not earn
a living, and the marvelous
way in which, if the test be firmly applied, the means of subsistence will be found somehow.”
thought, the mischievous tendencies of the Law of Settlement were given
wider scope and an increased severity, from reign to reign. Migration
within the Kingdom was practically prohibited. If the laborer, in search
of employment crossed the boundaria of that one of the fifteen thouesnd parishes OI England in which he belonged, he was liable to be appra
hended and returned to the place of his settlement. Parish ofllcers were
perpetually incited by the fears of the rate-payers to the utmost zeal in
hunting down and running out all possible claimants for public charity,
on whom, if unmolested, residence would confer a right to support.
Where,” says Prof. Rogers, “ an employer wished to engage 8 servant
8
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V.
THE DOCTBTNE O F THE WAQE-FUND.

468. T h e DoctrineStated.”In
openingthesubject
of
Wages, I passed bywithoutdiscussiontheoncegenerally
received doctrine-generally received, that is, in England and
America-of a fund set apart for the payment of wages, and
proceeded at once t o state affirmatively the views I hold
regarding the laborer’s share in the product of industry.
Inasmuch,however,as the student will find this doctrine
explicitly taught in the great majority of all the systematic
treatises on the shelves of our libraries, it seems important
that it should be dealt with critically.
The doctrine of a Wage-Fund is, in substance, as follows :
There is, in any country, at any time, an amount of wealth
set apart by economic forces for the payment of wages. The
ratiobetweentheaggregatecapitalandtheportionthus
devoted to the payment of wages, is not necessarily the same
in different countries at the same time, or in the same country
at different times. That ratio may vary with the conditions
of industry and the habits of the people ; but at any given
time, the amount of the wage-fund,under the conditions existing, isdeterminedintheamount
of capital.* Werethe
amount of that capitalgreater,thewage-fund
wouldbe
greater, and greater in precisely the same proportion. Were
the amount of that capital smaller, the wage-fund would be
smaller, and smaller in precisely the same proportion.

from a foreign parish, he was not permitted to do so unless he entered
into a recognizance, often to a considerable amount, to the effect that the
new-wmer should not obtain a settlement, else the bond to be good against
the employer. Parochial registers are full of such acknowledgments.”
*“There is supposed to be, at any given instant, a sum of wealth
which is unconditionally devoted to the payment of wages of labor
This s u m is not regarded 89 unalterable, for it is augmented by esving
and i
n
with the progress of wealth ; but it is reasoned upon aa,
at any given moment, a predetermined a m o u n t . ” J . S,Xi11 : !l’ha Bbr&
nigatzy. a y , IMQ.
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The wage-fund, therefore, maybe greateror less a t another
time ; but at the time taken, it is definite. The amount of it
can not be increased by force of law, or of public opinion, or
through sympathy and compassion on the part of employers,
or as the result of appeals or efforts on the part of the working classes.+
The sum so destined to the paymentof wages is distributed
by competition. If one obtains more, another must, for that
reason, receive less, or be kept out of employment. Laborers
are paid out of this sum, and out of this alone. The whole of
it is distributed without loss, and the average amount received
by eachlaborer is, therefore, determined precisely by the ratio
existing between the wage-fund and. the number of laborers,
or, as some writers have preferred to call it, between capital
and popu1ation.t
The wage-fund, at any given time, being thus determined,
the rate of wages will be according to the number of persona
thenapplyingfor
employment.$ If thesebe more, wages
will be low ; if these be fewer, wages will be high.
It thus appears that the wage-fund-the aggregate amount

* ‘‘That which pays for labor in every countryis a certain portion of
actually accumulated capital, whichcan not be increased by the p r o m
action of government,norbytheinfluence
of publicopinion, nor by
combinationsamongtheworkmenthemselvas.There
is, also, in every
country, a certain numberof laborers, and this number cannotbe diminished by the proposed action of government, nor by public opinion, nor
by combinationsamongthemselves.There
is to be a division now,
among all these laborers, of the portion of capital actually there present.”
-Prof. A. L. Perry, Pol. Econ. In thelater editions of his treatiee,
Prof. Perry modiiies his statement.
t “The circulatingcapital of a country is ita wage-fund. Hence, if
we desire to calculate the average money wages receivedeach
by laborer,
we have simply to divide the amount of this capital by the number of
the laboring population.’’-Prof. H. Fawoett: Th Economic Pouitdon of
tha Britieh Laborer.
$“More thanthatamount
(the wage-fund), it is assumed, the
wages-receiving clam can not possibly divide among them ; that amount,
and no less, they can not but obtain: BO that, the s u m to be divided being
flxed, the wagesof each depend solely on the divisor, thenumber of participants.--J. S. MiZl: T& plrrtnightly. May, 1869.
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to be distributed as wages-is, at any given time, irrespective
alike of the number andof the industrial quality of the wages
class. The averagerate of wages is determinedexclusively
by a comparison of the amount of that fund with the number
of that class. Theindustrial quality of the laborers han
nothing to do, at the time, with their wages.
454. The Doctrine Exemined."mhat shall we say of t h b
doctrine of a Wage-Fund ? Several objections may be urged
against it, any one of which would be fatal,
First.Thedoctrine
assumes thatwagesare
always and
necessarily paid out of capital, the results of past accumulation. As a matter of fact, wages inEngland,wherethis
theory of wages originated, were, a t one time, early in the
century, paid, financially speaking, out of capital generally,
if not universally. That condition of thingshas continued
to the present time.
Why was this? Was it of the essence of the matter, or an
accident ?
I anewer, wageswereadvanced
bycapitalinEngland,
because capital had there been accumulated to so great extent
that employers were able to lay down the whole of the wages
to be paid a8 soon as the service was rendered, even before
the products were harvested or marketed, while, at the same
time, wages were and had been so low that the laborers had
been able to save little or nothing out of their earnings in the
past, and
were
consequently
obliged
to look to
their
employersfor
subsistence, almost fromthe moment they
began to work.
But during the
same perioda very different relation between
laborerand employer, as regardedthepayment
of wages,
existed in the United States.Employers mere payingtheir
laborers by the year, giving them their wages, in full, only
when the crop8 were harvested or the goods marketed, making
meanwhile such advances as their means allowed, or as were
required by the varying wants of their workmen, no small
part of whom had saved enough out of the liberal earnings of
former years to support themselves and their families until
the year's wages should be paid.
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I n other words, the indu~trialconditions were more favorable to the payment of wages in the United States, while in
England the$nwncialcondition8weremorefavorable.
But
it is the industrial conditions which determine the amount of
wages, the necessaries, comfortsandluxuries
which the
laborer receives forhisservices.
The financialconditions
only determine the manner and time of payment, whether at
once or on a future day, whether in money or in goods.
456. Wages may be advanced outof Capital, but are paid
out ofthe Product.”But even if, in fact, all wages were laid
downbytheemployeras
soon asserviceswererendered,
beforethe cropswere harvested or thegoodsmarketed,it
would not follow that the existence of capital furnished the
of
reason for the employment of labor, or that the amount
that capital furnished the measure of the wages t o be paid.
An employer pays wages to purchase labor, not to expend
afund of whichhemaybeinpossession.
He purchases
labor, not becausehewishes to keep it employed, but asa
means t o the production of wealth. He produces wealth, not
for the sake of producing it, but with a
view to a profit to
himself, individually, in that production.
Ifa
personhavewealth,
that, of itself,constitutes
no
reason why he should expend any portion of it on labor, on
machinery, or on materials. It is only aa he sees that he can
increase that wealth through production, that the impulse to
profits by
employ it inthosedirectionsisfelt.Butforthe
which he hopes thus to increase his store, it would
be alike
easier and safer for him to keep his wealth at
rest than to put
it in motion for the benefit of others. The mere fact that the
employer has capital at his command, no more
constitutes
reason why he should use it in production, when he can get
no profits, than the fact that the laborer has arms and
lege
constitutes a reason why he should work when he can get no
wagee.
W e repeat : the employer purchases labor with a view ta
the product of labor. The kind and amount
of that product
determine what wages he can afford to pay. He must, in the
long run, pay less than that product, less by a sum which is to
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oonstitute his own profits. If the product is to be greater, he
can afEord to pay more ; if it is to be smaller, he must, for hie
own interest, pay less.
It is, then, for the sake of future production that thelaborem are employed, not a t all because the employer has possession of a fund which he must disburse.
IT IS THE VALUE OF
THE PRODUCT, SUCH

AS IT I6 LIKELY TO PROVE, WHICE

DETERMINESTHE AMOUNT OF THE WAGES THAT CAN BE PAID.

Thus, it is production, not capital, which furnishes the motive
for employment and the measure of wages.
In saying that production furnishes the measure of wages,
it is, of course, not to be understood that wagesequal the
product of industry. The advocate of the wage-fund asserts
that capital furnishes the measureof wages, meaning that the
amount to be paid in wages is some part of the aggregate
capital of thecountry,theratio
between thetwovarying
from time to time, indeed, but being, for any given moment,
fixed by the existing conditions of industry. So I say, productionfurnishes the measure of wages,meaningthatthe
amount to be paid in wages is some part of the product of
industry, the ratio between the two varying, probably, from
time to time, from causesinnumerable, but being, for any
given moment, fixed by existing conditions.
468. 240 WagsFund Irreepeotive of the Industrial
e-litp of the L&orers.-But
if productionfurnishes the
measure of wages, the amount so to be paid can not be irrespective of the industrial quality of the laboring class. If we
assume that upon a cultivated island are tools and carts and
animals for draught, and other forms of capital adequate for
a thousand laborers, the production will vary within a very
wide range according to the industrial quality of the laborers
wing that capital. If we supposethem t o be EaetIndians,
we shallhaveacertainannualproduct
; ifwe
suppose
Russian peasants to be substituted for East Indians, we shall
have twice or threetimes
thatproduct ; if we suppose
Englishmen to be substituted for Russians, we shall have the
product again multiplied two or three fold. An Englishman
will do from three to thirtytimes as much work in a day as a
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Bengalee, according IW the nature of the work ma’ies smaller
or larger demands upon the skill and strength of the laborer.
By the wage-fund theory, the rate of wages would remain the
mmethroughthesechanges,inasmuch
as theaggregate
capital of the Island and the numberof laborers in the market
would be unchanged, the only difference beiug found in tho
substitution of more
efficient
for
less
efficient
laborers
According to the view hereadvanced, on the contrary, the
amount to be paid in wages should and would rise with the
increased production due to the higher industrial quality of
thelaboringpopulation.Whether
it wouldrise inexact
proportion thereto is not the question we are now considering.
457. No Wage-Fund Irrespective of the Number of
Laborers.-But, further, if production furnishes the measure
of wages, the amount to be so paid cannot be irrespective of
the numbers of the laboring class.
By the wage-fund theory, tho amount that can and will be
psid in wages is a predetermined dividend, the number of laborers being the divisor, and the average wages the quotient.
Just in proportionas the number of laborers is diminished will
the averagewages be raised ; just in proportion as the number
of laborers is increased, will the average wagesbe lowered.
“There is no use,” writes one of the expositors of this doctrine, ‘(in arguing against any one of the four fundamental
rules of arithmetic. The question
of wages is aquestion of
division. I t is complinedthatthequot‘ent
is too small.
Well,then, howmany ways aretheretomakeaquotient
larger ? Two ways. Enlarge your dividend,thedivisorremaining the same, and the quotient mill be larger; lessen your
divisor, thedividendremainingthe
same, and the quotient
will be larger.’’
This theory, that the number of laborers constitutes the divisor of a predetermined dividend, is manifestly erroneous, because it leaves out of account the influence upon production
of the condition of Diminishing Returns, or the reverse, in agriculture, as well as the mechmical effects of the division of
labor.
Let UE, firat, suppose that the island occupied by the body
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of one thousand laborers before referred to, contains a great
breadth of choice arable land, of which the laborers have been
a smallportion. If, now, the
hithertoabletocultivatebut
number of laborers be increased twenty per cent. with a corresponding increase of capital, production will be more than
proportionally increased (see par. 50)) through the effect of
the division of labor and the union of forces in production.
Eere, again, we find the wage-fund theory at fault. So great
is the virtue of this cause that an increase of laborers-before
t h e condition of diminishing returns is reached-might be followed by an increase of production even in the lack of a proportional increase of capital, or indeed, of any increme at all.
458. But now let us take the condition of diminishing returns in agriculture, that state where, if anywhere, it might
be supposed the wage-fund theory would hold good. In such
a condition, the soil, as we have seen (par. 51), failstorespond adequately to new applications of labor ; the product
falls off, not absolutely, but relatively ; and, thus, while the
aggregate crops are larger through the incoming
of new laborers, the actual amount falling to each laborer
is diminished.
Wages fall. But does this happen in accordance with the economicdoctrine we areconsidering? No ; percapita wages
ball, because per capita production is diminished,although
often this is coincident with an actual increase of capital.
I t would be brutal to inflict further blows upon a body so
exanimate as the theory of the Wage-Fund. The natural and
the literary history of this doctrine will be found at length in
an article in theNorth American Review, for January, 1875.

VI.
THE

MULTIPLE

OR

TABULAR
STANDARD
DEFERRED
OF

PAYYEITS.

459. We saw (par. 191) that, with a view to avoiding the
fluctuations to which even the precious metalsaresubject,
through long periods of time, it has been proposed by writers
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of eminence to create a multiple or tabular standard of value.
This is to be done by joining together a numberof articles, of
importance in the economyof daily life, in such a way that the
fluctuations of value in the several constituent articles shall
largely neutralize each other.
460. The details of the scheme as proposed by these writers
may be stated as follows. A number of articles in generaluse,
corn, beef, potatoes, wool, cotton, silk, tea, sugar, coffee, indigo,
timber,iron, coal, andothers,shallbetaken,inadefinite
quantity of each, so many pounds or bushelsor cords or yards,
to form the standard required. Thevalue of thesearticles,
in the quantities specified and all of standard quality, shall be
ascertained monthly or weekly by government, and the total
aum which would at the time purchase this bill of goods shall
be,thereupon, officially promulgated.Personsmaythen,
if
they choose, make their contracts for future payments
in terms
of this multiple or tabular standard.
the value of
For example,suppose I sellahouseto-day,
which, as agreed upon between myself and the purchaser, is
$20,000, one-half to be paid down at the time, two-tenths to
be paid in two years, three-tenths in five years, with interest
on the last two sums. One-half of the purchase money, being
payable a t once,is paid in money, $10,000 in gold or bank
notes. For the rest, the purchaser and I look at the last published statement of the government commissioner, and find the
value of a unit of the tabular standard to be $12.50 ; that is,
$12.50 will now purchase
the bill of goods which form the
for
standard.Thepurchaserthengivesmetwonotes,one
320 units of the tabular standard, payable in two years, and
one for 480 units, payable in five years, with interest at six
per cent., per annum, meanwhile. At the endof the first year,
the two parties interested look in the official gazette, and find
the value of the unit at the time to be $12.75. There is then
t o be paid one year’s interest on each note, amounting, in the
case of the first note, to 19.2 units, which obligation is discharged by the payment of $244.80 in current money ; and,
in the case of the second note, to 28.8 units, which obligation
is disaharged by the payment of $367.20.
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At the end of the second year the value
of a unit of the
be $13, or $12.25 ;
tabular standard might be ascertained to
in the latter case the interest on the first note is discharged
by the payment of $235.20, and that on the second note by
of aunit
thepayment of $352.80. If, however,thevalue
has been ascertained to be $13, the interest on the first note
will be $249.60, and that on the second note $374.40.
But the principal of the first note, 320 units, is now to be
paid. A similar computation shows that, if the value of the
tabular standard is $12.25, the maker of the note must pay
$3,920 to discharge his obligation ; if the value of the unit be
$13, he must pay $4,160.
461. What has been Effected?-Now, without waiting for
the maturity of the second note, let UE see what the use of
the tabular standard has thus far effected. When I sold my
house, two years before,I gave the purchaser two years’ credit
for two-tenths of the price. Had I taken the money at the
time, it would have boughtme so many poundsof beef, EO many
bushels of corn, so much iron, coal, etc. Now,
at the end of
the second year, what I receive as the stipulated two-tenths
payment for thehouse willbring me precisely the same amount
of beef, corn, iron, coal, etc. Meanwhile the debtor has paid
me, every year, as interest, enough to enable me to purchwe
six parts in a hundred of this entire list of commodities. The
purchaser has had the advantage of obtaining credit, to that
extent, but has derived no unearned benefit from the delay of
payment ; and, on the other hand, has been protected
from
any loss through that source.
462. I t is to be observed regarding the proposed tabular
to we
standard, first, that it is not obligatory upon any one
it. Personsbuyingandsellingstillmaketheircontractsin
terms of money if they please. Thegovernmentmerely
affords them the opportunity to make their contracts payable
in units of the tabular standard, if it be worth their while to
do EO. Secondly, the only machinery required for the operation of this system would be a commission to ascertain the
current prices of the articles on the official list and to publish
the same. No newmethod of accountingwouldbeintro-
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d u d . Interest and principal could be computed as easily BB
under the present system. The courts would enforce the
obligation of contracts on precisely thesameprincipleswhen
expressed in units of the tabular standard, as when expressed
indollars or poundssterling.Thirdly,
no newmedium of
would not be
exchange would be introduced.Thecreditor
obliged to receive, at the maturity of the note, so many cartloads of vegetable, animal and mineral products,to be hawked
about for sale. The payment, at the maturity of the obligation, would be made in money. The only effect of the introduction of the tabular standard would be to decide how much
money at that date constituted the equivalent, in the power
to purchase the necessaries, comforts and luxuriesof life, of the
money which would have been paid had the sale been forcash.
I n short, it isameans of giving and taking credit without
receiving an unearned advantage or suffering a undeserved
injury through fluctuations in the value of money.
463. 1s it Practicable?-Suchbeingthecontemplated
advantages of the system of a tabular or multiple standard,
the question whether theuse made of the system, if established,
would be worththesmalldegree
of effortnecessary
to
after
establish it, is a question which could only be answered
trial.Themerefactthatthe
schemeis
sound andthe
advantages of itsadoptionunquestionable,
would not of
Itselfbesufficient
to secure any considerableapplication of
this standardtotheactualoperations
of trade. It took
hundreds of years
for
the
Arabic
figures
to
drive
the
abominably clumsy Roman figures out of the counting rooms
of greatmerchantsand bankers. Theslowprogress of the
metric system, even in this age
of innovations and of quick
communication,affordsameasure
of the dBculty of supplanting one habit of trade by another, however much superior.
The practical limitsof this system, were it to be once introduced and tried, are fairly a matter
of doubt. Prof. Jevons
deemed it practicable to extend this mode of determining the
claim of the creditor,theobligation of the debtor, to ordinary commercial paper having three months or more to run.
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I do not myself apprehend that the system would trench, in
any considerable degree, on the field of so-called commerce.
T h e merchant, buying every day and selling every day,
giving notes with one hand and taking them with the other, may
fairly look to see his losses, through fluctuations in the purchase power of money, offset by his gains through the same
source ; or, in a worse result, he is in a position,
by greater
energy and economy, to make good his capital.
It isessenof business,
tial, or a t least highly important to the conduct
in the modern organization of industrial society, that the merchant or manufacturershallbeabletotelljust
where he
stands, at any time ; to strike an exact balance between assets
and liabilities. But this would not be possible with the tabular standard. A notefor 400 units, payableinSeptember,
might not offset a note for 400 units receivable in August or
October. The difference might besmall ; it might also be
large. It would thus be impracticable for the man of business
to cast up, at a moment, the results of any given transaction,
or ascertain precisely his own standing.
By the very description of the system, every note given or taken would have to
be liquidated.
Commerce will not tolerate any such obstruction ; and the
scheme, EO far as this application is
concerned,may be dismissed at once.Commercewilldo
the best it can with the
use of money and of credit expressed in terms of money.
Nothing is more characteristic of the commercial spirit than
the disposition to take the
evilwiththegood,roughlyto
striketheaverage
of gain and loss, promptly to charge-off
bad debts, always lookingon towards the future, never regretting the past. This spirit leads, doubtless, into many errors,
but it is the very life of commerce.
464. For what classes of contracts, then, might the multiple
tender be advantageously
employed ?
Certainly the need of such a standard of deferred payments
ie most imperative in the
case of those who are not in the
way of repairing any losses they may suffer through fluctuations in the value of money ; upon whom the full effects of
depreciationfalldirectlyandremainwithout
relief. And
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while the advantages
of such safeguards upon the value
of
debt8 here rise to their maximum, the obstruction sinks here
to aminimum.
I n permanentinvestments of propertynot
the least inconvenience will be encountered by the scheme of
a multiple tender, which might be extended to the cases of all
who have definitively retired from active life, carrying away
withthemallthey
willever havetosupport
old ageand
providefortheirchildren
; tothe
cases of trusteesand
guardians, under a solemn responsibility in the care of estates,
where loss is more to be dreaded than gain to be desired ; to
the cases of institutions whose funds are sequestered from the
stock of activecapital, for piousandcharitable
uses. The
funds of savingsbanksmightbeputunderthe
same safeguard, and government loans might also be issued in terms of
the multiple tender.

TRADE UNIONS AND STRIKES.

486. Wholly a Practical Question.-Ithasbeenshown
(pars. 348-58) under the titleof Distribution, that thequestion,
whether any law or institution does or does not promote the
freedom of industrial movement enjoyed by the
community,
is a question not to be decided d priori. Consideration must
be had of the actual effects of such a law or institution, comparison being made not between the state
which will result
therefrom and an ideal state of perfect economic mobility, but
between the new condition and the condition which does exisb
or probably would exist without that law or institution.
Let us takethe case of TradeUnions, so called, which
undertake, through agreements among themselves and perhaps
simultaneousstrikesagainsttheiremployers,
to fixwages,
regulate the hours of labor, and control many of the various
details of industry. To thefirstsuggestions of suchassociations, the economist promptly and properly objects that
ell
combinations in the sphereof economics are opposed to competition.Theobjection
ie well taken,and it remainsfor t h e
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d v o c a t e of tradeunionsto
showsufficient cause for thns
obotructing competition.
Theeconomistfurtherallegesthatsuchassociatiomare
of demagogues,
h b l e , are even likely, to fall under the control
who will use their power to bullyor harass employers, to make
nreasonable demands, andtoprecipitatelaborcontests,in
which the interests of all classes will be sacrificed to the self
importance of a fewmanagers.Thispoint,again,
iswell
taken. That liability, that likelihood, exists, and the advocate
of trade unions is bound to show no small degree of practical
benefit resulting from such associations, to offRet the mischief
they are almost certain to commit in the ways indicated.
486. On theotherhand,theadvocate
of trade unions
alleges that theseassociations, though in form opposed to
competition, and though subject to many abuses, do yet, in
certainstates of industrial society,assist the laborersasa
class to assert their interests in the distribution of the product
of industry. This claim is not, on the face of it, unreasonable.
W e have seen (pars. 343-5) that competition, perfect competition, affords the idealcondition forthedistribution
of
wealth.Butas
we sawin the case of the audience ina
theater that had taken fire, the action of men in concert and
under discipline, while it can never be wiser than that of men
acting coolly andintelligentlyfor
themselves, may be far
wiser than the action of men stricken with panic and hurried
into asenseless, furious rush. Respectingtrade unions, the
question is not, whether joint action is superior
to the individualaction of personsenlightened as totheirindustrial
interests, but whether joint action may not be better than the
tumultuousaction of a mass, each pursuinghisindividual
interest with more or less of ignorance, fear and passion.
Now, with a body of employers,few, rich and powerful,
having a friendly understanding among themselves and acting
aggressively for the reduction of wages or the extension
of the hours of work, and, on the other side, a body of laborers, numerous, ignorant, poor, mutually distrustful, while each
feelsunderaterriblenecessity
to secureemployment,who
ehsll say that such a body of laborers might not be better able
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to resist the destructive pressure from the employingbody,
if organized and disciplined, with a common purse and
with mutualobligations enforcedby thepublic opinion of their
class ?
I said, destructive pressure, for we saw that the pressure of
competition, if it be unequal, may lead to the degradation of
the laboring class (pars. 345-7), just as the waves over which
and through which a ship rides unharmed, when herself free’
to move, become crushing and destructive, let once the ship’$
bow be jammed between rocks or lodged in the sands.
487. II.Strikes.-The question of the economic influence of
strikes is a distinct question. There have been trades unions
which seldom or never resorted to strikes. Some of the greatest strikes have occurred without the agency of organized trade
unions. For myself I entertain no doubt that the earlystrikee
in England, which followed the repeal, in 1824, of the Combination acts, were essential to the breaking up of the power of
custom and fear over the minds of the working classes of the
Kingdom. For centuries it had been a crime, by statute, for
workmen to combine to raise wages or shorten the hours of
to combine to
labor, while masterswereleftperfectlyfree
lowerwages or lengthen the hours of labor. The beginning
of the century found the laboring classes of England almost
destitute of political franchises, unaccustomed to discussion
and the free communication of thought, tax-ridden, poverty
stricken, illiterate. What else than the series of fierce revolts,
the rebellions of down-trodden labor, which followed Huskisson’s act of 1824, could, in an equal period of time, or, indeed,
at smaller cost, havetaughtthe
employers of Englandto
respect their laborers, and have taught thelaborers of England
t o reRpect themselves ; could have made the latter equally confident and self-reliant in pressing home a just demand, or made
the former equally solicitous to refuse no demand that could
reasonably be conceded ?
For, be it remarked, perfect competition, which affords the
only absolute security possible for equitable and beneficial distribution, requires that each and every man for himself shall
If
unremittingly seek and unfailingly find hisbestmarket.
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for any reason, .whether from physical obstruction or legk
iahiiition, or from hisown poverty or weakness of will or
ignorance, or through distrust of his fellows or a habit of submission to his employer or his social superiors, any man fails,
in fact, to reject the lower price and to seize the higher price,
the rule of competition is violated ; all immunity from deep
and permanent economicinjury i R lost; theman may be crushed
' in his spirit, in his health, in his habits of life, and may thus
sink finally and hopelessly to a lower industrial grade. The
history of mankind is full of examples of large populationsbroken down by a competition to which they were
unequal, until they havebecome pauperized, brutalized and
diseased beyond the power of any purely economic causes to
rake them upwards and restore them to industrial manhood.
468. Strikes are the Insurrections of Labor.-In claiming
that strikes may, in certain states of industrial society, in their
ultimate effect really aid the laboring claases, let me not be
misunderstood. To strikes I assign the same function in industry which insurrections have performed in the sphere of politios. Had it not been for the constant imminence of insurrection, England would not through several centuries have made
m y progress towards freedom, or evenhave maintained ita
inherited liberties.
Strikes are the insurrections of labor. They are, wholly, a
destructive agency. They have no creative power, no healing virtue. Yet, as insurrections have playeda most important
part in the political elevation of downtrodden people, through
the fear they have engendered in the minds of oppressors, or
through the demolition of out-worn institutions which have
become first senseless and then pernicious, BO strikesmay
exert a most powerful and salutary influence in breaking up a
0rust of custom which has formed over the remuneration of a
body of laborers, or in breakingthrough combinations of
employers * to withstand a legitimate advance of wages.

* Masters are always and everpwherein a sort of tacit, but constant
.nd uniform, combination not to raise the wages of labor abovetheir
mal~&."--ldam Smith.
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Doubtlessevenmoreimportantthanthe
specific objects
realized by strikes, has been the permanent impression produced
upon themindsandthetemper
of both employers and
employed. The menhaveacquiredconfidence in themselvw
and trust ineach other ; the masters havebeen taught respect
for their men, and a reasonable fear of them.
Nothing quickens the sense of justice and equity like the
consciousness that unjust and inequitable demands or acta are
likely to be promptlyresentedandstrenuously
resieted.
Nothing is so potent to clarify the judgment and sober the
temper,inquestions
of rightor wrong, a6 to know that B
mistake will lead t o a hard and a long fight.
460. What is the Failure of &Strike?-Nor must it be
thought that because strikes often, perhapswe might say commonly, fail of theirimmediateobject,they
are, therefore,
nugatory. Many an insurrection has been put down speedily,
perhapswithgreatslaughter,
whichhasbeenfollowed
by
remission of taxes, by redress of grievances, by extension of
charters
and
franchises. It may
be
considered
doubtful
whetherthe successful orthe unsuccessfulinsurrections of
Englandhavedone
more to advanceEnglish libertiee. Of
therising of the peasantry against Richard
II., which was
suppressed in a few days, Prof. Thorold Rogers says : "The
rebellion was put down, but the demands of the villains' wem
silently and effectually accorded. As they were masters for s
week of the position, the dread of anotherservilewarpromoted the liberty of the serf." Even anunsuccessful strike
may
make
employers
more
moderate,
considerate
and
conciliatory, as they recall the anxieties, the struggles and the
sacrifices of the conflict.
470. Better than Strikes."Pet, a8 insurrections mark off
the first stages of the movement towards political freedom, so
strikes belong to the first stages of the elevation of masses of
labor, long abused and deeply debased. Happy is that people,
and proudmaythey
be,whocan
enlargetheirfranchises
and perfecttheir political formswithoutbloodshed
or the
Persons holding land by a servile tenure
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threat of violence, the long debate of reason resulting in the
glad consent of all. In like manner, no body of laborers can
get forthemselves by extreme measures so much of honor and
of profit as they will when, through cultivating moderation,
goodtemperand
the spirit of equity. they ,attain the
capability of .conducting their probably unavoidable disputes
with the employing class to a successful conclusion without
recourse tothebrutaland
destructiveagency of strikes.
With political rights euch as are enjoyed by all classes in the
United States, with universal education, free land, the quick
oommunication of ideas, the cheap transportation of persons
and effects, the abundant opportunities offered for accumulating and investing savings, it is a shame to us, as a people,
that we have not yet made for ourselves a better way out of
our industrial disputes.
471. III. Factory Acts."We should applythe same tests to
any existing or projected legislation intended for the relief of
the laboring claedc*, such as acts restrictingthe hours of
labor, providing for the safetyof operatives against accidents
from machinery, directingthe sanitary inspection of workshops and factories, prohibiting the employment of children
of tender age or of women underground, or in work unsuited
to their sex, or immediately before or after confinement. The
one question in regard to each such measure is not whether
its intention is philanthropic or otherwise ; not even whether
it does or does not, in form, violate the principle of competition ; butwhether it does, in effect,* and in the large, the
long, result, leave the laboring classes better off or worse off,
a8 to the ability and disposition to seek and to find their best
condition of industrial
market ; whether, infact,inthe
societythen
andthere
existing, it promotes or retards
competition.
The beginning of the present centuryfoundchildren of

* " In discussing these matters, we need, above

d l things, discrimina-

tion. One hundred modes of government interference mightbe mentioned
of which fifty might be very desirable and fifty condemnable. In each
w e , aa I contend, we must look to the peculiar aim,purpose, meam and
circumstanc~sof the c88e.''-Pr@. Jevons: The Stat6 in Relation to Lab.
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five, and even of three years of age, in England, working in
factories and brick-yards ; women working underground in
mines, harnessed with mules t o carts, drawing heavy loads ;
found the hours of labor whatever the avarice of individual
mill-owners mightexact,were
it thirteen, or fourteen or
fifteen ; found no guards about machinery to protect life and
limb ; foundthe air of thefactoryfoulerthanlanguage
could describe, even could human ears bear to hear the story.
473. English Factory Legislation.--The factory legislation of England, the necessity and economicjustification of
which the Duke of Argyll has called (par. 248) one of the
great discoveries of the century in the science of government,
began in 1802, with an act which limited the hours
of labor
in woolen and cotton mills to twelve, exclusive of meal times,
imposed manysanitaryregulationsupontheworkingand
sleepingrooms
of operatives,required
theinstruction of
childrenduringthe
first fouryears of apprenticeship, and
provided an official inspection of establishments for the due
execution of the law. Furtherlegislationwashadin
1816
and 1831 ; while in 1833 was passed the important act known
as3dand4thWilliam
IV. (ch. 103))which forbadenight
workinthe
case of all persons undereighteen years, and
limited the labor of such persons to twelve hours, inclusive of
an hour and a half for meals ; prohibited the employment of
children undes nine years of age-while, between the ages of
*nine and thlrteen, the hours of labor were reduced to eight ;
prescribed a certainnumber of half-holidays, andrequired
medical certificates of health on the admission of children to
factories. h’umcrous acts haveenlarged the scope of these
provisions and extended them to other classes of workshops
and factories ; while, with the good faith and thoroughness
characteristic of English administration of law, a rigid and
relentlessinspectioncompels
a punctiliouscompliancewith
these provisions in every workshop and factory of the kingdom. Theprinciple of theEnglishFactoryacts
has been
slowly extended over the greater part of Europe.
473. Economists Oppose Factory Legislation.-Unfortunstely for political economy, its professors in the Universitic s,
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in Parliament,and in the press, generallyrangedthemselves in opposition to this legislation. Acting upon a seriea
of arbitrary assumptions which fell far short of the facts of
human nature, the English economists insisted upon attributing to theindividualinitiative
of the laborer,however
miserable and blind and weak, however overborne by circumstances and boundto his place and work by poverty, ignorance
andinertia,allthat
economic virtue whichbelongs tothe
individual initiative of the laborer when fully alive to his own
interest, alert in seeking the highest price for his services or
commodities, and able to move freely to his best market without hindrance from any
source, whetherwithin or without himself. They asserted that laborwas fully competent to protect
itself against abuses, if left free by law. They asserted that
all restrictions upon industry are obstructive, failing
t o see that
while restriction and regulation are obstructive as against an
imaginedcondition of perfectpracticalfreedom,these
may
actually increase the ease and readiness of movement in a state
where obstructions exist on every hand. They argued that to
limit the power of the operative to sell his labor must, in the
end, diminish the price he will get for it, not seeing that, just
as a crutch, while it is only a hindrance and a burden to a
sound man, may keep a cripple from falling
t o the ground,
andmay evenenablehimslowly
andfeebly to walk, so a
restrictionuponcontractsforlabormaycorrespond
to an
infirmity of thelaboring classesundercertainmoraland
physical conditions, in such a way as to give them a greater
freedom of movement than they would have without it,
I said that it was unfortunate for politioal economy that the
profewional economists of England opposed the factory acts.
This had the effect t o set both men of affairs and the masses
of the people againstpolitical economy. The latterwere alienated by what they deemed eitherindifference to human suffering or subserviency to the interests of capital. The former
~ a w
how far wrong the pursuit of this so-called science could
carry intelligent men, on a practical question.
To themthia
seemed to justify the contempt so generally entertained by
men of affairs for “theorists.” The cause of the trouble wan
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not that the economists were theorists, but that theywere bad
theorists. Their theories did not
cover the facts of the w e
they had undertaken to deal with. The
economic men* tbep
had created for the purposes of their reasoning were no more
likeEnglishmenthan
were the Houyhnhnma of Jonathan
Swift.
That legislation prohibiting facto:-y labor in excess of what
is compatible with health and strength, having due respect to
conditions of age and sex, requiring the obsemanceof sanitsry
principles, and protecting workingpeople against abuses asto
the time and form of paying wages* may be practically beneficial in a high degree, has long passedbeyondcontroversy
If
amongthestatesmen
of nearlyallcivilizedcountries.
politicaleconomyobjectstosuchlegislation,
so muchthe
worse, as I saidbefore, for politicaleconomy. But I hope
there has been shown sufficient reason for holding that no such
opposition of principle exists ; and that both the largest production and the most equitable distribution of wealth may be
subserved by legal regulations wisely conceived to meet the
graveandperhapsincurableinfirmities
of manufacturing
populations.

*see par. 21.
t A long series of parliamentary battles have been fought over the quation of Truck, that is, the payment of wag- in commoditiea i n s t e a d of
the money of the realm. By the act of 1833, thiR practice (except in the
,” form of giving “ board” aa a part of wages) WHR prohibited i
n reepec4
ta mining and manufacturing industry generally.
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VIII.
THE KNIGHTS OF LABOR.

474. Their Relations to Trade Unions.-The public mind
of Englandand,thoughina
less degree, of America,has
become accustomed to the idea of the organization of bodies
of laborers, for mutual support and for the promotion of their
or sixtyyearsago,the
common interests.Beginningfifty
modern trade union has worked its way, against a deep prejudice on the part of employers and of economists, alike, to very
general acceptance. I believe it to be true that the best publicists and the most judicious menof business in Englandconcede that the trade unions of the kingdom, whatever errors
mayhavebeencommitted
in the course of theirdevelopment,nowfullyjustifythemselves
bytheir acts. In the
or two,been
UnitedStates, I have,withinthepastyear
assured bythreeprominentrailroadpresidentsthatthey
would greatly prefer dealing with the locomotive engineers
as members of their brotherhood, to dealing with them individually ; and that they believed the influence of this organization to be, over the whole country, good. Generally speaking, however, employers among us are less fully reconciled t o
the existence and activity of trade unions than are employers
i n England, pybably because trade unions, with us, are in a
stagewhichinEnglandwas
passedalmost
ageneration
ago ; perhaps, also, because such associations are less needed
here than there.
Within the past three or four years, a new development in
the organization of the laboring class has taken place in the
United States, in the form of a general confederation of trade
unions, re-enforced by large numbers of persons not attached
t o any union,under the title, Knights
of Labor. The essential object of the new confederation is to bring to bear upon
employers, either in strikes or during those discussions, regarding hours of work, ratesof wages, etc.,which might be expected
to result in strikes, a pressure more severe, more unremitting,
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more far-reaching, than any isolated body of laborers or even
the most formidable trade unions could hope to produce and
maintain. By drawing the whole laboring class* of the country into one mighty confederation, whose trade districts and
assembly districts, while they provide for the local needs,
or
the characteristic trade requirements,of their several constituencies, shall yet be subject to the legislation
of a general labor
congress and to the executive authority of a supreme council,
it is intended to inaugurate a new erain the eo-called “conflict
of labor and capital.”
In principle,thisorganization
does notdifferfromthe
smallest trade union. The distinction between the two is one
purely of degree. Inpractical effect, however, theKnights
their
of Labor, if they shall accomplish as much as one-half
declared purposes, will produce a veritable revolution in industry : a change, no longer of degree, but of kind.
The difference is just here. Up tothistime the labororganizations, the trade unions, have, on the whole, not done more
than offset the great economic advantage which the employers of labor enjoy in the increasing struggle over the product
of industry.When I say thelabororganizationshave
not
done more than this, I do not overlook the factthat theyhave,
at times, done a great deal which was aside from this
; have
wrought much mischief, in bad blood or under the guidanceof
demagogues, through acts which were reprehended notless b y
their own wisermembers than by the general
sense of the
community. What I mean to say is, that, irrespective of-ouch
sporadic acts of folly, the power given to the working classes
by their organizations, added to the power which those classes
would have wielded, if unorganized, has not been more than
enough to secure the full, attentive and respectful
coneideration of their interests and claims. It hasnotbeenenough,
speaking broadly, to overbear the master’s rightful authority,
*In fact, the Knights of Labor, at their maximum, included about ten
per cent. of the laboring population, agricultural or mechanical. Within
thelarge factory industries,however, the proportion was very much
greater, the “ Knights” having almost complete ccntroi of many trades.

t o interfere with his necessary control of his business, to render it unsafe forhim t o undertakecontracts,much less to
transfer
the
initiative
in
production from him to his
workmen.
476. The Laborer must look out for his own Interest."
T h e reader who has carefully followed the course
of discussion
in this treatise will not have failed to apprehend the opinion
of the writer, not only that an active and even eager pursuit
of their own interests by the working classes is a condition of
theirrealizingtheutmost
economicgood
that mightbe
brought to them, but that it is, not less, for the interest, the
particular, selfish interest of the employing class themselves,
that they should have t o do with men who are acute and alert
in searching out opportunities for the improvement
of their
owncondition,withmenwho
are bold andpersistent in
followingup erery possibleadvantage.
I believe thatthe
industrial republic has aslittle need as hasthe political republic,
of citizens who have no opinions
for themselves as to their rights
and interests, but thankfully receive whatever, in the time and
place, may be offered them.
I believe it is eminently for the
prosperity and growth of the community that each and every
member,whateverhisplaceintheindustrialorder,shonld
Rtrongly desire t o improve his condition, and should seek to do
80 by all means which are compatible with industrial peace.
I have even, under a preceding title (Strikes), expressed the
opinion that, on rare occasions andfor manifestly good reasons,
industrial warfare itself may result in the better adjustment
of economic relations.
470. TheBalance of Power between Employers and
Empl~y@L-Tl-teaccomplishment of the avowed purposes of
the Knights ofLabor, however,wouldlead to the complete
subjugation and subjection of the employing class, a result,
which, in my view, would be fraught with the most mischievous consequences. Up to this time the trade
unions have, in
general, brought to bear a sufficient pressure to make emplopem carefully considerate of the wishes and interests of their
laborers, anxious to avoid all causes of offense, willing to concedewhateverthey
possiblycan.
Thisis as it should be.
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No good comes from the exercise of unchecked and irresponsible power in industry, any more than in government.
On the other hand, the trade unions, up to this time, while
they have been able to make themselves heard and
considered,
while theyhavehadallthepowernecessaryto
cause the
employer to be desirous and even anxious to concede every
reasonable demand, have yet,
in the main, shown a sense of
responsibilityforthefairnessandreasonableness
of their
demands. Theyhaveknown
at the outset, or havelearned
as the result of unsuccessful contests, that there is a limit to
their power ; that, in making excessive and exorbitant claims,
they are likely to be beaten; and that every defeat
on such
an issue weakens themselves and strengthens their antagonists
for any future contest. I n aword,while,undertheconditions which subsisted until within the last three or four years,
many employers were, by force of temperament, nnreasonably
‘ arbitrary, and large bodies of laborers were, on their side, often
unreasonably exacting, something approaching an equilibrium
had beenreachedbetween
the powers of thetwoparties,
securing industrial peace to as great a degree as might fairly
be expectedunder therightfulanddesirableambitionand
self-assertion, thefortunatelygrowingambitionandselfassertion, of the working classes.
477. TheSubjugation of the Employer.-Ontheother
hand, such a confederation of labor as is now proposed and
attemptedwouldutterlydestroythebalance
of industrial
power, leaving the employer only the choice between conceding any and all demands, however unreasonable,or ceasing to
produce. And this object is distinctly avowed by the leaders
in this movement, some of whom have carried their
scheme
out to its full logical
consequences, declaring it to be their
purpose to bring abmt a state of things, in which, while the
employer shall still occupy his formal attitude in production,
he shall be, in effect, only the paid, doubtless the
well-paid,
agent of whattheyarepleasedtocall((theproductive
classes.” The employer is still to remain the superintendentof
the industrial operations ; he is still to riskhis o w n capital
andtheborrowedcapitalforwhichhehasmade
himself
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responsible ; he is still to exert his technical, administrative
and financial skill in the conduct of the business over which
he is placed ; heisstillto
exercise authority, so faras
permitted, over the persome1 of the works or factory. But
the realinitiativeinproductionistorest,notwith
him,
but with the council or committee or executive o5cer, not,
indeed, of his own laborers,but of those of the whole country ;
he is t o engage no one and to discharge no one, without consent ; others are to decide for him all questions relating to the
quality of work or the conductof his workmen ; the hours and
general conditions of labor, the rates of wages and the times
and modes of payment, are to be determined by the general
parliament of labor or under its authority.
Beyond this, I do not understand that it is the present purpose of the promoters of this movement to go. For example,
if I rightly understand the matter, the employer, having produced goods under the conditions recited, will be left free
to *
dispose of them at his pleasure, selling them to whom he will,
at such prices and on such terms
of payment as he choose,
unless, indeed, that be prevented by some 6 r boycott,” *placed
upon some person or class of persons, or upon some kind of
goods, or upon the product of certain machines, under authority of the parliament of labor or of its executive officers, for
some industrial, political, social or personal reason.
478. Difaculties Attendanton the Scheme.-Of course, no
“ long headed ” man, and there are manysuch among the promoters of thismovement, expects that any one of the present
employerR of labor will find the Conditionsthus imposed agreeable,or will submit to them if he has any choice, short of leaving business. They anticipate that many employerswill refuse
t o submit to such conditions and will relinquish production,
The designation of this new weapon of industrial and social warfare
is derived from an Irish gentleman, one Captain Boycott, agaimt whom
it was, a few years ago, 60 conspicuously employed by his hostile tenant8
as to muse his name to be permanently a f i e d thereto. To boycott is
#imply to place under a ban. No person who respectstheauthority
which lays the boycott will deal with a person thus placed under theban,
or with any person who does deal d t h him.
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perhaps with consequences immediately injurioust o their laborers and to the community. They anticipate that others
will
resist violently, throwing theirwhole energies and fortunesinto
the contest, fighting with fury, as if for life, and only ceasing
their struggleswhen boundhand and foot.But they expect that
still others will submit, more or less unwillingly, to the t e r n
imposed upon them,and will consentto carryon business under
the new rhgime. The next generationof employers theylook to
nee made up of men bred and trained under the new
conditions,
men who, born into such a state of things, and not knowing
any other, except historically, as belonging to a bad past age,
when the rights of labor were not respected, will accept the
situation as cheerfully as the Frenchmanof to-day accepts the
great Revolution. Such men, it is believed, will be both glad
and proud to wield the limited, delegated powers then pertaining to the position of the employer of labor; and will, in good
faith and good feeling, execute the laws and
decrees of the
parliament of labor or of its supreme or local councilor of any
committee thereto authorized.
Probably, also, none of the more clear sighted of the prothatthe legislation of
moters of thismovementanticipate
their congress or the decrees of their Rtanding councils or the
acts of their executive officers will, at first or for a long time,
be free from much that is v i s i o n q and unpractical, or even
from the influence ofperRona1 piques, jealousies and animosities. They doubtless anticipate that much that is futile will be
attempted, and that much that is mischievous will be aocomplished. No intelligent person could posRibly believe that such
tremendousandfar-reachingpowerscouldbeplaced,all
at
once, in the handsof afewmenwithout graveabuses being generated; or that a machine so gigantic could be set up and put to
working without much jarring and friction, and an occasional
accident, even if a permanent breaking-down be avoided.
The men who are concerned in this movement are shrewd
enough to see that the sense of the entire helplessness of the
employing class must. inevitably affect, and affect profoundly,
the judgment and the will of the soundest, wisest, and most
Pair-minded representatives whom the
body
of laborers
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could select, rendering them less sound, less wise and less fairminded than they wouldbe in dealing with a bodyof employers who were not helpless, but had the power to resist and t o
also, are shrewd
strike back, if crowded too far. These men,
enough to see that there is great likelihood that the sense of
the helplessness of the employing class will so operate, at least
in the first instance, upon the minds of the body of laborers
as to cause them to select, as their representatives,
not l;he
soundest, wisest and most fair-minded of their class, but those
who are extreme, arbitrary and arrogant in character and in
manners, and who will fast become more and more so, through
the exercise of such tremendous powers.
All this, any clear-minded person must see, on the first oontemplation of such a scheme ; all this, doubtless, the leaders of
the Knights of Labor fully realize ; but were these probabilities presented as an objection to thatscheme, they would answer, that the education of the mass of laborers, to u ~ ewithout
,
abuse, such and so great industrial powers, is, in their belief,
practicable, in time, in such time as would be taken for accomplishing any other great moral and intellectual advance; and
that such an education and training of the mass of laborere
would itself be a social and political gain, far transcending in
value even the industrial blessings which the most sanguine
could look for from the fullest success of the proposed scheme
of democracy in industry.
479. b o t h e r View of the Knight6 of Labor.-I have
Bought to state, fully and fairly, what I understand to be the
purpose of the leading promoters of the organization known
a8 the Knights of Labor.Probablymany,
evenamongthe
leaders in this movement, probably most of the members of
the organization, regard it as an effort to give encouragement
and moral supporttotheconstituenttradeunionsand
to
bodies of labor heretofore isolated ; as a means of s t i m d a t h g
the self-respectand self-assertion of thelaboring clam, of
promotingtheirmutualacquaintance,
of strengtheningthe
feeling of a common interest among them, rather than
a8 a
serioue attempt to reverse the relations heretofore subsiRting
between employer and employed and to transfer the initiative
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in production and the control
of industryfromtheformer
tothelatter
class. In thisnarrower sphere, it is conceivable that an organization like the Knights
of Labor might
become a great educational force ; a useful agency for directingtheefforts of its members towardtheimprovement
of
theircondition ; asource of muchinspiration,throughthe
deliberationsanddebates of earnest men, representingthe
better sense and higher purposesof vast bodies of laborers, in
the main,right-minded,honestandpatriotic.Indeed,it
ia
not improbable that, should the confederation relinquish
its
largerdesigns,it willassume this less ambitious but more
useful function. How fully and
how long ;it would, in such
a capacity, be supported by the efforts and contributione
of
its present members, we need not consider.
460. Can Proflte be Conflsoeted ?-Reverting to the larger
of those
scheme,openlyavowed
andvigorouslyadvocated,
whowouldmaketheKnights
of Laborallthathasbeen
described, let us ask, how far the object aimed at is desirable
;
how far it is, in itself, practicable ; how far such an organization is suited toaccomplish that object.
In thefirst place, can onebe mistaken in deemingit the main
object of this industrial enterprise to secure to the laboring
class the benefit of a part, perhaps the greater part,
of the
profits now realized bythebody
of employers,which the
laborersregardasexcessive
? Ifthis be, indeed, themain
object of the association, the aim is, if I have rightly indicated
the origin and meamre of business profits, amistaken one.
Profits are not obtained by deduction from wages
; they are
purelythecreation of theemployers themselves. The mass
of profitsrepresentsthewealthproduced
by able,skillful,
resolute and far-seeing men of business, over and above that
which is produced, with the same amount of labor power and
capital power, by employers who fail in one or more of the
qualities necessary to success.
If this view of the source of the employer’s gains be jnrt,
it isnot possible towrestprofitstothe
benefit of the
body of laborers. The employers may, indeed, be prevented
from realizing them, by strikes and industrial disturbances
;
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but no part of the profits which they would otherwise have
made, will, for that reason, go to any other class in the community.Onthecontrary,thecommunity
as a whole, and
theworking classesinespecial,willbeworse
off forthe
impairment or destruction of theemployer’sinterest
in production, i. e., his profits.
Are there, then, no means by which the working
class can
operate, at once to reduce the amount going to the employing
class as profits, and in the same degree to enhance their own
wages ? I answer,yes:therearesuchmeans,Thesehave
been pointed out in paragraphs 310 to 314. In just so far as
thelaboring classes, bytheir influenceuponlegislation
or
administration,orbytheir
owndirectaction,contribute
towards elevating the standard of the employing class, thus
raising the lower limit of production in this respect, in just so
far will they increase,notonlytherelativeshare,butthe
positive amount, coming to them in wages. It does not need
t o be said that treating employers as public enemies, levying
industrial warfare upon them, concerting
schemes to harass
them and take them at every accidental disadvantage, rendering it unsafeforthemtoundertakecontracts
onalarge
to
scale and over long periods of time, and subjecting them
insult8 and indignities, as so many labor leaders seem to think
it a matter of class duty to do,isnotawayto
effect the
desired result, Such courses must not only reduce the average
standard of business ability, by driving out the ablest men,
but mustintroduceintotheemployment
of laborwhole
classes of persons of lower and still lower gradesof efficiency,
t o the great and lasting injury of the community and of the
working classes, first of all, last of all, most of all.
481. W
ill the Machine W o r k ?-So much forwhat
I
understand to be the main object of thie industrial movement.
A few nrords only will be needed regarding the suitability of
the agencies to be employed.
One might cherish grave doubts regarding the practicability
of breeding a race of conductors of business, who, possessing
energy, intelligence, forethought and resolution, will rather
like to execute the legislation of a parliament of labor ; wili
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chwrfnlly accept the condition of being ordered about by I
committee of their own hands, or of a local council ; w
i
l be
unhesitatinglyreadytoembarkcapital
inenterprisesover
which they have practically no control. One might entertain
grave doubts as to the capabilityof the working classes, after
any course of education,howeverlong,painfulandcostly,
maintaining a parliament of labor which shall be competent
to deal with concerns a hundred times as large, important and
diflicult as those which come before the American Congress,
without making a mess of it, compared with which the muddle
to get our industry
and
into which
Congress
manages
finances would be clearness and order and system and light.
But it is probably not necessary t o go PO far into the matter
as to inquire what might come to pass should the Knights of
Labor pursue their designs through a considerable period
of
time. It is in the highest degree improbable that the organization itself could maintain activity long on such a scale as
has been projected.
The very vastness of the scheme foredooms it to failure.
The attempt to embrace so much under a single rule; to legislate in detail for so many conflicting interests ; to regulate,
from a central point, conditions of life and labor so widely
diverse as those of city and of country, of east and of west, of
agriculturist and of artisan, of common and of skilled labor,
of theproducer of materialsand of himwho uses those
materialsintheproduction
of stillhigher classes of commodities,mustresultinfailure:
The restivenessshown by
many trade unions, the open revolt of some, the early establishment of a rival Confederation, already intimate the essential weakness of the scheme, at least if it is t o be administered
in the maRterful spirit of the last two years.
48%.1s the Soheme American" +"or
do 1 believe that,
if it were left to the suffrage
of the laboringclasses in America
themselves, one intwenty of those who were born upon the
soil
would vote to bring about mch a sabjection of the employing
class to the will of their workmen or to a general parliament
of labor. TheAmerican wellknows that there is neither
hardship nor indignity in working for another man, in hie

.
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shop, at his task, with his tools, on his terms. He knows that
industry, to be successfully conducted, must be controlled by
its responsible head. He sees all around him men who have
risen fromtheranks of laborto become the conductors of
business, no one hindering them, all applauding their efforts
andrejoicing in their success. Heknows thatfor himself
and hischildrenthe way is openclear up to the top. The
American workingman can be reasoned with, and that not on
,a low plane only ; he is capable of understanding and appreciating almost any consideration relating to the market ; his
spirit is that of civility, reciprocity and fair play; he cordially
andintelligently accepts,in itsfull economicbearings, the
maxim, “live and let live.” Had it beenleft to ournative
population alone, not one of those violent and reckless attacks
upon production and transportation, which have, within the
past two or three years, shocked the whole industrial system
and have come near to produce a generalcrisis of trade, would
ever have taken plaoe.

Ix.
ATTACKS ON THE DOCTRINE OF BENT.

483. B&iat.”A doctrine of such far-reaching consequenoes
as Ricardo’s doctrine of Rent has not been allowed
to stand

without sufferingmany and vehement assaults. The Frenoh
Bastiat ha#, in his eloquent and witty work, “The Harmonies
of Political Economy,” undertaken to demonstrate that Rent,
proper, economic rent, does not exist; that it is purely afiction
jointly maintained by the economists and the communists ;*
that all which the landlord receives for the use of his land is
nothing but the proper remuneration for the labor and capital
expended in inclosing the land,providingmeans of access,
draining, manuring and otherwise improving thesoil, erecting
buildings for sheltering the produce, housing the laborers,etc.
Inasmuch as Bastiat’s objections to Ricardo’s doctrine were
far

* In stigmatizing thb doctrine he continually joins together the names
of ’‘ Ricardo and ProudhorL”
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more strongly and clearly stated by the late
Mr. Henry C.
Carey, of Philadelphia, I pass at once to the consideration of
the views of the latter.
484. Cmey.-Mr. Carey’s attack is twofold, His firet
argument is founded on a “comparison of the cost and value of
existing landed capital.” To use his own phraseology, ‘6 There
i s not throughout the United States, a county, township, town,
01 city, that would seUfor cost ;or one whoserents are epud to
the interest upon the labw and capital ezpended,”* And Mr.
Carey draws what he regards as the logical inference from this
alleged fact: “If we show that the land heretoforeappropriated is not only not worth as much labor as it has cost to
produce it in its present condition, but; that it could not be
reproduced by thelabor that its present value would purchase,
it will be obvious to the reader that its whole value is due to
that which has been applied to its improvement.”f
Now, it appears to me $ not only that this is not “obvious,”
but that something very like an Irish bull is to be found here.
The trouble with this argumentis its superabundance of proof,
The effect is much the same as that which results from a superabundance of powder in charging a gun.
Had Mr. Carey been able to show that, in any case taken, a
county, township, town, or city was worth exactly as much in
labor as it had cost, the coincidence of amounts would at least
have suggested, if it did not create a proper presumption to
that effect, that thelabor expended was the cause of the value
* existing ; but when Ricardo’s critic asserts that any farm and
any collection of farms, has cost more, often far more, than it
is worth, he furnishes the means for his own refutation.
Suppose the present value of a piece of land to be represented by 100 units, while the value of the labor it has cost to
“produce” the farms found thereon, is represented by 125.
Now, says Mr. Carey, inasmuch as the land is not a t present
worth more than 100, while the labor invested in it wae worth

* Carey : The Put, Present and Future, p. 60.

+ Carey : Political Economy, POI. I., p. 102.

$ This discussion of Mr. Carey’s propositions is abridged horn my
work, “Land and Ita Rent,” published in 1683.
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136, it is clear that nothing but the labor has entered to give
value to the land!
But how EO ? What hasbecome of the 25 which w a ~in
excess of the 100 ? Lost, says Mr. Carey, since, “ as labor is
improved in its quality by the aid
of improved instrumenta,
all previously accumulated capital tends to, fall below its cost
in labor.”*
Ah I but if that 25 can be lost and has been lost, how can
yon show that another 25 ha8 not been lost, and still another
25, through the operation of the same cause? How
can you
prove that proper economic rent does not enter? How, indeed,
can you prove that the present value of the land isdue, in any
part whatever, to the labor expended in the past 3
John Smith’s barn has been broken intb, over night,
by a
burglar who sawed a hole
through the door effect
to
his entrance.
Mr.Carey, in the interest of justice, appearsnextmorning
among the excited throng of neighboru, and produces a board
taken from James Brown’s woodshed, which, though not corresponding to the guilty hole in
size or shape, is yet large
enough, as he explains, to allow just such a piece to be cut out
of it, thus conclusively proving James Brown t o , have been
the robber of John Smith’s barn !
486. How the Value
of Agricultural Improvements should
be Estimated.-An argument that breaks
down thus, under
the slightest strain, can not be worth further notice on its own
account ; yet we may find matter of not a littleeconomic interest in following out the question hereraised, as to the relation
between what Mr. Carey calls thecost of producing farms and
the value of farms when ‘‘ produced.”
EO
First. To begin with, all statements regarding the amount
invested in any country or district are basedon comparatively
littleinformation.Thedataarefewand
meager,even for
making
estimates.
Accomplished
statisticians,
accustomed
t o deal
with
computations
relating
to
agriculture,
like
Mr. Robert Giffen, Professor
Thorold
Rogers,
or
Sir
James Caird,wouldscarcelypresume
to claimapproximate
accuracy for any estimateR they might make regarding the

* Political Economy, vol. I., p. 3 5 ,
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amount of labor involved in bringing even a limited agricultural region into its present state of productivaess.
Second. Again, wholly in addition to the difficulty encountered in estimating the amount of labor involved, would be the
difficulty of comput,ing the money value of that labor. While
some great works of improvement are effected by bodies
of
hiredlaborers working through the year or through the agricultural season, most farm improvements are effectedin the off
semen, when the wages of hired labor are very low,-perhaps
only one-half what they would be at another period
of the
year ; and probably the greater part are effected by the labor
of the owner or occupier of the land and his family, in fragments of the day which would not otherwise be utilized, or in
portions of the year when little or nothing of the current work
of the farm can be done.
Third. "he element of interest can properly be introduced
into such computations only in respect to a very small proportion of agricultural investments.
In general, where capital is applied, it is in the expectation
of an immediate improvement of the productive power of the
land, the annual increase of the produce being relied upon to
furnish at least the annual interest upon the investment,
80
that, speaking broadly, in any comparison between the
coat
and the value of landed property, only the first
cost of t h e
improvements should be set against the ultimate
value.
Thereare cases, of course, wherecapital is appliedtothe
land in the view alone
of a distant increase of value. Here,
within moderate limits of time, the inclusion of interest is not
unreasonable. But even here, and even within comparatively
brief periode, the application of the principle of geometric progression, in the form of compound interest, is of very doubtful
propriety. Geometrical increase is rarely attained and never
long maintainedinthingshuman.Contemplatinganactual
instance of such increase within the field of industry, the most
unreasonable expectation which can be formed concerning it,
is that it will continue. That it should continue long, is not
BO much unlikely as impossible.
Sir Archibald Alison, in his discussion of the British Sink-
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ing Fund, states that (‘a penny laid out at compound interest
atthebirth of our Saviourwouldintheyear
1775 have
amounted to a solid mass of gold eighteen hundred times the
whole weight of the globe.’’ So, doubtless, it might be shown
that thevalue of Adam’s first day’s work in the Garden, properly
compounded duringsixthousand
years,wouldamount
to
more than the present value of all the lands of the world, and
consequently that all the work that has been done since, in
bringing the soil under cultivation, has been thrown away !
Theincredibility of geometricincreasethroughany
considerable periodof time can notbe too stronglyimpressed upon
thestudent of economics. The produce of asingleacre of
wheat, sown over and over for fourteen pears, would cover
allthesolidlandonthisplanet.Thespawn
of certain fish
would suffice in even fewer years, if reproduction went on in
geometricalprogression,
to fill t o thebrimthe
basin of
every pond, lake, river, sea, and ocean.
Hence we see the utter inconsequence of computations into
which compound interest is allowed to enter, except in strict
subordination t o common-sense. Probablythere is noway
in which a man can so quickly and so conclusively show himself unfit to be listenedto,as
by appealingtogeometrical
progression for the proof of an economic or social theory,
Fourth. But theconsideration of greatest importance incomputing the cost of “ producing ” farms, is that, in general,
agricultural improvements are compensated, and are expected
to be compensated, upon the principle of those annuities in
which a certain number of annual payments both yield due
interest on the purchasemoneyandextinguish
thecapital
itself, as when a man for$1,000 (on which the normal interest
would be $50 or $60) purchases the right to receive $120 B
year for a certain term, with no claim on the principal thereafter.
Now, is this so, or is it not? Let us satisfy our minds on
this point ; for if the proposition just now stated is correct, it
disposeseffectually of theargumentagainsttheeconomic
doctrine of rentderived fromthefact
of expenditures in
‘(producingfarms.
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Thatthis propositioniscorrect,
is, I think,proved conelusively bythefact,abundantly
established byEnglish
experience, that there are few classes of improvements known to
agvicdtzcre which a tenant for 33 years will not make at his
own expense, notwithstanding the certainty that he will team
to enjoy thebenefit of them at the expiry of his lease.
Do not the several considerations adduced, and
especially
the last,takeaway
all theforce *of thislaboredargument
against the doctrine of rent ?
488. m. Carey’s Hiatorioal Argument.-But
Mr. Carey
wasnot satisfied with one refutation of Ricardo’slaw.
He
attempted and, to the satisfaction
of his disciples, achieved,
asecond demonstration of itsfalsity.Thatthissubsidiary
argument against the doctrine of rent should have been for a
momentadmitted,affordsastriking
proof of the weakness
and vagueness with which
economic questions, especially those
affecting the land, have been discussed.
‘(It will,” Mr. Carey says,* “ be perceived that thewhole syetem (of Ricardo) is based upon the assertion of the existence
of a single fact, namely, that, in the commencement of cultivation,whenpopulationissmallandlandconsequently
abundant, the soils capable of yielding the largest return to
any given quantity of labor alone are cultivated.
That fact exists, or it does not. If it has no existence, the
system falls to the ground. 5%at it does not exist, that it never
has existed in any country whatsoever, and that it is contrary
to the nature of things that it should have existed, or can m‘st,
we propose now to show.
“ W e shall commence,” he says, “our examination with the
United States. Their first settlement is recent; and, the work
being still in progress, we can readily trace the settler and
mark his course of operation. If we find him invariably occupying the high and thin lands requiring little clearing and
no drainage, those which can yield but a small return tolabor,
and as invariably traveling down the hills and clearing and
draining the lower and richer lands, as population and wealth
((

* Past, Present, and Future, p. 23.
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increase, then will the theory we have offered be confirmed by
practice,-American practice, at least.
“If, however,wecanthencefollow
him into Mexico and
throughSouth America, intoBritain,andthrough
France,
Germany, Italy, Greece, and Egypt, into Asia and Australia,
of action,
and show that such has been his invariable course
then may it be believed that when population is small and
land consequently abundant, the work of cultivation is, and
always must be, commenced upon the poorer soils; that, with
the growth of population and wealth, other soils, yielding a
larger return to labor, are always brought into activity, with
a constantlyincreasingreturn
tothelaborexpendedupon
them.”
487. All this ie Irrelevant to the Doctrine of Rent.I will not my, with Prof. Roscher, that Mr. Carey’s lengthy
exposition is ‘‘ rank with inexact science and unhistorical history.” It does not matter a particle, so far as the validity of
Ricardo’s doctrine is concerned, whether Mr. Carey has correctlyapprehended or grosslymisapprehendedthefactaof
human history, in the respect under consideration.
Let it be conceded that the order of settlement in all new
countries is that whichMr. Carey has indicated,-thenewaomers taking up light, dry, sandy
soils, whichwillyield
IL
quick return to the laborof the colonists, aided by their scanty
oapitals ; and that it is only when wealth has been in some
meamre accumulated, after the first severe struggle to maintain existence, that deeper and richer, but cold and wet soils,
are opened, theforests cleared, the swamps,rich withthe
vegetablemold of centuries,drained. What, pray,doesall
this prove, so far as the doctrine under consideration is
conoerned ? It is absolutely indifferent to the matter atissue.
It is true that Ricardoassumed, for thepurpose of illustrating his doctrine, that the soils first cultivated, within any oonsiderable country, were those most productive. It also appears
from the context, that Mr. Ricardo really supposed that this
was the historical order of occupation. Yet the economic law
of rant had ~ f e r e n o e alone to hnda under cullieration AT
TFIE SAXE TIME ;and would have precisely as much validity if
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every thing whichMr. Carey has contended for, regarding the
actual order of settlement and cultivation, were conceded, &B
if the hypothek of Ricardo were historically accurate.
488. Is this History indeed Historical ?-I have said that
thecompleteestablishment
of Mr. Carey’s historicalorder
would not effect the validity of Ricardo’s law of rent ; and
that, therefore, one might, for argument’s sake, concede the
accuracy of the narrative concerning the early settlement of
Europe, Asia, and America, which occupies EO large a portion
of his l;reat.ises.
of no conBut while the historical orderof settlement is thus
sequence as affecting the economic law of rent, it must be
admitted that important consequences would follow the establishment of the proposition that ‘‘ the work of cultivation is
and always must be commenced upon the poorer soils ; that,
with the growth of population and wealth, other soils yielding
a larger return to labor arealways brought into activity; ’’ or,
as the author elsewhere expresses it, that the settlerinvariab2y
travels down the hills, clearing and draining the lower
and
richer lands, as population and wealth increase.
What are theeconomic.consequences which, as we have said,
would follow the ertablishment
of Mr. Carey’s proposition?
These : that, instead of the increase of population lowering
the margin of cultivation, and thus enhancing the aggregate
body of rents,* it would be shown to have theeffect, by stimulating the cultivation of better lands, to throw out the poorer
(the first cultivated) soils, and thus to raise the lower limitof
cultivation, and thus atonce to diminish the shareof the produce going as rent to the landlord, and to increase the average
produce,percapita, of thecommunity.Rentswillstillbe
determined by the Ricardian formula ; but the importance of
rent as a factor in the distribution
of wealth will be diminished.
In view of the importance of these Consequences, let UE pmoeed to examine Mr. Carey’s sweepingassertionsregarding
the actual orderof settlement and occupation,for the purposes
of agriculture. Let us see whether this history be indeed hietorical or not.

.

* see par. 257.
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In the first place, we note that the detailed accounts relate,
in the main, either to the settlement and cultivation of COMtries in ageswhen military necessities were a nontrolling force,
or else to the very earliest stagesof settlement and cultivation
of the land,undercircumstanceswhichmadetheneeds
of
immediate subsistence peculiarlyurgent, asin the new States of
the American Union, eighty, tiixty, forty years ago.
It would take more time than we have at command to go
through the historyof the settlementof Britain, Italy,Greece,
Germany, and other ancient countries, and attempt to analyze
the influenceswhich determinedtheselection
of landsfor
habitationandcultivation.When
we contrastthesites
of
nearly all ancient and medieval cities, built upon the towering rock, withtheutterlyindefensiblesites
of our modern
cities, we can well understand that not economic but political
and military exigencies may have given a strong preference
t o high and rugged ground, even for agriculture, in the days
of almostuniversalwarfare.
The crops,indeed,raised
on
such ground would neither be so ample, nor obtained with so
little effort and sacrifice, asthosewhichmighthavebeen
raised in the fertile
valleysbelow, but they wouldbe in a
less degree subject to be swept away by occasional forays of
armed bands.
Fortunately, wedonotneed
toenterintoananalysis
involving so much time and labor, and perplexed by so many
uncertainties regarding the facts with which we should have
to deal. If the forces which in those days determined population to high and poor
soils wereexclusively or evenpredominantly economicforces, we shall not fail to find them
operating to control the occupation of new countries in these
times of generalpeace.Let
us thenconsiderthe
course of
settlement in the United States. Mr. Carey himself expressee
his preferenceforinvestigationinthis
field. “Their first
settlement,” he says, “is recent, and, the work being still
in
progress, we can readily trace the settler, and mark his course
of operation.” *

* Put, Present, and Future,

p. 24.
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489. T e e the Cam of Ohio.-And, to further narrow the
field, let us confine our view to the State of Ohio. This State
is as favorableasanytothetheoryunder
consideration.
6‘ The early settlers,” says Mr. Carey, “of Ohio, Indiana, and

Illinoisuniformlyselectedthehighergrounds,leavingthe
richer lands for their successors.” *
Thesettlement
of Ohio may besaidtohavebeenin
progress all the time between 1802, when its inhabitants were
fewer than 50,000,and 1832, when its population had reached
1,000,000 : in progress in this sense,
that not until the latter
datehadsettlersfoundtheirwayintoeverycornerand
county of the new State.
Nowlet it beconceded thatthroughoutthisperiod
Mr.
Carey’s statementregardingthe course of occupationholds
goodsubstantially.
1 say,substantially,because
tojustify
the assertion that the settlers “uniformly” selected the higher
grounds wouldrequireagreateramount
of particularand
local knowledge than any one man ever possessed.
How much, then, would there be in this fact, admitted for
the sake of argument, which should be in contravention of
the economic dootrine of rent ? These early settlers of Ohio
were, inthefirst
instance,necessarilycontrolledintheir
“location ” by considerations relating to the transportation
of their products and to communication with the settlements
they had left behind. Now, advantages of aituation,as we
have before seen, enter just as fully into the net productiveness of any tract of land, according to Ricardo’s doctrine, as
advantagesarisingfromsuperiorfertility.Evenin
illustratingthe origin of rent(par. 259) we assumed the existence of averyproductivetract,situated
a t so greata
distance that it would not be occupied until cultivation had
beendriven to descendthroughseveral
successivestagee
withintheterritoryimmediatelysurroundingthemarket.
But, secondly, theearlysettlers
of Ohiowerelargely
compelled bytheimmediate
exigencies of pioneerlife
to
do somethingdifferentfromthat
which would havebeen
the mostadvantageoushadthey
possessedanample
store

* Past, Present, and Future, p. 32.
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of necessaries and of t.he utensils and materials of industrj.
New-comers must needs do, not what they would, but Whab
they can ; they must raise a quick crop, by little labor ; and
it is natural enough that they should generally seek the sidehill, which is self-drained, and the open country, which does
notrequireclearing,andthethin,dry
soil, whichgivesa
speedy, though not a large return.
Theystill seek that land whichwillbemostproductivz
under the circumstances in which they find themselves placed
;
for, as Professor Johnston* has well said, that which would
be rich land for a rich man may be poor land for a poor man.
400. But the question I wish now to raise is, whether, when
the first exigencies of pioneerlifewerepassed,when
some
storehad beenaccumulated,whenpopulationhadbecome
sufficiently dense to allow a reasonable degree of co-operation
in labor, when time had been afforded to lay out roads and
bridges and to perfect the means of transportation, when the
capabilities and resources of the land had become thoroughly
known, - whether then it remained true that cultivatora in
Ohio neglected the best soils for those of an inferior quality?
If not,thefabric so laboriouslyreared for assaulting the
stronghold of the economists,tumbles to the ground, of ita
ownweight.Howmuchdoes
it matterthatthe people of
Ohio, while they were first spreading loosely over the State,
took up lands aR is asserted, unless it canbeproved,
or a t
least a strong presumption can be established, that they continued to take up poorer soils, in preference to the best ? Mr.
Careyasserts thatthehypotheticalorder
of settlement is
‘‘ universally false ” ; that is, it is false as applied not to one
but t o allstages of the history of any community. As this
matter is important, letus formulate it somewhat rigidly.
Let ussuppose the possiblycultivablelands
of Ohio to
form seven distinct grades, 1 to ’I, No. 1 being the poorest,
No. 7 the richest. Let usdividethe economiclife of Ohio,
beginning in 1802 and ending -when ? into seven generations, with continually increasing population.
* A distinguished agricultural chemist of Qreat Britain, author of
I‘

Notes on North America.”
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Now, according to the view we are considering, generation

No. 1, the first settlers, will take up lands
No. 1, the poorest
of a11 ; generation No. 2 will take up lands No. 2, the next to
the poorest ; generation No. 3 will take up lands No. 3, and
so on.
This, orsomethingverylike
it, musttake place, or our
‘‘ law ” breaks down ; for should generation No. 3, say, have
the presumption to take up lands No. 6, and generation No.
4 betherebyencouragedtotake
up lands No. ’I, why then
No. 5 ,
generation No. 5 willbecompelledtotakeuplands
that is, lands poorer than those which. had been brought in by
the two generations preceding, while generation No. 6 will be
driventotake
up lands No. 4, far down on thescale of
fertility ; and generation No. 7 , the flower of civilization, will
actually have to “decline upon ” lands No. 3, which, according to Mr. Carey, generation No. 3 should, in conscience, have
taken up. I n other words, we should have cultivation driven
downtoinferior
Soils, astate
of thingsrespectingwhich
Ricardo’s critic declares that it not only never has existed in
any country whatsoever, but that it is contrary to the nature
of things that it should have existed or can exist.
I n view of such possible results, what an appalling responsibility rests upon the people of any generation in the matter
of not taking up any better land than they ought
! In the
first place, think what a degree of virtue it requires, that they
ahoulddeliberatelydenythemselvestheenjoyment
of the
really best land around them, in order that the coming generations, with increasing numbers, should have the privilege
of
first occupying these, as Mr. Carey says they must do! Even
more remarkable than this, think of the degree of intelligence
that is required to point out to the men
of any generation
justtheshare of thelands of the State which Mr. Carey’s
theory will permitthemtooccupy,theybeing
necessari!y
ignorant as to what the future populationof the Stateis to be,
or through how many generations
or centuries the increase
of population upon the territory is to be continued
!
401. Butlet us returnto Ohio. W e haveseenwhat
ia
required to makethis“historicallaw
” true.How
far do
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the probabilities of the case favortheapplication
of that
law throughout the settlement of that State?
W e may believe that there were, in Ohio, in 1832, when the
population waB 1,000,000, about 4,000,000 acres of improved
landinfarms.
By 1850, when the populationhadrisen
to
~,OOO,OOO, these 4,000,000 acres had become 10,000,000.
Did
the addition thus made to the inclosed and improved lands of
the State include a fair proportion of the best lands within its
soils,
limits, or were the newlands, also, thin,dry,sandy
only not quite so poor as those brought in between 1802 and
or tograin,but
1832, -soils givinglittleroottograsses
raisinga smallcropeasily
andquickly ? Unlessthelatter
was the case, this great historical law
becomes little better
than arrant nonsense.
There is a popular belief throughout the Eastern States of
this Union, that, in the eighteen years covered by this period,
”1832-50,”therewasan
immense amount of “clearing”
done in Ohio ; and the virtues of the ‘‘ pioneer’s ax ” have
been celebrated in song and story. Is this all a mistake ? Or,
if the people of Ohio really did cut down theprimeval
timber over thousandsof square miles, didthey, a8 they ought,
take pains to cut down only timber
which grew over comparatively poor soils, so as not to interfere with the rights
vested in unborn generations by Mr. Carey’s “ law ” ?
Between 1850 and 1880, again, the population of Ohio increased to 3,000,000, and thenumberof acres of improved lands
rose to 18,000,000. Werethe 8,000,000 acresimprovedfor
the first time during this period, all, or substantially all, of a
quality next abore those previously brought
in, but still below
thebest?Didthisaddedterritoryembracelands
only a
little less thin, a littleless shallow, thanthose occupied in
1850 ? Did this vast annexation still leave the really good
lands of the State uncultivated, only to be improved when the
population shall reach 5,000,000 or 10,000,000?
402. I do not care to contest Mr. Carey’s assertion that the
first generation of settlers in any American State have spread
themselves loosely over the soil, picking out the spots which
offered the greatest facilities for the tlansportation
of produce
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andforcommunication with the oldersettlements,perhaps
giving a certain preference to naturally cleared, self-drained
land. But that the second generation, in any American State,
north of Mason and Dixon’s line a t least, have shrunk from
the real problem of their economic life, have failed to grapple
with the obstacles which withstood their acquisition
of the
richest resources of nature, have neglected to subdue the soil,
the best soil they could find, with ax and spade, strenuously,
manfully, with incessant toil, with unflinching courage, I, for
one, do not believe ; and Mr. Carey has not adduced a scintilla
of evidence to prove a proposition so contrary to allwe
have ever learned of the character and life
of the Western
people. In the absence of any such statistical demonstration,
common fame and common sense give the flattest contradiction to this hypothesis.
With this we may safely leave the argument againbt the
Ricardian doctrine of rent. The person who denies the truth
of the Ricardian law in effect declares that men habitually
fields,
rent or bell highly fertile and comparatively infertile
richcornlandsandmountainpastures,
at the eame price ;
that men habitually rent or sell lands near a market
at the
wme price with lands the most distant from the market.
If
he does not mean to assert this, he does not in the smallest
degree traverse the path of Ricardo’s argument. If he does
mean to assertthis,heputs
himself on thelevel
of the
person who should assert that men habitually sell two bushels
or ten bushels of wheat, inditferently, at one and the same
price.

X.
TEIE NATIONALIZATION OF THE LLND.

483. The Law of Rent R8-Btated.-We have seen
what i B
the nature of Rent. It represents the surpluRof the produce
over the cost of cultivation on the poorest lands actually contributing to the supply of the market at the time.
W e saw(par. 262-4) that,concedingtheprivate
owner-
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ship of land, rent is merely a question between landlord and
tenant ; that so far as economic forcesareconcerned,
rea
must remaininthehands
of thelandlord ; that,setting
violence aside, it can only come into the hands of the tenant
by giftfromthelandlord
; that, were it, by virtue of the
landlord’s generosity, to reach the tenant, it would, so far as
economic forces are concerned, go no further. It couldonly
be carried to the agricultural laborer or to the consumer of
agricultural produce, by another gift or series of gifts.
404. The Equities. of Rent, as between Landlord and
Tencmt.”So much for the economics of ren-t ; let us look a
moment at the equities of it.
Certainly, as between the landlord and the tenant, the latter
can set up no claim to any portion of rent. This is shown in
the following way : It is, as we have seen, of the very essence
of rent that it represents, and is measured by, the surplus
of
produce over the cost of cultivation on the poorest (or most
distant) lands under cultivation for the supply of thesame
or most distant lands have occumarket. Now, these poorest
pierswhomustbepresumed
to beindustrially,and, if you
please, morally, just as meritorious as those who cultivate the
betterlands or thelandsnearerthemarket.Theseveral
classes of tenants are only put
on an equality when rent is
exacted according to the Ricardian formula. It would clearly
be inequitable that one body of occupiers should receive back,
in the price of their products, only the actual cost of cultivation, while another should receive large sums in addition to
this, as would be the case were rents to be remitted.
406. As between Landlord and the Agricultural Laborer.
“ I n the sameway it maybeshownthattheagricultural
laborers on lands which bear a rent have no claim, in equity,
t o anyportion of that rent.
Why should they receive any
more for their services than the laborers who cultivate the norent lands?
Clearly,then,
as againsteitherthetenant
or theagriculturallaborer,thelandlordhasaneasy
case. He can
prove that neither of the two has any claim whatever to any
part of what he receivee as rent.
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406. As betweon the Landlord and the Community at
Large.-But suppose the issue
to be raised between the landlord and the whole community, can the acquisition
by individuals of the surplus of theproduceabovethe
cost of
cultivation on the poorest soils, be so successfully defended on
grounds either of political equity or of political expediency?
As this question has within the past few years
become a
‘ r burning ’’ question, I think it butrightto
presentthe
argument of those who urge that “the unearned increment of
land” should gototheStateandnotto
individuals. This
argument can not be better presented than in the language of
John Stuart Mill, who, in his later days, became President of
theEnglishLandTenureReform
Association,whoseprofessed object was t o agitate this question.
407. Mr. Mill’s h g u m e n t . - “ Suppose,” says Mr. Mill,
“that there is akind of incomewhich constantlytendsto
increase without any exertion or sacrifice on the part of the
owners,theseowners
constitutinga classin the community
whom thenatural course of thingsprogressivelyenrichee,
consistently with complete passiveness on their own part. In
such a. case there would be no violation of the principles on
whichprivatepropertyisfounded,
if theState
should
appropriate this increase of wealth, or any part of it, as it
arises. This would not properly be taking any thing from any
body ; it would merely be applying an accession of wealth,
created by circumstances, to the benefit of society, instead of
d o w i n g it to become an unearned appendage to the riches of
a particular class.
“Now this is actuallythe casewith rent.Theordinary
progress of a society which increases in wealth, is at all times
tending to augment the income of landlords ; to give them
both a greater amount and a greater proportionof the wealth
of thecommunity,independently of anytrouble or outlay
incurred by themselves. They grow richer, as it were, in their
sleep, without working, risking or economizing.”
Inthepaper
from whichtheforegoingparagraphsare
extracted, Mr. Millexpresslyexceptedthepresentvalue
of
the land in possession of individuals at the time the system of
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the public acquisition of the increment of the land should ga
into effect. Such an act should, in his view,have reference
on$ to future increase.
In another place, while expressing a general respect for the
rights of property, Mr. Mill proceeds :
“ Some people ask, But why single out the land ?
Does not
all property rise in value with the increase of prosperity ? I
answer, No. All other property fluctuates in value,nowup,
now down. I defy any one to show any kind of property, not
partaking of the soil, and sufficiently important to be worth
considering, which tends steadily upward, without any thing
being done by the owners to give it increased value. So far
from it, that the other
of thetwokinds
of propertythat
yield income, namely, capital, instead of increasing, actually
diminishes invalueassocietyadvances.Thepoorerthe
country, or the further back we go in history, the higher we
find the interest of money to be. Land alone-using land as
a general term for the whole material of the earth-hm the
privilege d steadily rising in value from natural causes ; and:
the reason is that land is strictly limited in quantity
; the
supplydoesnotincreasetomeettheconstant
increase of
demand
“Well would it havebeen if this diversion of the public
wealth had been foreseen and guarded against long ago ; let
us at least prevent any more gigantic fortunes* from being
built up in a similar manner. The
AscJociation claims for the
Statetherightto
impose specialtaxation upon the land,
equivalent to its special advantage.’’
“Thosecountriesarefortunate,”remarks
Mr. Mill, “or
would be fortunate, if decently governed, in which, as
in a

.. .

* “If the Cfrosvenor, Portman and Portland estates belonged b the
municipality of London, t h e gigantic incomes of those estates m d d
pobably mflcefw the whok ~ ~ p e n aofe the. local gmernntent of the cu#td.
But these gigantic incomes are still swelling ; by the growth of London
they may again be doubled in as short a time as they have doubled
already.”-Ibiid.
Prof. Adolph Wagner, of the University of Berlin.
advocates the assumption by the State of all urban real estate, while
deprecating the extension of the principle to agricultural land.
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great partof the East, the land has not
been allowed to become
the permanent property of individuals, and the State consequently is the sole landlord. So far as the public expenditure
is covered by the proceeds of the land, those countries are
untaxed, for it is the same thing as being untaxed to pay to
the State only whatwould have to be paid to private landlorda
if the land were appropriated.
rr The principle that the land belongs to the Sovereign, and
that the expenses of government should be defrayed by it, ie
recognized in the theory of our own ancient institutions. The
nearest thing to an absolute proprietor whom our laws know
of, is the freeholder, who is a tenant of the Crown,bound
originallytopersonalservice,inthe
field or at the plow,
and when that obligation was remitted, subject to a land tax
intended to be equivalent t o it.”
498. The Feudal Burdens of Land in Englend.”In the
paragraph lastquoted, Mr. Mill contemplates the feudalobligaservice aB approximately
tions of the tenant by militaryandother
the equivalent of an annual rent, which would be made, rudely
indeed, to increase with the increasing value of land due to
the growth of population and the progress of trade and manufactures, “he chief of these obligations, as formulated by law
and custom inEngland, are thus stated Sir
byEdward 5.Creasy,
in hisworkon
The English Constitution.”
The king, as feudal lord of his barons, and other military
tenants, had a right to exact from them military service, or a
pecuniary payment i n lieu thereof ; and it seems to have been
optional with the king to claim the money, whether thevassal
wished to serveinperson
or not, and even to exactboth
money and personalservice. This war tax is calledescuage
or scutage, and the constant wars and troubles of the times
alwaysfurnishedareadypretextfordemandingit.Other
exactions of money payments, under the name of aids, were
continually practiced. Besides these, the
heir, onsucceeding
to his estate, was required to pay a sum of money to the lord,
underthetitle
of a“relief.”
If theheir was a minor, the
or
lord took possession of the land, asguardian,andused
abused it as he pleased, till the heir obtained
his majority.

.
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Even then the heir wasobliged to pay a fine on suing out his
liveTy, that is, on obtaining the delivery of the land from his
guardian to him. The lord also had the right of nominating
and tendering a wife to his male ward, or a husband to his
female ward, And if the ward declined to marry the person
ao selected, the ward forfeited to the lord
such a sum of money
as the alliance was considered worth.
The lord was entitled
to a fine upon alienation : that is, if the tenant disposed of
the land, or any part of it, to any third party. If the tenant
diedwithout heirs thelandreverted to the lord. This was
termed escheat (par. 573), and, as the right of devising real
propertydidnot exist inEnglandafterthe
Conquest, till
The lord also
Henry VIII’s time,escheatswerenumerous.
claimed to take back the land whenever the tenant committed
any of a numerous list of crimes or acts of feudal misconduct.
Such criminality or misconduct on the tenant’s part was held
t o work a forfeiture.
400. Composition for the Feudal Burdens Upon Land.On the restorationof Charles II., the land-owning class secured
their release from the strictly feudal burdens, the consideration received by the Crown being solely an excise upon beer;
and thus the vast possibilities of revenue to be derived from
the composition of the feudal obligations of the landowning
dass were sacrificed. Inthe revolution of 1688, however,
there was, as Mr. Mill notes, a reaction against this sacrifice
of the rights of the publicrevenue.Indeed,
the revolution
of 1688was, in Mr. Mill’s view, “ a revolution made by the
towns againstthecountry gentlemen.One
of thefruits of
it was a tax on the land of four shillings in thepound, which,
at that time, may have beenanequivalent for the burdens
which had been taken off the landlords.”
In 1692, accordingly, the lands of England were valued for
the purposes of the land tax.
This land tax was to be a tax, not upon the community, not
upon raw produce, not upon commercial agenciesand manufacturing operations, but solely a tax upon landlords, in reduction
of their rents : a resumption by the State, for its own benefit
and for the corresponding relief of other classes, of a portion
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of the rents arising from the increase of population and the
progress of trade and manufactures.
The following is
Ricardo’s statement of the incidence
of a land tax :
‘(A land tax, levied in proportion to the rent of land,* and
varying with every variation of rents, is, in effect, a tax on
rent, and, as such a tax will not apply that
to land which yields
no rent, nor to the produce of that capital which is employed
on the land with a view to profit merely and which never pays
rent, it will not, in any way, affect the price of raw produce,
but will fall wholly on the landlords.”
But if the revolution of 1688 was, indeed, as Mr. Mill conceives it, a revolt of the towns against the country gentlemen,
the force of that movement was soon exhausted. The landowners remmed control of English legislation ; the valuation
of 1692 has vemained to this day as the hasis of the land tax,
while the rate of that tax was in 1798 made permanent a t 4
shillings in the poundon the valuation of that date. It wasby
thisseries of acts that the right
of the State to participate
in the
increase of the rental value of the lands of the kingdom was
relinquished, in consideration of an annual payment, forever,
of about 32,000,000.
600. Mr. Cobden’s Denunciation.-It was to this relinquishment of the rights of the revenue by parliaments composed of country gentlemen, for the benefit of landlords, a t
theexpense of the general community, that Richard Cobden
alluded in his somewhat threatening speech
of December 17,

Mr.

,

1845.

“ I warn ministers and I warn landowners and the aristocracy of this country against forcing upon the attentionof the
middle and industrious classes the subject of taxation.
“ If they makeit understood by the people of this country how
the landowners here one hundred and fifty years ago deprived
the sovereign of his feudal rights over them; how the aristocracy
retained their feudal rights over the minor copyholders : how
On the other hand, Mr Ricardo says, ‘‘ If a land tax be imposed on
all cultivated land, however moderate that tas may be, it will be a tax
on produce, and will therefore raise the price of produce.”
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they made a bargain with the king to give him four shillings in
the pound upon their landed rentals, as a quit charge for having
dispensed with these rights
of feudal service from them ; if
the country understand, as well as I think I understand, how
afterwards this landed aristocracy passed a law to make the
valuation of their rental final, the bargain originally being that
they should pay four shillings inthepound
of theyearly
rateable value of their rental, as it was worth to let for, and
then stopped the progress of the rent by a law making the
valuation final; that the land has gone on increasing ten-fold
in many parts of Scotland,andfive-fold in manyparts of
England, while the land tax has remained the same as it wa8
; , . . if theyforcethese
onehundredandfiftyyearsago
things to be understood, they will
be making as rueful a bargain
as they have already made by resisting the abolition
of the
Corn Law.”
801. Mr. Mill’s Land-Tenure Reform Agitation.- What
Mr. Cobden thus threatened in1845, Mr. Mill undertook about
1870 : an agitation of the whole question of taxation, and an
active inquiry into the right of the landlord class to receive
the progressive increase of rents.
The followingisanextractfromtheprogramme
of the
Land-TenureReformAssociation,
of whichMr.Mill
wan
President :
“(IV.)To claim for the benefit of the State, the Interception by Taxationof the Future Unearned Increaseof the Rent
of Land (so far as the same can be ascertained), or a great
part of that increase, which is continually taking place without any effort or outlay by the proprietors, merely through
the growth of population and wealth ; reserving to owners
the option of relinquishing their property to the State, at the
market value which it m ~ have
y
acquired at the time when
this principle may be adopted by the Legislature.”
602. W h a t Shall b e Said of the Equity of this Proposal?
”In their appeal alike to history and to political equity,
I
can not see that the Land-Tenure Reformers, underMr. Mill’s
leadership,werewrong.That
(I), by the original Teutonic
constitutions the land belonged to the tribe or the community,
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and not to individuals, and was generally cultivated and
enjoyed in common or by rotation of tenure, that (2), even when
permanence of individual possession was established and titles
were created, the occupation of land was charged with duties
to the State, both of fiscal contribution and of personal Hervice, which were onerous, and which tended to increase as the
needs of the State increased and as the rental value of the
land increased ; that (3), in Europe, generally, when the occupiers of land were released from these duties to the State,it
was upon a consideration wholly inadequate or upon no consideration at all ; while that release was conceded by the landawning class, a8 the ruling class, to themselves as parties in
interest, in a way which in this age would be regarded as corrupt ; and that (4), the unqualifiedownership of land, thus
established, enables the land-owning class to reap an unearned
benefit, at the expense of the community : these propositions
seem to me indisputable.
603. What of its Expedienog ?-As a measure of political expediency, however, the scheme of the assumption by the
State of the increment of land, appears to me fatally defective.
In the first place, it must be observed that a large part, at
best, of the possible mischief has already been done, beyond
repair, in thesurrender of therights of thecommunityto
individuals. As that surrender is now generations, even centurieR old, and as much of the land has changedowners, sometimes over and over again in the interval, manyof the prenent
possessors having paid the full price of to-day, in good faith,
under existing arrangements which were fully sanctioned by
law, it would be simple robbery* for the State to reassert its
interest ir the land without fully indemnifying owners. Thi
the English Land-Tenure Reform Association,
in their programme already quoted, fully acknowledged. They
proposed
tc “reserve to owners the option of relinquishing their property t o theStateatthemarket
valuewhich it mayhave
*It wiil be seen from what follows that it is only in t h ~ srespect that
Mr. Henry George’s proposal diEero from that of Mr. W U .
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aoquired at the time when this principle may be adopted by
thahgislature.”
It is only, then, to the future increase in the value of land
that this scheme would apply. Such a limitation of its scope
would not only greatly reduce the importance
of the benefit to
be derived by the State
in every community, but would deprive
it of all significance inmanycommunities*whereland
has doubtless already reached its maximumvalue,
But, secondly, government could, by the confession of the
Associatioo, not realize through this scheme all that is left
‘aftertheforegoingdeductionhasbeen
made.Inasmuch
a6
the State is bound to be very careful and solicitous not to do
injustice, theappraisement of thepresent rent,alvalue, or
capital value of estates, in the administrationof such a scheme,
must be very conservative. This, again, is admitted by Mr.
Mill. “It is not necessary,” he says, ‘‘ to enforce the rights
A largemarginshould
of the State to the utmost farthing.
be allowed for possible miscalculation.” t Yet such an allowance would diminish, by just so much, the inducement to the
State toasHert its interest in the lands now heldindividuals.
by
504. How About Depreciating Property ?-Thirdly, it is
clear, that the State, if it will claim the benefit of all increase
in the value of lands resulting from the growth of demand,
due to general causes affecting the increase of the community
in numbers or productive power, is bound in equity, to make
good all losses arising from the decrease in the value of lands
cause6
which results from the decline of demand due to general
actinginthe oppositedirection.
Ifthe so-called proprietor
of land is not to be allowed to reap any gain not brought
about by hisownexertions, he must, in simple
fairness, be
protectedagainst losses whichnovigilance
or effort of his
*For example,all over England, Ireland and Scotland, agricultural
rents have been steadilyfalling through the past ten years or more. So
it has been in many of tho Stat-s of the American Union,
t. No one who has studied with care, zw Mr. Mill had done, the queation
of “ Unexhausted Improvements” aa an element in tenant right, could
fail to appreciate the appalling di~cultieswhichwouldattend
the
appraisement of real estate for a purpose like that in view of the LandTenure Reform Aeaociation.
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could have averted. “Heads
I win: tails you lose,”is not a
game a t which the State can, in fairness or decency, play with
its citizens.
The range of thisconsiderationisnotanarrow
one. In
almosteverycommunity,eventhemostflourishing,the
phenomenon of declining values is seen side by sidethat
withof
rising values. Notwithstanding the large increase during the
past twenty years in the aggregate value of real estate in the
city of Boston, for instance, there are extensive sections where
houses will not bring any thing near their price at the beginning of this period. Now if, in 1667, the principle of collecting for public uses all excess of rents above those prevailing
at that date, or, at the option of the owner, paying the capital
value of the property and assuming the ownership, had been
adopted by competent authorityin and for the cityof Boston,
thecitywould
now bepayingtothousands
of property
holdersconsiderableannuities,representingdeficienoies
in
rental value which have occurred since 1867, or else it would,
which is more probable, have
come into possession of street
on street of houses and stores whose owners preferred to surrender their property at their capital value in 1867.
605. Fourthly :-Practical objections might be multiplied ;
but it will be suflicient to refer to the official jobbery, trickery, and corruption which would be involved in the management by the state of all the landed property of the country,
either in anattempttoadminister
it productively,orin
the
occasional re-valuation and re-leasing of it in parcels to suit
the occasions of individuals. To my view, thecondition of
things that would result mould be simply intolerable.
When
we contemplate the history of even petty transactions of a
like character, on the part
of our national government, or of
the several state governments, it seems impossible to believe
that any inducement should ever draw the American
people,
traditionallyjealous
of theenlargement
of governmental
powers, on to the adoption of such a measure.
YE. HENRY GEORGE’S CRUSADE.

508. The proposalsfor the nationalization
of theland, offered,
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by Mr. Mill in 18’10, while they received
muchseriousconsiderationfromeconomistsandpublicists,
In 18’19, Mr. Henry George,
aroused no popular excitement.
then of San Francisco, published a work entitled “Progress
and Poverty,” which, about 1883, began to command public
attention in an extraordinary degree. During and since that
p a r , the agitation of thequestion of the public or private
ownership of the soil, hasgoneforwardwithincreasing
vehemence, until now (1887), both in Great Britain and in the
United States, large bands of enthusiastic disciples, call themselves by the name of the author of “ Progress and Poverty.”
Mr.George’s practicalproposalsrequirebutbriefnotice.
“hey differ from those of Mr. Mill” only in the single respeet
that, whileMr.Mill,likeanhonestman,contemplatedthe
full compensation of theexistingbody
of owners of land,
according to the value of their several properties, at the time
the schemeshouldbeadopted
and proclaimed by adequate
authority,
Mr.
George
repudiates
any
such
obligation
on the part of the State, and proposes to confiscate the entire
value of the land. Theattempted
justification
for
this
precious prioe of villainy is found in the mere, bald assertion
of Mr. Henry George, that the State never had the power to
give a titletoanyparcel
of land to anyperson, for any
purpose ; andthat,therefore,alllandtitlesare,fromthe
beginning, void. Underthis
scheme,
alike
the manwho
cultivates broad tracts for profit, and the man who occupies a
corner with his humble dwelling; the man who inherited land
from his ancestors, and the man who has bought land with
t’he savings from years of labor,wouldfindthemselvesdispoiled
without
redress
or
recompense.
Even
where
the
government itself sold the land and put the proceeds into
its
treasury, Mr. Georgewouldhavethegovernmentconfiscate
the property, without refunding theprice !
Mr.George is, indeed,goodenough
tosaythat he will
aa we have stated,

Neither Mr. Mill nor Mr. George proposes that the title of land shall
pass to the state. They agree on the plan of advancing the taxa upon
the land 80 aa to confiscate the succeaaive incrementa of value.
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allow improvements on the land to remain the property
of those
who made them, although, as he justlyremark, improvements
made by any person on land not his
own, appertain to the
land and pass with it. “he gratification naturally felt at this
magnanimous proposal is, however, qualified by the reflection
that, if the sovereign authority of a nation, with the full concurrence and glad consent of all its citizens, generation after
generation, can not, as Mr. George assures us, avail to give
the faintest title to the smallest parcel
of land, possibly Mr.
George’s single permission to the unhappy intruder to retain
possession of his improvements might not prove
conclusive.
or perhapsanotheryear,
some new
Inanothergeneration,
apostle of a regenerated humanity might become a candidate
for the Mayoralty of New York, on the issue of confiscating
land improvements.
So muchfor Nr. George’s practicalproposals. I will not
insult my readers by discussing a project
so steeped in infamy.
501. Mr. George’s View of Rent.-Insupportingthese
proposals, however. Mr. George has put forward a theory
of
therelation of Rent to the other shares
of the product of
so many persons thatI deem
industry, which has imposed upon
it worth while to state and refute it here. Mr. George’s view
of Rent, as a factor in distribution, affords the key to the colof
location of the words, Progress and Poverty, in the title
his work, The subject
of that work is Rent ; and Progress
and Poverty is, in his opinion, an appropriate title for a treatise on that subject, inasmuch as, according to his theory, all
social and industrial progress
does, so long as land reasisa
private property, that is, so long as rent is paid to any but the
State, not only naturally but neceaaarilyand inevitably, cause
povertyto increase, at a constantlyacceleratingratio.
To
zuse him c~wmlanguage : ‘‘ Irrespettive of the increase of popuEation, the efect of improvements in method6 of production and
czchange zk to increase rent.” The proof of this proposition
is as follows :“Demand is not a fixed quantitythat increases only as
populationincreases.
In eachindividual
it rises with hia
,
power of gettingthethings demanded.

.

.
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‘(The amount of wealth produced is nowhere commensurate
with the desire for wealth ; and desiremountswith every
additional opportunity for gratification.
“ This being the
case, the effect of labor-saving improvements will be to increase the production of wealth. Now, for
the production of wealth, two things are required, labor and
land.Therefore,the
effect of labor-savingimprovements
will be to extend the demand for land, and wherever the limit
of the quality of land in use is reached, to bring into cultivation lands of less natural productiveness, or to extend cultivstion on the same lands to a pointof lower natural productiveness. And thuR, whiletheprimary
effect of labor-saving
improvements is to increase the power of labor, the secondary
effect is to extend cultivation, and, where this lowers the margin of cultivation, to increaserent.
, ,
“ Thus, where land is entirely appropriated, as
in England,
or where it is either appropriated or is capable of appropriation as rapidly as it is needed for use, as in the United States,
the ultimate effect of labor-saving machineryor improvements
is to increase rent, without increasing wagesor interest.
“It is important that thisbe fully understood, for it shows
that effects attributed by current theories to increase of population are really due to the progressof invention, and explains
theotherwiseperplexingfactthatlabor-savingmachinery
everywhere fails to benefit laborers.”
And he concludes, after repeat.ing and further illustrating
this view of the effect of productive improvements and inventions, with the following italicized proposition : “Wealth, in
all its forms, being the product
of labor applied to land, or
the products of land, any increase in the power of labor, the
demand for wealth being unsatisfied, will be utilized in procuring more wealth, and thus increase the demand for land.”
And so, to use his own phrase, labor can not reap the benefits
which advancing civilization brings, because they are “ intercepted,” that is, intercepted by rent.
That it may not be supposed that I am misrepresenting Mr.
George, or omitting any qualification of hispropositiom, I
quote another extended paragraph.

.
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( 6 L a n d being necessary to labor, and being reduced to private ownership, every increasein. theproductive power of labor
but increases rent,-the price that labor must yay for the opportunity to utilize its powers; and thus all the udvantages gained
by the march of progress go to the owners of l a n d a n d wugcs
do not increase. Wagescannotincrease
; for,thegreater
the earnings of labor, the greater the price that labor must
pay out of its earuings for the opportunity to make any earnings at all. The mere laborer has thus no more interest in the
generaladvance of productivepowerthantheCubanslave
has in advance in the price of sugar. And just as an advance
intheprice of sugarmaymakethecondition
of theslave
so may the
worse, by inducing the master to drive him harder,
condition of the free laborerbe positively, as wellas relatively,
changed for the worse by the increasein the productive power
of his labor. For, begotten of the continuous advance of rents,
arisesaspeculativetendencywhichdiscountstheeffect
of
future improvements by a still further advanceof rent.”
608. The Second Countof the Indictment.-The last sentence introduces Mr. George’s second count in his arraignment
of rent, as the great social criminal.
Please carefully to note the point. The necessary, immediate and direct effect of any addition, from whatever source,
to the productive power of labor, is to increase rents by just
that amount, so that nothing is left t o g o either into enhanced
wages or enhancedprofits, thelandlordtakingtheentire
increase, whatever that may be.
But now anotherforceenters,actuallytodepletethe
dready starving laborer. This is the speculative advance in
land, owing to the expectation of further increments of value
at the expense of the community.
(‘W e have,” says Mr. George, (‘hitherto assumed, as isgenerally assumed in elucidations of the theory of rent, that the
actzml margin of cultivation always coincides with what may
betermedthenecessarymargin
of cultivation,-thatis
to
Nay, we have assumed that cultivation extends t o less producthat
tive pointR only as it becomesnecessaryfromthefact
~
points fully
natural opportunities are at the m w productive
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utilized.This,probably,is
the case instationaryorvery
slowJy progressing communities ; but in rapidly progressing
communities,where theswiftandsteadyincrease
of rent
gives confidence t o calculations of further increase, it is not
the case. In suchcommunities, the confident expectation of
increased prices produces,t o a greater orless extent, the effecta
of a combination among land-holders, and tends to the withholding of land from use, in expectation of higher prices, thus
forcing the margin of cultivation farther than required by the
necessities of production.”
608. The Third Count.-But this is not the end of the mischief attending the private ownership of land. W e have now
the third and finalcountinthisarraignment.Thespeculativeholding of land, jutlt described,becomes, in turn,the
cause of incewant industrial disturbance, and
of those great
periodicconvulsions of productionandtradewhichinvolve
thelaboring classes, poor, inert,andunapttotravelor
to
change of occupation, in the deepest distress.
“ Production,”
says
Mr. George, in explanation of an
assumed industrial crisis, “ has somewhere been checked, and
this reduction in the supply of some things has shown itself
in cessation of demandforothers,thecheckpropagating
itself through the whole frameworkof industry and exchange.
Nm, the indwstrialpyramid naanifetly revts on the land.
“The primary and fundamental occupations, which create
ademandforallothers,areevidentlythosewhichextract
wealth from nature, and hence, if we trace from one exchange
pointtoanother,andfromoneoccupationtoanother,this
check to production, which shows itself in decreased purchaaing power, we must ultimately find it in some obstacle which
checks labor in expending itselfon land.
“ And that obstacle, it is clear, is the speculative advance in
rent, or the value of land, which produces the same effects 88
(in fact, it is) a lock-out of labor and capital by landowners.
This check to production, beginning at the basis of interlaced
industry, propagates itself from exchange point to exchange
point, cessation of supply becoming failure of demand, until,
BO to speak, the whole machine is thrown out of gear, and the
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spectacleiseverwherepresented
of laborgoingtowaste
while laborers suffer from want.”
510. This concludes Mr George’s arraignment of private
I f thesesuccessivecounts
canbe susproperty inland.”
tained, he is fully borne out in his conclusion that the necessary result of material progress-land being private property
“is, no matter what the increase in popdation, to force laborers to wages which give but a bare living ;” or, as he elsewhere expresses it, that “material progress does not merely
fail to relievepoverty, it actually produces it ;” or, again,
that,(‘whateverbetheincrease
of productive power, rent
steadily tends toswallow up the gain andmore than thegain;”
or, again, that “ the ownership of the land on which and from
whichaman
must live,is virtuallytheownership
of the
man himself, and in acknowledging the right of some individuals to the exclusive use and enjoyment of the earth, we condemn other individuals to slavery, as fully and as completely
as though we had formally made them chattels.”
To a man who believed but a small fraction of this, the conclusion which Mr. George announcesat theclose of the following paragraph would appear irresistible :“ As long as this institutionexists, no increase in productive
power can permanently benefit the masses, but, on the contrary, must tend to still further depress their
condition. . ,
Poverty deepens as wealth
increases, andwagesareforced
down while prohctive power grows, because land, which i R
the source of all wealth and thefield of all labor, is monopolized.
To extirpate poverty, to make wages what justice commands
they should be, the full earnings of the laborer, we must therefore substitute for the individual ownershipof land a common
ownership.”
51 1. Examination of Mr. George’s Propositions.-1
believe I have presented, in the foregoing extracts, every
essential feature of Mr. George’s economic system, without suppression or perversion. Let us now take up, in inverse order,
((

.

’

*The paragraphs following are condensed from my work, Land and
Its Rent.
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X r . George’s three capital propositions. And, first, how much
is there in theview that commercial disturbance and industrial
depression are chieflydue
tothe
speculativeholding
of
land?
That land, in its own degree, shares with other species of
property in the speculative impulses of exchange, is a matter
of course. Everybody knows it ; no one ever thought of
denying it. Mr. George makes no point against private property in land, however,unlesshe can show that it is, of all
species of property,peculiarly
thesubject
of speculative
impulses. Now, this is so far from being either self-evident or
establishedbyadequateinduction,thatthecontrary
is the
general opinionofeconomicwriters.
Of all species of property, land, especially agricultural land, starts latest and stops
earliest in any upward movement of prices, as induced, for
instance, by apaper-money inflation, which perhaps affords
thebestopportunityforthestudy
of purelyspeculative
impulses.
512. W e now come to Mr. George’s secondcount.
The
allegation that the enhancement of the value of land, above
what should be regarded as the capitalized value of its present
procuctive or income-yielding power, withdraws large bodien
oflandfromcultivation,thusdrivinglaborandcapital
to
poorer and more distant soils, in order to secure the needed
subsistence of the community,canonlybecharacterized,
so
far as all the agricultural* uses of landareconcerned,asa
baseless assumption, for which not a particle of proper statistical proof can be adduced, and which is directly contrary to
the reason of the case.
Because, forsooth, a man is holding a tract of land in the
hope of a rise in its value, years hence, does that constitute
any reason why he should refuse to rent it, this year or next,
and get from it what he can, were it no more than enough to
pay his taxes and a partof th: interest on themoney borrowed
t o “ carry ” the property ? How unreasonable to assume t h t

* It will be observed that in the extracte quoted it ia &tirotion whi&
h spoken of.
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men o p i n g good productive land will refuse
to allow it to
be cultivated now,simplybecausetheycannot
getfor it
a rentwhichcorresponds
to whatthey look forward ultimately to realize asitscapitalprice
!
Undoubtedly the speculative treatment of building lotsdoe8
cause a certain amount of city real estate to be held out of
me. Nobodyneeded Mr. George to tell him this ; but that
the amount of land so reserved is such as seriously to retard
the development of population, trade, or manufactures, except
in a craze like that which seized the people of San Francisco
in 1868,* seems highly improbable.
618. Progress and Poverty ?-Let us now prooeed to deal
with Mr. George’s main proposition, the proposition to which
the others are subsidiary. If this be established, it really does
not mattermuch whether the others are true or not, since the
pressure of this main
condition of humanity under the grinding
force will be about as badas it could be ; while, if this be diproved, Mr. George’s whole tiystem must break down ridicnlouely, leaving it to matter little whether the
minor evils attributed
to the private ownership of land be found to have any real
whichconstitutestheoriginal
existence or not. Thisitis
feature of Mr. George’s book, the proposition, namely, that,
“irrespective of the increaseinpopulation,
the effect of
improvements in methods of productionandexchangeis
to
increase rent ;” this effect being carried so far that (‘all the
advantages gained by the march of progress go to theownem
of land, and wages do not increase,” the laboring man having
‘‘ no more interest in the general advance of productive power
than the Cuban slave has in advance in the price of sugar,”
capital also, in its turn,suffering, and to anequalextent,
states,
the
effect of labor-saving
since, as Mr. George
machineryorimprovementsis
to increase rentwithout
increasing either wages or ifinterest.
*This episode,
consequent
on the fast approaching
compleblou
of the first trans-continental railway, appears to have profoundly
d & d Mr. George’s mind, and haveproduced in him the belief that
what there and then took place, under extraordinary circumsta~~cecr,
ie a
common incident of land ownership.
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Now this is not only
false, but ridiculously false, blunder
being piled on blunder, to reach a conclusion so monstrous.
514. In the first place, the proposition is contradicted by
plainfacts of common observationand by unimpeachable
testimony of industrial statistics. The laborer has gained in
wages through the labor-saving inventions and improvements
of moderntimes.Speaking
of England, Sir JamesCaird
says : “ The laborer’s earning power in procuring the staff of
life cost him five days’ work to pay for a bushel of wheat
in 1770, four days’ in 1840, and two and a half days’ in 1870.”
So much forbread.
“Thirty yearsago,”saysSirJames,
“probably not one-third of the people of this country consumed animal food more than once a week. Now, nearly all
of them eat it in meat or cheese or butter, once a day.’’ The
samehigh authorityadds : “The laborerisbetterlodged
than he ever was before.’’ W e need no one totell us that
thelaborer% power t o purchasemanufacturedarticleshas
increased, since 1770, much more rapidly than his power to
purchase agricultural produce, whether animal or vegetable.
To the assertion of Mr. George that even the capitalist gains
nothing by inventions and improvements in the agencies
of
trade or manufactures, because the landlord usurps and absorbs
all possible increase of productive power, what better anawer
can we give than thatof Professor Emile de Laveldye,himself
a qualified advocate of the state ownership of land 1
‘(Who occupy thepretty houses and villas which are
springing up in every direction in all prosperoustowns ? Certainly,morethantwo-thirds
of theseoccupants arefresh
capitalists. The value of capital engaged in industrial enterprise exceedsthat of land itself, andits power of accutnulation
is far grethan that of ground rents. . , We see, then,
that the increase of profits and of interest takes amuch larger
proportion of the total value of labor, and is a more general
and powerful cause of inequality, than theincrease of rent.” *
615. So much for industrial statistics and facts of common
observation. Let us now turn to the reason of the case. And,

.

*

“
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first, let us recite Mr. George’s own argument. “The effect,”
to increase
hesays,
of labor-savingimprovementswillbe
the production of wealth. Now, for the production of wealth,
two things are required-labor and land. merefwe the effect
of labor-saving improvements will be to extend the demand
for land.”
A pretty piece of reasoning this ! Two things are needed
of wealth,landandlabor
; therefore an
for the production
forincrease of production will “ extend ” the demand for land,
sooth! But why not abo for labor, since both are concerned
in production ?
But Mr. George is further in error, even, than would so far
appear. He has got the thing exactly wrong.
It is not only
true that an increased production of wealth may involve an
enhanced demand for labor as well as for land ; but it is also
incontestablytruethattheincreasedproduction
of wealth
rarely if ever causes an increased demand for land without a
correspondingdemandforlabor,while,
on the contrary, an
increased production of wealth may cause an enormous increase
in the demand for labor without enhancing the demand for
the products of the soil in any degree whatsoever.
Here is a pound
of raw cotton, the production
of which
makesacertaindemand,ordrain,upontheland.Tothat
cotton may be applied the labor of one operative for half an
hour, worth, say, five cents. Successive demands
for the production of wealth may lead t o the application of, first, a full
hour’s labor, then of two hours’, then of three, four, or five ;
finer and finer fabrics being successively produced, until a t
lastthepound
of cottonhasbeenwroughtintothe
most
exquisite articles. Mr. George says that the whole
effect of
anyincreaseintheproduction
of wealthistoenhancethe
demand for land. Here is a large increase of production, twofold, threefold, tenfold, with no additional demand, or drain,
upon the soil.
616. But I go further, and assert, without fear
of contradiction, that not only is no increase in the demand for land
necessarily involved in an increased production of wealth, but
that the enhancement of the demand for land, in the progress
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of society, habitually falls short of the enhancement of the
demand for labor, the increase of production taking two great
forms,-one whichinvolvesnoincreasewhatever
inthe
materialsderivedfromthe
soil ; theotherin
which the
increaseddemand forlandfallsshort,generallyfarshort,
often almost infinitely short, of the increaseddemand for
labor.
Let us look around. I have cited one instance, that
of the
n e madein themill of apound of cotton,manufactured
successiveIy into fabrics worth, perhaps, twenty cents a pound,
thenthirty,thenfifty,then
one dollar. This is notan
extreme case.
Hereistherudefurniture
of a laborer’s cottage,worth
perhaps $30. The sameamount of woodmay be made into
furnitureworth $200 forthe home of the clerk, or into
furniture worth $2,000 for the home of the banker. The steel
eighty cents
that would be neededto make a cheap scythe worth
mayberenderedinto
watch-springa, or surgical or philo$100 or $200. A gentleman of
sophicalinstrumentsworth
means goes to Delmonico’s, and pays two, three or five dollars
for a dinnerwhich makes no heavier drainupon the productive
essences of the soil than a dinner of corned beef and cabbage
for whichalaborerpaystwenty-five
cents. A part of the
difference between the prices of the two dinners, to be sure,
represents the cost of an expensive business “ stand ” on Fifth
Avenue ; but by far the greater part represents service of one
kind or another, at one stage or another, in making the dishes
exquisite in appearance andflavor, in serving them neatly and
elegantlywithalltheappliances
of tasteand fashion.Our
gentleman, before dining, had perhaps been measured for a
pair of boots for which he was to pay
$12 or $15, yet containing no more leather, and so making no more draught upon
the productive essences of the soil, in the way of nourishing
the animal from which the leather was cut, than the laborer’s
$3 pair of “stogies ” ; he had also ordered a suitof cloths6 for
$60 or $75, at his tailor’s, no thicker, no warmer, containing
no more fiber, thanthe laborer’s $15 tweeds. In all these
cases(and theyfairlyrepresentthefacts
of personal con

.
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eumption in modern society) the main came for the excess of
value in products of higher price is not the use of a larger
or drain upon
quantity of material, involving a greater demand
theproductive essences of the @oil,buttheapplication
of
%ore labor to the same quantity of material.
617. HOW Far
George ie in Error.-In contradiction,
then, of Mr. George's proposition that the entire effect of an
increase of production is expended in raisingrents,neither
wages nor the interest of capital deriving any gain whatsoever
therefrom, rent indeed absorbing the entire gain," andthan
more
the gain," we have seen,1. That an increase of production may enhance the demand
for labor equally with the demand for land.
2. That, in fact,inthoseforms
of productionwhioh
especially characterize modern society, the rate
of enhancement
of thedemandforlabortendstofar
exoeed therate of
enhancement of the demand for land.
3. That an increased demand for the production of wealth
may,andinavastbody
of instances does, enhanaethe
demand for labor without enhancing the demand for land
in
any, the slightest, degree, the whole effect being expended in
the elaboration of the same amount of material.
4. W e have now only to show, in the fourth
place, that,
instead of allimprovementsandinventionsincreasingthe
demand for land, as Mr. George declares, the most numerous
and most important classes of improvements and inventions
actually operate powerfully, directly, and exclusively,
in reducing the demand forland,-we have, I say, only to show this,to
convict this writer of the grossest incompetence for economic
reasoning. This it will be easy to do.
618. Influence, upon Rents, of Improvementa in Tnmsportation.-With
few
exceptions,
all
improvements
and
or another of three
inventionsfallnaturallyunderone
great classes,-first, those which affect manufacturing indnstry ; second, those which affect transportation
; third, those
which affect the cultivation of the soil.
Of these three classes it has always been admitted by econO m k t 0 that the first ten& to enhance the demand for land,

~ r .
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and thus to raise rents, although, as we have just now seen,
not necessarily, or indeed usually, without also enhancing the
demandforlaborandcapital,andthusraising
wages and
interest.Thetworemaining
classes of improvementsand
inventions tend directly, and indeed operate exclusively,*
to
reduce the demand for land, leaving, thus, the whole advantage of such improvements and inventiops to be acquired by
either labor or capital, or, in one proportion or another, by
both labor and capital.
And, first, of improvementsintransportation.
I neednot
waste time in calling to mind the mighty strides which invention has made, during the past fifty years, in this direction,
substituting for the sailing vessel of 400 tons, which carried
its petty cargo of wheatin forty orsixtydaysfromNew
York to Liverpool, the steamship of 5,000 tons, which makes
the passage in nine days or twelve ; substituting for the tedious wagon carriage which in forty or fifty miles, perhaps in
twenty or thirty only, ate up the whole value of the freight,
carriage by steam cars, drawn on steel rails, which, allowing
for transport from Dakota to New York,
leaves enough of the
value of the freight to pay for the ocean passage and for the
support of the producer upon those distant plains. Add the
telegraph and the fast mail, for transmitting orders and transacting sales, and one will hardly question the assertion that
the greatest of all the classes of improvements and inventiona
effectedwithinthelasthalf-century,has
been that which
relates t o transportation.
Is it the effect of improvements of this class to enhance
rents ? Absolutelyandexclusivelythereverse.Whatever
quickens and cheapens transport, acts directly in the reduction
of rents, and can not act in any other way, since it throws out
of cultivation the poorer landspreviously in use for the supply
of the market, enabling the better soils at a distance to take
their place, thus raising the lower limit, or, aR it is called, the
‘‘ margin ’’ of cultivation, and thus reducing rents.

* “ Irrespective of the increase of population,” to use Mr. Cfeorge’s OTW
voluntary qualification.
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110. Influence, npon Rente, ofImprovementsin AgriouIt u e . ” B u t , secondly, take the case of agriculturalimproveso aimments and inventions. Here the effect on rents is not
ple. Yet it is perfectly demonstrable that,of the two groups*
into which such inventions or improvements are divided, all
of one kind diminish rent in a certain degree, while all of the
other kind diminish it in a much higher degree.
The two kinds of agricultural improvements and inventions
referred to are :
Firut, those which do not actually increase the amount
of
produce, but diminish the labor and expense
by which that
amountisobtained,
such astheimprovedconstruction
of
tools, or theintroduction of newinstrumentswhichspare
manual labor.
Second,thosewhichenable
thelandtoyieldagreater
absolute produce, such as the disuse
of fallows by means of
the rotationof crops, the introductionof new vegetable species,
the introduction of new and more powerful fertilizing agents
or a better application of familiar manures, and mechanical
inventions, like sub-soil plowing or tile-draining.
Now, improvements or inventions of the first class, as, by
the supposition, they do not increase the produce of the land,
so they do not, supposing them to be equally applicable to all
grades of soil, diminish the share of that produce going to the
landlordsasrent.Butwhiletheactualnumber
of pounds,
bushels, etc., of agricultural products going to the owners of
the soil remains the same, in the face
of such improvements
and inventions, those products are cheapened through the saying of labor in their production. Thus, while rents remain the
same, in kind, their money value, or power to purchase the
products of other branches of industry or the servicesof other
chsses of producers,isdiminishedinjust
so far assuch
improvementti are effectual.
520. Next, it is clear that those agricultural improvementa
and inventions which enable a given area to yield a greater
quantity of produce, act even more directly in diminution of
~~

~~

~~

*As justly characterized by Mr J. 9. Mill.
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rent. Take, for illustration, the
disuse of fallows by rotation
of crops. Formerly it was thought necessary to let even the
best land lie out of cultivation one year in three or four. On
the contrary, it is now perfectly established that, if crops be
dulyvaried,landmaybecontinuouslycultivatedwithout
exhaustion. It is evident that this discovery is equivalent to
increasing the capacity of any tract byone-half or one-third :
so that, for a given amount of agricultural produce required
for the sustentation of the community and for the raw materials of manufacture, such an improvement would allow vast
bodies of the poorer gradesof soil to be thrown out of cultivation, thus diminishing (paragraph 257) the aggregate amount
A
to be received, as rents, by landlords, in that community.
similar effect, in a greater or less degree, would be produced
by
the introduction of new and more powerful fertilizers, or by
sub-soil plowing and under-drainage.
621. summing up.-We thus see that all' real agricultural
all improvements and
inventions and improvements tend, as
inventions in transportation tend, directly and exclusively, to
diminish rents. So that of the three grand classes into which
industria1 improvements and inventions are divided, two act
in
adirectionexactlyopposite
t o that in which Mr. George's
theory would require them to act. Of the third grandclass of
improvements and inventions, viz., those relating to manufsctures, we have admitted that some do, by calling for larger
amounts of raw material, enhance the demand for land ; but
we have shown, that in these very cases, the increase in the
demand for labor is almost always equal
to the increase inthe
demand for land, is often greater, is sometimes vastly greater.
We have, also, shown that there are other, still more numerous
and more important, improvements and inventions in manufactures which do not enhance the land in any degree, while they
call for greater and still greater applications of labor to the
same amounts of material.
Can any thing more be requiredshow
to how groundlessand
preposterous is the view of the hitherto unsuspected importance of rent as a factor in the distribution of wealth, which
Mr. George has presented as a marvelous discovery in econ-
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omics, anduponwhichhehasbuilthispretentioussuperstructure : the necessary relation of Progress to Ever Increasa moment
ing Poverty ? That such an argument should for
have imposed upon anybody, is enough to give one a new
amception of the intellectual capabilities of mankind.

XI.
THEBANKING

.

FUNCTIONB.

m a . (‘Thetrade or profession of banking,”says Lord
Liverpool,hasbeenexercisedin
all countries and all agea
It existed in therepublic of Greeceand in ancientRome.
There were, in all these States, men who received money a8 a
deposit, repaid it upon the drafts of those who had intrnated
them with it, and derived their profits from having this money
in their custody.”
let. Financiering.-In modern times, the first banka appear
in Italy. Mr. Bagehot states that the earliest of these “were
financecompanies.
The Bank of St.George, at Genoa, and
other banks founded in imitationof it, were at first only companies to make loans to, and to float loans for, the governments of the cities in which they were founded.y9
“Financiering,” then, may be regarded 8s the first banking
function developed, in modern times. I n the reign of WilLiam
and Mary certain capitalists made a loan of S1,200,000 to the
Englishgovernment,receiving,inconsiderationtherefor,a
charter constituting them the Governor and Company of the
Bank of England. Robert Morris’s Bank of North Amerioa
had a very similar origin. Under the present National Banking system of the United States, the bank begins by lending
all, or nearly all, its capital to the government. The great
war loans of the United States,
1861-5,were,inthe
main,
floated )’by thebanks.
623. ad. Book Credits of the Bank of amsterdasJ.--The
nextbankingfunctionhistoricallydeveloped
was that of
giving the people good money in place of a medley of worn
and clipped coins, of a great diversity of coinages, belonging
((
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It was to serve this office that the banks of
Northern Europe were created.
“Before 1609,” says Adam Smith, ‘‘ the great quantity of
clipped and worn foreign coin which the extensive trade of
Amsterdambroughtfromallparts
of Europe,reducedthe
value of its currency about 9 Der cent.below that of good,
money, fresn from tne m m . bucn momy no dOUUtx appared
than it was melted down or carried away, as it always is in
such circumstances.* “he merchants, with plenty of currency,
could not always find a sufficient quantity of good money to
pay their bills of exchange ; and the value of those bills, in
spite of several regulations which weremade to prevent it,
became in a great measure uncertain.
“ I n ordertoremedythese
inconveniences,abank
waa
established, in 1609, undertheguarantee of thecity.Thie
bank received both foreign coin and the light and worn coin
of the country, at its real intrinsic value in the good standard
money of the country, deducting only so much as was necessary for defraying the
expense of coinage and the othernecessary expenses of management. For the value which remained
after this small deduction was made, it gave a credit on ita
books. This credit was called bank-money, which, as
it represented money exactly accordingto the standard of the mint,
wasalways of the samerealvalue, andintrinsicallyworth
more than current money. It was at the sametimeenacted
s‘ that all bills drawn upon or negotiated at Amsterdam, of
the value of 60 guilders or upwards, should be paid in bank
money, which at once took away all uncertainty in the value
of those bills.”
It will beobserved that Adam Smith calls these creditrr
inscribed upon the books of the Bank of Amsterdam, “ bankmoney ;” but this money, if it is to be called so, will be seen
t o differ widelyfromthebank
money of to-day,already
described : 1st. It didnotcirculatefromhand
to hand, as
theordinary
medium of effectingexchanges ; 2d. It w ~ l l
aerer in excess of the amount of metallic money actually in
!he vaults on deposit.
t o many nations.

* Bee statement of Gresham’s Law, par. 181.
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824. Sd. Cancellation of Indebtednetm-The next banking
function, which we are called upon to notice, is the
Cancellation of Indebtedness.
An enormous volume of indebtedness at all times exists in
anyhighlyprogressivecountry,
which hastobepaidand
renewedfromdaytoday.Thelaborand
loss of time
involved in collectingdebtsandpaying
moneys, withthe
probabledelayanddisappointmentinvolvedtherein,
would
be almost intolerable unless some special agency were established for doing this work upon a large scale and with all the
advantageswhichwehavefoundtoresultfromtheapplication of thedivision
of labor.Thisfunctionthebank
performs.
If, in any great city, many banks are required to carry
on
this function, these banks, in turn, establish a common agency
for settling their mutual obligations,
called a ClearingHouse.+
Thetransactions of suchaninstitutioninNewPork
or
London may amount to thirty or forty thousand millions of
dollarsayear.Thisvastbody
of indebtednessisadjusted
through the labor of a hundredth part as many clerks and
messengers, and the use of a hundredth part as much actual
money as would have been required, had each person who had
money owing to him been obliged to attend to the collection
himself, or through his own clerks or messengers.
625. 4th. Exchenge.-Thenextbankingfunction
is to
remit money and conduct exchange.
W h a t is termed “Exchange,” is merely the principle of the
cancellation of indebtedness between individuals of the same
city,carried out totradingcommunitiesand
nations. We
shall speak, under a subsequent title,
of the principles regulating
Foreign Exchanges.
This function, again, the bank to a great extent perform,
immense
and in so doing renders the trading community an
service. If every merchant who had to pay money in another
oitp or country were obliged to find out, for himself,some
* The subject of the Clearing H o w and, indeed, all the agenciee and
instrumentalitie8 of trade will be found treated most lucidly and juetly
in Prof, Jevons’ work “ Money and the Mechanism of Exchange.”
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person who had the right to receive money at that place, a t
that .time, andperhaps in the same sum, aninconceivable
amount of inconvenience and delay, of vexation and disappointment, often resulting in commercial discredit, would be
experienced.
If we may accept Mr. Henry Thornton’s account * of the
rise of thecountrybanks
of England, it wasthroughthe
gradual growth of exchange-operations between country shopkeepers and those of the cities, that these institutions came,
almost unnoticed, into existence.
626.--Sth.-Sefe Deposit.-The fifth banking function is to
serve as a place of safe deposit. Mr. Francis, in his Hitory of
the Bank of England, attributes the rise of the city banks
primarily to the need of this service. In the unguarded and
unlighted London which Macaulayso graphically describes in
his memorable Third Chapter, robberies and burglaries were
of frequent occurrence. No man’s home was safe, if known to
contain any considerable amount of treasure, unless barricaded
and defended by armed servants. The goldsmiths, having
in
the way of their trade to keep large quantities
of gold and
silver, had strong houses strongly guarded. To them, men of
smallermeans,privategentlemen,
or shopkeepers, intrusted
what they dared not keep at home, paying, at first, for the
privilege.
In the course of time, the goldsmiths found that this custody
of funde afforded alegitimate opportunityfor realizinga profit,
through loaning some part of these deposits. Then the depositors were no longer required to pay for the safe keeping. In
time, thebankers came,perhaps, topayinterest
on the
deposits, themselves, whichthey loaned out to others,
at higher
rates, while the depositors received certificates of the value of
what they had left with the goldsmiths. The certificates soon
began to circulatefromhand to hand. “ These,”says Mr.
Francis, “may beconsidered thefirstkind
of bank notea
issued inEngland.”
In thiswaythegoldsmiths’street
in
London, Lombard Street, came to be the bankers’ street, the
greatest banking street of’the
world.
*In his famous work on Paper Credit, published in 1802.
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"he ordinary bank is still, to a great extent, a place of safe
deposit for money, family jewels, deeds, and bonds, although
special institutions for safe deposit are
now found in many
large cities.
627.-&h. Deposit andDiecount.-The sixth and the chief
of the legitimate functions of the modern bank is to serve as
an intermediary in the loan of capital, in aid of commerce and
manufactures and other private enterprises, not merely to loan
its o m capital, as in the case of the Bankof Genoa and others
that havebeen spoken of, or to conduct loans for government,
or for great corporations.
The technical terms, deposit and discount, serve to characterize this function. It is in this way that banks make their
largestcontributiontotheadvancement
of commerceand
industry. This officeof banking is, however,asmuchoverrated by some as it is underrated by others. Men who are not
versed in economic principles, when they
see the wonderful
effectswrought bygatheringintoonegreat
reservoir the
of which would otherwealth of ten thousand individuals, much
wise be hoarded or unwisely applied, and conducting
it thence,
as occasionsrequire,invarious
directions, through channels
judiciously devised to secure the highest and most
effective
irrigation of the field of industry, are apt to imagine that the
bank in some way creates capital. This is a wholly mistaken
notion, The bank adds to the wealth of the community only
, by economizing and directing capital to the best ends.
So important is this function that most European writers,
when they speak of banking, have only in mind deposit and
discount, all other functions being held to be minor and
subordinate.
628.-7th. heue of Paper Money.-To an American, however, the word, banking, is more likely to bring up thenotion
of paper money. The issue of such money is the seventh and
the last of the banking functions which we have occasion to
consider.
That the making of money is not necessarilyconnected
with deposit and discount,
is abundantly established by the
consent of all writers of authority in this field, a s well as by
"
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the example of many of the greatest depositbanks of the
world. ‘‘ Issuing,” says Mr. Nicholson, ‘‘ is creating money ;
banking is managingmoney after it has been issued.”
“ A bank of issue,” says Lord Overstone, “is intrusted with
the creation of the circulating medium ; a bank of deposit and
discount is concerned only with the use, distribution or application of that circulatingmedium. The principles upon which
these two branches of business ought tobe conducted are perfectly distinct, and never can be reducedt o one and the same
rule.”
The great London joint-stock banks, a single one of which
holds deposits risinginto tens of millions, and whose ordinary
dividends are three times as
great as those of the Bank of
Eqgland, never issue a note.
In this country, however, the word bank, through much of
our history, has to mostpeoplesignified little more than a
place where paper money wae manufactured.
520. The Banking Agencies.“Such are the banking functions. The agencies by which thefunctionsareperformed
maybegroupedunder
four heads : (I), statebanks ; (2),
joint-stockbanks ; (3), private banks ; (4), bill-brokers and
dealers in exchange.Theseagentsenter
inverydifferent
proportions to effect the banking work t o be done in different
countries. In thiscountry, so largeapart
of thebanking
work was, from the beginning of the country till the outbreak
of the war of secession, doneby joint-stock banks, that it may
be broadly said that this was the sole banking agency known
t o our people, although,inafew
cities, privatebanking
houses of high reputation were early started and well msintained, and the business of bill-broking was not unrecognized.
Under another title, we shall give a brief sketch of the present ‘‘ National Banking System ’’ of the United States.

TEE PEEBENT BANKING SYBTEY OF THE UNITED STATES.

1

i

680.-The National Banking System of the U. S.*No bank, in the modern sense of that term, was established in
America during thecolonial period. The word, bank,ww indeed
sometimes used, with reference, however, to a batch of paper
moneyissued froma colonial treasury.Duringtherevolution the eminent financier, Robert Morris, established a bank
in aid of the continental finances. In 1790 there were three
banks in the United States ; the Bank of North America, in
Philadelphia,established,asrelated,
by Robert Morris, but
thenunderacharterfromthestate
of Pennsylvania ; the
Bank of New York, in the aityof that name ; and the Bankof
Massachusetts,
in
Boston.
In 1791 was
created
the
first
Bank
of the United States, with a capital of ten millions of dollars,
having a charter for twenty years, with power to issue notes
payable on demand in specie. So completely without regulation and without inspection was the so-called paper money of
the United States in that period, that
it is impossible to recover
the facts of banking capital, circulation, deposits or specie.
Scarcelyastatisticalfragmentsurvives.Thereis
reason to
suppose that the officers of many banks did not themselves
. knowtheliabilities of their own institutions.Thepaper
money issued by such an institution, was, in every economio
sense,inconvertible. The pretense of conversioncould only
bemaintained by a stringent public opinion, hostile
to the
presentation of bank notes for redemption, by bank retaliations, and even, in frontier communities, by “lynch law.”
631. On the refusal of Congress to re-charter the bank of
the United States, a large number
of the state banks sprang into
existence,almost all of theusualAmerican“joint-stock
”
type, on the principle of limitedliability.
In not a single
rtate were the banks subject to regulation or even supervision,

* The first pfut of this article is condensed from the twelfth chapter o f
my work on Money, Trade and Industry.
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to make sure that they did their duty or that they did not
commitinjury.
The language of Mr. J. R. McCulloch, regarding the American banking system of that day, is hardly
extravagant. ‘‘ Had a committee of clever men been selected
t o devisemeans by which the public might be tempted to
engage in all manner of absurd projects, and be most easily
duped and swindled, we do not know that they could have
hit upon any thing half so likely to effect their object as the
exiatingAmerican bankingsystem.
It hasnoredeeming
quality about it, but is, from, beginning to end, a compound
of quackery and imposture.”
532. The outbreak of war with England
caused the suspension of specie payments by nearly all banks except those
of New England ; but this was followed by an enormous increase of issues, EO that the outstanding notes, which had been
estimated at twenty millions in 1811, rose, according to Secretary Crawford, tosomewhere between sixty-twoand seventy
millions in 1813, and to somewhere between ninety-nine anda
hundred and ten millions in 1815. The fact that it
wasimpossible for the secretary of the treasury to tell, withineleven
millions, the amount of the notes outstanding, is fairly characteristic of the monetary system at this time. The circulating paper was of every degree of value down to utter worthlessness. Manybankswereablymanagedby
honest men,
with reasonable regardtothe publicinterest.Manywere
organized andconducted by sharpersand swindlers, as a
means of wholesale robbery.”
At the close of the war, in 1815, the depreciation of bank
paper reached, in some casee, fifteen, twenty andeven twentyfive per cent. The excess of circulating paper had also been
promoted by the extensive issue of UnitedStatestreasury

* Prof. Sumner, in his History of American Currency,states that the
Farmers’Exchangebank, of Gloucester, Maaa., wasorganizedwitha
nominal capitalofonemilliondollars.Only
$19,141.46 was everpaid
in ; and of this the directors subsequently withdrew their own subscrip
tione, leaving $8,081.11. One man bought out elevendirectors for $1,300
each andthenloanedhimself
$760,285. When thebankfafledithad
$86.46 in specie. The bank notes outstanding were eatimated at$asO,OOO
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notes. These were not
of forcedcirculation ; they failed to
be paid at maturity, and added greatly to
commercial distrust
and distress. Throughout 1816 the banks continued to issue
their discredited notes, while floods of unchartered scrip were
in bills of all denominationsfrom six cents
pouredout,
upward.
533. The evils of the financial situation led to the establishment, in 1816, of the second Bank of the United States,
with a capital of thirty-five millions, of which the United States
governmentowned
one-fifth, andwith
a charterhaving
twentyyearstorun.Before
1836, however, thebankhad
been broken down by the relentless attacks of President Jackson, and it was finally driven to take refuge under a Pennsylvania charter. Our space will not serve to discuss how far the
failure of the second United States Bank to performits snticipated officeof regulating the paper circulation
and of preventing excessive and improper issues by the state banks, was
due to its original constitution ; how far to false management;
how far to circumstances ; how far to persecution by the
administration. Suffice it to say that the paper money of the
country, during this period, was a weltering chaos. The wildly
extravagant issues of really inconvertible paper money, supplied the motive and the means for every species of extravaWords could
gant,wantonandirresponsiblespeculation.
scarcely exaggerate the extent to which the distortion of pro.
,duction and the misapplication of capital were carried." The
whole head wassick and thewhole heart faint.

* '' That the evils of this periodwere due chieflyto vices of paper money
banking seems too clear to be questioned. The opening
up of the weatern country would inevitably have led to much
wild adventure, commercially and industrially ; but it was the ' elasticity ' of the circulation,
the facility of local issue, without the reality,or scarcely the pretense,of
redemption, which made thebanks, even the bestof them, reckless as to
the character of the enterprises to which they gave assistance ; while the
money thus put into circulation, without ' reflux,' enhanced prices, and
still further stimulatedbothspeculativeinvestmentsandspeculative
trading. When the courage of the better clam of ba& gave way, hundreds of 'wild cat' or ' coon-boxbanks,' so called, without capital,
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The retribution camein the panic of IS7, m the second

and heavier shock of 1839, and in g b long and dreary prostration of industry which f o m d .
554. The experielscea of this period led, in several states,
to legislation deeigned to place the issue of bank notes on a
sounder basis. In 1838 thefreebankingsystem
of New
York ww established, under which all circulating notes were
t,o be secured b y deposit, with the statecomptroller, of United
States or New York stocks or bonds, and of mortgages on
improved or productive real estate. A little later a
law was
passed requiring each bankto redeem its notes at some agency
in New York city, Albany or Troy. Subsequent acts increased
the proportion of securities to notes issued, and furnished further guaranties to holders.
This is thescheme of secured circulation, known as the New
York system, which came to be imitated, more or less fully ;
and on which, to a considerable extent, the banking laws of
the United States are framed.
The plan of basing a circulation upon securities is not to be
altogether approved. It does not give convertibility, in the
sense of preventing excessive issues, even in the view of the
advocates of the ‘‘ banking principle.” * It does not so much
as secure the perfect accept,ability of the notes, as a medium
of exchange, since the receiver desires to be assured that the
notes will, at any moment, be worth what he has taken them
for, whereas the New York system only gives him a pledge
that, should the bank fail to redeem itsnotes, he will, at some
future date, after the bank shall havebeen wound up and the
securitiesdisposed of bythe comptroller,receive thefam
value of all the notes which he may then hold.
without a constituency, with no past and no expectations of a future,
whose managers risked nothing and had nothing t o lose, came forward
with loam of notes to speculators who planned to build cities in the

wilderness, or contractors who proposed to construct r o d and bridgea
without materiala, toola, or money to pay wages. Again, 88 in early New
England, q b m k meant a batch of paper money.”-Walker: Money, Trade
endIndustry.
* Bee parsgraphs M.
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636. But while this
system
can
not
be accepted am
based upon perfectly sound principles of money, or even of
bankingpolicy, it proved at the time so greata check on
recklesspapermoneybanking,
and it has had
so great an
effect in educating the public mind t o more correct views of
the banking function and of the responsibilities attaching to
note issues, that it deserves t o be treated with much consideration bythehistorian
of Americanmoney.Thepainful
experiences of 1831-40, and the active discussion of the principles of money and banking which they called forth ; the
growth of a public sentiment condemning an excess of paper
issues, and the formulation of precepts, more or less carefully
observed by bank managers ; a vast improvement in the commercial morality of the country, due partly to education, and
even more to the development of manufactures which, to a
vastly greater degree than agriculture, reston good faith and
commercial honesty ; the shortening of the terms of credit ;*
thesecauses, togetherwiththelegislation
whichhasbeen
described and the development of the Suffolk bank syetem t
in New England, served to place the paper money issues of
the United States
on an improvedbasisbetween
1840 and
1860. Therapidimprovement
of tradeandindustryafter
thepanic of 1857, alreadyalludedto(par.
243), affords a
striking proof of the comparative soundness of credit, trade
and industry in the laterperiod.
686. Early in the war of secession, the treasury being in
great distress, Secretary Chase initiated the movement which
resulted in the establishment of the present banking system
of theUnitedStates.Thissystem
was t o beessentially
modeled on that establishedinNew
Pork by the law of
1838, all note issues being secured by an abundant deposit, at

* Prior to 1887 commercial credits were often extended to twelve
even eighteen months.
t This waa a system, gradually developed, by which substantially all
the banks of New England were brought to maintain a deposit with the
Suffolk Bank of Boston, in consideration of which that bank bound
itself to redeem their notes on presentation.
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the Treasury Department in Washington,
of United States
stocks. Indeed, it was this feature which furnished the real
motive to the scheme. The TreaRury was to sell to the banks
some hundreds of millions of bonds, as the basis for their note
circulation, while all notes of state banks not coming under
the new system were to be “ taxed out of circulation.”
As a measure of fiscal resource, the national bank law was
essentially a failure.Owing
tothe delay in securing the
desired legislation*andintransmutingtheexistingstate
banks into national banks,it was not until the war was nearly
over and until the credit of the United States had become so
well established as to give the Treasury the ability to borrow
freely, a t home or abroad, that the new national banks began
to call for bonds in large amounts, as a basis of circulation.
637. But while thatbankingsystem
failed to answer
the expectations of Secretary Chase as a fiscal resource, it
resulted in placing the paper money banking of the country
on a moresecure and convenient basis than it hadever
before occupied. In allpreviousperiods
of our national
history the bank money of some sections had been liable to
a discount-often
a considerable discount-if
offered far
; while, inaddition tothe
awayfromthe
placeofissue
actual losses sustained by holders, theannoyanceresulting
from the frequent refusal to receive banknotes by those who
didnot know aboutthe individualbank whose name and
devices they bore, was almost intolerable. Under the existing
system, a nationalbanknote
fromTexas or Minnesota, if
not suspected to becounterfeit, passes as readily in Massaohussetts or Pennsylvaniaasthe notes of local banks. By
the new law, the United States Comptroller of the Currency,
whose office was then created, was authorized to permit the
establishment, for a term notexceeding
twenty years, of
banking associations consisting of not less than five persons,
with a minimum capital,except
in small places,of
one
hundred thousand dollars. Such associations wererequired

* The act establishing the national banking ayatem beera
ruq,1868.

date Feb
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t o deposit, withtheTreasuryDepartment,UnitedStates
bonds to the extent of at leastone-thirdtheircapital,for
whichthere should be issued tothemcirculatingnotesin
amountequal toninetyper
cent. of themarketvalue
of
their bonds, but not beyond ninety per cent. of the par value
of such bonds. The issue of currency, under this act, was to
be limited to three hundredmillions, that amount tobe apportioned among the States according to population and banking
capital.
In 1882, a new law was pamed, providing for extending the
charters of national banks.
538. Theoperation of thelawregardingthedeposit
of
United States bonds as a basis
of circulation, may be illustrated as follows : A national bank expends $160,000 in the
purchase of bonds, then selling a t 80 per cent. of their par or
face value. The bank would then hold bonds to the amount
(atpar) of $200,000. On thedeposit of these,thetreasury
department wouldissue
circulatingnotesthereontothe
extent of ninety per cent., not of their par, but of their market
value, viz. : one hundredandforty-fourthousand
dollars.
These notes, bearing its own corporate title and its characteristic devices, the bank would issue in the discount of commercial paper. This might, in fact, constitute the greater part
of
what the bank had, at the outset, to
loan-its own promises
to pay. If we suppose the bank to keep out the whole body
of notes received from the treasury on loans bearing interest
*at an average rate of five per cent., the annual income from
this source will be $7,200. In addition thereto, the bank will
receive from
the
treasury
department,
semi-annually
or
quarterly, drafts for the amount
of the interest falling due
onthebondsheldfortheredemption
of the notes.If
the
rate of interest on the bonds were four per cent. (on the par
value, of course), the amount so received would be $8,000 a
year, making the aggregateincome on both accounts, $15,200.
This wouldbea
return of 9% percent. on the amount$180,00O"expended inthepurchase
of the bonds. In addition thereto, would be the expectation of profit arising from
of the bonds,be that five,
thefactthat,atthematurity
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fifteen, thirty or fiftyyears hence, the government is bound
to
pay the face value of the bonds, whereas tho, bank purchased
them at eighty per cent. Now, the present value ” of twenty
(100-80) dollars, a t five per cent. interest, is considerable if
payable in five years, is worthconsidering if payable in
fifteen years, is inconsiderable if payable in thirty or fifty
years : so that this element may amount to much, little or
nothing, aocording to the term which the bonds have to run.
If, in a second case, thebank invested the Bamesum8180,000, inUnitedStates
bonds, a t par, it would receive
bonds to the amount of $160,000, on which the treasury department would issue $144,000 worth of circulating notes, as
before, being ninety per cent., this time, alike of the market
and of thepar value of the bondsheld for redemption.
Making the same assumptions as before, regarding the average rate of interest realized by the bank on its loans, and the
rate of interest on the bonds themselves, we should have the
income from the former source, $7,200, and from the latter
source, $6,400 ; an aggregate of $13,600, being eight and a
half percent.on the amount invested,with no longer any
expectation of profit from the difference between the amount
of purchase money and the principal of the bonds to be paid
at maturity.
If, in a third case, we suppose that the bank expend8 the
sameamount,as before, inthe purchase of UnitedStates
bonds, bearing a premium of twenty-five per cent. (and the
bonds of theUnitedStateshave
almostalways been at a
premium, greater or less, at times rising, on someclassesof
bonds, to the rate assumed), the face value of the bonds EO
purchased would bebut $128,000, onwhich thetreasury
departmentwould issue notes tothe amount of $115,200,
being ninety per cent. of the face value of the bonds, though
but seventy-two per cent., thie time,
of their market value.
On the sameassumption as to interest, etc., as before, the
bank would receive from the loan of ita notes $5,760 ; from
the government, as interest on the bonds, $5,120 ;an aggregate
of $10,680, or only six andeight-tenthspercent.
on the
$160,000 invested. In this case, moreover, theremust be
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taken into account an ultimate loss of one-fifth of the pnrchaeemoney,Althoughthebankhaspaid
$125 for each
$100 bond, the government will, at maturity, pay only the face
value,namely, $100. The“presentvalue ” of theamount
thus t o be, sooner or later, lost, is to be determined by the
sameprincipleswhichwouldbeapplied
toobtainingthe
(‘present value ” of the amount to be ultimately gained, had
the bank purchased bonds at a discount. As we said before,
their (‘present value ” would be much, little
or practically
nothing, according to the termwhich the bonds had torun.
630. The profit tothebanks,underthepresentsystem,
largely depends, it will be seen, upon two elements : the rate
of interest on the bonds themselves, and the premium or discount a t which the bonds can be,
at anygiven time, purchased.
During the war, abankcould purchase, for 6100,000 in greenbacks, an equal amount of six per cent. bonds, payable, principal and interest, in gold. Depositing these in the treasury,
it would receive $90,000in circulating notes, which it would
loan a t such rates of interest as the commercial demands
of
the time allowed, and would receive each year, as interest,
$6,000 in gold, which it could sell a t twenty-five, fifty or even
a hundred per cent. advance in greenbacks, according to the
enormously high, though fluctuating, war premiums on gold
thenprevailing.Thegradualdeclineandfinallythedisappearance of the premium on gold*; the reduction in the rate
five,
of interest on government bonds from six per cent. to
t o fourandahalf,andultimately
t o threeandahalf
and even three per cent., through successive refunding operations ; and lastsly the appearanceof high premium# upon bonds
bearing the reduced rates of interest, these three causes have
concurred to diminish, point by point, the profit, to the bank,
in buying United States bonds and depositing them with the
treasury department, as the basis of notecirculation,until,
atthepresenttime
(1881), manybanksaresurrendering
their circulation, finding it more to their interest to use the
capitalattheircommandinother
ways. Thenumber
of

* Specie payments were resumed on January 1, 1879.
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nationalbanks atthe presenttime
in exitltence, is about
two thousandninehundred.These
are, of course, distributed very irregularly over the surface of the country.
640. The money of the United States now consists of gold
coin (twenty, ten, five, two and a half or one dollar pieces),
legal tender for debts in any amount
; (2) of silver dollars,
legaltender in anyamount ; (3) of subsidiarysilvercoins
(fifty, twenty-five, twenty, ten or five cent. pieces), legal tender in small amounts as change ; (4) of copper or nickelcoins
(five, three, two or one cent pieces) ; ( 5 ) of “greenbacks))) of
various denominations, from one dollar to one thousand dollars ; (6) of gold notes”and ( 7 ) of “silver notes,”of various
denominations, issued solely upon the deposit, at the several
sub-treasuries,* of equivalent amounts of gold or silver ; (8) of
national
banknotes,
issued
as
hereinbefore
described.
In
this highly complex mass, the proportion of banknotes is continually diminishing, owing to the reduction in the profits of
banknotecirculationalreadyaccountedfor.Thisfact
constitutes one of the gravest features of the financial situation,
and threatens the country with the speedy
loss of all the advantages thus far enjoyed under the national banking
system.

XIII.
FOBEIGN EXCHANGES.

641. Meaning of Exchange.-Formerly, when
debts were
paid by the merchants of one country to those of another,
it was almost always necessary actually to change the money
of the debtor country into that of the creditor country. Thus,
if a merchant in Paris had occasion to pay a debt to a mer-

* After the destruction of the second United States Bankandthe
crisis of 1837-9,the United States government adopted the policy of
keeping its funds in its own treasury at Washington, or in the custody
of ‘‘ assistant tressurers,” appointed in the great commercial cities. The
o5CeSof the adstant treasurers are popularly called “ sub-treasuries.”
The origin and development of the subtreasury system will afford an
admirable economic exercise for advanced students.
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chant in Antwerp, it was necessary first to compute the quantity of (($ne ” (i. e. pure) silver contained in the amount
of
Antwerp money due under the contract ; then tofind out how
many French coins (their weight and fineness being known)
wouldberequired tomakeupthatamount
of pure silver.
Thisbeingascertained,theParismerchantpaiddownthe
French money (plus the premium, or minus the discount, of
which we shall speak later) and received the Paris banker’s
order upon some Antwerp banker to pay the Antwerp merchant the amount
of Antwerp money duehim. It was with reference to this changingof one kindof money into another, that
the term exchange was first applied to class
this of transactions.
It came in time,however, to be equally applied to transactions between cities under the same government, having
the
samekinds of money,where,hence,
no actual changing of
money pieces was required.
At the present time, this changing of money pieces plays a
verymuch
less importantpartinexchange.Instead
of
manystateshavingindependentauthority
t o coinmoney,
thereisnow
but one coiningauthorityinallItaly.The
money of Germany is now uniform in weight and
fineness.
France, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland, Greece and Austria have
certainmoney coins which may be said to be in common, t e.,
they
contain
the
same
amount
of pure
metal,
though
under different denominations and with different inscript,ions.
The vast extension of the British empire has made the ‘(sovereign ” current money over a large part of the globe.
542. What is Exchange ?“In essence, where a man buys
exchange-he buys the right to have paid tohim, or his agent,
or his creditor, a certain amount of fine gold or silver, to be
If 1
delivered in some other place mentioned in the contract,
buy in New York (‘exchange on London,” some one who has
gold in London, or who has a right t o demand gold there, sells
me his claimto receive a definite amountof that metal, in London, a t a definite time, or at my convenience if we 80 agree.
I may then, either go to London and get the
metal, as, for
instance, if I am starting out on a European tour, or I may
ciend an order, by post or telegraph, for some one else to get
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it there, as, for instance, if I have bought cotton goods 01
picturesinLondon,andhaveagreedtopay
for them in
this way.
648. Par of Exchenge.-Now,
we may suppose that, in
order toinduce some personto sell me " exchange on London,%
I have to pay him, not in goods, but in a certain amount of
gold in New York, where we both live. How much gold shall
I pay him in New Pork to induce him to give me the right
to receive a certain amount, say 1,000 ounces, of gold in London? Shall I have t o pay him 1,000 ounce8, or more, or less ?
That depends on whetherexchangeis
at par (equality), or
above par, or below par.
Exchange between two places is at par, when, by paying a
certainamount of money metal, or itsequivalent,inone
purchase
therightto
receive
an
equal
place, you can
amount of the same metal in the other. I say, the same metal,
for there can be no par of exchange between countries having gold money and countries having silver
money,unless,
indeed, the bi-metallists (par. 563) shall make good the claim
that their system will establish and maintain a certaindefinite
ratio between the values of the two metals.
Exchangeis above par or below par, when therightto
receive elsewhere a given amount
of gold or silver, is to be
purchased by paying, in the one caae, a larger, and, in the
other case, a smaller amount of the same money metal, in the
place where the transaction is effected.
Exchange will be at par when the sums of the payments to
be made to and from any two places, within a given time,
If the sum of thepaymentsto
exactlybalanceeachother.
a limitedperiod by the merchants of one
bemadewithin
place, say New Pork, to the merchants of another place, say
London, is greater than the sum of the payments to be made
in New York by the merchants of London,thenexchange
on London will be above par in New York ; that is, a New
York merchant having to pay a debt, within that period, in
London, willhave to pay down more than
1,000 ounce# of
gold in New York to buy the right to have paid tohim, or ta
hi0 creditor, 1,000 ounces of gold in London.
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644. Theupwardlimit
of thepremium * on bills of
exchangeisthecost
of remitting specie. The New Pork
merchant, in the case supposed, will not pay
more, in addition to 1,000 ounces, than the cost
of sending 1,000 ounce8
from New Pork to London, interest, freight, insurance, and
commissions being taken into account. If the holders of b i h
demand a premium above this, the New Pork merchant will
send the metal, and in that way pay his debt. Within the
limit thus assigned, the premium on bills rises or falls with
the fluctuations of the market, according to the law of supply
and demand.
While, thus, exchange on London is at a premium in New
Yo&,exchangeonNewYork
will, conversely, be at a
corresponding discount in London. If a New Pork merchant,
owing 1,000 ounces of gold in London, has to pay somewhat
a Londonmerchant,owing
1,000
morethanthatamount,
ounces in New York, will
beable to purchase the right to
receive thatamountthereforsomething
less than 1,000
ounces. Thedownwardlimit t of thediscountonbills
of
exchange is, again, fixed by the cost of remitting specie.
646. The Balance of Trade."We have said that exchange
between twoplace,swill be at parwhen the sumof the payments
falling due on the one side is equal to the sum of the payments
falling due at the same time on the other side. It may happen
-it frequently doeshappen-in the trade between countries A
and B, that country A may at one season of the year have the
larger payments to make, while in another season the relations
willbereversed.TheexportsfromtheUnitedStates,
for
example, tend to take place predominantly in the few months
following the harvest. At that time the United States
becomes
chiefly a creditor country. The merchants of other countries
have large amountsto pay in New Pork,
on account of produoe
received ; and consequently exchange on New Pork is at a

* Except, of course, in great and sudden emergencies,like the outbreak
of a war, or the Occurrence of a commercial crisis.
t Except in great and sudden emergencies, PII indicated in a previou
note.
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premium in London, Paris, Amsterdam, etc. Conversely,
exchange on London,Paris,Amsterdam,
etc., is at acorresponding discount in New Pork. During the other half of
theyear,theUnitedStatesgenerallyimport
morelargely
thantheyexport,andthe
course of exchangeisreversed.
Bills on London are at a premium in New York, on account
of large payments to be made abroad ; bills on New York are
a t a discount in London. The discrepancy thus arising from
the nature of the industry of any given country, between the
times at which its payments are chiefly to be made and those
at which it is to receive the bulk of the amounts due to it, on
account of its own exports, is, in a degree, often very largely,
removed by bills drawn, as the phrase is, in blank. These are
bills which do not discharge debt,
a
but create a debt. Exporters
often draw such bills, generally with permission obtained in
advance, upon those to whom they habitually sell or consign
their shipments,inanticipation of the good# being actually
dispatched.Suchacourseis
liable toverygrave
abuses,
being often resorted to, not merely in promotion of reckless
andoutrageous speculation, but even forthe purposes of
downrightswindling ; andthecourtsand
newspapers are
much givento reflecting severely uponthis practice, in general,
whenever some case of its perversion is brought to light. Yet
this system of credits, when kept within bounds, confined to
proper parties, and, as Mr. Goschen says, “jealously and even
suspiciouslywatched,”servesa
veryimportantpurpose
in
equalizing the income and outgo of nations and in diminishing
the extent to which shipments of clpecie require to be made.
The pointwehavenowreachedintroducesthevexed
question of the Balance of Trade.
Few
subjects
are
morecomplicatedormoregenerallymisunderstood.
The
question,whethera
year’s commercialtransactionshave,
in thenetresult,broughtanationmore
in debttoother
nationsthanthey,intheaggregate,have
come to owe to
it, iscommonlydecided,offhand,
by simplereference to
the custom-house statistics of the values of exports
fromandimportsintothatcountu.
Such 6 t& isaltogether fallacious. Thestatistics
of exportsandimports,
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if fairly well collected and compiled, are of great value ; but
it isnecessary, first, to makecorrectionfortheirinternal
errors,and,secondly, to take into
accountseveralelements
which the custom-house statistics do not undertake toinclude.
546. Errors in Commercial Statistics.-The official stateor less disturbed by
ments of imports and exports are more
errorsfromtwoexactly
opposite
sources.
Ifthe
goods
imported or exportedaresubject
to duties atthe custom
house, the importer or exporter comesundera very strong
temptation to misrepresent their value or amount, If, on the
other hand, the goods are free of duty, both thecustom-house
officials and the merchants are liable to become very careless
in making the required statements as to the quantity of such
goode, and still more careless regarding statements of value.
How far these two causes together may result in vitiating
the official statistics of imports and exports, will, of course,
dependgreatlyupontheorganization
of thecivil service,
upon the general morality of the trading and official clames,
and upon the integrity and severity with which the laws are
enforced ; but it is not possibleunder anyorganization or
.administration wholly to eliminate errors of importance, from
one or both of these sources. Imported goods subject to duty
will be largely undervalued,inspite
of all the vigilance of
honest officials. Exportsareprobably
evenmoregrossly
undervalued,becausebeing,
bythe fiscal system of most
.nations, free of duty, even the most honest officials are likely
to attach little importance to the statements
of value,since
they are aware that no revenue interest of the government is
concerned therein.
In addition to these generalcauses, affecting, thoughin very
different degrees, the commercial statistics of all nations,
there are aptto be special liabilities to error affecting thecommercial statistics of any given country. Thus, with regard to
the United States, it is found that while a reasonable degreeof
to ascertainthe values of goods
careandpainsistaken
exported by ocean-going vessels, the statement of our exports
by rail, by ferry-boat, or by small river and lake vessels to
Canada and Mexico, are exceedingly defective, so much so a8
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to be almostwhollyworthless.
It is notorious that many
our statistics on t]h448
millions are omitted yearlyfrom
accounts.
647. Elements not included in Custom House 8tatistios.Passing now to elements, other than internal errorsin customhousestatistics,whichrequire
to be takenintoaccount,in
order to reaoh the true balance of trade, I will briefly mention
themostimportant.Thereader
whodesires to pursue the
subject, will find it treated in a most interesting and instructive manner in Mr. Goschen’s work on Foreign Exchanges.
Theprincipalelementstobe
consideredare,
first, the
exportation or importation of government securities, shares and
bonds of corporations, titles t o property, etc. This is an element,
which, at times, may rise t o an enormous importance ;a t othel
times, it may sink into insignificance. It may be considerableau
betweencertaincountries,whileasbetween
either of those
countries and any other, it may amount to little or nothing.
During the warof secession the UnitedSt.ates sold ita bonds
in Europe * to the amount of hundreds of millions of dollars,
bringing back arms, ammunition, clothing and other supplies.
The latter went into the statisticsof imports ; while the statiatics of exports took no account of the former. As these bonds
had many years to run, the value of the goods BO imported did
not enterintotheamountto
be paidforabroadinthose
years. In the same way, many of our great railroads havebeen
builtmainlyorwhollywithforeigncapital,sharesin
the
stock of thoserailroads,ormorecommonly,first-mortgage
bonds,being sentabroadwithoutpassingthroughour
cue
tom-houses, while rails and other supplies were brought back
through the custom-house, thus swelling our tables of imporb.
In like manner, large quantities of foreign goods, of all sorts,
have been sent to us year after year, inconsideration of which
US, not ourcorn, cotton or
foreignershavereceivedfrom
petroleum, but the titles to mines, to agricultural and grazing
lands, mortgages on western farms, the bonds of cities and
counties, etc.
~~

~

*

To contract a foreign loa0 is [withregard to the Balance of Trade]
equivalent to an increase of exportation.”-Goechen.
“
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The aggregate amountof such securities and titles exported
from the Cnited States has beenenormous, though the movement has been very irregular from year to year. Nor has the
currentbeenall
one way. When our government began to
refund its debt at
a lower rate of i n t e r e s t a t three aud a
half or three per oent., instead of six or seven per cent., nearly
all our national bonds which had been held in Europe were
returned. Now and then some large mass of railroad or city
bonds are sent back, at maturity,
for redemption,-the proceeds
to bereinvestedinothersecurities,
of whichthecustomhouse would not take
notice, or to be “drawn against ” in
payment for corn or cotton, of which the custom-house would
take notice,
While the element which we have been considering ia of
enormousimportance to the United States,asaffecting the
balance of trade within any given year, England is the nation
whose commercialstatisticsneedmosttobesupplemented
from this source. Hers bas been the greater part of the capital which has come to us from Europe, for
loan or investment ; and for the last forty years she has been doing a similar work in every partof the world, building railroads in Canada,Australia, Mexico, SouthAmerica,IndiaandPersia,
even in France, Germany and Ruesia, providing capital, out
of her superabundance, for every species of enterprise in any
land that promisedaprofit,
and even furnishing the means
with which half the wars of the present generation have been
‘waged.
5413. Interest on m v e r n m e n t Becuritiee.-But while,
we have said, it is true that in these modern times, enormous
amounts of imports or of exports of merchandise are, in the
c a ~ eof any given country, set off, not against equal amounts
of exports or of imports of merchandise, but against shares,
stocks, bonds, or mortgages, sent abroad or brought home, as
the case may be, it is also true, that dividends or interest
on such shares, bonds, etc., become due annually, semi-annually, or quarterly, immediately thereafter, and require, therefore, to be added to the amounts which the debtor nations
havetopay
; whichthecreditornationshaveto
receive,

thud affecting at once the course of exchange. Somenations
have to pay millions annually, others, tensof millions, on thie
account.Thosenations,which,in
some pastperiodhave
spent vastsums in greatwars or on costly public improvements,
without paying for them at the time through taxation,
now
find a certain portion of their exports of merchandise going
everyyear to pay the interest
on their debts. Against this
is setnothing of which t’he custom-housetakesnotice.
No
goods come back to pay for these exports
: only some packages of canceled coupons.
548. Expenses of Fleets on ForeignStations, etc.Anotheritemwhich
shouldbe addedtotheimports
of a
country, in making upits current accounts with other
nations,
consists of the expenses of its fleets on foreign stations, or of
its armies, if in occupation of othercountries. In the case
of great naval nations, this item is not of small importance.
For a little while after vessels of war leave the home ports,
their petty expenses may be met with gold taken from home,
which may or may not have passed the custom-house
; but
subsequently, the expenses of the fleet will be met by bills of
exchange, which will be just so much added to the volume of
billswhich representthe commercial imports of the home
country.
The expenses of foreign embassies andlegationsand
of
the consular service stand in the same relation to the imports
of the country represented.
560. Expenses of Foreign Trevel.-In like manner the
Bums expended by tourists and travelers abroad constitute a
very considerable item in those accounts which go to determine the balance of trade. The good things eaten
or drunk
by our citizens abroad are as much a part of our imports, for
the purposes of suchacomputation,as
if theyhad been
brought t o the United States vessels
in
and hadbeen consumed
here,Everyyear,many
millions areexpended by our citizensabroad,out of the proceeds of bills of exchange. Mr.
Goschen statesthatseveral
millions sterlingareannually
expended by the
rich Ruasian nobilityin travelingor in foreign
residence.
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661. Tributes, War Indemnities, Eta.-Fromwhatever
motive an independent country, a colony or a province may
have occasion to make payrqents to another power, or to the
sovereign or mother country, whether thatmotive be found in
protection extended, in privileges conceded, in fear of hostility, or as a fine for past conduct, such payments affectexchanges in all respects as if they were on account of foreign
goodsimported. Yet, here, again, we have an elementof which
the statistics of commerce take no account. Whenever these
payments are regular, they affect the course of exchange no
more, if not less, than ordinary commercial payments. Thus,
trade and exchange adjust themselves to the tribute paid
by
Java toHolland with perhaps even moreof exactness and certainty than as if the payments were on account of goods imported into Java for the improvementof its agriculture, or for
starting manufactures. On the other hand, an extraordinary
payment of this character, is likely to produce great and far
reaching, and it may be long enduring effects upon the market of exchange. The gigantic war indemnity paid by France
t o Germany, in 1871,* notwithstanding the transcendentfinancial skill with which the negotiations were conducted, set in
motion forces which were felt
by trade and industry to the
remotest parts of the earth.
552. Freight, Insurance, Proflts, Commissions, EtcBut we havenotyetreachedthelargest
of theelements
which determine the balance of trade, of which ordinary commercial statistics take no account. Let us suppose, for illustration, that country A imports from country B goods, whose
value, at the ports of B, is one hundred and fifty millions of
dollars, and exports to B goods, whoRe value, at itsown ports,
is correctly stated a t one hundred millions. Now, here is an
apparent difference of fifty millions of dollars. If, however,
we can reach the facts regarding the carriage, insurance, eto.,
of these goods, amounting in the aggregate to two hundred

* A study of the methods used in the payment of this indemnitp, and
of ita k c i d and industrid effects, will conatitate an admirable exer
&e

for B pupil well-grounded in economic principles.
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and fifty millions of dollars, we may find the apparent balance
greatly modified, in the way either of increase or reduction.
Suppose, for example, that country A owns all the shipping
on its own
engaged in this traffic ; the charges for freight
exports might easily reach ten or fifteen millions of dollars,
which would require to be added to the custom-house valuation, in order to make up the true balance between the two
countries. On theotherhand,theten
or fifteen percent.
charged for carriage on its imports would be paid to its own
citizens. In thesamewaycountry
A mightdoallthe
insurance business relating to both sides of the traffic ; and its
merchants and factors might conduct
all, or nearly all, the oommercial operations involved. In such a case the premiums for
insurance, the commissions and profits of trade would go still
further to reduce the apparent balance between the twocountries. On the other hand that apparent balance might have
been greatlyextendedbythefactthatalltheshipping
merchantsandmost
of theimporters,factorsandinsurers
engaged in the traffic belonged to country B.
The suppositions above madeare notin themselves unressonable. It generally happens that, in the commerce between two
nations, one or the other does by far the larger part, often,
practically, the whole carrying business,” as well as obtains
an altogether disproportionate share of the premiumsof insurance, and of the profits and commisRions of traffic.
653. It is not necesgary to extend our enumeration to minor
items of theaccounts between tradingnations,inorder
to
show the reader how greatly the ordinary statisticsof imports
and exports must be corrected and supplemented before we
can reach a decision as to the amountsby which the payments
t o be made in any given period by one country to any other
oountry or to all other countries, exceed the payments due to
itself. Mr. Goschen statesthatRussiahasmorethan
once,
in times of peace, as I understand it, EO far fallen behind in
h exclusively maritime country could dischargeita obligations to
a e r countries which supply it with necessaries, simply by becoming their
c a r r i e r , without exporting any produce or msnufacturea to them in
return.”-Qoschen.
I‘
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her dealings with other countries, as to be obliged to contract
a foreign loan, exporting public securities made for the purpose, as a means of restoring the balance. Of course, such a
temporary expedient in the end serves to increase the
commercial and financial difficulties of a country.
554. Ourillustrationshavethus
far been drawnmainly
fromthecommercialtransactions
of twocountries,realor
supposed. W e haveperhaps sufficientlyshown that, of the
amount of payments falling due on one side or the other in a
given period, only the balance will require tobe discharged in
money, the principle of cancellation being applied to all but
that excess.
Even this, however, would involve a very much larger use
of money in the adjustmentof national balances than actually
takes place. Althoughthetotalexports
of acountry will
always tend to approach its total imports, yet its exports
to
and imports from any single country may
be very unequal.
Thus,theUnitedStatesimporttea,
silk, etc., t o anenormous value, from China, while exporting very littlet o China.
Again,ourimportsfromEnglandareverylarge,butour
exports to that country are vastly greater still. If the United
States adjusted its accounts with
each foreign country separately, the balances requiring to be paid in money during a
year would rise into hundreds of millions of dollars.
565. To further reduce the balances to be paid in money ;
to stillfurtherextendtheprinciple
of the cancellation of
indebtedness, resort is had to a common market of exchange
forallthenations.If,forexample,theUnitedStatesimports from Great Britain manufactured goods t o the value of
one hundred millions, and exports to Great Britain two hundredandfifty
millions, it uses itsfavorablebalance of one
hundred and fifty millions in London as a sort
of bank on
which to draw for the payment of its indebtedness to many
other countries from which it imports more than it exports to
them. For example, it pays its Chinese creditors in accepted
bills drawn on London importers of American wheat, cotton
or petroleum. These bilk Chinese merchants, having to pay
forlargeamounts
of Englishmanufactures,areglad
to
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get possession of ; and thus an additional body of indebtedn w iscanceled.
Theoperation
of thisforceisgreatly
ameleratea by the course of events which have made London
the great settling place for the transactions of international
commerce.* Prof. Jevons,inhisworkon“Moneyandthe
Mechanism of Exchange,’’ stated that there were then (1875)
no less than sixty importantcolonial and foreign banks which
had their own London offices or houses ; and that there were,
in addition, fully one thousand foreign and colonial houses in
correspondence with Londonbankers.Here,then,
in thin
Exchange of the World, as Edmund Burke called it, a hundred years ago, meet all the claims of all the creditord in the
world, and all the acknowledgments of all the debtors in the
world,whichhavenotbeenadjusted
nearer home. In the
portfolios of the Londonbanker
or exchangebrokerare
found bills representingtheshipment
of everykind
of
agricultural produce, of every class of manufactured goods,
not to or from Englandmerely, but from the countryof production,howeverdistant, to every other country known to
commerce. Andthese bills are of allamounts,fromthe
pettiest sums up to thousands of pounds sterling, falling due
at all dates from to-morrow up to this day six months. From
this varied mass to pick out accepted bills, recognized obligations which, in amount and time of maturity, shall cancel
eachother,isawork
t o whichthehighestintelligence
ie
applied. Although the aggregate profits are large, the amount
of exchanges thus effectedis
so enormous thatthe
percentage charged for the negotiation is very small.
666. It is by this complicated agency that the balance of
payments between nations, requiring to be made in money, is
reduced toa minimum. Out of hundreds or thousands of
millions of ‘‘ exchange ” negotiated, the bodies of indebtednesswhichbankers or brokers can not find means to offset
*Of this Mr. Goschen says the “primary cause is to be found in the
atupendous and never-cessing exports of England, which have for effect
that every country in the world, being in constant receipt of English
manufactures, is under the necesaity of making remittance tu pay for
them, elther In bullion, in produce, or in bills.”
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amount to buta few millions. Except for the continuous production of thepreciousmetals
in certaincountrieswhich
thereby become gold or silver-exporting countries, and except
for the actsof government in replacing metal money by paper
money, or, conversely,inresumingspeciepayments
after
periods of suspension, or, again, in changing “the standard,”
from silver togoldorgoldtosilver,theamount
of metal
moneywhichwouldberequired
to go,now hereand now
there, t o make up for local and temporary failures of coincidence between the amounts to be received and the amounts
t o be paid, in international trade, would be almost inconsiderable, in comparison either with the aggregate of commercia1
transactions or with the total body
of the precious metalsin UW.
667. Operating Upon the Exchanges.- The peculiarly
important and responsible position which London occupies,
as
thecenter of theexchangetransactions
of the world, has
led to the establishment of a well-recognized policy of dealing with the out0ow of gold from that point, whenever such
a movement is caused by what is called an unfavorable turn
of the exchanges.”
In spite of the great perfection to which the cancellation
of international indebtedness is there carried, it will at times
happen that a
‘I drain ” of
bullioncontinues so long as to
cause acute alarm as to the integrity
of the financial system
of I844 was passed, it was
of the kingdom. When the act
believed that the provisions of thiB law, to the effect that no
bank note (beyond the fixed amount of fifteen million pounds)
should be issued except on the actual deposit of an equivalent amount of specie, and that, conversely, no specie should
bewithdrawnexceptuponthesurrender
of anequivalent
amount of notes,wouldhavethe
effect, automatically,to
checkadrain,
fromwhatevercauseproceeding.Inasmuch.
however, asthe painful experiences
of several commercial criser
showed that this force could not always be relied
upon as sufi,
cient,*thedirectors
of the Bank of England have adopted

* Bagehot’s I ‘ Lombard Btreet ” will be found most interesting and instructive to an advanced student in economics snd finance.
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the policy of raising the rateof discount, sharply and rapidly,
whenever signs of a considerable export of gold shall appear.
Of course, the decree of the directors can absolutely control
the rate of discountonlyuponthecapitalwhichtheBank
itselfhas to loan ; butthemoral influence of suchan act
upon the joint-stock and private banks and upon individual
capitalists is naturally very great, and the general rate
of
interest is at once appreciably affected,
In doing this, the object of the directors of the Bank, who
deem themselves,by the forceof tradition, though not of law,*
largely responsible for the financial integrity of the kingdom,
is so to raise the rate of interest, or of discount, as to induce
foreign creditors, who have the right, at the time, to demand
gold from England, to leave that gold for awhile in England,
thus checking a ‘‘ drain” which is considered dangerous. By
raising the rate of interest at once, from three or four to six
or eight t per cent., the profit on the investment of funds in
who is
England is made so great that any foreign creditor,
not absolutely required by hisfinancial circumstancesto draw
his money away to his own country, feels a
Ntrong inducement to leave it still longer in England.
It is in this way that the
financial authorities of the kingdom
seek to“tideover”
ahighlyunfavorablestate
of the
exchanges ; and it may besaid thatthe policy, although
involving a resort to means which are altogether artificial and
highlyexceptional in finance,uniformlyprovessuccessful.
6‘ The fact,” said Mr. Goschen,
“ has been that almost every
advance in the bank rate
of discount is followedby a turnof the
exchanges in favor of England, Foreign creditors give their
English debtors a respite, and prefer t o wait longer for remittances, gaining interest meanwhile at the profitable English
rate.”
668. The SpecialCase of England and the United States.W e have said allthat thelimits of our space will allow concern-

-

* Walker : Money, Trade and

Industry, paga

292-98.

t The Bank has, in pursuance of this policy, more than onoo
b e rate of discount w high ma eleven per cent.
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ing foreign exchange in general. A word may, however,
be
addedregardingtheexchangebetweenEnglandandthe
of the
UnitedStates.Thevaluation,inAmericanmoney,
English pound sterling, has been several times changed. Prior
to 1792, the pound sterling was valued at$4.44 4-9, according
t o the bullion standard of the Spanish dollar, then universally
current among us. From that date down to 1834, the Americandollarwasworth
97& centsingold,
a t which rate a
poundsterlingwasworth
$4.563 cents.
By thecoinage
bullion
act of 1834 our standard was so reducedthatthe
contained in the American dollar was worth only
914 cents,
so that the poundsterlingbecameworthabout
$4.87. The
of the ‘‘sovereign,”
UnitedStatescustom-housevaluation
that is, the coin representing the English pound sterling, was,
however,fixed a t $4.84. By this differenceinbullionvalue
money, a fictitious
between our dollar and the English standard
par of exchange was created between England and the United
States, so that an American stock or bond worth$100 in New
Pork, would be quoted in London at about$109, whenever the
amounts respectively to be paid and received between the two
countries were equal.
By an act of Congress of January, 1874, the custom-house
valuation of the English sovereign was again changed, this
time to$4.8706/, , ,,, at which point it now remains. The London stock exchange respondedto this action, thesame year, by
valuing the American dollar atfour English shillings, equivalent to about 9 7 9 cents of our money, from which it resulta
that American stocks or bonds worth $100 are quoted in London a t about $102.75, subject to variations on account of the
fluctuations in commercial transactions.

XIV.
BI-YETALLISM.

569. The question of Bi-metallism is to be decided eolely
upon the principles which have been laid down in Part III., aa
governing the value of money ; but the question is one of 10
much popular interest and has been so confused by the pae-
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sionate controversy waged over it, that it may be worth while

to set the points at issue fairly forth, for the assistance of the
beginner in economics.
And first let UE depict the situation, in view of which the
controversy has arisen.
660. The Gold-Using Countries.-We
find one group o t
States, of great importance in international commerce, whose
habits of trade make gold money, or bank notes predicated
oonupon a reserve of gold money, the most agreeable and
venient medium of exchange, These are rich countries, having vast accumulations of wealth, derived from the industry
of the past. In them, because their productive power is large,
wages are high.
I n them, trade and industry are organized
with a great degree of complexity and minuteness. It is not
needful for our present purpose to name all the countries of
thisgroup ; but clearly it embracesEngland,France,BelgiumandHolland,
in Europe,and on thiscontinent,
the
United States.
It is admitted, that, in these countries, the use of silver w
the ordinary money of trade would be attended with great
inconvenience, and would meet so much prejudice on the part
of the people as to render it inexpedient for any government
to propose the introduction of that metal as the sole money of
fd Iegal-tender power. These countries, however, use a large
of
amount of silverasfractionary
money, forthepurpose
making change in transactions, and for retail purchases.
661. The Silver-UsingCountries.-Ontheotherhand,
we find a group of countries, embracing an aggregate number
of inhabitantsseveraltimesgreaterthanthosepreviously
mentioned, in which the facts of industry and the habits of
the people respecting exchange are such as to make gold an
impossible money. Such
countries,
beyond
doubt,
a
are
China and India, where the ordinary wages
of labor range
from twotoeightcentsaday.Thereareothercountries
-some in Europe and some in America-eettled by thepeople
of Southern Europe, in which wages range from twelve to
thirty cente a day, in some of which the ordinary use of gold
asmoney can notbepronouncedexactly
impossible ; yet
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where reasons, both of practical convenience and of sentiment.
and habit, give a decided preference to silver
for that purpose : apreference so decided that it isnotreasonable to
anticipatethatthesecountrieswill
soon, if ever,pass over
fromthesilver-using
tothegold-usinggroup
of countries.
"he groupof countries in respect30 which we have spoken
of the
use of silver money as more consonant with
the factsof industry
and the habits of the people than the use of gold, comprise
the Spanish American states, Russia, and most, if not all, of
the southern states of Europe.
I have said that it is not necessary for our present purpose
on the one
that allcommercialcountries
shouldbenamed
side or theother of thedividinglinedrawn.Controversy
mighteasilyariseas
totheproper
location of Italyor
Germany," perhaps also of Austria ; but we have no call to
undertakethequestion.
It isenough if it appearnotonly
that there is one great group of states which, in fact, use gold
as their principal money, and another great group which use
silver, but that the preference for the one metal or the other
is so far determined by economic causes, such as the rate of
wages, the degree of accumulated wealth, etc., as to make it
highly probable that the two money metals will continue
be to
used, as now, each within a widefield that is peculiar to itself.
662. What the Bi-Metallist Proposes.-It is this situation
whichthebi-metallisthasin
viewwhenhe
propounds hie
scheme. Acceptingtheexistence
of a largegroup of countries in which gold naturally circulates as money and another
in which silver is so used, he proposes to create a league of
states, some of which are what we may, for brevity, call silver
states, and some, gold states, which shall, each for itself, but
by simultaneous action, establish the free coinaget of the two
~~

~

* If, for example, Germany were resolved

into ita constituent States,
severel would naturally gravitate towards the gold-using group ; more,
still, towards the silver-using group. In like manner,Northern Italy
might go to the gold-using group, while Southern Italy would tend the

other way.
t The dietinetion between free and gratuitow coinage ie noted in

por. 196.
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metals, makingthemoney
of onemetal to belegal-tender
of
indiilerently with money of the other metal, in payment
debta, at a certain ratio determined upon in advance by the
consentingstates.Say,forexample,
15a dwt. of silver to 1
dm. of gold, theratioadopted
bythestates of theLatin
The
Union, viz., France,Italy,BelgiumandSwitzerland.
bi-metallist asserts that, if such league be formed between a
considerable number of important commercial countries, even
though it does not embrace all countries, the relative value of
gold and silver will be kept close to the mint-ratio so established.
When asked what is the object in view in such an international arrangement ; what advantage is anticipated of sufficient importance to make it worth while to endeavor to overcome the natural reluctance of nations to bind themselves to
actin common respectingmatterswhichtouchtheirsovereignty, to make it worth while toresort tointernational
conferences and congresses, the bi-metallist adduces two considerations which he alleges to be of vast importance to the
world’s trade and industry.
663. A Par of Exchange * Desired between Gold Countries and Bilver Countries.”Thefirstistheestablishment
counof a par of exchange between silver-using and gold-using
tries.
W e saw (par. 543) that between two countries having the
samemoneymetal,apar
of exchange exists. Thispar of
exchange is realized whenever the sum of the payments to be
made in one country by merchants of the other country, within
a certain brief period, is equal to the sum of the payment# to
be made in the latter by the merchantsof the former county,
in which event a merchant paying down
a certainamount,
say t,OOO ounces, of the common money metal, say gold, in
his own country, can thereby purchase the right to
receive,
himself, or through his agent or representative-his creditor,
let us suppose”1,OOO ounces of that metal in the country in
~

~~~

~

* The question Of foreign exchanged h a been treated under a preceding

title.
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question. Exchange will, in fact, fluctuate about this par of
exchange, now above and now below, according to the movements of supply and demand, as these are determined by the
of paymentsto
relativeamounts of debtstobepaidand
be received, respectively, in the course of trade between the
two countries. The outflidelimits of thesemovements of
exchange are, as we saw,fixed by the co& of exporting or
importing specie.
of different metals,
But between two countries having money
say of gold in one country and of silver in the other, there is
no par of exchange, irrespective of a bi-metallic league like
thatunder consideration. Wholly inaddition tothe usual
movements of exchange, the question,howmuch
goldan
Indian merchant can obtain the right to receive in London,
by paying down a certain amount
of silver in Calcutta, depends on the silver price of gold and the gold price of silver,
at the time. And asthetwometalshavetheirseparate
aources of supply, and, to a certain extent, independent uses,
whether in the arts or as money, their respective values are
likely to fluctuate greatly.
664. It is a necessary result of this that much more uncertainty is involved in trade between a gold and a silver country than between two goldcountries, or two silver countries :
the chances of undeserved losses or unearned gains are greatly
increased. No merchant in a silver country selling to a gold
country, no merchantinagoldcountrysellingtoasilver
country, canknow for how much
of the metal which forma
the money of the country to which he exports his wares he
must sell them, in order to make himself good for the metal
which he.has expended at home in producing or purchasing
them.
The English merchant whosells to Calcutta or Hong Kong
or Mexico, may do all that lies within him with the highest
wisdom and skill ; he may buy the rightsort of goodsand buy
them at a bargain, ship them at the proper season to the best
market, sell them at the highest ruling prices, and bring the
proceeds safely home toLiverpoo1, yet a fall insilver, between
the sale of the goods and the receipt of the proceeds, may
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strip him of all the profits of his venture, of all the fruits of
the year’s business, or even entail a heavy 1088 upon him.
It Is true that, in one sense, what one merchant in an individual case loses, some other merchant, or some banker, or
some speculator, may gain. But it is not true that unearned
gains encourage industry to the extent to which undeserved
losses discourage it. On the contrary, not only does the good
done almost always fall far short of compensating for the evil
wrought, but it often happens that,
as mercy between man
and man blesses both him that gives and
him that takes, so
the sums of wealth transferred by upeculation or accident, not
only leave the loser grieving and crippled, curse
but and blight
him whom they seemingly enrich.
686. Nowthisgrievousdisadvantageunder
which international trade suffers, the bi-metallist professes to be able to
remove, throughthe scheme that hasbeendescribed,
It is
not now the question whether this can, indeed, be done ; but
whether the result be desirable, and, if so, whether desirable
in a degree to justify a considerable effort, perhaps some sacrifice.
It is one of the accidents of the controversy over this question that the mono-metallist writers are estopped from denying that this resultwould, if practicable, be desirable in a very
highdegree.Therearebutfew
of thosewriters who have
not, in discussion of the effects of inconvertible paper money,
treated the loss of a par of exchange with foreign nations (par.
220) as aserious disaster. In dealing with such acase, for example, as that of France between I871 and 1877, they have attributed most unfortunate consequences to the inconvertibility of
the money of the Republic into that which wa5 the money of
the commercial world, even though the notes of the Bank of
France were at a very slight, often hardly appreciable, discount. In the same way these writers, during the continuance
of the American suspension, 1862 t o 1879, wereaccustomed
(and rightly) to attribute t o the inconvertibility of the greenbacks most injurious effects upon the trade and production of
the United States, and this, even after the premium on gold
had sunk to a low average, and had ceased to fluctuate vio-
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lently or rapidly. “Any degree of depreciation,however
small, even the liability to depreciation, without its reality,”
to be a cause of
to use Mr. Bagehot’s phrase, was declared
mischief, to be eradicated by the most heroio efforts of the
suffering nation, at almostany sacrifice.
666. The Greater Stability ofvalue in Bi-metellicMoney.
-A second benefit which, according to the bi-metallist claim,
would result from the establishmentof an international league
for the free coinage of both metals, as indifferent legal tender,
at a certain fixed ratio, in payment of debts, is that the two
metals, thus bound together, would constitute a better money
than either metal by itself could be. The inequalities of mining production would tend in a degree to equalize each other,
with the result of greater uniformity in the production of the
compound mass, and hence of greater steadiness in the value
of money.
Here, again, the mono-metallists are
a t a controversial disadof the
vantage. Inorderto
establishtheimpracticability
bi-metallic scheme, they have dwelt strongly on the tendency
of the two metals to vary widely
in value, and this view
is
fully borne out by the facts of the last three or four centuries.+ Butthisargumentagainstthepracticability
of the
bi-metallic scheme virtually amounts to an admission
of the
merits of that scheme, if found practicable.

* Take the present century only, for illustration. When the
century
opened,
silver
was
in course of rapid
production.
Three
dollars’
worth of silver ww taken out, where one dollar’s worth of gold was produced. Then came the series
of SouthAmericanandMexicanrevolts
and revolutions, between 1809 and 1829,by which mining machinerywag
destroyed, mining populations scattered, and the most prolific mines of
theworld closed. M r . Jacob eatimatesthatthestock
of theprecious
metals in civilized hands fell off one-sixth in those twenty years. But
gold now came in to fill the void. In 1823,the mines of the Oural began
to yieldlargely,while
about 1830 thegoldsandsofSiberia
became
known. And now only 68 cents’worth of silver waa produced to a
dollar’s worth of gold.
In 1848 and 1851 came the gold discoveriesof California and Australia,
and so altered was the relative productionof the two metals that only 27
cents’worth of silver w89 taken out, to a dollar’s worth of gold I After
1861, however, the facts of production became more favorable to silver.
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I think it must be conceded,on this statement, that the
so as to realize the
bi-metallic scheme, if it could be carried out
expectations of its advocates, would confer very great benefits
upon international trade, and, by consequence, upon the production of wealth.*
567. ~e
it PreotimbleP-Let us, then, inquire what arethe
economic conditions of the caee ; how far it is reasonable to
believe that this scheme could besuccessfully established.
What is the force towhich the bi-metallistlooks to restrain
the tendency to divergence between the values
of the two
money metals, silver and gold? It is evident that any rational
scheme to influence value must aim at affecting either supply
or demand. Can, then, government
influence the supply of or
the demand for a money metal ? Clearly, unmistakably, yes.
Government can in a very great degree influence the demand
for either of the money metals by coining it into money and
conferring on the coin legal tender power.
In 1873 began a stillfurthermovement in thesamedirection.
The
director of the United States mint estimated the world’s production of
gold in 1884at one hundred and two million dollars, and of silver (at
16 : 1of gold) at one hundred and sixteen million dollars.
* I do not here presentthe argument fvom the 8TATUS in favor of the
remonetization of silver in Europe and America, as money of full legal
tender power, at a certain ratio to money of gold, under free coinage.
That argument has respect to the vast bodies of debts and fixed charges,
both public and private, contracted before the Qerman demonetization
of
eilver (say, 1873). It is urged that to requirethese debts, whether interest
or principal, or both, to be paid in money whose purchasing power haa
been enhanced by the diminution of its volume through the extrusion of
dlver (except as small change) from the money system of Europe and
America, will prove
both a grievous injustice,as between debtor and creditor, and a great source of injury to trade and production. The English economicstatisticiansaregenerallyagreedthatthepurchasingpower
of
gold has largelyincreasedsincetheGermandemonetization.
How
far this has been in consequence of that demonetization, is matter of dispute.Theaggregate
amount of national
debts
is
now
stated
ctt
$27,OOO,OOO,OOO. There are, in addition, vast bodies of public or politicslindebtedness, on thepart of counties,citiesandtowns.Thenwe
have the enormous mass of corporate (industrial), and private debts, the
burden of which (at any time) depends primarily upon the purchasing
power of the money in which interest or principal is to be paid.

-

T o illustrate this, let us suppose that, in any country, both
gold and silver are made legal tender in payment of debts, a t
the ratio of 153 of silver t o 1 of gold : that is, the law decrees
that a debtor may extinguish an obligation by the paymentof
coins containing a certain number of ounces of gold, or, at his
option, coins containing fifteen and a half times that number
of ounces of silver. Let it be assumed that, at the moment of
the decree, thiswastheactualmarketratiobetweenthe
metals.
Let it now be supposed that causes, natural or commercia1,
that is, affectingthesupply
of onemetal
or theother,
or theother,begin
oraffectingthedemandfortheone
: say, to
to operate to produce a divergence from this ratio
make an ounce of gold worth 15.60 ounces of silver, what will
occur ? The bi-metallic principle will a t once begin tc act in
it
restraint of this movement toward divergence. How will
operate?Throughthe
desire of everydebtortomeethi6
maturingobligationsinthecheapeningmetal.Alldebtors
will, in thecase supposed,seeksilver.
This extension of
demand acts directly in contravention
of the force which is
loweringits value. Ontheotherhand,the
metal-goldwhich is tending to become dearer, from that fact falls outof
demand. No debtor seeks it as the means of paying his debts.
This diminution of demand at once operates in counteraction
of the forces tending to raise the value of gold.
668. The Opinion of Mono-Metrtllio Writers.-Now,
is
this a purely fanciful view of the subject, taken only by advocates of the bi-metallic scheme ? On the contrary, it has been
seen in operation over extensive countries,
of great commercial
importance, through long periods of time ; and the validity of
the cause is fully confessed b y mono-metallic writers of the
highest reputation.
M. Chevalier, the eminent French economist, writing of this
system as it prevailed
in his own country in 1857, when, in
consequence of the great gold discoveries in California and
Australia, gold was tending to fall and silver torise, and thus
to pull away from the mint ratio of 15# : 1, then established
in France, speaks thus emphatically : ‘(Whilst this state of
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things lasts, it will be impossd6b at London, Brussels, Hamburg, or even at New Pork, or at any other great center of
oommerce, for gold to fall much
below 15$ times its weight
in silver.” And Prof.Cairnes,writing of the sameperiod,
; the
rraid : “ Thecrop of goldhasbeenunusuallylarge
increase in the supply has caused a fall in its value ; the fall
in its value has led to its being substituted for silver ; a mass
of silver has thus been disengaged from purposeswhich it wan
formerly employed to serve ; and the result has been that the
two m&ak have fallen in value together.”
Mr. Bagehot wrote in the London Economist : ‘‘ Whenever
the values of the two metals altered, these [bi-metallic] countries acted as equalizing machines ; they took the metal which
fell, they sold the metal whichrose ; and thus the relative
value of the two was kept at its old point.”
And the late Prof. Jevons, writing in 1874, under the title,
the Equivalence of Commodities (see par. 142), says : ‘‘ It in
upon this principle that wemustexplain
the extraordinary
permanence of the ratio of exchange of gold and silver : that
this $xedness of ratio does not depend upon the amount and
cost of production is proved by the very slight effect of the
Australian or Californian discoveries.”
And elsewhere Prof. Jevons thus illustrates the compensatory action of the two metals : “ Imagine two reservoirs of
water, each subject to independent variations
of supply and
demand. I n the absence of any connecting pipe, the level of
the water in each reservoir will be subject to its own fluctuations only. But, ifwe openaconnection, the water in both
will assume a certain mean level, and the effects of any excessivesupply or demandwillbedistributedoverthe
whole
area of both reservoirs.
“ The mass of the metals, gold and
silver, circulating in
Western Europe in late years,
is exactly represented by the
water in these resemoirs, and the connecting pipeis the law of
the 7 t h Germinal an XI,* which enables one metal to take the
place of the other aA an unlimited legal tender.’’
*French revolutionary style for the year 1808, the date commonly
assi-med to the establishment of the bi-metallic system in France.
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SBQ. Bi-Metallismnot 8 Chimem.-We Bee, thnfl, that
the bi-metallicscheme is based upon economic principles which
for anynationto
are incontestable. If it beworthwhile
it
undertake this work of holding silver and gold together,
can do so just as long as it has any considerable quantity of
the metal which at the time tends to become dearer, to dispose of. If it beworthwhileforanygroup
of nations to
undertake this, they can maintain the approximate
equivalenoy
of the two metals just as long as their joint stock of the metal
which at that timetends to become dearerremainsnnexhausted. Every additionalstatethat
joins thebi-metallic
groupstrengthensthesystemintwo
ways, first, by contributing to the supply
of the metalwhichmay,under
the
natural or commercial conditions prevailing at the time, tend
t o become dearer, and, secondly, by withdrawing itself from
the list of States which may possibly contribute to thedemand
for that metal.
170. The OperationIllustreted.-Wemay
suppose the
oommercial world to be divided into sixteen states,A to P, the
first six having the single gold Rtandard ; four, G to J, the
of goldand
silver, underthe
so-calleddoublestandard
bi-metallic system : say at 164 : 1 ; the remaining states having the single standard of silver, t h w :
A, B, C, D, E,F,(G,H, 1, J,) K,L, M, N, 0, P.
It is evident that, in the event
of achange in the conditions of supply tending to cheapen silver relatively to gold,
the new silver wouldpass into the countries of the double
standard, G to J, and be there exchanged for gold, at the
rate of 15+ : 1, withsomesmallpremium
as the profit of
the transaction,and,asa
result, the golddisplacedfrom
the circulation wouldbeexported
to the gold countries, A
t o F, in settlement of trade balances.
of silver for
Therapiditywith
which thissubstitution
goldinthe
bi-metallic states will proceedmustdepend,
first, on the force of the natural causes operating to cheapen
silver ; and, secondly, on the force of the commercial causes
operating t o maintain or advancethe value of gold. The
length of time during which the drain of the dearer metal
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exhaustion, will (given the rate of
movement)depend
solely upon the stock of thatmetal
existing in the bi-metallic states when the drain begins.
But chief among the causes operating to advance the value
of gold, is the exclusive power with which gold is invested
by law to pay debts in states A to F ; while the stock of the
dearermetal
available to sustain thedrain described, ia
made up, not of all the gold in the sixteen states A to P, or
in the ten states A to J, but only of the gold in the four bimetallic states, G to J.
Now, let ua suppose the sixteen commercial statea to be
somewhat differently divided, as follows :
A, B, c, D, (E, F,G,H, I, J, K, L,) M, N, 0,p.
The bi-metallic system i s now not twice merely, but many
times as strong, since not only is the amount of the dearer
metalsubject to drain increased, but the demand for that
metal, in preference to silver at 15J : 1, now comes from four
countries only, instead of six, as formerly.
The transfer of stillanother state from each of the two
single-standard groups, would vastly increase the stability of
the bi-metallic system.
A, B , C , ( D , E , F , G , H , I , J , K , L , M , ) N, 0, P. Not
only would the base of the system be broadened by bringing
the dearer metal of ten states, D to M, under tribute, in the
event of changes operating on the supply of either metal ;
but the force threatening theequilibrium of the system would
’be reduced, since the demand for the dearer metal would now
come from only three states : A, B, C, in the case of a cheap
ening of silver relatively to gold ; N, 0, P, in the case of a
cheapening of goldrelatively to silver. Thosethreestate8
can not take the dearer metal indefinitely. They would aoon
be surfeited. A further increase of money in them would be
followed by a fall in its value, which would soon proceed so
far as to bring the metals together again,
And it is to be noted that, witha bimetallic league embracing so many states, those which tended naturally to theuse of
silver aa money would continue to use silver predominantly ;
those which tended to uae gold would still use gold aa their
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mainmoney’
of circulation.Whenevercausesbegan
to
operate to cheapen silver relatively to gold (at the mint ratio
between the two metals established by the league), the gold
using countries would take some additional silver and discard
some gold ; but this increase of demand for silver and diminution of demandforgoldwouldcheckthemovement
to
of thecirculatingmedium
divergencebeforethecharacter
became greatlychanged. In theevent of a cheapening of
gold relatively to sgver, the substitution of gold for silver, in
the silver-using states, to the extent only of a small fraction
of their circulation, would suffice to put a stop to the movement.
571. Thisisthebi-metallic
scheme. The question of
securing the co-operationof independent states to any end, is
a political, not an economic question : that is, the desired end
is t o be obtained by the action of governments, moved by
various considerations and interests, and not
by the laws of
trade.
Our limits will not permit us to enter into a discussion of
the cause8 which have, since 1874, suspended the bi-metallio
policy of the Latin Union, or of the probabilities of the future,
respecting the indifferent use of gold and silver as money.

xv.
THEREVENUE

OF THE BTATE.

673. The revenue of the State may be derived from :
I. Voluntary Contributions.*
It is, t o most of us, difficult to conceive a state of society
where the expenses of governmentshould be metthrough
spontaneous self-assessment ; yet, in a more primitive condiof things hasexistedwidely, t and in a
tion,suchastate
few happy instances has come down nearly to our day.
*Voluntary Taxation, says Emile de Girardin, it is the State stimu.
lated ; it is the State economical ; it is the State Republican and Demo.
cratic.
t The worda Dona,Benevolences, etc., in the history of revenue,
testify to the original wumption that contribution w&svoluntary.

I
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The papal revenues* may perhaps be brought under this
title.AdamSmith
cites Hamburg,Basle,Zurich,Underwald, Holland,and other communities, wherethe self-valuation
of the citizen was accepted.
An American, t long resident in Europe, thus describes his
experience in a community where the principle of self-assessment still survived:
“For four yearsitwasthe
good fortune of thepresent
writer to be domiciled in one of these communities. Incredible as it may seem to believers in the necessity of a legal
enforcement of taxes by pains and penalties, he was, for that
period, by law and usage, in the strictest sense of the term,
his own aflsessor and hiB own tax gatherer. In common with
the other citizens, he was invited, without sworn statement or
declaration, to make such contribution to the public chprges
aa eeemed to him just and equal. That
sum, uncounted by
any official, unknown to any but himself,hewasasked
to
; on doing
drop, with his own hand, into a strong public chest
whioh, his name was checked off the list of contributors, his
duty done.”
578.
Luorative Prerogatives, Publio Property, and
State Enterprise.
The following may be named as the chief sources of revenue under this head :
(1.) Rent-charges in favor of the state as the proprietor of
all lands. This has been fully discussed under the title : the
Nationalization of the Land (pars. 496-505).
(2.) Escheat : the principle that the state is the proprietor
of all property to which individual titles or claims are lost.
This principlewas earlyestablishedinallcountrieswhose
legal or fiscal history we know.
It is evident that the scope of this principle will widen or

II.

*The Pope was the greatest capitalist of theMiddle Ages. The
BrMh Parliamentatone time declared the revenues derived from the
people of that Kingdom by the Pope to be five times aa $reat 88 thow
obtained by the Crown.

t Rev. Dr. Warren,President of Boeton Univereity.
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contractin
correspondence withthe
laws regulatingthe
descent and bequest of propertyand prescribing the times
and modes of proving claims. Underthefeudal
system,
escheat constituted amost important source of revenue. In
England, the right of devising real propertydidnot
exist
after the Conquest, untilthetime of Henry VIE. Modern
society, however, has given continuallywider extension to the
the principle of inheritance, until
power of bequestand
escheat has ceased to be of much importance.
In 1795, the great English law reformer, Jeremy Bentham,
in a pamphlet entitled, “ Escheat vice Taxation,” propounded
a scheme by which the entire revenue of the state should be
derived from t.his source.
Benthamproposed an extension of theexisting
law of
escheat, “ a law coeval with the veryfirst elements of the Constitution,”andacorresponding
limitation of the power of
bequest. The effect intended was to be “the appropriating to
the me of the public all vacant successions, property of every
denomination included, on thefailure
of near relations,
will or no will, subject only to the power of bequest, as hereinafter limited.”
By near relations, he means ‘ I such relations as stand within
the degrees termed
prohibited
with
reference to marriage.”
Further, in the case of “such relations within the pale as
are not only childless, but without prospect of children,” he
proposes, that, instead of taking their share in money, they
should take only the interest of it for life.
‘(Asto the latitude to be left to the power of bequest,” he
writes, “I should propose it to be continued in respect to the
half of whatever property would be at pretcent subjectto
that power.”
Bentham argues that in the distribution of property there
ie no sense of hardship but in proportion to disappointment :
expectation thwarted. ‘ I Hardship,” he my^, ‘L
depends upon
disappointment ; disappointment upon expeetation ; expectation upon the dispensations, meaning theknmn dispensatione,
of the law.”
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If, therefore,thelaw were so framed,distantrelatione*
would not expect to succeed ; would consequently not be disappointed ; and would consequently suffer no hardship.
574. (3.) Fines and forfeitures for Criminality and Delinquency.Sincegovernmentexists
largelyfortheprotection
of life, property and labor, the cost of maintaining government and administering justice might properly
be drawn, if
it were found possible, from the delinquent and criminalclass.
In feudal times, fines andforfeituresconstitutedavery
important source of revenue to the crown.
(a) The relation of the tenant to the lord was a personal
one, and any failure in personal loyalty, thoughit did not become a crime against society, was punished by heavy fines or
by total forfeiture.
(6) The crimes of thosedayswerelargely
political, and
political offenders are likely to be men of wealth and position.
The Wars of the Roses were so fruitful of forfeitures that a
largeproportion of theland became theproperty of the
crown.
In the present age political crimes have become comparativelyinfrequent,andthecriminalclassare
now mainly
drawn from thepoor, who are not proper, perhaps not possible,
subjects for pecuniary exaction.
Hence this branch of public revenue has shrunk into comparative insignificance. Fines and forfeitures pay a part
of
of
the expense of strictlyjudicialestablishments,especially
the lower or police courts ; but they add little to the general
receipts of the state.
(4.) Tributesfrom colonies,dependenciesandconquered
nations, including war fines, requisitions and indemnities.
The subject is a fascinating
one ; t but I must resist the
temptation to enlarge upon it.
*The principle of Bentham’s proposal is sanctioned by the legacy and
succession duties of England, which exact ten per cent. from strangers,
and only one per cent. from children.
t It would be specially interesting to compare the system of exaction
practiced by theQreeks,Carthaginians and Romans, in ancienttimes,
and by the Dutch and Portuguese,in modern times,with the English aye.
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675. ( 5 . ) The sale ofoffices, honors and titles.
“his source of revenue makes a very prominent figure h
the history of finance ; but has, a t present, mainly a cariou
interest.
The sale ofoffices, titles, etc., by the state, may fall
into
several different categories.
(a) The sale d officesof
dignityand honor, a6 in the
case of the patents of nobility, granted by James I,* of England, the effect of which merely is to lower the real honor and
dignity of such offices, perhaps with only a political and social
retribution.
( b ) The sale of offices, as under many of the Popes, whioh
carry salaries in the nature of annuities terminable by death,
the pricepaidrepresenting,more
or less exactly from the
actuarial point of view, the capitalized value of the annuity.
(c) The sale ofoffices, as once practiced largelyin France,
whichcarryexemptionsfrompoliticalburdensandfrom
taxes.Thisamountssimply
to a sale of therights of the
state in respect to taxation, andis, in effect, an anticipationof
revenue. A governmentwhichwasinsuchstraitsasto
resort to practices like these would be likely to make
a very
bad bargain for itself ; and so in France it proved.
“As the financesbecamemoreembarrassed,”
says M. de

temofseeking the interest of themothercountry, or the conquering
couniry, in the right to impose navigation laws and commercial restric‘tions, and in the benefits of patronage in officering the public service of
colonies and dependencies.
* The sumpaid to constitute a Baron mas iX0,OOO ; a viscount, !215,OOa,
an Earl, ~20,00O.-Taylor, Hist. of Taxation in England.
The price of the dignityof a Baronet,” says Taylor, W&B equivalent
to !21095, ninety-three of whom were created.”
These are instances of the sale of ofaces to willing purchasers. J s m d
son, Charles I., undertook the sale of his ofices to his subjects,
m’ZZ#
nil@. He revived the feudal practice of Knight’s Fee,”and compelled
persons holdingland of a certainyearlyvalue
to come upand be
knighted, or submit to a fine for contumacy. Brodie says, “ Charles did
not restrict it to men of landed property,but includedlesaea, merchants,
and others.”-Hist. Br. Empire.
‘ I

I‘

I‘
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Tocqueville,('new
offices werecreated,withexemptions
from taxation or privileges by way of salary ; and aB they
were created to supply the wants of the treasury and not the
requirements of the public service, an immensenumber of them
were useless or positively mischievous.
As early as 1664, when Colbert instituted an inquiry into
the subject, it was discovered that the capital invested in this
miserable business nearly amounted to 500,000,000 livres. It
is said thatRichelieuabolished
100,000 offices. They rose
anew,underfresh
names. For a t d e of money, thestate
bartered away the right of directing and controlling its own
servants. Thenetresult
of thissystem wasa government
machine, EO vast, 80 complicated, so cumbrous, and EO inefficient that it was actually found necessary to let it stand idle,
while a new instrument, constructed with more simplicity and
better adapted foruse, performed the work which these countless functionaries were supposed to do."
It was Louis XII. who systematized the sale of offices, and
Henry IV. who first sold hereditary ones.
(d)The sale of offices, as notably under the Roman Empire, which carry rights, privileges and exclusive opportunities by which the purchaser may reimburse
himself for his
outlay, either through a monopoly or through the collection
and disbursement of the public revenue.
576. (6.) Domains(L'EtatCapitaliste.)
Even under the modern European principle
of the private
ownership of land, the state is, in all countries, the possessor
of larger or smaller domains from which a revenue may be
derived.
It is the habit of writers on finance to speak, and perhaps
justly, in the most disparaging tone of the administration of
publicestates, for productive uses.* AdamSmith expressee
((

*Id. Leroy Beaulieu dwells upon the distinction between the property
of the State, which is left to the enjoyment of the community, or which
is devoted to government uses, and that which is sought to be adminiistered productively. The former he t e r n d o m a i n s publtc ;the lstter
domaim p ' a 6 de 1' Etat.
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himself in thestrongestterms.
“ T h e servants of the most
negligentmasterarebettersuperintendedthantheservants of the most vigilant sovereign.” Referring
tQhis own
country, he says : ‘ I The crown-lands of Great Britain * do
not, at present, afford the fourth part of the rent which could
probably be drawn from them, if they were the property of
private persons. If the crown-lands were more extensive, it is
And, not to
probablethey wouldbestillworsemanaged.”
disparage English administration too greatly, he adds
: “In
the present state of the greater part of the civilized monarchies of Europe, the rentof all lands in the country, managed
as they would probably be if they all belonged to one proprietor, would warce amount, perhaps, to the ordinary revenue
which they levy upon the people, even in peaceful times.”
However much this statement might require to be modified
with respect to the managementof government property in a
country like Germany,withitsadmirablecivii
service and
its systematic administration of public trusts, no one would
think of questioning the full literal truth of Adam Smith’s
declaration if applied to our own country, with its civil
service based upon the principlesof rotation in office and appointment as the reward of partisan activity.
Of the present Enropean States, Russia, Prussia, Bavaria,
Sweden, and Hanover, derive considerable revenue from pub-

.through
tions

+Did our space allow, it would be interesting to refer to the alienaandresumptionsandrenewedalienations
of theCrown-lands,
the reignsof the Tudors and the Stuarts.
Strangely enough,it W M
that model financier, WilliamIII., who effected the greatest havocamong
the royal domains. One can scarcely readof the wholesale squanderingof
the property of the Crown by this monarch, without the suspicion that he
clearly saw the coming on of the modern system of finance, when the
necessities of the state shouldbe met, no longer by rents andfines and forfeitures and escheata and purveyance, but by systematic taxation ; and
that, in something like contempt for the feudal sources of revenue, he
purposely chose to dissiplrte the patrimony on which his predecasaons had
relied. ‘(At the end of William’s reign,” says Sir E. May, Psrliament,
hving obtained accounts of the stateof the land revenues, found
tbstthey
had been reduced by grants, alienations, fncumbrancw, revmiow, and
pensions, until they scarcely exceededthe rent-roll of a squire.”
I‘
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lic domains, the first named being so pre-eminent in this respectthat M. Cherbuliez * mentions it asalmostthe
only
state which draws a notable proportion of its revenue from
such a source.
577. (7) StateEnterprise(L’EtatEntrepreneur).-Whatever the disabilities of the state in acquiring a revenue from
the rental or sale of property, whether that consist of agricultural lands, or mines, or forests, or fisheries, or phosphate
deposits, those disabilities are greatly increased when the state
undertakes the management of commercial or manufacturing
busines8.t The state as capitalist is at no small disadvantage ;
as entrepreneur, that disadvantage is vastly aggravated.
Yet the rule of failure, on this side of governmental agency,
is not unbroken. Dr. Smith mentions the republic
of Hamburg as deriving a considerable revenue from a public wine
cellarandfromanapothecary’sshop.Theprofits
of banking $ have been realized in a notable degree by several cities,
amongthemHamburg,VeniceandAmsterdam.Thepostoffice can be made, and has been made,
“ t o pay,” and that
handsomely.If
the post-office in the United States is not a
Bource of revenue,itisbecauseour
jpeople have chosen to
make it an agency for promoting the settlement of the count r y . The business of distilling in Russia, of sugar refining in
Egypt, and of opium manufacture in British India, have been
made the subject of no inconsiderable profit to government,

* Science Economique. Worth mentioning in this connection are the
sugar plantations, private property of the Khedive of Egypt, the guano
depositaof Peru and Chili, and the mahogany forests of Honduras, on
the credit of which vast loans have been obtained, within recent years,
in the London market.
t Adam Smith remarks that no two characters are more incombtent
than those of trader and sovereign. “ If the trading spirit of the E n g b h
Esst India Company rendered them very bad sovereigns, the spirit of
sovereignty
to have rendered them equally bad traders.”
$The Prussian Bank in 1874 declared dividends of 12 3-4 per cent.
One-half the net gain6 of the bank go to the state. The United States ww
a partner to the extent of one-fdth j;l the bank of 1791-1811,and agein in
that of 18161836.
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The supply of towns in the matter of water, and, in a smaller
number of instances, of g a ~ has
, been attempted, not unsuw
cessfully, by municipal governments.
The instance which goes furthest to contradict the generally
receivedopinion of the hopeless incapacity of the state to
conduct industrial enterprises, is afforded by the railways of
Germany.
578. III. Quasi Taxes.-The following may be named
aa
mources of revenue under this head:
(1.) Monopolies conferred upon individuals or corporations,
in consideration of a capital sum paid down, or of a share in
the resulting profits.
Monopolies have played a conspicuous part in the historyof
public revenues; and, in spite of the spirit of the age which
is, in general, strongly opposed to exclusive privilegesof manufacture and sale, they still form a prominent feature in the
budget of many countries of Europe.
Monopoliesmaybecommercial,industrial
or financial.
The distinction between the monopoliefl of the past and those
of thepresentday
is marked.Formerlymonopolieswere
granted, for the profit of thegovernment,to persons and
corporations to carry on a vast variety of operations,* great
and smallalike,most
of whichweresusceptible
of private
management.

* The story of the rapid extension of monopolies in England under
Elizabeth, of the indignation aroused thereby throughout the realm, and
of the submission of the haughty Tudor to the rising storm, is familiar
to everyschool-boy. Hume remarkedthat,hadElizabeth’ssystem
of
monopoliesbeen continued, the England of his day would have contained
w little industry aa Morocco or the coast of Barbary.
Charles I. played the same game aa Elizabeth, and a r o w d an equal
popularindignation,untileventhesubservientjudgeskicked
at the
reatraints everywhere imposedupon trade.
monopoly : “Almost every
SaysBrodie,afterreferringtothesoap
article of ordinaryconsumption,whether of manufacture or not, WBB
exposed to a similar abuse ; salt, starch, coals, iron, wine, pens, cards and
dice,beavers,felts,bonelace,etc.,meat
dreaaed in taverns, tobacco,
wine casks, brewing and distilling,lamprons,weighing
of hayand
straw in London and Westminster, gauging of red herrings, buttercasks,
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Such were the monopolies of the 17th and 18th centuriea
Today, under the light of political economy, all prudent governmentsrestricttheprinciple
of monopoly to a very few
highly important interests, and, by preference, to thosewhich
in their nature tend toward monopoly. Thus Bentham, that
arch enemy of monopolies,proposed the collection of large
revenues from bankers,whowere
to becompensated b y a
monopoly within their several districts,
on the ground that
banking was a business tending to monopoly.
In thesameway,taxes
on railwaygoodsandpassenger
traffic in England and France have
been defended, even by
free-traders, on the ground that railway transportation isnecessarily very much of amonopoly ; that full and effective
competition can rarely be introduced and never long maintained ; and that the state may, therefore, accepting the fact
of a substantial monopoly, properly derive a profit therefrom.
But there are also certain special interests of great commercial importance, in every way fitted for private management,
which, on account of their high capability for yielding revenue, some enlightened nations still constitute exceptions tothe
principle of open public competition.
Among the subjects thus specially excepted from the principle of competition, are opium, salt, tobacco and matches.
67Q.-(2.) Lotteries. This needs only
to bementioned ad
a eource of revenue largely made use of, in the past, and still
forming an important feature in the budgets
of many civilized
countries. Of the moral and eocial objections* to this system
of raising money, we are not called to speak here. Economno doubt that, while lotteriee
ically speaking, there can be
afford a most effective means of securing a present revenue,
kelp and seaweed, linen cloth, rags, hope, buttons, hats, gutstring, spec.
tacles, combs, tobacco, pipes, etc., saltpeter, gunpowder, in short, articles
down to the sole gathering of rags, were all under the fettersof monopolies, and consequently deeplytaxed.”
* It i 6 to be noted that the laws against private lotteries which, doubt.
lees, did much to educate that public sentiment which now makes even
public lotteries impossible in many countries, originated in the deab to
aecure to the state the profits of thia eource of gain.
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appealing,asthey
do, to one of the strongest passions of
human nature, they yet, in their ultimate
effect, weaken the
state by discouraging patient industry, and thus impair the
revenue capabilities of any people among whom they come to
be extensively employed. In two of the states of the American union, lotteries are still conducted under government patronage. Every one is familiar with them as agencies for
collecting money for charitable and religious assoaiatiom.
580.-(3.) Purveyance.-The
right of buyingprovisions
and other necessaries for the use of the royal household, at an
appraised valuation, in preference to all other purchasers and
evenwithouttheconsent
of the owner, mighthave been
included among the" lucrative prerogatives " mentioned under
a former head, or may indifferently be -regarded as
a quasi
tax.Onceextensivelypracticed,purveyanceis
now greatly
restrainedand confined, andinalmostallhighlycivilized
countries is wholly discontinued-except
during actual war,
or in the case of a royal progress.
581.-(4.) Fees.-A fourth mode of raising revenue, which
partakes largely of the nature of a tax, without bearing ita
form, is through the exaction of fees for stated or occasional
services performed by the agentsof the State.
So far as fees are, in the phrase of Garnier, not $seal, that
is, so far as they constitute merely a return for the expense
to which the individual receiving the benefit has put the state,
on his own behalf, they do not come under the present title.
W e a r e only concerned here with fees exacted by the state 88
a means of revenue, in excess of the expense to which the
state is put by the performance of the service, and where,
perhaps, the so-called service is itself interpoued
only as an
occasion for the imposition of a tax, as in the
case of many
custom-house services.
Intothe samecategorywouldproperlyfallallthefees
exacted from individuals where the main benefit is received
by the community, even though the aggregate
of such receipts
should not equal the expense to the state of maintaining some
necessary service. Judicial fees are often
of this nature, the
coat of obtaining the adjudication of a great principle having
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been formerly thrown upon single individuals, who were frequently less benefited than thousands of others by the decisions reached. This system wasfiercely attacked by Bentham.
cc Who goeth to warfare at any time at his own charges
2
saith St. Paul. It is the poor litigant who makes war upon
injustice.”
It is also fairly a question whether the maintenance of the
ordinary roads of a country is not, in such a sense and in so
far, a general charge, that fees, under the name of tolls, constitute a quasi tax, instead of being, according to the assumpcollected, thepricepaidbythe
tion on whichtheyare
individualforaservicerenderedto
himself directlyand
exclusively.
Of other forms of quasi taxes ( 5 ) seigniorage on the coin,
and (6) the issue of paper money, enough has
been said in
Part 111.
683. IV. T a x a t i o n i n its Various Forms.-Taxation may
be considered ( a ) according to its ultimate Bases, which may
be Rent-bearing land, Wealth, Revenue, Faculty,
or Expenditure, one or all of these.
The first we have already discussed under the title ‘(The
Nationalization of the Land.” A tax on rent, we have seen, is
not a general tax. It does not fall upon those members of the
community who do not own land. It does not affect the price
of produce. It amounts merely to the assumption, or usurpation,as one isdisposedtoregard
it, bythestate,
of the
surplus of produce above the cost of cultivating the no-rent
lands.
A tax upon the no-rent lands, either by
themselves, or in
common with other lands, is a tax on produce.
683. Again, taxation may be considered (b) with reference
to the equities of contribution. In this connection we might
discuss :
(1.) ThePhysiocratictheory
of Taxation.TheFrench
Physiocrats (par. 48) holding, as they did, that land, alone of
all agencies of production, yields a return above the cost
of
production, proposed, thereupon, to make land yield all the
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revenue of thestate, asameasureboth
of justice and of
political expediency.*
This tax is to be distinguished from the assumption by tha
state of the Unearned Increment of Land, as proposed by Mr.
Mill andhis associates. The latter, as we have seen,would
not raise the price of produce. The former would do so, and
was intended to do so.
But, with the complete refutationof the physiocratio theory
of production fell the phpsiocratic scheme of taxation.
(2.) The Social Dividend Theory of Taxation, which is, in
effect, that the members of the community should contribute
to the public support in proportion to the benefits they derive
from the protection of the state, or according as the services
they receive cost the stato more or cost it less.
(3.) A group of theories respecting the equities of taxation,
Meringnotgreatlyamong
themselves,which
give rise,
respectively, towhat we maycallthe-equality-of-sacrifice
rule ; therule of contribution-according-to-ability,and the
leave-them-as-you-find-them rule.
It is in discussing the theories of this group that the question of progressive taxation arises. That question is common
to all the theories of this group.
(4.) W e havethe
view taken by Mr. McCulloch,t in
despair of reaching the equities of the case, which may be
calledthepurely economic theory of taxation.The
discus,cion of this theory brings up the whole question of the diffusion or ‘‘repercussion ” of taxes.

* ‘‘ 11s 6tabliisent d‘ abord que la terne seule donneun revenu net, c’eat&dire, un revenu qui excede les depensea ngceeaaires pour l’entretien des
cultures et des cultivateurs ; ils gtabliasent ensuite que ce revenu net eat
la source qui alimente tous les au’ es revenus ; ils en concluent qu’il eat
inutile de poursuivre les revenus mobiliers B travers lea mille c8mux oh
ils circulent : qu’il est plus commode et plus juste de 1- atteindre B l e u
source, et ils aboutissent B la thgorie de l’imp6t unique sur le revenu
fancier."-Clamageran: Hist. de 1’ImpOten France.
t “The distinguishing feature of the bast tax is, not that it ie most
nearlyproportioned to the means of individuals, but that it is d y
aseessed and collected, and is, at the aame time, mast conducive to tho
public interests.”

584. (e.) Theforegoing discussions areintroductory to
the consideration of any specific tax or group of taxes, or
existing tax system, respecting which
we may inquire how
far it answers the requirements of equitable contribution, or,
o n the other hand, if we abandon the rule of equity altogether
” a s did Mr. McCullooh-how far it secures to the state the
needed revenue, with a minimum of irritation to the public
mind, with a minimum of expense and loss in collection, snd
with a minimum disturbance to trade and industry.

XVI.
THE PBINCIPLES OF TAXATION.

586, Inadequacy of the Literature of Taxation.-Accordlng to an eminent German
financier, Hoffmann, it would be
difficult to find, in the whole realm of political economy, a mbject more generally misconceived, more disfigured
by false
views, moredegradedbyapartialstudy,thanTaxation.
(‘If,” adds M. de Parieu, authorof the ablest French workon
the subject, “this propositionappearedtrueina
county
where the problem of instruction in adminiutration has for a
long time been studied, it is probably still more so in France,
where the practice is even further separated from the science
of administration.”
586. The body of English literature in finance is extremely
unsatisfactory.* Adam Smith, indeed, gave to taxation about
one-fourth of his Wealth of Nations; but his treatment shows
little grasp of the subject, at any point; while
his ignorance of
the law of rent goes far to vitiate his general views. Ricardo
dealt with taxation, at great length ; and as a study of the

* I have been severely blamed for using language even stronger than
this, in former editions of this work. I dare say my statements were too
sweeping. Mr. Newmarch’s papers on public debts and Mr. Gladstone’s
Budget speeches are never to be mentioned without honor. Mr. Robert
Gifien, Prof. Cliffe Leslie, M r . IngliaPalgrave,
and Prof. Thorold
Rogers have made important contributions to many queatiom touching
local or imperialtaxation.
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propagation of an economic impulse fromobject to object,
andfrom
class to class, his discussion is masterly. But
Ricardo’s underlying
assumption
of perfect
competition
hasnecessarilyresulted
in conclusions which are widely
inconsistent withthefacts
of industrial society. J. R.
McCulloch discussed taxationandthefundingsystemin
a distinct treatise, which is not without value, Later English
contributionsto finance have,with
few exceptions, either
beentrivial in character or have been confined to single
phases of thegeneral
subject. No great, comprehensive
English work on Taxation exists.
687. Perhaps we shall get as good an idea of the inconsequence of the English literature in this department, as can be
obtainedinanyother
way, by referring to Adam
Smith’s
Dr. Smith proposed four
maxims
respecting
taxation.
maxims,” or principles, ‘‘ which,” says Mr. Mill, “ having
been generally concurred in by subsequent writers, may be
said to havebecome classical.” A vast deal of importance has
been assigned by English economists to these maxims. They
have been quoted over and over again, as if they contained
truths of great moment; yet if one examines them, he finds
them, at the best, trivial; while the first and most famousof these
can not be subjected to the slightest test without going
all
to pieces.
588. The Socid Dividend Theory of Tasation.--“ The
subjects of every state,” says Dr. Smith, “ ought to contribute

* “ I. Thesubjectsof every state oughtto contribute towardsthe support
of the government as nearly as possible in proportion to their respective
abilities ; that is, in proportion to the revenuewhichtheyrespectively
enjoy under the protection of the state.
“11. The tax which each individualis bound to pay ought to be certain
and not arbitrary. Thetime of payment, the manner of payment,the
quantity to be paid, ought all to be clear and plsin to the contributor,
and to every other person.
III. Every tax ought to be levied at the time, or in the manner, In
which it is most likely to be convenient for the contributorto pay it.
IV. Every taxought to be so contrived aa both to takeout and to keep
out of the pockets of the people as little &a powible overand above what
It brings into the public treasury of the state.”
I‘

‘ I
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towards the support of the government as nearly as possiblr
in proportion to theirrespective abilities; that is, in proportion
to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under the protection of the state.”
This maxim, though it sounds fairly, will not bear examination. What mean those last words, “ under the protection
of the state ” ? They are either irrelevant, or else they mean
that the protection enjoyed affords the measure of the duty
to contribute. Butthedoctrinethatthe
members of the
community ought to contribute in proportion to the benefits
they derive from the protection of the state, or according as
the services performed in their behalf costless or cost more to
the state, involves thegrossestpracticalabsurdities.Those
who derive the greatest benefit from the protection of the
state are the poor and the weak-women and children and the
aged ; the infirm, the ignorant, the indigent.
Even as among the well-to-do and wealthy classes of the
community, does the protection enjoyed furnisha measure of
the duty to contribute ? If B O , the richer the subject or citizenis, the less, proportionally, should he pay.
A manwho
buys protection in large quantities should get it at wholesale
prices, like the man who buys flour and meat by the car-load.
Moreover, it costs the state less to collectagivenamount
from one taxpayer than from many.
Returning to themaxim of Dr. Smith, I ask, does it put forward ability to contribute, or protection enjoyed, as affording the true basis of taxation ? Which ? If both, on what
principles and by what means are the two to be combined in
practice ?
580. Taxation Acoording to Ability.-But if we take the
last six words as merely a half-conscious recognition
of the
social-l-d1vidend theory of taxation, and throw them aside, we
shall still find this much-quoted maximfar from satisfactory :
“ T h e subjects of every state ought to contribute towards the
support of the government as nearly as possible in proportion
to their respective abilities ; that is, in proportion to the revenue which they respectively enjoy.”
But is the abilityof two persons to contribute necesearily in
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proportion totheirrespectiverevenues
? Take the case of
of $500 a year,of which
the headof a family having an income
$400 is absolutely essential to the maintenanceof himself and
wifeandchildren
in healthandstrengthto
labor. Is the
ability of such a person, who has only $100 which could possibly be taken for public uses, one half as great as that of another head of a family similarly situated in all respects except
thathis incomeamounts to $1000, andwhohastherefore
$600 which could conceivably be brought under contribution?
Manifestly not.
W e shall, then, still further improve Dr. Smith’s maxim if
we cut away all after the first clause : “ T h e subjects of every
cltate ought to contribute towards the support of the government as nearly as possible in proportion to their respective
but
abilities,” The maximas it standsisunexceptionable,
does not shed much light on the difficult question of assessment.
690. The Leave-them-as-you-~d-themRule of Taxation.-The best statement I have met of the principle of contributionbased on abilityiscontainedinanarticleinthe
Binburgh Review of 1833 : “ N o tax is a just tax unless it
leaves individuals in the same relative condition in which
it
finds them.” What does the precept, which we may call the
leave-them-as-you-find-themrule of taxation,demand ? In
seeking an answer to this question, letus inquire, historically,
&atbaseshave
been takenfor assessment.Leavingout
Rent-BearingLand,whose
fiscal relationshavebeen
sufficiently dwelt upon, we note four :
1. Contribution has been exacted on the basis of Realized
Wealth, commonly spoken of as Capital.
2. O n the basis of Annual Income, or Revenue.
3. On the basis of Faculty, or native and acquiredpower of
production.
4. On the basis of Expenditure, or the individual oonsumption of wealth.
These are the four historical bases of taxation. Let us see
how far each in turn answers the requirement
of the Edinh g h Reviewer’s maxim that the tax ought leave
to
the mem-
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bers of the community in thesame relative conditionin which
it finds them.
And, first, of Realized Wealth. Wealth is accumulated by
savings out of revenue. If, then, wealth alone is t o be taxed,
it is saving, not production, which contributes to the support
of the state. Economically there can not be a moment’s doubt
that for government thus to draw its revenue from only that
part of theproducedwealth
of thecommunity which is
reservedfromimmediateexpenditure,mustbeprejudicial.
The question also arisea, where is the political or social justice
of such a rule of contribution ? If my income belongs to me,
to spend for m y own comfort and gratvcation, without any
deduction for the uses of the state, why should I lose my right
to any part of it because I s a v e it ? To tax realized wealth is
to punish men for not consuming their earnings as they receivethem. Yet it is eminently for the public interest that
men should save of their means to increase the capital of the
country.
601. Revenue a8 the Basis of Trtxrttion.-Turningto Revenue, it would seem, on the first thought, that we had reached
a rule of equitable contribution. Yet the rule of contribution
according to revenue is subject t o grave impeachment.
Here are two men of equal natural powers. One is active,
energetic, industrious ; he toils early and late and realizes a
considerable revenue, on a portion of which the state lays its
hand, The other lets his natural powers run to waste ; trifles
with life, lounges,hunts, fishes, gambles,andiscontent
with a bare and mean subsistence. Was his duty to contribute
to the s y p p o ~ otf the state darerent in kind or hgreefrom that
of the other ? If not, how has his idleness,shifthsnms, worthZesme~s,
forfeited the state’s right to a contribution from him in
poportion to hia abilitiea P
W e must, I think, conclude that, while to taxwealth instead
of revenue is to put a premium
upon self-indulgence in the
expenditure of wealth for present enjoyment, to tax revenue
instead of faculty is to put a premiumupon self-indulgence in
the form of indolence, thewaste of opportunities,andthe
abuse of natural powers.
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582. Expenditure aa the Basis of Taxation.-Passing
for
the moment by our third title, we find that the fourth basis
This must not be
taken for taxation has been Expenditure.
confounded with taxes on consumption, as constituting a part
of a tax system in which taxes
on realized wealth, taxes on
revenue,taxes on faculty, one or all of these,aleoappear.
Nor do we speak here of taxes on expenditure imposed in
practical despair of an equitable distribution of the burdensof
government. W e are now concerned with expenditure
only
ae thesingle basis of taxation, in theinterest of political
equity.
“It is generally allowed,” wrote Sir William Petty, two
hundred years ago, (‘that men should contribute to the public charge but according to the share and interest they have
in the public peace; that is, according to their estateor riohes.
Now, therearetwo
sorts of riches,one actdal and the
other potential. A man is actually and truly rich according
to what he eateth, drinketh, weareth,
or in any other way
really and actually enjoyeth. Others are but potentially and
imaginatively rich, who, though they have power over mwh,
make littleuse of it, these beingrather stewardsandachangms
f o r the other sort than owners f o r thernse2,ves.
(‘Concluding, therefore, that every man ought to contniute
according to whathe taketh to himself and actually enjoyeth,
the first thing tobe done is,” etc., etc.
Arthur Young seems to have had the
sameview.
After
saying that every individual should contribute in proportion
: (‘By ability must not be
to his ability, he added in a note
understood either capital or income, but that superlucration,
as Davenant called it, which melts into consumption.”
In this view, so far as any onepossesses wealth in forms
available for the future production of wealth, he is regarded
as a trustee or guardian, in that respect andt o that extent, of
the public interests. Just this is said b y Young-taxes “can
reach with propriety the expenses of his living only, If they
touch any other part of his expenditure, they deprive him of
those tools that are working the business of the state.”
603. Fallacy of this Dootrine.-1 do not
eee but that, if

.
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capital, or revenue in excess of personal expenditure, is to be
exemptedfromtaxation,on
the plea that it hasnot yet
become the subject of individual and exclusive appropriation,
and is, therefore, presumably held and used in a way which
primarily benefits society, the state has the right to inquire
whether the use made or proposed to be made of wealth is
such as will, in fact, benefit society, and benefit society, moreover, in the highest degree of which it is capable,
The citizen says to the state,“ You must not tax this wealth
because I have not yet appropriated it exclusively to myself.
Indeed, I am going to use it for the benefit of society.” The
state rejoins : “Yes, but of that we must satisfy ourselves.
W e must be the judge whether your use of your wealth will
benefit society. Pay your taxes, and you can do with your
wealth as you like. Claim exemption on the ground
of public service, and you rightfully come under state supervision
and control.’’
.” Thefallacy of thetheory we areconsidering lies inthe
failure to recognizethefactthatthe
selfish and exclusive
appropriation and enjoyment of wealth are inseparable from
its possession. The pride of ownership, the social distinction
which attends great posseesion8, the power which wealth confers,areadditional
to the merely sensualenjoyment to be
I resentthe
derived from personalexpenditure.Would
interference of the government, or of myneighbors, in the
management of my property, upon the ground that it was not
being used in the best way ? What is that resentment but the
proof of a personal appropriation, an exclusive appropriation,
of thatwealth? My resentmentwouldspringout
of the
deeply seated feeling that my management of my own property is my right : and that he who should deprive me
of it
would take from me what is as truly mine as the right to eat,
drink,wear, or otherwiseconsumeandenjoyanyportion
of it ; that, short of absolute mental incapacity, it is my prerogative to control my
o w n estate, even though not to the
highestadvantage of thecommunity, or even of myself :
thoughnot wisely or well. In otherwords, 1 am not a
trustee, but a proprietor.
,
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694. T h e Dangerous Nature of this Doctrine.--This doctrine of the Trusteeship of Capital is not more irrational than
it is socially dangerous. It is held by men who are
fierce in
denouncing graded taxation as confiscation ; yet it is, in its
very essence, communistic. If the owner of wealth is but a
trustee ; if 'I his tools are working the business of the state,"
then the real beneficiary may enter and dispossess the truatee
if any substantial reason for dissatisfaction as to the management of the property exists; the state may take the tools into
its own hands and" work its business ')for itself.
595. Faculty as the Basis of Taxation.-1 reach,then,
the conclusion that Faculty, the power of production, constitutes the only theoretically just
basis of contribution ; that
men are bound to serve the state in the degree in which they
have the ability toserve themselves.
I think we shallmoreclearly
see Faculty to be the true
natural basis of taxation if we contemplate a primitive cornmunity, where occupations are few, industries simple, realized
wealth at a minimum, the members of the society nearly on a
level, the wants of the state limited.
Suppose, now, awork
of general concern, perhaps of vital importance, requires to be
constructed:adykeagainstinundation,
or aroad,with
occasional
bridges,
for
communication
with
neighboring
settlements. W h a t would be the rule of contribution ? Why,
that allable-bodied personsshouldturnoutand
each man
work according to his faculties, in the exact way in which he
'oould be most useful.
In regard to a community thus for the time engaged, we
not9 two things: first, no man would beheld to be exempt
becausehe took no interest in the work ; hewouldnotbe
allowedto escapecontributionbecausehewaswilling
to
relinquish his share of the benefits to be derived, preferring to
get a miserable subsistence for himself by hunting or fishing ;
secondly, between those working, a higher order
of faculties,
greater muscular power, or superior skill would make no distinction as to the time for which the individuals of the cornmunity should severally remain a t work,
596. T h e Ideal Tm."This is the ideal tax. It is the form
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of contribution to which all primitivecommunitiesinstinctively resort. It isthetax
which, butforpurelypractical
of
difficulties,wouldaffordaperfectlysatisfactorymeasure
the obligation of every citizen to contribute to the sustentation
Any mode of taxationwhich
anddefense
of thestate.
departs in essence from this involves a greater or smaller sacrifice of the equities of contribution ; and any mode of taxationwhichdepartsfromthisinform
is almostcertain to
involve a greater or smaller departure in essence.
And it deserves to be noted that the largest tax of modern
times, even in the most highly organized societies of Europe,
the obligation of compulsory military service, is assessed and
collected on precisely this principle.
697. The Faculty Tax Imprcloticeble.-But while the tax
on Faculty is theideal tax, ithas usuallybeendeemed
of
impracticable, as the sole tax, in a complicated condition
industrial society. As occupations multiply and the forms of
production become diversified, the state can not to advantage
call uponeachmember, by turns,toserve
in pereon for a
definiteportion of each day or of the year. Hence modern
statesmanship has invented taxes on expenditure, on revenue,
on capital, not as theoretically just, but with a view to reduoe
the aggregate burden on the community, and to save produotion and trade from vexation and obstruction.
608. We recur to the T a x on Bevenue.-The politicians
of the existing order, as we have seen, shrink from the effort
involved in levying the public contributions entirely, or even
chiefly,according to faculty. Next in point of political equity
comes thetax on incomes, or therevenues of individuals.
That tax, aswe now contemplateit, is a tax on the revenuesof
all classes, with exception only of the amount requisite for the
maintenance of the laborer and his family, after the simplest
possible manner, in health and strength to labor.
It is not a
compensatory tax, constituting a part
of a systemin which realized wealth and various formsof expenditure are also brought
under contribution, but the
sole tax imposed by the state.
690. Exemption of the Actual Necessmies of Life.-If
has been said that from such an income tax the necewary cost
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of subsistencemustbeexempted.
Mr. D. A. Well8 hss,
indeed, laid down two propositions: first, that
any income
tax which permits of any exemption whatever is a graduated
income tax ; ” and,secondly, that “ a graduatedincome
taxtotheextent
of itsdiscriminationisanact
of confiscation,” But the
exemption
of certain
a minimum
annualrevenue is a matter of sheer necessity, whether the
state will or no. Economically speaking, it is not pomible to
tax an income of this class. A man in the receipt of such an
incomecan notcontributetotheexpenses
of government.
Should the state, with one hand, take any thing from such a
person as a taxpayer,
it must, with the other, give
it back
to himasapauper.
Conceding the exemption, on purely economic grounds, of
the amount required €or the maintenanceof the laborer’s family,one of the most vital questions in
finance arisesimme: shall the excessabove the minidiatelythereupon,towit
mum, shall the supeduity of revenue, which may be spent m
saved at the will of the owner, be taxed at a uniform rate, or
at rates rising with the increaseof income ?
800. The Question of Progreesive Taxetion.--The qneetion of progressivetaxationhasalways
beenone of great
interestwhilethe
fiscal policy of statesrestedwiththe
wealthy and well-to-do classes. It is certain to acquire vastly
greater importance as political power passes more and more
into the hands of the class of small incomes.
Uponthequestion
of theequity of progressivetaxation
writersonfinancearedivided.Onepartyholdsthatany
recognition of this principle is sheer confiscation: the other
admits that progressive taxation may be carried to a certain
point without injury either to the sense of political justice or
to the instincts of industry and frugality, some even holding
with J. B. Say that ‘‘ taxation can not be equitable unless its
ratio is progressive.” Both parties agree
that there is great
danger that, under popular impulse, progressive taxationmay
be carried so far as not only to violate all the equities of contribution but seriously to shock the habits of acquiring and
saving property.
((
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The system of progressivetaxationprevailedatAthens.
There were four Solonian classes of citizens, arranged according to wealth. Of thesethefirstpaidnotaxes
; the clam
nextabovethemwereentered
on thetax-booksata
sum
equal to five times their income ; the next class at ten times
their income ; the richest class at twelve times their income.
The principle of graduation, or progressive taxation, was a
favoriteonewiththestatesmen
of theFrenchRevolution.
It was for a time adopted by the Convention in 1’193. In consequence, perhaps, of theappetitethuscreatedamongthe
people for laying the burdens of government mainly on the
rich, many of the later French writers on finance have been
very strenuous in denouncing the principle.
Yet this system was approved, as we saw, b y Say, and also
by Montesquieu. Inthepersonaltax,wrotethelatter,the
unjust proportion would be that which should follow exactly
theproportion of goods.” Referringtothe
SolonianCategories at Athens, he said : r( The tax was just, though it was
not proportional. If it did not follow the proportionof goods,
it didfollowtheproportionofneeds.
It wasjudgedthat
each had equal physical necessities, and that those necessities
ought not to be taxed; that the usefulcame next, and that it
ought to be taxed, but
less than what was superfluous; and
lastly, that the greatness of the tax on the superfluity should
repress the superfluity.”
I n 1648, at the Revolution, the idea of progressivity was
:
revived.Theprovisionalgovernmentinadecree,said
“Before the Revolution taxation was proportional
; then it
was unjust. T o be truly equitable, taxation must be progressive.”
M. Joseph Gamier, editor of the Journal des Economistes,
makes a distinction between progressive taxation, properly so
called, and progressional taxation.
It is, he says, against the
wefind in
firstthat all theobjectionsaredirectedwhich
writers who declare that progressive taxation is a species
of
confiscation, tending to the absorption
of great fortunes by
the state, to the leveling of conditions, to the destruction of
property, to the discouragement of frugality and industry, to
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the emigration of capital.There
is, M. Gamier holds, a
species of increasing taxation which is rational and discreet,
to whichheappliestheterm
progressional,which isheld
within moderate limits, which is collected by virtue of a tariff
of dutiesslowlyprogressive,
and which, at the maximum,
can not pass beyond a definite portion of the income of the
individual.
In Prussia the tax on small incomes, known as the Elassenstezler, is levied on a scale of twelve degrees.
In England the principle of progression has never been admitted into the income tax further than is involved in the
exemption of a certain minimum. How the subtraction of a
constantamountfromall
incomes, and the taxation of the
excess a t a uniform rate, causes the rate on the total incomes
to rise, from lowest to highest, will appear from the following
table.
801. The EfFect of Exemptions.-If 'we suppose the constant amount exempted to be $1,000, and the rate of taxation
on the excess to be ten per cent., incomes of different amounts
will in effect be taxed as follows :
Income.

ncome subject
Taxation.

tc

$ 500
1000
1500
2000

$ 50

200

5
6
6.66+

250

7.14+

4000

2500
3000

300

7.5

4500

3500

350

7.77+

$1500
2000
2500

3000
3500

100
150

3.33+per cent.
(1

<<

('
'"

$6

(L

But while the principle of progressivity has never been admitted into theincome tax of England, it has been extensively
applied to the so-called "Assessed Taxes ;"that is, taxes on
carriages, horses, servants, etc.
802. The question of progressive taxation is a nice one in
theory, while in its practical application
it is beset with the
gravest difficulty, arisingout of theinstincts of spoliation
which are deeply rooted in the human breast, an inheritance
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fromages of universalwarfareandrobbery.
T h e appetite
for plundering the accumulated stock
of wealth, once aroused,
may become a formidable social and political evil.
Were the highest human wisdom, with perfect disinterestedness, to frame a scheme of contribution, € must believe that
the progressive principle would in some degree be admitted ;
but in what degree, and by what means, I am at a loss to
suggest.
That progressive taxation would be the demandof triumphant socialism, asit was of the Revolutionists of 1793 and 1848,
we already know. That progressive taxation will be urged in
the spirit of spoliation and confiscation, is most probable. The
friends of the existing order will do well to be prepared to
take their ground intelligently and maintain it with firmnees
and temper. ,
609. A Tax on €bvenue Impreotimble &s the Sole Tax.While, as the sole tax, the tax on revenue has been appyoved,
on grounds of politicaljustice, by many,perhaps
moet,
writers on finance, it has, like the tax on faculty, generally
been rejected as impracticable, in viewof d8iculties in we"
ment, affecting incomes both high and low, more indeed
the
higher than the lower, and difficulties of collection, affeoting
especially incomes of the lowest class. Few writers of reputation,have,withoutqualification,advocatedsuchaninoome
tax as bothpoliticallyexpedientandeconomicallyadvantageous. Fewer statesmen have had the courage
to propose
it to the legislature.
Revenue, or income, having, then, been abandoned generally
throughout modern society as the sole basis of taxation, and
only in exceptional cases forming even an important feature
of existing tax systems, Expenditurehasbeenresortedto
increasingly, in the past and present century, from considerations not so much of political equity as of political and fiscal
expediency. By far the greater portion of the revenue of the
most advanced states is derived from taxes on consumption,
as they are called ; and every new demand of the treasury ie
met mainly from thissource.
Yet even nowWealth is still employedin many communities
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ae the sole basis of taxation, the measure of the obligation to
oontriiute,tothesupport
of government. It wasthe preferredform of taxationthroughouttheAmerican
colonies.
It is still the principal form of non-federal taxation in the
UnitedStates,astheGrandLists
of townships,citiesand
countiestestify.
604. Is a Tax on Capital Equitable ?“How can a tax on
realized wealth or capital be justified ?
Let us take two cases : first, when income is not taxed ; secondly, when income is taxed.
First,when incomeisnot
taxed, It isclaimed thatthe
result of realized wealth affords the best practical measure of
income or of productive faculty. NOW,that sucha claim in
behalf of a property-tax should be conceded, or even seriously
: first, that the ne’erconsidered, clearly requires two things
do-weels shall be comparatively few in number;and secondly,
that the disposition to save out of income, for the accumulation of wealth,shallbe the general rule in the community.
These requirements were met in the American colonies generally. Barring the effects of intemperance, it was a rule with
few exceptions that Americans in those times were disposed
to labor, and to labor hard, that they might produce wealth ;
while, so general was the desire of wealth, so stalwartthe
manhood of those times, so simple the habits of the people,
BO high the social importance attributed to the
possession of
capital, that all the surplus above decent, wholesome subsistence, after adequate provision for intellectual and religious
culture, was likely to go towards accumulation.
The mere statement of these elements of the case suffices to
show the difficulties besetting such a principle of taxation, in
its application to communities like those of t h e present day,
with a less stringent public sentiment, with more extravagant
modes of living, with a less general elevation of tastes and
ambitions,withgreaterpronenesstoself-indulgence,with
vast classes that do not
even
try
to
save. In such
a state of society, to tax only that part
of revenuewhich
is laid by for future consumption, or to assist in the further production of wealth, is both politically unjuet and eco-
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nomically vicious, exciting to extravagance and d i s c o u r a p g
frygality.
Secondly. But if a tax be imposed on income,how cau
a property-tax be justified at all ? Have not the whole community been once taxed upon income, as affording a measure
of the ability to contribute to the
public service, and shall now
a portion of the wealth so excised be again subject to deduction, on no other ground than that it has been saved, presumably to assist in future production?
605. The Purely Economic Theory of Taxation.-Mr.
McCulloch, the author of one of the few works of value in the
English literature of Taxation, boldly proposed to abandon
altogether the attempt to follow out the equities of contribution. I havealreadyquotedhisstatement
: ‘‘ The distinis, notthat
it ismost
guishingfeature of thebesttax,
nearly proportioned t o the means of individuals, but that it
is easily assessed and collected, and is, at the same time, most
conducive to the public interests.”
“he line of reasoning which leads up to
Mr. McCulloch’s
conclusions maybestatedasfollows
: Government springs
from injustice, and, in the constitution of things, must commitmoreor
less injustice. It is of nouse toattempt to
pursue the equitiesof contribution; they will elude you. It ie
admitted thatit is impossible to distribute equally the benefits
of government; why make the hopeless effort to apportion its
burdens with absolute justice? Get the best government
you can;
maintain it at the least expense consistently with efficiency ;
collect the revenue for the service
by the most convenient,
simpleandinexpensivemeans.
By undertaking to effect an
equitable apportionment of the burden, through complicated
methods or b y personal assessment, you are not only likely to
fail ; you are certain, at the best, to add to the aggregate cost
of the service, and are in great danger of generating new and
distinct evils by disturbing economic relations and obstructing the processes of production and exchange.
606. The Theory of the Repercussion or Dimsion of
Taxes.--While writers onfinance havecommonlyinsisted
that the equities of contribution should govern in assessment,
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a belief in the so-called Repercussion, or diffusion, of taxae
has led economists very generally to give their approval to
the system of indirect taxation, the growth of which forms
the most marked feature of the fiscal history of the present
century.
Let the state, itis said, levy its contribution on such articles
of general consumption as are most easily reached, or on such
of the processes of production or exchange as lie most open
to view, trusting to the laws of trade to distribute the burden
over the whole body of the population.
This plea raises the question of the Incidence, the ultimate
incidence, of taxation. “ I hold it t o be true,’’ said Lord
Mansfield in his speech on taxing the Colonies, ‘‘ that a tax
a
laid in any place is like a pebble falling into and making
circle in a lake, till one circle produces and gives motion to
another,andthe
wholecircumferenceisagitatedfromthe
center.”Taxesuniformlyadvanced
on alllikecompeting
property,” says Mr. Wells, ‘‘ will always tend to equate themselves, and will never be a special burden t o those who originally made the advances to the government.”
607. How do Taxes Tend t o Difksion &This,which
may be called the Diffusion-theory of taxation, rests upon the
assumption of perfectcompetition.
It is true,tothefull
extent,onlyunderconditions
whichsecure
thecomplete
mobility of all economic agents. As far asmembers of the
.community are impeded in their resort
to their best market
by ignorance,poverty,fear,superstition,misapprehension,
inertia, juRt E O far is it possible that the burden of taxation
mayrestwhereitfirstfalls.
It requires,asProf.Thorold
Rogers haA said, an effort on the part of the person who is
assessed toshifttheburden
on totheshoulders of others.
Not only is that effort made with varying degrees of ease or
difficulty ; but the resistance offered may be of any degree of
effectiveness: powerful, intelligent,, tenacious,or weak, ignorant, spasmodic. Theresult of thestrugglethusprovoked
will depend on the relative strength of the two parties ; and
as the two parties are never precisely the same in the case of
two taxes, or two forms of the same tax, it must make a dif-
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ference upon what subjects duties are laid, what
is the, severity
of the imposition, and at what stage
of production or exchange
It isnot, it nevercanbe,a
t h e contributionisexacted.
matter of indifferencewhen,where,andhowtaxesareimposed. “ The ability to evade taxation,” writes
M. Say, “ is
infinitely varied, according to the form of assessment and the
position of each individual in the social system. Nay, more,
it varies at different times. There are few things BO unsteady
and fluctuating as the ratio of the pressure of taxation upon
each class, by turns, in the community.”
608. x. say’s Views.-It has always seemed to me strange
t h a t J. B. Say should be cited, as he so often is, as an authori t y on the side of the Diffusion-theory of taxation. Not only
in the paragraph from which I have quoted does he recognize
the vital importance of the right ‘‘ seating ” of taxes ; but in
hia references to the essayof Canard, which had been crowned
by the
Academy
(18021, he
is
even
more
pronounced.
Canard had said that it is of little importance whether a tax
press upon one branch of revenue or another, provided it be
of long standing, because every tax in the end affects every
class of revenue proportionally, as bleeding in the arm reduces
the circulating blood in every portion of the human frame.
T o this M. Say rejoins that the object taken for comparison
has no analogy with taxation. The wealth
ofRociety is not a
a level. It is, therather,an
fluid, tendingcontinuallyto
organism, like a treeor a man, no part of which can be lopped
off without permanently disfiguring and crippling the whole.
609. M.de Parieu’s Views.-M. deParieuhasgivena
of Taxation. In
chapter of his great work to the Incidence
respect t o what he calls taxes levied upon the conditions
of
every human existence, he reaches the result that they have
effects very obscure, and in a still greater degree subject to
dispute. Where taxes are levied in cities upon the necessariea
of life, he finds no considerable danger of evil effects, since
there is a constant intercommunication between the laborers
of towns and those of rural districts, and migration will soon
restore the equilibrium after the disturbance created by the
It ieotherwisewhenanewtax
is imposed
newimpost.
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throughoutthe whole extent of acountry. The emigration
oflaborers to foreign parts is only
accomplishedagainst a
certain resistance, arising outof their habitudes andaffections.
It is always, moreover, accomplished at a definite loss and an
indefinite risk. Tothrowtaxes onconsumptionback
upon
thecapitalist or theemployer becomes,in M. deParieu’s
judgment, a task verydifficult and often wholly impracticable.
810. Conclusion.-I reach the conclusion that, in a condition of imperfect competition, we have no assurance that indirecttaxes willbediffusedequablyover
the whole community,leavingeachclassandeachindividualinthesame
relativeconditionasbeforetheimposition.Something
less,
it may be much less, than a proportional contribution
must
resultfromthedifferingstrengthandopportunities
of the
severalclasses and individuals. The legislator cannot, then,
adoptthecomfortabledoctrine
of the indifference of the
place and the person where and on whom the burden shall be
laid. His responsibility abides for the ultimate effects of the
taxes he imposes. Whether with reference to the equities of
contribution or to the general interests of trade and production, he is bound carefullyto consider the natureand probable
tendencies of every projected impost.

XVII.
PROTECTION VS. FREEDOM OF PBODUCTION.

811. The Doctrine of Laissez-Faire.-Thequestion
of
Protection, as against Freedom of Production-not, as
it is
commonly stated, against Freedom of Trade-is rarely discussed, on both sides, upon purely economic principles; perhaps
hasneverbeen,inanactualinstance,decidedwithoutthe
intermixture of polittical or social considerations.
The arguments of thoge who have favored the policy of so
far limiting the territorial division of labor (see par. 83), as to
constitute industrial entities corresponding to existing
political entities (which I take t o be the real intent of what is
called Protection) have been of every degree of vnguenesa ;
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but it seems to me that the confusion of the public mind need
not have existed, at least to so great an extent, had not the
professional economists taken anunjustifiably lofty attitude on
this subject, practically refusing to argue the question at all
as one of national expediency, contenting themselves with
occupying the high grwndof Laissez-Faire.
Now, that doctrine, although established by the older economists to their own satisfaction, as containing a principle of
universal application, and thus deemed by them a conclusive
answer to all arguments specially directed to justify restrictions upon international trade, has never been accepted, in
the fullness of significance by them given it, throughout any
wide constituency, not by any large proportion of the educated classes, not even generally by publicists, or statesmen, or
men of affairs.
612. Opposition of the Economists to Faotory L e g "
tion."Thus, when factory legislationwasfirst proposed in
England, nearly the whole body of professional economists
opposed any interference withthe
freedom of contract
respecting labor. They asserted the entire competence of the
laboring classes to protect their own interests. They declared
that interference on behalf of the laboring classes could only
be mischievous, in the long run, to the laborers themselves.
They put themselves on record in the most formal manner
against all measures of restriction upon factory and workshop labor. They cast in their lot with the opposition to this
alass of legislation, and staked the reputation and influence
of political economy upon their being right in thismatter.
Had they won upon that issue ; had the results of the fmtory acts been proven deleterious to the interests of the working classes themselves, or even to the industrial power of the
kingdom, it would have been a rare triumph for the economists, and their influence would have been greatly strengthened. Butit didnotturnout
so. Althoughinthe
first
instance, that of the act of 1802, Sir Robert Peel, the elder,
had been 80 solicitous not to violate the principle of the selfd c i e n c y of labor that hemade the bill apply only toapprentices, the wards of the state, the political rightfulness and t h e
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economic expediency of regulating the contract for labor 80
grewuponthepublicmind
of England, that act after act
extended the supervision of the state over factory and workshop until the policy
of restriction had vindicated itself to
the complete satisfaction of the working-classes, even, in the
main, of the master class, themselves, and of the statesmen
of the kingdom and publicists almost without exception.
618. Freedom the Rule; Restraint the Exoeption.The fact that in the
controversy over the factory acts the
economists of the luisse@aire* school are proved to have been
in the wrong, does *not show, or go to show, that they are
wrong in their opposition to laws in restraint of international
a presumptionto that
commerce. It does notevencreate
effect.
Although the necessity of making exceptions to the rule of
freedom of individualactionhas
beenestablished as completely in respect to industry asin respect to politics, freedom
of action is yet so far the condition of health and power and
growth in the field alike of politics and of industry, that thoae
who propose to make exceptions in either are bound to show
cause for everysuch exception. A heavyburden of proof
rests upon them. Their case is to be made, and made against
a powerful presumption in favor of liberty, as that condition
which hath the promise not only of that which now is, but, in
a higher degree, of that which is to come. There is not and

-* “Now I beg you to remark the

strange assumptions that underlie

this reasoning. Human interests are naturally harmonious; therefore we
have only to leave people free, and social harmony must result ; aa if if
were an obvious thing that people knew their interests in the sense in
which theycoincide with the interests of others, and that, knowing
them, they must follow them ; as if there were no such things in the
world aa paseion, prejudice, custom,esprit de wy8, class interest, to draw
people aside from the pursuit of their intereats in the largest and highest

sense. Nothing is easier than to show that people follow their intereat,
in the sem in which they understand their intereat. But between thie
and following their interest in the s e w in which it is coincident with
that of other people, a chasm y a m . That cham in th wrgumt of wb
laisaee-faire school has never been b r i d g e d . The adcoocaten of tL &&n’n.g
&ut t h i r eyes and leap over it.”-Prof. John E. Cairnea.
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there can never be any positive virtue in restraint. Its only
.oftice for good is toprevent waste and save themisdirection of
energy. There is no life in it, and no force can come out of it,
That which is called “protection ” operateR only by restraint;
it has and canhaveneithercreative
power norhealing
efficacy. All theenergythatisto
producewealthexists
before it and without respect to it ; and just to the extent to
which protection operates at all, it operates by impairing that
energy, and reducing the aum of wealth that might be produced if protection did not exist.
I say, that might be produced, not that would be produced.
Thelatterpoint may fairlybedisputed between the freetrader, who should rather be called the free-producer, and the
advocate of the system of restrictedproduction.
The force
of thesteam atthe piston-head is less thanthe force of
thesteam in the boiler, less byallthat
is necessary to
conduct it thither from the boiler ; yet it is the force of the
steam at thepiston-head, and not where itis generated, which
moves the wheels of the engine. The harnesshampers the
movements of the horse ; but it is the harnessed horse that
drawsthe load. Discipline operatesdirectly to reduce the
aum of the impulses by which soldiers are actuated, and, by
consequence to reduce their individual energy; buta disciplined
army will defeat a mob of many times its own numbers.
814. Whet the Proteotionist HEEto Prove.”If the protectionist can show that restraints imposed by law upon the
industrial action of his countrymen, or the men of any country
he chooses to take for the purposes of the debate, have the
effect, not, indeed, to generate productive force, but to direct
the productiveforcegenerat,ed by humanwants setting in
motion human labor with a better actual result* than under
*Much as I admire the pithiness and-vigor of -Prof. Sumner’s argument before the Tar8 Commission, in 1883, I can not but think that he
unduly disparages the lossesto production which occur under the regime
of freeexchange. I have in another place (pars. 99-109, and again 236 to
948) adduced considerations which seem to me to justify a very seriou
view of the extent and importance of these lossea. Let the protectionist,
if he can, show good grounds for believing that under the oyatem he
propma there would be (L betteroutcome.
~

~~

~~~
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the rule of freedom, he will make his case. But this is to be
proved, not taken for granted; and it is to be proved onlyby
sound and serious argument, not by strenuous assertion and
senseless clamor.
015. Why ShouldIndustrial Correspond to Politioal Entities P-In proceeding to establish the importanceof checking
the extensionof the territorialdivision of labor at the boundary
lines of nationalities, the protectionist writers have been seriously embarrassed from the lackof reasons to give why industrial entities oughtt o correspond to political entities. Had they
undertaken to show that every million or five millions of people might advantageously be organized into a separate industrial entity, having either no commercial intercourse at all
with communities on the outside, or a commercial intercourse
much reduced and retarded ; or had the protectionist writers
undertaken to show that every ten or twenty square degrees
upon the earth’s surface, whatever the number of inhabitants,
should become an industrial entity, trade within the limiting
parallels and meridians being unrestrained and even encouraged,while tradeacrossthoselines
should bedeemedin a
higher or lowerdegree mischievous ; or hadthesewriters
undertakento
show thateveryimportantriverbasinor
drainage system should be constituted an industrial entity, in
as great a degree as possible independent
of others, they would
have had a much less difficult task. A good deal might be said
upon the theme that the world-wide extension
of the principle
6f the divisionof labor needs to becrossed and checkedby artificial obstructions to prevent certaineconomic and social evils.
W e haveshown (par. 22’7 to 243) thatgraveindustrial
mischiefs may originate in this principle, though which producer and consumer are set apart, often
by a vast distance,
sometimes by half the circumference of the globe ; that misunderstandingsmay arise betweenproducer and consumer
which will result in a smaller production of wealth, a lower
satisfaction of human wants, and that these misunderstandings
are sometimesaggravatedby
suspicion or panic withthe
mostdeplorableconsequences.
Thefact isincontestable,
and it would be easy to exaggerate its importance.
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But when the attempt is to prove that the principle of the
division of laborshould be allowed to extend itself freely
within the bounds of nationality but not beyond them, additional difficulties of a grave character are encountered at the
outset, in the great
and,from the economicpoint of view,
unaccountable irregularity and whimsicalness with which the
surface of the
earth
is
divided
among
independent
sovereignties. One nationcomprises two millions of inhabitants, like Denmark, Greeceor Chili ;another ten, likeMexico,
Brazil or Siam ; another thirty, like Italy or Japan ; another
sixty, like the United States ; another eighty, like Russia ;
anotherthreehundredandfifty,likeChina.Theterritory
occupied by one nation crosses and includes two, threeor five
great river systems ; in other cases, one river system embraces
the territory of two, three or five nations. A stream which a
boy can wade may form the dividing.line of two independent
states ; a third statemay collect its revenues acrossthe Atlantic and the Pacific oceans, and its magistracy send their warrantsaliketo Hudson's EayandintotheSouth
Sea. One
people may stretch from North to South across sixty degrees
half the daily
of latitude ; another from East to West, through
journey of the sun. One country may be occ~~pied abypopulation as homogeneous as the inhabitants of some old city ;
while under the same flag, and subject to the same laws, may
live therepresentatives of manyraces : some dressed in
thelatestParis
fashion,others tattooed upon the naked
skin ; someusingthe telephone,others the assegai ; some
findingtheirchoicestamusement
in theWagnerian opera,
othersinthewar
danoe that opens thefeast
of human
flesh.
818. The United State8 88 an Instance.-It will readily
appear that the protectionist writers have a
difficult task in
establishing the necessity of drawing the lines of industrial
circumvallation along the boundaries of empire.
Take the United States for example. Here are thirty-eight
states trading among themselves with the utmost activity, the
exchange of commodities and servicesbeing as free as the
movements of the air ; and in this freedom all good oitizena
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rejoice.* Butthiscondition of things is made, by the
dootrine under examination, to be dependent entirely upon the
political relations of these states. Were they under different
governments,
the
exchange
of commodities and services
whichnowpromotesthegeneralwealthandthegeneral
welfare would be fraught with mischief and possible ruin.
It is, of course, possible that Rome new analysis of the conditions of productionmayyet
disclose thelawwhichthus
makes trade within the limits
of sovereignty beneficial, and
trade across the boundaries of separate states deleterious to
one or both parties ; but thus far assertion coupled with vituperation has taken the place of the analysis required.
617. Protecting the Strong sgsinat the Weak.-In the old
world, the argument for protection is basedon the importance
of protecting the industrially weak against the industrially
strong ; and I am not certain that something might not be said
for this. Russia strives to protect her labor against the better
paid labor of Germany ; Germany, in turn, strives to protect
herlaboragainstthevastlybetterpaidlabor
of England.
Among all fully settled countries, the rule, without exception
so far asI am aware, is that that country in which the higher
wages are paidoffers its products at lower prices than the

* “ If it be asaerted that statm which pursue different industriescan not
afford to trade freely with one another, here we have them, New York
and Pennsylvania, Mwachusetts and Minnesota, Maine and Louisiana.
If it be asserted that states with like industries can not afford to trade
freely with one another, here we have them, Indiana and Illinois, Iowa
end Minnesota, Mwachusetta andRhode Island, Alabama and
Mississippi.
If it be said that small states can not afford
to trade freely with great
empires, here areNew York and Connecticut,Pennsylvaniaand Delaware.
Why do not the great states suck the lifeout of the small ones ? If it be
said that new states, with little capital,and on the flrst stage of culture,
can not afford to exchange freely with old states having large capitaland
advanced social organization, here are New Yorkand Oregon, Messschusetta and Idaho. How can any territoriesever grow into statesunder
the pressure ? If it be said that a state which relies on one industry can
not afford to exchange freely with one which has a diversifled industry,
here are Penneylvania and Colorado, California and Nevada, any of the
cotton etates and any of the Northewtern states.” “w. a. Summer6
*‘Botection in t h Enited States.”
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competing products of countries where the lower wage8 are,
paid.
In the United States, however, the argument for protection
hasbased itself on the assumed necessity of protecting the
strong against the weak. In Australia and Canada it is the
same. It is alleged to be essential to the maintenance of the
high wages prevailing in these countries, that the products of
the ‘I pauper labor of Europe ” shall not besoldfreelyin
their markets.
Why is it that the plea of those who desire to check the
extension of the division of labor on the lines of nationality,
suddenlychangesasthey
pa88 from old andfullysettled
countries, to countries but recently, and perhaps still but partially, occupied and cultivated ?
618.Why Wages are High in New Countries.-The
ex.
planation is found in the fact that the populations of what
we call “new countries,” that is, countrieswhereaninade.
t o fresh fields.
quatepopulationisapplyingprogressively
advanced methods and machinery, possess an immense advantage in the conditions of living over the populations of “ old
countries,” where the land has long
been fully occupied, where
the capabilities of the soil, even on fields of small natural prot o furnishsubsistence to the
ductiveness,areheavilytaxed
inhabitants, and where systematic, continuous manuring has
t o be practiced in order to keep the land in condition.
The enomous profit of cultivating a virgin soil without the
need of artificial fertilization, and the abundance of food and
other necessaries of life enjoyed by the agriculturalclass have
tended continually to disparage mechanical industries in
the
eyeu alike of the Americancapitalistand
of theAmerican
laborer.
610. The Competitionof the F a r m with the Shop.-It hae
been the competition of the farm with the shop which
has,
from the first, most effectually retarded the growth of manuA populationwhichisprivifact’uresin the United States.
leged to live upon a virgin soil, cultivating only the choicest
fields and cropping these through succession
a
of years without
returning any thing to the land, can live in plenty. If that
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population possess the added advantage of great skill in the
use of tools and great adroitnessin meeting the large and the
little exigencies of the occupation and cultivation of the soil,
the fruits of agriculture will still further begreatly increased.
The dietary of an American farmer, cultivating his own land
with the aid of his growing sons, would amaze a peasant from
any portion of Europe. An abundance
of nutritious food is
and has been, ever since the revolutionary period, the sure
condition of the life of the agriculturist in the United States.
It was not with our fathers, even in New England, a struggle
for the necessaries of life, but for social decencies and what,
in any old country, would have been called luxuries.
NOW,themode of living on the part of the agricultural
population has necessarily set a minimum standard of wagea
for mechanical labor. With an abundanceof cheap land, with
a population facile to the last degree in making change
of
avocation and of residence, few able-bodied men are likely to
be drawn into factories and shops
on terms which imply
a
meaner mbsistence than that secured in the cultivationof the
soil.
620. The Hand Tredes.-Therearecertainclasses
of
mechanical pursuits, however, which, by their nature, secure
t o those who follow them a minimum remuneration fully
up
to the standard of the agricultural wages of the region. Such,
for instance, are the trades
of carpenter, blacksmith andmason,
in which the work is of a kind which can only be done upon
the spot. The house can not be built abroad and importedf o r
the farmer's use ; the wagon must be mended near the place
where i t brokedown ; thehorsemustbeshod,thetoole
sharpened, by the artisans of the neighborhood. If, then, the
farmer will have such services performed, he must admit those
who perform them to share his own abundance ; he must pay
wages or prices which willattract men, and those,by necessity,
men exceptionally intelligent and skillful, into those trades.
Hence wefind the mason, the blacksmith, the plumber,
the
carpenter, the house painter, the cobbler, in every part of the
United States, receiving wages which bear no relation whatever to the wages paid for the same class of services in other
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countries, but whichstandinaveryexactrelation
to the
rewards of agricultural labor here.
Nor has it ever been found necessaryto encourage or stimulate these trades for the good of the country. What statesman ever introduced into Congress a bill intended to increase
ttre number of carpenters or blacksmiths, or to enhance their
waggee P
821. Personal and ProfeFleional Service.-But,again,
there are certain classes of services, of a personal or professional nature,whichhave
alsosecured for thoserendering
them a participation in the abundance enjoyed by the tillers
of the soil in the same region. The remuneration roceived by
the members of these classes, whether called the wages
of
domestic servants, or the fees
of physicians and lawyers, or
the salaries of schoolmasters and clergymen, or the profits of
retail trade, has been outof all relation to the remuneration
of
similar services in other countries, and has amounted to just
what I have termed it, a participation i a the abundance ajoyed by the agriculturalpopulation.
Sincetheseservices
could only be performed upon the spot, the agriculturists have
been obliged, if they would have the services rendered, to pay
for them, out of the large surplus of their own produce, at
least enough to make these professions and avocations equally
desirable with their own, uncertainty of result, loss of time in
preparation, expense of education and training, healthfulness
and agreeableness of work, etc., being taken into account; and,
since the agricultural classes have desired that these services
should be performed, and have been willing to pay for them
on the scale indicated, there has never been any call for Congressional action to secure the requisite number of lawyers,
or
physicians,clergymen,schoolmasters,domesticservants
retail tradesmen.
642. The Factory Industries.-But now we note that there
are still other important
classes of services to berendered,
respecting which the rule changes. The remuneration
of the
no longer has reference to
persons rendering these services
the abundance of agricultural production in the several sectione of the United States ; is no longer irrespective of the
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remuneration of similarclasseselsewhere.
Thesepersons
are not, necessarily, admitted to a participation in the fruits
of American agriculture.
The services referred to are suchaa can be performed without respect to the location of the consumer of the product.
They are nearly identical with what we call, in the technical
8ense of the term, manufactures.
Whenever the American farmer wants a pane of glass set,
or a pair of boots mended, or a horse shod, he must pay some
one, his neighbor, enough for doing the job to keep him in his
trade and to keep him out of agriculture, in the face of the
great advantages of tilling the soil in New Pork, or Ohio or
Dakota, or wherever else the farmer in question may live
;
but how much he shall pay the man who makes the pane
of
glass, or the pair of boots, or the set of horseshoes, will depend
upon the advantages of tilling the soil, not where he himself
lives, but where the makerof the horseshoes, the boots, or the
glass may live.
If he will have the work done he must pay some one, somewhere, enough to keep him inhis trade and outof agriculture ;
butnot necessarilyout of NewPorkagriculture,
or Ohio
agriculture, or Dakota agriculture ; but, perhaps, out of E n g
lish agriculture, or French agriculture, or Norwegian agriculture, under the the requirementsof constant fertilization, deep
plowing and thorough drainage, and subject to that stringent
necessity which economists express by the term, “the law of
Diminishing Returns.”
Now, t o offset and overcome the inducements to engage in
agriculture, even in Merry England, is a different thing, a very
different thing, from keeping a man in his trade and out
of
agriculture in the United States.
of
TheAmericanagriculturist,havinglargequantitiee
grain and meat, of cotton and tobacco, left on his hands, after
providingamplesubsistenceforhisfamily,and
even after
hiring the aarpenter, mason andblacksmith,theschoolmmter, l a v e r anddoctor,forasmuchtime
as herequires
their respective services, and still further, after puttinga good
deal into farm implements and increaseof stock, is desirous of
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obtaining with the remainder sundry articles more
or less necessary to health, comfort and decency. T o him it makes no
difference whether the articles he requires are made
on one
side of the Atlantic or on the other ; but it makes a great difference what he is obliged to pay for them ; how much of his
surplus grain and meat, tobacco and cotton must go to secure
a certain d e h i t e satisfaction of his urgent and oft-recurring
wants. If he must needs pay some one to stay out of American agriculture and do this work, his surplus will not
go so
far as if he were allowed to pay some one to stay out of E n g
lish agriculture to do it.
623. What the State Can Do.-But here the State enters
and declares that it issocially or politicallynecessary that
thesearticles,these
nails, thesehorseshoes, thiscotton or
woolen cloth, or what not, shall be made on this side of the
Atlantic.
That
necessity
the
agriculturist,
as
consumer,
can not be expected to feel; he does not care where the things
weremade ; heonlywantsthemto
use. He doesnotcare
who makes them ; he does not even care whether they are
made a t all ; they would answer his purpose just as well were
they the gratuitous gifts of nature, spontaneous fruits of the
soil, or the sea, or thesky.Whateverhis
owneconomic
theories may be, he will, as purchaser, every time select the
cheapestarticlewhichwillpreciselyanswerhisneed.
He
will not, of his own motion, pay more for an article because it
is made on hisside of theAtlanticthanhe
could get an
equally good article for, bearing the brand of Sheffield or Birmingham or Manchester. But if the State say8 he must, he
must ; and consequently the American maker of this article
is by force of law admitted to a participation in the abundance enjoyed by the American agricultural class. The tiller
of the soil is now compelled, by the ordinance of the State, to
share his bread and meat with the makerof nails or of horseshoes, of cotton or of woolen cloth, just a8 he was before compelled by the ordinance of Nature to share his bread and meat
with the blacksmith, carpenter and mason, the schoolmaster,
lawyer and doctor.
It is perfectly true, therefore, as the protectionist
asserts,
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that a tariff of customs duties upon foreign goods imported
into new countries tends t o create and maintain high rates of
wagesinthefactoryindustries.Butforprotective
duties,
thosearticleswhich,intheirnature,
can bereadilyand
cheaply transported will be produced predominantly in countries where the minimum standard of mechanical wages is set
by agricultural conditions far less favorable than those which
obtain in the United StateR, in Canada, or in Australia.
But while the law thus can and does create high rates of
wages in factory industries, it does not and it can not create
the wealth out of which that excess of manufacturing wages
over those of older countries R
i paid. That wealth is created
by the labor and capital employed in the cultivation of the
soil.

xvm.
SOCIALIBY.

8114. Dimculty of DefIningSocialism.”Itisnot
eaq
to define the word socialism, for the purposes either of controversy or of description. It ie, perhaps, impossible to give
a definition which shall be satisfactory to all. One man invidiously calls another a socialist, only to receive the same ap‘
pellation himself from a third person differing from him
in
political opinion. Let us, however, do the best we can, in the
.confusionwhichprevails
on thissubject,tocharacterize
socialism.
W e find that term applied to ‘a great variety of political
schemes, in all of which is present one quality, in higher or
lower degree. This quality
is the essence of socialism;and,
as it is found more and
more fully developed, the socialist
character of any political scheme becomes more and more .distinctlypronounced.
W e may apply the term, socialistic, t o
this quality.
62s. Meaning of t h e Word Socialistio.--What then does
the word socialistic signify 1 I answer, it is properly applied
to an UnCOnSCiOUS tendency or a conscious purpose to extend
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the powers of the state beyond a certain necessary, minimum,
line of duties, for a supposed public good, under popular impulse. It may be added, though rather in explanation than
in qualification of our definition, that the supposedpublio
good in view generally involves a greater or a smaller change
in the distribution of wealth, as effectedunder the rule of
competitionandindividualinitiative.This,
however, is not
always the case.
626. Anerchism."We have spoken of extending the powers
of government beyond a necessary, minimum, line of duties.
What is that line ? On thisquestion opinions differ, but I
deem it conducive to a clear understanding of our subject to
conceive that line as drawn along the Police Powers
of the
state.Those,indeed,whocallthemselvesAnarchistshold
that government is not a necessary means of social existenoe ;
but that, on the contrary, government produces most of the
very evils which are made the excuse for government. They
profess to believe that government represses individual activities for good, a t manypoints,andparalyzesforceswhich
otherwise would continually operate to ameliorate the conditions of life, to harmonize. social relations, and to give inspiration and impulse to human efforts seeking a t once the good
of the individual and of the community. The Anarchist even
asserts that certainvicious
anddestructiveappetitesand
passions, which have been heldto be inherent in human nature
and to place the necessity of government beyond the possiibility of question,are, infact,generatedbygovernment
itself, and would soon disappear in a state where no man presumed to make a law for another or to place any restraint
uponhisactions."Apart,
however, from the smalland at3
yet insignificant body of men known as Anarchists, it is held
by all persons, of high or low degree, of much or little political
experience, that government is at least a necessary evil ; and
most men cheerfully submit to whatever restraints or sacrifices are involved in its maintenance. There are certain
func* The reader who may be interested to see the most and best that can
be said in behalf of this strange doctrine of anarchy, is referred to an
article by Princa Kropotkinin the Ninetesnth Century for August, 1882
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tions known as the police powers, which are, with substantial
unanimity,admittedtobelongtogovernment,These
are,
apeaking in a very general way, the protection of life, person
and property and the preservation of the civil peace. These
powers clearly embrace the repression of obtrusive vice and
the protection of the common air and the common water from
pollution. The term socialistic can not be properly applied to
any measureundertaken,ingoodfaith,fortheattainment
or social
of theseobjects. In ahighlyorganizedindustrial
state, the police powers will naturally be exercised through
agencies and instrumentalities unknown i n a more primitive
condition ; but these are not,on that account, to be considered
in any degree socialistic, so long a8 they are directed toward
the end indicated.
627. Example6 of Socialistic Measures.-Whenever
and
wherever, for any suppoaed public good, measures are undertaken or proposed, from a popular impulse, or in obedience to
a popular demand, which carry, or would carry, the functions
of government beyond the line we have drawn, the socialterm
istic is properly to be used, not as a term of reproach or conof the
tumely,butasastrictlydemriptivetitle.Theline
police powers may, in any given instance, be transcended by
much or by little; the object sought may be thoroughly practicable or wildly fanciful;' the results may be highly
beneficial
or deeply injurious to society; but every measure or proposal
of the nature we have described is socialistic. Thus, publio
sehools are
distinctly
socialistic. Educationis
matter
a
proper to individual initiative and enterprise, within the family
or, byvoluntary
association, withinlargergroups.
It ie
only during the last twenty years that this function has been
assumed by government in a country so free, prosperous and
was taken
enlightened as England.Whenthisgreatstep
it was distinctly and unmistakably socialistic, yet not the less
meritorious and beneficial. That step had been taken, generations before, in the United States, with the consent
of all
parties and all classes, and with the happiest results in peace,
order and prosperity. On the other hand, the government in
England owns and operates the telegraph, apolicy from which
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we in the United States shrink with reluctance as dangerously
socialistic.
638. Publicroadsandbridges
also exhibitthe
socialistic character in a highly marked degree. In a very primitive
state of society,where,yet,allthepolicepowersarefully
exercised, each man looks out for his own paths of travel or
transport, and maintains hisown communications with friends
and neighbors,acromthe
commons or throughtheforest.
Evenafterroadsarelaid
out,and, laterstill,aregraded,
drained and perhaps paved,at great expense, and streams and
ravines are bridged, this work continues
to be regardedas
altogetheramatterforprivateenterprise.Individuals
or
associations lay out the roads and build the bridges, collecting
toll from every onewhopasses overthem.Thosewhouse
the roads much pay much; those who use them little pay little;
those who stay at
home pay nothing atall. At last* there comes
a time when it is Been that, though this function naturally
belongs to individuals, and has indeed been exercieed
by inof success, yet a great
dividualswithareasonabledegree
public advantage will result from making these
avenues of
communication free to all and supporting them thereafter at
the publicexpense.
"hestepthustakenispurely,highly
socialistic. The responsibility, thelabor,theexpenditure
involved in these undertakings pass from private citizens
to
public officials. Individuals no longerpayforthisservice
accordingtotheproportionin
which theyenjoyit.Each
contributes, whether he will or not, to the construction and
maintenance of roads and bridges, which he may use much or
may not use at all.
620. Protectionismispurelyandhighly
socialistic. Its
purpose is so to operate upon individual choices and aims, so
t o influence private enterprise and the investments of capital,
as to secure the building up, within the country concerned,of
certain branches of production which could not be carried on,

* The general movement by which roads and bridges have almost universally been made free, began, even in the most enlightened countries.
only s i x t y or seventy years ago.
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or would grow but slowly, under the rule of competition and
individualinitiative. With this objectin view, government
begins by preventing the citizen from buying where he can
buy cheapest ; it compels him to pay ten, thirty or fifty per
cent. advance, it may be, upon the prices at which he could
otherwise purchase ; it even assumes the right to make existing industries support the industries which are thus
to be called
into being. Not incidentally, but primarily and of purpose,
it affects vitally
every
man’s industrial
conditions
and
relations. I t does this for a supposed public good.
630. T h e Sooialists.-Wehave,perhaps,
sufficiently illustrated the significance of the word socialistic. What then is
socialism 7 Perhaps we hadbetterfirst
ask, who isa
socialist ? Under our definition, the advocacy of a socialistio
socialist.
act or measurewillnotnecessarilycharacterizea
Thus, protection, as we have said, is socialistic. Yet the protectionist is not,as mch, a socialist. Most protectionists are not
socialists. Many protectionists are, in their general views, as
etrongly ant’i-socialist as men can well be.
The socialist i s one who, in general, distrusts the effects of
individual initiative and enterprise ; who is readily convinced
of the necessity or utility of the assumption, by the State, of
functions whichhave hitherto been left to personal choicee
and personal aims ; and who, in fact, approves and advocates
many and large schemes of this character.
p e person of whom all this could be said might properly
lie calleda eocialist ; yet there are many such persons who
wouldwish, afterenlargingthe
powers of government at
many points,correcting,astheyconceive
it, many of the
infirmities and evil liabilities of society by force of law, and
as they believe,
introducing incentivesandimpulseswhich,
can only be administered by the organized powerof the State,
still to leave individual initiative and enterprise the general
rule of life, The extreme socialist is he who would make the
State all in all : private enterprise, personal choices and aims
being lost in the general movement of a society dominated
and directed by a majority vote. In the view of the extreme
eocialist, the powers and the rights of the State are the sum
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of all the powers and all the rights
of the individuals who
compose it ; and government becomes the organ of society in
respect to all its interests and all its acts.
631. sociafism.--The term " socialism '' may, then, prop(1) totheaggregate
of manyandlarge
erlybeapplied
schemes for the extension of the powers of the State, actually
urged for present or early adoption ; or (8) to a programme
contemplated, at whatever distance, for the gradual replace; or (3) toanobserved
ment of private by public activity
movement or tendency of a highly marked character
in the
direction indicated.
It will be seen that socialism and anarchism are in theory
absolutelyantipodal.
The formerwouldproceed
by magnifyingthe powers of theStateandenlargingthesphere
of itsoperation,untilpersonalchoicesandaimsshould
whollydisappear in respect to all matters in
whichothers,
or the community asawhole,couldpossibly
be interestea.
The completeestablishment of socialismwould,therefore,
involve a tyrannymorefar-reachingandsearchingthan
foundedamong
that of the mostabsolutedespotismever
men.Anarchism,
on thecontrary,
aims atthe complete
abolition of government:theremoval
of everyform
of
restraint, leaving personal aims and choices wholly unchecked
influences, to
by law or authority,subjectonlytomoral
persuasion and to the force
of public sentiment.
632. Socielism vs. Communism.-The distinction between
Socialism and Communism is not to be drawn so easily. Tkie
two schemes have, necessarily, much in common
; while the
t o itself
boundaries of that which,theoretically,eachhas
have been much confused by vague or passionate treatment.
In a previous publication," I have sought t o express as clearly
a8 the nature of the case would allow,the essential differences
between Socialism and Communism, as follows :
1st. Communism confines itself mainly, if not exclusively,
tothe one subject matter-wealth.On
theother
hand,
Socialism, conspicuously, in all its manifestations, in all lsnda

* Scribner's Magazine. January, 1887.
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where it has appeared, assertsits claim to control evey interest of human society, to enlist for itspurposes every form of
energy.
2nd. So far as wealth becomes the subject matter both of
Communism, on the one hand, and of Socialism, on the other,
we note a difference of treatment.Communism, in general,
regards wealth as produced, and confines itself to effecting an
equal, or what it esteems an equitable distribution.
Socialism, on the other hand, gives its first and chief attention to the production of wealth ; and, passing lightly over
the queRtionsof distribution, with or without assent to the
doctrine of an equaldivisionamongproducers,
it asserts
the right toinquire into andcontrol the consumption of wealth
for the general good, whether through sumptuary laws and
regulations, or through taxation for publio expenditure.
3rd. Communism is essentiallynegative, confined to the
prohibition that one shall nothave
more than another.
Socialism is poRitive and aggressive, declaring that each man
shall have enough. I t purposes to introduce new forces into
society and industry, to put a stop to the idleness, the waste
of resources, the misdirection of force, inseparable, in some
large proportion of instances, from individual initiative ; and
to drive the whole mass forward in the direction determined
by the intelligence of its better half.
4th. While communism might conceivably be established
upon thelargest scale, and has, in a hundredexperiments,
beenupon a small scale established, by voluntary consent,
Socialism begins with the use of the powers of the State, and
proceeds and operates through them alone. It is by the force
of law that the Socialistpurposes to whip up the laggards
and the delinquents in the social and industrial order. It is
by the public treasurer, armed withpowers of assessment and
sale, that he plans to gather the meansfor carrying on enterprises t o whichindividualresourceswould
be inadequate.
It is through penalties that he would check wasteful or miechievous expenditures.
If what has been said above would be found true, wereone
studying Communism and Socialism a8 a philosophical critic,
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much more important will be the distinction between themto
th eyes of the politician or the statesman. Communism is,
if not moribund, at the best everywhere at a stand-still, g.enerally on the wane ; nor does it show any sign of retnrnmg
vitality. On the other hand, Socialismwasnevermore full
of lusty vigor, more rich in the promise of things to come,
than now.
833. It seems only needful to add, that, while the doctrines
of Anarchism,SocialismandCommunism
are respectively
held by not a few sincere and disinterested men, of a high
order of intelligence,largenumbers of thosewhoembrace
one or the other of these systems do so with no appreciation
of the differences between them, being influenced wholly by
a generaldiscontentwiththeresults
of the existing social
and industrial order, either as affecting themselves or aB controllingthefortunes
of their class. In addition t o these,
every public demonstration of socialistic or communistic organizations almost inevitably draws out a swarm
of “ lewd
fellows of the baser sort,” who for the time attach themelvee
to that party, out of a general hatred of law and order, or in
the hope of plunder, or from a delight in riot and mischief.
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Courcelle-Seneuil, J. 0.: deprecia- 13eposits, fictitious, as a meanaof
tion not a necessary result of inevading usury laws, 422 [See
convertibility, 213n ; the theory
the great
I)~~~t?%?ihliscount,
of bank money, 224
banking function, 526
Greasy, SirEdward,thefeudal
Ilepreciation, not a necessary reburdens on land, 498
sult of debasement of coin, 197,
Credit sales, the characteristic, 186;
their greatimportance in modern 201 : or of inconvertibility of
paper, 213
multiple
exchange, 187 ; the
standard of deferred payments, IIeQuincey, Thorns: I' f?ofits are
dSII.64
the leavlngs of wages, 327
IIesire is not demand. 126
Crises, [See Panics]
Cultivation, descending to inferior Ilesires, economic, &nd to multiply as fast as gratuity replaces
soils, [See Diminishing Returns
vilueinthe
case of articles
Currency principle, the socalle
which were the subject
of for08. thebanking principle, 224-6
mer desires, 134, 63, 66-7, 92-3,
Custom, its influence in modifying
Chap. 2 and 3, Part V
law orcompetition, 19; is always,
intheor
opposed to competi- IIestruction of wealth, keeping
down accumulations of capital,
tion, 12Jf its effects on price,
110; popular notion that it
145-6
stimulates
production, 411-3
Darwin,Charles : the power of
Ieterioration,
liability to, 88 &ect
I
geometrical increase, 393
ing price, 143
Dear BB.Cheap Food, 404
uwmxny the
character
. edea~e,85-6
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Devon, Earl : Irish Commission of,
1844,394

Diek, diversifled,taste for, as antagonizing the procreative force,
398
Difference,economic, what constitutes an economic difference ?
133

Diffusion of taxes, 606-10
Diminishing returns in agriculture, 51-4, 257

Discipline createsno force,but may
revent waste, 348-51
DPscount and deposit, the great
banking function, 526
Discredit of money, its influence
on the money demand, 200-1
Distribution, aa adepartment in
ylitical economy, Chap. 1, Part

V

Division of Labor See,also,Terb.], how it
ritorialDiv. of
originates, 80 ; how it becomes
a source of productivepower,
81-3 ; gives rise to exchange, 112;
evil possibilities attendant upon,
Chap. 7, Part 111
Domains. as aaource of revenue
to the State, 676
Douglm, William : thedebtor
clasa in early Mamchusetts, 445
Dress, rn a form of consumption,
384
D y ~ k i c of
s wealth, found in consumption, 382
Economics, [Eee PoliticalEcon-

I
,

OFYI

Ef!iclency
of
the
individual
laon several
borer,
dependent
causes, 66-78 ; varying efficiency
of labor in differentcountries,
79 ; relation to wages, 456
Emigration of capital, 299 ; of la.
bor, 298-9
Emplo
er,
the,
[See Entreprenew7
Employment, regularity of, as an
element of wages, 320
Employedlaborer, [Eee Laborer)
England, insdcient food of agrlcultural laborers, 68; contrasted
with India and Russia as to the
el3ciency of its laboring population, 79; ita industrial organizaby
tion, 252; rentakeptdown
public sentiment, 289 ; ita u8ury

laws, 419; poorlaws,

44751 ;

relation of wages to capital,
454 ; factorylegislation, 467 ;
its strikes, 467 ; progresaivity in

taxation, 601
English Bchool of Political h n omy, so called, 1 7 ; erroneous
v i e w of English economists regarding the relation of wagas to
the product of industry, 32ti
Entrepreneur class, the, their function, 85, 231, 245 ; aa claimants
to a share of the product of industry, 252, 330-2, Chap. 4,
Part IV, also 474-82 ; the State
as entrepreneur, 577
Equation of international demand,
153

Equity, poIiticrtI, its relation to
political economy, 36
Equities of contribution to the
State, 583 [See also Taxation]
Escheat, as a source Gf State rem
nue, 578
Esprit de corpsin industry, 84
Ethics,relation to economica, 19,
36

Exemptions from income, prior to
taxation, 600-1
Exchange, the old-time theory
that it could be beneficial to but
one party, 3; arises from t h e division of labor, 112, 236-7; its
reaction upon production, Chap.
7, Part IrI
Exchange, the scienceof, this term
offered as a substitute for Political Economy, 5-ti
Exchange, r t ~department
a
of
PoliticalEconomy,Part
ILI ;
how distinguished from distribution, 247-9
Exchange,(Trade)International.
Chap. 2, Part 111
Exchanges, Foreign, 541-58 ; relation to Bi-metallism, 663-6
Exhaustion of the soil, 56-8
Expenditure, &B the basis of ta”
tion, 8924
Factory laws, 471-3
Faculty, as the basis of taxation,
696-7

Famil , theformation of, 386-7 ;
soliJLtv of, 390
Fawcett, k.: insufacient food of
West of England laborers, @.

INDEX.
Cottier renta in Ireland, 27311;
dEering wages in different
localities, 278 ; t h e doctrine of
the Wage Fund,453n.
Fecundity, made by M. Comte a
test of a true science: does political economy bear this test 1 25
Fees, a means of revenue, 581 :
Feudal
burdens
on land, how
commuted 7 498
Fiat money, See Inconvertible
Paper Money\
Final utility, 131,139
Financiering, aa a bankingfunction, 582
Fines and forfeitures,as asowce of
revenue to the State, 574
Fittest,
survival
of, [See Surviva11
Fixed lncomes, relation to the
multi le standard, 464
Food, ee, also, Subsistence] : its
relatlon to labor power, 66 ; the
primary form of capital, 87, 97.
Force, productive, can not be lost
out of nature, but may be lost
out of man’s reach, 56
Forced circulation, generally a
characteristic of government
paper money, W7
F o r d sales, sometimes c a W . b y
usury laws, 423
Form-value, 46
France:underfedfactory
hands,
68 ; repression of population,
401 ; progressivity in taxation,
600-9
p n c i s , John : the city banks of
London, 526
Free, distinguished from gratuitous coinage, 196
Free trade and exhaustion of t h e
soil, 56 ; and the territorial division of labor, 57, 613-23 See
Protection oa. Freedom of
duction, Part VI.]
French economists apt to confuse
ethical and economic reasoning, 37 : right in their views of
the relation of wages to the product of industry, 32611
Fullarton, J. : the theory of bank
money, 224
Gallatin, Albert : bank money becomes a sort of legal tender,
%3n
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Gangs, a cultural, so-called, in
Englanf&ildren), 342
Garnier, Joseph : progreaaivity in
taxation, 600
Qenoa, bank of (St. Qeorge), 628
Geometrical w. arithmetical progression, 3924
Qeorge, Henry, his “Progrees and
Poverty,’.’ 60621
Germany, I& railroad system, 677
German school of wlihcal economy, so-called, 17 Gibbon, E., likens money to
letters, 164
Gilbert’s Act (English Poor Laws),
448-9
Girdlestone, Canon : the diet of
the laborers of Devonshire, 68
Girardin, Emile de : voluntary
contributions, 57211
Gladstone, Wm. E.: his Budget
Speeches, 5%n
Glut, [See Overproduction]
Gluttony: regarded by Mr. ?dill
as a perpetual1 anta onizing
principle to the lesire ofwealth,
21
Gold [See Precious Netals ; in ita
relations to Silver, see also Bimetallism]
‘heory of
Gouge, Wm. M . : t h ~
bank money, 225
Government, as producer and consumer, 35740,4146; ita revenue,
and t h e m a n s of obtaining it,
572-84
Qovernment administration of prb
ductive property, 505, 5767
Qrain, as money, 189-90
Gratuity, relation to value, 128
Gratuitous, distinguishedfromfree,
coinage, 195
Qreed, often antagonistic to the enlightened pursuit of wealth, 23,
378
Qreenbscks, so-called, of the
United States, 209, 211,444
Gresham’s Law, 181
Ground rents, 283
Hallam, H. : the penal code of Ireland, 271
Hamilton, Alex. : the danger of
paper money issues, 444n
Bard times, so-called, their cam.
235-42
Earmonies, the economic, 5448

Harrison, Red'k ; thesmall sucof productivecooperation,
4ya,
to the condiHarvestinsubject
tion of 8minishing returns, 5311
Hastings, George W. : necessity of
the workhouse test, 459
Hazardous risks of capital, how
compensated, 293-7
Health is not wealth, though perhaps better than wealth, 10
Heam, Wm. E.: subtituk3a &e
for Political
e x p l a h the
f m r Idleness of the Scottish
people, 78
Hebrews, ancient, usury forbidden. 4174
Hig ling in the market, 149-50
Hofkann, J. Q. : the literature of
taxation, 686
3olland, underfed laborers, 68
Hopefulness in labor, as an element
of productive power, 768
Hunter state, the, 60
Buskisson,Wm. : repeal of the
laws against combinations, 467
Immobihty of capitaland labor
[See Mobility, etc.]
Income as the base of taxation,
[See Revenue]
Inconvertible Paper Money, Chap.
5, Part I11
Increment, the unearned, of land,
257, 265, 493, et seq.
India-the efflciency of its laboring population contrasted with
that of England, 79; lncreaae
of population and condition of
the people, 394 ; possible relation
of taxation to production, 415
Indifference of the rate of profits,
a doctrine, 3i3-80
Indolence, regarded by Nr. Mill
as a perpetual1 antagonizing
principle to the &sire of wealth,
21
Inflation (money), 198-204,
213,
219-20, 441-5; tendency to inflation inhering in political money,
---,

489-45

Inglis, H. : the city houses of Ireland in 1884,70
Injuries, economic, tend to remain,
346-7
Iujustice, only becoma asubject

for the consideration of the economist when it h u e s rm an economic force influencing the actions of men withreswctto
wealth, 36
Institutions, how far shall they be
considered bythe economist 9
10

"

Insurance of the principel,an important element of interat, 293
intellectual dementeof supply and
demand, 147
Intelligence, not wealth, 9-10;as a
source of productive power,
79.4

I n & s t , as a share in the product
of industry, 252, 332-6, 3689;
Chap. 3, PartIV [Bee Usury
Laws1
InternatlonalTrade:international
values, 151-8
International clistribution;of money,
17R

Int&ational
division of labor
[See Territorial, etc.]
Invention facilitated by the dlvision of labor, 82
Ireland, the economic mischiefs of
its land tenure almost irrespective of considerations of polltical
equity, 36; inadequate shelter of
laboring population, 70; the
starving seaaon," 94; rents: relation of the landlord andtenant
class, 271-4; increase of population and state of the peasantry
prior to the famine, 394
Irish,theirtraditional idleness at
home due to unfair laws, 78
Jarvis, Edward : varying viability
of the several nations of Europe,

9

320

Tevons, W. 8.: illustration of the
descending scale of utility, 131;
but one price for a commodity,
132-3; substitution of ,one comIn use, as
modityforanother,
affecting price, 142n; the British
coin, 180; the denominator of
value, 182; advocates a tabular
or multiple standard, 191, 463;
repudiates the doctrine of the
wages fund, 326; the laiseel;
faire doctrine, 380; thelaw of
wages, 326; the
dynamics
of
wealth, 382n; hia Money and the

IPiDEX,

Xechanism of. Exchange, 5%;
overnment mterference with
abor, 349, 352,471;
fluctuations
in the value of gold, 1589-1874,
440; bi-metallism, 568
Johnson, 8. W. Prof. : on the renewal of the soil by " weathering " and nitriflcation, 59
Johnston, J. F. W. Prof.: the
constituents of the so11 taken
away in the crop,56
Knies, Prof.: his classification of
values, as time-value, place-value
and form-value, 46
Knights of Labor, Part VI
Kropotkin, Prince : on Anarchy,
626
Labor: employed in
agriculture
subject to the condition of diminishing returns, 49-52: not so
when employed in mechanical
industries, 53-4;as one of the
three primary agents of production, Chap. 2, Part 11; varying
emciency of labor, 66-79;division of, 80-4;partial immobility
of labor, 104; relation of labor
to value, 119-24
Laborer, the, as a claimant to a
share of the product of industry, 232; Chaps. 5 and 6, Part
I V ; the residual claimant upon
the product of industry, 322-86
Laissez faire, the doctrine, 34452,
380
Land, its tenure, how far of consequence to the economist ? 19,
36; one of the three primary
' agents of production, 47-8;its capability of increaaed production,
49-54; influence of a popular
tenure upon population, 401 [See
building lots, pastures, water
privile a,wood lots, mines; see
also, dtionalization of theland;
see, also, Chapter on Rent, Part
I V , and Attacks on the Doctrine
of Rent, Part VI]
Landlord, the, as a claimant to a
share in the product of industry,
252, Chap. 2, Part N,328-34,
368-70
Latin-Union, so-called, its monetary league, 195, 571
Laws, how far shall they be considered by the economist, 19

f
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Leave-them-as-you-find-them rule
of taxstion, 590
Leslie, T. E. Clitfe: influence of
natural theology on political
economy, 35; influence of a
popular tenure of the soil upon
population, in France,401
Liverpool, Lord: ancient bankera,
582
Loans, See Interest and Usury
Lawsj
Locke, ohn, on usury, 424
Lotteries, as a m e w of revenue k,
the State, 579
Luxury, ideas of, developed in the
progress of society, 19; ita ap
pearance in human societies,
398-9
Machtnery : great ditlerences
among ditferent peoples in the
capacity of using it, 73-4; introduction of machmer as tending
to set producers a n J consumem
apart, 231-6
Malthus, T. R. : the law of popuIation, 391, 395, 402
Man, the economic, 21
Manchester, or Laissea Faire,
school of economists, 348
Mansfield, Lord : d i t b i o n of
taxes, 606
Manufactures: not subject to the
condition of diminishing returns,
63-4; plea for building up local
manufactures to prevent waste
of soil, 56-9; relation to agriculture,
in
new countries, 61823
Market, what is it ? 134
Market price, ita relation to normal price, 139
Marriage : early marriages in Ireland, 394 ; ducouraged by economic desires, S97
Marshall, Alfred and Mary Paley,
Ecolunniw of Induutry :honest?:
a part of the " personal wealth
of a country, 9 ; possible eavinga
of Asia and England contrasted,
93n ; influence of " plant " on the
prices of commodities, 14411; the
coume of speculation and the
cause of panics, 232 ; effect upon
accumulation of a low rate of
intereat, 28811; origin of busin=
profita, 311

Martineau, Hamet : effects of a

96-7

May, Sir E : the English Crown
lands, 576x1
McCulloch, J. R. : varying fertility of soils, 254 ; relation of
waes to profits, 327n; wages
a n f cheap food, 4 0 4 ; governmentai expenditure, 414 ; effects
of an increase of the money supply, 445n : proposes the purely
economic theory of taxation, 683,
605 ; his treatise on taxation and
the funding system, 686
Measure of value, so-ailed, [See
Denominator of Value]
Mechanical industry, not subject
to the condition of diminishing
returns, 63-4
Medium of exchange, money serves
88 the, 162; how about paper
money ? 209
Metals as money, 166
Metals, the precious, as money,
167 ; the irregularit of their
, also
goduction, 1 ~ - 9 , d[see
i-metallism and MultiDle Standard]
Middlemen in Ireland, 272
Mill, John Stuart : correctness of
the popular conceptionof wealth,
6 : fails to observe distinction
ktween wealth and property,
15 ; his statement of the premises
of the Ricardian school, 21 ; he
replies to Comte’s criticism founded on the eomemw of the social
phenomena, 39 ; recognizes exchange as department
a
of
litical economy, l l l n ; the
riction of retail trade, 149 ; the
equation of international demand, 153 ; the unearned increment of land, 284, 497-500 ; doctrine of the wage fund, 453
Mines, rental of, 281
Mints, of various countries, 18011
Mobility of capital and labor, how
far secured, 104, 339-45
1

r

Money, c h a p . 3, 4, 5 and 6, Part
111; interest paid, in general, not
forthe use of money, but of
other forms of capita!, 286 [See,
also, Bank Money, Inconvertible
Paper Mone , Political Money,
Bi-metal1ismT
Monometallism [See Bi-metallism]
Monopolies, aa a source of revenue
to the State, 578
Monopoly value, 121
Moral considerations, how far do
they concern the economist 9 19,
36
Moral elements of ~ ~ p pand
l y demand, 147
Mosaical
code,
prohibita usury,
417
Mortgagee, are they wealth, or only
property ? 15
Motives, economic, shall all be
taken by the economist, or only
a fcw leadin motives 9 16-22
I :Multiple staniard,for deferred
payments, W1, 459-64
1 . Napoleon,
avoided
the use of
paper mone 214
“ National ” 5olitical Economy,
so-called, 32; why should i n d w
trial correspond to political entities P 615-6
Nationalization of the Land, 495505

Natural Theology: its relation to
political economy, 35
Yature, the awumption of a beneficent constitution of, ae influencing the pursuit of political
economy, 35
Sature, human: how far shall the
economistseek to comprehend
it, and include it in the premisea
of his reasoning 1 16-22
Yeison, Dr.: varying mortality of
the several trades and profesaions,
320
Cew countries, so-called, why
wages arehighin
them, 61%
23
iicholls, Sir George : effects of
Gilbert’s act, 449
iitrification, so-called, as a meano
of renewing the soil subject to
culture, 59
Tominal m. real wages, 3al
Cornins, m. real cost of labor, 821

INDEX.
Normal price: its relation to market price, 137-8
Norman, Geo. Warde : the theory
of bank money, 225
North, Dudley: free coinage, 195
Occupation, change of, ea a means
of relieving the labor market,
342
Oficea, eale of, 575
One price only for a commodity,
132
Opinion,
public:
influence on
wages, 35'3-4
Organization of industry, 84-5; as
affecting price, 144
Orb, G . : intimates thelaws of
population, 395
Over-production,whattheterm
means, 408-10
Overstone, Lord : thetheory of
bank money, 225; the course of
speculation and over trading,
232; fictitious deposita, 422
;
Panics, the causes of, 232-5, 239
in t h e United States, 243
Paper money [See Bank Money
and Inconvertible Paper Money]
Par of exchange : what it is, 543 ;
between gold-using and silverusing countries, 561
Parieu, E. de : theliterature of
taxation, 685; the Tiusion of
taxes, 809
Pastures: relation to arable lands,
277
Psstoral state, the, 61
Pauperism, 446-52
Perry, A. L. Prof.: doctrine of
' the indifference of the rate of
doctrine of t h e
profits, 373, 379;
wage fund, 453
P e q , Sir Wm. : his theory of taxetlon, 592
Physiocrats,theFrench,
treated
litical economy as an art, 29 ;
eemed agriculturethe
sole
murce of wealth, 48 ; their theory of taxation, 583
Physiology of man, how far of
consequence to the economist 1
18-!20
Picking, or selecting, the coin, 179
Place-value, 48
Plant, so-called, its existence ea
afPecting price, 144
Plutology, the term offered by

r
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Prof. H e m ea e substitute for
political economy, 43
Political econom ,its character and
logical method: Part I
Political
money,
49-45 ; [See
also,Inconverhble PaperMoney]
Politics, and economics, 349
Polo, Marco : the Chinese paper
money, 206
Ponr laws, [See Pauperism]
Pope, the, 89 a capitalist, 572
Population increases as tribes pass
from the hunter to the pastoral
state, and again as they initiate
agriculture, 60-3;relation of subsistence to population, Chap.
1-3,Part V ; effect of the increase
of population in driving cultivation down to inferior soils,
5 1 4 99, 257, 271-4
; See, also,
The Nationalization od the Land,
Part VI
Potato philosophv of wages, 404
Practical men, ~ O - C S I M or selfcalled, their readiness to assert
their opinions on economic questions, 41
Prediction, capability of, made by
M. Comte a test of a true science,
25
Prejudices,
popular,
their
influence on political economy, 40
Premises of political economy, 16
23
Price, relation to value, 115 ; but
one price for a commodity, 132 ;
noTmal and market price, 137-9;
p r m theagent
in theinternational distribution of money,
176 ; relation of rent to the price
of land, 261 ; to the price of
agriculturalproduce, 262 : relation of profits t~ t h e price of
manufactured produce, 311
Price-current, need of, 182-3; how
about paper money ? 210
hice, Bonamy, objects to drop
ping the word wealth, 5 ; depreciation not a necessary result of
inconvertibility, 213
Procreative forge,the,its
capabilities, 391-3; ita persistence,
394 ; antagonized by economtc
desires, 397-401
Production of wealth, 44 ; Part
I1 ; modes of production, 46 ;
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agenta of production, 47 ; pro
&&ke mpabiliq of a commun
Chap. 4, Part I1 ; reactior1
exchan e upon production
. mq.7,. hart 111; reaction of
distnbuhon u n production
Chap. 8, Part
Producers and consumers, thei~
relations and possible misunder,
standings, Chap. 7, Part 111
Productive co-operation, [See CO.
operation]
Production, cost of, how related tc
value, 119-124, 151-8
Profiu, of the entrepreneur, his
motive in production, 231,239 ;'
profits, a share of the product of
industry, 252, Chap. 4,Part IV;
profits and rent are species of
the same genus, 307-10; profits
do not form a part of the price
of manufactured products, 311 ;
are not obtained by deduction
from wages, 312; doctrine of
the indifference of the rate of
profits, 373,379 ; in co-operation
the laborers aim to aecure the
entrepreneur's profits, 376-7
Progressive taxation, 600-2
Property, relation to wealth,l5
Protection va. freedom of production, 611-23
Protectionist writers, hold that
each country has a political
economy of its own, 32 ; make
much of the exhaustion of the
soil, 668 [See, also, Protection
88. Freedom of Production]
h d y , Fred. : variations in wages
throughout England, 36611
Purveyance, as a meam of revenue,

3
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Quasi taxes. 578-81
Quesnay, M., his school of economists, 29, 48
Raguet, Condy : bank money in
the United States, 223,225
Railways of Germany, 577
Real as. nominal wages, 319-20
Real ve. nominal cost of labor, 321
Ftealized wealth, (taxation) [See

Wealth

RedeemaJiility of paper money,
what it implies, Chaps. 6 and 6,

Part In

Registration of land, the require-

1

ment adds virtually to the facility
of transfers, 861
Rent, as a share in the distribution
of the product of industry, 252,
Chap. 2,Part IV ; its relation to
the price of land, 201 ; its relation to the price of agricultural
produce, 262 ; tends to rise with
growth of population, 257, 289,
497 ; rent and profits are species
of the same genus, 307-10; does
rent belong in e uity to the community ? 284 3ee so Nationalization of the Land, and Attacks
upon the Doctrine of Rent,
Part VI]
Repercussion of taxes, [See DUudon, etc.]
Reserve,specie,of
bank money,
1 223
Restriction, so-called, the English,
207. 444
Retail trade, the friction of, 148-9
Revenue (individual), as the basis
of taxation, 589, 591, 598
Revenue of the State, 572-84
Ricardo, David : his school of
political economy, 22; treats
political economyas a science,
n ? t y a n a r t , 80; his views on
selgnlorage, 197-200; depreciation not a necessary result of
inconvertibility, 21311; his relation to the doctrine of rent, 265 ;
[See also, Attacks on the Doctrine
VI] relation of
of rent,Part
wages and profits, 327 ; the incidence of a land tax, or tax on
rents, 499
iogers, J. E. T. : rents in England, 269 ; wages and cheap
food, 42711;co-operation, 427n;
the insurrection of the peasant
under Richard 11,469 ; the d x
fusion of taxes, 607
loscher, Wm. : definition of capital, 8711; proportion of produce
consumed upon the farm, 112n ;
advocates tabular or multiple
standard, 191 ; the variet of
man's economic wants, &in ;
hisreference to H. C. Care , 487
tussia, the efficiency of its laboring population contmted with
that of the English, 76; paper
money, 443
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Safe deposit, au a bankingfunction, 636
Sanita conditions, as affecting
the gciencyof labor, 69, 70
Savi [See Abstinence]
mressive taxation,
sa&?.
E.: proO
: diffusion of taxes, 607-8
Bcarcity value, 121
SC~OO
of ~political
S
economy, 1623
Science, does political economy
attain thia dignit ? 26 ; distinction between poyitical economy
aa a science and aa an art, 27-8
Bcotch, once an idle people, 78
Scotland, inad uate shelter of the
laboring pop3ation, 70
Seasons, their influence on regularity of employment, 320
Seigniorage, Chap. 4,Part I11
Selecting, or picking,the
coin,
179
Senior, N.W .: relation of value to
wealth, 7 ; relation of ratuity
to value, 12 ; relation of riehhts
or credits to wealth, 15 ; dishnction between political economy
BS a science and as an art, 29 ;
labor not essential to value, 120 ;
money is abstract wealth,”184;
opportunities for extraearnings,
319 ; the consumption of wealth,
381 ; relation of famine to war,
395n ; the order of succession of
human desires, 396 ; what is a
luxury ? 399 ; his statement [of
the law of population, 395
Sentiment, personal, excluded
’ from definition of value, 7 ; Bentimentand
political economy,
38; sentiment as modifying the
i d u e n c e of competition, 129
Services, distinguished from commodities, 247; services of the
possessors of health,
skill,
strength and intelligence may be
the subjects of exchange, though
those qualities can not be,
9-10
Settlement.
harochial),
Er
‘ I

Shocks, economic, their propagation throy htheindustrialand
commerclaf body, 237-43
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Silver, [See Precious Metale ; in ita
relation to Gold, see, also, Bi-

SigkF%.
: rents in Tuscany,
270 ; influence of a popular ten-

ure of the soil upon population,
401
Skill is not wealth, though it may
become the means of acquiring
wealth, 9-10
Slave labor, the caw of its i n e S
ciency, ‘77
Smith, Adam : his Wealth of Natiom, effect upon the relatione
of States, 3 ; treated p
o
l
i
t
i
d
economy mainly BS an art, 30 ;
his economic writings influenced by his views as a professor
of natural theology, 35; bank
money, 2% ; the immobility of
labor, 340 ; masters always in a
combination not to raise wages,
468n; the bank of Amsterdam,
623 ; voluntary contributions to
the State, 572 ; inefaciency of
government administration of
productive property, 676; hie
maxims regarding taxation, 586-9
Social dividend theorv of taxation.
588

Socialism, 624-33
Sociolom : its relation to political
econgmy, 39
Soil, the, afundforthe
endowment of the human race, 66
Soldiers, their services economic in
England. non-economic in Qer?+, 8’
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